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PREFACE TO THE ENLARGED AND 

CORRECTED PRINTING 

This book is the first volume of a treatise which will eventually consist of 
four volumes. It is also an enlarged and corrected printing, essentially 
without changes, of my 46 Foundations of Modern Analysis,” published in 
1960. Many readers, colleagues, and friends have urged me to write a sequel 
to that book, and in the end I became convinced that there was a place for 
a survey of modern analysis, somewhere between the 66minimum tool kit” 
of an elementary nature which I had intended to write, and specialist 
monographs leading to the frontiers of research. My experience of teaching 
has also persuaded me that the mathematical apprentice, after taking the first 
step of “ Foundations,” needs further guidance and a kind of general bird’s 
eye-view of his subject before he is launched onto the ocean of mathematical 
literature or set on the narrow path of his own topic of research. 

Thus I have finally been led to attempt to write an equivalent, for the 
mathematicians of 1970, of what the “Cours d’Analyse” of Jordan, Picard, 
and Goursat were for mathematical students between 1880 and 1920. 

It is manifestly out of the question to attempt encyclopedic coverage, and 
certainly superfluous to rewrite the works of N. Bourbaki. I have therefore 
been obliged to cut ruthlessly in order to keep within limits comparable to 
those of the classical treatises. I have opted for breadth rather than depth, in 
the opinion that it is better to show the reader rudiments of many branches 
of modern analysis rather than to provide him with a complete and detailed 
exposition of a small number of topics. 

Experience seems to show that the student usually finds a new theory 
difficult to grasp at a first reading. He needs to return to it several times before 
he becomes really familiar with it and can distinguish for himself which 
are the essential ideas and which results are of minor importance, and only 
then will he be able to apply it intelligently. The chapters of this treatise are 
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therefore samples rather than complete theories: indeed, I have systemat¬ 
ically tried not to be exhaustive. The works quoted in the bibliography will 
always enable the reader to go deeper into any particular theory. 

However, I have refused to distort the main ideas of analysis by presenting 
them in too specialized a form, and thereby obscuring their power and 
generality. It gives a false impression, for example, if differential geometry 
is restricted to two or three dimensions, or if integration is restricted to Le- 
besgue measure, on the pretext of making these subjects more accessible or 
“intuitive.” 

On the other hand I do not believe that the essential content of the ideas 
involved is lost, in a first study, by restricting attention to separable metrizable 
topological spaces. The mathematicians of my own generation were certainly 
right to banish hypotheses of countability wherever they were not needed: this 
was the only way to get a clear understanding. But now the situation is well 
understood: the most central parts of analysis (let us say those which turn 
on the notion of a finite-dimensional manifold) involve only separable metri¬ 
zable spaces, in the great majority of important applications. Moreover, there 
exists a general technique, which is effective and usually easy to apply, for 
passing from a proof based on hypotheses of countability to a general proof. 
Broadly speaking, the recipe is to “replace sequences by filters.” Often, it 
should be said., the result is simply to make the original proof more elegant. 
At the risk of being reviled as a reactionary I have therefore taken as my motto 
“only the countable exists at infinity”: I believe that the beginner will do 
better to concentrate his attention on the real difficulties involved in concepts 
such as differential manifolds and integration, without having at the same time 
to worry about secondary topological problems which he will meet rather 
seldom in practice.! 

In this text, the whole structure of analysis is built up from the foun¬ 
dations. The only things assumed at the outset are the rules of logic and the 
usual properties of the natural numbers, and with these two exceptions all 
the proofs in the text rest on the axioms and theorems proved earlier. J Never¬ 
theless this treatise (including the first volume) is not suitable for students who 
have not yet covered the first two years of an undergraduate honours course 
in mathematics. 

t In the same spirit I have abstained (sometimes at the cost of greater length) from the 

use of transfinite induction in separable metrizable spaces: not in the name of philosophical 

scruples which are no longer relevant, but because it seems to me to be unethical to ban 

the uncountable with one hand whilst letting it in surreptitiously with the other. 

t This logical order is not followed so rigorously in the problems and in some of the 

examples, which contain definitions and results that have not up to that point appeared in 

the text, or will not appear at all. 
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A striking characteristic of the elementary parts of analysis is the small 
amount of algebra required. Effectively all that is needed is some elementary 
linear algebra (which is included in an appendix at the end of the first volume, 
for the reader’s convenience). However, the role played by algebra increases in 
the subsequent volumes, and we shall finally leave the reader at the point where 
this role becomes preponderant, notably with the appearance of advanced 
commutative algebra and homological algebra. As reference books in algebra 
we have taken R. Godement’s “Abstract Algebra,” § and S. A. Lang’s 
“Algebra ”Tf which we shall possibly augment in certain directions by means 
of appendices. 

As with the first volume, I have benefited greatly during the preparation of 
this work from access to numerous unpublished manuscripts of N. Bourbaki 
and his collaborators. To them alone is due any originality in the presentation 
of certain topics. 

Nice, France 

April, 1969 J. Dieudonn£ 

§ Godement, R., “Abstract Algebra.” Houghton-Mifflin, New York, 1968. (Original 
French edition published by Hermann, Paris, 1963.) 

H Lang, S. A., “Algebra.” Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, 1965. 





PREFACE 

This volume is an outgrowth of a course intended for first year graduate 
students or exceptionally advanced undergraduates in their junior or senior 
year. The purpose of the course (taught at Northwestern University in 1956- 
1957) was twofold: (a) to provide the necessary elementary background for 
all branches of modern mathematics involving “analysis” (which in fact 
means everywhere, with the possible exception of logic and pure algebra); 
(b) to train the student in the use of the most fundamental mathematical tool 
of our time—the axiomatic method (with which he will have had very little 
contact, if any at all, during his undergraduate years). 

It will be very apparent to the reader that we have everywhere emphasized 
the conceptual aspect of every notion, rather than its computational aspect, 
which was the main concern of classical analysis; this is true not only of the 
text, but also of most of the problems. We have included a rather large number 
of problems in order to supplement the text and to indicate further interesting 
developments. The problems will at the same time afford the student an 
opportunity of testing his grasp of the material presented. 

Although this volume includes considerable material generally treated in 
more elementary courses (including what is usually called “ advanced cal¬ 
culus”) the point of view from which this material is considered is completely 
different from the treatment it usually receives in these courses. The funda¬ 
mental concepts of function theory and of calculus have been presented within 
the framework of a theory which is sufficiently general to reveal the scope, 
the power, and the true nature of these concepts far better than it is possible 
under the usual restrictions of “classical analysis.” It is not necessary to 
emphasize the well-known “ economy of thought ” which results from such a 
general treatment; but it may be pointed out that there is a corresponding 
“economy of notation,” which does away with hordes of indices, much in 
the same way as “vector algebra” simplifies classical analytical geometry. 
This has also as a consequence the necessity of a strict adherence to axiomatic 
methods, with no appeal whatsoever to “geometric intuition,” at least in the 
formal proofs: a necessity which we have emphasized by deliberately ab¬ 
staining from introducing any diagram in the book. My opinion is that the 
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graduate student of today must, as soon as possible, get a thorough training 
in this abstract and axiomatic way of thinking, if he is ever to understand what 
is currently going on in mathematical research. This volume aims to help the 
student to build up this “ intuition of the abstract ” which is so essential in the 
mind of a modern mathematician. 

It is clear that students must have a good working knowledge of classical 
analysis before approaching this course. From the strictly logical point of 
view, however, the exposition is not based on any previous knowledge, with 
the exception of: 

1. The first rules of mathematical logic, mathematical induction, and the 
fundamental properties of (positive and negative) integers. 

2. Elementary linear algebra (over a field) for which the reader may consult 
Halmos [11], Jacobson [13], or Bourbaki [4]; these books, however, contain 
much more material than we will actually need (for instance we shall not use 
the theory of duality and the reader will know enough if he is familiar with the 
notions of vector subspace, hyperplane, direct sum, linear mapping, linear 
form, dimension, and codimension). 

In the proof of each statement, we rely exclusively on the axioms and on 
theorems already proved in the text, with the two exceptions just mentioned. 
This rigorous sequence of logical steps is somewhat relaxed in the examples 
and problems, where we will often apply definitions or results which have not 
yet been (or ever will never be) proved in the text. 

There is certainly room for a wide divergence of opinion as to what parts of 
analysis a student should learn during his first graduate year. Since we wanted 
to keep the contents of this book within the limits of what can materially be 
taught during a single academic year, some topics had to be eliminated. 
Certain topics were not included because they are too specialized, others 
because they may require more mathematical maturity than can usually be ex¬ 
pected of a first-year graduate student or because the material has undoubtedly 
been covered in advanced calculus courses. If we were to propose a general 
program of graduate study for mathematicians we would recommend that 
every graduate student should be expected to be familiar with the contents of 
this book, whatever his future field of specialization may be. 

I would like to express my gratitude to the mathematicians who have 
helped me in preparing these lectures, especially to H. Cartan and N. Bour¬ 
baki, who allowed me access to unpublished lecture notes and manuscripts, 
which greatly influenced the final form of this book. My best thanks also go 
to my colleagues in the Mathematics Department of Northwestern University, 
who made it possible for me to teach this course along the lines I had planned 
and greatly encouraged me with their constructive criticism. 

April, 1960 J. DlEUDONNg 
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CHAPTER I 

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY OF SETS 

We do not try in this chapter to put set theory on an axiomatic basis; 
this can however be done, and we refer the interested reader to Kelley [15] 
and Bourbaki [3] for a complete axiomatic description. Statements appearing 
in this chapter and which are not accompaniedby a proof or a definition may 
be considered as axioms connecting undefined terms. 

The chapter starts with some elementary definitions and formulas about 
sets, subsets and product sets (Sections 1.1 to 1.3); the bulk of the chapter is 
devoted to the fundamental notion of mapping, which is the modern ex¬ 
tension of the classical concept of a (numerical) function of one or several 
numerical “variables.” Two points related to this concept deserve some 
comment: 

1. The all-important (and characteristic) property of a mapping is that it 
associates to any “value” of the variable a single element; in other words, 
there is no such thing as a “multiple-valued” function, despite many books 
to the contrary. It is of course perfectly legitimate to define a mapping whose 
values are subsets of a given set, which may have more than one element; 
but such definitions are in practice useless (at least in elementary analysis), 
because it is impossible to define in a sensible way algebraic operations on the 
“values” of such functions. We return to this question in Chapter IX. 

2. The student should as soon as possible become familiar with the idea 
that a function/is a single object, which may itself “vary” and is in general 
to be thought of as a “point” in a large “functional space”; indeed, it may 
be said that one of the main differences between the classical and the modern 
concepts of analysis is that, in classical mathematics, when one writes /(x), 
/ is visualized as “fixed” and x as “variable,” whereas nowadays both f 

1 



2 I ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY OF SETS 

and x are considered as “variables” (and sometimes it is x which is fixed, 
and/which becomes the “varying” object). 

Section 1.9 gives the most elementary properties of denumerable sets; 
this is the beginning of the vast theory of “ cardinal numbers ” developed by 
Cantor and his followers, and for which the interested reader may consult 
Bourbaki ([3], Chapter III) or (for more details) Bachmann [2]. It turns out, 
however, that, with the exception of the negative result that the real numbers 
do not form a denumerable set (see (2.2.17)), one very seldom needs more 
than these elementary properties in the applications of set theory to analysis. 

1. ELEMENTS AND SETS 

We are dealing with objects, some of which are called sets. Objects are 
susceptible of having properties, or relations with one another. Objects are 
denoted by symbols (chiefly letters), properties or relations by combinations 
of the symbols of the objects which are involved in them, and of some other 
symbols, characteristic of the property or relation under consideration. 
The relation x = y means that the objects denoted by the symbols x and y 

are the same; its negation is written x ^ y. 

If X is a set, the relation xeX means that x is an element of the set X, 
or belongs to X; the negation of that relation is written x ^ X. 

If X and Y are two sets, the relation Xc Y means that every element 
of X is an element of Y (in other words, it is equivalent to the relation 
(Vx)(x e X => x e Y)); we have XcX, and the relation (XcY and Y c= Z) 
implies XcZ. If XcY and YcX, then X = Y, in other words, two 
sets are equal if and only if they have the same elements. If X c= Y, one says 
that X is contained in Y, or that Y contains X, or that X is a subset of Y; one 
also writes Y 3 X. The negation of X c= Y is written X cf: Y. 

Given a set X, and a property P, there is a unique subset of X whose 
elements are all elements x e X for which P(x) is true; that subset is written 
{x e X | P(x)}. The relation {x e X | P(x)} c{xeX| Q(x)} is equivalent to 
(Vx eX)(P(x) => Q(x)); the relation {x e X | P(x)} ={xeX| Q(x)} is equivalent 
to (Vx e X)(P(x) <=> Q(x)). We have, for instance, X = {xeX|x = x) and 
X = {x e X | x e X}. The set 0X = {x e X | x ^ x) is called the empty set of X; 
it contains no element. If P is any property, the relation x e0x=>P(x) is 
true for every x, since the negation of x e 0X is true for every x (remember 
that Q=>P means “not Q or P”). Therefore, if X and Y are sets, x e 0X 
implies x e 0Y, in other words 0X cz 0Y, and similarly 0Y cr 0X, hence 
0x = 0y > aU empty sets are equal, hence noted 0. 

If a is an object, the set having a as unique element is written {a}. 
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If X is a set, there is a (unique) set the elements of which are all subsets 
of X; it written ^P(X). We have 0 e $(X), X € ^P(X); the relations x eX, 

{*} g ^P(X) are equivalent; the relations YcX, Y € ^S(X) are equivalent. 

PROBLEM 

Show that the set of all subsets of a finite set having n elements (n ^ 0) is a finite set 

having 2" elements. 

2. BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

If X, Y are two sets such that Y cz X, the set {x e X | x $ Y) is a subset 
of X called the difference of X and Y or the complement of Y with respect 
to X, and written X - Y or (Jx Y (or Q Y when there is no possible confusion). 

Given two sets X, Y, there is a set whose elements are those which belong 
to both X and Y, namely {x e X | x e Y); it is called the intersection of X and Y 
and written X n Y. There is also a set whose elements are those which 
belong to one at least of the two sets X, Y; it is called the union of X and Y 
and written XuY. 

The following propositions follow at once from the definitions: 

(1.2.1) II 
X

 1 X
 X - 0 = X. 

(1.2.2) X u X = X, X n X = X. 

(1.2.3) X u Y = Y u X, X n Y = Y n X. 

(1.2.4) The relations XcY,XuY = = Y, X n Y = X are equivalent. 

(1.2.5) XcXuY, XnYcX. 

(1.2.6) The relation “ X <= Z and Y <= 

the relation “ Z cz X and Z cz 

Z” is equivalent to X u Y cz Z: 

Y ” is equivalent to Z c X n Y. 

(1.2.7) X u (Y u Z) = (X u Y) u Z, written XuYuZ. 

Xn(YnZ) = (XnY)nZ, written X n Y n Z. 

(1.2.8) X u (Y n Z) = (X u Y) n (X u Z) 

Xn(YuZ) = (XnY)u(XnZ) (distributivity). 
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(1.2.9) For subsets X, Y of a set E (with (J written for (JE) 

C(CX) = X; 

C (X u Y) = (Q X) n (Q Y), C (x " Y) = (C X) u (C Y). 

The relations XcY, (J X => C Y are equivalent; the relations X n Y = 0, 
X eg Y, Y c= (J X are equivalent; the relations XuY = E, (J X <= Y, 
(jYcX are equivalent. The union {x} u {y} is written (x, y}; similarly, 

{x} u {t) u iz) IS written {x, y, z}; etc. 

3. PRODUCT OF TWO SETS 

To any two objects a, b corresponds a new object, their ordered pair 

(a, b); the relation (a, b) = (a\ b) is equivalent to “a = af and & = &'”; 
in particular, (a, b) = (b, a) if and only if a = b. The first (resp. second) element 
of an ordered pair c = (a, b) is called the first (resp. second) projection of c 

and written a = p^ c (resp. b = pr2 c). 

Given any two sets X, Y (distinct or not), there is a (unique) set the 
elements of which are all ordered pairs (x, y) such that x eX and ye Y; 
it is written X x Y and called the cartesian product (or simply product) 

ofXandY. 

To a relation R(;r, y) between x eX and ye Y is associated the property 
z, pr2 z) of z e X x Y; the subset of X x Y consisting of the elements 

for which this property is true is the set of all pairs (x, y) for which R(x, y) 
is true; it is called the graph of the relation R. Any subset G of X x Y is 
the graph of a relation, namely the relation (x, y) e G. If X' <= X, Y' c: Y, 
the graph of the relation “xeX' and y e Y' ” is X' x Y'. For every x eX, 
G(x) is the set of all elements yeY such that (x, y) e G, and for every 
y e Y, G_1(y) is the set of all elements xeX such that (x, y) e G; G(x) and 
G^y) are called the cross sections of G at x and y. 

The following propositions follow at once from the definitions: 

(1.3.1) The relation X x Y = 0 is equivalent to “X = 0 or Y = 0.” 

(1.3.2) If X x Y ^ 0 (which means that both X and Y are nonempty), 
the relation X' x Y' c X x Y is equivalent to 

“X'cX and Y'cY.” 

(1.3.3) 

(1.3.4) 

(X x Y) u (X' x Y) = (X u X') x Y. 

(XxY)n (X' x Y') = (Xn X') x (Y n Y'). 
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The product of three sets X, Y, Z is defined as X x Y x Z = (X x Y) x Z, 
and the product of n sets is similarly defined by 
induction: Xx x X2 x • • • xXn = (Xx x X2 x • • • x X^) xX„. An 
element z of XjX ••• xXB is written (xu x2,..., xn) instead of 
((• ••(*!, x2), x3), xn); Xi is the ith projection of z, and is written 
Xi = prt z for 1 < i < n. More generally, if 4, i2, ..., 4 are distinct indices 
belonging to {1, 2,..., w}, one writes 

Pri,i2...ik(z) = (*i, xik) e Xfl x Xi2 x ••• xXifc. 

If Xx = X2 = ••* = X„ = Xwe write X" instead ofXxXx • • • xXn times. 

4. MAPPINGS 

Let X, Y be two sets, R(jc, y) a relation between xeX and ye Y; R is 
said to be functional in y, if, for every x e X, there is one and only one ye Y 
such that R(jc, y) is true. The graph of such a relation is called a functional 
graph in X x Y; such a subset F of X x Y is therefore characterized by 
the fact that, for each x eX, there is one and only one ye Y such that 
(x, y) e F; this element y is called the value of F at x, and written F(x). 
A functional graph in X x Y in also called a mapping of X into Y, or a function 
defined in X, taking its values in Y. It is customary, in the language, to talk 
of a mapping and a functional graph as if they were two different kinds of 
objects in one-to-one correspondence, and to speak therefore of “ the graph 
of a mapping,” but this is a mere psychological distinction (corresponding 
to whether one looks at F either “geometrically” or “analytically”). In 
any case, it is fundamental, in modern mathematics, to get used to considering 
a mapping as a single object, just as a point or a number, and to make a 
clear distinction between the mapping F and any one of its values F(x); 
the first is an element of ^3(X x Y), the second an element of Y, and one has 
F = {(*, y) e X x Y \y = F(jc)}. The subsets of X x Y which have the property 
of being functional graphs form a subset of ^}(X x Y), called the set of 
mappings ofX into Y, and written Yx or J^(X, Y). 

Examples of mappings 

(1.4.1) If b is an element of Y, X x {b} is a functional graph, called the 
constant mapping of X into Y, with the value b; it is essential to distinguish 
it from the element b of Y. 

(1.4.2) For Y = X, the relation y = x is functional in y; its graph is the set 
of all pairs (x, x), and is called the diagonal of X x X, or the identity mapping 
of X into itself and is written lx. 
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If, for every x e X, we have constructed an object T(x) which is an 
element of Y, the relation y = T(x) is functional in y; the corresponding 
mapping is written x-»T(x). This is of course the usual definition of a 
mapping; it coincides essentially with the one given above, for if F is a 
functional graph, it is the mapping x-*F(x). Examples (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) 
are written respectively xb and xx. Other examples: 

(1.4.3) The mapping Z -+ X - Z of $(X) into itself. 

(1.4.4) The mappings z -► prx z of X x Y into X, and z -* pr2 z of X x Y 
into Y, which are called respectively the first and second projection in X x Y. 

From the definition of equality of sets (Section 1.1) it follows that the 
relation F = G between two mappings of X into Y is equivalent to the 
relation “ F(x) = G(x) for every x e X.” 

If A is a subset of X, F a mapping of X into Y, the set F n (A x Y) 
is a functional graph in A x Y, which, as a mapping, is called the restriction 
o/F to A; when F and G have the same restriction to A (i.e. when F(x) = G(x) 
for every xeA) they are said to coincide in A. A mapping F of X into Y 
having a given restriction F' to A is called an extension of F' to X; there are 
in general many different extensions of F'. 

We will consider as an axiom (the “axiom of choice”) the following 
proposition : 

(1.4.5) Given a mapping F of X into ^P(Y), such that F(x) ^ 0 for every 
x 6 X, there exists a mapping f of X into Y such that f(x) e F(x) for every 
xeX. 

It can sometimes be shown that a theorem proved with the help of the 
axiom of choice can actually be proved without using that axiom. We shall 
never go into such questions, which properly belong to a course in logic. 

5. DIRECT AND INVERSE IMAGES 

Let F be a mapping of X into Y. For any subset A of X, the subset 
of Y defined by the property “ there exists x e A such that y = F(x) ” is 
called the image (or direct image) of A by F and written F(A). 

We have: 

(1.5.1) F(A) = pr2(F n (Ax Y)). 
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(1.5.2) The relation A # 0 is equivalent to F(A) ^ 0. 

(1.5.3) F({x}) = {F(x)} for every x g X. 

(1.5.4) The relation A cz B implies F(A) cz F(B). 

(1.5.5) F(A nB)c F(A) n F(B). 

(1.5.6) F(A uB) = F(A) u F(B). 

For F(A) cz F(A u B) and F(B) cz F(A u B) by (1.5.4). On the other 
hand, if y e F(A u B), there isxeAuB such that y = F(x); as x g A or 
x g B, we have y e F(A) or y e F(B). 

Examples in which F(A nB)^ F(A) n F(B) are immediate (take for 
instance for F the first projection prx of a product). 

For any subset A' of Y, the subset of X defined by the property F(x) g A' 
is called the inverse image of A' by F and written F_1(A'). We have: 

(1.5.7) F-^A') = pr1(F n (X x A')). 

(1.5.8) F_1(A') = F_1(A' n F(X)), for F(x) g F(X) is true for every x g X. 

(1.5.9) F“1(0) = 0 (but here one may have F^A') = 0 for nonempty 
subsets A', namely those for which A' n F(X) = 0). 

(1.5.10) The relation A' c B' implies F-^A') c F_1(B'). 

(1.5.11) F_1(A' n B') = F_1(A') n F_1(B')- 

(1.5.12) F_1(A' u B') = F_1(A') u F_1(B'). 

(1.5.13) F-1(A'-B') = F-1(A')-F-1(B') if A' => B'. 

Notice the difference between (1.5.11) and (1.5.5). If BcAcX, one 
has by (1.5.6) F(A) = F(B) u F(A — B), hence F(A - B) □ F(A) - F(B); 
but there is no relation between F(X — A) and Y — F(A). 

The set F_1({j}) is identical to the cross section F-1(y) defined in 
Section 1.3; we have: 

(1.5.14) F(F_1(A')) = A' n F(X) for A'cY. 

(1.5.15) F-1(F(A))=>A for AcX. 

Finally, we note the special relations in a product: 

(1.5.16) pr^(A) = Ax Y for any A<=X; prJ^A') = X x A' for any 
A'cY. 

(1.5.17) C c prt(C) x pr2(C) for every CcXxY, 
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Let X, Y, Z be three sets, A a subset ofXxY. For any mapping F of 
A into Z, and every xepr^A) (resp. every yepr2(A)), we shall write 
F(*,. ) the mapping y -* F(x, y) of the cross section A(x) into Z (resp. F(., y) 

the mapping x -» F(x, y) of the cross section A"1^) into Z). These mappings 
are called partial mappings of F. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Give an example of two subsets A "=> B in X and of a mapping F such that 

F(A-B)#F(A)-F(B). 

2. Give examples of mappings F: X -»• Y and subsets A^X such that: 

(a) F(X-A)cY-F(A); (b) F(X- A) => Y- F(A); (c) neither of the sets 

F(X — A), Y — F(A) is contained in the other (one can take for X and Y finite sets, 

for instance). 

3. For any subset G of a product X x Y, any subset AcX, any subset A' c Y, write 

G(A) = pr2(G n (A x Y)) and G-^AO = prx(G n(Xx AO). For x e X, y e Y, write 

G(x) (resp G"1^)) instead of G({x}) and G_1({.y}). Prove that the following four 

properties are equivalent: 

(a) G is the graph of a mapping of a subset of X into Y. 

(b) For any subset A' of Y, G(G~1(A0) c A'. 

(c) For any pair of subsets A', B' of Y, G"1(A/ n BO = G_1(A0 n G_1(B0. 
(d) For any pair of subsets AO B' of Y such that A'nB^ 0, we have 

G-1(AOnG”1(BO = 0. 

[Hint: show that when (a) is not satisfied, (b), (c) and (d) are violated.] 

6. SURJECTIVE, INJECTIVE, AND BIJECTIVE MAPPINGS 

Let F be a mapping of X into Y. F is called surjective (or onto) or a 
surjection if F(X) = Y, i.e., if for every ye Y there is (at least) one x eX 

such that y = F(x). F is called injective (or one-to-one) or an injection if 
the relation F(x) = F(x') implies x = x'. F is called bijective (or a bijection) 

if it is both injective and surjective. Any restriction of an injective mapping 
is injective. 

Any mapping F of X into Y can also be considered as a mapping of X 
into F(X); it is then surjective, and if it was injective (as a mapping of 
X into Y), it is bijective as a mapping of X into F(X). 



Examples 

(1.6.1) If A is a subset of X, the restriction to A of the identity mapping 
x -►x is an injective mapping yA, called the natural injection of A into X; 
for any subset B of X^’X^B) = B n A. 

(1.6.2) If F is any mapping of X into Y, the mapping x -> (x, F(x)) is an 
injection of X into X x Y. 

(1.6.3) The projections p^ and pr2 are surjective mappings of X x Y 
into X and Y respectively. 

(1.6.4) The identity mapping of any set is bijective. 

(1.6.5) The mapping Z -> X — Z of ^P(X) into itself is bijective. 

(1.6.6) If Y = {&} is a one element set, the mapping x -►(x, b) of X into 
X x {b} is bijective. 

(1.6.7) The mapping (x, y) -> (y, x) of X x Y into Y x X is bijective. 

If F is injective, then F‘~1(F(A)) = A for any A c: X; if F is surjective, 
then F(F“1(A')) = A' for any A' c Y. 

If F is bijective, the relation y = F(x) is by definition a functional relation 
in x; the corresponding mapping of Y into X is called the inverse mapping 

~ i 

of F, and written F or F_1 (this mapping is not defined if F is not bijective!). 
The relations y = F(x) and x = F”1^) are thus equivalent; F"1 is bijective 
and (F"1)”1 = F. For each subset A' of Y, the direct image of A' by F""1 
coincides with the inverse image of A' by F, hence the notations are consistent. 

PROBLEM 

Let F be a mapping XY. Show that the following properties are equivalent: (a) F is 
injective; (b) for any subset A of X, F_1(F(A)) = A; (c) for any pair of subsets A,B of 
X, F(A n B) = F(A) n F(B); (d) for any pair of subsets A, B of X such that AnB = 0, 
F(A) n F(B) = 0; (e) for any pair of subsets A, B of X such that B <= A, F(A — B) = 
F(A) — F(B). 

7. COMPOSITION OF MAPPINGS 

Let X, Y, Z be three sets, F a mapping of X into Y, G a mapping of 
Y into Z. Then x G(F(x)) is a mapping of X into Z, which is said to be 
composed of G and F (in that order) and written H = G ° F. One has 

(1.7.1) H(A) = G(F(A)) for any AcX, 

(1.7.2) H_1(A") = F~1(G“1(A")) for any A" c= Z. 
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If both F and G are injective (resp. surjective, bijective), then H = G°F 
is injective (resp. surjective, bijective); if F and G are bijections, then 
H_I = F”1 o G"1. If F is a bijection, then F_1 0 F is the identity mapping 
of X, and F 0 F"1 the identity mapping of Y. 

Conversely, if F is a mapping of X into Y, G a mapping of Y into X 
such that G ° F = lx and F 0 G = ly, F and G are bijections inverse to each 
other, for the first relation implies that F is injective and G surjective, and 
the second that G is injective and F surjective. 

Let T be a set, a mapping of X into Y, F2 a mapping of Y into Z, F3 
a mapping of Z into T. Then F3 ° (F2 0 Fx) = (F3 ° F2) ° Fx by definition; 
it is a mapping of X into T, also written F3°F2°F1. Composition of any 
finite number of mappings is defined in the same way. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A, B, C, D be sets,/a mapping of A into B, g a mapping of B into C, h a mapping 
of C into D. Show that if g of and h o g are bijective, /, g, h are all bijective. 

2. Let A, B, C be sets,/a mapping of A into B, g a mapping of B into C, h a mapping 
of C into A. Show that if, among the mappings hog of^ gofoh, f° h°g, two are 
suijective and the third injective, or two are injective and the third surjective, then 
all three mappings /, g, h are bijective. 

3. Let F be a subset of X x Y, G a subset of Y x X. With the notations of Problem 3 of 
Section 1.5, suppose that for any * e X, G(F(x)) = {x} and for any ye Y, F(G(y)) « {y}. 

Show that F is the graph of a bijection of X onto Y and G the graph of the inverse of F. 
4. Let X, Y be two sets,/an injection of X into Y, g an injection of Y into X. Show that 

there exist two subsets A, B of X such that B = X - A, two subsets A', B' of Y such 
that B' = Y - A', and that A' =/(A) and B - g( B'). [Let R - X - g( Y)’ and h = g of; 
take for A the intersection of all subsets M of X such that M^Ru 

8. FAMILIES OF ELEMENTS. UNION, INTERSECTION, AND PRODUCTS 
OF FAMILIES OF SETS. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 

Let L and X be two sets. A mapping of L into X is sometimes also 
called a. family of elements o/X, having L as set of indices, and it is written 

or or simply (xx) when no confusion can arise. The most 
important examples are given by sequences (finite or infinite) which cor¬ 
respond to the cases in which L is a finite or infinite subset of the set N of 
integers ^ 0. 

Care must be taken to distinguish a family (xx)XeL of elements of X 
trom the subset of X whose elements are the elements of the family, which 
is the image of L by the mapping X-+xx, and can very well consist only 
of one element; different families may thus have the same set of elements. 
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For any subset McL, the restriction to M of X xx is called the sub¬ 
family of (xA)AeL having M as set of indices, and written (xA)AeM. 

For a finite sequence (xf)1<f<ll, the set of elements of that sequence is 
written {xu x2,..., xn}; similar notations may be used for the set of elements 
of any finite or infinite sequence. 

If (Aa)A€L is a family of subsets of a set X, the set of elements xeX 
such that there exists a X e L such that x e Aa is called the union of the 
family (Aa)A6 l , and written (J Aa or (J Aa; the set of elements x eX such that 

AeL a 

xe Aa for every X gL is called the intersection of the family (AA)AeL and 
written P)Aa or O^a* When L = {1,2}, the union and intersection are 

AeL A 

respectively Ax u A2 and At n A2 . 

The following propositions are easily verified: 

0-8.1) c( u aa) = n (Caj 
\A e L J AeL 

(1.8.2) (UA.WUB,)- U (A.nB,) 

(1.8.3) (nAA)u(nB,)= n (a^b^ 
\ A e L J \neM J (A,/x)eLxM 

(1.8.4) f( IJ Aa) = U f(Aa) if F is a mapping of X into Y, and (Ax)XsL 
\A e L / AeL 

is a family of subsets of X. 

(1.8.5) F"' ( U Aa) = (J f_ ’(Aa) 

(1-8.6) F^fnA^HF-'tA)) 

if F is a mapping of X into Y, and (Aa)a e L a family of subsets of Y. 

If B is a subset of X, a covering of B is a family (AA)AeL of subsets of X 
such that B c= (J Aa . 

AeL 

A partition of X is a family (AA)AeL of subsets of X which is a covering of 
X (i.e., X = (J Aa) such that Aa n A^ = 0 for X ^ g. 

AeL 

An equivalence relation in a set X is a relation R(x, y) between two ele¬ 
ments x, y of X, satisfying the following conditions: 

1. for every x e X, R(x, x) is true (reflexivity); 
2. the relations R(x, y) and R(j>, x) are equivalent (symmetry); 
3. the relations R(x, y) and R(y, z) (for x, y, z in X) imply R(x, z) 

(transitivity). 
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Suppose (A^.l is a partition of X; then it is clear that the relation 

“ there exists X e L such that ieAj and y e Ax” 

is an equivalence relation between x and y. 

Conversely, let R be an equivalence relation in X, and let G <= X x X 
be its graph (Section 1.3); for each x eX, the cross section G(x) (Section 1.3) 
is called the class (or equivalence class) of x for R (or “ mod R ”). The set of 
all subsets of X which can be written G(x) for some x e X is a subset of 
<P(X) called the quotient set ofX by R and written X/R; the mapping x -» G(x) 
is called the canonical (or natural) mapping of X into X/R; it is surjective 
by definition. The family of subsets of X defined by the natural injection of 
X/R into $(X) is a partition of X, whose elements are the classes mod R. 
Indeed, if z e G(x) n G(y), both relations R(x, z) and R(y, z) hold, hence 
also R(z, y) (symmetry) and R(x, y) (transitivity), which proves that y e G(x); 
this implies G(y) e G(x) (transitivity) and exchanging x and y one gets 
G(x) c G(>j, hence finally G(x) = G(y); as moreover xeG(x) for every 
x e X (reflexivity), our assertion is proved. 

For every mapping/of X into a set Y, the relation f(x) =/(x') is an 
equivalence relation between x and x'. 

Let (X;j; 6L be a family of subsets of a set Y, and for each X e L, let 
X'x = {X} x X; (subset of L x Y); it is clear that the restriction to X) of the 
second projection pr2 : L x Y -* Y is a bijection px of Xj on Xx. The subset 
S = (J Xi <= L x Y is called the sum of the family (Xx) (not to be mistaken 

Xsh 

for the union of that family!!; it is clear that (X'x) is a partition of S. Usually, 
Xx and X'x will be identified by the natural bijection px. If, for every X e L, 
ux is a mapping of X‘x into a set T, there is one and only one mapping u of 
S into T which coincides with ux in each Xx. 

With the same notations, let us now consider the subset of the set YL 
(Section 1.4) consisting of all mappings X-+xx of L into Y such that, for 
every XeL, one has xA eX2; this subset is called the product of the family 
(XjXi.l. and is written fj X,; for each x = (x2) e [] XA, and every index 

AeL AeL 

^ 6 L, one writes = pr/l(x). More generally, for each nonempty subset 
J of L, one writes pr,(x) = (xA)AeJ (subfamily of x = (xA)AeL). From the axiom 
of choice (1.4.5) it follows that if Xx # 0 for every X e L, then ]JXx^0, 

and each of the mappings prj is surjective. Furthermore, if J and L — J are 
both nonempty, the mapping x-+(prj(x), prL_,(x)) is a bijection offlXA 

A 6 L 
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on the product nx* u n XAI. If, for every X e L, ux is a mapping of 
UeL / UeL-J / 

a set T into XA, there exists a unique mapping u of T into J"J XA such 

that prA o u = wA for each 2eL: to each t eT, u associates the element 
u(t) = (wA(/)) e XA; the mapping w is usually written (wA). 

A e L 

PROBLEM 

Let be a finite family of sets. For any subset H of the interval [l, n] of N, 

let PH = IJ Xi and QH = fj Xt. Let &k be the set of all subsets of [l, n] having k elements; 
i € H i e H 

show that 

UQh = n pH if 2k n + 1 

UQh c D p« if 2k Ss n + 1 
Hefo 

9. DENUMERABLE SETS 

A set X is said to be equipotent to a set Y if there exists a bijection of 
X onto Y. It is clear that X is equipotent to X; if X is equipotent to Y, Y 
is equipotent to X; if X and Y are both equipotent to Z, X is equipotent 
to Y. A set is called denumerable if it is equipotent to the set N of integers. 

(1.9.1) Any subset of the set N of integers is infinite or denumerable. 

For suppose AcNis infinite. We define a mapping n xn of N into A 
by the following inductive process: *0 is the smallest element of A, xn is 
the smallest element of the set A — {x0, ..., which by assumption 
is not empty. This shows first that xt ^ xn for i < n, hence n -* xn is injective; 
let us prove in addition that x{ < xn for i < n. We use induction on i for fixed 
n: we have x0 < xn by definition of xn, and if Xj < xn has been proved for 
j < /, then xt < xn by definition of xt, hence xt < xn since xt ^ xn. Next, by 
induction on n, it follows at once from the relation xt < xn for i < n that 
n < xn for every n; hence, if a e A, we have a < xfl. Let m be the greatest 
integer < a such that xm<a\ if there existed an integer be A such that 
xm < b < a, we would have xm+1 ^ b < a by definition, which contradicts 
the definition of m; hence a is the smallest element of A—{x0, 
in other words a = xm+u the mapping n xn is surjective. Q.E.D. 

It follows from (1.9.1) that any subset of a denumerable set is finite 
or denumerable; such a set is also called at most denumerable. 

(1.9.2) Let A be a denumerable set, and f a mapping of A onto a set B. Then 

B is at most denumerable. 
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Let n-*a„ be a bijection of N onto A; then n-*f(an) is a mapping 
of N onto B,”and we can therefore suppose A = N. For each beB,f x(b) 
is not empty by assumption; let m(b) be its smallest element. Then f(m(b)) b, 
which shows at once that m is an injective mapping of B into N; m can be 
considered as a bijection of B onto w(B) c N, and by (1.9.1) m(B) is at most 

denumerable. Q.E.D. 
We observe that if a set A is at most denumerable, there is always a 

surjection of N onto A; this is obvious if A is infinite; if not, there is a bijection 
/of an interval 0 < / < w onto A, and one extends/to a surjection by putting 

g(n) —f{m) forn>m. 

(1.9.3) The set N x N = N2 is denumerable. 

We define an injection/of N x N into N by putting 

f(x, y) = (x + y)(x + y+ l)/2 + y 

(“diagonal enumeration”; it turns out to be a bijection, but we do not need 
that result). Indeed, if x + y = a, then (a + l)(a + 2)/2 = a 4- 1 + a(a + l)/2; 
hence if x + y < x' + /, as y < a, f(x, y) < a + a(a + l)/2 < fix', yj; and 
ifx + y = x' + /andy' <yj(x,y) -f(x',yj=y-y';hence(x,y) =£ (x\yj 
implies/(x, y) + f(x', yj. We then apply (1.9.1). 

We say that a family (xj; eL is denumerable (resp. at most denumerable) 
if the set of indices L is denumerable (resp. at most denumerable). 

(1.9.4) The union of a denumerable family of denumerable sets is denumerable. 

Let (AxheL be a denumerable family of denumerable sets; there is a 
bijection n -* A„ of N onto L, and for each X e L, a bijection n ->ffn) of N 
onto Ax. Let A = (J Ax, and consider the mapping (m, n) -* fk (m) of 

XeL n 

N x N into A; this mapping is surjective, for if x e A„, there is an n such 
that n = X„, and an m such that x = ffm) -fxfm). The result now follows 
from (1.9.3) and (1.9.2) since A is infinite. 

The result (1.9.4) is still valid if the word “denumerable” is everywhere 
replaced by “at most denumerable.” We have only to replace bijections by 
surjections in the proof, using the remark which follows (1.9.2). 

Finally, we consider the following result as an axiom: 

(1.9.5) Every infinite set contains a denumerable subset. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Show that the set g(N) of all finite subsets of N is denumerable (write it as a denumerable 

union of denumerable sets). 

2. Show that the set of all finite sequences of elements of N is denumerable (use Problem 1; 

observe the distinction between a sequence and the set of elements of the sequence!). 

3. Prove the result of Problem 4 in Section 1.7 by the following method: let u — goft 

v—f°g, and define by induction un and v» as un = ° u, vn — o v; then consider 

in X (resp. Y) the decreasing sequence of the sets w„(X) (resp. vn{Y)), and their images 

in Y (resp. X) by /(resp. g). 

4. Show that in order that a set X be infinite, the following condition is necessary and 

sufficient: for every mapping/of X into itself, there exists a nonempty subset A of X, 

such that A # X and /(A) a. (If / did not possess that property and X was infinite, 

show first that X would be denumerable, and that one could suppose that X = N and 

f{n)>n for n ^ 0; show that this leads to a contradiction.) 

5. Let E be an infinite set, D an at most denumerable subset of E such that E — D is 

infinite. Show that E — D is equipotent to E (use (1.9.4) and (1.9.5) to define a bijection 

of E onto E - D). 



CHAPTER If 

REAL NUMBERS 

The material in this chapter is completely classical; the main difference 
with most treatments of the real numbers is that their properties are here 
derived from a certain number of statements taken as axioms, whereas in 
fact these statements can be proved as consequences of the axioms of set 
theory (or of the axioms of natural integers, together with some part of set 
theory, allowing one to perform the classical constructions of the “ Dedekind 
cuts” or the “Cantor fundamental sequences”). These proofs have great 
logical interest, and historically they helped a great deal in clarifying the 
classical (and somewhat nebulous) concept of the “continuum”. But they 
have no bearing whatsoever on analysis, and it has not been thought necessary 
to burden the student with them; the interested reader may find them in 
practically any book on analysis; for a particularly lucid and neat description, 
see Landau [16]. 

t. AXIOMS OF THE REAL NUMBERS 

The field of real numbers is a set R for which are defined: (1) two mappings 
(x,y)-*x + y and (x,y)-+xy from RxR into R; (2) a relation 
(also written y>x) between elements of R, satisfying the four following 
groups of axioms: 

(I) R is afield, in other words: 

(1.1) x + (y + z) = (x+y) + z; 

(1.2) x + y = y + x; 

(1.3) there is an element OeR such that 0 + x = x for every xeR; 

16 
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(1.4) for each element xeR, there is an element — xeR such that 
x + ( — x) = 0; 

(1.5) x(yz) = (xy)z; 

(1.6) xy = yx; 

(1.7) there is an element 1 ^ 0 in R such that 1 * x = x for every xeR; 

(1.8) for each element x ^ 0 in R, there is an element x_1 e R (also written 
1/x) such that xx-1 = 1 ; 

(1.9) x(y + z) = xy + xz. 

We assume that the elementary consequences of these axioms (“general 
theory of fields ”) are known. 

(II) R is an orderedfield. This means that the following axioms are satisfied: 

(II. 1) x < y and y < z imply x < z\ 

(11.2) “ x < y and y ^ x” is equivalent to x = y; 

(11.3) for any two elements x, y of R, either x < y or y < x; 

(11.4) x < y implies x + z<j + z; 

(11.5) 0 < x and 0 < y imply 0 < xy. 

The relation “x<y and x^y” is written x < y, or y > x. For any 
pair of elements a,b of R such that a < b9 the set of real numbers x such 
that a < x <b is called the open interval of origin a and extremity b9 and 
written ]a9 b[\ the set of real numbers x such that a < x^b is called the 
closed interval of origin a and extremity b, and written [a, Z>] (for a — b9 the 
notation [a, a] means the one-point set {<2}); the set of real numbers x such 
that a < x < b (resp. a ^ x < b) is called a semi-open interval of origin a 

and extremity b, open at a (resp. b)9 closed at b (resp. a) and written ]a9 b] 

(resp. [a, 6[). The origin and extremity of an interval are also called “ the 
extremities ” of the interval. 

(III) R is an archimedean ordered field which means that it satisfies the 
axiom of Archimedes: for any pair x,y of real numbers such that 0 < x, 
0 ^ y, there is an integer n such that y ^ n • x. 

(IV) R satisfies the axiom of nested intervals: Given a sequence ([a„,6„]) 
of closed intervals such that an ^ an + 1 and bn + x < bn for every n, the inter¬ 
section of that sequence is not empty. 
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2. ORDER PROPERTIES OF THE REAL NUMBERS 

The relation x < y is equivalent to “x< y or x = y” 

(2.2.1) For any pair of real numbers x, y9 one and only one of the three relations 

x < y, x = y9 x> y holds. 

This follows from (II.3) and (II.2), for if x ^ y9 it is impossible that 
x < y and x > y hold simultaneously by (II.2). 

(2.2.2) The relations “x<y and y<z” and “x<y and y^z” both 

imply x < z. 

For by (II. 1) they imply x ^ z, and if we had x = z9 then we would 
have both x ^ y and y < x (or both x < y and y ^ x) which is absurd. 

(2.2.3) Any finite subset A of R has a greatest element b and a smallest 

element a (i.e., a^x < b for every x e A). 

We use induction on the number n of elements of A, the property being 
obvious for n = 1. Let c be an element of A, B = A — {c}; B has n — 1 
elements, hence a smallest element a' and a greatest element b'. If a' ^ c < b\ 

a! is the smallest and V the greatest element of A; if b' < c, c is the greatest 
and a' the smallest element of A; if c ^ a\ c is the smallest and V the greatest 
element of A. 

(2.2.4) If A is a finite subset of R having n elements, there is a unique bijection 

f of the set I„ of integers i such that 1 </</?, onto A, such that f(i) < f(j) 

for i < j (f is called the natural ordering of A). 

Use induction on n, the result being obvious for n= 1. Let b be the 
greatest element of A (2.2.3), and B = A — {Z>}; let g be the natural ordering 
of B. Any mapping / of Iw onto A having the properties stated above must 
be such that/(«) = b, and therefore /(I„-i) = B; hence/ must coincide on 
In_i with the natural ordering g of B, which shows/is unique; conversely, 
defining/as equal to g in Iw_ x and such that f(n) = b, we see at once that / 
has the required properties. 
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(2.2.5) If (xf) and (y() are two finite sequences of n real numbers (1 < / < n) 

such that xt ^ ytfor each i, then 

X1 + X2+ ••• +xn<yt+y2 + ••• +yn. 

If in addition xt < y xfor one index i at least, then 

xt + x2 + ••• + xn <yx +y2 + ••• 

For n = 2 the assumptions imply successively by (II.4) 

*1 + x2 ^ yx + x2 < yx + y2, 

hence the first conclusion in that case; moreover, the relation x1 -f x2 

= y1 + y2 implies xt + x2 = xx + y2 = y1 + y2, hence x2 = y2 and = yi, 
from which our second statement follows. The proof is concluded by induc¬ 
tion on n, applying the result just obtained for n = 2. 

(2.2.6) The relation x < y /j equivalent to x + z^y + z; same result when 

< w replaced by <. 

We already know by (II.4) that x < y implies x + z ^ y + z; conversely 
x + z < y + z implies x + z 4* (—z) < y + z + (—z), i.e. x ^ y. On the other 
hand, x + z = y + z is equivalent to x = y. 

(2.2.7) The relations x ^y, 0< y — x, x — < 0, ~y ^ — x are equivalent; 

same result with < replacing <. 

This follows from (2.2.6) by taking in succession z = — x, z = — >> 
and z = — x — y. 

Real numbers such that x ^ 0 (resp. x > 0) are called positive (resp. 
strictly positive); those which are such that x ^ 0 (resp. x < 0) are called 
negative (resp. strictly negative). The set of positive (resp. strictly positive) 
numbers is written R + (resp. R*). 

(2.2.8) If xl9 ...,xn are positive, so is xt -I- x2 -F • • • + xn; moreover 

xi + x2 + * ■ * + xn > 0 unless xx = x2 = * * • = xn = 0. 

This is a special case of (2.2.5). 
In particular, x ^ 0 (resp. x > 0) is equivalent to n * x > 0 (resp. n • x > 0) 

for any integer n > 0. 
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For an interval of origin a and extremity b, the positive number b - a 

is called the length of the interval. 
For any real number x, we define |x| as equal to x if x ^ 0, to -x if 

x<0, hence | —x| = |x|; |x| is called the absolute value of x; |x| = 0 is 
equivalent to x = 0. We write x+ = (x 4- |x|)/2 (positive part of x), x“ = 
(|x| — x)/2 (negative part of x) so that x+ = x if x ^ 0, x+ = 0 if x 0, 
x" = 0 if x ^ 0, x" = -x if x < 0, and x = x+ — x", |x| = x+ 4- x". 

(2.2.9) If a > 0, the relation |x| ^ a is equivalent to -a ^ x ^ a, the relation 

|x| <a to —a < x < a. 

For if x^ 0, x > — a is always satisfied and |x| ^ a (resp. |x| < a) is 
equivalent to x ^ a (resp. x < a); and if x < 0, x < a is always satisfied 
and Jx| < a (resp. |x| < a) is equivalent to -x < a (resp. ~x < a). 

(2.2.10) For any pair of real numbers x, y, |x 4-y| < |x| 4- \y\ and 

l|x|-|y|K|x-y|. 

The first relation is evident by definition and from (2.2.8) when x, y 

are both positive or both negative. If for instance x ^ 0 < y, then 
x + y < y < y + |x| = \y\ 4- |x|, and x + y > x ^ x - |y\ = - |x| - \y\. 

From the first inequality follows |x| = |y4-(x — y)| < \y\ + |x —y| and 
\y\ = |x 4- (y - x)| < |x| + \y-x\ whence - |x - y| < |x| - \y\ < |x - y|. 

By induction, it follows from (2.2.10) that 

|xi 4- x2 + • • • 4- xj < |xj + |x2| 4- • * • + |x„|. 

(2.2.11) If z ^ 0, the relation x ^ y implies xz < yz. 

For by (2.2.7), x < y implies 0 < y — x, hence 0 < z(y — x) = zy — zx 

from (II.5). 

(2.2.12) The relations x < 0 and y ^ 0 imply xy < 0; the relations x < 0 
and y < 0 imply xy ^ 0. Same results with < replaced by <. In particular, 
x2 ^ 0 for any real number, and x2 > 0 unless x = 0. 

The first statements follow from (II.5) and (—x)y = —(xy), (—x)(—y) 

= xy; on the other hand, xy = 0 implies x = 0 or y = 0. 
(2.2.12) implies that |xy| = |x| • |y| for any pair of real numbers x, y. 
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From (2.2.12) and (1.7) it follows that 1 = l2 > 0, hence, by (2.2.8), the 
real number n * 1 (1 added n times) is >0 for n > 0; this shows that the 
mapping n -»n * 1 of the natural integers into R is injective, and preserves 
order relations, addition and multiplication; hence natural integers are 
identified to real numbers by means of that mapping. 

(2.2.13) If x > 0, x_1 > 0. For z > 0, the relation x < y (resp. x < y) is 

equivalent to xz ^ yz (resp. xz < yz). The relation 0 < x < y is equivalent to 

0 < y~x < x-1, and to 0 < x" < yn for every integer n > 0. 

The first statement follows from the fact that xx-1 = l>0, hence 
x_1>0 by (2.2.12); the second follows from the first and (2.2.11), since 
x = (xz)z~1. The third is an obvious consequence of the second. The 
last follows by induction on the integer n > 0 from the relations 
x” < x” ~ 1y < yn. 

Remark. An open interval ]a, b[ of R (with a < b) is not empty, for the 
relation b — a> 0 implies, by (2.2.13), (b — a)/2 > 0; hence a < (a + b)/2 < b. 

From that remark one deduces: 

(2.2.14) Let Jl9..., J„ be n open intervals, no two of which have common 
n 

points, and let I be an interval containing (J Jk ; then, if lk is the length ofJk 
k= i 

(1 ^ k < ri), l the length ofl,l1+l2+ * *' + 4 < /. 

Let I = ]a, b[, Jk = ]ck9 dk[. For each k ^ 1, we have either ck<dk < ct 
or d1^:ck<dk, otherwise Ji n Jk would not be empty. For n = 1, 
the property is immediate as a < ct < d1 < b, hence — cx < — a, and 
d\ — cx ^ b — a. Use induction on n\ let J£l,..., J£p be the intervals contain¬ 
ed in ]a,cx[, and Jjt, ..., J</n_1_p the intervals contained in ]dl9 b[; then 

p n-l-p 

E lih ^ ct — a, Y hu by induction, and lx + /2 + • • • + /„ = 

A + E 4. + E h* < di - ci + ci - a + b ~ di = b ~ a■ 
h k 

Real numbers of the form ±r/s9 where r and s are natural integers, 
5^0, are called rational numbers. Those for which s = 1 are called integers 

(positive or negative) and the set of all integers is written Z. 
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(2.2.15) The set Q of rational numbers is denumerable. 

As Q is the union of Q n R+ and Q n (-R+), it is enough to prove 
Qn R+ denumerable. But there is a surjective mapping {m,n)-*mln of 
the subset of N x N consisting of the pairs such that «#0, onto QnR+, 
hence the result by (1.9.2), (1.9.3), and (1.9.4). 

(2.2.16) Every open interval in R contains an infinite set of rational numbers. 

It is enough to prove that ]a, b[ contains one rational number c, for then 
]a, c[ contains a rational number, and induction proves the final result. 
Let x = b — a> 0; by (III) there is an integer n > l/x9 hence 1 /n < x 

by (2.2.13). We can suppose b> 0 (otherwise we consider the interval 
] —fr, — a[ with ~a> 0). By (III) there is an integer k > 0 such that b ^k/n; 

let h be the smallest integer such that b ^ hjn. Then (h — 1 )/n < b; let us show 
that (h — l)/n > a\ if not, we would have b — a = x ^ \/n by (2.2.14), 
contradicting the definition of n. 

(2.2.17) The set of real numbers is not denumerable. 

We argue by contradiction. Suppose we had a bijection n-+xn from 
N onto R. We define a subsequence n -► p(n) of integers by induction 
in the following way: p(0) =0, p( 1) is the smallest value of n such that 
xn> x0. Suppose that p(n) has been defined for n ^ 2m — 1, and that 
Xp(2m-2) <*p(2m-i); then the set ]xp(2m_2), xp(2m_1)[ is infinite by (2.2.16), 
and we define p(2m) to be the smallest integer k > p(2m — 1) such that 
xP(2m-2) < xk < Xp(2m—\)l then we define p(2m + 1) as the smallest integer 
k > p(2m) such that xp(2m) < xk <xp(2m-iy It is immediate that the 
sequence (p(n)) is strictly increasing, hence p(n) ^ n for all n. On 
the other hand, from the construction it follows that the closed interval 
[*p(2m), xPl2m+n] is contained in the open interval ]*p(2m_2), xp(2m_1)[. By 
(IV) there is a real number y contained in all closed intervals [xp(2m), xp(2m+1)] 
and it cannot coincide with any extremity, since the extremities of an interval 
do not belong to the next one. Let q be the integer such that y = xq, and let n 

be the largest integer such that p(n) < q, hence q < pin + 1). Suppose first 
n = 2m; then, the relation xp(2m) < xq < xp(2m+1) < xp(2m_1) contradicts 
the definition of p(2m + 1). If on the contrary n = 2m — 1, then the relation 

xp{2m-2)<Xp(2m)<Xq<Xp(2m-i) contradicts the definition of p(2ni). This 
ends the proof. 



PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be a denumerable subset of R having the following properties: for every 

pair of elements x, y of A such that x<y9 there are elements u, v, w of A such that 

u< x <v <y <w. Show that there is a bijection / of A onto the set Q of rational 

numbers, such that x<y implies f(x)<f(y). [Let n->an, rt~>-bn be bijections 

of N onto A and Q. Show by induction on n that there exist finite subsets A„ <= A, 

B„ c Q, and a bijection fn of A„ onto B„ such that: (1) the at with i^n belong to A„; 

(2) the bt with i^n belong to B„; (3) * < y in A„ implies fn(x) <f„(y); (4) A„ c A„+i 

and fn is the restriction of/„+i to A„.] 

2. Show that the set I of all irrational numbers is equipotent to R (cf. Section 1.9, 

Problem 5). 

3. LEAST UPPER BOUND AND GREATEST LOWER BOUND 

A real number b is said to be a majorant (resp. minorant) of a subset X 
of real numbers if x ^ b (resp. b ^ x) for every xeX. A set X c R is said 
to be majorized, or bounded from above (resp. minorized, or bounded from 

below) if the set of majorants (resp. minorants) of X is not empty. If X is 
majorized, then —X (set of —x, where x eX) is minorized, and for every 
majorant b of X, —b is a minorant of —X, and vice versa. A set which 
is both majorized and minorized is said to be bounded. 

(2.3.1) In order that a set X a R be bounded, a necessary and sufficient 

condition is that there exist an integer n such that |x| ^ n for every xeX. 

For it follows from (III) that if a is a minorant and b a majorant of X, 
there exist integers q such that ~p < a and b <q; take n— p + q. The 
converse is obvious. 

(2.3.2) If a nonempty subset X of R is majorized, the set M of majorants 

ofX has a smallest element. 

Let aeX9 be M; by (III), for every integer n, there is an integer m 

such that b ^ a + m • 2“”; on the other hand, if c is a majorant of X, so 
is every y ^ c, so there is a smallest pn such that a + pn2~n is a 
majorant of X; this implies that, if I„ = [a + (pn — 1)2“", a + pn2~n]9 

1„ n X is not empty. As pn 2“" = (2/?w)2"n“1, we necessarily have pn+1 = 2pn 

orpn+l = — 1, since a +{2pn — 2)2~n~l is not a majorant; in other words. 
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Ia+1dB. From (IV) it follows that the intervals I„ have a nonempty inter¬ 
section J; if J contained at least two distinct elements a < /?, the interval 
[y.,P\ would be contained in each I„, and therefore by (2.2.14) we should 
have or 1 ^ 2n(fi - a) for every n, which contradicts (III) 
(remember that 2" > n, as is obvious by induction). Therefore J = {y}. 
Let us first show that y is a majorant of X; if not, there would be an x e X 
such that x > y; but there would then be an n such that 2"” < x — y, and 
as yeI„, we would have a + pn2~”<x, contrary to the definition of p„. 
On the other hand, every yeM is ^y; otherwise, there would be an 
n such that 2"”<y-y, and as yeI„, we would have a + (pn- l)2~n>y, 
and a + (p„ - 1)2"” would be a majorant of X; this contradicts again the 
definition of pn. The number y is thus the smallest element of M; it is called 
the least upper bound or supremum of X, and written I.u.b. X, or sup X. 

(2.3.3) If a nonempty subset X of R is minorized, the set of minorcmts M' 
ofX has a greatest element. 

Apply (2.3.2) to the set —X. 
The greatest element of M' is called the greatest lower bound or infimum 

of X and written g.l.b. X or inf X. For a nonempty bounded set X, both 
inf X and sup X exist, and inf X < sup X. 

(2.3.4.) The I.u.b. of a majorized set X is the real number y characterized 
by the following two properties: (1) y is a majorant of X; (2) for every integer 
n > 0, there exists an element xeX such that y - 1 In < x < y. 

Both properties of y = sup X follow from the definition, since the second 
expresses that y — \/n is not a majorant of X. Conversely, if these properties 
are satisfied, we cannot have sup X = 0 < y, for there would be an n such 
that 1/n < y — /?, hence /? < y - 1/n, and y - 1 jn would be a majorant of X, 
contrary to property (2). A similar characterization holds for inf X, by 
applying (2.3.4) to -X, since inf X = -sup(-X). 

If a set X c R has a greatest element b (resp. a smallest element a), then 
i> = sup X (resp. a = inf X) and we write max X (resp. min X) instead of 
sup X (resp. inf X). This applies in particular to finite sets by (2.2.3). But 
the l.u.b. and g.l.b. of a bounded infinite set X need not belong to X; for 
instance, if X is the set of all numbers 1/n, where n runs through all integers 
^1,0 is the g.l.b. of X. 

(2.3.5) If A c R is majorized and BcA,B is majorized and sup B < sup A. 

This follows from the definitions. 
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(2.3.6) Let (AA)AeL be a family of nonempty majorized subsets of R; let 
A = (J Aa , and let B be the set of elements sup Aa . In order that A be major- 

XeL 

ized, a necessary and sufficient condition is that B be majorized, and then 
sup A = sup B. 

It follows at once from the definition that any majorant of A is a majorant 
of B, and vice versa, hence the result. 

Let / be a mapping of a set A into the set R of real numbers; / is said 
to be majorized (resp. minorized, bounded) in A if the subset /(A) of 
R is majorized (resp. minorized, bounded); we write sup /(A) = sup f(x), 

xe A 

inf /(A) = inf f(x) when these numbers are defined (supremum and infimum 
xeA 

of f in A). If/is majorized, then — /is minorized, and 

inf = -sup/(x). 
x e A x e A 

(2.3.7) Let fbe a mapping of At x A2 into R; iff is majorized, 

sup f(xu x2) = sup ( sup f(xu x2)) 
(xu X2>eAi x A2 xi e Ai *2 e A2 

For we can write /(Ax x A2) as the union of sets /({xt} x A2), xt ranging 
through Au and apply (2.3.6). 

(2.3.8) Let f g be two mappings of A into R such that f(x) ^ g(x) for every 
x e A; then if g is majorized, so is/, and sup f{x) < sup g(x). 

xeA xeA 

This follows immediately from the definitions. 

(2.3.9) Let f and g be two mappings of A into R; if f and g are both major¬ 
ized, so isf+g (i.e. the mapping x -+ f{x) + g{xj), and 

sup (f(x) + g(x)) < sup f(x) + sup g (x). 
xeA xeA xeA 

If in addition g is minorized then 

sup/(x) + inf#(x) < sup (f(x) + g(x)) 
xeA xeA xeA 
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Let a- supfix), b = SUPdix)’ 
xeA xeA 

xeA, hence fix) + ff(x) ^a + b, 
c = inf g(x); then for every 

then fix) < a and gix) < b for every 

and the first inequality follows. Let 
xeA, fix) + c </(*) + gix) <d = 

sup (/(x)+gix)); but this yields/(*)<<*-c for every xeA, hence 

d- c, or a + c < d, which is the second inequality. 

(2.3.10) Let fbe a majorized mapping of A into R; then, for every real number 

c, sup (f(x) + c) = c + sup f{x). 
xeA xeA 

Take for g the constant function equal to c in (2.3.9). 

(2.3.11) Let f (resp. f2) be a majorized mapping of A, (resp. A2) into R; 

then (xj, x2)^fiixl) +/2(x2) is majorized, and 

sup ifixt) +f2(x2)) = sup ftixt) + sup j2ix2). 
(xi,x2)eAi x A2 xi eAt X26A2 

Apply (2.3.7) and (2.3.10). 
We leave to the reader the formulation of the similar properties for inf 

(change the signs everywhere). 

PROBLEM 

Let jc —> I(at) be a mapping of R into the set of open intervals of R, such that I(jc) be an 
open interval of center x and of length ^c(c being a given number > 0). Show that, for 
every closed interval [a, b] of R, there exist a finite number of points x( of [a, 6] such that: 
(1) the intervals l(xt) form a covering of [a, b]; (2) the sum of the lengths of the I(;t/) 
is < c -f 2(b — a). (Prove that if the theorem is true for any interval [a, jc] such that 
a^x<u<b, then there exists v such that u<v<b and that the theorem is still true for 
any interval [a, y] such that a^y<v. Consider then the l.u.b. of all numbers u<b such 
that the theorem is true for any interval [a, jc] such that a^x<u.) Show by an example 
that the majoration is best possible. 



CHAPTER III 

METRIC SPACES 

This chapter, together with Chapter V, constitutes the core of this first 
volume: in them is developed the geometric language in which are now 
expressed the results of analysis, and which has made it possible to give to 
these results their full generality, as well as to supply for them the simplest 
and most perspicuous proofs. Most of the notions introduced in this chapter 
have very intuitive meanings, when specialized to “ordinary” three-dimen¬ 
sional space; after some experience with their use, both in problems and in 
the subsequent chapters, the student should be able to reach the conviction 
that, with proper safeguards, this intuition is on the whole an extremely 
reliable guide, and that it would be a pity to limit it to its classical range of 
application. 

There are almost no genuine theorems in this chapter; most results follow 
in a straightforward manner from the definitions, and those which require a 
little more elaboration never lie very deep. Sections 3.1 to 3.13 are essentially 
concerned with laying down the terminology; it may seem to the unprepared 
reader that there is a very great deal of it, especially in Sections 3.5 to 3.8, 
which really are only various ways of saying the same things over again; 
the reason for this apparent redundancy of the language is to be sought in 
the applications: to dispense with it (as one theoretically might) would often 
result in very awkward and cumbersome expressions, and it has proved 
worthwhile in practice to burden the memory with a few extra terms in order 
to achieve greater clarity. 

The most important notions developed in this chapter are those of 
completeness {Section 3.14), compactness (Sections 3.16 to 3.18) and connected¬ 
ness (Section 3.19), which will be repeatedly used later on, and of which the 
student should try to get as thorough a grasp as possible before he moves on. 

Metric spaces only constitute one special kind of “topological spaces,” 
and this chapter may therefore be visualized as introductory to the study of 
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“general topology,” as developed for instance in Kelley [15] and Bourbaki 
151-the way to this generalization is made apparent in the remarks of Section 
(3 12) when it is realized that in most questions, the distance defining a metric 
space only plays an auxiliary role, and can be replaced by “ equivalent ” ones 
without disturbing in an appreciable way the phenomena under study In 
Chapter XII, we shall develop the notions of general topology which will be 

needed in further chapters. 

1. DISTANCES AND METRIC SPACES 

Let E be a set. A distance on E is a mapping d of E x E into the set R of 

real numbers, having the following properties: 

(I) d(x, y)> 0 for any pair of elements x, y of E. 

(II) The relation d{x, y) = 0 is equivalent to x = y. 

(III) d(y, x) = d(x, y) for any pair of elements of E. 

(IV) d(x, z) < d(x, y) + d(y, z) for any three elements x, y, z of E 
(“triangle inequality”). 

From (IV) it follows by induction that 

d(xu xn) < d{xu x2) + d(x2, x3) + ■ ■ • + d(x„.u x„) 

for any n>2. 

(3.1.1) If d is a distance on E, then 

I d(x, z) - d(y, z) | < d{x, y) 

for any three elements x, y, z of E. 

For it follows from (III) and (IV) that 

d(x, z) < d(y, z) + d(x, y) 

and 

d{y, z) < d(y, x) + d(x, z) = d{x, y) + d(x, z) 

hence 

~d(x, y) < d(x, z) - d(y, z) < d(x, y). 
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A metric space is a set E together with a given distance on E. In the 
general arguments of this chapter, whenever we introduce metric spaces 
written E, E', E", we will in general write d, d', d" for the distances on E, E', 
E". 

2. EXAMPLES OF DISTANCES 

(3.2.1) The function (x, y) -► \x — y\ is a distance on the set of real numbers, 
as follows at once from (2.2.10); the corresponding metric space is called the 
real line. When R is considered as a metric space without mentioning explicitly 
for what distance, it is always understood that the distance is the one just 
defined. 

(3.2.2) In usual three-dimensional space R3 = R x R x R, the usual 
“euclidean distance” defined by 

d{x, y) = ((xx - yt)2 + 02 - yi)2 + (*3 - j3)2)1/2 

for two elements x = (xl9 x2, x3) and y = (yu y2>J3) verifies axioms (I), 
(II) and (III) in a trivial way; (IV) is verified by direct computation. 

(3.2.3) In the “real plane” R2 = R x R, let us define 

d(x, y) = I*! - + \x2 - y2\ 

for any two elements x = (xl9 x2) and y = (yu y2); axioms (I), (II), (III) are 
again trivially verified, whilst (IV) follows from (2.2.10). 

(3.2.4) Let A be any set, E = ^(A) the set of bounded mappings of A into 
R (see Section 2.3). Then, for any two functions/, g belonging to E,/ — g also 
belongs to E, and the number 

d(f, 9) = sup |/(0 - g(t)\ 
t 6 A 

is defined. The mapping (f,g)-+d(f,g) is a distance on E; for (I) and (III) 
are trivial, and (IV) follows at once from (2.3.9) and (2.3.8); on the other 
hand, if d(f, g) = 0, then f(t) — g(t)) = 0 for all t e A, which means/ = g (see 
Section 1.4), hence (II). 

(3.2.5) Let E be an arbitrary set, and let us define d(x,y) = 1 if x^y, 
d(x, x) = 0. Then (I), (II), (III) are verified; (IV) is immediate if two of the 
three elements x9 y, z are equal; if not, we have d(x, z) = 1, d(x, y) + d(y, z) = 
2, hence (IV) is satisfied in every case. The corresponding metric space 
defined on E by that distance is called a discrete metric space. 
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(3.2.6) Let p be a prime number; for any natural integer n > 0, we define 
v^n) as the exponent of p in the decomposition of n into prime numbers. 

It follows at once from that definition that 

(3.2.6.1) v/nn') = vp(n) + v„(n') 

for any pair of integers >0. Next let x = ±r/s be any rational number #0, 
with t and s integers >0; we define vp(x) = ap{r) Vp(.s), this does not 
depend on the particular expression of x as a fraction, as follows at once 

from (3.2.6.1); the same relation also shows that 

(3.2.6.2) vp(xy) = vp(x) + vp(y) 

for any pair of rational numbers #0. We now put, for any pair of rational 
numbers x, y, d(x, y) = p-v>(x~y) if x^y, and d(x, x) = 0; we will prove 
this is a distance (the so-called “p-adic distance”) on the set Q of rational 
numbers. Axioms (I), (II) and (III) follow at once from the definition; 
moreover, we prove the following reinforced form of axiom (IV): 

(3.2.6.3) d(x, z) < max(4x, y), d(y, z)). 

As this is obvious if two of the elements x, y, z are equal, we can suppose 
they are all distinct, and then we have to prove that for any pair of rational 
numbers x, y such that x # 0, y # 0 and x — y # 0, we have 

(3-2.6.4) vp(x - y) > min(t)p(x), vp(y)). 

We may suppose vp(x) ^ vp(y); using (3.2.6.2), the relation to prove reduces to 

(3.2.6.5) vp(z - 1) 3? 0 

for any rational z such that z # 0, z # 1 and vp(z) ^ 0. But then, by definition, 
z =p ±hrjs, with h^0,r and s not divisible by p; as z - 1 has a denominator 
which is not divisible by p, (3.2.6.5) follows from the definition of vp. 

Other examples will be studied in detail in Chapters V, VI, and VII. 

3. ISOMETRIES 

Let E, E' be two metric spaces, d, d' the distances on E and E'. A bijection 
/ of E onto E' is called an isometry if 

(3-3-1) d'(f(x),f(y)) = d(x,y) 

for any pair of elements of E; the inverse mapping/-1 is then an isometry of 
E onto E. Two metric spaces E, E' are isometric if there is an isometry 
of E onto E'. Any theorem proved in E and which involves only distances 
between elements of E immediately yields a corresponding theorem in any 
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isometric space E\ relating the distances of the images by /of the elements 
of E which intervene in the theorem. 

Let now E be a metric space, d the distance on Et and /a bijection of E 
onto a set E' (where no previous distance need be defined); we can then 
define a distance d* on li by the formula (33.1), and /is then an isometry 
of E onto li\ The distance et is said to have been transported from E to E' 

by/. 

Example 

(33.2) 7lie extended real line R. T he function / defined in R by f(x) *=* 
.v/(I f |v|) is a bijection of R on the open interval l ~ 1, t 1J, the inverse 
mapping g being defined by jr/(.v) - ,v/(l - hi) for h( < 1. Let 3 be the closed 
interval ( -1, HI* and let R he the set which is Else union of R and of two 
new dements written hxj and - xj (points at infinity); we extend /to a 
bijection of 1 onto J by putting /’(+ ao) ® t-1, /(- ao) ™ "I, and write 
again i/ for the inverse mapping. As 3 h a metric space for the distance 
\x -- r|, we can apply the process described above to define R as a metric 
space, by putting d{ i) - |/(U /(v)|. With this distance (which, when 
considered for elements of R, is different from the one defined in (3.2.1)), the 
metric space ft is called the extended real line: we note that for x f> 0, 
4 t * % \ ) 1(1 t h!) and for v • 0, d( -oo, v) - 1/(1 I }.\j). 

We can define an order relation on ft by defining v r to be equivalent 
to f{ v) *■, /{v); it is readily verified that for r in R this is equivalent to 
the order relation already defined on R, and that in addition we have 
- xj *... v *:■ 4 for every \ *,■ R, the real numbers are also called the finite 
dements of ft, All properties and definitions, seen in Chapter IE which relate 
to the order relation tmlv (excluding everything which has to do with algebraic 
operations) can immediately be M transported " to ft by the mapping */. A 
nonempty subset A of ft is ah\av\ hounded for that order relation, and there¬ 
fore sup A and inf A are defined, but may be t or - ■*> as well as real 
numbers. The definition of sup i#( \) and inf w( i) (for any mapping u of a set 

*r4 i * A 

A into Rt is given in ltic same manner, amt in particular, properties (2,3.5), 
(2.3.6), (2.3.71. and (2.3.8) hold without change. 

4. BALLS. ftFHlftCS. OIAMCTBK 

lit the theory of metric spaces, it is extremely coincident to use a geo¬ 
metrical language inspired by classical geometry Thus dements of a metric 
space will usually he called point x. Given a metric space f;. with distance </, 
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a point a e E, and a real number r > 0, the open ball (resp. closed ball, sphere) 
of center a and radius r is the set B(a; r) = {x e E | d(a9 x) < r} (resp. B'(a; r) = 
{x e EI d(a, x) < r}9 S(a; r) = {x e E | d(a, x) = r}). Open and closed balls of 
center a always contain the point a, but a sphere of center a may be empty 
(for examples of strange properties which balls may possess in a general 
metric space, see Problem 4 of Section 3.8). 

Examples 

In the real line, an open (resp. closed) ball of center a and radius r is the 
interval ]a — r, a + r[ (resp. [a — r9 a 4- r]); the sphere of center a and radius 
r consists of two points a — r, a -f r. In the extended line R, an open ball of 
center +oo and radius r < 1 is the interval ](1 — r)/r9 -f oo]. In a discrete 
space E, a ball (open or closed) of center a and radius r < 1 is reduced to a 
and the corresponding sphere is empty; if on the contrary r ^ 1, B(a; r) = 
B'(a; r) = E and S(a; r) = 0 if r > 1, S(a; r) = E — {a} if r = 1. 

Let A, B be two nonempty subsets of E; the distance of A to B is defined 
as the positive number d(A, B) = inf d(x, y). When A is reduced to a 

JxeA.y eB 

single point, d{A, B) is also written d(x9 B); we have by (2.3.7), d(A, B) = 
inf d{x9 B). If A n B # 0, <^(A, B) = 0, but the converse need not hold; 
xeA 

more generally, if d(A, B) = a, there does not necessarily exist a pair of points 
x e A, y e B such that d(x, y) = <7. For instance, in the real line R, let A be 
the set of all integers > 1, and let B be the set of numbers of the form n — \/n 
for all integers 2; A and B have no common points, but d(n, n — 1 jri) = 1 jn 
is arbitrarily small, hence d(A, B) = 0 (see Section 3.17, Problem 2). 

(3.4.1) If a point x does not belong to a ball B(a;r) (resp. B'(«;r)), then 
d(x, B(a; r)) ^ d(a, x) — r (resp. d(x, Bf{a\ r)) ^ d(a, x) — r). 

Indeed, the assumption implies d(a,x)^r; for any j/eB(a;r) (resp. 
y e B'(<2; r)), rf(x, y) ^ d(a, x) — d(a9 y) ^ d(a9 x) — r by the triangle inequality. 

(3.4.2) If A is a nonempty subset of E, x, y two points of E, 

Id(x9 A) - d(y9 A)| < d(x9 y). 
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For every 21 A, </(.v, 2) s£ tl(x, r) + </(y, 2), hence 

dix, A) inf f/(.v, 2) *. inf(</(.v, v) 4 tl( \\ z)) ■“ y) + inf d(y, 2) 
/ *- A 2 ♦* A m A 

~ d(x, y) + </(.(', A) 

by (2.3.8) ami (2.3.10). .Similarly one has d( v. A) </(.v, r) -f */(.v, A). 

For any nonempty set A in F. the diameter of A is defined as <1(A) - 
sup </( v, 1); it is a positive real number or t <*>; A <'. B implies <1(A) <’>(B). 

k«? A, y # A 

The relation 4 A) ■ Cl holds if and only if A is a one point set. 

(3.43) For any ha!l% 4W(a \ r)) 2r. 

f or if </{*/, \) r ami 4fi„ rl < r, r/(.v, r) < 2r hy the triangle inequality. 

A fwmukd Mi in I is a nonempty set whose diameter is finite. Any ball 
is bounded. The whole space I can be bounded* as the example of the extended 
real line 1 shows, Any nonempty subset of n bounded set is bounded. 

(3.4.4) The mmm of two hounded Mis A, if ts hounded, 

for if ii r A, /»« fi, then,if r are any two points in A » » B, either v 
ami v are in A, mu! then di\t \ ) *' il(A|, or thev me in B and d( v, r| € 411)* 
or for instance t « A and i * If, and then </(\* rl o dix, a} I ct d(h% y) 
by the triangle inequality, hence 

at A 4 * It) *, dUh h) f ii(A) l ACltl; 

this being true for any fit A* lie II, we have 

4 A * * II) o 4A, III f 4 A) * o(IJ) 

by definition of 4A* If) 
It follow* that if A is bounded, for any if) t\ A is contained in the closed 

ball of center i„ and radius d{ , A) t of A), 

s. own firs 

lit it metric space f , with distance </, an open %et is a subset A of I* having 
the following property: for esers % * A, there exists r > tl such that Bf *»r i * A, 
The empty set is open (sec beet ton 1.1), the whole space ti is open. 
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(3.5.1) Any open ball is an open set. 

For if xeB(a;r), then d(a, x) < r by definition; hence the relation 
d(x, y)<r — d(a, x) implies d(a, y) < d(a, x) + d(x, y) < r, which proves the 
inclusion B(x; r — d(a, x)) c; B(a; r). 

(3.5.2) The union of any family (A;); s L of open sets is open. 

For if x e A,, for some p e L, then there is r > 0 such that 

B(x;r)c: A= (J Aa. 
AeL 

For instance, in the real line R, any interval ]a9 + oof is open, being the 
union of the open sets ]a, x[ for all x> a. Similarly, ] — oo, a[ is open. 

(3.5.3) The intersection of a finite number of open sets is open. 

It is enough to prove that the intersection of two open sets Al5 A2 is 
open, and then to argue by induction. If x e Ax n A2 5 there are rx > 0, 
r2 > 0 such that B(x;r1)(=A1, B(jc;r2)cA2; clearly if r = min^, r2), 
B(x; r)cA1nA2. 

In general, an infinite intersection of open sets is no longer open; for 
instance the intersection of the intervals ] — l/n, \jn[ in R is the one point 
set {0}, which is not open by (2.2.16). However: 

(3.5.4) In a discrete space any set is open. 

Due to (3.5.2), it is enough to prove that a one point set {a} is open. 
But by definition, {a} — B(a; 1/2), and the result follows from (3.5.1). 

6. NEIGHBORHOODS 

If A is a nonempty subset of E, an open neighborhood of A is an open 
set containing A; a neighborhood of A is any set containing an open neigh¬ 
borhood of A. When A = {x}, we speak of neighborhoods of the point x 
(instead of the set {x}). 
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(3.6.1) For any nonempty set AcE, and any r > 0, the set V/A) = 
{x e E | d{x, A) < r} is an open neighborhood of A. 

For if d(x, A) < r and d(x, y) < r — d(x, A), it follows from (3.4.2) that 
rf(y, A) < */(*, A) + r — rf(xr, A) = r, hence Vr(A) is open, and obviously 
contains A. 

When A = {a}, Vr(A) is the open ball B(a; r). 

A fundamental system of neighborhoods of A is a family (UA) of neigh¬ 
borhoods of A such that any neighborhood of A contains one of the sets UA. 
For arbitrary sets A, the V/A) (r > 0) do not in general form a fundamental 
system of neighborhoods of A (see however (3.17.11)). It follows from the 
definitions that: 

(3.6.2) The balls B(u; l/n) (n integer >0) form a fundamental system of 

neighborhoods of a. 

(3.6.3) The intersection of a finite number of neighborhoods of A is a neigh 

borhood of A. 

This follows from (3.5.3). 

(3.6.4) In order that a set A be a neighborhood of every one of its points, a 

necessary and sufficient condition is that A be open. 

The condition is obviously sufficient; conversely, if A is a neighborhood 
of every xeA, there exists for each xeAan open set UxcA which contains 
x. From the relations xeUxcA we deduce A = (J {x} a (J U* c A, 

xeA xeA 

hence A = (J U* is an open set, by (3.5.2). 
xeA 

PROBLEM 

In the real line, show that the subset N of all integers ^ 0 does not possess a denumer¬ 

able fundamental system of neighborhoods. (Use contradiction, and apply the following 

remark: if (anw) is a double sequence of numbers > 0, the sequence (b„) where bn — anJ2 is 

such that for no integer m does the inequality bn 2* amn hold for all integers «.) 
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7, INTERIOR OF A SET 

A point x is said to be interior to a set A if A is a neighborhood of x. 
The set of all points interior to A is called the interior of A, and written A. 
For instance, in the real line R, the interior of any interval of origin a and 
extremity b (a <b) is the open interval ]a, b[; for neither a nor b can be an 
interior point of the intervals [a, b], [a, b[ and ]a, b], as no interval of center 
a or b is contained in these three intervals. 

(3.7.1) For any set A, A is the largest open set contained in A. 

For if x g A, there is an open set U* c: A containing x; for each ye Ux, 
A is by definition a neighborhood of y, hence ye A, and therefore U* c= A, 
which proves A is open by (3.6.4). Conversely, if B cz A is open, it is clear 
by definition that BcA. Open sets are therefore characterized by the relation 
A = A. 

(3.7.2) 7/A c B, then A c B. 

This follows at once from (3.7.1). 

o 

(3.7.3) For any pair of sets A, B, A n B = A n B. 

o 

The inclusion AnBcAnB follows from (3.7.2); on the other hand, 
A n B is open by (3.5.3) and (3.7.1) and contained in A n B, hence 

o 

AnBcAnBby (3.7.1). 
The interior of a nonempty set can be empty; this is the case, for instance, 

for one point sets in R. 

An interior point of E — A is said to be exterior to A, and the interior of 
E — A is called the exterior of A. 

(3.7.4) In order that a point x e E be exterior to A, a necessary and sufficient 
condition is that d(x, A) > 0. 
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For that condition implies that B(x; d(x, A)) c= E — A, hence x is interior 
to E — A; conversely, if x is exterior to A, there is a ball B(x; r) with r > 0 
contained in E —A; for any ye A, we have therefore d(x,y) > r, hence 
d(x. A) ^ r. 

8. CLOSED SETS, CLUSTER POINTS, CLOSURE OF A SET 

In a metric space E, a closed set is by definition the complement of an 
open set. The empty set is closed, and so is the whole space E. In the real 
line, the intervals [<a, -foo[ and ]— oo, a] are closed sets; so is the set Z of 
integers; the intervals [a, b[ and ]a, b] are neither open sets nor closed sets. 

(3.8.1) A closed ball is a closed set; a sphere is a closed set. 

For if x £ Br), then d(x, B'(a; r)) > d(a, x) — r > 0 by (3.4.1), hence 
the open ball of center x and radius d(a, x) — r is in the complement of 
B'(a;r), which proves that complement is open. The complement of the 
sphere S(«; r) is the union of the ball B(a; r) and of the complement of the 
ball B'(a; r), hence is open by (3.5.2). 

(3.8.2) The intersection of any family of closed sets is closed. 

(3.8.3) The union of a finite number of closed sets is closed. 

This follows at once from (3.5.2) and (3.5.3) respectively, by considering 
complements (see formulas (1.2.9) and (1.8.1)). 

In particular, a one point set {x} is closed, as intersection of the balls 
B'(x; r) for r > 0. 

(3.8.4) In a discrete space every set is closed. 

This follows at once from (3.5.4). 

A cluster point of a subset A of E is a point x e E such that every neigh¬ 
borhood of x has a nonempty intersection with A. The set of all cluster 
points of A is called the closure of A and written A. To say that x is not a 
cluster point of A means therefore that it is interior to E — A, in other words: 
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(3.8.5) The closure of a set A is the complement of the exterior of A. 

The closure of an open ball B(a; r) is contained in the closed ball B (a , r), 
but may be different from it. If a subset A of the real line is majorized 
(resp minorized), sup A (resp inf A) is a cluster point of A, as follows from 

(2.3.4). , 
Due to (3.8.5), the four following properties of cluster points and closure 

are read off from those proved in Section 3.7 for interior points and interior, 

by using the formulas of boolean algebra: 

(3.8.6) For any set A, A is the smallest closed set containing A. 

In particular, closed sets are characterized by the relation A = A. 

(3.8.7) If A c B, A c B. 

(3.8.8) For any pair of sets A, B, A u B = A u B. 

(3.8.9) In order that a point x be a cluster point of A, a necessary and suf¬ 
ficient condition is that d(x, A) = 0. 

(3.8.10) The closure of a set A is the intersection of the open neighborhoods 
Vr(A) of A. 

This is only a restatement of (3.8.9). 

(3.8.11) In a metric space E, any closed set is the intersection of a decreasing 
sequence of open sets; any open set is the union of an increasing sequence of 
closed sets. 

The first statement is proved by considering the open sets V1/n(A) and the 
second follows from the first by considering complements. 

(3.8.12) If a cluster point x of A does not belong to A, any neighborhood V 
of x is such that V n A is infinite. 
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Suppose the contrary, and let V n A = {yu ..., yn}: by assumption, 
rk = d(x, yk) > 0. Let r > 0 be such that B(x; r) c V and r < minO^, ..., rk); 
then the intersection of A and B(x; r) would be empty, contrary to assumption. 

A point x g E is said to be a frontier point of a set A if it is a cluster point 
of both A and Q A; the set fr(A) of all frontier points of A is called the 

frontier of A. It is clear that fr(A) — An Q A = fr((J A); by (3.8.6), fr(A) is a 
closed set, which may be empty (see (3.19.9)). A frontier point x of A is 
characterized by the property that in any neighborhood of x there is at least 
one point of A and one point of (J A. The whole space E is the union of the 
interior of A, the exterior of A and the frontier of A, for if a neighborhood 
of x is neither contained in A nor in Q A, it must contain points of both; any 
two of these three sets have no common points. 

The frontier of any interval of origin a and extremity b in R is the set 
{(a, b}; the frontier of the set Q in R is R itself. 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let A be an open set in a metric space E; show that for any subset B of E, 

AnBcAnB. 

(b) Give examples in the real line, of open sets A, B such that the four sets AnB, 

B n A, A n B and AnB are all different. 

(c) Give an example of two intervals A, B in the real line, such that A n B is not 

contained in A n B. 
2 t 

2. For every subset A of a metric space E, let a(A) = A and /?(A) = A. 
(a) Show that if A is open, A c a(A), and if A is closed, A =5 /?(A). 

(b) Show that for every subset A of E, a(a(A)) — a(A) and /?(/?(A)) = fi(A) (use (a)). 

(c) Give an example, in the real line, of a set A such that the seven sets A, A, A, 
a(A), 0(A), a(A), 0(A) are all distinct and have no other inclusion relations than the 

following ones: ACACA; Ac a(A) <=■ 0(A) cA,Ac a(A) /3(A) c A. 
3. Let E be a metric space. 

(a) Show that for every subset A of E, fr(A) <= fr(A), fr(A) c: fr(A), and give examples 

(in the real line) in which these three sets are distinct. 
(b) Let A, B be two subsets of E. Show that fr(A uB)c fr(A) u fr(B), and give an 

example (in the real line) in which these sets are distinct. If A n B = 0, show that 

fr(A uB) = fr(A) u fr(B). 

(c) If A and B are open, show that 

(A n fr(B)) u(Bn fr(A)) <= fr(A nB)c(An fr(B)) u (B n fr(A)) u (fr(A) n fr(B)) 

and give an example (in the real line) in which these three sets are distinct. 

4. Let d be a distance on a set E, satisfying the ultrametric inequality 

d(x, z) ^ max(^(x, y\ d(y, z)) 

for x, y, z in E (see Example (3.2.6)). 
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(a) Show that if d(x, y) ^ d(y, z), then d(x, z) = max(#(*, y), d(y, z)). 

(b) Show that any open ball B(at; r) is both an open and a closed set and that for 

any y e B(x; r), B(y; r) = B(x; r). 
(c) Show that any closed ball B'(jc; r) is both an open and a closed set, and that for 

any y e B'(*; r), B'(y; r) = B'(jc; r). 
(d) If two balls in E have a common point, one of them is contained in the other. 

(e) The distance of two distinct open balls of radius r, contained in a closed ball of 

radius r, is equal to r. 

9. DENSE SUBSETS; SEPARABLE SPACES 

In a metric space E, a set A is said to be dense with respect to a set B, 
if any point of B is a cluster point of A, in other words if B c= A (or, equiv¬ 
alently, if for every xeB, any neighborhood of x contains points of A). 

(3.9.1) If A is dense with respect to B, and B dense with respect to C, then A 
is dense with respect to C. 

For the relation B c A implies B c A by (3.8.6), and as by assumption 
C c B, we have C c A. 

A set A dense with respect to E is called everywhere dense, or simply 
dense in E; such sets are characterized by the fact that A = E, or equivalently 
that every nonempty open set contains a point of A. A metric space E is 
said to be separable if there exists in E an at most denumerable dense set. 

(3.9.2) The real line R is separable. 

Indeed, by (2.2.16) the set Q of rational numbers is dense in R, and Q 
is denumerable by (2.2.15). 

A family (GA)AeL of nonempty open sets is called a basis for the open 
sets of a metric space E if every nonempty open set of E is the union of a sub¬ 
family of the family (GA). 

(3.9.3) In order that a family (GA)AeL be a basis, a necessary and sufficient 

condition is that for every xeE and every neighborhood V of x, there exist 

an index X such that x e GA c: V. 
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The condition is necessary, for there is by definition an open neighbor¬ 
hood W c V of x, and as W is a union of sets Gx, there is at least an index 
p such that xeGfl. The condition is sufficient, for if it is satisfied, and U is 
an arbitrary open set, for each x e U, there is (by (1-4.5)) an index p(x) such 
that x e Gm(x) c U, hence U c= (J Gu(x) c U. 

jceU 

(3.9.4) In order that a metric space E be separable, a necessary and sufficient 

condition is that there exist an at most denumerable basis for the open sets 

of E. 

The condition is sufficient, for if (G„) is a basis, and an a point of G„, 
every nonempty open set is a union of some Gn, hence its intersection with 
the at most denumerable set of the an is not empty. Conversely, suppose 
there exists a sequence (an) of points of E such that the set of points of that 
sequence is dense; then the family of open balls B(an; 1/m), which is at most 
denumerable (by (1.9.3) and (1.9.2)) is a basis for the open sets of E. Indeed, 
for each x e E and each r > 0, there is an index m such that 1/m < r/2, and 
an index n such that an e B(x; 1/m). This implies that x e B(<3n; 1/m); on the 
other hand, if y e B(tfn; 1/m), then d(x, y) ^ d(x, an) + d(an, y) < 2/m < r, so 
that B(an; 1/m) c B(x; r), which ends the proof (by (3.9.3)). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that in a metric space E, the union of an open subset and of its exterior is every¬ 

where dense. 
2. Show that in a separable metric space E, any family (Ua)a€l of nonempty open sets 

such that UA n UM = 0 if A ^ p, is at most denumerable. 

3. Let A be a nonempty subset of the real line, B the set of points xe A such that there 

is an interval ]x, y[ with y > x which has an empty intersection with A. Show that B 

is at most denumerable (prove that B is equipotent with a set of open intervals, no 

two of which have common points). 
4. Let E be a separable metric space. A condensation point x of a subset A of E is a point 

x e E such that in every neighborhood of x, there is a nondenumerable set of points 

of A. Show that: 
(a) If A has no condensation point, it is denumerable (consider the intersections of A 

with the sets of a basis for the open sets of E). 

(b) If B is the set of condensation points of a set A, show that every point of B is a 

condensation point of B, and that A n (C B) is at most denumerable. (Observe that B 

is closed, and use (a).) 
5. Show that from every open covering of a separable metric space, one can extract a 

denumerable open covering. 
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6. Let E be a separable metric space,/an arbitrary mapping of E into R. We say that at a 

point x0 e E, /reaches a relative maximum (resp. a strict relative maximum) if there is 

a neighborhood V of x0 such that/(x) <f(x0) (resp. f(x) < f(x0)) for any point x e V 

distinct from x0. Show that the set M of the points x e E where/reaches a strict relative 

maximum is at most denumerable. (If (U„) is a basis for the open sets of E, consider 

the values of n for which there is a unique point x e U„ such that /(x) is equal to its 

l.u.b. in U„.) 

10. SUBSPACES OF A METRIC SPACE 

Let F be a nonempty subset of a metric space E; the restriction to F x F 
of the mapping (x, y) -> d(x, y) is obviously a distance on F, which is said to 
be induced on F by the distance d on E. The metric space defined by that 
induced distance is called the subspace F of the metric space E. 

(3.10.1) In order that a set B c F be open in the subspace F, a necessary 

and sufficient condition is that there exist an open set A in E such that B = A n F. 

If a e F, F n B(a; r) is the open ball of center a and radius r in the sub¬ 

space F. If A is open in E and xsAn F, there is r > 0 such that B(x; r) c= A, 
hence xeFnB(x;r)cAn F, which shows F n A is open in F. Conversely, 
if B is open in the subspace F, for each x e B, there is a number r(x) > 0 
such that F n B(x; r(x)) cz B. This shows that B = (J (F n B(x; r(x))) = 

jc e B 

F n A, with A = (J B(x; r(x)), and A is open in E by (3.5.1) and (3.5.2). 

(3.10.2) In order that every subset B in F, which is open in F, be open in E, 
a necessary and sufficient condition is that F be open in E. 

The condition is seen to be necessary by taking B = F; it is sufficient, 
due to (3.10.1) and (3.5.3). 

(3.10.3) If x e F, in order that a subset W of F be a neighborhood of x in F, 
a necessary and sufficient condition is that W = VnF, where V is a neighbor¬ 

hood of x in E. 
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(3.10.4) In order that every neighborhood in F of a point x g F be a neigh¬ 

borhood of x in E, a necessary and sufficient condition is that ¥ be a neigh¬ 

borhood of x in E. 

These properties follow at once from (3.10.1) and the definition of a 
neighborhood. 

(3.10.5) In order that a set B c: F be closed in the subspace F, a necessary and 

sufficient condition is that there exist a closed set A in E such that B = A n F. 

To say B is closed in F means that F — B is open in F, and therefore is 
equivalent by (3.10.1) to the existence of an open set C in E such that 
F — B = C n F; but that relation is equivalent by (1.5.13) to B = F n (E — C), 
hence the result. 

(3.10.6) In order that every subset B in F, which is closed in F, be closed 

in E, a necessary and sufficient condition is that F be closed in E. 

Same proof as for (3.10.2), using (3.10.5) and (3.8.2). 

(3.10.7) The closure, with respect to F, of a subset B of F, is equal to B n F, 
where 6 is the closure of B in E. 

Indeed, for every neighborhood V of x e F in E, Y n B = (Y n F) n B, 
and the result therefore follows from (3.10.3) and from the definition of a 
cluster point. 

(3.10.8) Suppose F is a dense subset of E. For every point x e F and every 

neighborhoods of x in F, the closure W of W in E is a neighborhood of x in E. 

By definition, there is an open neighborhood U of x in E such that 
U n F c= W; it is enough to prove that UcW. But if y e U, and V is any 
neighborhood of yin E, U n Vis a neighborhood of y in E, hence F n (U n V) 

is not empty, which means (F n U) n V is not empty, i.e. jeFnUcW. 

(3.10.9) Any subspace of a separable metric space is separable. 
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Indeed, if (G„) is an at most denumerable basis for the open sets of E, 
the sets Gn n F form a denumerable basis for the open sets of F <= E, due 
to (3.10.1) and (1.8.2). Hence the result by (3.9.4). 

(3.10.10) Let A be a subset of a metric space E; a point x0 e A is said to be 
isolated in A if there is a neighborhood V of x0 in E such that VnA = {x0}. 
To say that every point of A is isolated in A means that in the subspace A 
every set is an open set (in other words the subspace A is homeomorphic to a 
discrete space: see Section 3.12). In a separable metric space, every subset 
all of whose points are isolated is therefore at most denumerable (3.9.4). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let B, B' be two nonempty subsets of a metric space E, and A a subset of Bn B', 

which is open (resp. closed) both with respect to B and with respect to B'; show that A 

is open (resp. closed) with respect to B u B'. 

2. Let (U») be a covering of a metric space E, consisting of open subsets. In order that a 

subset A of E be closed in E, it is necessary and sufficient that each set A n U, be closed 

with respect to U*. 

3. In a metric space E, a subset A is said to be locally closed if for every x e A, there is a 

neighborhood V of x such that An Vis closed with respect to V. Show that the locally 

closed subsets of E are the sets UnF, where U is open and F closed in E. (To prove 
that a locally closed set has that form, use Problem 2.) 

4. Give an example of a subspace E of the plane R2, such that there is in E an open ball 

which is a closed set but not a closed ball, and a closed ball which is an open set but not 

an open ball. (Take E consisting of the two points (0, 1) and (0,-1) and of a suitable 
subset of the x-axis.) 

5. Give a proof of (3.10.9) without using the notion of basis (in other words, exhibit 

an at most denumerable subset which is dense in the subspace). 

11. CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS 

Let E and E' be two metric spaces, d, d! the distances on E and E'. A 
mapping / of E into E' is said to be continuous at a point x0 e E if, for every 
neighborhood V' of f(x0) in E', there is a neighborhood V of x0 in E such 
that /(V) cz V'; / is said to be continuous in E (or simply “ continuous ”) if it 
is continuous at every point of E. 

If we agree that the mathematical notion of neighborhood corresponds to 
the intuitive idea of “ proximity,” then we can express the preceding definition 
in a more intuitive way, by saying that f(x) is arbitrarily close to f(x0) as 

soon as x is close enough to x0. 
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(3.11.1) In order that f be continuous at x0 e E, a necessary and sufficient 

condition is that for every neighborhood V' of /(x0) in E/,/~1(V/) be a neigh¬ 

borhood of x0 in E. 

(3.11.2) In order that f be continuous at x0 e E, a necessary and sufficient 

condition is that, for every e > 0, there exist a 8 > 0 such that the relation 

d(x0, x) < S implies d'(f(x0),f{x)) < e. 

These are mere restatements of the definition. 

The natural injection /F: F ->E of a subspace F of E into E (1.6.1) is 
continuous. Any constant mapping is continuous. 

(3.11.3) If x0eE is a cluster point of a set A a E, and if f is continuous at 

the point x0, then f(x0) is a cluster point of /(A). 

For if V' is a neighborhood of f(x0) in E',/"1^') is a neighborhood of 
x0 in E, hence there is y e A n/'^V'), and therefore f(y) e/(A) n V'. 

(3.11.4) Let f be a mapping ofE into E'. The following properties are equiva¬ 

lent: 

(a) f is continuous; 
(b) for every open set A' in E',/-1(A') is an open set in E; 
(c) for every closed set A' in E\f~1{A') is a closed set in E; 

(d) for every set A in E, /(A) c/(A). 

We have seen in (3.11.3) that (a)=>(d). (d)=>(c), for if A' is closed and 
A = then /(A) cA' = A', hence A cz/-1(A') = A; as A c A, A is 
closed. (c)=>(b) from the definition of closed sets and formula (1.5.13). 
Finally (b) =>(a), for if V' is a neighborhood of f(x0), there is an open neigh¬ 
borhood W' c: V' off(xo);/-1^') is an open set containing x0 and contained 
in/^(V'), hence/is continuous at every point x0 by (3.11.1). 

It should be observed that the direct image of an open (resp. closed) set 
by a continuous mapping is not in general an open (resp. closed) set; for 
instance, x -»x2 is continuous in R, but the image [0, 1 [ of the open set 
]—1, +1[ is not open; x-+ 1/x is continuous in the subspace E = [1, H-oo[ 
of R, but the image of the closed set E is the interval ]0,1] which is not 
closed in R (see however (3.17.9) and (3.20.13)). 
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(3.11.5) Let f be a mapping of a metric space E into a metric space E', g a 

mapping ofE' into a metric space E"; if f is continuous at x0, and g continuous 

at fix o), then h=g of is continuous at x0. Iff is continuous in E and g con¬ 

tinuous in E', then h is continuous in E. 

The second statement obviously follows from the first. Let W" be a 
neighborhood of h(x0) = g(f(x0)); then, by (3.11.1) and the assumptions, 
^_1(Wff) is a neighborhood off(x0) in E', andf~1(g~l(W')) a neighborhood 
of jc0 in E; but/^GT^W")) = /T^W"). In particular: 

(3.11.6) If f is a mapping of E into E', continuous at x0, and F a subspace 

ofE containing x0> then the restriction off to F is continuous at x0. 

For that restriction is the mapping/o jF,jF being the natural injection 
of F into E, which is continuous. 

Note however that the restriction to a subspace F of a mapping/: E -► E' 
may be continuous without /being continuous at any point of E; an example 
is given by the mapping /: R -► R which is equal to 0 in the set Q of rational 
points, to 1 in its complement (“Dirichlet’s function”); the restriction of/ 
to Q is constant, hence continuous. 

A uniformly continuous mapping of E into E' is a mapping such that for 
every e > 0, there exists a 8 > 0 such that the relation d(x, y) < 8 implies 
^(/Wj/Cv)) < £. From this definition and (3.11.2), it follows that 

(3.11.7) A uniformly continuous mapping is continuous. 

The converse is not true in general: for instance, the function x-+x2 

is not uniformly continuous in R, since for given a > 0, the difference 
(x + a)2 — x2 = a(2x + a) can take arbitrarily large values (see however 
(3.16.5)). 

The examples given above (constant mapping, natural injection) are 
uniformly continuous. 

(3.11.8) For any nonempty subset A of E, x-*d(x, A) is uniformly con¬ 

tinuous. 

This follows from the definition and (3.4.2). 
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(3.11.9) If f is a uniformly continuous mapping of E into E', g a uniformly 

continuous mapping of E' into E", then h ~ g of is uniformly continuous. 

Indeed, given any e > 0, there is 5 > 0 such that d\x\ /) < S implies 

d"(g(x')> &(y')) < £l then there is rj > 0 such that d(x,y)<r] implies 
therefore d(x, y) < rj implies d/f(h(x), h(y)) < e. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let /be a mapping of a metric space E into a metric space E'. Show that the following 

properties are equivalent: 

(a) / is continuous; 

(b) for every subset A' of E', f~1 (A') c (/“1 (A'))°; 

(c) for every subset A' of E',/“ !(A') /“ ‘(A'). 
Give an example of a continuous mapping/and a subset. A' E' such that f~1(A') is 

not the closure of /-1(A'). 
2. For any metric space E, any number r > 0 and any subset A of E, the set V'(A) of 

points x e E such that d(x. A) ^ r is closed (use (3.11.8)). 

3. In a metric space E, let A, B be two nonempty subsets such that AnB = AnB = 0. 

Show that there exists an open set U ^ A and an open set V ^ B such that UnV=0 

(consider the function x d(x, A) — d{x, B)). 

4. Let / be a continuous mapping of R into itself. 

(a) Show that if / is uniformly continuous in R, there exist two real numbers a ^ 0, 

such that |/(*)| ^ a |*| + ft for every reR. 

(b) Show that if/is monotone and bounded in R,/is uniformly continuous in R. 

12. HOMEOMORPHISMS, EQUIVALENT DISTANCES 

A mapping/of a metric space E into a metric space E' is called a homeo- 
morphism if: (1) it is a bijection; (2) both f and its inverse mapping/^1 are 
continuous. Such a mapping is also said to be bicontinuous. The inverse 
mapping/ "1 is then a homeomorphism of E' onto E. If/is a homeomorphism 
of E onto E', g a homeomorphism of E' onto E", g Df is a homeomorphism 
of E onto E" by (3.11.5). A homeomorphism may fail to be uniformly con¬ 
tinuous (for instance, the homeomorphism x->x3 of R onto itself). Two 
metric spaces E, E7 are homeomorphic if there exists a homeomorphism of 
E onto E'. Two spaces homeomorphic to a th^jl one are homeomorphic. 
By abuse of language, a space homeomorphic to a discrete metric space 
(3.2.5) is called a discrete space, even if the distance in nos defined as in 
(3.2.5) . 
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An isometry is always uniformly continuous by definition, hence a homeo- 
morphism. For instance, the extended real line R is by definition homeomor- 

phic to the subspace [—1, 1] of R. 
Let du d2 be two distances on a set E; this defines two metric spaces on 

E, which have to be considered as distinct (although they have the same 
46underlying set”); let E1? E2 be these spaces. If the identity mapping x-+x 
of Ei onto E2 is a homeomorphism, dud2 are called equivalent distances 

(or topologically equivalent distances) on E; from (3.11.4), we see that this 
means the families of open sets are the same in Ej and E2. The family of open 
sets of a metric space E is often called the topology of E (cf. Section 12.1); 
equivalent distances are thus those giving rise to the same topology. It 
may be observed here that the definitions of neighborhoods, closed sets, 
cluster point, closure, interior, exterior, dense sets, frontier, continuous function 

only depend on the topologies of the spaces under consideration; they are 
topological notions] on the other hand, the notions of balls, spheres, diameter, 
bounded set, uniformly continuous function are not topological notions. 
Topological properties of a metric space are invariant under homeomorphisms. 

With the preceding notations, it may happen that the identity mapping 
x x of Ex into E2 is continuous but not bicontinuous: for instance, take 
E = R, d2(x, y) — \x — y\ and for dfx, y) the distance defined in (3.2.5) 
taking only values 0 and 1. In such a case, the distance d1 (resp. the topology 
of Ex) is said to be finer than the distance d2 (resp. the topology of E2). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let a be an irrational number > 0; for each rational number x> 0, let fa(x) be the 

unique real number such that 0 < fa(x) < a and that x — fa{x) is an integral multiple of a. 

Show that/* is an injective continuous mapping of the space Q% of rational numbers > 0 

into the interval ]0, a[ of R, and that/a(Q+) is dense in ]0, a[. Deduce from that result 

and from Problem 1 in Section 2.2 that there exists a bijective continuous mapping 

of Q onto itself which is not bicontinuous (compare to (4.2.2)). 

2. Let / be a continuous mapping of a metric space E into a metric space F. 

(a) Let (VA) be a covering of F by open subsets; show that if, for each A, the restriction 

of/to/_1(V;i) is a homeomorphism of the subspace/-1(Va) of E onto the subspace VA 
of F, / is a homeomorphism of E onto F. 

(b) Give an example of a mapping/which is not injective, and of a covering (Ua) of E 

by open subsets, such that the restriction of/to each of the Ua is a homeomorphism of 

the subspace Ua of E onto the subspace/(Ua) of F (one can take both E and F discrete). 

3. Let E, F, G be three metric spaces,/a continuous mapping of E into F, g a continuous 

mapping of F into G. Show that if / is surjective and g of is a homeomorphism of 

E onto G, then/is a homeomorphism of E onto F and g is a homeomorphism of F 
onto G. 



13. LIMITS 

Let E be a metric space, A a subset of E, a a cluster point of A. Suppose 
first that a does not belong to A. Then, if / is a mapping of A into a metric 
space E', we say that f(x) has a limit a' e E' when x e A tends to a (or also 
that a' is a limit of f at the point ae A with respect to A), if the mapping g of 
A u {a} into E' defined by taking g{x) = f(x) for xsA, g(a) = a\ is con¬ 

tinuous at the point a; we then write a' = lim fix). If a e A, we use the 
x-*a, xeA 

same language and notation to mean that f is continuous at the point a, with 

«' =/(«)• 

(3.13.1) In order that a! e E' be limit of f{x) when x e A tends to a, a necessary 

and sufficient condition is that, for every neighborhood V' of a' in E', there 

exist a neighborhood V of a in E such that /(V n A) c V'. 

(3.13.2) In order that a' e E' be limit of f{x) when x e A tends to a, a necessary 

and sufficient condition is that, /or every a > 0, there exist a 6 > 0 that 

the relations x e A, J(x, o) < 5 //rz/z/j; d'{a',f{x)) < e. 

These criteria are mere translations of the definitions. 

(3.13.3) A mapping can only have one limit with respect to A at a given 

point ae A. 

For if af, V were two limits of/ at the point a, it follows from (3.13.2) 
and the triangle inequality that, for any e > 0, we would have d'(a\ b') ^ 2e, 
which is absurd if af ^ V. 

(3.13.4) Let f be a mapping of E into E'. In order that f be continuous at a 

point xQeE such that x0 is a cluster point ofE— {x0} (which means x0 is not 

isolated in E (3.10.10)), a necessary and sufficient condition is that 

f(x0) = lim f(x). 
x~+x0, xeE-{x0} 

Mere restatement of definitions. 
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(3.13.5) Suppose a' = lim /(x). Then, /or euery swfoet BcA suc/z that 
x~*a, xeA 

aeB, a' is also the limit of f at the point a, with respect to B. This applies 

in particular when B = V n A, where V is a neighborhood of a. 

Obvious consequence of the definition and (3.11.6). 

(3.13.6) Suppose f has a limit a' at the point ae A with respect to A; if g is 

a mapping ofE' into E", continuous at the point athen gig!) = lim g(f{x)). 
x-*a, xe A 

This follows at once from (3.11.5). 

(3.13.7) If a' = lim f(x), then a'ef(A). 
jc-*a, xeA 

For by (3.13.1), for every neighborhood V' of a\ V' n/(A) contains 
/XV n A), which is not empty since ae A. 

An important case is that of limits of sequences: in the extended real line, 
we consider the point +00, which is a cluster point of the set N of natural 
integers. A mapping of N into a metric space E is a sequence n -► xn of points 
of E; if a e E is limit of that mapping at + 00, with respect to N, we say that 
a is limit of the sequence (xj (or that the sequence (x„) converges to a) and 
write a = lim x„. The criteria (3.13.1) and (3.13.2) become here: 

(3.13.8) In order that a = lim x„, a necessary and sufficient condition is that, 
/!-> 00 

for every neighborhood V of a, there exist an integer nQ such that the relation 

n^n0 implies xneV (in other words, V contains all x„ with the exception 
of a finite number of indices). 

(3.13.9) In order that a — lim x„, a necessary and sufficient condition is 
n~> 00 

that, for every e > 0, there exist an integer n0 such that the relation n^n0 

implies d(a, x„) < £. 

This last criterion can also be written lim d(a, x„) = 0. 
00 

A subsequence of an infinite sequence (xn) is a sequence Jc-+xnk, where 
Jc nk is a strictly increasing infinite sequence of integers. It follows at once 
from (3.13.5) that: 
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(3.13.10) If a = lim x„, then a = lim xnkfor any subsequence of (xn). 
n~> oo k-+ oo 

Let (x„) be an infinite sequence of points in a metric space E; a point 
be E is said to be a cluster value of the sequence (xj if there exists a sub¬ 
sequence (x„k) such that b = lim xnfc. 

oo 

A cluster value of a subsequence of a sequence (x„) is also a cluster value 
of (x„). If (x„) has a limit a, a is the unique cluster value of (xn), as follows 
from (3.13.10); the converse does not hold in general: for instance, the 
sequence (xj of real numbers such that x2n = l/n and x2w+i = n (n > 1) has 
0 as a unique cluster value, but does not converge to 0 (see however (3.16.4)) 

(3.13.11) In order that be'E should be a cluster value of (xn), a necessary 

and sufficient condition is that, for any neighborhood V ofb and any integer m, 

there exist an integer n^m such that xn e V. 

The condition is obviously necessary. Conversely, suppose it is satisfied, 
and define the subsequence (xWk) by the following condition: n0 = 1 and nk is 
the smallest integer > nk„x and such that d(b, xMk) < l/k. As d(xnk, b) < l/h 

for any k > h, the subsequence (x„k) converges to b. 

\ 

(3.13.12) If b is a cluster value of (xw) in E, and if the mapping g of E into E' 
is continuous at b, then g(b) is a cluster value of the sequence (g(xn)). 

Clear from the definition and (3.13.6). 
From (3.13.7) it follows that if b is a cluster value (and a fortiori a limit) 

of a sequence of points xn belonging to a subset A of E, then be A. Conversely: 

(3.13.13) For any point a e A, there is a sequence (x„) of points of A such 

that a = lim xn. 
n-^oo 

For by assumption, the set A n B(a; l/n) is not empty, hence (by the 
axiom of choice (1.4.5)) for each n, there is an x„eAn B(<z; 1//7), and the 
sequence (xw) converges to a by (3.13.9). 

(3.13.14) Let f be a mapping of AcE into a metric space E' and a e A. 
In order that f have a limit a' e E' with respect to A at the point a, a necessary 

and sufficient condition is that, for every sequence (x„) of points of A such 

that a = lim x„, then a' = lim /(x„). 
fl-^00 /1-+00 
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The necessity follows from the definitions and (3.13.6). Suppose con¬ 
versely that the condition is satisfied and that a' is not the limit of / with 
respect to A at the point a. Then, by (3.13.2) and (1.4.5), there exists a > 0 
such that, for each integer n, there exists x„ e A satisfying the two condi¬ 
tions d(a, x„) < Ijn and d(a',f(x„)) Js a. The sequence (x„) converges then to 
a, but (f(x„)) does not converge to a', which is a contradiction. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let Cun) be a sequence of real numbers 0 such that lim un — 0. Show that there are 
n-*co 

infinitely many indices n such that un ^ um for every m> n. 

2. (a) Let fe„) be a sequence in a metric space E. Show that if the three subsequences 

fen), fen+i) and fe„) are convergent, fe) is convergent. 
(b) Give an example of a sequence fe) of real numbers which is not convergent, but is 

such that for each k ^ 2, the subsequence fe„) is convergent (consider the subsequence 

fe*), where (pk) is the strictly increasing sequence of prime numbers). 
3. Let E be a separable metric space, / an arbitrary mapping of E into R. Show that the 

set of points as E such that lim /fe) exists and is distinct from /fe), is at most 
x-*a, x&a 

denumerable. (For every pair of rational numbers p, q such that p <q, consider the set 

of points as E such that 

/fe) p<q ^ lim /fe) 
x~*a, x&a 

and show that it is at most denumerable, using Problem 2(a) of Section 3.9. Consider 

similarly the set of points ae E such that 

lim /fe) <q < /fe).) 
x-+o, xta 

14. CAUCHY SEQUENCES, COMPLETE SPACES 

In a metric space E, a Cauchy sequence is an infinite sequence fe) such 
that, for any e > 0, there exists an integer n0 such that the relations n0 

and q ^ n0 imply d(xp, xq) < £. 

(3.14.1) Any convergent sequence is a Cauchy sequence. 

For if a = lim xn9 for any e > 0 there exists n0 such that w > n0 implies 
n-+ oo 

d(a, x„) < e/2; by the triangle inequality, the relations p^n0, q^n0 imply 
d(xp,xq)<e. 
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(3.14.2) If (xw) is a Cauchy sequence, any cluster value of (xw) is a limit 

of{xn). 

Indeed, if b is a cluster value of (xn)9 given e > 0, there is n0 such that 
p^n0 and q^n0 imply d(xp, xq) < e/2; on the other hand, by (3.13.11) 
there is a p0^n0 such that d(b, xpo) < e/2; by the triangle inequality, it 
follows that d(b, xn) ^ e for any n^ n0. 

A metric space E is called complete if any Cauchy sequence in E is con¬ 
vergent (to a point of E, of course). 

(3.14.3) The real line R is a complete metric space. 

Let (xn) be a Cauchy sequence of real numbers. Define the sequence 
(nk) of integers by induction in the following way: n0 = 1 and nk + l is the 
smallest integer > nk such that, for p^ nk+{ and q ^ nk+u \xp — xq\ < \/2k+z; 

the possibility of the definition follows from the fact that (xn) is a Cauchy 
sequence. Let be the closed interval [xnk~2~k, xnk+2~k]; we have 
Ife + 1 c \k, for \xnk - < 2~k~l; on the other hand, for /w > nk, xme lk 

by definition. Now from axiom (IV) (Section 2.1) it follows that the 
nested intervals T* have a nonempty intersection; let a be in I* for all k. Then 
it is clear that \a — xm\ ^2_/c + 1 for all m^nk, hence a = lim 

(3.14.4) If a subspace F of a metric space E is complete, F is closed in E. 

Indeed, any point a e F is the limit of a sequence (xn) of points of F by 
(3.13.13). The sequence (xw) is a Cauchy sequence by (3.14.1), hence by 
assumption converges to a point b in F; but by (3.13.3) b = a, hence ae F; 
this shows F = F. Q.E.D. 

(3.14.5) In a complete metric space E, any closed subset F is a complete 

subspace. 

For a Cauchy sequence (x„) of points of F converges by assumption to 
a point ae E, and as the xn belong to F, a e F = F by (3.13.7). 

Theorems (3.14.4) and (3.14.5) immediately enable one to give examples 
both of complete and of noncomplete spaces, starting from the fact that the 
real line is complete. 
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The fundamental importance of complete spaces lies in the fact that to 
prove a sequence is convergent in such a space, one needs only prove it is a 
Cauchy sequence (one also says that such a sequence satisfies the Cauchy 
criterion); the main difference between application of that test and of the 
definition of a convergent sequence is that in the Cauchy criterion one does 
not need to know in advance the value of the limit. 

We have already mentioned that on a same set E, two distances du d2 
may be topologically equivalent, but the identity mapping of Ex into E2 
(E1? E2 being the corresponding metric spaces) may fail to be uniformly 
continuous. This is the case, for instance, if we take E = R, d2(x, y) = \x — y\, 
di(x,y) being the distance in the extended real line, restricted to R; E2 is 
then complete and not Ex since Ex is not closed in R. When two distances 
du d2 are such that the identity mapping of Ex into E2 is uniformly contin¬ 
uous as well as the inverse mapping, dt and d2 are said to be uniformly 
equivalent. Cauchy sequences are then the same for both distances. For 
instance, if there exist two real numbers a > 0, ft > 0 such that, for any 
pair of points x, y in E, otd^x, y) < d2(x, y) < pdx(x, y), then and d2 are 
uniformly equivalent distances. 

Let E, E' be two metric spaces, A a subset of E,/a mapping of A into E'; 
the oscillation of f in A is by definition the diameter <5(/(A)) (which may 
be -h oo). Let a be a cluster point of A; the oscillation off at the point a with 
respect to A is Q(a;/) =inf<5(/(V n A)), where V runs over the set of 

v 
neighborhoods of a (or merely a fundamental system of neighborhoods). 

(3.14.6) Suppose E' is a complete metric space; in order that lim /(x) 
x-+a, x e A 

exist, a necessary and sufficient condition is that the oscillation of f at the 
point a, with respect to A, be 0. 

The condition is necessary by (3.13.2). Suppose conversely that it is 
satisfied, and let (xn) be a sequence of points of A converging to a; then 
it follows from the assumption that the sequence (f(xn)) is a Cauchy sequence 
in E', for, given any e > 0, there is a neighborhood V of a such that 
d'(f(x),f(y)) < £ for any two points x, y in V n A, and we have x„eVnA 
except for a finite number of indices. Hence the sequence (f(xn)) has a limit 
a'. Moreover, for any other sequence (yn) of points of A, converging to a, the 
limits of (/(x„)) and of (f(yn)) are the same since d'(f(xn),f(yn)) < s as soon 
as xn and yn are both in V n A. Hence lim /(x) = a' from the definition 

of the limit and from (3.13.14). 



PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let E be an ultrametric space (Section 3.8, Problem 4). In order that a 

sequence (x„) in E be a Cauchy sequence, show that it is necessary and sufficient that 

lim d(xn,xn+1) = 0. 
«-*• oo 

(b) Let X be an arbitrary set, E the set of all infinite sequences x = (xn) of elements of 

X. For any two distinct elements x = (x„), y = (y„) of E, let k(x, y) be the smallest integer 

n such that xn ^ yn; let d(x, y) = 1 /k(x, y) if x # y9 d(x, x) = 0. Prove that d is an 

ultrametric distance on E, and that the metric space E defined by d is complete. 

2. Let cp be an increasing real valued function defined in the interval 0 ^ u < + oo, and 

such that <p(0) = 0, <p(u) > 0 if u > 0, and cp(u 4- v) ^ <p(u) + cp(v). Let d(x, y) be a 

distance on a set E; then dx(x, y) = <p(d(x, y)) is another distance on E. 

(a) Show that if cp is continuous at the point u — 0, the distances d and c/x are uniformly 

equivalent. Conversely, if, for the distance d, there is a point x0 e E which is not iso¬ 

lated in E (3.10.10), and if d and dx are topologically equivalent, then cp is continuous 

at the point u — 0. 

(b) Prove that the functions 

ur (0< r ^ 1), log(l H" ii), u/(\ + u), inf(l, u) 

satisfy the preceding conditions. Using the last two, it is thus seen that for any distance 

on E, there is a uniformly equivalent distance which is bounded. 

3. On the real line, let d(x, y) — |x — y| be the usual distance, d'(x, y) — |x3 — y3|; show 

that these two distances are topologically equivalent and that the Cauchy sequences are 

the same for both, but that they are not uniformly equivalent. 

4. Let E be a complete metric space, d the distance on E, A the intersection of a sequence 

(U„) of open subsets of E; let F„ - E — U„, and for every pair of points x, y of A, write 

Mx,y) 
1 1 

d(x,Fn)~~ d(y, F„) ’ 

d„(x,y) = Mx,y)l(\ and y) = d(x, y) + ^ d„(x, y)/2". Show that on 
n ■ O 

the subspace A of E, d' is a distance which is topologically equivalent to d, and that for 
the distance d\ A is a complete metric space. (Note that a Cauchy sequence for d' is 
also a Cauchy sequence for d, but that its limit in E may not belong to any of the F„.) 
Apply to the subspace I of R consisting of all irrational numbers. 

15. ELEMENTARY EXTENSION THEOREMS 

(3.15.1) Let f and g be two continuous mappings of a metric space E into a 
metric space E'. The set A of the points x e E such that f{x) = g(x) is closed 
in E. 

It is equivalent to prove the set E — A open. Let a e E — A, then 
f(a) 7^ g(a); let d'(f(a), g(a)) = a > 0. By continuity of /, g at a and from 
(3.6.3) it follows that there is a neighborhood V of a in E such that for 
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xeV, d'(f(a), /(x)) < a/2 and d\g{a), g{x)) < a/2. Then for xeV, 
f(x)^g(x), otherwise we would have d’(f(g),g(d))< a by the triangle 

inequality. 

(3.15.2) (“Principle of extension of identities”) Let f g be two contin¬ 
uous mappings of a metric space E into a metric space E'; if f(x) = g(x) 
for all points x of a dense subset A in E, then f — g. 

For the set of points x where f(x)=g(x) is closed by (3.15.1) and 

contains A. 

(3.15.3) Let f g be two continuous mappings of a metric space E into the 
extended real line E. The set P of the points xeE such that /(x) < g(x) is 
closed in E. 

We prove again E - P is open. Suppose f(a) > g(a), and let /} e E be such 
that /(a) > > g(a) (cf. (2.2.16) and the definition of E in Section 3.3). The 
inverse image V by/of the open interval ]/?, + oo] is a neighborhood of a by 
(3.11.1); so is the inverse image W by g of the open interval [— oo, /}[. Hence 
V n W is a neighborhood of a by (3.6.3), and for x e V n W,/(x) > /J > g(x). 
Q.E.D. 

(3.15.4) (“ Principle of extension of inequalities ”) Let f g be two contin¬ 
uous mappings of a metric space E into the extended real line E; if f{x) ^ g(x) 
for all points x of a dense subset A of E, then /(x) < g{x) for all x e E. 

The proof follows from (3.15.3) as (3.15.2) from (3.15.1). 

(3.15.5) Let A be a dense subset of a metric space E, and f a mapping of A 
into a metric space E'. In order that there exist a continuous mapping f of 
E into E', coinciding withf in A, a necessary and sufficient condition is that, 
for any x e E, the limit lim f(y) exist in E'; the continuous mapping J is 
then unique. y~*x’y 6A 

As any x e E belongs to A, we must have/(x) = lim f(y) by (3.13.5), 

hence J(x) = lim f(y); this shows the necessity of the condition and the 
y-*x, ye A 

fact that if the continuous mapping / exists, it is unique (this follows also 
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from (3.15.2)). Conversely, suppose the condition satisfied, and let us prove 
that the mapping/ defined by/(x) = lim f(y) is a solution of the extension 

y-+x,y e A 

problem. First of all, if xe A, the existence of the limit implies by definition 
/(x) = f(x), hence / extends f and it remains to see that / is continuous. 
Let x e E, V' a neighborhood of /(x) in E'; there is a closed ball B' of center 
/(x) contained in V'. By assumption, there is an open neighborhood V of x 
in E such that/(V n A) c: B' (by (3.13.1)). For any y e V9J(y) is the limit of 
/at the point y with respect to A, hence also with respect to V n A, by (3.13.5); 

hence, it follows from (3.13.7) that J(y) e/(V n A), and therefore j(y) e B' 
since B' is closed. Q.E.D. 

(3.15.6) Let A be a dense subset of a metric space E, and f a uniformly 
continuous mapping of A into a complete metric space E'. Then there exists 
a continuous mapping J of E into E' coinciding with f in A; moreover, / is 
uniformly continuous. 

To prove the existence of/, it follows from (3.15.5) and (3.14.6) that we 
have to show the oscillation of / at any point x e E, with respect to A, 
is 0. Now, for any 8 > 0, there is 5 > 0 such that d(y, z) <8 implies 
d\f(y),f(z)) < e/3 (y, z in A). Hence, the diameter of /(A n B(x; 5/2)) is at 
most e/3, which proves our assertion. Consider now any two points s, t in E 
such that d(s, t) < 5/2. There is a y e A such that d(s, y) < 5/4 and 
d'(J(s),f(y)) < e/3, and a z e A such that d{t, z) < 5/4 and d'(f(t)9f(z)) < e/3. 

From the triangle inequality it follows that d(y9 z) < 8, and as y9 z are in A, 
d'(f(y),f(z)) < e/3; hence, by the triangle inequality, df(J(s)9J(0) < e; this 
proves that / is uniformly continuous. 

PROBLEM 

Let n rn be a bijection of N onto the set A of all rational numbers * such that 0 ^ x ^ 1 

(2.2.15). We define a function in E * [0, 1] by putting/(x) = £ 1/2", the infinite sum being 
r„<x 

extended only to those n such that rn < x. Show that the restriction of/to the set B of all 

irrational numbers x e [0, 1] is continuous, but cannot be extended to a function continuous 

in E. 

16. COMPACT SPACES 

A metric space E is called compact if it satisfies the following condition 

(“Borel-Lebesgue axiom”)-' for every covering (UA)AgL of E by open sets 
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(“open covering”) there exists a finite subfamily (UA)AeH (H cz L and finite) 

which is a covering of E. 
A metric space E is called precompact if it satisfies the following condi¬ 

tion: for any e > 0, there is a finite covering ofE by sets of diameter < e. This 
is immediately equivalent to the following property: for any s > 0, there is a 
finite subset F ofE such that d(x, F) < a for every xeE. 

In the theory of metric spaces, these notions are a substitute for the notion 
of “finiteness” in pure set theory; they express that the metric space is, so 
to speak, “approximately finite.” Note that, from the definition, it follows 
that compactness is a topological notion, but precompactness is not (see 

remark after (3.17.6)). 

(3.16.1) For a metric space E, the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(a) E is compact; 
(b) any infinite sequence in E has at least a cluster value; 
(c) E is precompact and complete. 

(a) => (b): Let (x„) be an infinite sequence in the compact space E, and 
let F„ be the closure of the set {xM, xn+1,..., xn+p,..We prove there is a 
point belonging to all Fn. Otherwise, the open sets U„ = E - F„ would form a 
covering of E, hence there would exist a finite number of them, UB(, ..., U„k 
forming a covering of E; this would mean that Fni n F„2 n • * • n F„k = 0; 
but this is absurd, since if n is greater than max(/7l5..., nk), F„ (which is not 
empty by definition) is contained in all the F„. (1 ^ < k). Hence the inter- 

00 

section f) F„ contains at least a point a. By (3.13.11) and the definition of a 
«= 1 

cluster point, a is a cluster value of (x„). 

(b) => (c): First any Cauchy sequence in E has a cluster value, hence is 
convergent by (3.14.2), and therefore E is complete. Suppose E were not 
precompact, i.e. there exists a number a > 0 such that E has no finite covering 
by balls of radius a. Then we can define by induction a sequence (x„) in the 
following way: Xj is an arbitrary point of E; supposing that 
d(Xi, xj) Js a for i #y, 1 < i ^ n - 1, 1 s$ j n - 1, the union of the balls of 
center x;(l ^ i ^ - 1) and radius a is not the whole space, hence there is 
x„ such that d(xt, x„) > a for i < n. The sequence (x„) cannot have a cluster 
value, for if a were such a value, there would be a subsequence (x„k) converging 
to a, hence we would have d(a, xj < a/2 for * Ss k0, and therefore 
d(xnh) xnJ < a for h'Zz k0, k0, h k, contrary to the definition of (x„). 

(c) => (a): Suppose we have an open covering (U;); eL of E such that no 
finite subfamily is a covering ofE. We define by induction a sequence (B„) of 
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balls in the following way: from the assumption it follows that the diameter 
of E is finite, and by multiplying the distance on E by a constant, we may 
assume that <5(E) < 1/2, hence E is a ball B0 of radius 1. Suppose the Bk 
have been defined for 0 < k ^ n — 1, and that for these values of k, Bk has a 
radius equal to l/2\ and there is no finite subfamily of (UA)AeL which is a 
covering of B*.. Then we consider a finite covering (Vk)i^k^m of E by balls 
of radius 1/2”; among the balls Yk which have a nonempty intersection with 
Bn_l9 there is one at least Bn for which no finite subfamily of (UA) is a covering; 
otherwise, as these Wk form a covering of Bn_1? there would be a finite sub¬ 
family of (UA) which would be a covering of Bn_j; the induction can thus 
proceed indefinitely. Let x„ be the center of B„; as B„_ x and B„ have a com¬ 
mon point, the triangle inequality shows that 

^.i.^Kl/2"'1 + 1/2" < 1/2"-2 

Hence, if n < p < q, we have 

d(x„,xq)^d(xp,xp+,) + ••• + d(xq.i,xq) < + ■■■ +2F2 < jjp5* 

This proves that (x„) is a Cauchy sequence in E, hence converges to a point a. 
Let X0 be an index such that a e UAo; there is an a > 0 such that B(<z; a) cz UAo. 
From the definition of a, it follows there exists an integer n such that 
d(a, xn) < (xj2, and 1/2” < a/2. The triangle inequality then shows that 
B„ c: B(a; a) c: UAo. But this is a contradiction since no finite subfamily 
of (UA) is supposed to be a covering of B;I. 

(3.16.2) Any precompact metric space is separable. 

If E is precompact, for any n there is, by definition, a finite subset A„ 
of E such that for every x e E, d(x, AJ < l/n. Let A = |J An; A is at most 

n 

denumerable, and for each x e E, d(x. A) < d(x, An) < 1 //? for any n, hence 
d(x, A) = 0, E = A. 

(3.16.3) Let E be a metric space. Any two of the following properties imply 
the third: 

(a) E is compact. 
(b) E is discrete (more precisely, homeomorphic to a discrete space). 
(c) E is finite. 
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(a) and (b) imply (c), for each one-point set {x} is open, hence the family 
of sets {x} is an open covering of E, and a finite subfamily can only be a 
covering of E if E is finite. On the other hand, (c) implies both (a) and (b), 
for each one point set being closed, every subset of E is closed as finite union 
of closed sets, hence every subset of E is open, and therefore E is homeo- 
morphic to a discrete space. Finally, as there is only a finite number of open 

sets, E is compact. 

(3.16.4) In a compact metric space E, any infinite sequence (x„) which has only 

one cluster value a converges to a. 

Suppose a is not the limit of (x„); then there would exist a number a > 0 
such that there would be an infinite subsequence (xnJ of (x„) whose points 
belong to E - B(u; a). By assumption, this subsequence has a cluster value 
b, and as E - B(a; a) is closed, b belongs to E - B(a; a) by (3.13.7). The 
sequence (x„) would thus have two distinct cluster values, contrary to 

assumption. 

(3.16.5) Any continuous mapping f of a compact metric space E into a metric 
space E' is uniformly continuous. 

Suppose the contrary; there would then be a number a > 0 and two 
sequences (x„) and 0>„) of points of E such that d(x„, y„) < l/n and 
d'(f(x„),f(y„)) > a. We can find a subsequence (x„fc) converging to a point a, 
and as d(x„k,yni)< \fnk, it follows from the triangle inequality that the 
sequence (y„k) also converges to a. But / is continuous at the point a, hence 
there is a <5 > 0 such that d'(f(a),f(x)) < a/2 for d(a, x) < 5. Take k such 
that d(a, x„k) < S, d(a, y„k) < S; then d'(f(x„k),f(y„k)) < a contrary to the 
definition of the sequences (x„) and (y„). 

(3.16.6) Let E be a compact metric space, (UA)^eL an open covering of E. 
There exists a number a > 0 such that any open ball of radius a is contained in 
at least one of the (“ Lebesgue’s property ”). 

For every x e E, there exists an open ball B(x; rx) contained in one of the 
sets UA. As the balls B(x; rj2) form an open covering of E, there exist a 
finite number of points xt e E such that the balls B(x,; rxJ2) form a covering 
of E. If a > 0 is the smallest of the numbers rxJ2, it satisfies the required 
property: indeed, every x € E belongs to a ball B(xf; rxJ2) for some /, hence 
B(x; a) is contained in B(xf; rX() since a < rxJ2; but by construction B(x,; rxi) 
is contained in some UA. 



PROBLEMS 

1. Give an example of a precompact space in which the result of (3.16.6) fails to be true. 

2. For a metric space E, show that the following properties are equivalent: 

(a) E is compact; 

(b) every denumerable open covering of E contains a finite subcovering; 

(c) every decreasing sequence (F„) of nonempty closed sets of E has a nonempty 

intersection; 

(d) for any infinite open covering (Ua)A6l of E, there is a subset HcL, distinct from 

L and such that (Ua)a@h is still a covering of E; 

(e) every point wise finite open covering (UA) of E (i.e. such that for any point x e E, 

xe\Jk only for a finite subset of indices) contains a finite subcovering; 

(f) every infinite subspace of E which is discrete is not closed. 

(Using (3.16.1), show that (f) implies (a), and that (d) and (e) imply (f).) 

3. Let E be a metric space, d the distance on E, 3(E) e S4>(E) the set of all closed non¬ 
empty subsets of E. We may suppose that the distance on E is bounded (Section 3.14, 

Problem 2). For any two elements A, B of 3(E), let p(A, B) = sup d(x, B), h(A, B) = 

sup(p(A,B),p(B,A)). 
(a) Show that, on 3(E), h is a distance (the “ Hausdorff distance ”)• 

(b) Show that for any four elements A, B, C, D of 3(E), one has 

M A uB,CuD)^ max(/r(A, C), h( B, D)). 

(c) Show that if E is complete, 3(E) is complete. (Let (X„) be a Cauchy sequence in 

3(E); for each n, let Y„ be the closure of the union of the sets Xn + P such that 0; 

consider the intersection of the decreasing sequence (Y„) in E.) 

(d) Show that if E is precompact, 3(E) is precompact (use the problem in Section 1.1). 

Therefore, if E is compact, 3(E) is compact. 

4. Let E be a compact metric space. For every e > 0, let Ne(E) be the smallest integer n 

such that there exists a covering of E by n sets of diameter ^ 2e\ let Me(E) be the largest 

integer m such that there exists a finite sequence of m points of E for which the dis¬ 

tance of any two (distinct) of these points is > e. The number Hfi(E) = log Nfi(E) is 

called the e-entropy of E, the number C«(E) = log Mfi(E) the e-capacity of E. 

(a) Show that M2«(E) ^ NC(E) ^ Me(E), hence C2c(E) < Hfi(E) ^ Q(E). 

(b) Show that the functions Ne(E) and M«(E) of e, defined for e > 0, are decreasing 

and continuous on the right (to prove the continuity of Nfi(E) on the right, use contra¬ 

diction, and apply problem 3(d)). 
(c) If A and B are closed nonempty subsets of E, show that 

N«(A uB)< Ne(A) 4- N,(B), MC(A u B) < Mfi(A) + MC(B) 

H,(A uB)< H,(A) + He(B), Ce(A uB)^ C«(A) + C.(B). 

(d) If E is a closed interval of R of length /, show that NC(E) = M2c(E) — l/le if l/2e is 

an integer, and N,(E) ® M2e(E) = V/2e] + 1 (where [/] is the largest integer < / for 

/ > 0) if //2e is not an integer. 

17. COMPACT SETS 

A compact (resp. precompact) set in a metric space E is a subset A such 
that the subspace A of E be compact (resp. precompact). 
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(3.17.1) Any precompact set is bounded. 

This follows from, the fact that a finite union of bounded sets is bounded 
(3.4.4). 

The converse of (3.17.1) does not hold in general, for any distance is 
equivalent to a bounded distance (Section 3.14, Problem 2) (but see (3.17.6)). 

(3.17.2) Any compact set in a metric space is closed. 

Indeed, such a subspace is complete by (3.16.1), and we need only apply 
(3.14.4). 

(3.17.3) In a compact space E, every closed subset is compact. 

For such a set is obviously precompact, and it is a complete subspace by 
(3.14.5). 

A relatively compact set in a metric space E is a subset A such that the 
closure A is compact. 

(3.17.4) Any subset of a relatively compact (resp. precompact) set is relatively 
compact (resp. precompact). 

This follows at once from the definitions and (3.17.3). 

(3.17.5) A relatively compact set is precompact. In a complete space, a 
precompact set is relatively compact. 

The first assertion is immediate by (3.17.4). Suppose next E is complete 
and A c: E precompact. For any e > 0, there is a covering of A by a finite 
number of sets Ck of A having a diameter <e/2; each C* is contained in 
a closed ball Dfe (in E) of radius e/2. We have therefore Ac (J Db the set 

(J Dt bemg closed, and each D* has a diameter < e. On the other hand, A is a 

complete subspace by (3.14.5), whence the result. 

A precompact space E which is not complete gives an example of a 
precompact set which is not relatively compact in E. 
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(3.17.6) (Borel-Lebesgue theorem). In order that a subset of the real 
line be relatively compact, a necessary and sufficient condition is that it be 
bounded. 

In view of (3.17.1), (3.17.4), and (3.17.5), all we have to do is to 
prove any closed interval [a, b] is precompact. For each integer n, let xk = 
a + k(b — a)/n (0 < k < n); then the open intervals of center xk and length 
2/n form a covering of [■a, b]. Q.E.D. 

Remark. If, on the real line, we consider the two distances du d2 defined 
in Section 3.14, it follows from (3.17.1) that E2 is not precompact, whereas 
Ej is precompact, since the extended real line R, being homeomorphic to the 
closed interval [—1, +1] of R (3.12), is compact by (3.17.6). 

(3.17.7) A necessary and sufficient condition that a subset A of a metric 
space E be relatively compact is that every sequence of points of A have a 
cluster value in E. 

The condition is obviously necessary, by (3.16.1). Conversely, let us 
suppose it is satisfied, and let us prove that every sequence (xn) of points of 
A has a cluster value in E (which will therefore be in A by (3.13.7)), and hence 
that A is compact by (3.16.1). For each n, it follows from the definition of 
closure that there exists j;„eA such that d(xn,yn)< l/n. By assumption, 
there is a subsequence (ynf) which converges to a point a; from the triangle 
inequality it follows that (xnk) converges also to a. Q.E.D. 

(3.17.8) The union of two relatively compact sets is relatively compact. 

From (3.8.8) it follows that we need only prove that the union of two 
compact sets A, B is compact. Let (UA)A e L be an open covering of the sub¬ 
space AuB; each UA can be written (A u B) n Vh where VA is open in E, 
by (3.10.1). By assumption, there is a finite subset H (resp. K) of L such 
that the subfamily (A n VA)A e H (resp. (B n Vx)x eK) is a covering of A (resp. B). 
It is then clear that the family ((A n B) n VA)2 eH u k is a covering of A u B. 

(3.17.9) Let f be a continuous mapping of a metric space E into a metric 
space E'. For every compact (resp. relatively compact) subset A of E, /(A) 
is compact, hence closed in E' (resp. relatively compact in E'). 
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It is enough to prove that /(A) is compact when A is compact. Let 
(U;); s L be an open covering of the subspace/(A) of E'; then the sets 
An/'‘(UJ form an open covering of the subspace A by (3.11.4); by 
assumption, there is a finite subset H of L such that the sets An/ /UJ 
for A e H still form a covering of A; then the sets UA =f(A nf '(I/)) for 

A e H will form a covering of /(A). Q.E.D. 

(3.17.10) Let Ebea nonempty compact metric space,/a continuous mapping 
o/E into R, then /(E) is bounded, and there exist two points a, b in E such that 

f(a) = Mf{x),f{b) = sup f{x). 
xeE xeE 

The first assertion follows from (3.17.9) and (3.17.1). On the other hand, 
/(E) is closed in R by (3.17.2), hence sup/(E) and inf/(E), which are cluster 

points of/(E), belong to /(E). 

(3.17.11) Let Abe a compact subset in a metric space E. Then the sets Vr(A) 
(see Section 3.6) form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of A. 

Let U be a neighborhood of A; the real function x -> d(x, E — U) is > 0 
and continuous in A by (3.11.8), hence there is a point x0 e A such that 
rf(x0, E — U) = inf d{x, E — U) by (3.17.10). But d(x0, E - U) = r > 0; 

hence Vr(A) c= U. 

(3.17.12) If E is a compact metric space, f a continuous injective mapping 
of E into a metric space E', then f is a homeomorphism of E onto /(E). 

All we need to prove is that for every closed set AcE, /(A) is closed 
in/(E) (by (3.11.4)); but this follows from (3.17.3) and (3.17.9). 

PROBLEMS 

X. Let / be a uniformly continuous mapping of a metric space E into a metric space E'. 

Show that for any precompact subset A of E, /(A) is precompact. 

3. In a metric space E, let A be a compact subset, B a closed subset such that A n B = 0. 
Show that A, B) > 0. 
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3. Let E be a compact ultrametric space (Section 3.8, Problem 4), d the distance on E. 

Show that for every x0 e E, the image of E by the mapping x d(x0, x) is an at most 

denumerable subset of the interval [0, -f oo [ in which every point (with the possible 

exception of 0) is isolated (3.10.10). (For any r = d(xQ, x) > 0, consider the l.u.b. of 

d(xo, y) on the set of points y such that d(x0 , y) < r, and the g.l.b. of d(x0, z) on the 

set of points z such that d(x0, z) > r; use Section 3.8, Problem 4). 

4. Let E be a compact metric space, d the distance on E,/a mapping of E into E such that, 

for any pair (x, y) of points of E, d(f(x)tf(y)) ^ d(x9 y). Show that /is an isometry ofE 

onto E. (Let a, b be any two points of E; put /„=/„_ i °/, an bn"f„(b); show 

that for any e > 0 there exists an index k such that d(a, ak) ^ e and d(by bk) ^ e (consider 

a cluster value of the sequence (<2„)), and conclude that /(E) is dense in E and that 

d(f(a)J(b))~d(a>b).) 
5. Let E, E' be two metric spaces,/a mapping of E into E'. Show that if the restriction of/ 

to any compact subspace of E is continuous, then /is continuous in E (use (3.13.14)). 

6. Let E, E' be two metric spaces, / a continuous mapping of E into E', K a compact 

subset of E. Suppose the restriction /|K of /is injective and that for every x e K, 

there is a neighborhood V* of x in E such that the restriction /1 Vx of/is injective. 

Show that there exists a neighborhood U of K in E such that the restriction /1 U is 

injective (use contradiction and (3.17.11)). 

18. LOCALLY COMPACT SPACES 

A metric space E is said to be locally compact if for every point x e E, 
there exists a compact neighborhood of x in E. Any discrete space is locally 
compact, but not compact unless it is finite (3.16.3). 

(3.18.1) The real line R is locally compact but not compact. 

This follows immediately from the Borel-Lebesgue theorem (3.17.6). 

(3.18.2) Let A he a compact set in a locally compact metric space E. Then 

there exists an r > 0 such that Vr (A) (see Section 3.6) is relatively compact 

in E. 

o 

For each x e A, there is a compact neighborhood Vx of x; the Vx form 
an open covering of A, hence there is a finite subset {x1?..., xn} in A such that 

it 

the \Xi (1 < / < ri) form an open covering of A. The set U = (j VXi is com¬ 

pact by (3.17.8) and is a neighborhood of A; hence the result, by applying 

(3.17.11). 
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(3.18.3) Let E be a locally compact metric space. The following properties 

are equivalent: 
(a) there exists an increasing sequence (U„) of open relatively compact 

sets in E such that U„ cr Un+1 for every n, and E = (J U„; 
n 

(b) E is a denumerable union of compact subsets; 

(c) E is separable. 

It is clear that (a) implies (b), since Un is compact. If E is the union of a 
sequence (K„) of compact sets, each subspace K„ is separable (by (3.16.2)); 
if D„ is an at most denumerable set in K„, dense with respect to K„, 
then D = (J D„ is at most denumerable, and dense in E, since E = 

n 

(J K„ c (J D„ c D; hence (b) implies (c). Let us suppose finally that E 
n n 

is separable, and let (T„) be an at most denumerable basis for the open 
sets of E (see (3.9.4)). For every xeE, there is a compact neighborhood 
Wx of x, hence, by (3.9.3), an index n(x) such that x e T„(JC) c Wx. It follows 
that those of the Tn which are relatively compact already constitute a basis 
for the open sets of E. We can therefore suppose that all the T„ are relatively 
compact. We then define U„ by induction in the following way: U! = T\, Un+1 
is the union of Tn+1 and of Vr(U„), where r > 0 has been taken such that 
Vr(U„) is relatively compact (which is possible by (3.18.2)); it is then clear 
that the sequence (U„) verifies property (a). 

(3.18.4) In a locally compact metric space E, every open subspace and every 

closed subspace is locally compact. 

Suppose A is open in E; for every ae E, there is a closed ball B\a \ r) 

which is compact (from the definition of a locally compact space and 
(3.17.3)). On the other hand, there is r' < r such that the ball Bf(a;r') is 
contained in A; as it is compact by (3.17.3), A is locally compact. 

Suppose A is closed in E, and let ae A; then, if V is a compact neigh¬ 
borhood of a in E, V n A is a neighborhood of a in A by (3.10.4), and is 
compact by (3.17.3); this proves A is locally compact. 

PROBLEMS 

1. If A is a locally compact subspace of a metric space E, show that A is locally closed 

(Section 3.10, Problem 3) in E. The converse is true if E is locally compact (use (3.18.4)). 

2. (a) Show that in a locally compact metric space, the intersection of two locally com¬ 
pact subspaces is locally compact (cf. Problem 1). 
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(b) In the real line, give an example of two locally compact subspaces whose union is 

not locally compact, and an example of a locally compact subspace whose complement 
is not locally compact. 

3. (a) Give an example of a locally compact metric space which is not complete. 

(b) Let E be a metric space such that there exists a number r > 0 having the property 

that each closed ball B'(x; r) (x e E) is compact. Show that E is complete and that for 

any relatively compact subset A of E, the set V;/2(A) of the points x e E such that 
d(x, A) ^ r/2 is compact. 

19. CONNECTED SPACES AND CONNECTED SETS 

A metric space E is said to be connected if the only subsets of E which 
are both open and closed are the empty set 0 and the set E itself. An 
equivalent formulation is that there does not exist a pair of open non¬ 
empty subsets A, B of E such that A u B = E, A n B = 0. A space reduced 
to a single point is connected. A subset F of a metric space E is connected 

if the sub space F of E is connected. A metric space E is said to be locally 

connected if, for every xgE, there is a fundamental system of connected 

neighborhoods of x. 

(3.19.1) In order that a subset A of the real line R be connected, a necessary 

and sufficient condition is that A be an interval {bounded or not). The real 

line is a connected and locally connected space. 

The second assertion obviously follows from the first. Suppose A is 
connected; if A is reduced to a single point, A is an interval. Suppose A 
contains two distinct points a < b. We prove every x such that a <x < b 

belongs to A. Otherwise, A would be the union of the nonempty sets 
B = A n ] — oo, x[ and C = A n ]x, + oo[, both of which are open in A 
and such that B n C = 0. From this property, we deduce that A is neces¬ 
sarily an interval. Indeed, let ce A, and let p, q be the g.l.b. and l.u.b. of 
A in R; if p = — oo, then for every x < c, there is y < x belonging to A; 
hence x e A, so ] — oo, c] is contained in A; if p is finite and p < c, for every 
x such that p < x < c there is y e A such that p < y < x, hence again x e A, 
so that A contains the interval Jp, c]. Similarly, one shows that A contains 
[c, q[ if q > c; it follows that in any case A contains the interval ]/>, q[9 and 
therefore must be one of the four intervals in R of extremities p, q (of course, 
if p = — oo (resp. q = + oo) p (resp. q) does not belong to A). 

Conversely, suppose A is a nonempty interval of origin a and extremity b 

in R (the possibilities a = — oo, a$ A, Z>=-t-oo, b <£ A being included). 
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Suppose A = BuC, with B, C nonempty open sets in A and B n C = 0; 
suppose for instance reBjeC, and x < y. Let z be the l.u.b. of the bounded 
set B n [.x,y]; if zeB, then z <y and there is by assumption an interval 
[z,z + h[ contained in [x9y] and in B, which contradicts the definition 
of z; if on the other hand z e C, then x < z, and there is similarly an interval 
]z-i,z]cCn [x,y]9 which again contradicts the definition of z (see 
(2.3.4)); hence z cannot belong to B nor to C, which is absurd since the closed 
set [.x, y] is contained in A. Hence A is connected. 

(3.19.2) If A is a connected set in a metric space E, then any set B such 

that AcBcAw connected. 

For suppose X, Y are two nonempty open sets in B such that XuY = B, 
X n Y = 0; as A is dense in B, X n A and Y n A are not empty, open 
in A, and we would have (X n A) u (Y n A) = A, (X n A) n (Y n A) = 0, 
a contradiction. 

(3.19.3) In a metric space E, let (Aa)a €^be a family of connected sets having 

a nonempty intersection; then A = (J Ax is connected. 
XeL 

Let a be a point of f] Aa , and suppose A = B u C, where B, C are non- 
X € L 

empty open sets in A such that B n C = 0. Suppose for instance a e B; 
by assumption there is at least one X such that CnAA^0; then B n Ax 

and C n Ax are open in Ax and such that (B n Aa) u (C n Aa) = Ax, 

(B n Ax) n(Cn AJ = 0, a contradiction since B n Aa ^ 0. 

(3.19.4) Let (Ai)1</<n be a sequence of connected sets such that A-t n Ai+1 ^ 
n 

0 for 1 ^ ^ n — 1; then (J At is connected. 
i = 1 

This follows at once from (3.19.3) by induction on n. 

From (3.19.3) it follows that the union C(x) of all connected subsets of E 
containing a point x e E is connected, hence the largest connected set con¬ 
taining x; it is called the connected component of x in E. It is clear that for 
any y e C(x), we have C(y) = C(x), and if y $ C(x), then C(x) n C(y) = 0; 
moreover, it follows from (3.19.2) that C(x) is closed in E. For any subset 
A of E, the connected components (in the subspace A) of the points of the 
subspace A are called the connected components of A; if every connected com¬ 
ponent of A is reduced to a single point, A is said to be totally disconnected. 
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A discrete space is totally disconnected; the set of rational numbers and 
the set of irrational numbers are totally disconnected, by (2.2.16) and 
(3.19.1). 

(3.19.5) In order that a metric space E be locally connected, a necessary 

and sufficient condition is that the connected components of the open sets 

in E be open. 

The condition is sufficient, for if V is any open neighborhood of a point 
x e E, the connected component of x in the subspace V is a connected 
neighborhood of x contained in V, hence E is locally connected. Thecondition 
is necessary, for if E is locally connected and A is an open set in E, B a con¬ 
nected component of A, then for any x 6 B, there is by assumption a connected 
neighborhood V of x contained in A, hence VcB by definition of B, and 
therefore B is a neighborhood of every one of its points, hence an open set. 

(3.19.6) Any nonempty open set A in the real line R is the union of an at 

most denumerable family of open intervals, no two of which have common 

points. 

From (3.19.1) and (3.19.5) it follows that the connected components 
of A are intervals and open sets, hence open intervals. The intersection 
A n Q of A with the set Q of rational numbers is denumerable, and each 
component of A contains points of A n Q by (2.2.16); the mapping r -+ CO) 
of A n Q into the set G of the connected components of A is thus surjective, 
and therefore, by (1.9.2), G is at most denumerable. 

(3.19.7) Let f be a continuous mapping of E into E'; for any connected 

subset A o/E,/(A) is connected. 

Suppose /(A) = M u N, where M and N are nonempty subsets of /(A), 
open in /(A) and such that MnN = 0; then, by (3.11.4), A n /^(M) 
and An/_1(N) would be nonempty sets, open in A and such that 
A = (A n/“1(M))u(A n /“1(N))and(A n/“*(M))n(A n N)) = 0, 

contrary to assumption. 

(3.19.8) (Bolzano’s theorem) Let E be a connected space, fa continuous 

mapping of E into the real line R. Suppose a, b are two points of /(E) such 
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that a <b. Then, for any c such that a < c <b there exists x e E such that 

f(x) = c. 

For/(E) is connected in R by (3.19.7), hence an interval by (3.19.1). 

(3.19.9) Let A be a subset of a metric space E. If B is a connected subset 

of E such that both AnB and (E — A) n B are not empty, then (fr(A)) n B 
is not empty. In particular, if E is connected, any subset Ao/E distinct from 

E and 0 has at least one frontier point. 

Suppose (fr(A)) nB = 0; let A' = E — A; as E is the union of A, 
A' and fr(A), B would be the union of U = A n B and V = A' n B, both 
of which are open in B and not empty by assumption (for a point of AnB 
must belong to AnB since fr(A) n B = 0, and similarly for A' n B); as 
Un V0, = this would be contrary to the assumption that B is connected. 

Remark. If we agree to call “curve” the image of an interval of R by a 
continuous mapping (see Section 4.2, Problem 5), (3.19.7) shows that a 
“curve” is connected, and (3.19.9) that a “curve” linking a point of A and 
a point of E — A meets fr(A), which corresponds to the intuitive idea of 
“connectedness” (see Problem 3 and Section 5.1, Problem 4). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a connected metric space, in which the distance is not bounded. Show that in 
E every sphere is nonempty. 

2. (a) Let E be a compact metric space such that in E, the closure of any open ball 

B(a; r) is the closed ball B'(a; r). Show that in E any open ball B(<a; r) is connected. 

(Suppose B(a; r) is the union C u D of two nonempty sets which are open in B(a; r) and 

such that CnD = 0; if <2 e C, consider a point x e D such that the distance d(a, x) is 
minimum (3.17.10).) 

(b) Give an example of a totally disconnected metric space in which the closure of any 
open ball B(#; r) is the closed ball B\ r). 

(c) In the plane R2 with the distance d(x, y) = max(|xx — yx\, \x2 — y21), let E be the 

compact subspace consisting of the points (xi, x2) such that xt = 0 and 0 x2 ^ 1, 

or 0 ^ xi 1 and x2 — 0. Show that in E every ball is connected, but the closure of an 
open ball B(a; r) is not necessarily B'(a; r). 

3. In the plane R2, let E be the subspace consisting of the points (x, y) such that either x is 
irrational and 0 ^ y ^ 1, or x is rational and — 1 ^ y < 0. 

(a) Show that E is connected and not locally connected (use (3.19.1) and (3.19.6) to 

study the structure of a subset of E which is both open and closed). 
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(b) Let t-+(f(t),g(t)) be a continuous mapping of the interval [0,1] into E (/ and g 

being continuous). Show that /is constant. (If there exist points /0 e [0, 1] such that 

g(tQ) < 0, consider the open subset U <= [0, 1] consisting of all t such that g(t) < 0, and 

use (3.19.6).) In other words, there are pairs of distinct points in E which “cannot be 

joined by a curve in E.” 

4. In a metric space E, let A and B be two connected sets such that A n B # 0; show that 

AuB is connected. 

5. Let A and B be two nonempty subsets of a metric space E. Show that if A and B are 

closed, AuB and An B connected, then A and B are connected. Show by an example 

in the real line that the assumption that both A and B are closed cannot be deleted. 

6. Let E be a connected metric space having at least two points. 

(a) Let A be a connected subset of E, B a subset of C A, which is open and closed with 

respect to C A; show that Au B is connected (apply Problem 1 of Section 3.10 to the 

two sets AuB and C A). 
(b) Let A be a connected subset of E, B a connected component of C A; show that C B 

is connected (apply (a), using an indirect proof). 

(c) Show that there are in E two nonempty connected subsets M, N such that 

MuN = E, MnN = 0 (use (b)). 

7. In a denumerable metric space E, show that each point has a fundamental system of 

neighborhoods which are both open and closed. 

8. (a) In a metric space E, the connected component of a point x is contained in every 

open and closed set containing x. 

(b) In the plane R2, let A„ be the set of pairs (1 /«, y) such that — 1 ^ y ^ 1, B the set 

of pairs (0, y) such that 0 < y ^ 1, C the set of pairs (0, y) such that — 1 y < 0; let E be 

the subspace of R2, union of B, C and the A„ for n ^ 1. Show that E is a locally com¬ 

pact subspace of E, which is not locally connected; the connected components of E are 

B, C and the A„ (n ^ 1), but the intersection of all open and closed sets containing a 

point of B is B u C. 

9. Let E be a locally compact metric space. 
(a) Let C be a connected component of E which is compact. Show that C is the inter¬ 

section of all open and closed neighborhoods of C. (Reduce the problem to the case in 

which E is compact, using (3.18.2). Suppose the intersection B of all open and closed 

neighborhoods of C is different from C; B is the union of two closed sets M => C and N 

without common points. Consider in E two open sets U M and V =* N without 

common points (Section 3.11, Problem 3), and take the intersections of E — (M u N) 

with the complements of the open and closed neighborhoods of C.) 

(b) Suppose E is connected, and let A be a relatively compact open subset of E. 

Show that every connected component of A has at least a cluster point in C A (if not, 

apply (a) to such a component, and get a contradiction). 

(c) Deduce from (b) that for every compact subset K of E, the intersection of a con¬ 

nected component of K with E — K is not empty. 

20. PRODUCT OF TWO METRIC SPACES 

Let E1? E2 be two metric spaces, du d2 the distances on Ejl and E2. For 
any pair of points x = (xt, x2), y = (/i, y?) in E = Et xE2) let 

d(x, y) = maxC^Oq, yx), d2(x2, y2)). 
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It is immediately verified that this function satisfies the axioms (I) to (IV) 
in Section 3.1, in other words, it is a distance on E; the metric space obtained 
by taking d as a distance on E is called the product of the two metric spaces 
E1? E2. The mapping (xx, x2) (x2 ,xx) of Ex x E2 onto E2 x Ex is an 
isometry. 

We observe that the two functions d\ d" defined by 

d'(x, y) = , yO + d2(x2, y2) 

d"(x, y) = {{d2(xu yj)2 + (d2(x2, y2))2)]/2 

are also distances on E, as is easily verified, and are uniformly equivalent 

to d (see Section 3.14), for we have 

d(x, y) < d”(x, y) ^ d'(x9 y) ^ 2d(x, y). 

For all questions dealing with topological properties (or Cauchy sequences 
and uniformly continuous functions) it is therefore equivalent to take on E 
any one of the distances d, d\ d". When nothing is said to the contrary, we 
will consider on E the distance d. Open (resp. closed) balls for the distances 
d, dx, d2 will be respectively written B, Bx, B2 (resp. B', B2) instead of the 
uniform notation B (resp. B') used up to now. 

(3.20.1) For any point a = (ax, a2) eE and any r > 0, we have B(a;r) = 

Bi(ax;r) x B2(a2;r) and B'(a; r) = B;(at; r) x B2(^2; r). 

This follows at once from the definition of d. 

(3.20.2) If Ax is an open set in El9 A2 an open set in E2, then Ax x A2 
is open in Ex x E2. 

For if a — (au af) e Ax x A2, there exists rx > 0 and r2 > 0 such 
that B^; rx) a A1? B2(a2; r2) <=■ A2; take r = min(rl5 r2); then by (3.20.1), 
B(a; r) cz Ax x A2. 

(3.20.3) For any pair of sets Ax cz E1? A2cE2, Ax x A2 =AX x A2; in 

particular, in order that Ax x A2 be closed in E, a necessary and sufficient 

condition is that Ax be closed in Ex and A2 closed in E2. 

If a — (au a2) eAx x A2, for any e > 0 there is, by assumption, an xx e Ax 

and an x2 e A2 such that dx(ax, xx) < e, d2(a2, x2) < e; hence if x = (xx, x2), 
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d(a, x) < s. On the other hand, if (al9 a2) $ Ax x A2 then either ax $ At or 
a2 $ A2; in the first case, the set (Et — A*) x E2 is open in E by (3.20.2), 

contains a and has an empty intersection with Ax x A2 , hence Ax x A2; 
the other case is treated similarly. 

(3.20.4) Let z->f(z) = (fi(z),f2(z)) be a mapping of a metric space F into 

E = Ej x E2; in order that f be continuous at a point z0, it is necessary and 

sufficient that both fx and f2 be continuous at z0 . 

Let x0 = (/i(*o)>/2(zo)); then we have 

/_1(B(x0; r)) =/r‘(Bi(/i(z0); r)) nf2~1 (B2(f2(z0); r)) 

by (3.20.1), and the result follows from (3.11.1) and (3.6.3). 

(3.20.5) Let f = {fuff) be a mapping of a subspace A of a metric space 

F into Ex x E2, and let as A; in order that f have a limit at the point a 

with respect to A, a necessary and sufficient condition is that both limits 

bx = lim /i(z), b2 = lim f2(z) exist, and then the limit of f is 
z-+a,zeA z-*a,zeA 

b = (bub2). 

This follows at once from (3.20.4) and the definition of a limit. 
In particular: 

(3.20.6) In order that a sequence of points zn = (xn,yn) in E = Ex x E2 
be convergent, a necessary and sufficient condition is that both limits 

a = lim xn, b = lim yn exist and then lim zn = (a9 b). 
it-* oo n-+ oo «—► oo 

Note that for cluster values of sequences, if (a, b) is a cluster value of 
((x„, y„)), a is a cluster value of (xn) and b a cluster value of (yn), as follows 
from (3.20.6) and the definition of cluster values; but it may happen that 
{{Xn^yfi) has no cluster value, although both (x„) and (y„) have one: for 
instance, in the plane R2, take x2n = 1 /n, y2n = n, x2n+1 = n, y2n + x = l/n. 

However, if (x„) has a limit a, and b is a cluster value of (yn), then (a, b) is 
a cluster value of ((x„, yn)), as follows from (3.20.6). 
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(3.20.7) In order that a sequence of points zn = (xn, yn) in Ex x E2 be a 

Cauchy sequence, a necessary and sufficient condition is that each of the 

sequences (xn), (yn) be a Cauchy sequence. 

This follows at once from the definition of the distance in E* x E2 and 
the definition of a Cauchy sequence. 

(3.20.8) Let z f(z) = {fi{z),f2{z)) be a mapping of a metric space F into 

Ex x E2; in order that f be uniformly continuous, it is necessary and sufficient 

that both f and f2 be uniformly continuous. 

This follows immediately from the definitions. 

(3.20.9) If E is a metric space, d the distance on E, the mapping d of E x E 
into R is uniformly continuous. 

For | d(x, y) — d(x', /)l < d(x, x') +• d(y, y') by the triangle inequality. 

(3.20.10) The projections pvx and pr2 are uniformly continuous in E = EX x E2. 

Apply (3.20.8) to the identity mapping of E. 

(3.20.11) For any a2 e E2 (resp. ax e Ex), the mapping xx (xx, a2) 
(resp. x2 -> (au x2)) is an isometry of Ex (resp. E2) on the closed subspace 

Ei x {a2} (resp. {at} x E2) of Et x E2. 

This is an obvious consequence of the definition of the distance in 
Ej x E2, and of (3.20.3). 

(3.20.12) For any open (resp. closed) set A in Ej x E2, and any point axeEu 

the cross section A(ax) = pr2(A n ({ax} x E2)) is open (resp. closed) in E2. 

By (3.20.11) it is enough to prove that the set A n ({ax} x E2) is open 
(resp. closed) in {aj x E2, which follows from (3.10.1) and (3.10.5). 

(3.20.13) For any open set A in Ex x E2, prt A (resp. pr2 A) is open in Ex 

(resp. E2). 
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Indeed, we can write pr2 A = (J A(x,), and the result follows from 

(3.20.12) and (3.5.2). 

Note that if A is closed in E, x E2, pr, A needs not be closed in E,. 
For instance, in the plane R2, the hyperbola of equation xy = 1 is a closed 
set, but its projections are both equal to the complement of {0} in R, which is 
not closed. 

(3.20.14) Let f be a mapping of E = E, x E2 into a metric space F. If f 
is continuous at a point (at, a2) (resp. uniformly continuous), then the mapping 
/(., a2): x, -*■ f(xlt a2) is continuous at a, (resp. uniformly continuous). 

That mapping can be written x, -> (x,, a2) -»/(x„ a2), hence the result 
follows from (3.20.11), (3.11.5), and (3.11.9). 

The converse to (3.20.14) does not hold in general. A classical counter¬ 
example is the function / defined in R2 by f(x, y) = xy/(x2 + y2) if (x, y) ^ 
(0,0) and/(0, 0) = 0;/is not continuous at (0, 0), for/(x,x) = 1/2for x # 0. 

(3.20.15) Let E,, E2, F,, F2 be four metric spaces,f (resp./2) a mapping of E, 
into F, (resp. o/E2 into Ff). In order that the mapping f: (x,, x2) -> (/j(x1),/2(x2)) 
of Ej x E2 into F, x F2 be continuous at a point (at, a2) (resp. uniformly 
continuous), it is necessary and sufficient that /, be continuous at a, and f2 
at a2 (resp. that both f and f2 be uniformly continuous). 

The mapping (jq, x2) -* fi(xt) can be written f » prt, hence the sufficiency 
of the conditions follow from (3.20.4), (3.20.8), and (3.20.10). On the other 
hand, the mapping/, can be written x, -*■ pr,(/(x,,a2)) and the necessity 
of the conditions follows from (3.20.14) and (3.20.10). 

(3.20.16) Let E,, E2 be two nonempty metric spaces. In order that E = E, x E2 
be a space of one of the following types: 

(i) discrete: 
(ii) bounded; 
(iii) separable: 
(iv) complete; 
(v) compact; 
(vi) precompact; 
(vii) locally compact; 
(viii) connected; 
(ix) locally connected; 

it is necessary and sufficient that both E, and E2 be of the same type. 
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The necessity part of the proofs follows a general pattern for properties 
(i) to (vii): from (3.20.11) it follows that Ex and E2 are isometric to closed 
snbspaces of Ex x E2; and then we remark that properties (i) to (vii) are 
“inherited” by closed subspaces (obvious for (i) and (ii), and proved for 
properties (iii) to (vii) in (3.10.9), (3.14.5), (3.17.3), (3.17.4), (3.18.4)). For 
property (viii), the necessity follows from (3.19.7) applied to the projections 
prt and pr2; similarly, if E is locally connected, for any (au a2) e E and 
any neighborhood Vx of ax in E1? Vx x E2 is a neighborhood of (aXi a2), 

hence contains a connected neighborhood W of (au a2); but then prx W is 
a connected neighborhood of ax contained in V1? by (3.19.7) and (3.20.13). 

The sufficiency of the condition for (i) and (ii) is an obvious consequence 
of the definition of the distance in Ex x E2. For (iii), if D1? D2 are at most 
denumerable and dense in E1? E2 respectively, then Dx x D2 is at most 
denumerable by (1.9.3), and is dense in E by (3.20.3). For (iv), if (zn) is a 
Cauchy sequence in E, then (prx zn) and (pr2 zn) are Cauchy sequences in 
Ex and E2 respectively by (3.20.7), hence they converge to ax, a2 respectively, 
and therefore (zn) converges to (ax, a2) by (3.20.6). For (vi), if (At-) (resp. (By)) 
is a finite covering of Ex (resp. E2) by sets of diameter < e, then (At- x By) 
is a finite covering of Ex x E2 by sets of diameter < e; and by (3.16.1), the 
sufficiency of the condition for (iv) and (vi) proves it also for (v). The proof 
for (v) yields a proof for (vii) if one remembers the definition of neighbor¬ 
hoods in Ex x E2. For (viii), let (ax, a2), (bx, b2) be any two points of E; 
by (3.20.11) and the assumption, the sets {ax} x E2 and Ex x {b2} are 
connected and have a common point (ax, b2). Hence their union is connected 
by (3.19.3), and it contains both (ax, a2) and (bx, b2); therefore, the connected 
component of (au a2) in E is E itself. The same argument proves the suf¬ 
ficiency of the condition for (ix), remembering the definition of the neighbor¬ 
hoods in E. 

(3.20.17) In order that a subset A ofEx x E2 be relatively compact, a necessary 

and sufficient condition is that pxx A and pr2 A be relatively compact in Ex and 

E2 respectively. 

The necessity follows from (3.17.9) applied to prx and pr2; the sufficiency 
follows from (3.20.16), (3.20.3) and (3.17.4). 

All definitions and theorems discussed in this section are extended at 
once to a finite product of metric spaces. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let E, F be two metric spaces, A a subset of E, B a subset of F; show that fr(A x B) = 

(fr(A) xB)u(Ax fr(B)). 

2. Let E, F be two connected metric spaces, A # E a subset of E, B # F a subset of F; 

show that in E x F the complement of A x B is connected. 

3. (a) Let E, F be two metric spaces, A (resp. B) a compact subset of E (resp. F). If W is 

any neighborhood of A x B in E x F, show that there exists a neighborhood U of A in 

E and a neighborhood V of B in F such that U x V c= W (consider first the case in 

which B is reduced to one point). 

(b) Let E be a compact metric space, F a metric space, A a closed subset of E x F. 

Show that the projection of A into F is a closed set (use (a) to prove the complement 

of pr2 A is open). 
(c) Conversely, let E be a metric space such that for every metric space F and every 

closed subset A of E x F, the projection of A into F is closed in F. Show that E is com¬ 

pact. (If not, there would exist in E a sequence (x„) without a cluster value. Take for 

F the subspace of R consisting of 0 and of the points 1 jn (n integer ^ 1) and consider 

in E x F the set of the points (x„, 1 jn).) 

4. Let E be a compact metric space, F a metric space, A a closed subset of E x F, 

B the (closed) projection of A into F. Let yQ e B and let C be the cross section A~‘l{yQ) = 

{x e E | (x, y0) e A}. Show that for any neighborhood V of C in E, there is a neighbor¬ 
hood W of yo in F such that the relation y e W implies A" l(y) c V (“ continuity of the 

“roots” of an equation depending on a parameter”). (Use Problem 3(a).) 

5. (a) Let / be a mapping of a metric space E into a metric space F, and let G be the 

graph of/in E x F. Show that if/is continuous, G is closed in E x F, and the restric¬ 

tion of pn to G is a homeomorphism of G onto E. 

(b) Conversely, if F is compact and G is closed in E x F, then / is continuous (use 

Problem 3(b)). 
(c) Let F be a metric space such that for any metric space E, any mapping of E into 

F whose graph is closed in E x F is continuous. Show that F is compact (use the con¬ 

struction of Problem 3(c)). 

6. Let E, F, G be three metric spaces, A a subset of E x F, B a subset of F x G, 

C = Bo A = {(x, z)eE x G|3y e F such that (x, y)eA and (y, z) e B}. Suppose 

both A and B are closed and the projection of A into F is relatively compact; show that 

C is closed in E x G (use Problem 3(b)). 

7. Let (E„) (n ^ 1) be an infinite sequence of nonempty metric spaces, and suppose that 

for each n, the distance dn on E„ is such that the diameter of E„ is ^ 1 (see Section 3.14, 
00 

Problem 2(b)). Let E be the infinite product J~| • 
n— 1 

00 

(a) Show that on E the function d((xn), (y„)) = dn(xn, yn)/2" is a distance. 
/!= 1 

(b) For any x = (x„) e E, any integer m 5* 1 and any number r > 0, let Vm(x; r) be the 

set of all y = (y„) e E such that dk(xkiyk) < r for k ^ m. Show that the sets Vm(x; r) 

(for all m and r) form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of x in E. 

(c) Let (x(m)) be a sequence of points x(m) = (x£m))n > x of E; in order that (x(w)) converge 

to a — (an) in E (resp. be a Cauchy sequence in E), it is necessary and sufficient that for 

each n the sequence (xjm))m>i converge to an in E„ (resp. be a Cauchy sequence in E„). 

In order that E be a complete space, it is necessary and sufficient that each E„ be 

complete. 
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QO 

(d) For each n, let An be a subset of E„ ; show that the closure in E of A = J^[ A„ is 
oo n = 1 

equal to A„. 
n= 1 

(e) In order that E be precompact (resp. compact), it is necessary and sufficient that 

each E„ be precompact (resp. compact). 

(f) In order that E be locally compact, it is necessary and sufficient that each E„ be 

locally compact, and that all E„, with the exception of a finite number at most, be 

compact. 

(g) In order that E be connected, it is necessary and sufficient that each E„ be con¬ 

nected. 
(h) In order that E be locally connected, it is necessary and sufficient that each En 

be locally connected and that all E„, with the exception of a finite number at most, be 

connected. 



CHAPTER IV 

ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF THE REAL LINE 

Many of the properties of the real line have been mentioned in Chapter III, 
in connection with the various topological notions developed in that chapter. 
The properties gathered under Chapter IV, most of which are elementary 
and classical, have no such direct connection, and are really those which 
give to the real line its unique status among more general spaces. The intro¬ 
duction of the logarithm and exponential functions has been made in a 
slightly unorthodox way, starting with the logarithm instead of the exponen¬ 
tial ; this has the technical advantage of making it unnecessary to define first 
am/n (m, n integers > 0) as a separate stepping stone toward the definition 
of ax for any x. 

The Tietze-Urysohn theorem (Section 4.5) now occupies a very central 
position both in functional analysis and in algebraic topology. It can be 
considered as the first step in the study of the general problem of extending 

a continuous mapping of a closed subset A of a space E into a space F, 
to a continuous mapping of the whole space E into F; this general problem 
naturally leads to the most important and most actively studied questions 
of modem algebraic topology. 

1. CONTINUITY OF ALGEBRAIC OPERATIONS 

(4.1.1) The mapping (x, y) x 4- y of R x R into R is uniformly continuous. 

This follows at once from the inequality 

\(x' + /) - (x 4- y)| < \x' - x\ 4- 1/ - y\ 

and the definitions. 

79 
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(4/1.2) The mapping (x,y)->xy of R x R into R is continuous; for any 

a e R, the mapping x ax of R into R is uniformly continuous. 

Continuity of xy at a point (x0, y0) follows from the identity 

xy - x0y0 = x0(y - y0) + (x - x0)j;0 + (x - x0)(y - y0). 

Given any a > 0, take 5 such that 0<<5< 1 and c5([x0| + |y0| + 1) < e; 
then the relations |x — x0| < <5, \y — y0\ < 5 imply |xy — x0_y0| < e. Uniform 
continuity of x-+ ax is immediate, since |ax' — ax| = |a| • |x' — x|. 

(4.1.3) Any continuous mapping f of R into itself such that f(x + y) = 
f(x) + f(y) is of type x -> cx, with ceR. 

Indeed, for each integer n > 0, we have, by induction on n,f (nx) = nf (x); 
on the other hand/(0 + x) =/(0) + f(x), hence f(0) = 0, and f(x + (-x)) = 
f(x) +f(~x) =/(0) = 0, hence /(-x) = -/(x). From that it follows that 
for any integer n > 0, f(xjn) = f(x)/n, hence for any pair of integers p, q 

such that q> 0, f(px/q) =pf(x)/q; in other words, f(rx) =rf{x) for any 
rational number r. But any real number t is limit of a sequence (r„) of rational 
numbers (by (2.2.16) and (3.13.13)), hence, from the assumption on/and (4.1.2) 
f(tx) =/(lim r„x) = lim f(r„x) = lim r„/(x) =/(x) • lim rn = tf(x). Let then, 

n~* oo n-> oo n-*co n~>oo 

c =/( 1), and we obtain/(x) = cx for every x e R. 

(4.1.4) The mapping x -»1/x is continuous at every point x0 # 0 in R. 

For given any e > 0, take 5 >0 such that <5 < min(|x0|/2, e|x0|2/2); 
then the relation |x —x0| < S first implies |x| > |x0| — 5 > |x0|/2, and then 
I^/x l/x0[ = |x0 x|/|xx0[ ^ 2|x0 — x|/|x0|2 < £. 

(4.1.5) Any rational function (xt,..., x„) -* P(x,,..., x„)/Q(x1, ..., x„) where 

P and Q are polynomials with real coefficients, is continuous at each point 
(au of R" where Q(au ..., an) # 0. 

The continuity of a monomial in R" is proved from (4.1.2) by induction 
on its degree, then the continuity of P and Q is proved from (4.1.1) by 
induction on their numbers of terms; the final result follows from (4.1.4). 
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(4.1.6) The mappings (x, y) -+ sup(x, y) and (x, y) -» inf(x, j;) are uniformly 

continuous in R x R. 

As sup(.r, y) = (x + y + |x - y|)/2 and inf(x, y) = (x + y— \x - y\)/2, 

the result follows from (4.1.1) and (3.20.9). 

(4.1.7) All open intervals in R are homeomorphic to R. 

From (4.1.1.) and (4.1.2) it follows that any linear function x ax + b, 

with a # 0, is a homeomorphism of R onto itself, for the inverse mapping 
x~* a~xx — a~xb has the same form. Any two bounded open intervals 
]a, PL ]y> <5[ are images of one another by a mapping x ax + b, hence 
are homeomorphic. Consider now the mapping x-*x/( 1 + |x|) of R onto 
] — 1, + 1[; the inverse mapping is x —> jc/(1 - \x\) and both are continuous, 
since x -> \x\ is. This proves R is homeomorphic to any bounded open 
interval; finally, under the preceding homeomorphism of R onto ] — 1, +1[, 
any unbounded open interval ]a, + oo[ or ] — oo, a[ of R is mapped onto a 
bounded open interval contained in ] — 1, +1[, hence these intervals are also 
homeomorphic to R. 

(4.1.8) With respect to R x R, the function (x, y) x 4- y has a limit at 

every point (a, b) of R x R, except at the points (— oo, + oo) and ( + oo, — oo); 

that limit is equal to + oo (resp. — oo) if one at least of the coordinates a, b 

is +oo (resp. — oo). 

Let us prove for instance that if a # — oo, x + y has a limit equal to 
+ oo at the point (a, +oo). Given ce R, the relations x > b, y>c — b 

imply x + y > c, and the intervals ]b, + oo] and ]c — b, + oo] are respectively 
neighborhoods of a and + oo if b is taken finite and <a; hence our assertion. 
The other cases are treated similarly. 

(4.1.9) With respect to R x R, the function (x, y) xy has a limit at every 

point (ia, b) of R x R, except at the points (0, + oo), (0, — oo), (+oo, 0), 
(— oo, 0); that limit is equal to + oo (resp. — oo) if one at least of the coordinates 

a, b is infinite, and if they have the same sign (resp. opposite signs). 

Let us show for instance that if a > 0, xy has the limit + oo at the point 
(a, + oo). Given ce R, the relations x > b, y > c/b, for b > 0, imply xy > c, 
and the intervals ]b, + oo] and ]c/b, + oo] are neighborhoods of a and + oo, 
if b is taken finite and <a. Similar proofs for the other cases. 
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We omit the proofs of the following two properties: 

(4.1.10) liml/x = 0, lim l/x=+oo, lim l/x=—oo. 
x-+ ± oo x-^0,x>0 x-*0,x<0 

(4.1.11) The mappings (x, y) sup(x, y) and (x, y) -> inf(x, y) are continuous 

in RxR. 

2. MONOTONE FUNCTIONS 

Let E be a nonempty subset of the extended real line R. A mapping 
/ of E into R is called increasing (resp. strictly increasing, decreasing, strictly 

decreasing) if the relation x < y (in E) implies /(x) < fiy) (resp. /(x) < f(y), 

/(x) 5? f(y), /(x) > f(y)); a function which is either increasing or decreasing 
(resp. either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing) is called monotone 

(resp. strictly monotone); a strictly monotone mapping is injective. If / 
is increasing (resp. strictly increasing), —/ is decreasing (resp. strictly de¬ 
creasing). If /, g are increasing, and f + g is defined, f + g is increasing; 
if in addition / and g are both finite and one of them is strictly increasing, 
then / + g is strictly increasing. 

(4.2.1) Let E be a nonempty subset of R, and a = sup E; if a $ E, then, 

for any monotone mapping f of E into R, lim /(x) exists and is equal to 
x-*fl,xeE 

sup f{x) if f is increasing, to inf /(x) if f is decreasing. (Theorem of the 
xeE xeE 

monotone limit.) 

Suppose for instance / is increasing, and let c = sup/(x). If c = — oo, 
xe E 

/ is constant (equal to — oo) in E and the result is trivial; if c > — oo, for 
any# < c, there is xeEsuchthati < /(x) < c; hence, for y e Eandx < y < a, 

we have by assumption b </(x) < f{y) < c, whence our conclusion. 

(4.2.2) Let I be an interval in R; any continuous injective mapping f of I 
into R is strictly monotone; any continuous strictly monotone mapping f of 1 
into R is a homeomorphism of I onto an interval /(I). 

1. Suppose/continuous and injective; let a, b be two points of I such 
that a < b, and suppose for instance f(a) < f(b). Then, for a <c <b, we 
must have fid) <f(c) <f(b); for our assumptions imply fie) ^fib) and 
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f(c) f(a), and if we had for instance f(c) > /(&), there would then be 
anx such that a<x <c and /(x) = /(x) = f(b) by Bolzano’s theorem (3.19.8), 
contrary to our assumption. Similarly one sees that /(c) </(a) is impossible. 
If now b <c, we must have f(b) </(c), for the preceding argument shows 
f{b) must be in the interval of extremities f(a) and /(c). Similarly if c <a, 

/(c) </(«). Finally, if x, y are any two points of I such that x < y, we have 
f(x) < f(y), by repeating the preceding argument on a, x, y instead of a, b, c. 

2. If / is continuous and strictly monotone, it is a bijection of I onto 
/(I), and/(I), being connected, must be an interval ((3.19.1) and (3.19.7)). 
For any x e I, the image by / of any interval J containing x and contained 
in I is then an interval containing/(x) and contained in /(I) and /(x) can only 
be an extremity of /(J) if x is an extremity of J; this proves the image by 
/of any neighborhood of x in I is a neighborhood of /(x) in /(I), hence/is 
a homeomorphism (see (3.11.1)). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let / be a mapping of R into R such that f(x 4- y) =/(x) 4-/00. 
Show that if, in an interval ]a, b[, f is majorized, then/is also minorized in ]a, b[ (if 

c is a fixed point in the interval ]a, b[, consider pairs of points x9 y in that interval such 

that x<c<y and (y — c)/(c — x) is rational). Under the same assumption,/is bounded 

in any compact interval, and continuous in R, hence of the form f(x) = cx (same 

method). 
(It can be proved, using the axiom of choice, that there exist solutions of f(x 4-y) = 

f(x) -1- f(y) which are unbounded in every interval.) 

2. Let b be an integer > 1. 
(a) Show that for any infinite sequence (c„) of integers such that 0 ^ c„ ^ b — 1, 

00 

the series X c«/^" converges to a number * e [0,1]. Conversely, for any x e [0,1] there 
n = 0 

oo 

exists a sequence (c„) such that 0 ^ cn ^ b — 1 for every n and x = X c«/^" Ithat sequence 
n = O 

is unique if x has not the form k/bm {k and m natural integers); otherwise, there are 

exactly two sequences (c„) having the required properties. (Use the fact that for any 

integer m ^ 0, and any xe[0, 1], there is a unique integer k such that 

k/bm ^x<(k + \)/bm.) 
(b) Using the case b =* 2 of (a), and Problem 5 of Section 1.9, show that [0,1] (hence 

R itself, see (4.1.7)) is equipotent to the set $(N). 
OO 

(c) Let K be the subset of [0,1] consisting of all numbers of the form X with 
n = 0 

c„ = 0 or c„ = 2 (“triadic Cantor set”). Show that K is compact; its complement 

in [0,1] is a denumerable union of open nonoverlapping intervals (3.19.6); describe 

these intervals, and show that the (infinite) sum of their lengths is 1. 
oo oo 

(d) For each xeK, with x = £ cj3", let f(x) be the real number X bj2", where 
n a= 0 n = 0 
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bn = c„l2 (when x can be written in two different ways as ^ c„/3", show that the two 
n = 0 

00 

corresponding numbers bJ2n are equal). Prove that /is a surjective continuous mapping 
n = 0 

of K onto the interval [0, 1] of R, and show that K and R are equipotent. Further¬ 

more it is possible to extend/to a continuous mapping of I = [0,1] onto itself, which is 

constant in each of the connected components (3.19.6) of I — K. 

3. (a) Let E be a metric space satisfying the following condition: for each finite sequence 

s = whose terms are equal to 0 or 1, there is a nonempty subset As such that: 

(i) E is the union of the two subsets A{0>, A(i)} and for each finite sequence s of n 

terms, if s', s" are the two sequences of n + 1 terms whose first n terms are those of s, 

As = AS' A 

(ii) for each infinite sequence (€„)„& i whose terms are equal to 0 or 1, if s„ = (€l)l $i<n, 

the diameter of As„ tends to 0 when n tends to + oo, and the intersection of the As„ is 

not empty. 

Under these conditions, show that there exists a continuous mapping of the triadic 
Cantor set K (Problem 2) onto E, and in particular E is compact. 

(b) Conversely, let E be an arbitrary compact metric space. Show that there exists a 

continuous mapping of K onto E. (Apply the method of (a), and the definition of pre¬ 

compact spaces (Section 3.16); observe that properties (i) and (ii) do not imply that the 

two sets As* and As- need be different from As for all sequences 6’.) 

(c) If in addition E is totally disconnected, and has no isolated points (3.10.10), 

then E is homeomorphic to K. (First prove that for every e > 0 there is a 

covering of E by a finite number of sets At which are both open and closed and have a 

diameter ^ s; to that purpose use Problem 9(a) of Section 3.19. Then apply the method 

of (a).) 

4. (a) Let E (resp. F) be the set of even (resp. odd) natural integers; if, to each subset X 

of N, one associates the pair (X n E, X n F), show that one defines a bijection of 

$(N) onto $(E) x $(F). 

(b) Deduce from (a) and from Problem 2(b) that R" and R are equipotent for all 
n > 1 (but see Section 5.1, Problem 6). 

5. Let I be the interval [0, 1 ] in R. Show that there exists a continuous mapping / of 1 

onto the “square” I x I (a “Peano curve”). (First show that there is a continuous 

mapping of the Cantor set K onto I x I (Problem 3), and then extend the mapping by 

linearity to the connected components of the complement of K in I.) v 

6. Let g be a mapping of the interval ]0, 1] into the interval [—1,1], and suppose that 

lim g(x) = 0. Show that there exist a continuous decreasing mapping gi and a 
jc-*0, x>0 

continuous increasing mapping g2 of [0,1] into [—1,1], such that gfO) = g2(0) = 0, 

and gi(x) ^ g(x) ^ g2(x) for 0 < x ^ 1. (For each integer «, consider the g.l.b. xn of the 
set of points x such that g(x) ^ 1/n.) 

3. LOGARITHMS AND EXPONENTIALS 

(4.3.1) For any number a> 1, there is a unique increasing mapping f of 

R* = ]0, + oo[ into R such that f(xy) =/(*) + f(y) and/(^) = 1; moreover, 
/ is a homeomorphism of R* onto R. 
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We first prove a lemma: 

(4.3.1.1) For any x > 0, there is an integer m (positive or negative) such 

that am <x <am+1. 

Suppose first x ^ 1. The sequence (an) is strictly increasing. If we had 
an < x for all integers n > 0, then (by (4.2.1) and (3.15.4)) b = lim an = sup an 

n-+ oo n 

would be finite, > 1 and <x; but we can write b = lim an + l = a • lim an 
rt-+GO n-+oo 

by (4.1.2), hence b = ab, which contradicts the assumption a > 1. Therefore 
there is an integer n such that x > an\ take m + 1 as the smallest of these inte¬ 
gers. If on the contrary 0 < x < 1, then x""1 > 1, and if am < x_1 ^am + l, 
we have <T(W+1) ^ x < a’<m+l) + l (2.2.13). 

Suppose there exists a function /having the properties listed in (4.3.1); 
then / is a homomorphism of the multiplicative group R* into the additive 
group R, and therefore we must have /(1) = 0,/(x”) = n */(x) for any x > 0 
and any integer n (positive or negative), and in particular f(an) — n. More¬ 
over, if am < x” < </" + 1, we must have f{am) ^/(xn) ^/(<zm+1), in other 
words m ^ n */(x) ^ m + 1, hence m/n </(x) and |/(x) — m/n\ ^ \/n. 

This shows that if we denote by A* the set of rational numbers mjn (m positive 
or negative, n ^ 1) such that am^xn, (note that am < xn and amq ^ xnq, 

where q is an integer >0, are equivalent relations (2.2.13)), we must have 
f(x) = sup A*, which shows /is unique. 

To prove the existence of /, it remains to prove that the mapping /: 
x-^supA* verifies all our conditions. Let x and y be any two elements 
of R* ; for any integer n ^ 1, let m, m! be such that am < x” ^ am + 1 and 
am < yn < am' + 1; from these relations it follows that am + m' < (xy)n ^am+m' + 2; 

hence we have 
m ^ m + 1 
-^/(*)<- 
n n 

rri m' + 1 
— - 
n n 

m + m' 

n 

m 4- m' 4- 2 

n 

and also 

m 4- m' . m 4- rri 4- 2 
-<f(x) +f(y) <-• 

We conclude that 

and as n is arbitrary, 

\f(xy) -f(x) -f(y) | < 2jn. 

f(xy) =/(*) +f(y). 
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From (4.3.1.1) it follows that for any z > 1, there is an integer n ^ 1 
such that a <z”, hence /(z) ^ l/n > 0; from which it follows that /is strictly 

increasing, since if x < y, then j; = zx with z > 1 and/(y) =/(x) + /(z) > /(x). 
On the other hand, we have the following lemma: 

(4.3.1.2) For any integer n ^ 1, there is a z> 1 such that zn < <2. 

Remark that there is an x such that 1 <x<a, hence a = xy with y > 1; 
if zx = min(x, y), we have zl^xy = a and zx > 1. By induction define 
zn> 1 such that zf < zw__l5 hence z\n < a, and a fortiori z" < a. 

The lemma shows that 0 </(z) ^ l/n. For any x e R* , take <5 such that 

x + <5 x — <51 
-< z and -> -: 

X X z 

then \f(y) — /(x)| </(z) < 1//* for |y — x| <<5, which proves /is continuous. 
By (4.2.2), / is thus a homeomorphism of R* onto an interval I of R; but 
that interval is necessarily R itself, since f(an) = n is an arbitrary integer. 

(4.3.2) For any number a > 0 and ^ 1, there exists one and only one continuous 

mapping f of R* into R such that f(xy) =/(x) 4- f(y) andf(a) = 1. 

Let b > 1; from (4.3.1) we have a homeomorphism f0 of R* onto R 
such that f0(xy) = /0(x) 4- /0(y) and f0(b) = 1; let g0 be the inverse homeo¬ 
morphism, such that g0(x + y) = g0(x)g0(y) and g0( 1) = b. If / verifies the 
conditions of (4.3.2), then h=fog0 is a continuous mapping of R into 
itself, such that h(x 4-y) = h{x) 4- h(y); by (4.1.3), we have h(x) = cx, and 
therefore /(x) = c/0(x), and there is only one value of c for which f{a) = 1, 
namely c - 1 jf0(a) (as a =£ 1, we have f0(a) # 0 = /0(1)). 

The mapping characterized in (4.3.2) is called the logarithm of base a, 
and f(x) is written logfl x. From the proof of (4.3.2) it follows at once that 
if a, b are >0 and ^ 1, loga x and logb x are proportional, and making 
x = a yields 

(43 3) log*, x = log* a • logfl x. 

From (43.1) and (4.2.1) it follows that if a > 1, lim logfl x = -00, 
•X-+0 

lim log„x = + 00; if a< 1, lim log,,x = +oo, lim log„x=— oo. For 
X~+ + 00 X->0 JC-*- + 0O 

any a > 0 and ^ 1, the inverse mapping of x-* loga x is called the exponen¬ 

tial of base a and written a* (which is a coherent notation, since 
logfl(<z”) = n, and therefore for integral values of x, the new notation 
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has the same meaning as the algebraic one). In addition, we define 1* to 
be 1 for all real numbers x. Then, for a > 0, x,y arbitrary real numbers, 
we have by definition ax+y = axay, a~x = 1/a*, a° = 1. Replacing x by bx 

in (4.3.3) yields 

(4.3.4) log„(6x) = x log, b (b> 0, x real) 

and replacing b by ay in that formula gives 

(4.3.5) (a*/ = axy (x, y real, a > 0). 

For a>l, x-*ax is strictly increasing and such that lim ax = 0, 
X—► — 00 

lim ax = -foo; for a < 1, x~+ax is strictly decreasing, and such that 
X-*-+ 00 

lim ax=+ oo, lim <f = 0. 
X-*.~O0 X-* — 00 

(4.3.6) The mapping (x, y) -► xy is continuous in R* x R, and tends to a 
limit at each point o/RxR in the closure o/R* x R and distinct from (0, 0), 
(+oo, 0),(1, +co), (1, - oo). 

From (4.3.4), we have xy = ay l0iaX (a fixed number >1), hence the 

result by (4.1.2) and (4.1.9). 

(4.3.7) Any continuous mapping g o/R* into itself such that g(xy) = g(x)g(y)' 

has the form x -*• xa, with a real. 

Indeed, if b > 1, /(x) = log„ g(bx) is such that /(x + y) =/(x) +/(y), 
for real x, y, and is continuous, hence /(x) = c ■ x by (4.1.3), therefore 

g(bx) = bcx = (bx)c, which proves the result. 
As log/x0) = a ■ log6 x, we see that if a > 0, x -*• xa is strictly increas¬ 

ing, and strictly decreasing if a < 0; moreover if a > 0, lim x“ = 0, 
x~*0 

lim xa = + oo; if a < 0, lim x“ = + oo, lim xa = 0. For a # 0, 
X-+ + O0 X-^0 X~> + 00 

x-*xa is therefore a homeomorphism of R+ onto itself, by (4.2.2); the 

inverse homeomorphism is x-+x1/a. 

PROBLEM 

Let/be a mapping of R into itself such that/O + y) = f{x) + f(y) and f(xy) = 

Show that either fix) = 0 for every reR, or fix) = x for every xeR. (If /(0 ^ 0, then 

/(l) = 1; in the second case, show that fix) = x for rational x, and using the fact that every 

real number z > 0 is a square, show that / is strictly increasing.) 
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4. COMPLEX NUMBERS 

We define two mappings of the set R2 x R2 into R2 by 

((x3 y), (V, /)) -> (x +x\y + y') 

(O,y\ O',/))-*Ox' -yy\ + yx). 

They are called respectively addition and multiplication, and written 

0, z') —> z + z' and (z, z') -> zz'. 

For these two mappings, axioms (I) (Section 2.1) of a field are satisfied, by 
taking 0 = (0, 0), 1 = (1, 0), and 

1 (x2 + y2 9 x2 + y2) 

if z = (x, y) =£ 0 (which, by (2.2.8) and (2.2.12), implies x2 + y2 ^ 0). The 
field thus defined is written C and called the field of complex numbers, its 
elements being called complex numbers. The mapping x (x, 0) of R into 
C is injective and preserves addition and multiplication, hence we identify 
R with the subfield of C consisting of the elements (x, 0). The element i = (0,1) 
is such that i2 = (— 1, 0) = — 1, and we can write (x, y) = x 4- iy for any 
(x, y) e C; if z = x + iy, x, y being real, x is written fflz and called the real 
part of z, y is written Jz and called the imaginary part of z. 

(4.4.1) Any rational function (zu ..., zn) P(zx,..., zn)/Q(z1? ..., zn) where 

P and Q are polynomials with complex coefficients, is continuous at each point 

(al9 ..., an) of Cn such that Q(au ..., an) # 0. 

This is proved as (4.1.5) by using the analogs of (4.1.1), (4.1.2) and 
(4.1.4) , which follow at once from the formulas given above for sum, product 
and inverse of complex numbers, and from (3.20.4) and (4.1.5). 

For any complex number z = x + iy, the number z — x — iy is called 

the conjugate of z. We have z = z, z-fz' = z + z', zz'= z -z', in other 
words z —► z is an automorphism of the field C, which is bicontinuous by 
(3.20.4) and (4.1.2); real numbers are characterized by z = z, numbers 
of the form ix (x real, also called purely imaginary numbers) by z = — z. 
We have zz = x2 + y2 ^ 0 if z = x + iy; the positive real number |z| = (zz)1/2 
is called the absolute value of z, and coincides with the absolute value defined 
in Section 2.2 when z is real. The relation |z| = 0 is equivalent to z = 0. 

We have |zz'|2 = zz'zz' = zzz'z' = |z|2|z'|2, hence |zz'| = |z| • |z'|, from 
which it follows that if z=£ 0, |l/z| = l/|z|. Finally, by direct computation, 
we check the triangle inequality 

If+ z'| ^ |z| + |z'| 
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which shows that \z — z'\ = d(z, z') is a distance defined on C=RxR, 
which is uniformly equivalent to the distance considered in Section 3.20. 
The balls for that distance are called discs. Any complex number z =£ 0 
can be written in one and only one way as a product rC, with r > 0 and 
|C| == 1, namely by taking r = |z| and C = z/\z\. 

PROBLEM 

Let / be a continuous mapping of C into itself such that /(z + z') = /(z) + f(z') and 

f(zz') — /(z)/(z'). Show that either f(z) — 0 for every z e C, or / is one of the mappings 

z-*z, z~>z (use (4.1.3)). (It can be proved, using the axiom of choice, that there are injec¬ 

tive, nonsurjective and noncontinuous mappings / of C into itself, such that f(z + z') = 

f(z) •+■ /(z') and f(zz') = f(z)f(z'). Compare to the problem in Section 4.2.) 

5. THE TIETZE-URYSOHN EXTENSION THEOREM 

(4.5.1) (Tietze-Urysohn extension theorem) Let E be a metric space, 
A a closed subset of E, f a continuous bounded mapping of A into R. Then 

there exists a continuous mapping g of E into R which coincides with f in A 
and is such that 

sup g(x) = sup/00, inf g(x) = inf/O). 
jceA yeA xeE ye A 

We may suppose that inff(y) — 1, sup f(y) = 2 by replacing eventually 
yeA yeA 

f by a mapping y of(y) + /?, a # 0 (the case in which/is constant is trivial). 
Define g(x) as equal to f{x) for x e A, and given by the formula 

Six) = (inf (f(y) d{x, y)))/d(x. A) 
yeA 

for x e E — A. From the inequalities 1 </Cy) < 2 for y e A and the definition 
of d(x, A), it follows that 1 < g(x) <2 for x e E — A. We need therefore 
only prove the continuity of g at every point x e E. If x e A, the continuity 
follows from the assumption on /. In the open set E — A, we can write 
g(x) = h(x)/d(x, A) with h(x) = inf (f(y) d(x, j)), and as d(xy A) is continuous 

yeA 

and #0 (by (3.8.9) and (3.11.8)), all we have to prove then (by (4.1.2) and 
(4.1.4)) is that h is continuous at every xs E — A. Let r = d(x, A); for 
d{x, x') < e < r, we have d(x, y) < d(xr, y) + e, hence h(x) < h(x') + 2e 
(since f(y) < 2), and similarly h{x') ^ h(x) + 2e, which proves the continuity 
of h. Finally, let us suppose x is a frontier point of A; given e > 0, let r > 0 
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be such that for y e A n B(x; r), \f(y) —/(x)| < £. Let C = A n B(x; r), 
D = A — C; if x'eE-A and d(x,x')^r/4, we have, for each j/eD, 
d(x', y) ^ d(x, y) — d(x, x') > 3r/4, hence 

inf(f(y)d(x',y))>3r/4; 
ye D 

on the other hand, f(x) d(x\ x) < 2d(x\ x) ^ r/2, and therefore 

inf (/GO </(*', y)) = inf /(y) </(*', y)). 
ye A yeC 

But, as /(x) — £ </(y) </(x) 4- £ for j;eC, and inf d(x', y) = d(x\ A), 
we have yeC 

(/(*) - fi) d(x', A) ^ inf(/(y) d(x', y)) ^ (/(x) + a) d(x\ A) 
ye A 

which proves that \g(xr) — /(x)| < £ for x' e E — A and d(x9 x') < r/4; on 
the other hand, if x' e A and d(x9 x') < r/4, \g(x’) — /(x)| = |/(x') — /(x)| < £, 
and this ends the proof. 

(4.5.2) Let A, B be two nonempty closed sets in a metric space E, such that 

A n B = 0. Then there is a continuous function f defined in E, with values 

in [0, 1], such that /(x) = 1 in A and f(x) = 0 in B. 

Apply (4.5.1) to the mapping of A u B in R, equal to 0 in B and to 1 
in A, which is continuous in A u B. 

PROBLEMS 

X. In a metric space E, let (F„) be a sequence of closed sets, A the union of the F„; if 

x $ A, show that there exists a bounded continuous function 0 defined in E, such 

that f(x) — 0 and f(y) > 0 for each ye A (use (4.5.2) and (7.2.1)). 

2. (a) Let E be a metric space such that every bounded set in E is relatively compact; 
show that E is locally compact and separable (use (3.16.2)). 

(b) Conversely, let E be a locally compact, noncompact separable metric space, d the 

distance on E; let (U„) be a sequence of relatively compact open subsets of E such that 

0„ <= U„+i and E is the union of the sequence (U„) (3.18.3). Show that there exists a 

continuous real-valued function / in E such that fix) ^niox xeXjn and f{x)^ n for 

x e E — U„ (use (4.5.2)); the distance d'(x, y) — d(x, y) •+■ |/(;c) — f(y)\ is then topologi¬ 

cally equivalent to d, and for d\ any bounded set is relatively compact. 



CHAPTER V 

NORMED SPACES 

The language described in Chapter III corresponded to that part of our 
geometric intuition covering the notions which intuitively remain unaltered 
by “deformations”; here we get much closer to classical geometry, as lines, 
planes, etc. are studied from the topological point of view (we recall that the 
purely algebraic aspects of these notions constitute linear algebra, with 
which we assume the reader is familiar). It is in this context that the notion 
of series gets its natural definition; we have particularly emphasized the fact 
that for the most important type of convergent series (Section 5.3), the usual 
rules of commutativity and associativity of finite sums are still valid, which 
naturally leads to the conclusion that in that case, the ordering of the terms 
is completely irrelevant. This, for instance, enables one to formulate in a 
reasonable way the theorem on the product of two such series of real numbers 
(see (5.5.3)), in contrast to the nonsensical so-called “ Cauchy multiplication” 
still taught in some textbooks, and which has no meaning for series other 
than power series of one variable. 

The fundamental results of this chapter are the continuity criterion 
(5.5.1), and F. Riesz’s theorem characterizing finite dimensional spaces 
(5.9.4), which is the key to the elementary spectral theory developed in 
Chapter XI. 

Of course, this chapter is only an introduction to the general theory of 
Banach spaces and linear topological spaces, which will be further developed 
in Chapter XII, and which is fundamental for modern functional analysis. 

1. NORMED SPACES AND BANACH SPACES 

In this and the following chapters, when we speak of a vector space, 
we always mean a vector space (of finite or infinite dimension) over the field 
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of real numbers or over the field of complex numbers (such a space being 
respectively called real and complex vector space); when the field of scalars 
is not specified, it is understood that the definitions and results are valid 
in both cases.* When several vector spaces intervene in the same statement, 
it is understood (unless the contrary is specified) that they have the same field 
of scalars. A complex vector space E can also be considered as a real vector 
space by restricting the scalars to R; when it is necessary to make the distinc¬ 
tion, we say that this real vector space E0 is underlying the complex vector 
space E; if E has finite dimension n over C, E0 has dimension 2n over R. 

A norm in a vector space E is a mapping (usually written x ||x||, with 
eventual indices to the ||. .||) of E into the set R of real numbers, having 
the following properties: 

(I) ||x|| ^ 0 for every xeE. 

(II) The relation ||x|| = 0 is equivalent to x = 0. 

(III) ||2x|| = \X\ * ||x|| for any xeE and any scalar X. 

(IV) \\x+y\\ ^ ||x|| -I- \\y\\ for any pair of elements of E (“triangle 

inequality”). 

(5.1.1) If x-> ||x|| is a norm on the vector space E, then d(x, y) = ||x — y\\ 

is a distance on E such that d(x 4- z, y -f z) = d(x, y) andd(Xx, Xy) = \X\ d(x, y) 

for any scalar X. 

The verification of the axioms of Section 3.1 is trivial. 

A normed space is a vector space E with a given norm on E; such a 
space is always considered as a metric space for the distance ||x — j^||. 
A Banach space is a normed space which is complete. 

If E is a complex normed vector space, x -> ||x|| is also a norm on the 
underlying real vector space E0, and the metric spaces E and E0 are identical; 
hence if E is a Banach space, so is E0. 

Examples of Norms 

(5.1.2) The examples given in (3.2.1), (3.2.2), (3.2.3), and (3.2.4) are real 
vector spaces, and the distances introduced in those examples are deduced 
from norms by the process of (5.1.1). The normed spaces thus defined in 
examples (3.2.1) to (3.2.3) are complete by (3.20.16) and (3.14.3), hence 

* The product of a scalar A and a vector x is indifferently written Xx or xX; 0 is the 
neutral element of the additive group of the vector space. 
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Banach spaces. Example (3.2.4) will be the object of a special study in Chapter 
VII, and we shall see it is also a Banach space. 

(5.1.3) Examples corresponding to the preceding ones are obtained by 
replacing everywhere real numbers by complex numbers (and in example 
(3.2.2), squares (x£-j>f)2 by |xi-j>i|2). 

(5.1.4) Let I = [a, b] be a closed bounded interval in R, and E = ^R(I) 
the set of all real-valued continuous functions in I; E is a vector space 
(/ + g and 2/ being respectively the mappings t->f(t)+ g{t) and t -> Xf(t)). 

If we write 

11/Hi is a norm on E. The only axiom which is not trivially verified is (II), 
which follows from the mean value theorem (see Chapter VIII). It can be 
proved that E is not complete (see Problem 1). 

For other important examples of norms, see Section 5.7 and Chapter VI. 

(5.1.5) If E is a real (resp. complex) normed space, the mapping (x, y) x + y 

is uniformly continuous in E x E; the mapping (2, x) -»Xx is continuous 

in R x E (resp. C x E); the mapping x Xx is uniformly continuous in E. 

The proofs follow the same pattern as those of (4.1.1) and (4.1.2); to 
prove for instance the continuity of (2, x) -* Xx at a point (20, x0), we use 
the formula ||2x — 20x0|| = ||20(x — x0) + (X — 20)x0 + (X — 20)(x — x0)|| < 

lAol- ll*-x0|| + * Hxoll + 12 Xq| ||x Xq||. 

As a corollary of (5.1.5), it follows that any translation x-+a + x and 
any homothetic mapping x -► Xx (2^0) is a homeomorphism of E onto 
itself, for the inverse mapping is again a translation (resp. a homothetic 
mapping). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let I = [0,1], and let E be the normed space defined in (5.1.4). 

(a) For any n 3, let /„ be the continuous function defined in I, such that/„(0 = 1 for 

0 < t < 1/2, fn{t) = 0 for 1/2 + \ jn ^ t ^ 1, and that fn{t) has the form ocn t + in the 

interval [1/2,1/2 + 1 In] (with constants a„ and /?„ to be determined). Show that in E, 
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(fn) is a Cauchy sequence which does not converge (if there existed a limit g of (/„) in E, 

show that one would necessarily have g(t) = 1 for 0 ^ ^ \ and g(t) = 0 for £ < t ^ 1} 

which would violate the continuity of g). 
(b) Show that the distance on E defined in (5.1.4) is not topologically equivalent to the 

distance defined in (3.2.4). (Give an example of a sequence in E which tends to 0 for 

||/— ^||i, but has no limit for the distance defined in (3.2.4).) 

2. If A, B are two subsets of a normed space E, we denote by A -f- B the set of all sums 

a -f- b, where a e A, b e B. 
(a) Show that if one of the sets A, B is open, A -f- B is open. 

(b) Show that if both A and B are compact, A -f- B is compact (use (3.17.9) and 

(3.20.16)). 
(c) Show that if A is compact and B is closed, then A -f- B is closed. 

(d) Give an example of two closed subsets A, B of R such that A + B is not closed 

(cf. the example given before (3.4.1)). 

3. Let E be a normed space. 
(a) Show that in E the closure of an open ball is the closed ball of same center and 

same radius, the interior of a closed ball is the open ball of same center and same 

radius, and the frontier of an open ball (or of a closed ball) is the sphere of same center 

and same radius (compare to Section 3.8, Problem 4). 

(b) Show that the open ball B(0; r) is homeomorphic to E (consider the mapping 

x-+rx/( 1 + ||x ID). 

4. In a normed space E, a segment is the image of the interval [0,1 ] of R by the continuous 

mapping t ->■ ta -f- (1 — t)b, where a e E and b e E; a and b are called the extremities of 

the segment. A segment is compact and connected. A broken line in E is a subset L of E 

such that there exists a finite sequence (xt)0^i^n of points of E having the property that 

if Sf is the segment of extremities xt and xt+1 for 0 i n — 1, L is the union of the S*; 

the sequence (jq) is said to define the broken line L (a given broken line may be defined 

in general by infinitely many finite sequences). If A is a subset of E, a, b two points of A, 

one says that a and b are linked by a broken line in A, if there is a sequence (Xi)0^i^n 

such that a = x0, b = xn and that the broken line L defined by that sequence is con¬ 

tained in A. 

If any two points of A can be linked by a broken line in A, A is connected. Conversely, 

if A c E is a connected open set, show that any two points of A can be linked by a 

broken line in A (prove that the set of points ye A which can be linked to a given point 

a e A by a broken line in A is both open and closed in A). 

5. In a real vector space E, a linear variety V is a set of the form a + M, where M is a 

linear subspace of E; the dimension (resp. codimension) of V is by definition the dimen¬ 

sion (resp. codimension) of M. If b V and if V has finite dimension p (resp. finite 

codimension q)9 the smallest linear variety W containing both b and V has finite dimen¬ 

sion p + 1 (resp. finite codimension q — 1). 

Let A be an open connected subset of a real normed space E, and let (V„) be a denumer¬ 

able sequence of linear varieties in E, each of which has codimension ^ 2; show that 

if B is the union of the V„, A n (E — B) is connected. (Hint: Use Problem 4; if L 

is a broken line linking two points a,b of A n (E — B) in A, prove that there exists an¬ 

other broken line L' “close” to L, contained in A n (E — B). To do that, observe that 

if x e E — B, the set of points ye E such that the segment of extremities x, y does not 
meet any V„, is dense in E, using (2.2.17).) 

In particular, if the dimension of E is $s2, and if D is a denumerable subset of E, 
A n (E — D) is connected. 
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6. If E is a real normed space of dimension ^2, show that an open nonempty subset of E 

cannot be homeomorphic to any subset of R (use Problem 5). 

7. (a) Show that in a normed space E, a ball cannot contain a linear variety (Problem 5) 

of dimension >0. 

(b) Let (E„) be an infinite sequence of normed spaces having dimension >0; show that 
OO 

in the metric space E = II E«, there is no norm such that the distance \\x — y\\ is 
» = o 

topologically equivalent to the distance defined in Problem 7 of Section 3.20 (where 

dn is taken as a bounded distance on E„ equivalent to the distance defined on E„ by the 

norm on that space). (Use (a).) 

2. SERIES IN A NORMED SPACE 

Let E be a normed space. A pair of sequences (xn)n^0, (sn)n^0 is called 
a series if the elements xn, sn are linked by the relations sn = x0 + xx + • • • + xn 
for any n, or, what is equivalent, by x0=,s0, xn = 5w-5n_1 for /j>1; 
xn is called the nth term and sn the nth partial sum of the series; the series 
will often be called the series of general term xn, or simply the series (xn) 

CO 

(and even sometimes, by abuse of language, the series ]T xn). The series 
n — 0 

is said to converge to s if lim sn = s; s is then called the sum of the series 
n-+ oo 

CO 

and written s = x0 + * • • 4- xn + • • • or s = ]T xn; r„ = s — sn is called the 
n — 0 

nth remainder of the series; it is the sum of the series having as kth term 
xn+k; by definition lim rn = 0. 

n~* oo 

(5.2.1) (Cauchy’s criterion) If the series ofgeneral term xn is convergent, 
then for any £ > 0 there is an integer n0 such that, for n > n0 and 0, 
Ik+p ~ sn\\ = ||xn + 1 + • • • + xn+p\\ < e. Conversely, if that condition is 

satisfied and if the space E is complete, then the series of general term xn 

is convergent. 

This is merely the application of Cauchy’s criterion to the sequence (sn) 

(see Section 3.14). 

As an obvious consequence of (5.2.1) it follows that if the series (xrt) is 
Convergent, lim xn = lim (sn- sn-x) = 0; but that necessary condition 

n-+oo n~+ oo 

is by no means sufficient. 
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(5.2.2) If the series (xn) and (.x'n) are convergent and have sums s, s', then 

the series (xn 4- x„) converges to the sum s + s' and the series (Xxn) to the 

sum Xs for any scalar X. 

Follows at once from the definition and from (5.1.5). 

(5.2.3) If (xn) and (x') are two series such that x'n = xn except for a finite 

number of indices, they are both convergent or both nonconvergent. 

For the series (x'n — x„) is convergent, since all its terms are 0 except 
for a finite number of indices. 

(5.2.4) Let (kn) be a strictly increasing sequence of integers ^0 with k0 = 0; 
kn + i — 1 

if the series (xn) converges to s, and ifyn = xp, then the series (yn) converges 
P=kn 

also to s. 

n kn + i-l 

This follows at once from the relation £ yt = Xj and from (3.13.10). 
;=o j=o 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let (ian) be an arbitrary sequence in a normed space E; show that there exists a sequence 

. (xn) of points of E such that lim = 0, and a strictly increasing sequence (k,) of 
n-+ O 

integers such that an = x0 +• Xi H-+ xkn for every n. 

2. Let a be a bijection of N onto itself, and for each n, let cp(n) be the smallest number of 

intervals [a, b] in N such that the union of these intervals is a([0, «]) 

(a) Suppose <p is bounded in N. Let (xn) be a convergent series in a normed space E; 
CO 00 

show that the series (xff(n)) is convergent in E and that X xn = X) x*(n) • 
n=0 n=O 

(b) Suppose cp is unbounded in N. Define a series (xn) of real numbers which is con¬ 

vergent, but such that the series (**(„)) is not convergent in R. (Define by induction on k 

a strictly increasing sequence (mk) of integers having the following properties: 

(1) If is the largest element of a([0, mk]), then [0, nk] is contained in a([0, mk+J). 
(2) cp(mk)^k-\-1. 

Define then for nk <n^nk+1 such that = 0 except for 2k conveniently chosen 

values of n, at each of which xn is alternately equal to 1 Ik or to — 1 Ik.) 

3. Let (;*:„) be a convergent series in a normed space E; let o be a bijection of N onto itself, 
and let 

r(n) = \cr(n) - n\ • sup ||xM||. 
m^n 
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CO 00 

Show that if lim r(n) = 0, the series (xain)) is convergent in E and that 22 = 52 xff(n). 
n-+ co n = 0 n = 0 

n n 

(Evaluate the difference 5] xff(n)) — 22 x* for large w.) 
k=0 k=0 

4. Let (xmn) (m ^ 0, h ^ 0) be a double sequence of points of a normed space E. Suppose 

that: (1) for each m ^ 0, the series xm0 + xml + • • • + xmn + * • • is convergent in E; 

let ym be its sum, and let rmn — xmn -f xm,„+1 -; (2) for each n ^ 0, the series 

r0n + rln H-h rmn-\-is convergent in E; let tn be its sum. 

(a) Show that for each 0, the series x0n -b xln -\--f xmn -{-is convergent; let 
zn be its sum. 

00 00 

(b) In order that 22 ym = 22 2n, it is necessary and sufficient that lim tn = 0. 
m = 0 n = 0 n-*oo 

5. (a) Show that the series 22 —^—- is convergent and has a sum equal to — 314m2 
n=5 1, n±m mz — UT 

(decompose the rational fraction \/(m2 — x2)). 

(b) Let umn = —-- if m ^ n, and unn = 0; show that 
m — n 

00 / 00 \ CO / 00 \ 

521 X ) = — 521 X I # o. 
m=0\n=0 / n=0\m=0 / 

6. If / is a function defined in N X N, with values in a metric space, we denote by 

lim f(m, «) the limit of / (when it exists) at the point (+ °o, -f oo) of R x R, with 
m-+ oo, n-+ oo 

respect to the subspace N x N (Section 3.13). Let (xmn) be a double sequence of real 

numbers, and let smn = 22 xhk • 
h^m, k^n 

(a) If lim smn exists, then lim xmn = 0. Give an example in which xnm = xmn, 
m-*• oo, n -*• oo m~*oo,n-*ao 

xm, 2n ” xm, 2n+i ~ xm+it2n for ^ ^ 2^2 -f- 1, X2/1,2«== 0» such that lim smn — 0, 
m-» 00, n-* 00 

and none of the series xm0 + xmi + • • • + xmn H-, x0„ + xln H-+ xmn H-is 

convergent. 

(b) Give an example in which xmn = 0 except if m = « + 1, m — n or n — m + 1 
OO 00 00 00 

(hence all series 22 *«»., 52 xmn are convergent), 22 = X ~ 0 for aU indices 
n = 0 m = 0 n = 0 m = 0 

m,«, but lim s’,™ does not exist. 
m-* oo, n-y<x> 

3. ABSOLUTELY CONVERGENT SERIES 

(5.3.1) //? ortfer that a series (xM) of positive numbers be convergent it is 

necessary and sufficient that for a strictly increasing sequence (kn) of integers 
oo 

^0, the sequence (yfcn) of partial sums be majorized, and then the sum s = 

is equal to sup skn. 

E Xn 
« = n 

n 

The assumption xn^0 is equivalent to and then the result 
follows at once from (4.2.1). 
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In a Banach space E, an absolutely convergent series (x„) is a series such 
that the series of general term ||jcJ is convergent. 

(5.3.2) In a Banach space E, an absolutely convergent series (x„) is convergent, 

and f>„ ll*J • 
n=0 n=0 

By assumption, for any e > 0, there is an integer n0 such that for « > n0 

and any p > 0, |K+1|| + • • • + ||xB+J>|| < e; hence 

IK + 1 + ••• + XB+p|| <£, 

which proves the convergence of (x„) by (5.2.1). Moreover, for any n, 
00 00 

11*0 + • • • + < ll*oll + • • • + ||xB||; the inequality £ £ H*J 
n=0 n=0 

then follows from the principle of extension of inequalities (3.15.4). 

(5.3.3) If (xn) is an absolutely convergent series and a a bijection of N onto 

itself then (yn), with yn = xff(n), is an absolutely convergent series, and 
co oo 

Y,xn “ (“commutativity” of absolutely convergent series). 
n=0 n=0 

n n 

Let sn = Yj x*> sn = f°r eac^ let m be largest integer in the 
k=0 k—0 

n m 

set ^([0,«]); then by definition \\yk\\ < £ ||at£||, and (5.3.1) shows that 
k=0 i=0 

(yn) is absolutely convergent. Moreover, for any e > 0, let n0 be such that 
ll*n-ill + * • * + \\xn+p\\ < e for n ^ n0 and p ^ 0; then if mQ is the largest 
integer in cr-1([0,w0]). we have ||y„+1|| + ••• + ||yB+p|| for n^m0, 

p^ 0; furthermore the difference s'mo — sno is the sum of terms Xj with j> n0, 

hence ||^o — ^0||<£; therefore, for n^n0 and n^m0, ||s^ — $J| < 3e, 
00 oo 

which proves that X xn = Z ^ • 
n=0 n=0 

Let A be any denumerable set. We say that a family (xa)aeA of elements 
of a Banach space E is absolutely summable if, for a bijection cp of N onto A, 
the series (x^(n)) is absolutely convergent; it follows from (5.3.3) that this 
property is independent of the particular bijection (p, and that we can define 

oo 

the sum of the family (xa)ae A as £ xq>o»>> which we also write £ xa. As any 
n=0 aeA 

denumerable set S c E can be considered as a family (with S as the set 
of indices) we can also speak of an absolutely summable (denumerable) 

subset of E and of its sum. 
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(5.3.4) In order that a denumerable family {xa)aeA of elements of a Banach 
space E be absolutely summable, a necessary and sufficient condition is that 
the finite sums £ ||xj (J c A and finite) be bounded. Then, for any e > 0, 

a e J 

there exists a finite subset H of A such that, for any finite subset Ko/A for 
which HnK = 0, £ ||xa|| < e, and for any finite subset L id H of A, 

II Z - Z *«ll < 2S‘ 
a gA aeL 

The first two assertions follow at once from the definition and from 
(5.3.1). Then, for any finite subset L z> H, we can write L = HuK with 
H n K = 0, hence || ]T xa — ]T xa\\ < e; from the definition of the sum 

aeL a eH 

£ xa it follows (after ordering A by an arbitrary bijection of N onto A) 

that II E - E < e> hence li E x« - E < 2e- 
aeA a gH ogA aeL 

(5.3.5) Let (xa)aeA be an absolutely summable family of elements of a Banach 
space E. Then, for every subset B of A, the family COaeB is absolutely summable, 

and E ll*« II < E Hxall * 
a gB a g A 

If B is finite, the result immediately follows from the definition. If B 

is infinite, then Z IIXJ < E llxJ for each finite subset J of B> and the 
a g J a g A 

result follows from (5.3.4). 

(5.3.6) Let (xa)aeA be an absolutely summable family of elements of a Banach 
space E. Let (B„) be an infinite sequence of nonempty subsets of A, such that 

A = (J B„, and Bp n B, = 0 for p*q \ then, z„ = E *«. the series (z„) 
n ae B„ 

oo 

is absolutely convergent, and Ez»= Ex« (“associativity” of absolutely 

convergent series). n=0 *eA 

Given any e > 0 and any integer n, there exists, by (5.3.2), for each 

k < n, a finite subset Jfc of B* such that ||zj < Z HX«H + £/(n + l)l if 
a g Jjc 

J = U we have therefore Z llzJ ^ E Hx«ll + 6 < E llxJ + £> (3-34) 
k=0 k=0 ocgJ aeA 

then proves that the series (z„) is absolutely convergent. Moreover, let 
H be a finite subset of A such that, for any finite subset K of A such 
that H n K = 0, Z ll*J < e> whence, for any finite subset L of A contain¬ 

ing H, || E*. - Z>J < 2e (see (5-3-4))- Let "o be the largest integer such 
agA aeL 
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that H n B„0 # 0, and let n be an arbitrary integer > n0. For each k^n, 
let J* be a finite subset of B* containing HnBt, and such that for any finite 
subset L* of Bk containing J*, we have \\zk- ^ e/(n + 1) (5.3.4). 

aeLfc 
n 

Then, if L = (J L*, 
k = 0 

we have Z zk - E 
k=0 aeL 

« II 

^ e, and as L =) H, it follows 

from the definition of H that Ez*~ E*« 
k-0 aeA 

< 3e, which ends the proof. 

There is a similar (and easier) result when A is decomposed in a finite 
number of subsets B* (1 =s$ k < n); moreover, in that case, there is a converse 
to (5.3.6), namely, if each of the families is absolutely summable, 
so is (xx)aeA; the proof follows, by induction on n, from the criterion (5.3.4). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let (dn) be a sequence of real numbers dn ^ 0, such that the series (d„) is not convergent 
n 

(i.e., lim 52 “ +oo). What can be said of the convergence of the following series: 
n-oo k = 0 

dn dn dn d„ ^ 

14 dn* 1 4- ndn 9 14- n2dn 9 14-d2 ' 

2. Let (un) be a convergent series of real numbers, which is not absolutely convergent, and 
00 

let s = un. For each number s' ^ sf show that there exists a bijection cr of N onto itself 
n = 0 

oo 
such that a(n) = n for all n such that un ^ 0, and that 52 ua{n) = s'. (Show by induction 

n — Q 

that for each n there is a bijection a» of N onto itself such that on(k) = k for all k such 

that uk $5 0 and that, if u[n) = uffnik), there is an index pn having the property that, for 

k>pn 

s' — "Z uin) 
{ = 0 

< 1 In; 

furthermore, crn+1 is such that on+i(k) = crn(k) for all k such that on(k) < pn and all k 

such that uk — 1 /«.) 
3. Show that for every finite family (x£)£eI of points of the product space R" (with the 

norm ||x|| = sup |£*| for x = (£*)i <*<„), one has 52 ll*t II < 2n • sup ||52*ill (consider 
(el icl lei 

first the case n — 1). 

4. In a normed space E, a series (x„) is said to be commutatively convergent if, for every 

bijection a of N onto itself, the series (xa(n)) is convergent. 

(a) In order that a convergent series (xn) be commutatively convergent, it is necessary 

and sufficient that for every e > 0, there exist a finite subset J of N such that, for any 

subset H of N for which JnH=0, II52 JtJI < e. When that condition is satisfied, the 
n € H 

oo 

sum 52 x<nn) is independent of cr. (To prove the last assertion, and the sufficiency of the 
ii=0 
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condition, proceed as in (5.3.3). To show that the condition is necessary, use contradic¬ 

tion : there would exist an a > 0 and an infinity of finite subsets Hk (k = 1,2,...) of N, 

no two of which have common points, and such that || £ xj 5* a for each k; starting 
neHfc 

from the existence of these subsets, define a for which the series (jca(n)) is not conver¬ 
gent.) 

(b) Suppose the series (x„) is such that, for any strictly increasing sequence (nk) of 

integers, the series (x„k) is convergent. Show that the series (xn) is commutatively con¬ 

vergent (use the same argument as in (a)). Prove the converse when E is complete 
(use the criterion proved in (a)). 

(c) If E = R", show that any commutatively convergent series in E is absolutely con¬ 
vergent (use Problem 3 and the criterion of (a)). 

(d) Extend the associativity property (5.3.6) to commutatively convergent series. 

5. Let E be the real vector space consisting of all infinite sequences x = (£„)„%0 of real 

numbers, such that lim = 0. For any x e E, let ||x|| = sup |£„|. 
n-+ oo n 

(a) Show that ||x|| is a norm on E, and that E, with that norm, is a Banach space (the 

“ space (c0) ” of Banach). 

(b) Let em be the sequence (8mn)nzo, with 8mn = 0 if m ^ n,Smm = 1. Show that for every 
00 

point x — (£„) e E, the series is commutatively convergent in E, and that its 
n = 0 

sum is jc; give examples in which the series is not absolutely convergent. 

6. (a) Let (s„) an increasing sequence of numbers >0 which tends to + oo. Show that the 

series of general term (sn — has an infinite sum. For each number p > 0, show 

that the series of general term (s„ — sn-i)/snis convergent; compare to the series of 

general term 

_1_J_ 

sft 

oo 

(b) Let (un)n2o be a sequence of numbers ^0 such that uQ > 0, and let sn = Ytuk 
k~0 

for each n ^ 0. Show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the series of general 

term un to be convergent is that the series of general term un/sn be convergent (use (a)). 

7. Let (un) be a convergent series of numbers 5*0. Show that there exists an increasing 

sequence (c„) of numbers >0, such that lim cn = +oo, and that the series (c„u„) is 
n-*co 

convergent. 

8. Let (un) be a convergent series of numbers ^ 0. Show that 

Ui + 2n2 -f- * * * +• nun 
hm-- 0 
n-*oo n 

and 

« ui+lu2 +-h nun « 
E -. , -= Hun 

n = 1 n(n -f- 1) n*» 1 

/ . 1 1 1 \ I wnte —-— --- . 
\ «(«+!) n n + \) 
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4. SUBSPACES AND FINITE PRODUCTS OF NORMED SPACES 

Let E be a normed space, F a vector subspace of E (i.e. a subset such 
that x e F and ye F imply ax + Py e F for any pair of scalars a, /?); the 
restriction to F of the norm of E is clearly a norm on F, which defines on 
F the distance and topology induced by those of E. When talking of a 
“ subspace ” of E, we will in general mean a vector subspace with the induced 
norm. If E is a Banach space, any closed subspace F of E is a Banach space 
by (3.14.5); conversely, if a subspace F of a normed space E is a Banach 
space, F is closed in E by (3.14.4). 

(5.4.1) If F is a vector subspace of a normed space E, its closure F in E is a 
vector subspace. 

By assumption, the mapping (x, y) -> x + y of E x E into E maps F x F 

into F, hence maps F x F into F, by (3.11.4); as F xF = F x F by (3.20.3), 
the relations xeFjef imply x + ye F. Using the continuity of (A, x) -►Ax, 
we similarly show that x e F implies Ax e F for any scalar A. 

We say that a subset A of a normed space E is total if the (finite) linear 
combinations of vectors of A form a dense subspace of E; we say that a 
family (xa) is total if the set of its elements is total. 

Let Ex, E2 be two normed spaces, and consider the product vector 

space E = Ei xE2 (with (xx, x2) + (yl9 y2) = (*i 4* yu xi + J2) and 
A(xu x2) = (Axx, Ax2)). It is immediately verified that the mapping 
(xi, x2) -* sup (UxJ, ||x2II) Is a norm on E, which defines on E the distance 
corresponding to the distances on El5E2, and therefore the topology of 
the product space Ex x E2 as defined in Section 3.20. The “natural” in¬ 
jections xx -* (xu 0), x2 —>(0, x2) are linear isometries of Ex and E2 respect¬ 
ively onto the closed subspaces E'x = Ex x {0}, E2 = {0} x E2 of E (3.20.11), 
and E is the direct sum of its subspaces Ex, E2, which are often identified 
to Ex, E2 respectively. 

Conversely, suppose a normed space E is a direct sum of two vector 
subspaces Fl5 F2; each x e E can be written in a unique way x = pfx) + p2(x), 
with PiCx) e Fx, p2(x) e F2, and pX9 p2 are linear mappings of E into Fx, F2 
respectively (the “projections” of E onto Fx, F2). The “natural” mapping 
(yu ^2) -+yi + y2 is a linear bijection of the product space Fx x F2 onto E, 
which is continuous (by (5.1.5)), but not necessarily bicontinuous (see Section 
6.5, Problem 2). 
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(5.4.2) In order that the mapping (y^y^^yi + y2 be a homeomorphism 
of Fx x F2 onto E, a necessary and sufficient condition is that one of the 
linear mappings pu p2 be continuous. 

Observe that as x = pfx) + p2(x), if one of the mappings PuP2 is con¬ 
tinuous, so is the other. The mapping * -* (Pi(x), P2(x)) of E onto Fx x F2 
being the inverse mapping to (yl9 y2) *-► yx + y2, the conclusion follows 
from (3.20.4). 

When the condition of (5.4.2) is satisfied, E is called the topological 
direct sum of F1? F2; a subspace F of E such that there exists another sub¬ 
space G for which E is the topological direct sum of F and G is called a 
topological direct summand of E, and any subspace G having the preceding 
property is called a topological supplement to F. Any topological direct 
summand is necessarily closed (by (3.20.11)), but there may exist closed 
subspaces which are not topological direct summands (although any sub¬ 
space always has an algebraic supplement in E); for examples of such spaces 
see Bourbaki [6], Chapter IV, p. 119, Exercise 5c, and p. 122, Exercise 17b. 

The definitions and results relative to the product of two normed spaces 
are immediately extended to the product of a finite number n of normed 
spaces (by induction on n). 

5. CONDITION OF CONTINUITY OF A MULTILINEAR MAPPING 

(5.5.1) Let Eu ..., E„ be n normed spaces, F a normed space, u a multilinear 
mapping of Et x • • • x E„ into F. In order that u be continuous, a necessary 
and sufficient condition is the existence of a number a> 0 such that, for any 
(x1>...)x„)eE1xE2X”-x E„, 

IK*!, x2,..., xJII « a • || xj -1| x21| - - ll*J- 

We write the proof for n = 2. 
1. Sufficiency. To prove u is continuous at any point (cl9 c2), 

we write u(xl9 x2) — u(cl9 c2) = u(xt — cl9 x2) + u{cu x2 — c2), hence 

\\u(*u x2) - u(cu C2)\\ < 0(11*1 - ClII • ||*2II + Ikill - 11*2 - C2||). For any 5 

such that 0 < S < 1, suppose — cx\\ < 8, \\x2 — c2\\ < <5, hence 

11*2 II < ||c2 II + 1. We therefore have 

||w(*i, x2) - u(cu c2)|| < tfdlcj + \\c2\\ + 1)8, 

which is arbitrarily small with 8. 
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2. Necessity. If u is continuous at the point (0, 0), there exists a ball B: 
sup (HxJ, ||x2 H) < r in x E2 such that the relation (xl5 x2) e B implies 
||w(xl9 x2)|| ^1. Let now (xu x2) be arbitrary; suppose first xl # 0, x2 # 0; 
then if zx = rxJUxJ, z2 = rx2/||x2||, we have HzJ = ||z2|| = r, and there¬ 
fore \\u(zu z2)\\ < 1. But u(zu z2) = r2u(xu x2)l\\x1\\ * ||x2||, and therefore 
|\u(xu x2)\\ < a * \\xt\\ * 1|jc2|| with a = 1/r2. If xl = 0 or x2 = 0, u(xl5 x2) = 0, 
hence the preceding inequality still holds. 

(5.5.2) Let u be a continuous linear mapping of a Banach space E into a 
Banach space F. If (xn) is a convergent (resp. absolutely convergent) series in 
E, (w(x„)) is a convergent (resp. absolutely convergent) series in F, and 

E “W = «(E x„). 
n n 

The convergence of the series (w(xn)) and the relation £ u(xn) = wQ] xn) 
n n 

follow at once from the definition of a continuous linear mapping (see 
(3.13.4)). From (5.5.1) it follows that there is a constant a> 0 such that 
|| w(xn) || < a • ||xj for every n, hence the series (u(xn)) is absolutely convergent 
by (5.3.1) if the series (xn) is absolutely convergent. 

(5.5.3) Let E, F, G be three Banach spaces, u a continuous bilinear mapping 
of E x F into G. If(xn) is an absolutely convergent series in E, (y„) an absolutely 
convergent series in F, then the family (;u(xm,yn)) is absolutely summable and 

E U(Xm, yn) = «(E E J'nJ- 
m, n \ n n I 

Using the criterion (5.3.4), we have to prove that for any p, the sums 

E II u(xm > A) II are bounded. But from (5.5.1), there is an a > 0 such that 
m^p, n^p 

ll«(^m>>'n)ll < a|l*mll • IW, hence 

E JOII <a E lly.ll = «(Eoll^ll)(EolbJl) 

which is bounded, due to the assumptions on (pc„) and (y„). Moreover from 
(5.3.6) and (5.5.2) it follows that, if s = E x„, s' = E y* > 

'Lu(x»»y») = 
m, n 

CO / OO \ O0 

E I E u(xm,yn)\ = E u{xm, 
m = 0 \n=0 ) m = 0 

s') = u(s, s'). 
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(5.5.4) Let Ebea normed space, F a Banach space, G a dense subspace of E, 
a continuous linear mapping of G into F. Then there is a unique continuous 

linear mapping J of E into F which is an extension off 

From (5.5.1) it follows that / is uniformly continuous in G, since 

ll/O) -/O')II= ll/(*-J;)ll <0-11*-y\\; hence by (3.15.6) there is a 
unique continuous extension / of / to E. The fact that / is linear follows 
from (5.1.5) and the principle of extension of identities (3.15.2). 

PROBLEMS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Let u be a mapping of a normed space E into a normed space F such that u(x + y) = 

u(x) + u(y) for any pair of points x, y of E and that u is bounded in the ball B(0; 1) in E; 

show that u is linear and continuous. (Observe that u(rx) = ru{x) for rational r, and 

that for y e B(0; 1), ■ u(x) 
1 
-IIhGOII for every integer « > 1; conclude 

that «(Ax) = A«(x) for every real A, by taking y = n(r — X)x, where r is rational.) 

Let E, F be two normed spaces, u a linear mapping of E into F. Show that if for every 

sequence (xn) in E such that lim x„ — 0, the sequence (u(x„)) is bounded in F, then u 
n-+oo 

is continuous. (Give an indirect proof.) 

(a) Let a9 b be two points of a normed space E. Let Bx be the set of all x e E such that 

||jc — <21| = ||x — b\\ — \\a — b||/2; for n> 1, let B„ be the set of xeB„_i such that 

||x — y || ^ 8(B„_i)/2 for all y e B„_i (8(A) being the diameter of a set A). Show that 

8(B„) 8(B„_i)/2, and that the intersection of all the B„ is reduced to (a + 6)/2. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if/is an isometry of a real normed space E onto a real normed 

space F, then /(x) = u(x) + c, where u is a linear isometry, and ce F. 
Let us call rectangle in N x N a product of two intervals of N; for any finite subset H of 

N x N, let \fj(H) be the smallest number of rectangles whose union is H. Let (H„) be an 

increasing sequence of finite subsets of N x N, whose union is N x N and such that the 

sequence (^(H„)) is bounded. Let E, F, G be three normed spaces, (x„) (resp. (yn)) a 

convergent series in E (resp. F),/a continuous bilinear mapping of E x F into G.Show 

that 

(*) lim 
n-+ oo 

E /(w*W 
(.h,k) e H„ 

5. Let (H„) be an increasing sequence of finite subsets of N x N, whose union is N x N; for 

each j g N and each ne N, let <p(j,«) be the smallest number of intervals of N whose union 

is the set H" l(j) of all integers i such that (/,7)<=H„. Suppose <p(j, n) is bounded in N x N. 

Let (xn) be a convergent series in a normed space E, (y„) an absolutely convergent series 

in a normed space F, u a continuous bilinear mapping of E x F into a normed space G. 

Show that formula (*) of Problem 4 still holds (use (5.5.1), and remark that the sums 

2 are bounded in E for all;, n) (cf. Section 12.16, Problem 12). 

6. Let E, F be two real normed spaces. A mapping/of E into F is said to be linear in a 

neighborhood of 0 if there exists a 8 > 0 such that: (1) the relations ||x|| ^ 8, ||x'|| ^ 8, 

||* -{- jCW ^8 in E imply /(* + *0 =/(*) +/(*'); (2) the relations ||*|| ^ 8, ||A*|| ^ 8 

in E (with A e R) imply /(Ax) = A/(x). 
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(a) Show that if / satisfies condition (1) and is continuous at the point 0, it is con¬ 

tinuous in a neighborhood of 0 and is linear in a neighborhood of 0 (cf. Problem 1). 

(b) Let g be a mapping of E into F; in order that g be continuous at the point 0 and 

linear in a neighborhood of 0, a necessary and sufficient condition is that for any 

convergent series (jc„) in E, the partial sums of the series (g(xn) be bounded in F. 

(To prove sufficiency, first observe that one must have #(0) = 0; if, for every n, there 

exist three elements u„,vn)wn of E such that l|w„ll < 2~", \\vn\\ < 2~n, ||wn||<2"n, 

un + vn + w„ = 0 and g(un) + g(v„) + g(wn) # 0, form a series (*„) violating the assump¬ 
tion. If there are no such sequences un,vtt) wn,g verifies condition (1); show that it is 

necessarily continuous at 0.) 

6. EQUIVALENT NORMS 

Let E be a vector space (over the real or the complex field), \\x\h and 
||x|| 2 two norms on E; we say that \\x\\t is finer than ||x||2 if the topology 
defined by \\x\\t is finer than the topology defined by ||x||2 (see Section 3.12); 
if we note Ex (resp. E2) the normed space determined by \\x\\t (resp. ||x||2), 
this means that the identity mapping x x of Ex into E2 is continuous, 
hence, by (5.5.1), that condition is equivalent to the existence of a number 
a>0 such that ||x||2 ^ a • ||x|| i. We say that the two norms llxl^, ||x||2 
are equivalent if they define the same topology on E. The preceding remark 
yields at once: 

(5.6.1) In order that the two norms ||x|| u ||x|| 2 on a vector space E be equivalent 
a necessary and sufficient condition is that there exist two constants a > 0, 
b >0, such that 

alMli < W2<*Wi 
for any x e E. 

The corresponding distances are then uniformly equivalent (Section 3.14). 
For instance, on the product Ex x E2 of two normed spaces, the norms 

supdlxjjxj), IM + 11*21|, (11*1 II2 + ll*2ll2)1/2 are equivalent. On the 
space E = ^r(I), the norm ||/‘||1 defined in (5.1.4) is not equivalent to the 
norm H/H^ = sup|/(f)| (see Section 5.1, Problem 1). 

tel 

7. SPACES OF CONTINUOUS MULTILINEAR MAPPINGS 

Let E, F, be two normed spaces; the set (E; F) of all continuous 
linear mappings of E into F is a vector space, as follows from (5.1.5), (3.20.4), 
and (3.11.5). 
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For each u e S£ (E; F), let \\u\\ be the g.l.b. of all constants a > 0 which 
satisfy the relation ||u(x)|| ^ a • ||x|| (see (5.5.1)) for all x. We can also write 

(5.7.1) ||u|| = sup ||u(x)||. 
11*11 «i 

For by definition, for each a > ||u||, and \\x\\ ^ 1, ||w(x)|| hence 
sup ||u(x)|| \\u\\; this already proves (5.7.1) for ||w|| = 0. If ||u||>0, 

11*11 
for any b such that 0 < b < ||w||, there is an x e E such that ||w(x)|| > £||x||; 
this implies x ^ 0, hence if z = x/||x||, we still have ||w(z)|| > b • ||z|| = b, 
and as ||z|| = 1, this proves that b ^ sup ||w(x)||, hence ||u|| < sup ||u(x)||, 

Ikll^i ll*il<i 

and (5.7.1) is proved. The same argument also shows that if E ^ {0} 

(5.7.2) ||u|| = sup ||u(z)||. 
Ik ll = i 

We now show that ||w|| is a norm on the vector space (E; F). For if 
u = 0, then ||u|| =0 by (5.7.1), and conversely if \\u\\ = 0, then u(x) = 0 for 
||x|| ^ 1, hence, for any x ^ 0 in E, u(x) = ||x||w(x/||x||) = 0. It also 
follows from (5.7.1) that \\Xu\\ = \X\ • ||u||; finally, if w = uJrv, we have 
||w(x)|| < ||u(x)|| + ||i?(x)||, hence ||w|| ^ \\u\\ + H from (5.7.1). 

(5.7.3) If F is complete, so is the normed space ££ (E; F). 

For let (un) be a Cauchy sequence in i£ (E; F); for any e > 0, there is 
therefore an n0 such that \\um — un\\ ^ e for m^n0, n^n0. By (5.7.1), 
for any x such that ||x|| ^ 1, we therefore have ||um(x) — un(x)|| ^ s for 

n0, n ^ n0; this shows that the sequence (w„(x)) is a Cauchy sequence 
in F, hence converges to an element t;(x) e F. This is also true for any x e E, 
since we can write x — Xz with ||z|| < 1, hence un(x) = Xun(z) tends to a 
limit u(x) = Xv{z). From the relation un(x + y) = un(x) + un(y) and from 
(5.1.5) it follows that v(x + y) = v{x) + v(y), and one shows similarly that 
v(Xx) = Xv(x), in other words v in linear. Finally, from ||ww(x) — w„(x)|| ^ e 
for m^n0, n^n0, we deduce \\v(x) — un(x)|| ^ e for ||x|| <1, hence 
\\v(x)\\ < IIwj + e, which proves (by (5.5.1)) that v is continuous, hence in 
S£(E; F); furthermore \\v — un\\ ^ e for n ^ n0 (by (5.7.1)), which proves 
the sequence (un) converges to v. 

From the definition it follows that, for every x e E and every u e ££ (E; F), 

(5.7.4) ||w(x)||<||m|| • ||x|| 

which proves that the bilinear mapping (x, w) -> u(x) of E x S£ (E; F) into 
F is continuous (by (5.5.1)). 
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The definition of the norm in if (E; F) depends on the norms in E and 
in F; but it is readily seen that, when the norms in E and F are replaced 
by equivalent norms (Section 5.6) the new norm in if(E; F) is equivalent 

to the old one. 

(5.7.5) Let u be a continuous linear mapping of a normed space E into a 
normed space F, and v a continuous linear mapping of F into a normed space G. 
Then \\v ° u\\ ^ \\v\\ • ||w||. 

For if ||*|| < 1, then by (5.7.4) |/(M»)|| ^ Ml *K*)II < Ml • Ml, 
and the result follows from (5.7.1). 

(5.7.6) If F is a real (resp. complex) normed space, the mapping which to 
each aeF associates the element 6a: £ of if(R; F) (resp. if(C; F)) is 
a linear isometry of F onto if(R; F) (resp. if (C; F)). 

The mapping a-*9a is obviously linear; it is surjective, for every linear 
mapping/of R (resp. C) into F is such that /(£) =/({ • 1) = £/(l) = £a with 
a = /(1). Finally ||0J = sup ||<MI — || a || by axiom (III) of Section 5.1. 

Let now E1?..., E„, Fbe« + 1 normed spaces, and define if (El9..., E„;F) 
as the vector space of all continuous multilinear mappings of Ej x ••• x En 
into F. Then for w e if (El5..., E„; F), the same argument as above shows 
that the g.l.b. ||w|| of all constants a > 0 such that 

\\u(xu OH <a||x1|| ••• ||xj 
is also given by 

(5.7.7) Ml = sup ||m(x„ ...,x„)||. 

We also see that \\u\\ is a norm on if (El5..., E„; F); but in fact these vector 
spaces can be reduced to spaces if (X; Y): 

(5.7.8) For each w e if (E, F; G) and each x e E, let ux be the linear mapping 
y -> u(x, y). Then u: x-*ux is a linear continuous mapping of E into if (F; G), 
and the mapping u-*uisa linear isometry of if (E, F; G) onto if (E; if (F; G)). 

We have ||2/x()/)|| = \\u(x,y)\\ < ||u|| • ||x|| * ||jp||, hence ux is continuous 
by (5.5.1); moreover ||wj = sup ||u{x, y)\\9 hence (2.3.7) 

llyll^i 

sup ||mJ = sup \\u(x, y)|| = ||u|| 
11*11^1 11*11^1, ||y||<l 
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which proves that x->ux (which is obviously linear) is continuous, and 
u u is an isometry of (E, F; G) into i£ (E; ££ (F; G)). Finally u u is 
surjective, for if veJ£(E; <^(F; G)), then u: (x, y) -> (v(x))(y) is obviously 

bilinear, and as ||(u(x))(y)|| M*)ll 4 Ml <1MI ■ IMI • ||y|| by (5.7.4), u is 
continuous, and v(x) = ux, which ends the proof. 

By induction on n, it follows that E2, ..., Ew; F) can be naturally 
identified (with conservation of the norm) to 

&(Ei; S£ (E2; ..., if (Ew; F)) ...). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be the space (c0) of Banach, defined in Section 5.3, Problem 5; we keep the nota¬ 

tions of that problem. Let u be a continuous linear mapping of E into R; if u{en) = r)„, 

show that the series ^jrj„ is absolutely convergent, and that, in the Banach space E' = 
oo n 

J$?(E; R), ||£/|| = X \Vn\ (apply (5.5.1) for suitable values of x e E). Conversely, for any 
n = 0 

absolutely convergent series (rjn) of real numbers, there is one and only one continuous 
oo 

linear mapping u of E into R such that u(en) = r)n for every n; and if x = £„en e E, 
oo n = 0 

then w(x) = (the sPace E', with the norm defined above, is the “space Z1 ” of 
n = 0 

Banach). 

(b) As a vector space (without a norm) E' can be considered as a subspace of E; show 

that the norm on E' is strictly finer (Section 5.6) than the restriction to E' of the norm 

of E. 
(c) Show that the space E" = 3?(Ef\ R) of the continuous linear mappings of E' into R 

can be identified with the space of all bounded sequences x = (£„) of real numbers, with 

norm ||x|| = sup |£n| (“space /°° ” of Banach; use the same method as in (a)). E can be 
n 

considered as a closed subspace of E". 

(d) In the space E', let P be the subset of all absolutely convergent series u = (rjn) 

with terms r)n>0; any element of E' can be written u — u, where both u and v are in P; 

yet show that the interior of the set P is empty. 

2. (a) Let E be the space (c0) of Banach, and let U be a continuous linear mapping of E 
00 

into itself. With the notations of Problem 1, let U(en)— £ ccmnem ; show that: (1) 
mss 0 

oo oo 

lim ocmn = 0; (2) the series |a,„„| is convergent for every m; (3) sup X! |a«n| is finite. 
co n »0 m n= 0 

(Same method as in Problem 1 (a).) Prove the converse, and show that the Banach space 

^(E; E) can be identified with the space of double sequences U = (amn) satisfying the 
00 

preceding conditions, with the norm ||£/|| = sup £ |ocm„|. 
m n = 0 

(b) Let E" be the space ll of Banach (Problem 1). Show similarly that the Banach 

space &(E'; E') can be identified with the space of double sequences U = (am„) such 
00 oo 

that: (1) the series £ |awln| is convergent for every n; (2) sup ]►] |amn| is finite; the 
mss 0 n rn = 0 

oo 

norm is then equal to ||C/|| = sup £ |amn|. 
n mss o 
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3. Let E # {0} be a normed space; show that there cannot exist two continuous 

linear mappings u, v of E into itself such that u°v — v°u= 1E. (Prove that 

this would imply u o vn+1 — vn + 1 o u = (« + l)vn, and therefore the inequality 

(/z+ l)l|on|! ^ 2\\u\\ • \\v\\ • ||u"||, which leads to vn = 0 as soon as n is large enough, 

hence v = 0, which is a contradiction.) 

8. CLOSED HYPERPLANES AND CONTINUOUS LINEAR FORMS 

We recall that a linear form on a real (resp. complex) vector space E 
is a linear mapping / of E into R (resp. C); its kernel H =/“1(0) is then 
a vector subspace such that for any a$ H, E is the algebraic direct sum 
of H and Ra (resp. Ca). A subspace having this last property is called a 
hyperplane; if H is a hyperplane, a$ H, and if for any xeE we write 
x —f{x)a + y with f(x) a scalar and ye H, then / is a linear form and 
H =/~1(0). The relation /(x) = 0 is called an equation of H; if /x is another 
linear form such that H=/1”1(0), then /i = of (a scalar). We also recall 
that a hyperplane is maximal: any vector subspace of E containing a hyper- 
plane H is either H or E itself. 

(5.8.1) In a real (resp. complex) normed space E, fef H be a hyperplane 

of equation f(x) = 0. In order that H be closed in E, a necessary and sufficient 

condition is that f be continuous. For any b e H, E is then the topological 

direct sum (see Section 5.4) of H and of the one-dimensional subspace D = R6 
(resp. D = Cb). 

It is clear that if / is continuous, H=/_1(0) is closed (see (3.15.1)). 
To prove the converse, let a$ H be such that f(a) = 1. As H is closed, 
so is a + H (by (5.1.5)), and as 0 £ a + H, there is a ball V: \\x\\ < r which 
does not meet a + H; therefore xeV implies f(x) # 1. We prove xeV 

implies |/(x)| ^ 1. Suppose the contrary, and let a = /(x), with |a| > 1; 
then ||x/a|| = (l/|a|)||x|| < r, and f(x/ot) = 1, which contradicts the definition 
of V. By homogeneity and (5.5.1) it follows that / is continuous. If b $ H, 
we have x = g(x)b H- y with ye H for each x e E, and #(x) = 0 is another 
equation of H; hence g is continuous, and the mapping x g(x)b of E into 
D = Rb (resp. Cb) is therefore continuous, which proves the last part of 
(5.8.1) by (5.4.2). 

(5.8.2) In a normed space E, a hyperplane H is either closed or dense. 

For H is a vector subspace (by (5.4.1)) which can only be E or H. 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be the (noncomplete) subspace of the space (c0) of Banach, consisting of the 

sequences x = (£„) of real numbers, having only a finite number of terms different from 
00 

0. For any sequence (ocn) of real numbers, the mapping x u(x) = 52 a„ £n is a linear 
n = 0 

form on E, and all linear forms on E are obtained in that way; which of them are 
continuous (see (5.5.4) and Problem 1 of Section 5.7) ? 

2. (a) In a real normed space E, let H be the closed hyperplane of equation u(x) = 0, 

where u is a continuous linear form. Show that for any point «gE, the distance 

(b) In the space (c0) of Banach, let H be the closed hyperplane of equation u(x) = 
00 

52 2~n£„ — 0; if a $ H, show that there is no point be H such that dig, H) = d(a, b). 
n = 0 

3. In a real vector space E, the linear varieties of codimension 1 (Section 5.1, Problem 5) 

are again called hyperplanes; they are the sets defined by an equation of the type u(x) = a, 

where u is a linear form, a any real number; the hyperplanes considered in the text are 

those which contain 0, and are also called homogeneous hyperplanes; any hyperplane 

defined by an equation u(x) = a is said to be parallel to the homogeneous hyperplane 

defined by u(x) — 0. If A is a nonempty subset of E, a hyperplane of support of A is a 

hyperplane H defined by an equation u(x) = a, such that u(x) — a ^ 0 for all x e A, or 

w(x) — a ^ 0 for all x e A, and w(x0) = oc for at least one point x0 e A. 

(a) In a real normed space E, a hyperplane of support of a set containing an interior 
point is closed (see (5.8.2)). 

(b) Let A be a compact subset of a real normed space E; show that for any homoge¬ 

neous closed hyperplane H0 defined by the equation u(x) = 0, there are two hyperplanes 

of support of A which are defined by equations of the form u(x) — a, and may eventually 

coincide; their distance is at most equal to the diameter of A. 

(c) In the space (c0) of Banach, consider the continuous linear form x-+u(x) = 
00 

52 2~n£n; show that the closed ball B'(0; 1) has no hyperplane of support having an 
n = 0 

equation of the form u(x) = a (cf. Problem 2(b)). 

9. FINITE DIMENSIONAL NORMED SPACES 

(5.9.1) Let E be an n-dimensional real (resp. complex) normed vector space; 
if (ax,..., an) is a basis ofE, the mapping 

(£l, •••,£»!)-► + ‘ * * + %nan 

of R" (resp. C”) onto E is bicontinuous. 

We use induction on n, and prove first the result for n = 1. We know 
by (5.1.5) that £, -* £ax is continuous; as ax # 0 and \\£ax\\ = HaJ • |^|, 
we have |^| < (l/||^ill) * ll^ill, which proves the continuity of 
by (5.5.1). 
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Suppose the theorem is proved for n — 1, and let H be the hyperplane 
in E generated by au ..., an_t; the inductive assumption implies that the 
norm on H (induced by that of E) is equivalent to the norm sup |f£|; 

1<£^n-1 

hence H is complete (for both norms) and therefore closed in E (by (3.14.4)). 
It follows from (5.8.1) that the mapping (Ztat + • •• + £nan) -» £n is contin¬ 
uous, and this, together with the inductive assumption, ends the proof 
(by (3.20.4) and (5.4.2)). 

(5.9.2) In a normed space E, let V be a closed subspace, W a finite dimensional 

subspace; then V -I-W is closed in E. In particular, any finite dimensional 

subspace is closed in E. 

We can use induction on the dimension n of W, and therefore reduce 
the proof to the case n — 1. Let W = Ra (resp. W = Ca); if aeV, 
V + W = V and there is nothing to prove. If not, we can write any x e V -f W 
in the form x = f(x)a + y with y e V, and as V is a closed hyperplane in 
V + W, / is continuous in V + W, by (5.8.1). Let (xM) be a sequence of 
points of V +W tending to a cluster point b of V + W (see (3.13.13)); 
write xn = f(xn)a 4- yn. By (5.5.1), the sequence (f(xn)) is a Cauchy sequence 
in R (resp. C), hence tends to a limit 2; therefore yn = xn — f(x„)a tends to 
b — Xa\ but as V is closed, the limit of (yn) is in V, hence b eV + W. Q.E.D. 
(See Section 6.5, Problem 2.) 

(5.9.3) In a normed space E, let V be a closed subspace of finite codimension 

(i.e. having a finite dimensional algebraic supplement); then any algebraic 

supplement ofV is also a topological supplement. 

Let W be an algebraic supplement of V in E; we use induction on the 
dimension n of W, the result having been proved for n = 1 in (5.8.1). We can 
write W = D + U where D is one-dimensional and U is (n — l)-dimensional 
(direct sum); by (5.9.2), Y + D is closed in E, hence U is a topological 
supplement to Y + D by the inductive assumption. In other words, E is 
naturally homeomorphic to (V + D) x U; by (5.8.1), Y + D is naturally 
homeomorphic to V x D, hence E is naturally homeomorphic to Y x D x U. 
Finally, as D x U is naturally homeomorphic to W, E is naturally homeo¬ 
morphic to V x W. Q.E.D. 

(5.9.4) (F. Riesz’s theorem) A locally compact normed space E is finite 

dimensional. 
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Replacing the norm by an equivalent one, we may suppose the ball B: 
||x|| ^1 is compact. Therefore (3.16.1) there exists a finite sequence of 
points a{ (1 ^ i < ri) such that B is contained in the union of the balls of 
center at and radius 1 /2. Let V be the finite dimensional subspace generated by 
the We prove by contradiction that Y = E. Suppose indeed there is an 
xeE which is not in V. As V is closed (by (5.9.2)) d(x, Y) = a > 0; by 
definition of d(x, V), there is in V a point y such that a ^ \\x — y || ^ f a. Let 
z = (x — y)/\\x — y\\; we have ||z|| = 1, hence there is an index i such that 
||z - at || ^ 1/2. Let us write 

x=y+ \\x-y\\z = y+ ||x-j;||a,-+ \\x - y\\(z - at) 

and note that y 4- \\x — e V. By definition of d(x, Y), we have therefore 
\\x — y|| * ||z — di\| ^ a, hence \\x — y\\ ^ 2a, which contradicts the choice of 
y9 since a ^ 0. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that if E is a finite dimensional normed space, every linear mapping of E into a 

normed space F is continuous (use (5.9.1) and (5.1.5)). 

2. We recall that a vector basis of a vector space E is a family (^)a 6l such that any element 

of E can be written in a unique way as a linear combination of a finite number of ak ; 

this implies in particular that the ax are linearly independent. 

(a) Let (an) be a sequence of linearly independent elements in a Banach space E. Define 

inductively a sequence (jUw) of real numbers >0 in the following way: if dn is the distance 

of the point ybnan to the subspace V„_i generated by al9 (note that dn>0 
00 

by (5.9.2)), take ju„+i such that \ixn+i\' lk,+ill =S d„l3. Show that the series X ja„a„ 
n = 1 

is absolutely convergent, and that its sum x does not belong to any of the subspaces V„. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that a Banach space of infinite dimension cannot have a denu¬ 

merable vector basis. 
3. Show that a normed space in which there is a sphere which is compact is finite dimen¬ 

sional. (Observe that the set of points in a normed space E such that a ^ \\x\\ ^ b (with 

a > 0) is homeomorphic to the product space of the interval [a, b] and of the sphere 

S: \\x\\ — 1; use then Riesz’s theorem (5.9.4).) 
4. Let E be a real normed space of finite dimension w, and let A be a compact subset of E. 

With the notations of Section 3.16, Problem 4, show that there exists a constant a > 0 

such that NC(A) ^ a • (l/e)n; if in addition A has an interior point, show that 

there exists a constant h> 0 such that M2e(A) S* b • (1/e)"; in that case, one has 

He(A)~Ce(A)~/ilogl/s. 
5. Let E be a real normed space of infinite dimension, and let (En) be a strictly increasing 

sequence of vector subspaces of E of finite dimension. Show that there exists a sequence 

(xn) of points of E such that xn e E„, ||xj| = 1 and d(xn, E„_i) == 1. Let cp be a function 

>0 defined for 1, strictly decreasing and such that lim (cpt) — 0, and let z„ = 
t~* + oo 

2(p(n)x„. If K is the compact subset of E consisting of 0 and the zn, show that 

Me(K) S* 0(e), where 0 is the inverse function of 9 (defined in a neighborhood of 0); 

M6(K) can thus increase arbitrarily fast when 1/e tend to +00. 
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10. SEPARABLE NORMED SPACES 

(5.10.1) If in a normed space E there exists a total sequence (Section 5.4), E is 

separable. Conversely, in a separable normed space E, there exists a total 

sequence consisting of linearly independent vectors. 

Suppose (ian) is a total sequence, and let D be the set of all (finite) linear 
combinations rxax + * • • 4- rnan with rational coefficients (when E is a complex 
vector space, by a “rational” scalar we mean a complex number a + //?, 
with both a and (3 rational). D is a denumerable set by (1.9.3) and (1.9.4). 
As by definition the set L of all linear combinations of the an is dense in E, 
all we have to prove is that D is dense in L, and as 

IICMi + • • • + l„a„) - (rjflj + • • • + r„an)|| < £ \X} - ry| • ||cy||, 
j=i 

this follows from (2.2.16). 
Suppose conversely E is separable; we can of course suppose E is infinite 

dimensional (otherwise any basis of E is already a finite total subset). Let 
(an) be an infinite dense sequence of vectors of E. We define by induction a 
subsequence (akn) having the property that it consists of linearly independent 
vectors and that for any m ^ kn, am is a linear combination of akl, ..., akn. 

To do this, we merely take for kt the first index for which an =£ 0, and for 
&n+1 the smallest index m> kn such that am is not in the subspace Vn gener¬ 
ated by akv ...,akn\ such an index exists, otherwise, as Yn is closed by 
(5.9.2), VM would contain the closure E of the set of all the an, contrary to 
assumption. It is then clear that (akr) has the required properties, and is 
obviously by construction a total sequence. 

PROBLEM 

Show that the spaces (c0) and l1 of Banach (Section 5.3, Problem 5, and Section 5.7, 

Problem 1) are separable, but that the space /°° (Section 5.7, Problem 1) is not separable. 

(Show that in/°° there exists a nondenumerable family (xA) of points such that ||xA — || = 1 

for A # /x, using Problem 2(b) of Section 4.2, and (2.2.17).) 



CHAPTER VI 

HILBERT SPACES 

Hilbert spaces constitute at present the most important examples of 
Banach spaces, not only because they are the most natural and closest 
generalization, in the realm of “ infinite dimensions,” of our classical euclidean 
geometry, but chiefly for the fact that they have been, up to now, the most 
useful spaces in the applications to functional analysis. With the exception 
of (6.3.1), all the results easily follow from the definitions and from the 
fundamental Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (6.2.4). 

1. HERMITIAN FORMS 

For any real or complex number 2, we write 1 for its complex conjugate 
(equal to X if X is real). A hermitian form on a real (resp. complex) vector 
space E is a mapping / of E x E into R (resp. C) which has the following 
properties: 

(i) f(x + x', y) =/(*, +f(x', y). 

(ii) fix, y + /) =f(x, y) +f(x, y), 

(in) filx, >0 = Xfix, y). 

(IV) fix, Xy) = lf(x, y). 

(V) fiy, x) = fix, ^). 

(Observe that (II) and (IV) follow from the other identities; (V) implies 
that /(x, x) is real.) When E is a real vector space, conditions (I) to (IV) 
express that / is bilinear and (V) boils down to f(y,x)=f{x,y), which 

115 
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expresses that / is symmetric. For any finite systems (xf), (yf, (at-), (/?;), we 
have 

(6.1.1) /(z ai xi > Z Pj y}j = Z «,■ Pj /(*.- , jj) 

by induction on the number of elements of these systems. 
From (6.1.1) it follows that if E is finite dimensional and (at) is a basis 

of E, / is entirely determined by its values ctu = f(at, af, which are such 
that (by V)) 

(6.1.2) ctji = «ij. 

Indeed we have then, for x = Z ^tat, y = Z rhat 
i i 

(6-1-3) f(x, y) = ’Zau^ifi}- 
i,j 

Conversely, for any system (al7) of real (resp. complex) numbers satisfying 
(6.1.2) , the right hand side of (6.1.3) defines on the real (resp. complex) 
finite dimensional vector space E a hermitian form. 

Example 

(6.1.4) Let D be a relatively compact open set in R2, and let E be the real 
(resp. complex) vector space of all real-valued (resp. complex-valued) bounded 
continuous functions in D, which have bounded continuous first derivatives 
in D. Then the mapping 

(a(x, 
J ' 

y)f(x, y)g(x, y) 

+Hx’y)fj£+c(x-r)f,f)dxdy 
(where a, b, c are continuous, bounded and real-valued in D) is a hermitian 
form on E. 

A pair of vectors x, y of a vector space E is orthogonal with respect to 

a hermitian form f on E if /(x, y) = 0 (it follows from (V) that the relation 
is symmetric in x, y); a vector x which is orthogonal to itself (i.e./(x, x) = 0) 
is isotropic with respect to /. For any subset M of E, the set of vectors y 

which are orthogonal to all vectors x e M is a vector subspace of E, which 
is said to be orthogonal to M (with respect to /). It may happen that there 
exists a vector ^ 0 which is orthogonal to the whole space E, in which 
case we say the form / is degenerate. On a finite dimensional space E, non¬ 
degenerate hermitian forms / defined by (6.1.3) are those for which the 
matrix (al7) is invertible. 



PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let / be a hermitian form on a vector space E. Show that if E is a real vector 

space, then 

4fix, y) =/(* + y,x-t-y)—fix — y,x — y) 

and if E is a complex vector space 

4/(*, y) = /(* +X,-* + y) -fix~y,x~y) + if(x -f iy, x 4~ iy) - if(x —iy,x — iy). 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if fix, x) = 0 for every vector in a subspace M of E, then 

f{x, y) = 0 for any pair of vectors x, j/ of M. 

(c) Give a proof of (b) without using the identities proved in (a). (Write that 
f(x H- Ay, x H- Ay) = 0 for any A.) 

2. Let E be a complex vector space. Show that if/is a mapping of E x E into C satisfying 

conditions (I), (II), (III), (IV), and such that fix ,x) e R for every xeE, then / is a 
hermitian form on E. 

2. POSITIVE HERMITIAN FORMS 

We say a hermitian form / on a vector space E is positive if f(x, x) ^ 0 
for any x e E. For instance, the form <p defined in example (6.1.4) is positive 
if a, b, c are ^0 in D. 

(6.2.1) (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) If f is a positive hermitian form, 
then 

I f(x, y)\2 </(*, X)f(y, y) 

for any pair of vectors x, y in E. 

Write a=f(x, x), b=f(x,y), c =/(y, y) and recall a and c are real 
and ^ 0. Suppose first c # 0 and write that f(x + Ay, x + Xy) ^ 0 for any 
scalar A, which gives a + bl + hX + cXl ^ 0; substituting X = —b\c yields 
the inequality. A similar argument applies when c = 0, a^ 0; finally if 
a = c = 0, the substitution X = — b yields —2bB ^ 0, i.e. 6 = 0. 

(6.2.2) In order that a positive hermitian form f on E be nondegenerate a 

necessary and sufficient condition is that there exist no isotropic vector for f 

other than 0, i.e. that f(x, x) > 0 for any x ^0 in E. 

Indeed, f(x, x) = 0 implies, by Cauchy-Schwarz, that /(x, jy)=0 for 
all ye E. 
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(6.2.3) (Minkowski’s inequality) If f is a positive hermitian form, then 

(f(x + y,x + y))1/2 < (/(x, x))1/2 + (f(y, y))1'2 

for any pair of vectors x, y in E. 

As f(x + y,x + y) =/(x, x) +/(x, >0 +/(x, j) +/(>-, y), the inequality is 
equivalent to 

1®f{x, y) =/(x, y) +/(x, y) < 2(/(x, x)/(y, >’))1/2 

which follows from Cauchy-Schwarz. 

The function x-»(/(x, x))1/2 therefore satisfies the conditions (I), (III), 
and (IV) of (Section 5.1); by (6.2.2), condition (II) of Section 5.1 is equivalent 
to the fact that the form / is nondegenerate. Therefore, when / is a nonde¬ 
generate positive hermitian form (also called a positive definite form), 
(f(x, x))1/2 is a norm on E. A prehilbert space is a vector space E with a given 
nondegenerate positive hermitian form on E; when no confusion arises, that 
form is written (x|y) and its value is called the scalar product of * andy; 
we always consider a prehilbert space E as a normed space, with the norm 
\\x\\ = (x|x)1/2, and of course, such a space is always considered as a metric 
space for the corresponding distance ||x—y||. With these notations, the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is written 

(6.2.4) \(x\y)\ ^ ||*|| • ||y|| 

and this proves, by (5.5.1), that for a real prehilbert space E, (x, y) -» (x |y) 
is a continuous bilinear form on E x E (the argument of (5.5.1) can also be 
applied when E is a complex prehilbert space and proves again the con¬ 
tinuity of (x, y) —> (x | y), although this is not a bilinear form any more). 
We also have, as a particular case of (6.1.1): 

(6.2.5) (Pythagoras’ theorem) In a prehilbert space E, if x, y are orthog¬ 
onal vectors, 

\\x+y\\2 = Ml2 + \\y\\2- 

An isomorphism of a prehilbert space E onto a prehilbert space E' is 
a linear bijection of E onto E' such that (/(x) |/(y)) = (x |y) for any pair 
of vectors x, y of E. It is clear that an isomorphism is a linear isometry 
of E onto E\ 

Let E be a prehilbert space; then, on any vector subspace F of E, the 
restriction of the scalar product is a positive nondegenerate hermitian form; 
unless the contrary is stated, it is always that restriction which is meant when 
F is considered as a prehilbert space. 
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A Hilbert space is a prehilbert space which is complete. Any finite dimen¬ 
sional prehilbert space is a Hilbert space by (5.9.1); other examples of 
Hilbert spaces will be constructed in Section 6.4. 

If in example (6.1.4) we take a > 0, b ^ 0, c ^ 0, it can be shown that 
the prehilbert space thus defined is not complete. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Prove the last statement in the case <2=1, b == c = 0 (see Section 5.1, Problem 1). 

2. (a) Let E be a real normed space such that, for any two points x, y of E, 

ll* + y||2+ \\x — y\\2 = 2(||x||2 4- lly II2). 

Show that f{x, y) = \\x + y\\2— ||x||2 — ||y||2 is a positive nondegenerate hermitian 

form on E. (In order to prove that /(Ax, y) = Af(x, y), use Problem 1 of Section 5.5.) 

(b) Let E be a complex normed space, E0 the underlying real vector space. Suppose 

there exists on E0 a symmetric bilinear form fix, y) such that fix, x) = ||x||2 for every 

reE0. Show that there exists a hermitian form g(x, y) on E such that fix, y) = 

&ig(x,y)), hence g(x, x) = \\x\\2 for ^eE. (Using the first formula of Problem 1 
of Section 6.1, prove that /(/x, y) — —/(x, /».) 

(c) Let E be a complex normed space such that 

il*-y||2+ \\x 4- y||2 ^ 2(||x||2 4- \\y\\2) 

for any pair of points x, y of E. Show that there exists a nondegenerate positive hermi¬ 
tian form fix, y) on E such that /(x, x) = ||x||2. (Use (a) and (b)). 

3. Let / be a positive nondegenerate hermitian form. In order that both sides of (6.2.1) be 

equal, it is necessary and sufficient that x and y be linearly dependent. In order that 

both sides of (6.2.3) be equal, it is necessary and sufficient that x and y be linearly 

dependent, and, if both are ^ 0, that y = Ax, with A real and ^ 0. 

4. Let a, b, c, d be four points in a prehilbert space E. Show that 

l|a-c||- \\b-d\\^ \\a~b\\• \\c - d\\ + \\b - c\\ • \\a-d\\. 

(Reduce the problem to the case a — 0, and consider in E the transformation 

x->x/||x||2, defined for x ^ 0.) When are both sides of the inequality equal? 

5. Let (x()i^i<n be a finite sequence of points in a prehilbert space E. Show that 

£ ll*i — *J2 = h£ ll*ill2 — ll£*ill2. 
i<J i=1 i=l 

If \\xt — Xj\\?* 2 for / # j, show that a ball containing all the xt has a radius 

^(2(« — 1 )/n)112. 

3. ORTHOGONAL PROJECTION ON A COMPLETE SUBSPACE 

(6.3.1) Let E be a prehilbert space, F a complete vector subspace of E (i.e. a 
Hilbert space). For any x e E, there is one and only one point y = PF(x) e F 
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such that ||x — 3;|| = d{x, F). The point y — PF(x) is also the only point z e F 
such that x — z is orthogonal to F. The mapping x-»PF(x) of E onto F is 
linear, continuous, and of norm 1 ffF^ {0}; its kernel F' =Pp1(0) is the 
subspace orthogonal to F, andE is the topological direct sum (see Section (5.4)) 
of F and F'. Finally, F is the subspace orthogonal to F'. 

Let a — d(x, F); by definition, there exists a sequence (yn) of points 
of F such that lim \\x — yn\\ = a; we prove (yrt) is a Cauchy sequence. 

n-+ 00 

Indeed, for any two points w, t; of E, it follows from (6.1.1) that 

(6.3.1.1) IIu + v\\2 + IIu - Dll2 = 2(||m||2 + !|fi|2) 

hence ||jm - yn||2 = 2{\\x - yj2 + \\x - jJ2) - 4\\x - i(ym + yn)\\2. But 
i(ym + yn) e F, hence ||x — $(ym + ytt)\\2 > a2; therefore, if n0 is such that for 
n>n0, ||x - j„||2 < a2 + e, we have, form Js n0and« > n0, \\ym-yn\\'- < 4s, 
which proves our contention. As F is complete, the sequence (y„) tends 
to a limit yeF, for which ||x — y|| = d(x, F). Suppose / e F is also such 
that ||x — y'\\=d(x, F); using again (6.3.11), we obtain \\y — /||2 — 
4a2 — 41|x — \(y + /)||2, and as i(y 4- /) e F, this implies \\y — y'\\2 ^ 0,i.e. 
y' = y. Let now z ^ 0 be any point of F, and write that \\x — (y + Az)||2 > a2 
for any real scalar A ^ 0; this, by (6.1.1), gives 

2M(x-y\z) + A2||z||2>0 

and this would yield a contradiction if we had 0t{x — y | z) ^ 0, by a suitable 
choice of A. Hence $(x — y | z) = 0, and replacing z by iz (if E is a complex 
prehilbert space) shows that J(x — y | z) = 0, hence (x — y | z) = 0 in 
every case; in other words x — y is orthogonal to F. Let y' e F be such 
that x — / is orthogonal to F; then, for any z^0 in F, we have 
\\x — (/ + z)||2 = ||x - /||2 4- ||z||2 by Pythagoras’ theorem, and this proves 
that / = y by the previous characterization of y. 

This last characterization of y — PF(x) proves that PF is linear, for if 
x y and x' — / are orthogonal to F, then Ax — Ay is orthogonal to F and 
so is (x 4- x') — (y 4- /) = (x — y) 4- (x' — /); as y 4- / e F and Xy e F, this 
shows thaty 4- / = PF(x 4- x') and Xy = PF(Xx). By Pythagoras’ theorem, we 
have 

(6.3.1.2) WI^IIPfWP+II^-PfWII2 

and this proves that ||PF(x)|| ^ M, hence (5.5.1) PF is continuous and has 
norm ^ 1; but as PF(x) = x for x e F, we have ||PF|| = 1 if F is not reduced 
to 0. The definition of PF implies that F' = PF!(0) consists of the vectors x 
orthogonal to F; as x = PF(x) 4- (x — PF(x)) and x — PF(x) e F' for any 
x e E, we have E = F + F; moreover, if x e F n F', x is isotropic, hence 
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x = 0, and this shows that the sum F + F' is direct. Furthermore, the mapping 
x PF(x) being continuous, E is the topological direct sum of F and F' (5.4.2). 
Finally, if x e E is orthogonal to F', we have in particular (x | x — PF(x)) = 0; 
but we also have (PF(x) | x - PF(x)) = 0, hence ||x - PF(x)||2 = 0, i.e. 
x = PF(x) e F. Q.E.D. 

The linear mapping PF is called the orthogonal projection of E onto F, 
and its kernel F' the orthogonal supplement of F in E. Theorem (6.3.1) can 
be applied to any closed subspace F of a Hilbert space E (by (3.14.5)), or to 
any finite dimensional subspace F of a prehilbert space, by (5.9.1). 

(6.3.2) Let E be a prehilbert space; then, for any a e E, x (x | a) is a con¬ 
tinuous linear form of norm ||a||. Conversely, ifE is a Hilbert space, for any 
continuous linear form u on E, there is a unique vector ae E such that 
u(x) = (x | a) for any x e E. 

ByCauchy-Schwarz,|(x|a)| ^ ||a|| • ||x||, whichshows(by5.5.1))x-> (x|tf) 
is continuous and has a norm ^\\a\\; on the other hand, if a # 0, then for 
x0 = al\\a\\9 we have (x0|fl)= ||tf||; as \\x0\\ = 1, this shows the norm of 
x-+(x\a) is at least ||a||. Suppose now E is a Hilbert space; the existence 
of the vector a ( = 0) being obvious if u — 0, we can suppose u ^ 0. Then 
H = w~1(0) is a closed hyperplane in E; the orthogonal supplement H' of 
H is a one-dimensional subspace; let b ^ 0 be a point of H'. Then we have 
(x|6)=0 for any x e H. But any two equations of a hyperplane are 
proportional, hence there is a scalar X such that w(x) = X(x | b) — (x | a) with 
a- lb (see Appendix) for all x e E. The uniqueness of a follows from the fact 
that the form (x | j>) is nondegenerate. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let B be the closed ball of center 0 and radius 1 in a prehilbert space E. Show that for 

each point x of the sphere of center 0 and radius 1, there exists a unique hyperplane 

of support of B (Section 5.8, Problem 3) containing x. 

2. Let E be a prehilbert space, A a compact subset of E, 8 its diameter. Show that there 

exist two points a, h of A such that ||a — b\\ — 3 and that there are two parallel hyper¬ 

planes of support of A (Section 5.8, Problem 3)containing<2and b respectively, and such 

that their distance is equal to 8. (Consider the ball of center a and radius 8 and apply 

the result of Problem 1.) 
L Let E be a Hilbert space, F a dense linear subspace of E, distinct from E (Section 5.9, 

Problem 2). Show that there exists in the prehilbert space F a closed hyperplane H 

such that there is no vector # 0 in F which is orthogonal to H. 
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4. Let X be a set, E a vector subspace of Cx, on which is given a structure of complex 

Hilbert space. A mapping (x, y) -> K(x, y) of X x X into C is called a reproducing 

kernel for E if it satisfies the two following conditions: (1) for every yeX, the function 

K(.,y): x->K(x,y) belongs to E; (2) for any function/eE, and anyyeX,/(y) = 

(/|K(.,y)). 
(a) Show that K is a mapping of positive type of X x X into C, i.e., for any integer 

n ^ 1 and any finite sequence (xt)t^i^n of points of X, the mapping 

((A,), (/*,))->£K 
i, J 

of C2" into C is a positive hermitian form. This in particular implies K(x, x) 5s 0 for 

every x e X, K(y, x) = K(x, y) and |K(x, y)\2 ^ K(x, x)K(y, y) for x, y in X. Show 

that for fe E, one has |/0)| ^ ||/|| • (K(y,y))1/2 for y e X. 

(b) Show that if (/„) is a sequence of functions of E which converges (for the Hilbert 

space structure) to fe E, then, for every x e X, the sequence (f„(x)) converges to f(x) 

in C; the convergence is uniform in any subset of X where the function x -> K(x, x) is 

bounded. 

(c) Let (xt)1*'lsin be a finite sequence of points of X, fe)a sequence of n com¬ 

plex numbers. Suppose det(K(x*, Xj)) # 0, so that the system of linear equations 
n 

CjK(x{, xf) = at (1 ^ i n) has a unique solution fe). Show that among the func- 
n 

tions fe E such that /(xj) = a{ for 1 ^ i ^ n, the function f0 = X cj K(., xj) has the 
j = i 

smallest norm. In particular, among all functions fe E such that /(x) = 1 for a point 

x g X where K(x, x) ^ 0, the function K(., x)/K(x, x) has the smallest norm. 

(d) If X is a topological space and if all the functions fe E are continuous in X, then 

the functions K(., x) (where x takes all values in X, or in a dense subset of X) form a 

total subset of E (show that there is no element 0 in E which is orthogonal to all 

the elements K(., x)). In particular, if X is a separable metric space, E is a separable 

Hilbert space. 

5. (a) The notations being those of Problem 4, in order that there exist a reproducing 

kernel for E, a necessary and sufficient condition is that for every x e X, the linear form 

/->/(x) be continuous in E. The reproducing kernel is then unique. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if there exists a reproducing kernel for E, there also exists a 

reproducing kernel for every closed vector subspace Ei of E. If Ki is the reproducing 

kernel for Ei, show that for every function fe E, the function y -> (/1 Kx(., y)) is the 

orthogonal projection of /in Ei. If E2 is the orthogonal supplement of Ei and K2 the 

reproducing kernel for E2, then Ki + K2 is the reproducing kernel for E. 

6. Let X be a set, E a vector subspace of Cx, on which is given a structure of complex 

prehilbert space. In order that there should exist a Hilbert space £ c Cx containing E, 

such that the scalar product on E is the restriction of the scalar product on fi, and that 

there exists a reproducing kernel for £, it is necessary and sufficient that E satisfy the 

two following conditions: (1) for every xeX, the linear form /->/(x) is continuous 

in E; (2) for any Cauchy sequence (/„) in E such that, for every x e X, lim /„(x) = 0, 
n—*• oo 

one has lim \\fn\\ = 0. (To prove the conditions are sufficient, consider the subspace £ 
n-t- oo 

of Cx whose elements are the functions / for which there exists a Cauchy sequence (f„) 

in E such that lim/„(x) =/(x) for every x e X. Show that, for all Cauchy sequences (/„) 
W-+ OO 

having that property, the number lim ||/J is the same, and if ||/|| is that number, this 
n~*co 

defines on £ a structure of normed space which is deduced from a structure of prehilbert 
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space which induces on E the given prehilbert structure; finally show that E is dense 

in £ and that £ is complete, hence a Hilbert space, and apply Problem 5(a) to fi.) 

7. Let X be a set, / a mapping of X into a prehilbert space H; show that the mapping 

(x, y) -»(/(x) | f(y)) of X x X into C is of positive type (Problem 4(a)). 

8. Let X be a set, K a mapping of positive type of X x X into C (Problem 4(a)). 

(a) Let E be the set of mappings u : X -> C such that there exists a real number a ^ 0 
having the property that the mapping 

(x, y) -* aK(x, y) - u(x)u(y) 

is of positive type; let m(u) be the smallest of all real numbers a 0 having that property. 

Show that m(u) is also the smallest number c such that, for every finite sequence (xt) of 
elements of X, the inequality 

Z K(xf, Xj)XiXj + c/x/I -f Z (w(Xi)Ai/x 4- u(xi)Xtfj) ^ 0 
i, J i 

holds for all complex numbers Xt, /x (use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). For every 
x e X, show that \u(x)\2 ^ K(x, x)m(w). 

(b) Show that E is a vector subspace of Cx, that (m(w))1/2 is a norm on E and that 

m(u 4- v) 4- m(u ~v)> 2(m(u) 4- m(v)). Conclude that there is a nondegenerate positive 

hermitian form g(u, v) on E x E such that g(u, u) — m(u), and that for this form E is a 

Hilbert space; one writes g{u, v) — (u | v). (Use Problem 2(c) of Section 6.2 to prove 

the existence of g\ to show that E is complete, use the last inequality proved in (a)). 

(c) For every xeX, show that the function K(., x) belongs to E and that 

(K(., x) | K(.,y)) = K(x, y) for all (xj)eXxX (use Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). 

Prove that if X is a topological space and if K is continuous in X x X, the mapping 

x-*K(.,x) of X into E is continuous. 

(d) Deduce from (a) that the Hilbert space E defined in (b) has a reproducing kernel, 

and if F is the closed vector subspace of E generated by the functions K(., x), the 

reproducing kernel for F (Problem 5(b)) is equal to K. 

9. Let E be a prehilbert space, N a finite dimensional vector subspace of E, M a vector 

subspace of E having infinite dimension, or finite dimension >dim(N). Show that there 

exists in M a point x ^ 0 such that ||x|| = d(x, N). (Consider the intersection of M 

and of the orthogonal supplement of N.) 

4. HILBERT SUM OF HILBERT SPACES 

Let (E„) be a sequence of Hilbert spaces; on each of the E„, we 
write the scalar product as (xB|j>n). Let E be the set of all sequences 
x = (xl9 x2 ,..., , ...) such that xn e En for each n, and the series (||*J2) 
is convergent. We first define on E a structure of vector space: it is clear 
that if x = (xn) e E, then the sequence (lxl5 ..., Xxn,...) also belong to E. 
On the other hand, if y = (j„) is a second sequence belonging to E, we 
observe that IK 4- yn\\2 < 2(||xJ|2 4- IbJ2) by (6.3.1.1), hence the 
series (||xn 4- yn\\2) is convergent by (5.3.1), and therefore the sequence 
(xx +yu...9xn + yn9...) belongs to E. We define x 4- y = (xn 4- yn). 
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Ax = (Axn), and the verification of the axioms of vector spaces is trivial. 
On the other hand, from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 

I(*.IjOI< ll*J • IW < KIKII2 + ILfnll2). 

Therefore, ifx = (x„) and y = (y„) are in E, the series (of real or complex 
numbers) ((xn \ y„J) is absolutely convergent. We define, for x = (x„) and 

oo 

y = (yn) in E, the number (x\y) = T. (xn I JV); it is immediately verified 
n=t 

that the mapping (x, y) -> (x | y) is a Hermitian form on E. Moreover we 
oo 

have (x | x) = £ \\x„\\2, hence (x|j>) is a positive nondegenerate hermitian 
n= 1 

form and defines on E a structure of prehilbert space. We finally prove E 
is in fact a Hilbert space, in other words it is complete. Indeed, let (.x(m)), 
where x(m) = (x<m)), be a Cauchy sequence in E: this means that for any 
e > 0 there is an m0 such that for p^m0 and q^m0, we have 

00 

(6.4.1) Ell*£rt-*?¥<«• 
n=l 

For each fixed n, this implies first \\x(np) — x(nq)\\2 < e, hence the sequence 

(xim))m=i,2,... is a Cauchy sequence in En, and therefore converges to a 
limit yn. From (6.4.1) we deduce that for any given N 

£ II4P) - 49)\\2 < s 
n=l 

as soon as p and q are hence, from the continuity of the norm, we 
N 

deduce that £ ||jc^p) —yj2 < £ for p^m0, and as this is true for all 
n= 1 

oo 

integers N, we have £ ||x^p) - yn\\2 < s. This proves first that the 
n= 1 

sequence (x(np) — yn) belongs to E, hence y — (y„) also belongs to E, and 
we have ||x(p) — y\\2 ^ e for p^m0, which ends the proof by showing 
that the sequence (x(m)) converges to y in E. 

We say that the Hilbert space E thus defined is the Hilbert sum of the 
sequence of Hilbert spaces (EJ. We observe that we can map each of the 
En into E by associating to each e En the sequence jn(xn) e E equal to 
(0, . ..,0, xw,0,...) (all terms 0 except the 72th equal to xn); it is readily 
verified that jn is an isomorphism of En onto a (necessarily closed) subspace 
E' of E; jn is called the natural injection of Ew into E. From the definition 
of the scalar product in E, it follows that for m^n, any vector in E^, is 
orthogonal to any vector in E'; furthermore, from the definition of the 
norm in E, it follows that for any x = (x„) e E, the series (jn(xnj) is convergent 
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in E, and * = £ jn(xn) (observe that the series (jn(xn)) is not absolutely con- 
n= 1 

vergent in general). This proves that the (algebraic) sum of the subspaces 
E' of E (which is obviously direct) is dense in E, in other words that the 
smallest closed vector subspace containing all the E' is E itself. Conversely: 

(6.4.2) Let ¥ be a Hilbert space, (F„) a sequence of closed subspaces such 
that: (1) for m ^ n, any vector of Fm is orthogonal to any vector of F„; (2) the 
algebraic sum H of the subspaces F„ is dense in F. Then, if E is the Hilbert 
sum of the F„, there is a unique isomorphism of F onto E which on each Fn 
coincides with the natural injection jn of F„ into E. 

Let F' = jn(Fn), and let hn be the mapping of F' onto F„, inverse to jn. 
Let G be the algebraic sum of the F' in E; that sum being direct, we can 
define a linear mapping h of G into F by the condition that it coincides 
with hn on each F'. I claim that h is an isomorphism of G onto the prehilbert 
space H (which, incidentally, will prove that the (algebraic) sum of the Fn 
is direct in F); from the definition of the scalar product in E, we have to 
check that 

Z .v*) = Z 0*0*) I AO*)) 
fc=l / k=1 

for xkeFk, ykeFk; but by assumption (xh \yk) = 0 if h ^ k, and the result 
follows from the fact that each jk is an isomorphism. There is now a unique 
continuous extension R of h which is a linear mapping of G = E into H = F, 
by (5.5.4); the principle of extension of identities (3.15.2) and the con¬ 
tinuity of the scalar product show that R is an isomorphism of E onto a 
subspace of F, which, being complete and dense, must be F itself; the 
inverse of R satisfies the conditions of (6.4.2). Its uniqueness follows from 
the fact that it is completely determined in G and continuous in E (3.15.2). 
Under the condition of (6.4.2), the Hilbert space F is often identified with 
the Hilbert sum of its subspaces Fn. 

Remark 

(6.4.3) We can also prove (6.4.2) by establishing first that the sum of the Fn 
n 

is direct; indeed, if X*i = 0 with j^gF* (1 </<«) we also have 
i = 1 

!*/1 Z xi j ” 0 f°r any j ^ and as (xj I xt) == 0 f°r ^ f boils down 
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to HjCjII2 = 0, hence Xj = 0 for 1 < j ^ n. Then we define the inverse mapping 
g of h by the condition that it coincides with jn on each Fn: we at once verify, 
as above, that g is an isomorphism of H onto G, and then (5.5.4) is applied 
in the same way. We observe that this argument still applies when F is a 
prehilbert space and the Fn are complete subspaces of F; it proves the existence 
of an isomorphism of F onto a dense subspace of the Hilbert sum E of the 
F„, which coincides with jn on each Fn. 

PROBLEM 

Let X be a set, Ei, E2 two vector subspaces of Cx, possessing reproducing kernels 

Ki, K2 (Section 6.3, Problem 4). Let E = E2 + E2 <= Cx, and let F be the Hilbert sum of 

the Hilbert spaces Ei,E2; the kernel of the surjective mapping u: (/i,/2)->/i +f2 of F 

into E is the subspace N of F consisting of the pairs (/, —/) where /e Ei n E2. Show that 

N is closed in F; if H is the orthogonal supplement of N in F, the restriction v of u to H 

is a bijection of H onto E; transporting by v the Hilbert structure of H, E is defined as a 

Hilbert space. Show that for that Hilbert space structure, E has a reproducing kernel equal 

to Ki -f K2; the norm {|/|| in E is equal to inf (HA tl? + WfiWlY'2 when (fu f2) takes all 

values in F such that/—/i +f2 (HA Hi and \\f2 !l2 being the norms in Ei and E2 respectively). 

5. ORTHONORMAL SYSTEMS 

If (with the notations of Section 6.4) we take for each En a one-dimen¬ 
sional space (identified to the field of scalars with the scalar product (£ | rj) = 
£rj), the Hilbert sum yields an example of an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space E, which is usually written l2 (with index R or C to indicate if necessary 
what the scalars are); the space /£ (resp. /£) is therefore the space of all 

00 

sequences x = (£„) of real (resp. complex) numbers, such that £ |£n|2 is 
n=l 

oo 

convergent, with the scalar product (x | j>) = £ %nyjn. 
n= 1 

In l2, let en be the sequence having all its terms equal to 0 except the 
nth. term equal to 1; we then have (em [ ew) = 0 for m^n, and ||ej = 1 
for each «, and we have seen in Section 6.4 that for every x = (£„) in /2, we 

oo 

can write x = £ £ne„, the series being convergent in /2. We observe that this 
n— 1 

shows the sequence (en) is total in /2, hence (5.10.1) Z2 is separable. 
Let us now consider an arbitrary prehilbert space F; we say that a 

(finite or infinite) sequence (an) in F is an orthogonal system if (am | an) = 0 
for m t* n and an # 0 for every n; we say that (a„) is an orthonormal system 
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if in addition ||aj = 1 for each n. From any orthogonal system (an) we 
deduce at once an orthonormal system by “normalizing” (a„), i.e. consider¬ 
ing the sequence of the bn = aj\\an\\. We have just seen an example of an 
orthonormal system in l2; another fundamental example is the following: 

(6.5.1) Let I be the interval [—1, 1] of R, and let F = #C(I) be the vector 
space of all continuous complex-valued functions defined on I. We define 
on F a scalar product by 

(/Iff)* 
f1 

f(t)g(t) dt 
-1 

(the fact that this is a nondegenerate positive hermitian form is readily 
verified). For each positive or negative integer n, let 

cpn(t) = 

It is readily verified that ((pJy/2) is an orthonormal system in F, called the 
trigonometric system. 

Let now (an) be an arbitrary orthonormal system in a Hilbert space F; 
for each x e F, we say that the number cn(x) = (x | an) is the nth coefficient 
(or nth coordinate) of x with respect to the system (an) (“ nth Fourier coefficient ” 
of x for the system (6.5.1)). 

(6.5.2) In a Hilbert space F, let (an) be an orthonormal system, V the closed 
subspace of F generated by the an. Then, for any xeF: 

00 

1. the series ^ | (xc | an) |2 is convergent, and we have 
n= 1 

E lOl an)\2 = II AWII2 < W|2 (Bessel's inequality), 
n= 1 

and 

f (x|a„)OMW = (AWIAW); 
n- 1 

2. the series of general term (x | an)an is convergent in F and we have 

n = l 

oo 

Conversely, let (2n) be a sequence of scalars such that £ \Xn\2 is convergent. 
«= i 

Then, there exists a unique vector y eV such that (y\an) = Xnfor every n; any 
other vector x e F such that (x | an) = Xnfor every n is such that x = y -f z,withz 
orthogonal to V, and conversley. 
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For any x e F, we can write x = Pv(x) + z, with z orthogonal to V 
(6.3.1) and we have therefore (x | an) = (Pv(x) | an). To prove the theorem, 
we may therefore assume V = F; but then, the one-dimensional subspaces 
F„ generated by the vectors an satisfy the assumptions of (6.4.2), and the 
results are mere restatements of (6.4.2) for that particular case (taking into 
account the definition of a Hilbert sum). 

The most interesting case is that in which V = F, i.e., the orthogonal 
system (an) is total. It is then called a Hilbert basis for F; (en) is such a basis 
for l2. It will be proved in (7.4.3) that the trigonometric system (6.5.1) is 
total. For a Hilbert space F and a total orthonormal system (an), we can 
replace everywhere Pv by the identity in (6.5.2); the relations 

E \(X\an)\2 = Ml2 
«=1 

00 _ 
E(*lfl».)0'l«»)=!(x|j') 

n= 1 

are then called ParsevaVs identities. It follows at once from (6.5.2) that 
these identities represent not only necessary but sufficient conditions for (an) 
to be a total system in a Hilbert space. 

(6.5.3) In a Hilbert space F, a necessary and sufficient condition for an 
orthogonal system (an) to be total is that the relations (x | an) = 0 for every n 
imply x = 0. 

Indeed, by (6.5.2) this means that the relation Pv(x) = 0 implies x = 0, 
and this is equivalent to the relation V = F, since Pv(x — Pw(x)) = 0. 

Remark 

(6.5.4) Suppose E is a prehilbert space and the orthonormal system (an) 
in E is total. Then the results (1) and (2) of (6.5.2) are still valid, with Py(x) 
replaced by x; this follows by the same argument as in (6.5.2), using the 
Remark (6.4.3). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a Hilbert space with a Hilbert basis Let A be the subset of E 

consisting of the linear combinations x — 

(n arbitrary). 

n 

ek with A* 5* 0 and ^ A* = 1 
k= 1 
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(a) Show that the closure A is the set of all the sums of the series T An | 1 — - | en, 
«=i \ n) 

OO 

where A„ ^ 0, the series A„ is convergent and has a sum equal to 1. 
n= i __ 

(b) Prove that the diameter of A is equal to V2 but that there is no pair of points 

a,b of A such that \\a — b\\ = V2 (compare to Section 6.3, Problem 2). 

2. Let E be a Hilbert space with a Hilbert basis (en)n^0. Let an — e2n and 

bn = e2 n + e in +1 for every n ^ 0; let A (resp. B) be the closed vector subspace of E 

generated by the an (resp. bn). Show that: 

(a) A n B = {0}, hence the sum A + B is direct (algebraically). 

(b) The direct sum A + B is not a topological direct sum (consider in that subspace 

the sequence of points bn — an and apply (5.4.2.)). 

(c) The subspace A + B of E is dense but not closed in E (show that the point 
00 

(bn — an) does not belong to A + B). 

3. Show that the Banach space J?(P; l1) can be identified with the space of double 
00 

sequences £/= (a,„„) such that: (1) the series ]amn|2 is convergent for every n: 
m = o 

oo / oo \l/2 

(2) sup ]T |amn|2 is finite. The norm is then equal to \\U\\ = supj |anm|2 I (same 
n m = 0 n \m = 0 J 

method as in Section 5.7, Problem 2(b)). 
00 

4. (a) Let u be a continuous linear mapping of /2 into itself, and let u(e„) = ^ <xmnem; 
m = 0 

00 00 

show that the series £ |amn|2 and X \<xmn\2 are convergent for all values of m and n, 
n = 0 m = 0 

and that their sums are ^ ||w||2. (Observe that x -»(u(x) \ em) is a continuous linear form 

on E and use (6.3.2).) 
00 

(b) Give an example of a double sequence (a,„„) such that X! Ia«in|2 ^ 1 and 
n = 0 

oo 

X! Iamn|2 < 1 for all values of m and ny but such that there is no continuous linear 
in = 0 

mapping u of /2 into itself satisfying the relations (u(en) \ em) = anm for all pairs (m, n). 

(If V is a subspace of l2 generated by the vectors en with ne H, where H is a set of p 

integers, show that there is a linear mapping up of V into itself such that (up(en) | em) — 

\/Vp for all indices m, n of the set H, but ||wp|| Vp.) 

6. ORTHONORMALIZATION 

(6.6.1) Let E be a separable prehilbert space, (bn) a total sequence of linearly 
independent vectors in E (see (5.10.1)), and let Vn be the n-dimensional subspace 
of E generated by bu ..., bn. Then if we define cn — bn — PYn_l(bn), (cn) is 
a total orthogonal system, such that cu ..., cn generate Vnfor each n. 

We use induction on n, assuming that cu...9cn^1 is an orthogonal 
system generating Vn„t; then, by definition of PVn_{ (6.3.1), cn is orthogonal 
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to Vn_i, which proves that (ci|cJ-) = 0 for l^i<j^n; moreover, as 
bn$Vn„1 by assumption, cn ^ 0, hence cu ..., cn-l9 cn is an orthogonal 
system; moreover, 6n~c„eVrt-i, hence cl9..., cn generate the same sub¬ 
space as the union ofVn-t and {bn}, i.e. V„. This completes the proof. 

If we normalize the system (cn), by putting an = cn/||cn||, the system (an) 
is said to be deduced from (bn) by the orthonormalization process. For 
instance, in the space F = ^C(I) considered in (6.5.1), the sequence (*") is 
total (as will be proved in (7.4.1)) and obviously consists of linearly indepen¬ 
dent vectors. If we denote by (Q„) the orthonormal system deduced from 
(/”) by orthonormalization, it is clear that Qn(0 = an f + * • •, polynomial of 
degree n (with an ^ 0) with real coefficients; the Qn are (up to a constant 
factor) the Legendre polynomials (see Section 8.14, Problem 1). 

(6.6.2) Any separable prehilbert space (resp. Hilbert space) is isomorphic to a 
dense subspace of l2 (resp. to l1). 

As there exists in a separable prehilbert space a total orthonormal system 
by (6.6.1), the result follows at once from (6.5.2). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a separable noncomplete prehilbert space. Show that there exists in E an 

orthonormal system which is not total, but which is not properly contained in any 

orthonormal system (imbed E as a dense subspace of a Hilbert space, and use problem 
3 of Section 6.3). 

2. Let E be an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space, V a closed vector subspace 

of E. Show that if V is infinite dimensional, there exists an isometry of E onto V (write 

E as the direct sum of V and its orthogonal supplement V', and take Hilbert bases in V 
and V'. 

3. Let be a finite sequence of points in a prehilbert space E. The Gram determinant 
of that sequence is the determinant G(xlsx2 ,..., x„) = det((x* | Xj)). 

(a) Show that G(xu..., x„) ^ 0 and that G(xls..., xn) « 0 if and only if the x, are 

linearly dependent. (Consider a Hilbert basis of the sub space generated by the Xj, and 
express the xt as linear combinations of that basis.) 

(b) Suppose the xi are linearly independent, and let V be the /^-dimensional subspace 
which they generate. Show that the distance of a point x to V is equal to 

(G(x, x^ ..., x„)/G(xi,..., x„))1/2 

(find the projection of x on V, writing it as a linear combination of the x,). 

4. Let M be a compact subset of a Hilbert space E; if Ex is the smallest closed vector 
subspace of E containing M, show that Ex is separable. 
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5. Let E <= Cx a separable Hilbert space having a reproducing kernel (Section 6.3, 
Problem 4). 

(a) Let (/„) be a Hilbert basis for E. Show that for every (jcj)eXx X one has 

K(x, y) =22/n(x)/n(y), where the series converges in C. For any function geE, if 

cn — (g |/„), one has, for every x eX, g(x) cnfn(x), where the series converges in C; 

in addition, that series is uniformly convergent in every subset of X where K(x, x) is 

bounded. 

(b) Conversely, let (/„) be a sequence of complex functions defined in a set X, such 

that for every x e X, £ 1/nWt2 < + 00• For every sequence (cn)e/c, the series 
n 

cnfn(x) is then convergent in C for every x e X. The functions which are the sums of 
n 

such series form a vector subspace E <= Cx, on which one defines a structure of separable 

Hilbert space by taking as scalar product, for u=^cnfni v=^dnfn} the number 
n n _ 

(u\v)='Y,cndn. This space has a reproducing kernel K(x,y) 



CHAPTER VII 

SPACES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Spaces of continuous functions are second only to Hilbert spaces as 
to their importance in functional analysis. Their definition makes it possible 
to give a much more intuitive meaning to the classical notion of uniform 
convergence. The most important results of the chapter are: 1. the Stone- 
Weierstrass approximation theorem (7.3.1), which is a very powerful tool 
for the proof of general results on continuous functions, by the device which 
consists in proving these results first for functions of a special type, and then 
extending them to all continuous functions by a density argument; 2. the 
Ascoli theorem (7.5.7), which lies at the root of most proofs of compactness 
in function spaces, and, together with (7.5.6), gives the motivation for the 
introduction of the concept of equicontinuity. 

The last section of Chapter VII introduces, as a useful technical tool in 
the development of calculus, a category of functions which are classically 
described as “functions with discontinuities of the first kind”; in an effort 
towards a more concise expression, and to avoid one more use of the over¬ 
worked term “regular,” the author has tentatively introduced the neologism 
“regulated functions” (corresponding to the French “fonctions reglees”), 
which he hopes will not sound too barbaric to English-speaking readers. 

1. SPACES OF BOUNDED FUNCTIONS 

Let A be any set, F a real (resp. complex) normed space; a mapping 
/of A into F is bounded if/(A) is bounded in F, or equivalently if sup ||/(f)|| 

t e A 

is finite. The set J^(A) of all bounded mappings of A into F is a real (resp. 

complex) vector space, since 11/(0 + 0(011 < 11/(011 + 110(011- Moreover, on 
this space, 

132 
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C7-1-1) ll/ll = sup 11/(011 
te A 

is a norm, as can be trivially verified. If F has finite dimension, and 
is a basis for F. such that ||a£|| = 1, any mapping of A into F can be written 
in one and only one way 

(7-1-1-1) t _>/(0 =/iOK + • • • +f«(t)an 

and / is bounded if and only if the scalar mappings / (1 are 
bounded. Moreover the norm of the mapping t-^fft)ai is ||/|| • ||^|| = ||/f|| 
(the norm of / being taken in ^R(A), resp. ^C(A)). From (5.9.1), (5.4.2), 
and (5.5.1) it follows that there is a constant c such that for each te A, 
\fi(t)\ ^ c * 11/(011, hence \\fiW ^ c • ||/||. Let Lt be the subspace of J^F(A) 
consisting of all bounded mappings of the form f(t)di (/ scalar). Then, 
using again (5.4.2) and (5.5.1), the preceding remarks prove that 

(7.1.2) If F has finite dimension, then ^F(A) is the topological direct sum 
of the L;, each of which is isometric to ^R(A) (resp. ^C(A)). 

In particular, if we consider the real normed vector space underlying 
$C(A), we see that it is the topological direct sum ^R(A) + i$tR(A). 

(7.1.3) 7/F is a Banach space, &f(A) is a Banach space. 

Let (/„) be a Cauchy sequence in ^F(A); this means that for any s > 0 
there is n0 such that \\fm — /J ^ e for m ^ n0, n^n0. From (7.1.1) it 
follows that for any te A we have ||/m(0 -/„(Oil ^ £ for m ^ «0, ^ fl0, 
hence, as F is complete, the sequence (/„(0) converges to an element g(t) 6 F. 
Furthermore we have, by the principle of extension of inequalities, 
||/ffl(0 - ^(011 < £ for any t e A and all m^nQ. From this we first deduce 
that \\g(t)\\ ^ ||/J| +£ for all te A, hence g is bounded. Moreover we 
have || fm - g\\ for all m^n0, and this means the sequence (/„) converges 

to g in the space ^F(A). 

In general, if (fn) is a sequence of mappings of A into a metric space F, 
we say that the sequence (/„) converges simply in A to a mapping g of A 
into F if, for each te A, the sequence (fn(t)) converges in F to g(t); we 
say that (/„) converges uniformly in A to g if the sequence of numbers 

(sup d(fn(t)9 0(0)) tends to 0. It is clear that uniform convergence implies 

feA # . 
simple convergence; the converse is not true. If F is a normed space, con¬ 
vergence of a sequence of elements of &F(A) therefore means, by definition, 
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uniform convergence of the sequence in A. Similarly, we say that a series 

(un) which converges in ^F(A) to a sum is uniformly convergent in A to the 

sum s. If F is a Banach space, it follows from (7.1.3) that in order that a 

series (un) in ^F(A) be uniformly convergent, a necessary and sufficient 

condition is that, for any e > 0, there exist an integer n0 such that, for 

n>no,p^0 and any te A, we have 

WO + Wn + l(0 + * ' * + wn + p(0 II ^ e* 

From (7.1.3) and (5.3.2) it follows that if F is a Banach space and if a series 

(un) of bounded functions is such that the series (||wB||) converges in R, then 

the series (un) is uniformly convergent; moreover, for each te A, since 

lk(r)l < Ikll the series (un(t)) is absolutely convergent in F. However, 

these two properties do not imply that the series (||wj) is convergent; to 

avoid misunderstandings, we therefore say that the series (un) is normally 

convergent in ^F(A) if the series (||wj) converges. We define similarly a 

normally summable family (ux)XeL in J*F(A) (L denumerable, cf. Section 5.3). 

PROBLEMS 

1. In the space ^r(R), let un be the function equal to \jn for n ^ t < n + 1, to 0 for other 

values of t. Show that the series (un) is uniformly and commutatively convergent 

(Section 5.3, Problem 4) and that for every te R, the series (un(t)) is absolutely con¬ 

vergent, but that (w„) is not normally convergent. 

2. Let A be any set; show that the mapping w-^sup u(t) of ^r(A) into R is continuous. 
t 6 A 

3. Let E be a metric space, F a normed space; show that the set of all mappings/e e§F(E) 

whose oscillation (Section 3.14) at every point of E is at most equal to a given number 
a > 0, is closed in the space ^f(E). i 

Z SPACES OF BOUNDED CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Let E now be a metric space; we denote by ^F(E) the vector space of 

all continuous mappings of E into the normed space F, by #£(E) the set 

of all bounded continuous mappings of E into F. We note that if E is compact, 

^f(E) = ^f(E) by (3.17.10). In general we have <i?j?(E) = <<?F(E) n ^(E). 

We will consider (E) as a normed subspace of ^?F(E), unless the contrary 

is explicitly stated. If F is finite dimensional, in the decomposition (7.1.2.1) 

/ is continuous if and only if each of the /f is continuous (see (3.20.4) and 

(5.4.2)). The remarks preceding (7.1.2) then show that in such a case, <^“(E) 

is a topological direct sum of a finite number of subspaces, each of which 
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is isometric to ^r(E) (resp E')). In particular, the real normed space 
underlying «£(E) is the topological direct sum <<gg(E) + i<g™{E). 

(7.2.1) The subspace ^p(E) is closed in &F(E); in other words, a uniform 

limit of bounded continuous functions is continuous. 

Indeed, let (fn) be a sequence of bounded continuous mappings of E 
into F, which converges to g in Jp(E); for any e > 0, there is therefore an 
integer n0 such that \\fn-g\\ < e/3 for n^n0. For any t0 e E, let V be a 
neighborhood of t0 such that ||/no(f) -/Bo(f0)|| < fi/3 for any teV. Then, as 
ll/no(0 “ #(011 < e/3 for any te E, we have \\g(t) - g(t0)\\ ^ e for any / e V, 
which proves the continuity of g. 

Well-known examples (e.g. the functions x-+xn in [0, 1]) show that a 
limit of a simply convergent sequence of continuous functions need not be 
continuous. On the other hand, examples are easily given of sequences of 
continuous functions which converge nonuniformly to a continuous function 
(see Problem 2). However (see also (7.5.6)): 

(7.2.2) (Dini’s theorem) Let Ebe a compact metric space. If an increasing 

(resp. decreasing) sequence (/„) of real-valued continuous functions converges 

simply to a continuous function g, it converges uniformly to g. 

Suppose the sequence is increasing. For each e > 0 and each t e E; 
there is an index n(t) such that for m > n(t), g(t) —fm(t) < fi/3. As g and 
/B(f) are continuous, there is a neighborhood Y(t) of t such that the relation 
f e V(t) implies \g(t) - g(t')\ ^ fi/3 and \fm{t) -/n(0(01 < £/3; hence, 
for any t* e Y(t) we have g(t') - fn(t)(tf) ^ £. Take now a finite number 
of points tt in E such that the V(f£) cover E, and let n0 be the largest of 
the integers n(tt). Then for any t e E, t belongs to one of the V(f,), hence, 
for n > n0, g(t) -fn(t) < g(t) -fno(t) < g(t) -fn(ti)(t) < fi. Q.E.D. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a metric space, F a normed space, (un) a sequence of bounded continuous 

mappings of E into F which converges simply in E to a bounded function v. 
(a) In order that v be continuous at a point x0 e E, it is necessary and sufficient that 

for any e > 0 and any integer m, there exist a neighborhood V of x0 and an index n> m 

such that ||u(x) - un(x) || < e for every xeV. 
(b) Suppose in addition E is compact. Then, in order that v be continuous in E, it is 

necessary and sufficient that for any € > 0 and any integer m, there exist a finite number 
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of indices ni> m such that, for every x e E, there is at least one index / for which 

V,v(x) — uni(x)\\ ^ s (use (a) and the Borel-Lebesgue axiom). 
2. For any integer n > 0, let gn be the continuous function defined in R by the conditions 

that gn(t) = 0 for t^O and t > 2/n, gn(l/n) = 1, and gH(t) has the form at + £ (with 

suitable constants a, jS) in each of the intervals [0, l/n] and [1 In, 2/n]. The sequence (gn) 

converges simply to 0 in R, but the convergence is not uniform in any interval con¬ 

taining t = 0. 
Let m-*rm be a bijection of N onto the set Q of rational numbers, and let 

fit) = f) 2~mg„{t - rm). The functions fn are continuous (7.2.1), and the sequence (/„) 
m = 0 

converges simply to 0 in R, but the convergence is not uniform in any interval of R. 

3. Let I be a compact interval of R, and (/„) a sequence of monotone real functions defined 

in I, which converge simply in I to a continuous function/. Show that/is monotone, 

and that the sequence (/„) converges uniformly to/in I. 
4. Let E be a metric space, F a Banach space, A a dense subset of E. Let (/„) be a sequence 

of bounded continuous mappings of E into F such that the restrictions of the functions 

/„ to A form a uniformly convergent sequence; show that (/„) is uniformly convergent 

in E. 
5. Let E be a metric space, F a normed space. Show that the mapping (x, u) -> u(x) of 

E x (E) into F is continuous. 
6. Let E, E' be two metric spaces, F a normed space. For each mapping / of E x E' into 

F and each y e E', let fy be the mapping x ->/(x, y) of E into F. 

(a) Show that if/is bounded, if each fy is continuous in E and if the mapping y-*fv 

of E' into #f(E) is continuous, then/is continuous. Prove the converse if in addition 
E is compact (use Problem 3(a) in Section 3.20). 

(b) Take E = E' = F = R, and let /(x, y) = sin xy, which is continuous and bounded 

in E x E'; show that the mapping y-+fy of E' into ^f(E) is not continuous at any 
point of E'. 

(c) Suppose both E and E' are compact, and for any / e ^F(E x E'), let / be the 

mapping y->fy of E' into ^f(E); show that the mapping /->/ is a linear isometry of 
^f(E x E') onto ^f(E)(E0. 

7. Let E be a metric space, F a normed space. For each bounded continuous mapping / 
of E into F, let G(/) be the graph of / in the space E x F. 

(a) Show that /-* G(/) is a uniformly continuous injective mapping of the normed 

space ^F(E) into the space $(E x F) of closed sets in E x F, which is made into a 

metric space by the Hausdorff distance (see Section 3.16, Problem 3). Let T be the 
image of (E) by the mapping /-> G(/). 

(b) Show that if E is compact, the inverse mapping G ~1 of T onto e€f (E) is continuous 
(give an indirect proof). 

(c) Show that if E = [0,1] and F = R, G-1 is not uniformly continuous. 

8. Let E be a metric space with a bounded distance d. For each x e E let dx be the bounded 

continuous mapping y -> d{x, y) of E into R. Show that x dx is an isometry of E 
onto a subspace of the Banach space ^r(E). 

3. THE STONE-WEIERSTRASS APPROXIMATION THEOREM 

For any metric space E,the vector space «£(E) (resp. «£(E)) is an algebra 

over the real (resp.complex) field; from (7.1.1) it follows that we have in that 
algebra \ fg\ ^ ||/|| * ||#||, hence, by (5.5.1), the bilinear mapping (f,g)^fg 
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is continuous. From that remark, it easily follows that for any subalgebra 
A of (E) (resp. #£(E)), the closure m of A in ^(E) (resp. <^(E)) is again 
a subalgebra (see the proof of (5.4.1)). 

We say that a subset A of J*R(E) (resp. ^C(E)) separates points of E if 
for any pair of distinct points *, y in E, there is a function f e A such that 

fix) ¥=f(y). 

(7.3.1) (Stone-Weierstrass theorem) Let E be a compact metric space. 

If a subalgebra A of ^R(E) contains the constant functions and separates 

points of E, A is dense in the Banach space ^R(E). 

In other words, if S is a subset of ^R(E) which separates points, for any 
continuous real-valued function / on E, there is a sequence (gn) of functions 
converging uniformly to/, such that each gn can be expressed as a polynomial 

in the functions of S, with real coefficients. 
The proof is divided in several steps. 

(7.3.1.1) There exists a sequence of real polynomials (un) which in the interval 

[0, 1] is increasing and converges uniformly to yft. 

Define un by induction, taking ux = 0, and putting 

(7.3.1.2) un+1(t) = uft) + i(t - ufrt)) for n&l. 

We prove by induction that un+1 > u„ and uft) < ^jt in [0, 1]. From (7.3.1.2), 
we see the first result follows from the second. On the other hand 

Jt — U„+ i(l) = V* ~ W*(0 — K* — Un(0) 

=(V*-“-w)o-k>A+«.(0)) 
and from un(t) < yjt we deduce t + uff)) < t < 1. For each t e [0, 1], 
the sequence (uft)) is thus increasing and bounded, hence converges to 

a limit v(t) (4.2.1); but (7.3.1.2) yields t - v2(t) = 0 and as v(t) > 0, v(t) = Jt. 

As v is continuous and the sequence («„) is increasing, Dini’s theorem (7.2.2) 

proves that (u„) converges uniformly to v. 

(7.3.1.3) For any function fe A, \ f\ belongs to the closure A of A. on #R(E). 

Let a= ||/||. By (7.3.1.1), the sequence of functions u„(f2la2), which 
belong to A (by definition of an algebra), converges uniformly to if2 la2)112 = 

\f\la in E. 
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(7.3.1.4) For any pair of functions f, g in A, inf(/, g) and sup (/, g) belong 

to A. 

For we can write sup(/, g) = Of + <7 + \ f~9\) anc* *nf(/t7) = 
$(f+g - |/—^|); the result therefore follows from (7.3.1.3) applied to 

the algebra A. 

(7.3.1.5) For any pair of distinct points x, y in E and any pair of real numbers 

a, /?, there is a function fe A such that f(x) = a,/(y) = /?. 

By assumption, there is a function g e A such that g(x) # ^(y). As A 
contains the constant functions, take /= a + (/? — a)(<7 — y)/(<5 — y), where 

7 = g(xf <5 = 

(7.3.1.6) For any function f e #„(E), any point x e E, and any e > 0, there is 

a function g e A sac/i r/za/ p(x) =/(x) and p(y) </(y) + s/or any y e E. 

For any point z e E, let ht be a function of A such that hf x) =/(x) and 
hfz) </(z) + e/2; the existence of such a function is obvious for z = x and 
follows from (7.3.1.5) for z # x. There exists a neighborhood V(z) of z 
such that for y e V(z), A2(y) </(y) + e, due to the continuity of / and hz. 

Cover E with a finite number of neighborhoods V(zf). Then, by (7.3.1.4), 
the function g = inf(/i2i) belongs to A and satisfies the required conditions, 

i 
since every y e E belongs to some V(z;). 

(7.3.1.7) A = #r(E). 

Let / be any function of *^R(E); for any s > 0 and for each xeE, let 
j,eA be such that gx(x) = /(x) and gfy) </(y) + s for all y e E (7.3.1.6). 
Then, there is a neighborhood U(x) of x such that, for yeU(x), 
gx{y) > /(y) — e, due to the continuity of/ and . Cover E with a finite num¬ 
ber of neighborhoods U(x;). Then, by (7.3.1.4), the function <p = snp(gx) 

_ i 
belongs to A and is such that, for any y e E, f(y) — £ < q>(y) </(y) + s 
(since every y e E belongs to some U(x;)); in other words ||/ — <p || < e, and 
this shows that / belongs to the closure of A, i.e. to A itself. 

The corresponding theorem for #C(E) is false (see Chapter IX); there is 
only the weaker result: 
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(7.3.2) Let E be a compact metric space. If a subalgebra A of ^C(E) contains 

the constant functions, separates points of E, and is such that for each f e A 

the conjugate function J also belongs to A, then A is dense in #C(E). 

We remark that for any f e A, £%f = ■£(/+/) and *//= (/ —/)/2/ also 
belong to A; hence, if A0 is the (real) subalgebra of A consisting of real¬ 
valued functions, it follows at once from the definition that A0 separates 
points of E and contains the (real) constant functions. Therefore A0 is 
dense in #R(E), and the density of A in #C(E) = ^R(E) 4- z^R(E) follows 
at once, since A = A0 4- iA0. 

4. APPLICATIONS 

In the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, take for E any compact subset of R", 
and for A the algebra of the restrictions to E of the polynomials in the n 

coordinates. The separation condition is satisfied, since for two distinct 
points of E, at least one of the coordinates has distinct values. Hence we have 
the original Weierstrass approximation theorem: 

(7.4.1) Any real-valued continuous function on a compact subset E of R" is 

the limit of a sequence of polynomials which converges uniformly in E. 

Take now for E the unit circle x2 4- y2 = 1 in R2, parametrized by the 
angle nt, so that continuous functions on E can be identified with continuous 
functions on R having the period 2 (see Chapter IX). Take for A the (complex) 
algebra generated by the constants and the functions emt and e nlt; it is 

immediate that the elements of A are the trigonometric polynomials £ cn 
n= —N 

As the function enit separates the points of E, all the conditions of (7.3.2) are 

satisfied, hence: 

(7.4.2) Any continuous complex-valued function on R, which is periodic of 

period 2, is the limit of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials, which con¬ 

verges uniformly in R. 

This last result enables us to give a proof of the following fact, which 

was announced in Section 6.5: 
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(7.4.3) The trigonometric system is total in the prehilbert space F = #C(I) 
(as defined in (6.5.1); note that here we do not put on #C(I) the norm (7.1.1)). 

Indeed, for any function /e #<$) and anY integer n > 0, let g be the 
function equal to / for — 1 + l/n < t < 1, equal to /(1) for t = — 1, and 
linear between —1 and —1 + l/n; then f(t) — g(t) = 0 if t ^ — 1 4* 1 /«, 
and |/(t) —g(t)\ < 4||f\\w for the other values of t (we write ||.. for the 
norm defined by (7.1.1) and ||.. ||2 for the prehilbert norm). Therefore, we 

have 

\\f-g\\22 = \f(t)-g(t)\2 dt^ieufjn; 
- i 

in other words, \\f-g\\2 is arbitrarily small. As g is continuous and can 
be extended by periodicity since g(\) = g(— 1), there is, by (7.4.2), a trigono¬ 

metric polynomial h such that \\g — h\\2 < -Jl\\g — hW^ is arbitrarily small, 
and this ends the proof. 

(7.4.4) If E is a compact metric space, the spaces ^R(E) and ^C(E) are 

separable. 

As ^c(E) is the topological direct sum of ^R(E) and /^R(E), we need 
only give the proof for <^R(E). Let (U„) be a denumerable basis for the 
topology of E (3.16.2), and \ztgn(t) = d(t, E — U„). The monomials g^ • • • g*n 

in the gn also form a denumerable set (hn) (by (1.9.3) and (1.9.4)), and the 
vector space A generated by the hn is the subalgebra of ^R(E) generated 
by the gn. If we prove that A is dense in ^R(E), our proof will be complete 
(5.10.1); but we only have to apply the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, and 
therefore check that the family (gn) separates points of E. But if x ^ y, there 
is a Un such that x e\Jn, y $ U„, hence by definition gn(x) ^ 0, gn(y) = 0. 
Q.E.D. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E, F be two compact metric spaces, / a continuous mapping of E x F into R. 

Show that for any e > 0 there exists a finite system of continuous mappings 

of E into R and a finite system (vi)i < i$n of continuous mappings of F into R such that, 

for any (rj)eExF, !/(*,y) —2 < s. (Apply the Stone-Weierstrass 
« = i 

theorem to the algebra generated by the continuous mappings (x, y)~>w(x) and 
(x, y) -+v(y), where u e *fR(E) and v e <TR(F).) 
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2. Let n rn be a bijection of N onto the set of rational numbers in the interval [0,1] = I. 

Define by induction a sequence (I„) of closed intervals contained in I, such that: (1) the 

center of I„ is rkn, where k„ is the smallest index p such that rp is not in the union of 

the intervals I with h<n;(2) the length of I„ is ^ 1/4”, and I„ does not meet any of the 

Ift with h<n. In the product space IxR, define a bounded real continuous function u 

having the following properties: (1) for each integer n ^ 0, xu(x, n) takes the value 1 

for x = rk„, is equal to 0 for x $ I„, and 0 ^ u(x, n) ^ 1 for all x e I; (2) for each x e I, 

the function y-±u(x,y) has the form ay + fi in each of the intervals ]—oo, 0[ and 

[w, n + 1] (n e N). Show that there is no finite system of functions vt e ^fR(l), wt e tfR(R) 

(1 < / < n) such that Z vi(x)wt(y) 1/4 in I x R. (Suppose the contrary; 

consider the functions u„: x -> u(x, n) in #R(I), and observe that \\un\\ = 1, ||un — um\\ — 1 

for m 7* n. If there existed a finite dimensional subspace E of ^R(I) such that d(un, E) ^ 1/4 

for each nf there would exist in E an infinite sequence (hn) such that ||/zj — 2 and 
\\hn — hm\\ 1/2 for mj=- n, contradicting (5.10.1).) 

3. Let E be the interval [0, 1] in R. 

(a) Show that if ak (1 k < n) are n distinct points of E, the functions x-*\x — ak| 

are linearly independent in #R(E). 

(b) Deduce from (a) that the function (x, 7) \x — y\ in E x E cannot be written as 
n 

a finite sum £ U/(x)w>j(y), where Uj and are continuous in E. 
/ = 1 

4. Show that the Banach space &£(R) is not separable. (Use a similar method as the one 

applied in the Problem of Section 5.10.) 

5. EQUICONTINUOUS SETS 

Let H be a subset of the space ^F(E) (E metric space, F normed space); 
we say that H is equicontinuous at a point x0 e E if, for any s > 0, there is a 
<5 > 0 such that the relation d(x0, x) < <5 implies ||/(x) -/Cx0)ll < efor every 
f e H (the important thing here being that <5 is independent off). We say that 
H is equicontinuous if it is equicontinuous at every point of E. 

Examples 

(7.5.1) Suppose there exist two constants c, a > 0 such that || f(x) —f(y)\\ < 
c • (d(x, y))a for any fe H, and any pair of points x, y of E; then H is equi¬ 

continuous. 

(7.5.2) Any finite set of functions which are continuous at a point x0 (resp. 
in E) is equicontinuous at x0 (resp. equicontinuous). More generally any 
finite union of sets of functions which are equicontinuous at x0 (resp. equi¬ 
continuous) is equicontinuous at x0 (resp. equicontinuous). 
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(7.5.3) Let (/„) be a sequence of functions in ^F(E) which converges simply 

to a function g and is equicontinuous at x0 (resp. equicontinuous). Then g is 

continuous at x0 (resp. continuous). 

Indeed, suppose ||/B(x0) — fn(x)\\ ^ 8 f°r any x suc^ that d{x, x0) =? <5 
and any n; then, by the principle of extension of inequalities, we have 
||#(x) - g(xo)|j s? s for any x such that d(x, x0) < <5. Q.E.D. 

(7.5.4) In the space #F(E), the closure of any equicontinuous subset is 

equicontinuous. 

This follows at once from (3.13.13) and from the proof of (7.5.3). 

(7.5.5) Suppose F is a Banach space, (/„) an equicontinuous sequence in 

<?p(E), and that for any point x of a dense subset D of E, the sequence (fn(x)) 

is convergent in F. Then the sequence (/„) converges simply to a (continuous) 

limit g. 

As F is complete, we have to prove that for each xeE, (/„(*)) is a 
Cauchy sequence in F. Now for any e > 0, there is a S > 0 such that the 
relation d(x,y) ^ <5 implies || fn(x) —fn(y) || < e/3 for every n. On the other 
hand, there exists ye D such that d(x, y) ^ S, and by assumption, there is 
an n0 such that \\fm(y) — fn(y) || ^ e/3 for m ^ n0, n ^ n0. It follows that for 
m^n0,n^n0, \\fm{x) -fn(x)|| < e. Q.E.D. 

(7.5.6) Suppose E is a compact metric space, (/„) an equicontinuous sequence 

in ^p(E). //(/„) converges simply to g in E, it converges uniformly to g in E. 

Given £ > 0, for each x e E there is a neighborhood V(x) such that the 
relation y e V(x) implies |[/„(x) —/„0f)II <e/3 for every n. Cover E by a 
finite number of neighborhoods V(x;); there exists an n0 such that for 
n^n0, we have \\g{x?> --/B(xi)|| < e/3 for all the indices /. But for any 
xeE,x belongs to one of the V(x;), hence we have |[/„(x) -/„(*,•) || < e/3 for 
all n, and letting n tend to +oo, this yields \\g{x) - g(xt)|| < e/3. Hence we 
have ||0(x) -/„(x)|| < e for any n > n0 and every x e E. Q.E.D. 

(7.5.7) (Ascoli’s theorem) Suppose F is a Banach space and E a compact 

metric space. In order that a subset H of the Banach space ^F(E) be relatively 
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compact, necessary and sufficient conditions are that H be equicontinuous 

and that, for each x e E, the set H(x) of all f(x) such that feU be relatively 

compact in F. 

(a) Necessity. If H is relatively compact for every t: > 0, there exists a 
finite number of functions j\ e H such that for every fe H, there is an index 
/ such that II/ —/J < c/3 (3.17.5). From this it follows first that for every 
xeE we have |L/(.v) —/(x)|| ^ c/3, and as F is complete, this shows by 
(3.17.5) that H(a*) is relatively compact. On the other hand, let V be a neigh¬ 
borhood of .v such that / eV implies Wfiy) —/(.v)|| < cf3 for every index /; 
then, for any fe H, y e V implies \\f(y) — ./'(-v) || < c, which proves H is equi¬ 
continuous. 

(b) Sufficiency. As W,..(K) is complete by (7.1.3) and (7.2.1), we need 
only prove H is precompact (3.17.5). Given any c > 0, for each .re E, let 
V(.v) be a neighborhood of x such that y e V(.r) implies ||/(>0 — /(.v)|| < e/4 
for every fe H. Cover E with a finite number of neighborhoods V(.ri) 
(1 < / < m). On the other hand each of the sets H(.vf) is relatively compact 
in F by assumption; so is therefore their union K; let (cj)l€j^n be a finite 
subset of K such that every point of K is in a ball of center one of the Cj 
and radius c/4. Let <f> now be the (finite) set of all mappings / <p(i) of [1, m) 
into [1, n] (intervals in N); for each </> e <I>, denote by the set of all functions 
fe H such that, for every index i in [1, w], we have ||/(.vf) — <v(/)|| ^ c/4. 
Some of the may be empty, but from the definition of the Cj it follows 
that H is covered by the union of the . To end the proof we need only 
show that the diameter of each iv is ^c. Now if / g are both in L^, for 
each }’eE there is an / such that y e V(.v,), hence ||/(j) ~~/(-V/)|| < c/4 
and \\g(y) — //(>Vf)|| <i:/4; as Wfix^ - g(xi)\\ ^ vfl by definition, we have 

||f(y) ~ //(r)ll < a for every y e E, i.e. ||/-~t?|| < c. Q.E.D. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Lei H be n metric space, F a normed space, H a bounded subset of *6 F (E). For each 
V f E, let y be the mapping u - u(\) of H into F, which is continuous and bounded. 
Show that in order that H be equicontinuous at .v(), it is necessary and sufficient that 
the mapping x - y of E into ^7 (H) be continuous at .v0. 

2. Let E be a metric space, F a normed space, (/) an equicontinuous sequence in ^F(E). 
Show that the set of points ,v< E, such that </,(*)) is a Cauchy sequence in F, is 

closed in E. 
3. Ixt E be the interval [0, I « f in R, and for any i», let 

fn(t) sin((f f 4«27t2)1/2) 
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in E. Show that the sequence (/„) is equiconlinuous in li and converges simply to 0 in E, 

but that it is not relatively compact in the space ttff(E) (show that if it were, it would 

converge uniformly to 0). 
4. Let E be a metric space, F a normed space, (f,) a sequence of functions in (H), 

which is equicontinuous at a point a c: E. Show that if the sequence (/,(«)) is conver¬ 

gent to be F, then for any sequence (x„) in E such that Jim .v„ a, the sequence 
w » * 

(fn(xn)) converges to b in F. 
5. Let E be a metric space, F a normed space. We say that a subset H of V./ (E) is uni¬ 

formly equicontinuous if for any e > 0, there is a 8 ■ 0 such that the relation d(x% r) -■ 8 

implies \\f(x) -/(>') II < £ for every/e H. Any function/* 11 is uniformly continuous; 

conversely a finite set of uniformly continuous functions is uniformly equicontinuous. 

Show that for a bounded subset H. of ^f(E), the following properties arc equivalent; 

(a) H is uniformly equicontinuous. 
(b) The mapping x->x of E into ^/(H) (Problem 1) is uniformly continuous, 

(c) The mapping (//, x) u(x) of H \ E into E* (H being considered as a subspaee of 

(E)) is uniformly continuous. 

6. Let E be a metric space, F a normed space, H a uniformly equicontinuous subset of 

ST®(E) (Problem 5); show that the closure of H in *<V (H) is uniformly equicontinuous. 

7. Let E be a compact metric space, F a normed space. Show that any equicontinuous 

subset of ^f(E) is uniformly equicontinuous. 

8. Let E be a compact metric space, F a Banach space. Show that if a subset 11 of ,(!■) 

is relatively compact, the union of all the sets H(.v), where .v < E, is relatively compact 
in F (use Problem 5 of Section 7.2). 

9. Show that the conclusion of Aseoli’s theorem (7.5.7) is still valid if instead of sup¬ 

posing H(x) relatively compact in F for every .v t El, one only supposes ll(\) tdatively 
compact for all * e D, where D is a dense subset of E. 

10. Let E be a metric space, H an equicontinuous subset of v: *(!•’). Show that the set A 

of points xeE such that H(.v) is bounded in R is both open and closed in 1 , If H is 

compact and connected and if for one point .v« t H, H(.v0) is bounded in R, then H is 
relatively compact in ftR(E). 

11. Let E be a metric space, H an equicontinuous subset of ?.r(E:). For each * » I , let 

v(x) = sup f(x), w(x) — inf/(.v); show that if v (resp. w) is finite at one point ,it is 

finite and continuous in a neighborhood of xu; if r(.v0) \ •/ (resp, h( \„) /) 

then v(x) = +oo (resp. w(.v) ^■> in a neighborhood of v0. Conclude that the set 

of points x 6 E for which v(x) (resp. w(.v)) is finite is both open and closed in f,, 

12. Let I - 0, b] a compact interval in R. A function/* v.„(l) is said to lx tipwhinhm for 

the constant k> 0 if, for every pair <a\ .v') of points of I, |/(.v) /"(\'>| - A l C \|. 

Let K be the subset of ^R(I) consisting of all functions /which are lipsehit/ian for A, 

and such that f(a) -- 0. Show that the f-entropy H«(K) and the / -capacity C,(K) 
(Section 3.16, Problem 4) arc given by the formulas 

HC(K) = C28(K) 

Hc(K)-C2c(K)- 

'k(b ~ a) \ k(b a) 
. 1 1 log 2 if is an integer 

"k(b-a) k(h a) 
8 

log 2 if is not an integer 

^t). (One may assume k 1 by a suitable linear transfer- 
^ M /ic, wiiwc n is an integer. consider the set M* , ol 

2" functionswhich are equal to affine functions in each of the intervals 
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a I h 
b a 

/TT 
b a 

(l | (/, | i) 
n 1 

(0 < h <: n 2) 

and have in each such interval a derivative equal to l or to 1; prove that the distance 

of any two distinct elements of Mrt i is > 2/(// 1). Similarly, consider the subset 

Mi of M„ consisting of the 2" 1 functions of M„ which are equal to .v a in the 

interval [</, a I (h a)/n\, and for each function gc M/consider the set of all 

functions /< K such that //(a*) (2In) *£ f(x) ^ g(x) for every x c I. Use a similar 
construction when (b a)/r is not an integer.) 

6. REGULATED FUNCTIONS 

Let I be an interval in R, of origin a and extremity h (a or h or both 
may be infinite), F a Banach space. We say that a mapping/of I into F 
is a step-function if there is an increasing finite sequence of points 

of I (closure of I in 1) such that ,v0 = a, xn = />, and that/is constant in each 
of the open intervals ].v,, .v, f, [ (0 < / ^ n - 1). 

For any mapping/of I into F and any point .re I distinct from h, we 
say that / has a limit on the right if lim f(y) exists; we then write the 

y * I, y > x 
y *x 

limit/(.v+ ). Similarly we define for each point .v e I distinct from a, the 
limit on the left of/at .v, which we write/(.v—); we also say these limits 
are one-sided limits of /l A mapping/of I into F is called a regulated function 

if it has one-sided limits at every point of I. It is clear that any step-function 
is regulated. 

(7.6.1) In order that a mapping f of a compact interval I = [//, h] into F be 

regulated, a necessary and sufficient condition is that f he the limit of a uniformly 
convergent sequence of step-functions. 

(a) Necessity. For every integer ru and every .re I, there is an open 
interval V(.r) » lr(.v), z(x)[ containing a\ such that \\f(s)-f(t)\\ ^ l/n if 
either both .v, t are in {v(x)% x[ n I or both in Jx, r(x)[ n I. Cover I with a 
finite number of intervals V(xand let *m be the strictly increasing 
sequence consisting of the points a, />, , j*(xd and z(xt). As each cj is in some 
V(xj), cjfl is either in the same V(xd or we have Cj f , = r(x<), for j < m — 1; 
in other words if s, t are both in the same interval ]cj >cJn [, then 
||f(s) -/(Oil < lfn. Now define gn as the step-function equal to / at the 
points Cj» and at the midpoint of each interval ]cj, Cj and constant in 
each of these intervals. It is clear that \\f- gn\\ < l/n. 
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(b) Sufficiency. Suppose / is the uniform limit of a sequence (fn) of 
step-functions. For each £>0 there is an n such that ||/-/,ll < «/3; 
now for each xel, there is an interval ]c9 d[ containing x and such that 
||/B($) -fn{t)\\ ^e/3 if both s and t are in ]c9x[ or both in ]a\ r/[; hence 
under the same assumption we have ||/0) - /(Oil < ^ and this proves the 
existence of one-sided limits of/at x9 since F is complete (3.14.6). 

Another way of formulating (7.6.1) is to say that the set of regulated 

functions is closed in #F(E), and that the set of step-functions is dense in 
the set of regulated functions. 

(7.6.2) Any continuous mapping of an interval I c: R into a Banach space 

is regulated; so is any monotone mapping of I into R. 

This follows from the definition, taking into account (3.16.5) and (4.2.1). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let/be a regulated mapping of an interval I c R into a Banach space F. Show that 
for each compact subset H of I, /(H) is relatively compact in F; give an example 
showing that /(H) need not be closed in F. 

2. The function f(x) = x sin(l/x) (/(0) = 0) is continuous, hence regulated in I (0, l], 
and the function g(x) = sgn x (g(x) = 1 if x > 0, g(0) « 0, g(x) -- 1 if .v * 0) is regu¬ 
lated in R, but the composed function go f is not regulated in I. 

3. Let I = [a, b] be a compact interval in R. A function of bo untied variation in I is a mapping 
/of I into a Banach space F, having the following property: there is a number V () 
such that, for any strictly increasing finite sequence (r,)0 4„ of points of I, the inequality 

eW+i)-/(Oil ^ V holds. 
f = 0 

(a) Show that /(I) is relatively compact in F (prove that /(I) is preeompact, by an 
indirect proof). 

(b) Show that/is a regulated function in I (use (a) and (3.16.4)). 
(c) The function g defined in [0,1] as equal to x2 sin(l/x2) for x ^ 0 and to 0 for 
x — 0 is not of bounded variation, although it has a derivative at each point of l. 



CHAPTER VIII 

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS 

The subject matter of this chapter is nothing else but the elementary 
theorems of calculus, which however are presented in a way which will 
probably be new to most students. That presentation, which throughout 
adheres strictly to our general “geometric” outlook on analysis, .aims at 
keeping as close as possible to the fundamental idea of calculus, namely the 
“local” approximation of functions by linear functions. In the classical 
teaching of calculus, this idea is immediately obscured by the accidental 
fact that, on a one-dimensional vector space, there is a one-to-one cor¬ 
respondence between linear forms and numbers, and therefore the deriv¬ 
ative at a point is defined as a number instead of a linear form. This slavish 
subservience to the shibboleth of numerical interpretation at any cost 
becomes much worse when dealing with functions of several variables: 
one thus arrives, for instance, at the classical formula (8.9.2) giving the 
partial derivatives of a composite function, which has lost any trace of 
intuitive meaning, whereas the natural statement of the theorem is of course 
that the (total) derivative of a composite function is the composite of their 
derivatives (8.2.1), a very sensible formulation when one thinks in terms of 
linear approximations. 

This “ intrinsic” formulation of calculus, due to its greater “ abstraction,” 
and in particular to the fact that again and again, one has to leave the initial 
spaces and to climb higher and higher to new “function spaces” (especially 
when dealing with the theory of higher derivatives), certainly requires some 
mental effort, contrasting with the comfortable routine of the classical 
formulas. But we believe that the result is well worth the labor, as it will 
prepare the student to the still more general idea of calculus on a differentiable 
manifold, which we shall develop in Chapters XVI to XX. Of course, he will 
observe that in these applications, all the vector spaces which intervene have 
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finite dimension; if that gives him an additional feeling of security, he may 
of course add that assumption to all the theorems of this chapter. But he 
will inevitably realize that this does not make the proofs shorter or simpler 
by a single line; in other words, the hypothesis of finite dimension is entirely 
irrelevant to the material developed below; we have therefore thought it best 
to dispense with it altogether, although the applications of calculus which 
deal with the finite dimensional case still by far exceed the others in number 

and in importance. 
After the formal rules of calculus have been derived (Sections 8.1 to 8.4), 

the other sections of the chapter are various applications of what is probably 
the most useful theorem in analysis, the mean value theorem, proved in 
Section 8.5. The reader will observe that the formulation of that theorem, 
which is of course given for vector valued functions, differs in appearance 
from the classical mean value theorem (for real valued functions), which 
one usually writes as an equality f(b) -f(a) =f'(c)(b — a). The trouble 
with that classical formulation is that: (1) there is nothing similar to it 
as soon as / has vector values or when there are a finite number of points 
where /' is not defined; (2) it completely conceals the fact that nothing 

is known on the number c, except that it lies between a and b, and for most 
purposes, all one need know is that fie) is a number which lies between 
the g.l.b. and l.u.b. of/' in the interval [a, b] (and not the fact that it actually 
is a value of/')* In other words, the real nature of the mean value theorem 
is exhibited by writing it as an inequality, and not as an equality. 

Finally, the reader will probably observe the conspicuous absence of 
a time-honored topic in calculus courses, the “ Riemann integral.” It may 
well be suspected that, had it not been for its prestigious name, this would 
have been dropped long ago, for (with due reverence to RiemamTs genius) 
it is certainly quite clear to any working mathematician that nowadays such 
a “theory” has at best the importance of a mildly interesting exercise in the 
general theory of measure and integration (see Section 13.9, Problem 7). 
Only the stubborn conservatism of academic tradition could freeze it into 
a regular part of the curriculum, long after it had outlived its historical 
importance. Of course, it is perfectly feasible to limit the integration process 
to a category of functions which is large enough for all purposes of 
elementary analysis (at the level of this first volume), but close enough to 
the continuous functions to dispense with any consideration drawn from 
measure theory; this is what we have done by defining only the integral 
of regulated functions (sometimes called the “Cauchy integral”). When 
one needs a more powerful tool, there is no point in stopping halfway, and 
the general theory of (“Lebesgue”) integration (Chapter XIII) is the only 
sensible answer. 



1. DERIVATIVE OF A CONTINUOUS MAPPING 

Let E, F be Banach spaces (both real or both complex) and A an open 
subset of E. Let / g be two continuous mappings of A into F; we say that 
/and g are tangent at a point x0 e A if lim ||/(x) — #(x)||/||x — x0|| = 0; 

JC+XQ, X&XQ 

this implies of course that /(x0) = g(xQ). We note that this definition only 
depends on the topologies of E and F; for if / g are tangent for the given 
norms on E and F, they are still tangent for equivalent norms (Section 5.6). 
If/ g are tangent at x0, and g, h tangent at x0, then/ h are tangent at x0, as 
follows from the inequality ||/(x) — h(x)\\ < || f(x) — g(x)\\ 4- ||^(x) - h(x)||. 

Among all functions tangent at x0 to a function / there is at most one 

mapping of the form x ->/(x0) + w(x — x0) where u is linear. For if two 
such functions x ~»/(x0) + *q(x — x0), x /(x0) + u2(x — x0) are tangent at 
x0, this means, for the linear mapping v = ux — u2, that lim ||u(y)||/||y|| = 0. 

y-*0,y&0 

But this implies v = 0, for if, given c > 0, there is r > 0 such that ||j>|| < r 

implies ||f’(j’)ll <c||^||, then this last inequality is still valid for any x # 0, 
by applying it to y = rx/||x||; as r. is arbitrary, we see that v(x) = 0 for any x. 

We say that a continuous mapping / of A into F is differentiable 

at the point xa e A if there is a linear mapping u of E into F such that 
.v -+/(.v0) + u(.v — A’„) is tangent to / at x0. We have just seen that this 
mapping is then unique; it is called the derivative (or total derivative) of/ 

at the point x0, and written/'(x0) or D/(a-0). 

(8.1.1) If the continuous mapping f of A into F is differentiable at the point 

a,|, the derivative f'(xn) is a continuous linear mapping of E into F. 

Let u =/'(.v„). Given e. > 0, there is r such that 0 < r < 1 and that ||f|| r 

implies ||/(.v0 + /) —/(.v0)|| < v,j2 and ||y(x0 + t) —/(x0) — w(0ll ll*ll/2> 
hence ||r||’^r implies ||h(/)|| < which proves u is continuous by (5.5.1). 

The derivative (when it exists) of a continuous mapping / of A into F, 
at a point .v„ e A, is thus an element of the Banach space Sd(E; F) (see Section 
5.7) and not of F. In what follows, for u e F) and / sE, we will write 
u ■ t instead of u(t); we recall (Section 5.7) that \\u • t|| < ||w|| ■ ||t|| and that 

Ml = sup ||wf||. 
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When E has finite dimension n and F has finite dimension m, f'(xQ) 

can thus be identified to a matrix with m rows and n columns; this matrix 

will be determined in Section 8.10. 

Examples 

(8.1.2) A constant function is differentiable at every point of A, and its 

derivative is the element 0 of ££(E; F). 

(8.1.3) The derivative of a continuous linear mapping u of E into F exists 

at every point x e E and Dw(x) = u. 

For by definition u(x0) + u{x — x0) = u(x). 

(8.1.4) Let E, F, G be three Banach spaces, (x, y) -* [x • y] a continuous 

bilinear mapping of E x F into G. Then that mapping is differentiable 

at every point (x, y) e E x F and the derivative is the linear mapping 
(s, t) -»[x • t] +• |> • y]. 

For we have 

[(* + S) ■ (y + 0] -[x ’ y] ~ [X ■ t] - [s ■ y] = [.? • t] 

and by assumption, there is a constant c > 0 such that ||[.v • /]|| < c • ||.v|| • ||r|| 
(5.5.1). For any e>0, the relation sup(||s||, ||/||) = ||(.v,/)j| ^ y./c implies 
therefore 

||[(x + s) ■ (y + t)] - [x ■ y] — [x ■ t] - • j;]|| < r. ||(.v, t)|| 

which proves our assertion. 

That result is easily generalized to a continuous multilinear mapping. 

(8.1.5) Suppose F = F, x F2 x xF, is a product of Banach spaces, 

and f= (/j,.. .,/J a continuous mapping of an open subset A of Li into F. 
In order that f be differentiable at x0, a necessary and sufficient condition is that 

each f be differentiable at x0, and then f'(x0) = (/,'(x0)../„;(.v0)) (when 

•^(E; F) is identified with the product of the spaces &(E; F,)). 

Indeed, any linear mapping u of E into F can be written in a unique 
way u = (»!,..., um), where ut is a linear mapping of E into F,, and we 
have by definition ||«(x)|| = sup(||mx(jc)||,..., ||Mm(x)||), whence it follows 
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(by (5.7.1) and (2.3.7)) that ||u|| = supfllaj,..., ||mJ|), which allows the 
m 

identification of ££ (E; F) with the product Y[ i?(E; Ff). From the defini- 
i ~ 1 

tion, it follows at once that u is the derivative of/at x0 if and only if ut 

is the derivative of / at x0 for 1 ^ i ^ m. 

Remark. Let E, F be complex Banach spaces, and E0, F0 the underlying 
real Banach spaces. Then if a mapping / of an open subset A of E into F 
is differentiable at a point x0, it is also differentiable with the same deriv¬ 
ative, when considered as a mapping of A into F0 (a linear mapping of E 
into F being also linear as a mapping of E0 into F0). But the converse is 
not true, as the example of the mapping z-> z (complex conjugate) of C 
into itself shows at once; as a mapping of R2 into itself, u: z (which can 
be written (.x, y) -> (x, —y)) is differentiable and has at each point a deriv¬ 
ative equal to w, by (8.1.3); but u is not a complex linear mapping, hence 
the result. We return to that question in Chapter IX (9.10.1). 

When the mapping / of A into F is differentiable at every point of A, 
we say that /is differentiable in A; the mapping x ->f'(x) = D/(x) of A 
into «£f(E; F) will be written/' or D/and called the derivative off in A. 

2. FORMAL RULES OF DERIVATION 

(8.2.1) Let E, F, G be three Banach spaces, A an open neighborhood of x0 e E, 
/ a continuous mapping of A into F, y0 = /(x0), B an open neighborhood of 

y0 in F, g a continuous mapping of B into G. Then if f is differentiable at 

x0 and g differentiable at y0, the mapping h = g of (which is defined and 
continuous in a neighborhood of x0) is differentiable at x0, and we have 

h'(x0) = g'(y0)0/'(*<>)• 

By assumption, given s such that 0 < e < 1, there is an r > 0 such that, 
for II^H < r and ||f || < r, we can write 

f(x0 + i) =f(xo) +f'(x0) • s + ox(s) 

g(y0 + t) = g(y0) + g'(y0) * t + o2(t) 

with ||0iCs,)|| < e\\s\\ and ||02(OII 11*11- On the other hand, by (8.1.1) and 
(5.5.1) , there are constants a, b such that, for any s and t, 

\\ff(x0) • s\\ < a ll^ll and ||^'(To)' *11 < b ||^|| 
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hence 

||f'(x0) ■ s + OjX.011 <0+1) ||j|| 

for flj|| < r. Therefore, for \\s\\ < rj(a + 1), we have 

\\o2(f'(x0) ■ s + o1(s'))|| <(a+ l)a||j|| 

and 
Wiyo) • 0iO)ll < 

hence we can write 

h(x0 + s) = g(yQ +f(x 0) • s + o^s)) = g(y0) + g’(y0) • (/'Oo) ‘ J) + °i(s) 

with 
\\oM\<^ + b+l)e\\s\\9 

which proves the theorem. 

(8.2.1) has of course innumerable applications, of which we mention 
only the following one: 

(8.2.2) Let/, g be two continuous mappings of the open subset A ofE into F. 
If f and g are differentiable at x0, so are f + g and of (a scalar), and we have 

(/+ g)'(x 0) =f'(x0) + g'(x0) and (a/)'(x0) = af'(x0). 

The mapping /+ g is composed of (w, v) -» u + v, mapping of F x F 
into F, and of x-> (f(x),g(x)f mapping of A into F x F; both are dif¬ 
ferentiable by (8.1.3) and (8.1.5), and the result follows (for f + g) from 
(8.2.1). For cf the argument is still simpler, using the fact that the mapping 
u->au of F into itself is differentiable by (8.1.3). Of course, (8.2.2) could 
also be proved very simply by direct arguments. 

Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A an open subset of E, B an open subset 
of F. If A and B are homeomorphic, and there exists a differentiable homeo- 

morphism f of A onto B, it does not follow that, for each x0 e A, f'(x0) 

is a linear homeomorphism of E onto F (consider e.g. the mapping £ —► £3 
of R onto itself). 

(8.2.3) Let f be a homeomorphism of an open subset A of a Banach space E 
onto an open subset B of a Banach space F, g the inverse homeomorphism. 

Suppose f is differentiable at the point x0, and f'(x0) is a linear homeomorphism 

of onto F, then g is differentiable at y0 =/(x0) and g'(y0) is the inverse 
mapping to f\x0) (cf. (10.2.5)). 
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By assumption, the mapping s-+f(x0 + s) —/(x0) is a homeomorphism 
of a neighborhood V of 0 in E onto a neighborhood W of 0 in F, and 
the inverse homeomorphism if t-*g(y0 + t)-g(y0). By assumption, the 
linear mapping f (x0) of E onto F has an inverse u which is continuous, 
hence (5.5.1) there is c > 0 such that \\u(t)\\ <c||t|| for any te F. Given 
any s such that 0 < £ «; l/2c, there is an r > 0 such that, if we write 
f(.x0+s)-f(x0) =/'(*o) • J + OiO), the relation ||s|| implies ||o1(^)|[ ^e||j||. 
Let r' now be a number such that the ball ||r|| < r' is contained in W and 
that its image by the mapping t -* g(y0 +1) - g(y0) is contained in the 
ball M|<r. Let z = g(y0 + t) - g(y0); by definition, for ||/||<r', 
this equation implies t =/(x0 + z) -f(x0) and as \\z\\ «= r, we can write 

1 =f'(xo)' z + °i(z). with llOiCz)!! < e||z||. From that relation we deduce 

u • t =■ u • (/'(x0) • z) + u • ox(z) = z + u ■ ox(z) 

by definition of u, and moreover ||« • o^z)!! < cllOiCz)!! < cfi||z|| < i ||z||, 
hence ||« • 11| > ||z|| - \ ||z|| = \ ||z||; therefore ||z| < 2\\u ■ r|| < 2c||/||, and 
finally \\u ■ o1(z)|| ^ ce ||z|| < 2c2 3£ ||/||. We have therefore proved that the 
relation ||f || < r' implies ||^(y0 + t) - g(y0) - u ■ 11| < 2c2e ||/||, and as e is 
arbitrary, this completes the proof. 

The result (8.2.3) can also be written (under the same assumptions) 

(8.2.3.1) (/-1)'(/(x0)) = (/'(x0))-1. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a real prehilbert space. Show that in E the mapping x-HM| of E into R 
is differentiable at every point x ^ 0 and that its derivative at such a point is the linear 
mapping s-*(s \ *)/||*||. 

2. (a) In the space (c0) of Banach (Section 5.3, Problem 5) show that the norm * \\x\\ 

is differentiable at a point x = (£„) if and only if there is an index n0 such that 
l£,0l >|fn| for every « # n0. Compute the derivative. 
(b) In the space l1 of Banach (Section 5.7, Problem 1), show that the norm \\x\\ 

is not differentiable at any point (use (8.1.1) and Problem 1(c) of Section 5.7). 
3. Let / be a differentiable real valued function defined in an open subset A of a Banach 

space E. 
(a) Show that if at a point x0 e A, /reaches a relative maximum (Section 3.9, Problem 
6), then D/(x0) = 0. 
(b) Suppose E is finite dimensional, A is relatively compact,/is defined and continuous 
in A, and equal to 0 in the boundary of A. Show that there exists a point x0 e A 
where D/(x0) = 0 (“Rolle’s theorem”; use (a) and (3.17.10)). 
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3. DERIVATIVES IN SPACES OF CONTINUOUS LINEAR FUNCTIONS 

(8.3.1) Let E, F, G be three Banach spaces. Then the mapping (w, v) v 0 u 

(also written vu) of i?(E; F) x j£?(F; G) into Jzf(E; G) is differentiable, and 

the derivative at the point (u0, vQ) is the mapping (s, t) -+v0 ° s H- t ° u0 . 

If we observe that, by (5.7.5), the mapping (w, v) -► i?0 w is bilinear and 
continuous, the result is a special case of (8.1.4). 

(8.3.2) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, such that there exists at least a linear 

homeomorphism of E onto F. Then the set of these linear homeomorphisms 

is open in i?(E; F); the mapping u-*u~x of onto the set 3ft? ~1 of linear 

homeomorphisms of F onto E is continuous and differentiable, and the derivative 

of u-tu'1 at the point uQ is the linear mapping {of JT(E; F) into ££{F; E)) 
-Uq1 °S°Uq\ 

1. We consider first the case F = E, and write 1E for the identity 
mapping of E. Then: 

(8.3.2.1) If ||w|| < 1 in J^(E;E), the linear mapping 1E + w is a homeo¬ 

morphismits inverse (1E + w)~l is equal to the sum of the absolutely convergent 
00 

series £ (—l)Bw", and we have 
n = 0 

(8.3.2.2) ||(1E + w)"1 - 1E + w\\ ^ \\w\\2/(l - \\w\\). 
N 

We have £ M|” = (l - ]|w||N+1)/(l - |H|) < 1/(1 - ||w||), hence, by 
11 = 0 

oo 

(5.7.5), (5.3.1), (5.3.2) and (5.7.3), the series £ (-l)nwn is absolutely 
n— 0 

convergent in if (E; E). Moreover, we have 

(1E + w)(lE - w + w2 + • • • + (-l)NwN) 

= (1E - w + w2 + ••• + (—l)NwN)(lE + w) = 1E - (-1)N+IWN+1. 

and as wN+1 tends to 0 with 1/N, we have by definition and by (5.7.5), for the 

element ® f (-l)V of JS?(E; E), (1E + w)v = v(lE + w) = 1E, which 

proves the first two statements; the inequality (8.3.2.2) follows from the 
i!E + W) 1 ~ + w = w2(1e - w + w2 + ...) and from (5.7.5) 

and (5.3.2). v 2 
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2. Consider now the general case; suppose s e F) is such 
that \\s\\ • \\uq *|| < 1; then the element Ie + Wq”1^, which belongs to 
J$?(E;E), has an inverse, due to (5.7.5) and (8.3.2.1); as we can write 
u0 + s = «0Oe + Uqls), the same is true for u0 + s, the inverse being 
(1E -f- Uq 1s)~xUq *; hence we have 

(u0 -f s) 1 — u0 1 = ((1E + u0 *$) 1 — lE)u0 x. 

Applying (8.3.2.2) to w = Uq 1s, we obtain, for |).?|| < 1/\\uq1\\ 

IKUo + s)"1 Uq 1 +Uo1SMo1|| < llwo1!!3* Il^l|2/(1-- 11^0 1 II * llsll). 

Therefore, if we take \\s\\ ^ 1/2||wq 1||, we have 

ll(w0 + s)'1 - Uq1 + Uq XSUo x|| ^ C || s|| 2 

with c = 2\\uq 1||3, and this ends the proof. 

4. DERIVATIVES OF FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE 

When we specialize E to a one-dimensional vector space (identified to 
R or C), we know that S£ (E; F) is naturally identified to F itself, a vector 
b e F being identified to the linear mapping £ -► b£ of E into F (5.7.6). If 
f is a differentiable mapping of an open set A c E into F, its derivative 
D/(£0) at a point £0 e A is thus identified to a vector of F, and the mapping 
Df to a mapping of A into F. If F itself is one-dimensional (identified to 
R or C), we obtain the classical case of the derivative (at a point) as a number. 

The general results obtained above boil down in that last case to the classical 
formulas of calculus; for instance, (8.3.2), when E and F are one-dimensional, 
is simply the formula giving the derivative of l/£ as equal to —1/£2 for £ ^ 0. 
We explicitly formulate the following consequence of (8.2.1) : 

(8.4.1) Let E, F be two real (resp. complex) Banach spaces,/ a dijferentiable 

mapping of an open subset A of E into F, g a differentiable mapping of an 

open subset I ofR (resp. C) into A; then the derivative at £ el of the composed 

mapping h=f<>g of l into F is the vector of F equal to Df(g(£)) • #'(£) 
(remember g'(0 is in E, and Df(g(g)) in JSP(E; F)). 

Remarks. Suppose F is a complex Banach space, / a differentiable mapping 
of an open subset AcC into F; its derivative at z e A is thus identified with 
a vector of F. Let now g be a differentiable mapping of an open subset I of 
R into C (considered as the underlying two-dimensional real vector space); 
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then fo g is a differentiable mapping of I into the underlying real Banach 
space F0 of F, and (8.4.1) shows that its derivative at a point £el 
is^OP/te©)) (remember here g'(0 is a complex number). 

When E = R and F is a real Banach space, the notion of derivative can 
be greatly generalized: for any subset J c R and any point e J such that 
£0 is a cluster point of J - {£0}, we can define, for a mapping/of J into F, 
the derivative off at £0 {with respect to J) as the limit (when it exists) 

lim (/(©-/tfo))/«-«o). 

When the limit exists, we say that/is differentiable at with respect to J. 
We shall only consider the case in which J is an interval of R; then at the 
interior points of I, the derivative with respect to J coincides (when it exists) 
with the usual one; at the origin a (resp. extremity /?) of J, when it belongs to 
J, the derivative of/ with respect to J is also called the derivative on the right 

(resp. on the left) of / at the point a (resp. /?) and written //(a) or D+/(a) 
(resp. fg{fi) or D_/(/?)). Theorem (8.4.1) is still valid when in the assumptions 
we suppose I is an interval and g has a derivative with respect to I at 
then if/is differentiable in A,/0 g has a derivative at £ with respect to I given 
by the same formula (/(£) being replaced by the derivative of g with respect 
to I). The proof is that of (8.2.1) with the obvious modifications. We omit 
the most usual consequences of that theorem, such as the result correspond¬ 
ing to (8.2.2). 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let / be a continuous mapping of an interval I c R into a Banach space E. In 
order that/be differentiable at an interior point x0 of I, it is necessary and sufficient 
that (f(x0 -f h) —/(xQ — k))/(h + k) have a limit in E when the point (A, k) tends to 
(0,0) in the set of pairs such that A > 0, k > 0. 
(b) The real function/equal to x2 sin(l/*) for x ^ 0, to 0 for x = 0, is differentiable in 
R, but (f(x) — f(y))/(x — y) has no limit when (x, y) tends to (0,0) in the set of pairs 
such that x > 0, y > 0, jc # y. 

(c) In the interval 1 = [0,1], the sequence of continuous functions fn is defined as 
follows: f0(t) = t; for each n > 1, /„ has the form oct + fi in each of the 3" intervals 
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Show that the sequence (/„) converges uniformly in I towards a continuous function 
which has no derivative at any point of I (use (a)). 

2. Let/be a continuous mapping of an open interval I <=■ R into a Banach space E, which 

has at every point /el both a derivative on the left f'g{t) and a derivative on the right 
m. 
(a) Let U be a nonempty open subset of E, A the set of points / e I such that/d'(/) e U. 

For any a > 0, let Ba be the subset of I consisting of points / such that there is at least a 

point s e I for which t — oc ^ s < t and (/(/) ~f(s))l(t — s) e U; show that B* is open 

and that A n QB* is denumerable (use Problem 3 of Section 3.9). 

Conclude from that result that the set of points te A such that //(/) £ 0 is at most de¬ 
numerable. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that the set of points /el such that fg(t) # /j(/) is at most de¬ 

numerable. (Observe first that /(I) is a denumerable union of compact metric spaces, 

and by considering the closed vector subspace of E generated by /(I), reduce the 

problem to the case in which the topology of E has a denumerable basis (U„) of open 

sets; then remark that for every pair of distinct points a, b of E there is a pair of sets 

Up, Vq such that aeUp,be\Jq and UpnU,= 0.) 

3. (a) Let / be defined in R2 by the conditions 

/to-Jxhi for *-&.&) *(o.o), /«>) = o. 
Si -r s2 

Show that for any x 6 R2 and any y e R2, the limit lim (/(x -f/y) — f(x))/t = g(x,y) 
t-f 0, t* 0 

exists but that y->g(0,y) is not linear (hence / is not differentiable at the point 0). 

(b) Let /be defined in R2 by the conditions 

/« = for *=<&.&)* (0,0). /(0) = 0. 

Show that the limit g(x, y) exists for every x and y and y ->g(x, y) is linear for every 

x e R2, but that /is not differentiable at the point 0. (Consider the points (£i, £2) such 

that £2 = £?.) 
4. (a) Let / be a continuous mapping of an open subset A of a Banach space E into a 

Banach space F. We say that at x0 e A the function/is quasi-differentiable if there exists 

a linear mapping u of E into F, having the following property: for any continuous 

mapping g of I = [0,1 ] into A such that g(0) = *0 and that the derivative /(O) of g at 0 

(with respect to I) exists, then / -► f(g(t)) has at the point / = 0 a derivative (with respect 

to I) equal to u(g'{0)). The linear mapping u is then called a quasi-derivative of/at x0. 

Show that if / is quasi-differentiable at x0, its quasi-derivative is unique. Extend 

property (8.2.1) to quasi-differentiable mappings. 
(b) Show that if /is quasi-differentiable at x0, its quasi-derivative u is a continuous 

linear mapping of E into F. (Suppose, as one may, that x0 = 0,/(xo) = 0. Use contra¬ 

diction: if u is not bounded in the ball B(0; 1), there exists a sequence (an) of vectors in E 

such that H^ll = 1, and a sequence (/„) of numbers >0, such that lim /„==0 and 
n-*oo 

that ||/n~1/(/ntfn)ll = ocn tends to +00; one can suppose that the sequences (/„) and 

0\focntn.) are decreasing and tend to 0. Define a continuous mapping^ of [0, 1] intoE 

such that g(0) = 0, that #'(()) exists and is equal to 0, and that gi^ocn /„) = tnan).) 

5. (a) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, /a continuous mapping of an open subset A of E 

into F. Show that if is differentiable at x0 6 A, it is quasi-differentiable at x0 and its 

quasi-derivative is equal to its derivative. 
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(b) Suppose E has finite dimension. Show that if / is quasi-differentiable at x0 e A, 

/is differentiable at x0. (Use contradiction: let u be the quasi-derivative of /at x0, 

and suppose there is a > 0 and a sequence (x„) of points of A, tending to x0, such that 

ll/fe) —fixo) — u • (x„ — x0) II ^ a||x„ — x0 II- Using the local compactness of E, 
show that one may suppose that the sequence (||x„ — x0||) is decreasing, and that the 

sequence of the vectors zn — (x„ — x0)/l|x„ — x0[| tends to a limit in E; then define a 

continuous mapping g of [0,1] into E such that g(0) = x0, that g'(0) exists, but that 

u(g'(0)) is not the derivative of f(g(t)) at / = 0.) 

6. Let I = [0,1], and let E be the Banach space ^R(I). In order that the mapping 

x-> llxil of E into R be quasi-differentiable at a point x0, it is necessary and sufficient 

that the function / —> |jc0(?)I reaches its maximum in I at a single point t0 e I; the 

quasi-derivative of x -> ||x|| at x0 is then the linear mapping u such that u(z) = z(t0) if 

Xoito) > 0, u(z) = —z(/0) if x0(t0) < 0 (compare Section 8.2, Problem 3). (To prove the 

condition is necessary, suppose |x0| reaches its maximum at two distinct points t0, t\ at 

least; let y be a continuous mapping of I into itself, equal to 1 at t0, to 0 at tx; examine 

the behavior of (||x0 -f Ay || — ||x0 ||)/A as the real number A ^ 0 tends to 0. To prove the 

condition is sufficient, let A -» zx be a continuous mapping of I into E, having a derivative 

a e E at A = 0 and such that z0 = 0; observe that if tx is the largest number in I (or the 

smallest number in I) where t -» |x0(/) + zx{t)\ reaches its maximum, then tx tends to t0 

when A tends to 0.) Deduce from that result that the mapping x ||x || of E into R is not 

differentiable at any point (compare to Section 8.2, Problem 2). 

7. Let/be a continuous mapping of an open subset A of a Banach space E into a Banach 

space F. Suppose/is lipschitzian in A: this means (7.6, Problem 12) that there exists a 

constant k > 0 such that H/(xi) —/(x2)|| ^ k\\xi — x2 il for any pair of points of A. Let 

x0 e A, and suppose there is a linear mapping u of E into F such that, for any vector 

a 0 in E, the limit of (/(x0 + at) —f(x0))/t when t ^ 0 tends to 0 in R, exists and is 

equal to u(a). Show that /is quasi-differentiable at x0. 

8. (a) Let a, b be two points in a Banach space E. Show that the mapping /-» \\a -f tb\\ of 

R into itself has a derivative on the right and a derivative on the left for every t e R 
(prove that if 0< /<^, then (|k* + Z>r||- \\a\\)/t < (||a+ fo|| — ||a||)/.y and use (4.2.1)). 

(b) Let u be a continuous mapping of an interval I e R into E. Show that if at a point 

to e I, u has a derivative on the right, then t-+ ||w(r) || has at t0 a derivative on the right 
and 

(D+N|)(*o)< l|D+«(/0)ll 

(apply (a)). 

(c) Let U be a continuous mapping of I into <&(E; E). Show that if at a point t0 e I, 

U has a derivative on the right and U(t0) is a linear homeomorphism of E onto itself, 

then the mapping /-> ll(17(/))~1|| =/(/), which is defined in a neighborhood of t0, 
has a derivative on the right at t0, and that 

l(D+(/~m)l ^ l|D+U(r0)ll. 

5. THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM 

(8.5.1) Let I = [a, /?] be a compact interval in R, / a continuous mapping 

of I into a Banach space F9 (p a continuous mapping of I into R. We suppose 

that there is a denumerable subset D such that, for each £ e I — D, / and (p 

have both a derivative at l with respect to I (8.4), and that ||/'(0II ^ <?'(£)• 
Then || f(fi) -/(a)|| < <p(jS) - cp(cc). 
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Let n -> pn be a bijection of N onto D; for any e > 0, we will prove that 
|| /(/?) — /(a) || ^ cp(p) — cp(a) + e(P — a + 2); the left hand side being inde¬ 
pendent of s, this will complete the proof. Define A as the subset of I consisting 
of the points £ such that, for a < £ < £, 

11/(0 -/(a)|| ^ <K0 - <p(a) + e(C - a) + a £ 2~". 
Pn< C 

It is clear that a e A; if £ e A and a <rj < £, then ^ e A also, by definition; 
this shows that if y is the l.u.b. of A, then A must be either the interval [a, y[ 
or the interval [a, y]; but in fact, from the definition of A it follows at once 
that A = [a, y]. Moreover, from the continuity of /and cp it follows that 

(8.5.1.1) l|/0) —/(a)|| (p(y) - (p{a) + e(y - a) + £ £ 2~n 
Pn<7 

and therefore we need only prove that y = jS. Suppose y < ft; if y $ D, 
then from the definition of the derivative, it follows that there is an interval 
[7, 7 + 2] contained in I such that, for 7 < £ < 7 + 2 

11/(0 -/(y) -rm - t)II < (a/2)(C - y) 

and 

19(0 - (p(y) - <p'(y)(£ - 01 < (e/2)(C - 7) 

hence 

11/(0 -/(Oil < ll/'(y)ll(C - 0 + (£/2)(C - y) 

< 9'(0(C - y) + (e/2)(£ - y) < 9(0 - <p(y) + £(C - y) 

and from (8.5.1.1) we deduce 

11/(0 -/(Oil <P(0 - 9(0 + e(C - 0 + £ I 2-” 
Pn< V 

< <p(Q - <p(a) + e(C - a) + e £ 2~" 
Pr.<C 

contrary to the definition of 7. If 7 e D, let 7 = pm; it follows from the con¬ 
tinuity of / and (p that there is an interval [7, 7 + 2] contained in I, such that 

for 7 < C < 7 + 2, 

11/(0 -/(y)II < (e/2)2~m, 19(0 - 9(y)l < (fi/2)2-m 

hence, from (8.5.1.1) we deduce again 

11/(0 -/(Oil < 9(0 - 9(0 + £(y - 0 + £ £ 2-” 
P«<C 

< <p(0 - <K°0 + e(C - a) + £ Z 2~n 
Pn<C 

and we reach again a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The most important case is that in which <p(£) = M(£ — a) with M > 0: 
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(8.5.2) If there is a denumerable subset D of I such that, for each £ e I — D, 
/ has at £ a derivative with respect to I such that II/'(Oil ^ M, then 

ll/(/0-/(«)||<M(/?-a). 

For real-valued functions, the same argument as in (8.5.1) proves the 
first part of: 

(8.5.3) Suppose <p is a continuous mapping of I into R such that, at every 
point £ e I — D, (p has a derivative with respect to I, and m < <p'(£) ^ M. 
Then mip — a) < (piP) — (pice) < M(/? — a); and in fact 

m(p — a) < cp(p) — <p(a) < M(/? — a), 

except when (pit;) = <p(a) + — a) or (pit;) = <p(a) + M(£ — a) for £ e I. 

To prove the second part, observe that by the first part, the function 
(pi£) — <p(oc) — mil; — a) is increasing in I; if it is not identically 0, then 
(p(f) — (pia) — mip — a) > 0. Similar argument for the other inequality. 

In a normed space E, we define the segment joining two points a, b as 
the set of points a + £(b — a) with 0 < £ ^ 1. 

(8.5.4) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, / a continuous mapping into ¥ of a 

neighborhood of a segment S joining two points x0, x0 4-1 of E. If f is dif¬ 

ferentiable at every point of S, then 

ll/(*o + 0 -/Oo)ll < lull • sup ||/'(x0 + foil. 

Consider the mapping g of the interval I = [0, 1] into F defined by 
giO = fixo + £0; by (8.4.1), (8.2.2) and (8.1.3), g is differentiable at every 
point of I (with respect to I) and its derivative is f\x0 + &) • t; hence the 
result by (8.5.2) and (5.7.4). 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let I = ]a, b[ be an open interval in R, and let / be a real function defined and 

continuous in I. Suppose there is an at most denumerable subset DofI such that, for each 

t e I — D,/is increasing to the right at the point t, which means that there is an interval 

[/, / -f h] (h > 0) such that f(t) ^ f(t') for t ^ t' ^ t + h. Show that / is increasing in I 

(apply the same kind of argument as in (8.5.1)). Same conclusion when/is only con¬ 

tinuous on the left at each t e I (i.e. f(t~) = /(/)), but D = 0. 
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(b) For each number t e J = [0, 1[, let an/2n be the unique “ dyadic” development 
n = 0 

of t such that each an is either 0 or 1, and there is no index m such that an= 1 for all 
00 

n ^ m (see Section 4.2, Problem 2). Let f(t) = aj4”. Show that/is continuous on the 
n = 0 

right at every point te J (i.e./(r+) = /(/)), is not constant in any subinterval of J having 

more than one point, and that it has at every point te J a derivative on the right, equal 
to 0. 

2. Show that the conclusion of (8.5.1) is still true if it is only supposed that / and cp have 

both a derivative on the right at every point | of I ~ D (ft being excepted), and that 

mm ^ y'M). 
3. Let / be a real continuous function defined in a compact interval [a, j8], and having a 

derivative on the right at every point of ]a, p[. Let m and M be the g.l.b. and l.u.b. of 

fi in ]a, p[. 

(a) Show that if /is not a mapping t~> Xt + /x, the set of all numbers (f(x) —/(>>))/(* —y) 

when x and y are arbitrary numbers in [a, /?] such that x ^ y, is identical to 

]m, M[. (By suitable substraction of a function of the form / -> Xt + /x, reduce the prob¬ 

lem to showing that if fd(y)/d'(S) < 0 with a < y <8 < ft, there are two distinct points 

in the interval ]a, p[, where / takes the same value.) 

(b) Show that if in addition/has also a derivative on the left at every point of ]a, ft[, 

then the g.l.b. (resp l.u.b.) of f'd and fa in ]a, /?[ are the same. 
(c) Deduce from (b) that if/has a derivative at every point of ]a, j8[, the image by/' 

of any interval contained in ]a, j8[ is connected (see (3.19.1)). 

4. In the interval I = [— 1, +1] of R, let/be the mapping of I into R2 defined as follows: 

/(/) = (0,0) if —1 ^ t ^ 0;/(0 = (t2 sin(l//), t2 cos(l/*)) if 0 < t ^ 1. Show that/has 

a derivative at every point of ] — 1, +1[, but that the image of that interval by /' is not 

connected. 

5. Extend (8.5.4) when/is only supposed to be quasi-differentiable (Section 8.4, Problem 

4) at every point of S, and /' stands for the quasi-derivative. 

6. Suppose F is a real Hilbert space. Deduce (8.5.1) from the same theorem for real 

functions g, by applying it to the real valued functions £ -* (f(£) \ a), where fleF. (This 

method can in fact be applied to any Banach space, and even to more general classes of 

topological vector spaces; see [6] in the Bibliography.) 
7. Let I = [a, b\ be a compact interval in R not reduced to a single point, / a continuous 

mapping of I in a Banach space E. Suppose the derivative on the right fd exists at every 

point of I — D, where D is an at most denumerable subset of I containing b. Show that 

there exists a point £ e I — D such that || f(b) — f(a)\\ ^ \\fd(£)\\{b — a). (One may assume 

that k— \\f(b) — f(a)\\l(b — a) is not 0. Use contradiction, assuming that ||/d(OII<^ 

for every t e I — D; then there would be a point x0 e I — D and an h > 0 such that 

||/(x0 + h) —f(x0) II < kh \ obtain a contradiction by applying Problem 2 to each of the 

intervals [a, x0] and [x0 -j- h, 6].) 
8. A subset A of a real vector space E is called convex if, for any pair of points x, y in A, 

the closed segment of extremities x, y (set of all points Ax + (1 — A)y for 0 ^ A ^ 1) is 

contained in A. In order that A be convex, a necessary and sufficient condition is that 

the intersection of A and of a line, image of R by an affine mapping cp :£->a£ + b 

(where a # 0 and b are vectors of E), be the image by cp of an interval in R. 

A mapping/of the convex set A <= E into R is called convex if, in the vector space E x R, 

the set Df of all pairs (x, £) such that xe A and £ > /(x), is convex. It is equivalent to say 

that for any pair of points x, y of A and every number A such that 0 ^ A ^ 1, 

/(Ax + (1 - A)y) ^ A f{x) + (1 - A)/00. 
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In order that / be convex in A, a necessary and sufficient condition is that, for any 

affine mapping <p: + b of R into E (with a # 0) such that <p(R) n A # 0, the 

mapping/o 9? be convex in the interval 9>-1(A) c R. 
Let I ^ R be an interval,/a real function defined in I. In order that / be convex in I 

it is necessary and sufficient that, for every a 61, the function t -> (f(t) f(a))/(t a) 

be increasing in I n CM- Conclude from that result that at every point a interior to 

I, / is continuous, and has both a derivative on the right and a derivative on the left; 

furthermore, if a < b are two points interior to I, we have 

fd{a) < —7- 
b — a 

Conversely, if I is an open interval, / is continuous in I, has at every point a de¬ 

rivative on the right, and f'd is increasing in I, then/is convex in I (use contradiction, 

and problem 2). 
If A is convex set in a real vector space E, a mapping / of A into R is called strictly 

convex if, for every pair of distinct points x, y in A and every number A such that 

0< A< 1, one has 

f(Xx + (1 - A)y) < A /(*) + (1 - A )f(y). 

If A = I is an open interval in R, in order that/be strictly convex in I, a necessary and 

sufficient condition is that fi be strictly increasing in I. 

6. APPLICATIONS OF THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM 

(8.6.1) Let A be an open connected subset of a Banach space E, / a contin¬ 
uous mapping of A into a Banach space F; if f has a derivative equal to 0 
at every point of A, then f is a constant. 

Let x0 be a point of A, and let B be the set of points x e A such that 
f(x)~f(xo)* B is closed with respect to A (3.15.1); on the other hand, if 
xeB and if U is an open ball of center x contained in A, then U contains 
the segment joining x to any of its points y, hence by (8.5.4) f(y) = f(x) 
=/(*<>)• This shows that B is also open with respect to A, hence equal to A 
by assumption (Section 3.19). 

Better results are available, using (8.5.2): for instance, if E = R and 
A is an interval in R, it is only necessary to assume that the derivative of 
/ exists and is 0 except at the points of a denumerable set. 

(8.6.2) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, f a differentiable mapping into F 
of an open neighborhood A of a segment S joining two points a, b. Then, for 
each x0 e A, we have 

IIf(b) ~f(a) ~f'(x0)' (b - a)|| < ||b - a|| • sup ||/'(x) -/'(jc0)||. 
xeS 
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Apply (8.5.4) to the mapping 

X ->/(*) -f'(x0) • X 

whose derivative is t (/'(x) -/'(x0) ■ t by (8.2.2) and (8.1.3). 

(8.6.3) Let A be an open connected subset in a Banach space E, (fn) a sequence 
of differentiable mappings of A into a Banach space F. Suppose that: (1) there 
exists one point x0 e A such that the sequence (fn{x0)) converges in F; (2) for 
every point a e A, there is a ball B(a) of center a contained in A and such 
that in B(a) the sequence (ff) converges uniformly. Then for each a e A, the 
sequence (/„) converges uniformly in B(#); moreover, if for each xeA, 
/(x) = lim fn(x) and g(x) = lim /„'(x), then g(x) =/'(x) for each xeA. 

n-*-oo «-> oo 

Let r be the radius of B(#); then by (8.5.4), for any point x e B(a), we have 

II/.00 -fm(x) - (fn(a) -/m(a))II < ||x - all • sup ||/'0) -/;(2)|| 
z e B(a) 

(8-6-3/1) < r • sup ||/;(z) -/;(z)||. 
z 6 B(a) 

As the sequence (/') is uniformly convergent in B(a), and F is complete, 
this proves that if the sequence (fn(x)) is convergent at any point of B(tf), 
it is also convergent at every point of B(<z), and in fact uniformly convergent 
in B(a). This result first shows that the set U of the points x such that (fn(x)) 
is a convergent sequence, is both open and closed in A; as it is not empty 
by assumption, and A is connected, U = A. We finally prove g is the deriva¬ 
tive of /: given e > 0, there is by assumption an integer n0 such that for 
n^ n0, m^n0, \\f'(z) — ff{z)\\ < e/r for every z e B(tf), and moreover 
IIg(a) -f'(a)\\ ^ e; letting m tend to + oo in (8.6.3.1), we see that, for n^ n0 
and x e B(#), we have 

11/00 -/(«) - (/,(*) -/»(«))II < S\\x - a\\. 

On the other hand, for any n^ n0, there is r' < r such that, for ||x — a\\ ^ r\ 
we have ||/„(x) -fn(a) • (x - a)|| < e ||x - a\\; using (5.7.4), we 
finally see that for ||x — a\\ ^ r\ we have 

II fix) -f{a) - g(g) * (x - a)|| < 3e||x - a\\ 

which proves that f\a) exists and is equal to g(a). Q.E.D. 
Again, we can state better results when E = R and A is an interval in R: 
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(8.6.4) Let (g„) be a sequence of mappings of an interval IcR into F, and 
suppose that, for each n, g„if) is the derivative of a continuous function /„ 
except for the points f of a denumerable subset D„ c: I. Suppose in addition 
that: (1) there exists a point £0 e I such that the sequence (/„(£0)) converges 
in F; (2) for every point Cel, there is a neighborhood B(Q with respect to I 
such that in B(C) the sequence (g„) converges uniformly. Then for each C e A, 
the sequence (/„) converges uniformly in B(Q; and if we put /„(C) = lim/„(C) 

tl~* CO 

and g{f) = lim gff), then at every point of A not in (J D„, /'(C) = gif). 
n-+co n 

The proof repeats that of (8.6.3), using (8.5.2) instead of (8.5.4). 

(8.6.3) yields in particular: 

(8.6.5) Let A be an open connected subset in a Banach space, (un) a sequence 
of differentiable mappings of A into a Banach space F. If for every as A, 
there is a ball B(<z) of center a contained in A and such that the series (u'n) is 
uniformly convergent in B(a), and if there exists a point x0e A such that 
the series (un(x0)) is convergent, then for each a e A, the series (un) is uniformly 

CO 

convergent in B(a), and its sum s(x) has a derivative equal to £ u’n(x) at 
every xeA. n = 0 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let /, g be two real valued differentiable functions defined in an open interval I c: R. 
It is supposed that f(t) > 0,g(t) > 0,/'(*) > 0 and g'(t) > 0 in I. Show that if the 

function f'jg' is strictly increasing in I, either f/g is strictly increasing in I, or there 

exists cel such that fjg is strictly decreasing for t^c and strictly increasing for 

t ^ c. (Prove that if f'(s)lg\s) <f(s)/g(s), then for any t < s, f\t)!g'(t) <f(t)jg(t).) 
Apply to the function 

tan t tan a 

t_a 

t tan t — a tan a 

in the interval ]a, ttI2[. 

2. (a) Let I be an open interval in R, x0 e R one of its extremities,/a continuous mapping 

of I into a Banach space E. Suppose there is a denumerable subset D of I such that at 

each point of I — D,/has a derivative on the right. In order that/7(f) have a limit when 

/ tends to x0 in I — D, a necessary and sufficient condition is that - s) 

have a limit when the pair (s, t) tends to (x0, *0) in the set defined by .y e I, t e I, ^ # /. 

Both limits are then the same: if c is their common value, show that t) has a limit in E 

when t tends to x0 in I, and that if /is extended by continuity to I vj {x0} (3.15.5), 

(/W f(xQ))l(t — xo) tends to c when t tends to xQ in I. (Use the mean value theorem 
and Cauchy’s criterion.) 
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(b) Show that at every point t e I — D where // is continuous on the left, / has a 

derivative on the left. If at t e I — D, is continuous,/has a derivative at the point /. 
(Use (a).) 

3. Let / be a differentiable mapping of an open subset A of E into F (E, F Banach 
spaces). 

(a) In order that /' be continuous at x0, a necessary and sufficient condition is 

that, for any e> 0, there exist 8 > 0 such that the relations ||5|| < 8, ||/|| ^ 8 imply 

ll/(*o +s) ~f(x0 + t)-f'(x0) • (s- t)|| ^ e||s- /||. 
(b) In order that /' be uniformly continuous in A, a necessary condition is that, for 

any e>0, there exist 8>0 such that the relations ||s|| ^ 8, x e A, x + gs e A for 

0 ^ ^ 1 imply ||/(* -f s) —f(x) —f'(x) • j|| ^ e||^||. The condition is sufficient when 
A is convex (Section 8.5, Problem 8). 

4. Let/be a continuous mapping of a compact interval IcR into R, having a continuous 

derivative in I. Let S be the set of points /el such that /'(/) = 0. Show that for any 
OO 

£ > 0, there exist a sequence (rn) of numbers > 0 such that rn ^ e and that the set 
n = 0 

/(S) is contained in a denumerable union of intervals J„, such that 8(J„) ^ rn. (For any 

a> 0, consider the open subset Ua of I consisting of the points / where < a; 
use (3.19.6) and the mean value theorem.) 

5. Let/be a continuous mapping of an interval I <= R into C, such that /(/) # 0 in I and 

and that //(/) exists in the complement of a denumerable subset D of I. In order that 

|/| be an increasing function in I, show that a necessary and sufficient condition is that 

«(//(0//(0)> Oinl-D. 
6. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A an open subset of E, B a closed subset of the sub¬ 

space A, whose interior is empty and such that any segment in E which is not contained 

in B has an at most denumerable intersection with B. Let / be a continuously differen¬ 

tiable mapping of A — B into F, and suppose that at each point be B, the limit of 

f'(x) with respect to A — B exists. Show that /can be extended by continuity to a con¬ 

tinuously differentiable mapping / of A into F (same method as in Problem 2(a)). 

7. PRIMITIVES AND INTEGRALS 

Let / be a mapping of an interval IcR into a Banach space F. We 
say that a continuous mapping g of I into F is a primitive of / in I if there 
exists a denumerable set D c I such that, for any ^ e I — D, g is differentiable 

at £ and gf(i) =/(£)• 

(8.7.1) If gu g2 are two primitives of f in I, then gx — g2 is constant in I. 

This follows at once from the remark following (8.6.1). 

Any interval I in R (not reduced to a point) is the union of an increasing 
sequence of compact intervals J„; to check that a function /defined in I 
has a primitive, it is only necessary to do so for the restriction of / to each 
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of the J„: for if £0 is an interior point of Jl5 and if, for each n, gn is the primi¬ 
tive in Jn of the restriction of / to Jn, such that gn(£0) = 0 (which is uniquely 
determined by (8.7.1)), then the restriction of gn+1 to Jn is a primitive of 
/ in J„ vanishing at £0, hence equal to gn. We can therefore define the map¬ 
ping g of I into F as equal to gn in each of the J„, and it is obvious that g 

is a primitive of/ in I. 

(8.7.2) Let I be an interval of'Si; any regulated mapping of l into F (Section 
7.6) (and in particular any continuous mapping into F, or — when F = R — any 

monotone function) has a primitive in I. 

From the preceding remarks, it follows that we can assume I is compact. 
Then, from (8.6.4) and (7.6.1) it follows that we need only prove the theorem 
for step-functions. Suppose / is a step-function, {X^0^i^n an increasing 
sequence of points in I = [a, /?] such that X0 — a, X„ = /? and f(f) is 
equal to a constant ct in ]Xi9Xi+l[ (O^i^n—l). Then if we define 
g such that in each interval [Xi9 Xi+1] (0 < i < n — 1), we have g(£) = 

i- 1 
<?*(£ ~ Xt) + ck(Xk+l — Xk), it is readily verified that g is a primitive of/. 

k-0 
A primitive of a step-function is also called a piecewise linear function. 

For a continuous function, we have furthermore: 

(8.7.3) If g is a primitive of a continuous mapping f of I into F, then g has 

at every point £ e I a derivative with respect to I equal to /(£). 

For it follows from (8.5.2) that for every interval [£, £ + X] c I 

Me + o - 0(0-mew < c suP \m + n) - /«)« 
for 0 < C < X, and sup ||/(£ + rj) —/(Oil is arbitrarily small with X, by 

assumption. 

If # is any primitive of a regulated function f the difference g(p) - g{a), 
for any two points of I, is independent of the particular primitive g which 

is considered, owing to (8.7.1); it is written j^/OO d£, and called the integral 

of f between a and ft. Any formal rule of derivation can be translated into 
that notation and yields a corresponding formula of “integral calculus”; 
we only write explicitly the three most important ones; for convenience, 
if g is a primitive of a regulated function / we write g' instead of f although 
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g does not have in general a derivative everywhere, and when the deriv¬ 
ative exists it may fail to be equal to/(at the points of a denumerable set): 

(8.7.4) (“Change of variables”) Let <p be a real-valued primitive of a 

regulated function defined in an interval I; let f be any regulated function 

defined in an interval J => cp{I); then, if either f is continuous or cp is monotone, 
for any two points a, j? of I, we have 

I i>(« 
/(0 dt. 

<P( a) 

The only point to check is that /(<p(£))<p'(0 is a regulated function, which 
follows at once from the assumptions and from the definition of a regulated 
function (Section 7.6); then, if g is a primitive of f both sides of the formula 
are equal to g((p(fi)) — g(<p(a)), due to (8.4.1). 

(8.7.5) (“ Integration by parts”) Let f g be primitives of regulated func¬ 

tions defined in an interval I, and taking their values in two Banach spaces 

E, F respectively; and let (x, y)->[x- y] be a continuous bilinear mapping 

of E x F into a Banach space G; then, for any points a, j3 of I 

c/(o • dt = urn ■ gm - [/(«) • *?(«)] - W)V«)] dt. 
a 

Again, the only point to check is that [f-g'] and [/' ■ g\ are regulated 
functions, and then the formula follows from (8.1.4) and (8.4.1). 

8.7.6) Let f be a regulated mapping of I into a Banach space F, and let u 

be any continuous linear mapping of F into a Banach space G. Then 

rp / rf \ 

u(f(Z))dZ = uy M)dZj. 

This follows from (8.4.1) and (8.1.3). 

The translation in terms of integrals of the mean value theorem reads: 

(8.7.7) For any regulated function f in a compact interval. 

m dz 11/(011 d) sup ||/(0II- 
«6l 
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Here again, to apply (8.5.1) we have only to verify that £ -> ||/(£)|| is regulated. 
Finally, we express for integrals results corresponding to (8.6.4) and 

(8.6.5): 

(8.7.8) If a sequence (gn) of regulated functions, defined in a compact interval 

I = [a, /?], converges uniformly in I to g, then the sequence ^ gjf) con¬ 

verges to df (Remember g is regulated by (7.6.1).) 

(8.7.9) If a series (un) of regulated functions, defined in a compact interval 
00 

I = [a, )S], is normally convergent (Section 7.1) in I, then, if u= un, 
n = 0 

rfi 

the series of general term I uffi) d£ is absolutely convergent, and 

jV)^= i r 
Ja n = 0Ja 

The absolute convergence follows at once from the assumption and the 
mean value theorem (8.7.7). 

(8.7.10) Remark. Due to (8.6.4) and the proof of (7.6.1), for any regulated 
function/defined in [a, /?], and for any e > 0, there is an increasing sequence 

(X Xq ^ ^ Xi ^ tx ^ ^ Xk ^ tk ^ xk + l ^ <xn = p 
such that 

'1 

n — 1 

f(x) dx ]T f(fid(xk + 1 ““ xk) 
k = 0 

< £. 

If/is continuous, one may (due to (3.16.5)) take all numbers xk+x - xk 
equal to (j8 - a)/«, and tk = xk (see Problem 1). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let / be a regulated function defined in a compact interval I c: R. Show that 

for any s > 0, there is a number 8 > 0 such that for any increasing sequence 

*o < to < x1 ^ ^ xk ^ tk ^ xk+1 ^ ^ xn of points of I for which xk+1 — xk ^ 8, 
we have 

f* f(*) dt S f(tk)(xk+i — xk) 
JxQ k=0 

£ 

(“Riemann sums”; consider first the case in which/is a step-function). 
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2. (a) Let / be a regulated function defined in a compact interval I = [a, 6], Show 

that for any e > 0, there exists a continuous function g defined in I and’such that 

JV«-V(0II*=S£. 
(b) Suppose/takes its values in E; let h be a regulated function defined in I and taking 

its values in F, and let (x, y) -> [x ■ y] be a continuous bilinear mapping of E x F into 
G (E, F, G Banach spaces). Show that 

lim f [fit) • h(t + i)] dt = (’"[/(f) • /,(/)] dt. 
$-►0. s>0 Ja Ja 

(c) Show that 

lim f /(/) sin nt dt = lim f /(/) cos nt dt = 0, lim f fit) [sin nt\ dt=- f/(/) dt. 
n-M» Ja n~*oo Ja n-*co Ja 77 J a 

(d) Let u be a primitive of/, and suppose w(I) is contained in a ball B c E. Show that if 
g is a monotone function in I, then there exists a number c e B such that 

Jaf(t)g(t) dt = (u(b) - c)g(b) + (c - u{a))g{a). 

In particular, if/is a real regulated function, there exists ^el such that 

J f(t)g(t) dt = g(a)^f(t) dt + g(b)^ f{t) dt 

(“the second mean value theorem”)- 

(For all these properties, use the same method as in Problem 1.) 

3. Let / be a regulated function defined in a compact interval I = [a, b]. For any integer 

n > 0 and any integer k such that 0 ^ k ^ n, let xk = a + k((b — a)/n); let 

r(n) = -—- Z fM ~ f fit) dt. 
n »=1 Ja 

(a) Suppose / has a continuous derivative in I. Show that 

lim nr(n) = - (fib) -f(a)). 
n~* oo Z 

n—1 [Xic+1 

(Write r(n) = £ (f(xk+1) — f(t)) dt; use the mean value theorem and Problem 1.) 
k = 0 Jxic 

(b) Suppose /is an increasing real function in I; show that 

0 < r(n) < -—- (f(b) -f(a)). 
n 

(c) Give an example of an increasing continuous function/in I such that nr(n) does 

not tend to ((b — a)/2)(f(b) — f(a)) when n tends to +oo. (Take for / the limit of 

a sequence (/„) of increasing continuous piecewise linear functions, satisfying the con¬ 

ditions 

(b - a) Y/a{a + k - 2" £/„(/) dt>Ub- aXUb) -f,(a)) 

and 
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4. Show that, when n tends to + oo, the polynomial 

/.w=J*o - t2r dt I J‘o - /')" dt 

converges uniformly to —1 in any interval [— 1, — e] and converges uniformly to +1 

in any interval [e, +l](e > 0 arbitrary; use the inequality (1 — t2)n dt ^ f (1 — t)n dt). 
Jo Jo 

Let gn(x) = J f„(t) dt; show that the polynomial gn converges uniformly to the function 

\x\ in [—1, +1], obtaining thus a new proof of (7.3.1.3)). 

5. Let/be a continuous mapping of an interval [x0, + co [ into a Banach space E, such that 
for each A >0, lim (f(x + A) — fix)) = 0. 

X-* + OO 

(a) Show that /(* + A) — f(x) converges uniformly to 0 when x tends to +oo and A 

remains in a compact interval K = [a, b\ [0, -b oo [ (i.e., for every e > 0 there exists 

A > 0 such that x > A implies ||fix + A) —/(x)|| ^ s for every A e K). (Use contradic¬ 

tion: suppose there is a sequence (xn) such that lim x„ = + oo, and a sequence (A„) of 
n-*oo 

points of K such that || f{xn -j- A„) —/(x„)|| > a > 0, for every n. Observe that there is a 

neighborhood J„ of A„ in K such that ||/(x„ + A) —f(x„) || > a for any A e J„. Define by 

induction a decreasing sequence of closed intervals I* c K, and a subsequence (xnfc) of 

(xn) such that ||/(x„k + g) — f(xnk)\\ ^ a/3 for every fielk; to define Ik+i when Ik 

is known, observe that if 8* is the length of I*, and q an integer such that qSk> b — a, 

then ||/(jc 4- 8k) —/(x)|| < a/3<7 as soon as a: is large enough.) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that lim (| fit) dt —/(x)j = 0, and conclude that 
x-f + oo \Jx J 

lim f(x)/x — 0. 
*-►00 

6. (a) Show that there exists a differentiable real function / (resp. g) defined in R and 

such that f'it) = sin(l/f) (resp. g'{t) = cos(l/r)) for t ^ 0 and /'(0) = 0 (resp. g\0) = 0). 

(Consider the derivatives of the functions r2cos(l/f) and t2 sin(l//).) The functions/' 

and g' are not regulated. 

(b) Let P(r, u, v) be a polynomial in u and v with coefficients which are continuous real 

functions of t in an open interval IcR containing 0. Show that there exists a differen¬ 

tiable function/defined in I, such that/'(/) = P(f, sin(l//), cos(l/r)) for / ^ 0 (express 
monomials in sin(l/r) and cos(l/0 as linear combinations of terms of the form sin(k/t) 

or cos(Ic/t), and use (a)). What is the value of /'(0)? Show that one may have /'(0) ^ 

P(0,0,0). 
(c) Show that there exists a differentiable function / defined in [—1, +1] and such 

that f'(t) = sin(l/sin(l/0) at every point t other than 0 and the points 1/mr in positive 
or negative integer). (In the neighborhood of f= l/«7r, write t = imr + arc sin u)~l 

and use (b) to prove the existence of f'il/mr); furthermore, show that there is a constant 
a > 0, independent of n, such that 

sin(l/sin(l//)) dt ^ ajn3 
2/(2n+l)n 

for every integer n > 0; consider then the function 

#(*)= lim f sin(l/sin(l/s))c& 
£-*0 Je 

for t > 0, and define / similarly for t < 0.) 
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7. Let I = [0,1 [ and let E be the vector space of regulated complex functions defined in I, 

bounded and continuous on the right (i.e. /(/+) — fit) for t e I). 
r +1 - 

(a) Show that on E, (/1 g) = I f(t)g(t) dt is a nondegenerate positive hermitian form 

(see (8.5.3)). Prove that the prehilbert space E thus defined is not complete (use the fact 

that the function equal to sin(l//) for t > 0, to 0 for t — 0, is not in E). 

(b) Define the sequence (/,) of elements of E in the following way: 

(1) f0 is the constant 1; 

(2) for each integer n > 0, let m be the largest integer such that 2m ^ n, and let 

n — 2m -f k\ fn is taken as equal to 2m/2 for 
2k 

^ t < 
2k-\-\ 

to —2mJ1 for 

2k + 1 
< 

2k+ 2 

2m"* 

, and to 0 for all other values of t in I. 

Prove that in the prehilbert space E, (/„) is an orthonormal system (the “Haar 

orthonormal system ”)• 
(c) For each n 5* 0, let V„ be the supspace of E generated by the fk of indices k^ n. 

Show that there is a decomposition of I into n + 1 intervals of type [a, /3[ without 

common points, such that, in each of these intervals, every function belonging to V„ is 

constant; conversely, every function having that property belongs to V„ (consider the 

dimension of the vector subspace of E generated by these functions). 

(d) Let g be an arbitrary function of E, h its orthogonal projection (Section 6.3) on V„; 

show that in each of the intervals [a, /?[ in which all the functions of Vn are constant. 

Kt)- 
'P 

i ri> 
— g(u)du. 
— a Ja 

(e) Show, by using (d), that for any function ge E which is continuous in I, the series 

of general term (# | fn)fn(t) is uniformly convergent in I and that its sum is equal to g(t). 

Conclude from that result that (f„) is a total orthonormal system in E. 

8. Let/be a regulated real valued function in a compact interval I = [a, b]; let J |/(0| dt = 
c. Show that for any e > 0, there is a real valued continuous function g in I, such that 

|#(0| ^ 1 in I, and that J f(t)g(t) dt^ c — e. (Reduce the problem to the case in which / 

is a step function.) 

8. APPLICATION: THE NUMBER * 

For any number a > 0, the function * -* ax is continuous in R (Section 

4.3), hence the function g(x) = la* dt is defined and differentiable in R, with 
j o 

px+l rx rx+1 
g'(x) = ax everywhere. Now we have g(x+ 1)=J0 a* dt = dt + a1 dt. 

But by (8.7.4), J*+1 a‘ dt = ax+u du — a* au du; as ax > inf(a, 1) for 

0 < x < 1, c = f ^1 au du is > 0 by (8.5.3), hence we can write 
Jo 

a* = c~\g{x + 1) - g(x)) 
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and therefore ax is differentiable in R, and D(fl*) = <p(a) • ax, where (p{a) ^ 0 
if a ^ 1. Suppose a # 1, and let b be any number > 0; we can write 

bx = axlogab 

and therefore, by (8.4.1) 

cpib) • = log, b • <p(<i) * bx, 

in other words 

(p{b) = <p(a) log, b. 

There is therefore one and only one number e > 0 such that (p(e) = 1, 

namely e = all<p{-a)\ as D(e*) = ex > 0, ex is strictly increasing (by (8.5.3)), 
and hence e = e1 > e° = 1. The function ex is also written exp(x) or exp x. 
The function loge x is written log x and it follows from (8.2.3) and (4.2.2) 
that D(log x) = 1/x for x > 0. Furthermore D(n*) = log a • ax. 

PROBLEM 

Study the variation of the functions 

HP HP HH): (,+r 
forx > 0,p being a fixed arbitrary positive number; find their limits when jc tends to + oo. 

9. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 

Let /be a differentiable mapping of an open subset A of a Banach space 
E into a Banach space F; D/is then a mapping of A into E; F). We say 
that/is continuously differentiable in A if D/is continuous in A. 

Suppose now E = x E2. For each point (al9 a2) e A we can consider 
the partial mappings xx-►/(x1, <z2) and x2-^/(n1,x2) of open subsets of 
Ex and E2 respectively into F. We say that at (au a2), / is differentiable 

with respect to the first (resp. second) variable if the partial mapping 

xi -+f(xi’a2) (resp. x2 ->f(au x2)) is differentiable at at (resp. a2); the 
derivative of that mapping, which is an element of ; F) (resp. j£?(E2 ; F)) 
is called the partial derivative of / at (al9 a2) with respect to the first (resp. 
second) variable, and written T>1f(a1, a2) (resp. D2f(al9 a2)). 
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(8.9.1) Let f be a continuous mapping of an open subset A of Ex x E2 
into F. In order that f be continuously differentiable in A, a necessary and 
sufficient condition is that f be differentiable at each point with respect to the 
first and the second variable, and that the mappings (xl5 x2) —► Dx f{xx, x2) and 
(xl9 x2) -► D2/(xl9 x2) {of A into <£(EX\E) and <£{E2\E) respectively) be 
continuous in A. Then, at each point (xu x2) of A, the derivative off is given by 

(8.9.1.1) Df(xux2) • (tl9 t2) x2) • / + D2/(xl9 x2) • t2. 

(a) Necessity The mapping xx -*f{xl9 a2) is obtained by composing / 
and the mapping xx (xl5 a2) of E* into Ex x E2, the derivative of this second 
mapping being tx-+{t0) by (8.1.2), (8.1.3), and (8.1.5). Then by (8.2.1), 
*i ->■ f{xu a2) has at (al9 a2) a derivative equal to tx -* D/(al5 a2) • (/, 0). 
If we call i\ (resp. i2) the natural injection /-*(£i,0) (resp. t2-*(0, t2)), 
which is a constant element of S^{El\El x E2) (resp. .^(E^Ej x E2)), 
we therefore see that D1f(a1, a2) = Df(al9 a2) 0 q, and similarly D2/(al5 a2) = 
Df(al9 a2)0 i2 (all this is valid if/is simply supposed to be differentiable in A). 
As the mapping (v, u)-+v°u of JS?(Ex x E2;F) x ^>{E1;E1 x E2) into 
££{EX \ F) is continuous ((5.7.5) and (5.5.1)), the continuity of Dtf and D2f 
follows from that of D/; finally, as (/, t2) = /(^i) + /2(?2), we have (8.9.1.1). 

(b) Sufficiency Write 

f{ax +tl9a2 + t2) —/(«!, a2) 

= (/Oi + h,a2 + t2) —f{ax + tl9 a2)) + {f{at + tl9 a2) -f(al9 a2)). 

Given s > 0, there is, by assumption, an r > 0 such that, for || || < r 

ll/fa + tl9 a2) -f(al9 a2) - E>xf{au a2) • tx\\ < e ||4||. 

On the other hand, we have in a ball B of center (al9 a2) contained in A, 
by (8.6.2) 

ll/(0i + *i, 02 + h) —f{d\ + tl9 a2) - E>2f(a1 + tl9 a2) • t2\\ 

< ll/ll • sup IID2 f {aj + ti9 a2 + z) - D2f(at + tl9 a2)||. 
IUII « 11*2 11 

The continuity of the mapping D2/ therefore implies that there is r' > 0 
such that for ||/2|| < rf and |||| ^ r\ we have 

ll/(0i + tu 02 + t2) —f(a1 + tl9 a2) - D2f(ax + tu a2) • /2|| < fi |/2|| 

and on the other hand 

ll^2/(0i + tl9 a2) — E>2f(al9 a2)|| ^ s 

hence, by (5.7.4) 

II £>2/(01 + h, a2) • t2 - D2f{au a2) • t2|| < e |/2||. 
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Finally, for supdl^H, ||f2ll) < inf(r, r') we have 

ll/fci + h, a2 + t2) ~f(au a2) - HJ(au a2) • tx - D2f(au a2) ■ t2\\ 

<4esup(|U1||, ||*2||) 

which proves (8.9.1.1); the continuity of Df follows from the fact that 
(8.9.1.1) can be written Df = T>xf ° prx + D2/° pr2 and from (5.7.5). 

Theorem (8.9.1) can be immediately generalized to a product of n Banach 
spaces by induction on 72; if we combine that result with (8.2.1), we obtain 

(8.9.2) Let f be a continuously differentiable mapping of an open subset 
n 

A of E = n Ei into F, and, for each z, let gt be a continuously differ enti- 
i= 1 

able mapping of an open subset B of a Banach space G into Ei5 such 

that (gfz),..., gn(z)) e A for each ze B. Then the composed mapping 

h — f0 (#1,..., is continuously differentiable in B, and we have 

DHz) =1 (D*/^),.... g„m o Dgk(z). 
1 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E, F be two Banach spaces,/a continuous mapping of an open subset A of E into F. 

Suppose that for each x e A, there is an element u(x) e j£?(E; F) such that, for every 

vector yeE, the limit of (/(x + ty) —f(x))/t when t # 0 tends to 0 in R, exists and is 

equal to u(x) * y. Suppose in addition that x -> u(x) is a continuous mapping of A into 

^(E; F). Show that / is then continuously differentiable in A and that u(x) = D/(x) for 

every x e A. (Apply the mean value theorem to the function t -> fix + ty) for t e [0,1].) 

2. Let E be the space (c0) of Banach (Section 5.3, Problem 5); let F be the complex Banach 

space (c0) + i(c0), consisting of all sequences z = (£,,)„ of complex numbers such that 

lim£n = 0, with the norm ||z|| = sup |£„|. We denote by F0 the real Banach space 
n-+ 00 n 

underlying F (Section 5.1). Let I <= R be an open interval containing 0, and for each 

integer n ^ 0, let /„ be a continuous mapping of I into C such that the condition 

lim /„ = 0 implies lim /„(/„) = 0; this defines a mapping /: (£„) -> (/„(£„)) of E into F0. 
n-+ 00 n-+ 00 

(a) Suppose/is continuous in a neighborhood of 0. In order that / be quasi-differen- 

tiable at the point 0 (Section 8.4, Problem 4), it is necessary and sufficient that for 

each n the derivative /„'(0) exist and that there exist two numbers A > 0 and 8 > 0 such 

that the relation \t\ ^ 8 implies |/n(z) —/,(0)| ^ A|/| for every n; this implies that 
sup |/|/(0)| < +00. 

n 

(b) In order that / be differentiable at 0, it is necessary and sufficient that for every 

£ > 0, there is a 8 > 0 such .that the relation \t\ ^ 8 implies \fn(t)—/„(0) — /„'(0)r| ^e\t\ 
for every rt. 
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(c) In order that the derivative /' exist in a neighborhood of 0 in E and be continuous 

at 0, a necessary and sufficient condition is that there exist a neighborhood J <= I of 0 

such that: (1) each /„' exists in J; (2) sup |/„'(0)| < -1- co; (3) the sequence(/„')isequicon- 
n 

tinuous at the point 0 (Section 7.5). (See Section 8.6, Problem 3.) 

(d) Let /„(/) = enit/n for every n l,/0(/) = 1. Show that / is quasi-differentiable at 

every point xeE; if u(x) is the quasi-derivative of / at the point x, show that the 

mapping (x, y) -> w(x) • y of E x E into F0 is continuous, but that/is not differentiable 

at any point of E. 
3. Let / be a continuous mapping of an open set A of a Banach space E into a Banach 

space F. Suppose that for any x e A and any ye E, lim (/(x 4- ty) — /(x))/r = g(x, y) 
r-*-0, r=£0 

exists in E. If, for yt e E, 1 < / < /i, and x0 e A, each of the mappings x -+g(xt yd is 
n 

continuous at x0, show that g(x0, yi 4- y2 H-4- yn) = g(xo, yd (apply the mean 

value theorem). *=1 
4. Let Ei, E2, F be three Banach spaces, /a continuous mapping of an open subset A of 

Ei x E2 into F. In order that / be differentiable at iai9a2) e A, it is necessary and 

sufficient that: (1) T>if(al9a2) and D2/(«i,a2) exist; (2) for any e>0, there exists 

8 > 0 such that the relations ||fi|| ^ 8, ||/2|| ^ 8 imply 

Wfigi 4- h, &2 4-12) ~ figi + hi ai) — fiai, a2 + /2) 4-/(<2i, ^2)11 ^ fi(lkill 4" llti!!). 

Show that the second condition is satisfied if T>if{au a2) exists and there is a neighbor¬ 

hood V of (tfi, a2) in Ei x E2 such that D2/ exists in V and the mapping 

(xi, x2) ->D2/(xi, x2) of V into JS?(E2; F) is continuous. 

5. Let / be the real function defined in R2 by /(x, y) = (xy/r)sin(l/r) for (x, y) ^ (0,0), 

with r = (x2 4-j>2)1/2, and /(0,0)==0. Show that Di/ and D2f exist at every point 

(x, y) e R2, and that the four mappings x Di/(x, b), y -> Di f{a9 y), x ->D2/(x, b), 

y -*D2/(tf, y) are continuous in R for any (a, b) e R2, but that /is not differentiable at 

(0, 0). 
6. Let I be an interval in R,/a mapping of Ip into a real Banach space E, such that, for 

any (au..., ap) elp, each of the mappings Xj->f(ai9.m.,aj-uXj9aJ+l9...9ap) 

(1 ^ j ^ p) is continuous and differentiable in I, and furthermore, the p functions 

Djf (1 ^ p) are bounded in Ip. Show that /is continuous in Ip (use the mean-value 

theorem). 

10. JACOBIANS 

We now specialize the general result (8.9.1) to the most important cases. 
1. E =Rn (resp. E = C”). If / is a differentiable mapping of an open 

subset A of E into F, the partial derivative Dkf(<xx,..., an) is identified to a 
vector of F (Section 8.4), and the derivative of/is the mapping 

fc=l 

If D/is continuous, so is each of the Dkf. Conversely, if each of the mappings 
T>kf exists and is continuous in A, then / is continuously differentiable in A. 

2. E = Rn and F = Rm (resp. E = Cn and F = Cm). Then we can write 
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/= (<pl5..., <pm), where the cpt are scalar functions defined in E, and by 
(8.1.5) / is continuously differentiable if and only if each of the q>t is con¬ 
tinuously differentiable; again, by case 1, <Pi is continuously differentiable 
if and only if each of the partial derivatives Djp, (which is now a scalar 
function) exists and is continuous. Furthermore, the (total) derivative of 

/is the linear mapping 

(fi> • ••> O'+Oh* 
with 

n 

tfi = X * * * > °OX./ 9 

j= 1 
in other words, /', which is a linear mapping of R" into Rw (resp. of C" into 
Cm), corresponds to the matrix (Dj(Pi(ocu ..., a„)), which is called tht jacobian 
matrix of/(or of <pu ..<pm) at (al9..., a„). When m = n, the determinant 
of the jacobian (square) matrix of/is called the jacobian of/(or of <pl9..., (pn). 

Theorem (8.9.2) specializes to 

(8.10.1) Let (pj (1 < m) be m scalar functions, continuously differentiable 

in an open subset A of R" (resp. Cn); let (1 < i < p) be p scalar functions, 

continuously differentiable in an open subset B of Rm (resp. Cm) containing 

the image of A by (cpu ..(pm); then if Q^x) = $ i{(pl(x),..., cpm(x)) for 

x 6 A and 1 ^i^p, we have the relation 

Wd = (Pj'l'XPk<Pj) 
between the jacobian matrices; in particular, when m = n = p, we have the 

relation 

det(D*0f) = det(Dy^j) det(Dfc<p,) 

between the jacobians. 

We mention here the usual notations //(£u <!;„), — f(fx,..., £„), 

for Dj/(^,..., £„), which unfortunately lead to hopeless confusion when 
substitutions are made (what does f'(y,x) or ffx, x) mean?); the 
jacobian det(D;<pf(f 1(..., £„)) is also written D(<p1?..., cp„)jD(^,..., or 
S((Pu.-., (pn)/d(£u...,Q. 

11. DERIVATIVE OF AN INTEGRAL DEPENDING ON A PARAMETER 

(8.11.1) Let I = [a, /?] c R be a compact interval, E, F real Banach spaces, 
f a continuous mapping of I x A into F (A open subset of E). Then 

g(z) = z) dc, is continuous in A. 
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Given s > 0 and z0 e A, for any £ e I, there is a neighborhood V(£) 
of f in I and a number r(£) > 0 such that for rj e V(£) and \\z — z0\\ < r(£), 

z) — /(£, z0)|| < e. Cover I with a finite number of neighborhoods 
V(&), and let r = inf(r(Q). Then ||/(£, z) -/(£, z0)|| < e for ||z - z0|| < r 

and awy f e I; hence, by (8.7.7) 

\\g{z) - g(z0)|| < s(j8 - a) 

for ||z — z0|| ^ r. Q.E.D. 

(8.11.2) (Leibniz’s rule) With the same assumptions as in (8.11.1), 
suppose in addition that the partial derivative D2/ with respect to the second 

variable exists and is continuous in I x A. Then g is continuously differentiable 

in A, and 

Dg(z)= Fd2/(£ z) da 

(observe that both sides of that formula are in (E; F)). 
The same argument as in (8.11.1) applied to D2/, shows that given e > 0 

and z0eA, there exists r> 0 such that ||D2/({, z) — D2/(<^, z0)|| <£ for 
||z — z0|| < r and any £ e I; hence, by (8.6.2) 

ll/«, + 0 -/(£, z0) - D2/({, z0) -t|| < 8 ||t|| 

for any £ e I and any t such that ||/|| < r. By (8.7.7) we therefore have 

g(z0 + t) - g(z0) - (D2 M, z0) • t) dl; <e(j8-a)||f||. 

But by (8.7.6) and (5.7.4) we have J* (D2/(£, z0) ■ t)d£ = D2/(^, z0) d£j 

for any t, and this ends the proof. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let J c: R be an open interval, E, F two Banach spaces, A an open subset of E, / a 

continuous mapping of J x A into F such that D2f exists and is continuous in J x A, 

a and $ two continuously differentiable mappings of A into J. Let 

rP(*) . 
0(z)= /(£.*)<%. 

Ja(2) 
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Show that g is continuously differentiable in A, and that g'(z) is the linear mapping 

t -* (/* W(£ Z) d£)-t + (fS(z) - t)f(^z), z) - (a'(z) ■ t)f(a(z), z) 

(apply (8.9.1) and (8.11.2)). 

2. Let f, g be two real valued regulated functions in a compact interval [a, b], such that /is 

decreasing in [a, b] and 0 ^ g(t) < 1. Show that 

f6 m dt ^ Cmg(t) dt ^ f +/(/) dt 
Jb-X Ja Ja J'b r-y 

git) dt. When is there equality? (Consider the integrals f(t)g(t) dt and 
a Ja 

ra + h(y) py 

fit) dt, where h{y) = g{t) dt, as functions of y, and similarly for the other 
Ja Ja 

inequality.) 

3. Let the assumptions be the same as in Problem 1, except that a and j8 are merely sup¬ 

posed to be continuous, but not necessarily differentiable, but in addition it is supposed 

that /(a(z), z) — 0 and /(/?(z), z) = 0 for any zeA. Show that g(z) is continuously 
rfi(z) 

differentiable in A, and that g'(z) = D2 f(£, z) dt;. (Use Bolzano’s theorem (3.19.8) 
Ja(z) 

to prove that if £ belongs to the interval of extremities /?(z0) and /?(z), there is z' e A 

such that Hz' — z0\\ ^ ||z — z0II and £ = j3(z'); if M is the l.u.b. of ||D2/|| in a neigh¬ 

borhood of (/?(z0), z0), use the mean value theorem to show that \\fi£, z)|| ^ M ||z — z01|. 

4. Let I = [a, b], A = [c, d] be two compact intervals in R, / a mapping of I x A into a 

Banach space E, such that: (1) for every ye A, the function x fix, y) is regulated in I 

and for every x e I, the function y -> fix, y) is regulated in A; (2) / is bounded in 

I x A; (3) if D is the subset of I x A consisting of the points (x, j>) where / is not 

continuous, then, for every x0el (resp. every y0 e A), the set of points y (resp. x) such 

that (x0, y) e D (resp. (x, y0) e D) is finite. 

(a) Show that the function ^00—J fit,y)dt is continuous in A. (If e>0 and 

y0 e A are given, show that there is a neighborhood V of y0 in A and a finite number of 

intervals J* 011 (1 < k ^ n) such that the sum of the lengths of the Jk is ^ s and that, if 
n 

W = I — (J J*,/is continuous in W x V; to prove that result, use the Borel-Lebesgue 
k= 1 

theorem (3.17.6).) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that 

\ dy[ fix, y)dx=[ dx f /(x, y) dy. 
Jc Ja Ja Jc 

r>b fb j*z 

dy fix, >0 dx and z -» dx fix,y) dy for z e A.) 
c Ja Ja Jc 

(Cf. Section 13.21). 

(c) Deduce from (b) that if a = c, b = d, then 

[>b 

dy f(t, y) dt = 
a Jy 

fix, u) du 

(consider the function equal to fix, y) for y ^ x, to 0 for y > x). 
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5. (a) Let / be a strictly increasing continuous function in an interval [0, a], such that 

/(0) = 0; let g be the inverse mapping, which is continuous and strictly increasing in the 
ra rf(a) 

interval [09f(a)\. Show that /(/) dt — (a — g(u)) du (apply Problem 4 to the func- 
Jo Jo 

tion equal to 1 for 0 < a, 0 < y fix), to 0 for 0 < x ^ a, fix) < y ^ f(a)). 

(b) Show that if 0 < x ^ a and 0 ^ y ^f(a), the following inequality holds 

xy < f fit) dt+\ giu) du; 
Jo Jo 

the two sides are equal if and only if y — fix). 

(c) Deduce from (b) the inequalities 

xy < x • log x + ey~1 for x>0, jyeR; 

xy ^ axp + byq for x ^ 0, y^O, p > 1, q > 1, —I— =1, 
p q 

a > 0, b > 0 and ipa)qiqb)p ^ 1. 

12. HIGHER DERIVATIVES 

Suppose / is a continuously differentiable mapping of an open subset 
A of a Banach space E into a Banach space F. Then D/ is a continuous 
mapping of A into the Banach space S£ (E; F). If that mapping is differen¬ 
tiable at a point x0e A (resp. in A), we say that/is twice differentiable at x0 

(resp. in A), and ^he derivative of D/ at x0 is called the second derivative of 
/at x0, and written f"(x0) or D2f(x0). This is an element of S£ (E; f£ (E; F)); 
but we have seen (5.7.8) that this last space is naturally identified with the 
space if(E, E;F) (written 2(E; F)) of continuous bilinear mappings of 
E x E into F: we recall that this is done by identifying u e ££ (E; f£ (E; F)) 
to the bilinear mapping (s, t) -► (u * s) • t; this last element will also be 
written u * (s, t). 

(8.12.1) Suppose f is twice differentiable at x0; then, for any fixed te E, 
the derivative of the mapping x —>■D/(x) * t of A into F, at the point x0, is 

s -*• D2/(x0) • (s, t). 

If we observe that x -> Df(x) • t is composed of the linear mapping 
u u • t of if (E; F) into F and of the mapping x -> D/(x) of E into $£ (E; F) 
the result follows from (8.2.1) and (8.1.3). 
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(8.12.2) If f is twice differentiable at x0, then the bilinear mapping 
(s, t) -> D2/(x0) • (s, t) is symmetric, in other words 

D2f(x0)-(s, t) = D2f(x0)-(t,s). 

Consider the function of the real variable i in the interval [0,1]: 

g(i) =f(,xo + is+ t) -f(x0 + is) 

where s, t are such that |UI| < \r, ||f|| < \r, the ball of center x0 and radius r 
being contained in A. From (8.6.2) we get 

llfli(l) - 9(0) - 0'(O)|| < sup ||g\i) - g'(0)||. 

Now by (8.4.1) 

gXO = (f(x0 + is + 0 —fXx0 + £0) ‘ s 

= ((/'(*o + £* + t) -/'(x0)) - (fXxo + £0 —fXxo))) ■ s. 

By assumption, given s > 0, there is r’ < r such that for ||i|| < \r', ||f || < \r', 

we have 

II f(xo + is + t) -fXxo) -f"(x0) ■ (is + Oil < e(IUII + lull) 

and 

||/'(x0 + is) -fXx0) -f"(x0) • (£011 « OUII 

hence 

II9Xi) - (f'Xx0) • 0 • 0 < 2e |UII • (||i|| + ||r||) 

and therefore 

11^(1) - 9(0) - (/"(*o) ’ 0 • *11 < 6e lUH (IUII + IUII). 

But g(\) - g(0) =/(x0 + s + t) -f(x0 + t) -/(x0 + s) +/(x0) is symmetric 
in s and t, hence, by exchanging s and t, we get 

ll(/"(*o) (/"(*0) • s) • t\\ < 6s(||.|| + ||*||)2. 

Now this inequality holds for ||.|| < |UI| < ; but if we replace s and t 
by Xs and It, both sides are defined and multiplied by \X\2, hence the result 
is true for all s and t in E, in particular for ||.|| = |UII = 1, which proves 
(by (5.7.7)) that 

II f”(x0) • (t, s) -f\xo) • (s. Oil < 246|k|| • |U|| 

for all . and t; as e is arbitrary, this ends the proof. 
In particular, 
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(8.12.3) Let A be an open set in Rn (resp. Cn); if a mapping f of A into a 

Banach space F is twice differentiable at x0, then the partial derivatives Dff 

are differentiable at x0, and 

D.Djffxo) = DjDJixo) 

for 1 </</?, 1 <y < 

We have only to use (8.12.1) for special values of t, and to observe that 
for s = (£,), t = (rji\ the value of D2f(x0) • (.s, t) = (D2/(x0) ■ s) • t is 
^(DiD^/Oco))^. (see Section 8.10). 
i,j 

By induction on p, we now define a /> differentiable mapping / 
of an open subset AcE into F as a (p — l)-times differentiable mapping 
whose (p — l)th derivative Dp~1f is differentiable in A, and we call the 
derivative D(DP"1/) the /?th derivative of f which is written Dpf or /(p). 
The element Dp/(x0) is identified to an element of the space i?p(E; F) of the 
^-linear continuous mappings of E into F, and we write it 

(*i, ..., tp) -> Dpf(x0) * (tu ..., tp). 

As in (8.12.1) we see that the mapping 

ti -► D^/*(x0) m (tl912, . •., tp) 

is the derivative, at x0 , of the mapping 

x->Dp^/(x)*(?2,...,g. 

(8.12.2) generalizes to 

(8.12.4) If f is p times differentiable in A, then the multilinear mapping 

Dp/(x) is symmetric for each x e A. 

This is proved by induction on p. Let /3, ..., tp be fixed, and consider 
the mapping x -+ g(x) = Dp~2f(x) • (/3,..., tp); from the preceding remark 
it follows that the second derivative of g at x is 

(tu t2) -> Dp/(x) ■ (tu t2,tZ9...9tp) 

hence by (8.12.2) 

(8.12.4.1) Dp/(x) • (t2, tu t3, ..., tp) = Dp/(x) • (ti9 t29t39...9 tp). 
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On the other hand, for any permutation <x of the set of indices {2,3, 

the inductive hypothesis yields 

Dp_1/(x) • (ta(2), *„<3). • • • > = °P V(*) ‘ (h> h > • • • > tP) 

and taking the first derivative of both sides (where the tt are fixed), we 

obtain 

(8.12.4.2) Dpf(x) * (tl9 ta(2) > • • • > *<r(p)) ^ ®Pf(x)' h > • • • > */>)• 

Combining (8.12.4.1) and (8.12.4.2) we first see that D^y/x) * (^i> t2,..., /) 

does not change when the index 1 is exchanged with any other index, and 

also when any two of the indices >2 are exchanged; but these transposi¬ 

tions generate any permutation of the indices 1,2,...,/?. Q.E.D. 

(8.12.5) Iff is m times differentiable and Dmf is n times differentiable in A, 
then fism + n times differentiable in A, and Dm+nf= D"(Dm/). 

This is the definition when n = 1, and is proved immediately by induction 

on n, applying the definition. 

(8.12.6) Suppose f = (fl9... ,/m) is a continuous mapping of an open subset A 
of E into a product x * • • x Fm of Banach spaces. In order that f be p 

times differentiable in A, it is necessary and sufficient that each f be p times 

differentiable in A, and then Dpf = (D%, ..., Dp/m). 

This follows from (8.1.5) by induction on p. 

(8.12.7) Let A be an open set in R” (resp. C”); if a mapping fof A into a Banach 

space F is p times differentiable, then, for tt — (£0) (1 ^ ^ p, 1 < n) 

we have 

Dp/(x) • (tl,..., tp) = X D,, D,2 • • • DJ(xX,,,(2i, • • • ZpJr 
(j 1. jl, .... jp) 

the sum being extended to all np distinct sequences (ik)i<k<p °f integers from 
[l, 4 

This is immediately proved by induction on p9 using Section 8.10. The np 

elements ••• Djpf(x) are called the partial derivatives of order p of/ 
at x; any two which differ only by a permutation of the indices are equal 
by (8.12.4). We say that/is p times continuously differentiable in A if Dpf 
exists and is continuous in A. 
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(8.12.8) Let A be an open subset of R” (resp. C"), / a continuous mapping 

of A into a Banach space F; if the np partial derivatives of f exist and are 

continuous in A, then f is p times continuously differentiable in A. 

For p = 1, this is (8.9.1) (extended to a product of n spaces); in general, 
we only have to use induction on p and the formula (8.12.7). 

We say that/is indefinitely differentiable in A if it is p times differentiable 
in A for any p; all the derivatives Dpf are then indefinitely differentiable 
in A. 

Example 

(8.12.9) Any continuous bilinear mapping is indefinitely differentiable, and 

all its derivatives of order > 3 are 0. 

From (8.1.4) it follows that the derivative of a bilinear continuous 
mapping at (x, y) is (s, /) -»[x • t] + [s • y]; write g(x, y)e E x F; G) 
that linear mapping; by assumption and (5.5.1), there exists c>0 such 
that \\[x • y]\\ <c||x|| * ||jp|| in E x F; by definition of the norm in ££ (E x F;G) 
(5.7.1), we have 

\\9(.x,y)\\ <c(M + IMI)<2csup(||x||, \\y\\) 

hence g is a continuous linear mapping of E x F into if(ExF; G), and 
therefore (x, y) -> [x • y] is twice differentiable and its second derivative 
at (x, y) is (by (8.1.3) and (8.12.1)) 

(Oi, 'i)> O2. hi) -*[si ■ t2] + [s2 ■ hi 

This is a mapping independent of (x, y), hence the result. 

(8.12.10) Let E, F, G be three Banach spaces, A an open subset of E, B an 

open subset of F; if f is a p times continuously differentiable mapping of A 
into B, g a p times continuously differentiable mapping of B into G, then 

h— gofisap times continuously differentiable mapping of A into G. 

For p= 1, the result follows from (8.2.1) and from the fact that 
(u, v) -+v o u is a bilinear continuous mapping of S£ (E; F) x ££ (F; G) into 
S£(E; G) by (5.7.5). Use now induction on p; as K{x) = gr{f(x)) 0/'(x), and 
/ and gf are p — 1 times continuously differentiable, the induction hypothesis 
shows that g' of is p — 1 times continuously differentiable; from (8.12.6) 
and (8.12.9), it then follows that h! is p — 1 times continuously differentiable, 
hence h is p times continuously differentiable by (8.12.5). 
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Example 

(8.12.11) Suppose there is a linear homeomorphism of a Banach space 
E into a Banach space F, and let Jf* c: if (E; F) be the open set of these 
homeomorphisms in JSf (E; F) (8.3.2). Then the mapping u -> w"1 of onto 

is indefinitely differentiable. 
We prove by induction on p that u-*u~x is p times differentiable, the 

property being true for p = 1 by (8.3.2). Given v and w in ££ (F; E) = M, let 
f(v, w) be the linear mapping t— v ot a w of L = i?(E;F) into M; it 
is clear that/is bilinear (and maps M x M into (L; M)) and (5.7.5) proves 
that || f(v, w)|| ^ ||v|| * ||H|, hence f is continuous, and therefore indefinitely 
differentiable by (8.12.9). Now the first derivative of u-*u~l is, by (8.3.2), 
the mapping u-*f{by (8.12.6) and (8.12.10) it follows that if 

u~1 is p times differentiable, so is u w*”1), and therefore, by 
(8.12.5), u -► u'x is p -h 1 times differentiable. 

Remark. When / is a mapping of an interval JcR into a real Banach 
space F, we have defined earlier (Section 8.4) the notion of derivative of / 
at £0 e J with respect to J. By induction on p, we define the pth derivative 
of f at £0, with respect to J, as the derivative at £0 (with respect to J) of the 
(p — l)th derivative of / (which is therefore supposed to exist in a neigh¬ 
borhood of in J); it is an element of F, written again Dp/(£0) or/(p)(£o)l 
if £0 is interior to J, the pth derivative, as defined for general mappings, 

coincides with the multilinear mapping (Ci,..., CP) /(p)(£0X1C2 * * * CP of 
W into F. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let /be an n times differentiable mapping of an interval I <= R into a Banach space E. 

Show that for any x e I such that - e I 

^/<"> iU(-1)»D» x"-1/ 

(use induction on n). 

2. (a) Let p be the function defined on R by the conditions: 

/>«=exp(-(rb-H^) for "I<'<1 

pit)=0 for / < —1 or />!. 
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Show that the function p is indefinitely differentiable in R. (Use the relation 
lim x"e~x = 0 for any n > 0.) 

X-+ + QO 

(b) In this problem, we agree to extend any regulated function /defined in a compact 

interval [a, b] of R, to the whole of R, by giving it the value 0 for t < a and for t > b; 
f + °° rb fd 

we then write /(/) dt for the integral f(t) dt, which is also equal to /(/) dt 
J -co Ja Jc 

for c ^ a and d^ b. 

For any such function /, let 

/» + 00 /» + 00 

fn{t) = nc f(,s)p(n(t — .s)) ds = nc \ f(t — s)p(ns) ds 

where l/c=J p(t)dt (“regularization” of / by p; we write pn(t) = ncp(nt) and 

fn=f*pn)• Show that /„ is indefinitely differentiable and vanishes in the comple¬ 
ment of a compact interval (use (8.11.2); if / is real and increasing (resp. strictly 

increasing, resp. convex) in [a, 6], then /„ is increasing (resp. strictly increasing, 

resp. convex) in [a + lIn, b — l In]. If / (extended to R) is p times continuously differ¬ 
entiable, then 

D%(0 = nc f + °° (ppf(s))p(n(t - s)) ds 
J — CO 

~nc[ (Dpf(t — s))p(ns) ds. 
J — 00 

(c) Show that for any «, f fn(jt) dt = f f(t) dt. 
J — 00 J — 00 

(d) If / (extended to R) is continuous (resp. p times continuously differentiable), 

then the sequence (/„) (resp. Dp/„) converges uniformly in R to /(resp. Dp/). 

(e) To what limit does f„(t0) (t0 e R) tend when/ is only supposed to be regulated in 

[a, b] (first consider the case in which / is a step-function, then use (7.6.1)). 

(f) Show that for any regulated function /in [a, b], 

lim f |/W”/n(OI dt = 0. 
n~*co Ja 

3. Let / be an n times differentiable real function defined in ] — 1,1 [ and such that 

[/(/)[ ^ 1 in that interval. 

(a) Let mk(J) be the smallest value of |/<k)(0l in an interval J contained in ] — 1,1[. 

Show that, if J is decomposed into three consecutive intervals Ji, J2, J3, and if J2 

has length p,, then, for k^n, 

tnk(3) - (mfc_i(L) 4- w*_i(J3)) 
H' 

(use the mean value theorem). Deduce from that inequality that if J has length A, 

2k(k+l)f2fck 

mkQ) ^^- 

(use induction on k). 
(b) Deduce from (a) that there exists a number a„ depending only on n> such that if 

|/'(0)| ^ oc„,f(n\t) = 0 has at least n — 1 distinct roots in ] — 1, 1 [. (Show by induction 

on k that there is a strictly increasing sequence xkt 1 < xkt 2 < • • • < xkt k of points 

of ]—1,1[ such that fCk)(xk, i)f(k\xk, £+i) < 0 for 1 ^ ^ k — 1; use Rolle’s theorem.) 
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4. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A an open subset of E, / an n times differentiable 
n 

mapping of A into F. Let x0 e A, ht e E (1 ^i^n) be such that x0 + Z £tht e A 

for 0 < £i ^ 1,1 < / < n. We define by induction on k (1 ^ k ^ n) i=1 

AYOco; hf) =/(jco + hx) -fix0) 

Akf(x0;hl, ...,/**) = Ak"Vfc(xo; /fi,..., 

with 

gk{x) =f(x + hk) -fix). 

(a) Show that 

||A"/(jc0;Ai,...,/i„)ll^ Pill - P2II * ’" \\hn II sup ||D-/(z)|| 

where P is the set of points Ar0 -b £ fP/, 0 < f / ^ 1. (Use induction on n.) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that i_1 

l|An/(x0 \hu...,hn)- D"/(x0) • ihu ...,/*„) || 

^ Pill • p2||--- Pnllsup l|D"/(z) — D"/(x0)||. 

5. Let / be a continuously differentiable mapping of an open subset A of R2 into a 

Banach space E. Suppose that in a neighborhood V of (a, b) e A, the derivative 

D2(Di/) exists and is continuous. 

(a) Let (*, y) e V; show that for every s > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that the relations 

\h\ 8, \k\ < 8 imply 

l|A2/(x, y; h, k) - D2 Di/(jc, y)hk || ^ £ |Mr| 

(apply the mean value theorem of the function 

git) — fix + f, y + k) -fix + t,y)- D2 D i/(x, y)tk 

and use (8.6.2)). 

(b) Prove that Di(D2/) exists in V and is equal to D2(Di/) (use (a)). 

(c) Give an example of a function / satisfying the previous assumptions and for 

which Di(Di/) and D2(D2/) do not exist anywhere (see Section 8.4, Problem 1). 

6. Let / the real function defined in R2 by the conditions /(0,0) = 0, fix,y)~ 

xyix2 — y2)Hx2 + y2) for (x, y) ^ (0,0). Show that all four derivatives Di(Di/), 

Di(D2/), D2(Di/), D2(D2/) exist everywhere in R2 but that Di(D2/) # D2(Di/) 
at the point (0,0). 

7. The notations are the same as in Problem 2 of Section 8.9. Let g„it) — t/( 1 + n|/|), 

and /„(/)= J g„iu)du for every te R. Show that the function / : (f„) (/„(£„)) is 

continuously differentiable in E, and that for each y = ir)n) e E, the mapping 

x ->f'ix) • y is differentiable at x = 0, but that f' is not differentiable at that point 
(compare (8.12.1)). 

8. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A an open subset of E, ^£P)(A) the vector space 

of p times continuously differentiable mappings of A into F, such that / and all its 
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derivatives Dk/ (1 ^ k ^ p) be bounded in A. For any /e ^P)(A), let 

WfWp = sup (||/(*)|| + IID/WII + • • • + ||Dp/(x) ID; 
x e A 

show that ||/||p is a norm on S^P)(A) for which that space becomes a Banach space 

(use (8.6.3)). The mapping /-* D/ is a continuous linear mapping of ^P)(A) into 

^<P-1)(A) (resp. in ^(E;f)(A) for p = 1). 

9. Let E, F, G be three Banach spaces, L, M, N the Banach spaces £^P)(E), ^g°(F), 

^P)(E), respectively. For/e L,g e M, let <D(/, ^) = ^/gN. 

(a) Let (/0, gQ) e L x M. Show that if Dpg0 is uniformly continuous in F, the 

mapping <D is continuous at (/0, g0) (use induction on p). If E, F, G are finite dimen¬ 
sional, <D is continuous in L x M (use (3.16.5)). 

(b) Let Nk = @%~kyE) for 1 ^k^p with )(E) = ^Jf^E). Show that, as a mapping 

of L x M into Ni, <X> is continuous at every point; in order that <J> (as a mapping of 

L x M into Ni) be differentiable at (/0, g0), it is sufficient that Dpg0 be uniformly 

continuous, and the derivative D<D is the linear mapping 

(w, v) ({Dg0) of0) • u + v o/0. 

(c) Let Uf be the linear mapping g g o / of M into N; show that Uf is continuous. 

We may also consider £7/ as an element of ^(M; N*) for any k ^ p. Show that the 

mapping f^Uf of L into <&(M; Ni) is continuous, and that the mapping /-*-£/} of 

L into i?(M; N2) is differentiable, the element DUfe i?(L; JSf(M; N2)) being the 

bilinear mapping (u, v) ((Du) o /) • u. 

(d) Deduce from (b) and (c) that as a mapping of L x M into N*, <D is k — 1 times 

differentiable. 
10. Let / be a real valued twice differentiable function defined in an open subset A of a 

Banach space E. 
(a) Suppose that at a point r0eE there is a constant c > 0 such that D/(x0) = 0 

and D2/(x0) • (/, t) ^ --c||/||2 for every / e E. Show that / reaches a strict relative 
maximum (Section 3.9, Problem 6) at the point x0. If E is finite dimensional, the 

preceding condition can be replaced by the condition D2/(x0) •(/,/)< 0 for any 

t ^ 0 in E (use the compactness of the sphere ||/|| = 1 in E). 
(b) Suppose A is an open ball, /is majorized in A, and there exists a real number a 

such that the set F of points x e A for which f{x) ^ a is a non empty closed set in E 

(hence a complete subspace), and finally D2f(x) • (/, t) ^ — c||/||2 for every x e A and 

every t e E. Show that under these conditions,/reaches its maximum in A at a single 

point. (Let W2 = sup/(x), which is a finite number; for every e>0 such that 

a < m — e < m, let F* <= F be the set of x e A for which f(x) ^m — e. Prove that the 

diameter of Fe tends to 0 with e. To do this, first prove the following lemma: if h is 

a twice continuously differentiable real function in [0,1] and h"(t)^b in [0,1], 

then h(0) -2h($) + h(l) ^ b/4. Apply the lemma to the function / ->f(x +1£) for x 

and x + £ in A). 
11. (a) Let / be a real valued function defined in an open interval Ic R, and differen¬ 

tiable in I; let [a, b] <= I, and suppose f" exists in the open interval ]<2, b[, but/' is not 

necessarily supposed to be continuous at a and b (cf. Section 8.7, Problem 6). Show 

that there exists ce]a,b[ such that f\b) -f'(a) = (b - a)f"(c) (use Problem 3 of 

Section 8.5). 
(b) What is the corresponding property for functions defined in I and with values in a 

Hilbert space (see Section 8.5, Problem 6)? 
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13. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

Let A be an open set in R" (resp. C"), F a real (resp. complex) Banach 
space; we denote by <0‘(FP)(A) the set of allp times continuously differentiable 
mappings of A into F. It is clear by (8.12.10) that (A) is a real (resp. 
complex) vector space; and, more generally, (8.12.10) shows that 4P)(A) 
(resp. 4P>(A)) is a ring, and S^\A) a module over that ring. For any system 

(<*!,..., a„) = a of integers >0 with |a| = £ at < p, let Ma = X“‘ X^2 • • • X“" 

and define D“ or DMaas the mapping D*1 D|2 • • • D“" of 4P)(A) into $|a|)(A). 
n 

A linear differential operator is a linear combination D = £ tfaDa where 
i = 1 

|a| ^p and the aa are continuous scalar functions defined in A; if = 0 
for |a| > k and each aa is (p — k) times continuously differentiable, D maps 
<^(FP)(A) linearly into <f^p"fc)(A). 

(8.13.1) If the operator £ a^ D“ is identically 0, then each of the functions aa 

is identically 0 in A. “ 

Write D/= 0 for f(x) = c • exp^^ + • • * + 4£„), where c # 0 is in F 
and the are arbitrary constants; we obtain (by Section 8.8 and (8.4.1)) 

c • (x aot(x)M0[(21,..., xSj expfA^, + • • • + Xn Q = 0 

identically in A, which is equivalent to £ ..., A„) = 0; for any 
a 

particular xeA, this implies ajpc) = 0 for each a, since the are arbitrary. 

The coefficients ua of a linear differential operator are thus uniquely 
determined; the highest value of |a| such that aa # 0 is called the order of D. 

To each polynomial P = £ of degree ^ p with constant coefficients 
OL 

we can thus associate a linear operator DP = 6JDa of order ^p; it is 

clear that DPl+P2 = DPl + DPl, and it follows from (8.12.3) that if PiP2 
had a total degree then DPlP2 = DPlDP2. In particular, from (8.12.7) 
if follows that for fixed , the operator /-* Df, where 

D/(x) = Dp/(x)-(/1,...,/p) 

n (fn^i+• • •+£,-„Dn). 
i = 1 

can be written 
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(8.13.2) (Leibniz’s formula) Let P(Xl5..., X„) be a polynomial of degree 

and suppose 

P(X, + Yl5..., X„ + Y„) = £ yk M'k(Xu Xn)M^(Yl5..., Y„), 
k 

the M* and being monomials. Let (x, y) -> [x • y] be a bilinear continuous 

mapping of E x F into G. Then, for any mapping f e ^(EP)(A) and any mapping 

g e <^P)(A), [/• g] belongs to <^g }(A) and we have 

Dp[/' ~ X g~\. 
k 

It is enough to prove the formula when P is a monomial M; using 
induction on the total degree of P, we can suppose P = XfM, hence 
DP =Dt-DM. We have by assumption 

dm[/-0] = I?*[dm-/- Dm* g] 
k 

hence by (8.1.4) 

DP[/- gl = Ey*([D,DM,/• Dm» g] + [Dm;/- D;Dm^]) 
k 

which we can write 

EvilPNi/-DN;ff] 
h 

the summation being extended over all pairs of monomials 

(N^(X1} ..., X„), N£(Y1} ..., Y„)) 

such that either = XfM£ and N£ = M* for an index k, or = M* and 
N'^ = Yi M* for an index k; there is exactly one such index k for each suitable 
index h, and we have y'h = yk. The result is then obvious. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be an open subset of R", E, F, G three Banach spaces, (x, y)-+[x- y] a continuous 

bilinear mapping of E x F into G. Show that the mapping (/, g)-+[f-g] of 

^ep)(A) x A) into ^hp>(A) (Section 8.12, Problem 8) is continuous. 
2. Let I be any compact interval in R, J an open neighborhood of I. Show that there 

exists an indefinitely differentiable mapping/of R into [0,1], which is equal to 1 in I 

and to 0 in the complement of J (consider the functions g * p„ (Section 8.12, Problem 2) 

where g is equal to 1 in a compact interval K such that I c K c J, and to 0 in R — K). 

If u is an indefinitely differentiable mapping of R into a Banach space E, show that 

there exists an indefinitely differentiable mapping v of R into E such that v(t) = u{t) in 

I, v{t) = 0 in R — J. 



14. TAYLOR’S FORMULA 

(8.14.1) Let I be an open interval in R, /, g two functions of ^F\l) and 

<f>(Fp)(X) respectively, (x, y) -> [x • y] a continuous bilinear mapping of E x F 
into G. Then 

[/* Dp#] — (—l)p[Dpf'g] 

= D([/* Dp“Vl - [D/* VI + •••+(- • <?]). 

This is immediately verified by application of (8.1.4). 

(8.14.2) Let I be an open interval in R,f a function of <^P)(I); then, for any 

pair of points a, £ in I 

/(£) =/(«) + ~7T~ f'ia) + «) + 

+ I 
1! 

(P — 1)! 

2! 

f(p\OdC. 

Apply (8.14.1) to the bilinear mapping (2, x)-±Xx and to the function 

g(0 = (£ — 0p~1/(P ~~ l)-5 and integrate both sides between a and 

(8.14.B) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A <?/? subset ofE,fa p-times 

continuously differentiable mapping of A into F. Then, if the segment joining 

x and x -f t is in A, we have 

f{x +1) =/(x) + Yj/'(x) • t + 2/"(x) ■ ti2) + + 
1 

0-1)! 

y(P-D(x).,(p-i) 

+ (J 
P-1 

‘Ui-o 

o (P — 1) ! 
f<>Kx + Ct)dC)-t (P) 

where t^k) stands for (t,t,..., t) (k times). In particular, for every e > 0, there 

is r > 0 such that for ||/|| < r 

fix + t) -fix) -I fix) ■ t - ~f"{x) ■ t(2> — fp\x) • t(p) 
1! 2! pi 

<e\\tr. 
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To obtain the first formula, apply (8.14.2) to the function g(£) — f(x + <It) 

in the interval [0, 1]; by (8.12.10), g is p times continuously differentiable, 
and it is immediately seen by induction on k that g(k)(£) = f(k)(x + £f) • tik\ 

using (8.4.1) and (8.1.3). To get the second formula, observe that by 
continuity of f(p\ r can be chosen such that \\fip)(x 4- CO — f(p\x)\\ ^pi s 

for 0 < C < 1 and ||f||<r. Then the mean value theorem (8.7.7) yields 

f1 (7—01V/(P)(x + Ct) dC ~ “,/(P)W Jo (jP — 1)! P'- 

and the conclusion follows from (5.5.7). 

^ e 

PROBLEMS 

1. The «th Legendre polynomial is defined by 

P»W = r-LD"(a2-l)"). 
2 nn\ 

(a) Show that up to a positive factor, P„ is the wth term in the sequence obtained 

by orthonormalization in the prehilbert space ^C(I), with 1= [—1, +1], from the 

sequence (tn) (Section 6.6). (To prove that the scalar product of P„(0 and of the tm with 
m < n is 0, use (8.14.1)). 

(b) Show that P„(l) = 1, P„(-1) = (- 1)M (use (8.13.2)). 

(c) Show that between three consecutive Legendre polynomials there is the following 

recursive relation 

«P„(0 - (In - 1)+(n- l)Pn-2(/) = 0. 

(Observe that if cn is chosen such that P„(0 — cntPn^i(i) has degree ^n — 1, it is 

orthogonal to the tk with k ^ n — 3, hence must be a linear combination of P„_2 and 

P„_i; use also (b).) 
(d) Show that all the roots of P„ are real and simple and in ] —1,1[ (if P„ changed 

sign at k ^ n — 1 points only in ] — 1, 1 [, there would be a polynomial g(t) = 

(t — ti) • • • (t — tk) such that Pn(t)g(t) 5* 0 for — 1 t 1; show that this leads to a 

contradiction with the fact that P„(/) is orthogonal to th for h < n). 

(e) Show that P„ satisfies the differential equation 

(1 - t2)K(t) - 2/P;« + n(n + 1 )P„(0 = 0 

(show that D((l — r2)P^(0) is orthogonal to tk for k < n). 

2. (a) Let / be a real k times continuously differentiable function defined in an interval 

I <= R of length a, and suppose that in I, \f(k)(0\ > c > 0. Show, by induction on /?, 

that for 0 < p ^ k, there exists an interval Ip <= I of length aj4P such that in lp the 

inequality \f(k~p)(t)\ > cap/4p holds. 
(b) Let /be a real k times continuously differentiable function defined in an interval 

I <= R of length a, and, for 0 ^p ^ k, let Mp = sup |/<p)(0|. Show that 
tel 

8^-1 a 

Mfc_i ^ ~~i~r + - Mk 
ar y 2 

(use (a)). 
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(c) The assumptions being those of (b), suppose that in addition k = 2 and I = 

[— aj2, a/l]. Show that for every t e I, 

2 At2 + a2 
|/'(0 <-Mo + —-M2 

a 4 a 

(use Taylor’s formula to express f(a/2) — f(t) and f(—a/2) ~f(t)). Deduce from that 

inequality that, if a 2(M0/M2)1/2, then Mi ^2(M0M2)1/2. Show that in this in¬ 

equality the number 2 cannot be replaced by a smaller one. (If /' is only supposed to 

have a derivative on the right //, both sides of the inequality may become equal when 

/' is piecewise linear; use then Problem 2(d) of Section 8.12.) 

(d) Let/be a real twice continuously differentiable function defined in R, and such 

that M0 = sup |/(0| and M2 = sup \ fff(t)\ are finite. Show that Mi = sup |/'(0| is 
reR teR t e R _ 

then finite and Mx ^ (2M0 M2)1/2 (use (c)). In that inequality, the number \J2 cannot 

be replaced by a smaller one (same method as in (c)). 

(e) Show that if/is a real k times continuously differentiable function defined in R, 

and if M0 = sup |/(/)| and Mfc = sup |/(k)(0l are finite, then, for 1 ^ p ^ k — 1, the 
reR reR 

numbers Mp = sup |/(p)(0| are all finite, and one has 
r e R 

Up^2pik~p)Uh~iPlk)Upklk. 

(First show that Mfc_ i is finite by using (b), then use induction on k 2 and (d).) 

3. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A an open ball in E (or the whole space E). Show that 

in the space ^£P)(A), the norm 

sup( ||/(x)|| + \\Dpf(x)\\) 
x e A 

is equivalent (Section 5.6) to the norm \\f\\p defined in Problem 8 of Section 8.12 (use 

the result of problem 2(c)). 

4. Let E be a Banach space, (c„) an arbitrary sequence of elements of E. 

(a) Let /be an indefinitely differentiable mapping of R into [0, 1], equal to 1 in 

[— i, £], and to 0 in the complement of [— 1,1] (Section 8.13, Problem 2). Consider the 

series 

«(*)= Z/(*/4) 
;So n\ 

Show that, for a suitable choice of the sequence of numbers t„ > 0, that series converges 

for every x e R, and for every integer m ^ 1, the series of mth derivatives 

D"|/W4) ^ cn 

is uniformly convergent in R (one can take t„ = £ if \\cn\\ 1, /„ = l/2||c„|| if \\c„\\ > 1; 

use Leibniz’s formula to majorize the terms of the series). Deduce that u is indefinitely 

differentiable in R and that, for every 0, one has Dmw(0) = cm (“E. Borel’s 
theorem ”). 

(b) Prove in the same way that, given an arbitrary family (ca) of elements of E, where 

a = (ai,..., ocp) ranges through all systems of p integers a* 0, there exists an inde¬ 

finitely differentiable mapping / of Rp into E such that D“/(0) = cx for every a. 

(c) Deduce from (a) that if g is an indefinitely differentiable mapping of a closed 
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interval ICR into E, and J an open interval containing I, there exists an indefinitely 

differentiable mapping / of R into E which coincides with g in I and with 0 in R — J. 

5. Let / be a mapping of an interval I <= R into a Banach space E, and suppose / is n 

times differentiable at a point ael. Show that 

Hm (/(£) - /(a) - /'(a) -/<”>(«) /(£-«)■ = 0 
46l\ 1! n\ // 

(use induction on n and (8.5.1) with <p(£) = (f — a)"-1). 

6. Let I c R be an interval containing 0, / an n — 1 times differentiable mapping of I 

into a Banach space E. Write 

m =/(0) +/'(0) ^ + • • • +/("-l)(0) jfzry +Mt)f 

which defines /„ in I — {0}. 

(a) Show that if/is n + p times differentiable at t = 0, fn can be continuously extended 

to I and becomes a function which is n -j- p — 1 times differentiable at all points t ^ 0 

in a neighborhood V of 0 in I, and p times differentiable at t = 0; furthermore /J(0) = 

f(n+k)(0) for 0 and lim + = 0 for 1 n- 1. 
(/2-j-/:)! t-+0, tifeO, te V 

(Express the derivatives of /„ with the help of the Taylor developments (Problem 5) of 

the derivatives of /, and use Problem 2 of Section 8.6.) 

(b) Conversely, let g be an n + p — 1 times differentiable mapping of I — {0} into E, 

such that lim g(p+k)(t)tk exists for 0 ^ k ^ n — 1. Show that the function g can 
t-fO, r?fcO, r e I 

be extended to a p — 1 times differentiable mapping of I into E, and that the function 

g(t)tn is n -f p — 1 times differentiable in I; if furthermore #<p)(0) exists, then g(t)tn is 

n -f- p times differentiable at 0. 

(c) Suppose I = ] —1, 1[, and suppose/is even in I, i.e./(—/) = f(t). Show, using (a) 

and (b), that if / is In times differentiable in I, there exists an n times differentiable 

mapping h of I into E such that/(0 = h(t2). 

7. (a) Let/be an indefinitely differentiable mapping of R” into a Banach space E. Show 

that 

fix i, . . . , xn) =/( 0, . . . , 0) + XiMXu ...,xn) + x2 f2(x2 -h -h fn{xn) 

where fk is indefinitely differentiable in R"-*+1 (l ^k^ri). Write f(xi,...,x„) — 

(/(-Xi,...,^,)“/(0,x2,...,x„))4-/(0, x29...,xh) and apply (8.14.2) to the first 

summand, considered as a function of xi; with a suitable value of p (depending on k), 

this will prove that (/(x1?..., xn) — /(0, x2,..., xn))/xt is k times differentiable at 

(0,..., 0); finally, use induction on n.) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that for any p> 0, 

/(*)= E 
loci 

where all the fa are indefinitely differentiable and f0(x) =/(0,..., 0). 

(c) Let /be an indefinitely differentiable mapping from Rn into R; suppose that 

/(0) = 0, Di/(0) = 0 for 1 < n, and that the quadratic form 

(f i, • • •. f») -*- Z D< D / /(o)£i ij 
t.j 
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is nondegenerate. Show that, by using a linear transformation in R" one can assume 

that DiDj/(0) = 0 for i ^ j and at = D?/(0) ^ 0 for 1 i n. Prove that there 

exists a neighborhood U of 0 and n indefinitely differentiable functions gt defined in 

U, such that in U 

fix) = £ a^xig^x))2 
i — 1 

and gtiO) = 1 for 1 ^ n. (Use again (a) applied to each of the functions f defined 

in (a), and then apply the usual method of reduction of a quadratic form to a form 

having a diagonal matrix.) 

8. (a) Let S be a metric space, A, B two nonempty subsets of S, M a vector subspace of 

the space ^R(S) of real continuous functions in S, N a vector subspace of M, u 

a linear mapping of M into the space RA of all mappings of A into R. We suppose that: 

(1) there exists a function u0 e N such that L(u0) is the constant 1 on A; (2) if u e N and 

there is a t s B such that «(/) = 0, then there isxeA such that iL{u))(x) = 0. 

Let v s M such that L(v) — 0; show that for any function u s M such that u —vs N, 

and any t e B, there exists 6 e A (depending on t) such that u(t) — v(t) + u0(t)(L(u))(d) 

(Observe that u0(t) / 0, and therefore there is a constant c (depending on t) such that 

u(t) - v(t) — cu0(t) = 0). 
(b) Suppose S is compact, A is connected and dense in S, and all functions aeN 

vanish on S — B. Suppose that L(u) is continuous in A for every u e M, and that if a 

function us N is such that > 0 for any t s A, then u has no strict maximum 

on B. Show that in such a case condition (2) of (a) is also verified. 

9. (a) Let / be an n times differentiable real function defined in an interval I; 

let xi< x2< ••• < xp be points of I, nt (1 p) integers >0 such that 

nx + n2 H-b np = n. Suppose that at each of the points xt, f{k\xt) = 0 

for 0 ^ k ^ mi — 1* Show that there is a point f in the interval ]xXi xp[ such that 
/("-1)(D _ o (apply Rolle’s theorem iteratively). 

(b) Let g be an n times differentiable real function defined in I, and let P be the real 

polynomial of degree n — 1 such that gik\x^) = P(k)(Xi) for 0 k < nt — 1, 1 < i =s$ p. 

Show that for any x s I, there exists £ in the interior of the smallest interval containing 

x and the xt (1 / =s$ p)9 such that 

g(x) = P(x) + 
(x - x1)ni(x - xj2 • • • (x - xp)n> 

n\ 
9{nX& 

(Use Problem 8(a), or give a direct proof, using (a) in both cases.) 

10. Let g be a real odd function, defined and 5 times differentiable in a symmetric neigh¬ 
borhood I of 0 in R. Show that, for each xsl 

ff(x) = ^ (?'(*) + 2/(0)) - ^ /5)(|) 

where $ is a number belonging to the open interval of extremities 0 and x. 

Deduce from that result that, if/is a real function, defined and 5 times differentiable in 
[a, b]9 then 

b — a 
f'(a)+fXb) + 4f^~j 

with a < £ < 6 (“ Simpson’s formula ”). 

(b-ay 
2880 

/(5)© 
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11. Let I = [a, b] be a compact interval, and let M0 be the vector space of real continuous 
functions defined in I and such that, for any t e ]a, b[, the limit 

(£(/))(/) = lim (f(t + h)+f(t-h)-2f(t))/h2 
h-*0. A#0 

exists in R. All real functions which are twice differentiable in I belong to M0. 

(a) Let M be the vector subspace of M0 consisting of functions / for which L (/) is 

continuous in ]a, b[. Show that any function of fe M is twice differentiable in ]a, b[ 

and that /,(/) = /". (Use Problem 8(a) and 8(b), taking S = I, A = B = ]a9 b[9 and for 

N the subspace of M consisting of functions / for which f(a) =f(b)~ 0.) 

(b) Show that the function f(t) = t cos(l/r) belongs to M0, although it is not dif¬ 

ferentiable at t = 0. 

12. What are the properties of functions with values in a Hilbert space which correspond 

to the properties of real functions discussed in Problems 9(b), 10, and 11 ? (Cf. Section 
8.5, Problem 6.) 

13. Let / be an indefinitely differentiable mapping of a compact interval I = [a, b] c R 

(with a 0) into a Banach space. 

(a) Show that, for any two integers p, q such that 0<p<q, 

q~~l an q-i yi *5 X9"1 

S ll/"(«)ll -T < E II/C"WII “7 + ll/^toli Z-7TT dx 
n = p n\ n = p nl Ja (q —1)1 

(Forp^n<q, express f(n)(a) using Taylor’s formula at the point b.) 

(b) Under the same conditions, show that 

fii/^wn ‘ dx< fn/^wn dx+zu^m-, 
Ja (p — 1)! Ja (q— 1)! it^p n\ 

(apply Taylor’s formula to /(p) and use Problem 4(c) of Section 8.11). 

(c) Suppose / is indefinitely differentiable in the interval [a, + oo [ where a ^ 0, and 

that for every integer n ^ 0, there is a finite number M„ such that \\fin)(x)\\xn/n\ < Mfl 

for every x a. Show that for b > a and n<q. 

/<n)(£)=- Jt+"/»(*) 
(b - x)4-"-1 

(f-if-1)! 
dx 

and for a < x < b 
CO 

/<’>(*) = £ f(mKb) 
m = q 

(x-b)m-‘‘ 

where the series and the integral are convergent (use Taylor’s formula). Conclude that 

one has 
q— 1 hn f+«) X9"1 

Z ll/(n)(*)ll ”7 < \\fi9>(x)\\ -— dx 
n=p n\ Jb (q — l)\ 

and 

f ll/^'Wll dx* £ ||/<"WI! - 
Ja (j?— 1): n = p Til 

(d) Show that, under the assumptions of (c), the function 

sPW=f ll/<n)WII 
n — p Til 

(whose values are finite and 5*0, or +oo) is increasing in [a, -f oo[. 
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(e) Suppose/is indefinitely differentiable in [a, +°°[ and that 

lim f(n\x) = 0 for every n>Q. 
X-+ 4* oo 

Prove that the sequence of numbers (finite and ^ 0 or equal to 4- °°) 

J"={+”|l/<n)W11 (/ dx (n>1) 

is increasing. (When these numbers are all finite, write 

and use Problem 4(c) of Section 8.11.) 
(f) Suppose / is indefinitely dilferentiable in [a, + oo [ and that the integrals 

= f+°°ll/(n>(x)lldx and Jn + 1 = f °° ll/<"+1>WII dx 
Ja (ft — 1)! Ja ft! 

are finite. Show that, for x a, 

ll/^Wl/ < \\fM(o) II +J. + W 
n\ n\ 

14, Let / be an indefinitely differentiable mapping of the interval [a, -f oo[, where a ^ 0, 

into a Banach space. 

(a) Show that, for every p > 0, 

(*) sup £ Il/<")(*)ll ^7 = sup f li/^O)!! * dx 
x^a n = p ftl n^P Ja («—'1)! 

where both sides may be equal to +<x>. Show that if both sides are finite, they are also 
equal to both limits 

(**) lim 2 ll/0,)(x)|| ~ and lim f U/(w)(*)ll ---- - - dx 
x—* + oo n~p nl n-*ooJa (ft— 1)! 

(Use Problem 13). 

(b) If / satisfies the assumptions of Problem 13(c), then the limits (**) always exist 
and are equal to both sides of (*). 



CHAPTER IX 

ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

In this chapter, we have tried to emphasize the most general facts per¬ 
taining to the theory of analytic functions, and in particular to state as 
many results as possible for analytic functions of any number of variables; 
until Section 9.13, the theorems which concern only functions of one variable 
are inserted in a context in which they appear as technical intermediates 
to the general statements; it is only in Sections 9.14 to 9.17, and in many 
problems in this chapter and the next one, that we really deal with properties 
special to the one variable case. Furthermore, we have discussed simultan¬ 
eously the case of analytic functions of real variables and of analytic functions 
of complex variables as long as it can be done (i.e. until Section 9.5). Finally, 
we have kept throughout our general principle of dealing from the start 
with vector valued functions; as usual, this does not require any change in the 
proofs, and the reader will see in Chapter XI how useful the consideration 
of such functions can be. 

Of course, one can only expect to find here the most elementary part 
of the very extensive theory of analytic functions. The definition is given by 
the local existence of power series representing the function, and it is by the 
technique of power series that the differential properties of analytic functions 
are obtained (9.3.5) (the usual definition of analytic functions by the existence 
of continuous derivatives only applies, of course, to functions of complex 
variables, and therefore that characterization is postponed until Section 9.10). 
The fundamental results about power series are Abel’s lemma (9.1.2)—from 
which is derived the vital possibility of substituting power series into power 
series (9.2.2)—and the principle of isolated zeros (9.1.5), whose most import¬ 
ant consequence is the principle of analytic continuation (9.4.2), which 
expresses the “solidarity” between the values of an analytic function at 
different points of the domain where it is defined. 

From that point on, we have to assume that the variables are complex; 

197 
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with the exception of the principle of maximum (9.5.9), all additional 
properties of analytic functions of complex variables derive from a single 
new idea, that of “ complex integration,” and from its fundamental features, 
Cauchy’s theorem (9.6.3), Cauchy’s formula (9.9.1), and its generalization, 
the theorem of residues (9.16.1). The form of Cauchy’s theorem which we 
give here is not the best possible, for it expresses the integral along a circuit 
as an invariant of the homotopy class of that circuit, whereas in fact it is an 
invariant of its homology class. In most applications, however, this has no 
inconvenience whatsoever, and in contrast to the fact that the proof of the 
weak form of Cauchy’s theorem needs almost no topological preparation, the 
proof of the complete theorem would have required some developments of 
algebraic topology, which we feel are above the level of the present volume. 
The interested reader will find the complete Cauchy theorem, together with 
all the necessary prerequisites, in Ahlfors [1], Cartan [8], and Springer [17]; 
we shall come back to that question in Chapter XXIV. Instead of using 
more results from algebraic topology in order to obtain such refinements, 
we have thought it might interest some readers to see how, by the very simple 
device introduced by S. Eilenberg, it is possible to obtain quite deep informa¬ 
tion on the topology of the real plane (including the Jordan curve theorem), 
using merely the most elementary facts about complex integration; this is the 
purpose of the Appendix (which, by the way, is not used anywhere in 
the later chapters and may therefore be bypassed without any inconve¬ 
nience). 

As we have announced in Chapter I, the reader will find no mention 
in this chapter of the so-called “multiple-valued” or “multiform” func¬ 
tions. It is of course a great nuisance that one cannot define in the field C 

a genuine continuous function fz which would satisfy the relation {yjzf = z; 

but the solution to this difficulty is certainly not to be sought in a deliberate 
perversion of the general concept of mapping, by which one suddenly decrees 
that there is after all such a “function,” with, however, the uncommon 
feature that for each z ^ 0 it has two distinct “values.” The penalty for this 
indecent and silly behavior is immediate: it is impossible to perform even 
the simplest algebraic operations with any reasonable confidence; for instance, 

the relation ifz = yfz + fz is certainly not true, for if we follow the 

“definition” of fz; we are compelled to attribute for z ^ 0, two distinct 
values to the left-hand side, and three distinct values to the right-hand side! 
Fortunately, there is a solution to the difficulty, which has nothing to do with 
such nonsense; it was discovered more than 100 years ago by Riemann, and 

consists in restoring the uniqueness of the value of yfz by “ doubling,” so 

to speak, the domain of the variable z, so that the two values of fz corre- 
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spond to two different points instead of a single z; a stroke of genius if ever 
there was one, and which is at the origin of the great theory of Riemann 
surfaces, and of their modern generalizations, the complex manifolds which 
we shall define in Chapter XVI. The student who wishes to get acquainted 
with these beautiful and active theories should read H. Weyl’s classic [19] 
and the modern presentation by Springer [17] of Riemann surfaces, and 
H. Cartan’s seminar [7] and the recent book of A. Weil [18] on complex 
manifolds. 

1. POWER SERIES 

In what follows K will denote either the real field R or the complex 
field C; its elements will be called scalars. In the vector space Kp over K, 
an open (resp. closed) polydisk is a product of p open (resp. closed) balls; 
in other words it is a set P defined by conditions of the form |zt — at\ < rt 
(resp. \zt — at\ < rf), 1 </</?, on the point z = (z1? ..., zp), with rt > 0 
for every index; a = (ax, ..., ap) is the center or P, ru ..., rp its radii (a ball 
is thus a polydisk having all its radii equal). 

(9.1.1) Let P, Q be two open polydisks in Kp such that PnQ^0; for 
any two points x, y in P n Q, the segment (Section 8.5) joining x and y is 
contained in P r\ Q; in particular P n Q is connected. 

Indeed, if - 0*1 < r,, then \txt + (I - t)yt - at\ ^ 
t\xt - at\ + (l - t)\yt - at\ < r t for 0 < / ^ 1; the last statement follows 
from the fact that a segment is connected (by (3.19.1) and (3.19.7)) and 

from (3.19.3). 

We introduce the following notation: for any element v = (iq, ..., np) 
in Np (nt integers >0) and any vector z = (z^ ..., zp) e Kp, we write 
zv = z\xznf ...znpp and | v| « nx + n2 + • * • + np. If E is a Banach space 
(over K), (cv)vflNP a family of elements of E having Np as set of indices, 
we say that the family (cvzv)veNP of elements of E is a. power series in p variables 

Z| (1 < / < p), with coefficients c\ . 

(9.1.2) Let b = (bx,..., hp) e Kp be such that b{^0 for 1 < / < p, and that 
the family (cvbv) he bounded in E. Then for any system of radii (rt) such that 
0 < r i< for !</</?, the power series (cvzv) is normally summable 
(7.1) in the closed polydisk of center 0 and radii r{ (“Abel’s lemma”). 
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For if |M1 < A for any veNp, it follows from the definition of the 
norm in Kp ’that if N < rt < |A,| (1 < i<p), we have ||cvzv|| < Aq\ with 
q = (qu...,qp), = rJ\bi\ < >• ft follows from (5.5.3) that the family 
(q")veNP of positive numbers is absolutely summable, hence the result by 

(5.3V.1). 

(9.1.3) Under the assumptions of (9.1.2), the sum of the power series (cvzv) is 

continuous in the open poly disk of center 0 and radii |Z>,|. 

As every point of that polydisk is interior to a closed polydisk of 
radii rt < [6£[, the result follows from (7.2.1). 

Let q be any integer such that 1 <q^p; for any v = («l; ...,np), 

write v'= (nu ..., nq), v" = (nq+1,..., np); consider Kp as identified to 
the product K" x Kp~9, and for z = (zt..., zp) e Kp, write z' = (zt,..., Zq), 

z" = (z,+1, • • •, zp)- With these notations: 

(9.1.4) Suppose the power series (cvzv) is absolutely summable in the polydisk 

P of radii r-t and center 0 in Kp. Then, for any v" e Np_9 the series (c(v.|V..)z'v) 
is absolutely summable in the poly disk P', projection of P on K’; let gv«{zj 

be its sum. Then, for any z' e P', the power series (gvfz')z"vj is absolutely 

summable in the polydisk P", projection of P on Kp_9, and its sum is equal to 

the sum of the series (cvzv). 
As zv = z'v'z"v", the fact that each of the series (c(v.>v<-)z'v'z"v") (v" fixed) 

is absolutely summable, and that £gvfzjz"v” = £ cvz\ follows from (5.3.5) 
V" V 

and from the associativity theorem (5.3.6) for absolutely summable families. 
If we take z" e P" such that z£ / 0 for q + 1 ^ i < p, the absolute summability 

of (<V,v")Z'v ) follows. 

(9.1.5) (“Principle of isolated zeros”) Suppose (c„zn) is a power series 

in one variable which converges in an open ball P of radius r, and 
00 

let f(z)= £c„z». Then, unless all the cn are 0, there is r' <r such 
n = 0 

that for 0 < | z\ < r',f(z) ^ 0. 

Suppose h is the smallest integer such that ch ^ 0; then we can write 
f{z) = zh (<ch + ch+1z 4- * * • + ch+mzm -I- • • •) and the series (ch+mzm) converges 
in P; if g(z) = ch + ch+1z 4- * * * + ch+mzm 4- ..., g is continuous in P by 
(9.1.3) and as #(0) = ch ^ 0, there is r' > 0 such that g(z) # 0 for |z| < r'; 
hence the result. 
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(9.1.6) Suppose two power series (avzv) and (bvzv) are absolutely summable 

and have the same sum in a poly disk P; then av = bvfor every v e Np. 

Use induction on p; for p = 1, the result follows at once from (9.1.5). 
Taking the difference of the two power series, we can assume bv = 0 for 

every v; applying (9.1.4) with q=p- 1, we have f g„{z')znp = 0, hence 
n = 0 

9n(z) = 0 for every n and every 2' in the projection P' of P on K*”1; the 
induction hypothesis applied to each gn yields then av = 0 for every v. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let (cvzv) be a power series in p variables zt (1 «$/«$/>); let = 

In order that a real number r > 0 be such that, for any / e K such that |/| < r, the series 

(cv(tai)"1 • • • (tap)np) be absolutely summable, it is necessary and sufficient that 

log r -f n log||cv|| + £ nt log|af| 0 
\v\ t = i 

2. 

3. 

4. 

for all but a finite number of indices v = np) (apply (9.1.2).) 

In particular, forp — 1, there is a largest number R ^ 0 (the “convergence radius,” 

which may be -j-00) such that the series (cnzn) is convergent for |z| <R, and that 

number is given by 1/R = lim (sup(||cn+k||1/<n+fc))X which is also written lim • sup||cn||1/n 
n-*oo 0 n-+oo 

(cf. Section 12*7). When in particular lim ||cj1/n exists, it is equal to 1/R. 
n-* 00 

Give examples of power series in one complex variable, having a radius of convergence 
R = 1 (Problem 1) and such that: 

(1) the series is normally convergent for |z| = R; 

(2) the series is convergent for some z such that |z| = R, but not for other points of 
that circle; 

(3) the series is not convergent at any point of |z| = R. 

Give an example of a power series in two variables, which is absolutely summable at 

two points (aua2), (61,62), but not at the point ^ ^ . (Replace z by 

ziz2 in a power series in one variable.) 

Let (c„zn), (dnzn) be two power series in one variable with scalar coefficients; if their 

radii of convergence (Problem 1) are R and R', and neither R nor R' is 0, then the 

radius of convergence R" of the power series (c„ dn zn) is at least RR' (taken equal to 

+ co if R or R' is + 00). Give an example in which R" > RR'. 

2. SUBSTITUTION OF POWER SERIES IN A POWER SERIES 

Let Q be a polydisk of center 0 in K*, and suppose the p power series 
in q variables (6{ifc)wM) with scalar coefficients are absolutely summable 
in Q (with p = (ml9 ..., mq), u = (uu , uq), z/ =u^ ... u™q). We write 
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gk{u) = £ Gk{u) = £ Im". On the other hand, let (avzv) be a power 
fL P 

series in p variables with coefficients in E, which is absolutely summable 
in a polydisk P of Kp, of center 0 and radii rk (1 < k < p). If, in a monomial 
zv = 2"‘ ...Zpp, we replace “formally” each zk by the power series gk(u), 

we are led to take the formal “product” of nx + n2 + ••• + np series, i.e. 
to pick a term in each of the nx + • • • + np factors, to take their product 
and then to “sum” all terms thus obtained. We are thus led to consider, 
for each v = (n1; n2, ...,np) the set Av of all finite families (pkj) = p where 
pkJe N4, k ranges from 1 to p, and for each k,j ranges from 1 to nk; to such 
a p we associate the element 

P nk 

*,(«)=«vn 
fc=ij=i 

With these notations: 

(9.2.1) Suppose 5*,..., sq are q numbers >0 satisfying the conditions 

Gk(st,..., sq) < rk for 1 < k < p. Then, for each u in the open polydisk 

S c Kq of center 0 and radii s,- (1 < z < q), the family (tp(u)) (where p ranges 

through the denumerable set of indices A = (J Av) is absolutely summable, 
v eNJP 

and iff(z) = £ avz\ its sum is equal tof(gfu), g2(u), gp{u)). 

In other words, under the conditions G^,sq) <rk (1 < k <p), 
“substitution” of the series gk(u) for zk (1 ^ k <p) in the series / yields 
an absolutely summable family, even before all the terms tp(u) having the 
same degrees in uu ..., uq have been gathered together. 

To prove (9.2.1), we need only prove that the family {tp{u)) is absolutely 
summable; that its sum is fig^u),..., gp(u)) follows by application of the 
associativity theorem (5.3.6) to the subsets Av of A, and by using (5.5.3), 
which shows that £ *„(«) is equal to afgfu))"'... (gfu))"". To prove the 

pe Av 

family (tp(u)) (pe A) is absolutely summable, we apply (5.3.4). For any 
finite subset B of A, we have, by (5.3.5) and (5.5.3) 

S na«)ii < ikii 
peBn Av 

' (Gi(s„ ..., sq))n'... (Gp(s1; ..., sq))np 

and by assumption, the right-hand side of that inequality is the element of 
index v of an absolutely summable family; hence the result. 

Write tp(u) = cpux, with X = (A1?..Xq), X( = J] £ mkji (if we have 
k = 1 j = l 

Vkj ~ \mkju • • • j mkjq ))• From (9.2.1) and (5.3.5) it follows (taking all the ut 
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to be ^0, «e S), that for each A, the family of the cp, where p ranges over 
all elements of A which correspond to the same A, is absolutely summable 
in E; if dx is its sum, we see, by the associativity theorem (5.3.6), that 

(9.2.1.1) ...,gp(u)) = YdauX 

the series on the right-hand side being absolutely summable in the polydisk S. 
By definition, that power series is the power series obtained by substituting 

to zkifor 1 < k < p, in the power series (avzv). 

(9 .2.2) If the point (#i(0), ..., gp{0)) of Kp belongs to P, then there exists in 
an open polydisk S such that, for ue S, the series gk(u) may be substituted 

to zk( 1 ^ k ^p) in the power series (avzv). 

Observe that by definition, Gfc(0) = |#*(0)| for 1 < k ^p. As Gk is con¬ 
tinuous at 0 by (9.1.3), the existence of numbers st > 0 (1 ^ / < q) such that 
Gr^(s1, ..., sq) < rk for 1 ^ k ^ p follows at once from the assumption. 

3. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

Let D be an open subset of Kp. We say that a mapping / of D into a 
Banach space E over K is analytic if, for every point a e D, there is an open 
polydisk PcD of center a, such that in P, /(z) is equal to the sum of an 
absolutely summable power series in the p variables zk — ak (1 < k ^ p) 
(that series being necessarily unique by (9.1.6)). Suppose K = C, let b be 
a point of D, and let B be the inverse image of D by the mapping x -> b + x 
of into Cp. Then it follows at once from the definitions that x -► f(b -f x) 
is analytic in the open subset B of Rp. 

(9.3.1) Let (#vzv) be an absolutely summable power series in an open poly disk 
P c= Kp. Then /(z) = £ avzv is analytic in P; more precisely, if rt (1 < / < p) 

V 

are the radii of P, for any point b = (i£) e P, /(z) is equal to the sum of an 
absolutely summable power series in the zk — bk in the open polydisk of center 
b and of radii rt — |fe£| (1 < i < p). 

This follows at once from (9.2.1) applied to the case# = p, gk(u) = bk + uk\ 
we have then Gk(u) = \bk\ + uk, and the conditions Gk(st,..., sp) < rk 
( 1 < k < p) boil down to sk< rk— \bk\ (1 < k <p). 
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An entire function of p variables is a mapping / of Kp into E which is 
equal to the sum of a power series which is absolutely summable in the 

whole space Kp (cf. (9.9.6)). For each b e Kp, f(z) is then equal to the sum 
of a power series in the zk — bk, which is absolutely summable in the whole 

space Kp, by (9.3.1). 

(9.3.2) Let A be an open subset of Kp, B an open subset of K*, gk(l<k ^p) 
p scalar functions defined and analytic in B, and suppose the image of B by 
(gu ...,gp) is contained in A. Then, for any analytic mapping f of A into E, 

f(gu ...,gp) is analytic in B. 

This follows at once from the definition and from (9.2.2). In particular, 
if / is analytic in Ac Kp, then, for any system (aq+x,..., ap) of p -q 

scalars, (zu ..., zq) ~»f(zx,..., zq, aq+l9..., ap) is analytic in the open set 

A(aq+x,...,ap) (3.20.12) in K« 

(9.3.3) In order that a mapping f = (f,... ,fq) of A c Kp into Kq be analytic 

in A, it is necessary and sufficient that each of the scalar functions f (1 < i < q) 

be analytic in A. 

Obvious from the definition. 

(9.3.4) Let zk = xk + iykfor 1 < k xk and yk being real. If f is analytic 

in A c: Cp, then (xl9 yl9..., xp, yp) -+f(xx + iyx,..., xp+ iyp) is analytic in A, 
considered as an open set in R2p. 

Indeed, that function is analytic in the open subset B c: C2p, inverse 
image of A by the mapping (ux, vx,...,up, vp) (ux + ivx,...,up + ivp) of 
C2p into Cp, by (9.3.2). Hence it is analytic in A = B n R2p, when A is 
considered as a subset of R2p. 

(9.3.5) Let (cnin2... „pznx1 ... znpp) be a power series which is absolutely sum¬ 

mable in an open polydisk P of center 0, and let f(z) be its sum. Then the power 

series (nkcnitt2... npz\l... znf~1... zpp) is absolutely summable in P and its sum 

is the partial derivative Dkf (=df/dzk). 
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For any z e P, we can in the series substitute z{ to itself for i^k and 
zk + uk to zk, and we thus obtain a power series inp + 1 variables z1,..., zp9 uk, 
which,by (9.2.1), is absolutely summablefor \zt\ < rfi ^ &)and \zk\ + \uk\ <rk 

(if rl9...9rp are the radii of P). By (9.1.4) we can therefore write 
f(zl9 ...9zk + uk9...9zp) =f(z) + Mk/iW + * • * + <fn(z) + • • •, where each 
fn is a power series absolutely summable in P, and the right-hand side, for 
each z e P, is a power series in uk which is absolutely summable in some 
open ball B of center 0 (depending on z). Moreover it follows from the 
binomial theorem that 

/i(z) = Z "* c«,...z"1 • • • ZT~1 - • • z7 
v 

and as (f(zu ..., zk + uk,..., zp) -f(z))/uk =fx{z) + • • • + wITVnO) + ' ‘ ‘ 
is an absolutely summable power series (in uk) in B (for fixed z) by (9.1.4), 
we deduce from (9.1.3) that fx(z) = Dkf(z) for any ze P. From that result 
and from (9.13) we deduce the values of the cp in terms of the derivatives 
of/, namely 

(9.3.5.1) v! cv = Dv/(0) 

where Dv = D... Dnpp and v! = nx! n2!... np!; this is immediate by induction 
on |v| =«! + •••+ wp. 

(9.3.6) An analytic function in an open set A c=Kp is indefinitely differentiable 

and all its derivatives are analytic in A. 

This is an obvious consequence of (9.3.5) and (8.12.8). 

Forp = 1, we have a “converse” to (9.3.5): 

(9.3.7) Let (cnzn) be a power series convergent in the ball P: \z\ < r in K, and 
00 

let f{z) = Yj cnzn i*1 P- Then the power series ((l/(/2 -b 1 ))cnzn+i) is convergent 
n-0 

in P and its sum is a primitive of f 

Due to (9.3.5) we have only to check the convergence of the series 

whjch follows at once from the inequality 

1 

n + 1 
• cn t n+ 1 

< Iknll * \Z\ 
n+1 

and from (9.1.2). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let (anzn)t (bn?1) be two power series in one variable, the bn being real and >0; 

suppose lim ajb„ = s. 
B-+00 

(a) Suppose the series (bnzn) is convergent for \z\ < 1, but not for z = 1 (which means 
k 

that if ck = X! £«» lim c*= + 00)* Show that the series (anzn) is absolutely convergent 

for \z\ < 1, and that, if I = [0,1[, 

Hm (±anAI(±bnA=s. 
2—► 1, zeI 'n = 0 ' ' 'n = 0 ' 

(Observe that, for any given k, lim (z"\ = + 00). 
z-*l,zeAnZk ) 

(b) Suppose the series (bnzn) is convergent for every z. Show that the series (anzn) is 

absolutely convergent for every z, and that if J is the interval [0, + °o [ in R, then 

lim (ta.Afttb.A-s. 
z-+ + oo.zeJ 'n = 0 // 'n = 0 / 

(Same method.) 
oo 

(c) Show that if the series (a„) is convergent and s, then the series (anzn) is 
« = o 
oo 

absolutely convergent for \z\ < 1, and that lim J] anzn == 5. (Apply (a) with bn — 1 
z-* 1, ze I n = 0 

for every n; this is “Abel’s theorem”.) 

(d) The power series ((—l)"z") has a radius of convergence 1, and its sum 1/(1 + z) 

tends to a limit when z tends to 1 in I, but the series ((—1)") is not convergent (see 
Problem 2). 

2. Let (anzn) be a power series in one variable having a radius of convergence equal to 1; 

let f(z) be its sum, and suppose that /(1 —) exists. If in addition lim na„ = 0, show that 
«-*• 00 

the series (an) is convergent and has a sum equal to /(1—). (“Tauber’s theorem”: 
observe that if \nan\ ^ s for k, then, for any N > k9 and 0 < x < 1 

and 

N 

X an( 1 - *") ^ eN(l - x) 

H anXn 
n'Z N 

< e/N(l - x).) 

3. Let (anz") be a power series in one variable having a radius of convergence r > 0, and 

let (bn) be a sequence of scalars ^0 such that <?= lim (bjbn+l) exists and \q\ < r. 

Show that, if 

£i» — Qqbn + tfi bn-1 anb0 

lim (cn/bn) exists and is equal to f(q). 
n-+oo 
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4. Let (pnzn), (q„zn) be two power series with complex coefficients, and radius of conver¬ 

gence t*0, and let/(z)=£pnz", g(z) =^qnzn in a neighborhood U of 0 where both 
n n 

series are absolutely convergent. Suppose q0 —g(0) # 0; then there is a power series 

2 cn zn which is absolutely convergent in a neighborhood V c U of 0 and has a sum 
n 

equal to f(z}fg(z) in V (remark that the series (zn) is convergent for \z\ < 1, and use 

(9.2.2)). If all the qn are >0, the sequence (qn+il<Jn) is increasing, the pn are real and 

such that the sequence (pnlqn) is decreasing (resp. decreasing), show that cn ^ 0 (resp. 
cn ^ 0) for every 1. (Write the difference 

Pn Pn-1 

qn qn-1 

as an expression in the qk and cki and use induction on n.) Deduce from that result 

that all the derivatives of x:/log(l — x) are <0 for 0 < * < 1. 
5. Let gk (1 ^ k < p) be p scalar entire functions defined in Kq. If / is an entire function 

defined in Kp, then f(gl9..., gp) is an entire function in Kq. 
6. Let P be the disk |z| ^ r in C. Show that 

z" dxdy — 0 for any integer n ^ 1. 

(Use the fact that Lebesgue measure on R2 is invariant by rotation (cf. (14.3.9)).) 

Deduce from that relation that for every function / which is analytic in an open set 

A C containing P, one has 

Show similarly that 

JJp /(z) dx dy = 

If. znzm dx dy = 0 if m # n 

dx dy = 
77T2n + 2 

7+7* 

4. THE PRINCIPLE OF ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 

(9.4.1) In Kp, let P, Q be two open poly disks of centers a, b, such that 

P n Q # 0. Let (<cni ...np(x! — ax)ni ...(xp — ap)np) be a power series in 

the xt — ai9 absolutely summable in P, and let /(x) be its sum. Let 

(dni... np(xx — bx)ni ...(xp — bp)np) be a power series in the xt — bt, absolutely 

summable in Q, and let g(x) be its sum. If there is a nonempty open subset 

U o/PnQ such that f{x) = g(x) for any x e U, then /(x) = g(x) for any 

x e P n Q. 

Let mgU, and let v be any point of P n Q; then the segment joining u and v 

is contained in P n Q by (9.1.1). Let h(t) = f(u + t(v — u)) — g(u + t(v — u)) 
with t real; by (9.3.2), this is an analytic function of t in an open interval I 
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containing [0, 1]. Let A be the closed subset of the interval [0, 1] consisting 
of the t such that h{s) = 0 for 0 O < by assumption there is an open 
neighborhood of 0 in [0, 1] which is contained in A, hence the l.u.b. p of A 
is certainly >0; we will prove that p = 1, which will establish (9.4.1). Note 
first that h(t) = 0 for 0 < t < p, hence by continuity h(p) = 0; as h is analytic 
at the point p, there is a power series in t - p, which converges for \t - p\ < oc, 

with a > 0 and whose sum is equal to h(t) for \t — p\ < a. But for 0 < t < p, 

h(t) = 0 by assumption; from the principle of isolated zeros (9.1.5) it follows 
that h(t) = Q for |/ — p| < a, which would contradict the definition of p 

if we had p < 1. 

(9.4.2) (“Principle of analytic continuation”) Let AcKp be an open 

connected set, f and g two analytic functions in A with values in E. If there 

is a nonempty open subset U of A such that f(x) = g(x) in U, then f(x) = g{x) 

for every xeA. 

Let B be the interior of the set of points xe A such that f(x) = g{x). 

It is clear that B is open and nonempty by assumption; we prove that B 
is also closed in A, hence equal to A since A is connected (see (3.19)). Let 
fleAbea cluster point of B; as f g are analytic, there is an open polydisk 
P of center a, contained in A, such that in P,/(x) and g{x) are equal to the 
sums of two power series in the xt — at, absolutely summable in P. But by 
definition, PnB contains an open poly disk U in which f(x) = ^(x). By 
(9.4.1) applied to P = Q, we conclude that f(x) = g(x) in P, in other words 
P e B, and in particular a e B. Q.E.D. 

Forp = 1, we can improve (9.4.2) as follows: 

(9.4.3) Let Ac:K be an open connected subset of K, / and g two analytic 

functions in A with values in E. Suppose there is a compact subset Ho/A 
such that the set M of points igH for which f(x) = g{x) be infinite. Then 

f(x) = g(x) for every xe A. 

Let (z„) be an infinite sequence of distinct points of M; as H is compact, 
there is a cluster value b e H for the sequence (z„), hence any ball P of center 
b, contained in A, contains an infinity of points of M. But we can suppose 
/ and g are equal to convergent power series in z — b in a ball P c A of 
center b; the principle of isolated zeros (9.1.6) then shows that fix) = g(x) 

in P, and we can then apply (9.4.2). 

For K = C we can also improve (9.4.2) in the following way: 
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(9.4.4) Let AcCp be an open connected set, f and g two analytic functions 
in A with values in a complex Banach space E. Let U be an open subset of 
A, b a point of U, and suppose that fix) = g(x) in the set Un(H Rp); 
then fix) = g(x) for every xeA. 

We can suppose, by a translation, that b = 0; let h =/— g, and let P 
be a polydisk in Cp, of center 0, contained in U and such that in P, h{z) 
is equal to the sum of an absolutely summable power series (cvzv). Now 
P n F is a polydisk in Rp, and h(x) = 0 in P n Rp; this shows by (9.1.6) 
that cv = 0 for every v, hence h(z) = 0 in P and (9.4.2) can be applied. 

In an open connected set A c= Kp, we say that a subset M c A is a set 
of uniqueness if any two functions, defined and analytic in A, coincide in A 
as soon as they coincide in M. (9.4.2), (9.4.3), and (9.4.4) show that a non¬ 
empty open subset U of A, or the intersection Un(H Rp) (if not empty), 
or, for p = 1, a compact infinite subset of A, are sets of uniqueness. We shall 
see another example in Section 9.9 for K = C. 

The preceding result shows that if an open connected subset A c= Cp 
is such that AnR^0, any analytic function/in A is completely deter¬ 
mined by its values in An Rp. The restriction of / to A n Rp is an analytic 
function, but in general an analytic function in A n Rp cannot be extended 
to an analytic function in A; we have however the weaker result: 

(9.4.5) Let Ebea complex Banach space, A an open subset o/Rp,/an analytic 
mapping of A into E. Then there is an open set BcCp such that B n Rp = A, 
and an analytic mapping g of B into E which extends f 

Indeed, for each a = (au ..., ap) e A, there is an open polydisk Pa in 
Rp defined by \xt — at-| < rf (1 < i ^p) contained in A and such that, 
in Pfl, f(x) is equal to the sum of an absolutely summable power 
series (cni .. (xp - ap)np). Let Qa be the open polydisk 
in Cp, of center a and radii rt; then, by (9.1.2), the power series 

(cWl...np(^i - ai)”1 • • • izp - ap)np) is absolutely summable in Qfl; let gjf) be 
its sum. If a, b are two points of A such that Qfl n Qb ^ 0, then PflnPt = 
(Qa n Q&) n Rp is not empty, and we have ga(x) = gb(x) =f(x) in Pa n P6. 
Moreover Q„ n Qb is connected by (9.1.1); it follows from (9.4.4) that 
ga(z) = gb(z) in Qa n Qb. We can now take B = (J Qa, and define g as 

a eA 

equal to ga in each Qa; the analyticity of g follows from (9.3.1). 
The proof of (9.4.5) shows that when/is an entire function defined in JLP, 

it can be extended to an entire function defined in Cp, and that function is 
unique by (9.4.4). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let P(^i,..., j/p+i) be a polynomial with coefficients in K, al9..., ar elements of 

K such that |az| < 1 for 1 ^ i ^ r. Suppose there exists a ball B in K of center 0 and a 

scalar function / analytic in B and such that /(z) = P(z,/(aiz),... ,/(arz)) for every 

zeB. Show that / can be extended to a function g analytic in the whole set K and 

satisfying the same functional equation in K (use (9.4.2)). 

(b) Suppose K = C, and suppose there is a real number j3 and a scalar func¬ 

tion / analytic for ^(z) > /?, and satisfying in that subset the equation /(z) = 

P(z,/(z+fli),...,/(z + flr))} where the at are complex numbers with M(at)> 0. 

Show that / can be extended to a function g analytic in C and satisfying the same 

functional equation. 
(c) Generalize the preceding results to functions of any number of variables. 

2. Let D be a connected open set in Cp, D' the image of D by the mapping 

(z1,...,zp)->(zi,...,zp). 

Let / be a complex function analytic in D, and suppose D n Rp is not empty, 

D n D' is connected and / takes real values in Dn Rp. Show that / can be ex¬ 

tended to a function g analytic in D vj D'. (Consider in D' the function 

(zx,..., zp) ->/(zx,..., Zp), and use (9.4.4).) 

5. EXAMPLES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS; THE EXPONENTIAL 
FUNCTION; THE NUMBER tx 

(9.5.1) Let P(z), Q(z) be two polynomials in Kp, such that Q is not identically 
0; then P(z)/Q(z) is analytic in the {open) set of the points z such that Q(z) ^ 0 
(i.e., the set of points where the function is defined). 

It is obvious that any polynomial is an entire function. By (9.3.2) all 
we have to do is to show that 1/z is analytic for z =£ 0; but if z0 ^ 0, we 
can write 

1 

z 

1 

z0\ 1 + 
z-*o\ 

*0 / 

*0 

(* - Zp)2 

Zo 
+ •••+(• -n+1 

z0 

where the power series is absolutely summable for |z — z0| < |z0|. Q.E.D. 

Consider now the function ex of the real variable x; we prove it is an 
entire function. From the Taylor formula (8.14.3) we derive, for any n 
(using Section 8.8) 

* « x x 

^ = 1+i!+2! + 
+ — + -— e dt. 

n! Jo n! 
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As ex is increasing by (8.5.3), we have |e'| < e1*1 for 1 r| < |x|, hence 

L O - 0" , ,, -— e fa 
0 n\ 

But if n0 is an integer > |x|, we have 

x n-no |x|»o 

n0! 

ur+vxi 
0* - 1)! 

for n> n0. 

hence, for any x e R 

v , X X x" 

e = 1 + 7; + Tf + “' + “7 + 1! 2! nl 

and by (9.1.2) the series is normally convergent in any compact interval. 
Using the remark which follows (9.4.5), we can define in C an entire func¬ 
tion ez (also written exp z) as equal to the sum of the power series (zn/n\). 
We have 

(9.5.2) <?+*' = eV' 

for both sides are entire functions in C2 which coincide in R2, and we apply 
(9.4.4). 

For real x, e~ix is the complex conjugate of eix, since (—ix)n is the 
complex conjugate of (ix)n; from (9.5.2) it follows that \eix\ = 1. We define 
cosx = M(eix), sin x = J(elx) for real x; they are entire functions of 
the real variable x by (9.3.3), and the relation |££x| = 1 is equivalent to 
cos2x + sin2x = 1, and implies |cosx| ^ 1 and |sin x| < 1 for any real x. 
Moreover, we have 

(9.5.3) D(ez) = ez 

since both sides are entire functions (by (9.3.5) in C, which coincide in R. 
In particular (see Remark following (8.4.1)), D(elx) = ielx for real x, hence 

(9.5.4) D(cos x) = — sin x, D(sin x) = cos x. 

The definitions of cos x and sin x for real x can also be written 
cos x = \{eix + e ~ix), sin x = (eix — e~ix)/2f; these formulas may be used 
to define cos z and sin z for complex z, replacing x by z in the right-hand 
sides. With these definitions, formulas (9.5.4) are still valid for complex 
values of x. 

(9.5.5) There is a number n > 0 such that the solutions of the equation ez = 1 
are the numbers 2nni (n positive or negative integer). 
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If z = x + iy, we have |ez| = ex\eiy\ = ex, hence ez = 1 implies x = 0, 

z = iy. We first prove: 

(9.5.5.1) The set of points x > 0 such that cos x = 0 is not empty. 

One has 

* 2*k+2 / 4 \ 
1 - cos 2 = IQ (4fe + 2)j ^ - (4fc + 3)(4/c + 4)/ 

and obviously the convergent series on the right hand side has all its terms 

^ 0; therefore 

/ 1\ 22 4 

l-cos2>(l-5)-.5>l 
in other words, cos2<0; therefore (3.19.8) the continuous function cosx 
takes the value 0 in the interval ]0, 2[. 

As cos x is continuous, the set D of the roots of cos x = 0 such that 
x ^ 0 is closed (3.15.1) and does not contain 0, hence has a smallest element 
which we denote by k/2. Then we have sin2 k/2 = 1, and as sin x is increasing 
for 0<x<tt/2, sin tt/2 = 1, einjl = /. This already shows that e2ni = \, 
hence e2nni = 1 for every integer n, and by (9.5.2) 

(9.5.6) ez+2'”li = ez. 

To end the proof of (9.5.5) we have only to show that the equation eix = 1 
has no root in the interval ]0, 2k[. But from (9.5.2) we deduce cos (x + k/2) = 
— sin x, hence cos x < 0 for n/2 ^ x < n, and as cos (x +7i) = -cos x, we 
see that cos x < 1 for 0 < x < 2n, and this ends the proof. 

(9.5.7) The mapping x -► elx is a continuous bijection of any interval 
[a, a -f 2k] on the “ unit circle” U: \z\ = 1 in C, and a homeomorphism of 
]a, a 4- 2n[ on the complement of ela in U. 

The mapping is obviously continuous, and it is injective by (9.5.2) and 
(9.5.5). To prove it is surjective in [a, a -f 2n[, we can obviously suppose 
a = 0, for if f 6 U, (e~ia is also in U. Let £ = a + i/3, oc2 + /?2 = 1; 
as |a| < 1 and, in the interval [0, n], cosx is continuous and cosO = 1, 
cos n = — 1, there is y e [0,71] such that cos y = a by Bolzano’s theorem 
(3.19.8). Then sin y = ± p; if sin y = /?, we are through; if not we have 
cos (2n -y) = cosy = ot and sin (2n -y)= -sin y = /?. Let V be the 
complement of eia in U, and (0 = eib e V with a < b < a + 2iz; if the inverse 
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mapping of the restriction of r-* eix to ]a, a + 2n[ was not continuous 
at Co > there would be in \a, a + 2n[ a sequence (*„) whose elements would 
belong to the complement of a neighborhood of b, and such that 
lim e,Xn = C0; but then a subsequence (x„k) would tend to a limit c^b 

n-+ oo 

in the compact set [a, a + 2n] by (3.16.1), and as eic # eib we arrive at a 
contradiction. (For another proof, see (10.3.1).) 

(9.5.8) The unit circle U is connected. 

This follows from (9.5.7), (3.19.1) and (3.19.7). 

(9.5.9) (“Principle of maximum”) Let (cvzv) be a power series with 
complex coefficients, absolutely summable in an open polydisk P cz Cpof center 0 
and let f(z) be its sum. Suppose that there is an open ball B cz P of center 0 
such that |/(z)| < |/(0)| for every ze B. Then cv = 0 for every index 
v (0, ..., 0), in other words, f is a constant. 

We first prove that the theorem is true for any p if it is true for p = 1. 
Indeed, for any z = {zx, ..., zp) e P, consider the function of one complex 
variable g(t) = f(tzx,..., tzp) which is analytic for \t\ < 1 + e with s small 
enough. As \g(t)\ < |#(0)) for small values of /, we have g(t)=g(0) by 
assumption, and in particular f(zx ..., zp) = g(l) =/(0). For p= 1, we 
can suppose c0 # 0, otherwise the result is obvious by (9.1.6). Suppose 
there are indices n > 0 such that cn # 0, and let m be the smallest of them. 
We can write 

f(z) = c0(l + bmzm + zmh{z)) 

where bm^0, h is analytic in P and h(0) = 0. Let r > 0 be such that |z| ^ r 
is contained in B and \h(z)\ ^ \\bm\ for |z| <r (9.1.3). Write bm = \bm\( 
with |C| = 1; by (9.5.7) there is a real t such that emit — C1; for z == relt, 
we therefore have 

|1 + bmzm + zmh(z)| = |1 + Ibm\rm + zmh(z)\ > 1 + i\bm\rm 

which contradicts the assumption \f(z)\ < |c0| in B. 
The result (9.5.9) does not hold if Cp is replaced by Rp, as the example 

of the power series 1/(1 + z2) = f) (- l)”z2n (for |z| < 1) shows. 
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(9.5.10) Let f be a complex valued analytic function defined in an open 
subset A c Cp, and which is not constant in any connected component of A. 
For any compact subset He A, the points zeH where |/(z)| = sup|/(x)| 

xeH 

(which exist by (3.17.10)) are frontier points of H. 

Follows at once from (9.5.9) and the principle of analytic continuation 
(9.4.1). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that if 0t(z) ^ 0, then, for any integer n> 0 

e*—|l+ — 4- — 4-1—;) 
Z» + l 

( 1! 2! n\] (« + !)! 

(use Taylor’s formula (8.14.2) applied to t->ezt). 

2. Prove that, for real x 

X1 X1 
"v. + 4\~ ••• + (—!)” 

x2" \ 
(2 n)\] 

wa 
(2« + 2)! 

and the difference has the sign of (—l)n+1; similarly 

sin x — 3i+3j —- + (-l)-‘ 
x2,-l \ 

(2n — 1)!/ 

W2n+1 

(2« + l)! 

and the difference has the sign of (—l)nx. (Use induction on n.) 

3. (a) Let U be a relatively compact open subset of Cp, / a complex valued analytic 

function in U, which is not constant in any connected component of U. Suppose 

there is a number M > 0 such that for every frontier point x of U, and any e > 0, 

there is a neighborhood V of * such that |/(z)| < M + e for any 2 e U n V. Show that 

|/(z)| ^ M for any z e U, and equality cannot be reached at any point of U (use 
(9.5.10) and the compactness of the frontier of U). 

(b) In C, let U be the open set defined by the conditions 

M{z) > 0, - tt/2 < J(z) < xr/2. 

Show that the entire function exp(exp(z)) is bounded on the frontier of U, but not in U. 

4. (a) Let E be the Banach space C2, with the norm |\(zlt z2)\\ = sup(|*i|, |z2|). The 

function z-+f(z) = ( 1,0)+ (0, l)z is an analytic mapping of C into C2, such that 
ll/(2)|| is constant for \z\ < 1. 

(b) Extend the result of (9.5.10) to functions defined in an open set A c cp, and 

taking their values in a complex Hilbert space. (If ||/(z)|| reaches a maximum at 

20 e A, consider the complex-valued function z-»(/(z)|/(z0)); compare with (a).) 

5. Let U be an open set in Cp, P a closed polydisk contained in U, of center a = (ax,..., ap) 

and radii rk (1 ^ k ^ p). Let/be a complex valued analytic function in U, and suppose 

that on the set S = {(z£)| \zt — at\ — rt for 1 < / (i.e., the product of the circles 

\zi - at| = r*), |/(z)| ^ M. Show that for any z e P, |/(z)| < M. (Use induction on p, 
considering the function (z2,..., zp) -*f(bl9 z2,..., Zp) for \bx - ax| = ru) 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

Let P(x, y) be a polynomial in two complex variables, with complex coefficients, of 

maximal degree m in x, n in y. Suppose that for real x, y such that — 1 ^ x ^ 1, 

— 1 1, [P(x,y)l ^ M. Show that for real x, y such that \x\>l, \y\>l, 

|P(x, y)| ^ M(|x| + Vx2 ~ l)m(b| + Vy2 - l)n. (Apply Problem 5 to the function 

for |j| < 1, |/| < 1.) Extend to polynomials in any num¬ 

ber of variables. 

(a) Let /(z) be a complex analytic function of one complex variable in the disk B: 

\z\ < 1; suppose |/(z)| < M in B and/(0) = 0. Show that |/(z)| ^ M|z| in B (consider 

the function/(z)/z, which is analytic in B) (“Schwarz’s lemma”). When is equality 
possible? 

(b) Consider on Cp the norm ||z|| = (|zi|2-i-b |zp|2)1/2, for z = (zx,.zp) 

(called the “hermitian norm”). Let B be the ball ||z|] < 1 for that norm, and let/be 

a complex valued analytic function in B, such that /(0) = 0 and |/(z)| ^ M in B. 

Show that |/(z)| ^ M ||z || in B (consider the function t fizj, ...,zpt) of one complex 

variable and use a)). 

(a) In the complex field, let R_ (the “negative real half-line”) be the subset defined 

by c/(z) = 0, m(z) ^ 0; let F be the complement of R_ in C. On the other hand, let S 

be the set defined by — tt< Jr(z)<7r. Show that the mapping z->ez is a homeo- 

morphism of S onto F (use (9.5.7)); the inverse mapping is written z -> log z, and called 

the “principal determination of the logarithm of z”; one has log z — log|z| + am(z) 

where am(z) is the unique number 6 such that —tt <6 <tt and z—\z\ew 

(the “amplitude” of z). If z, z' and zz' are all in F, show that the difference 

log (zz') — log z — log z' is equal to 0,2m or —2m. 
(b) In the ball B: |z| < 1, the power series ((— l)nzn/ri)„ is absolutely convergent; 

if/(z) is its sum, show that /(z) = log(l + z). (Observe that if z e B, 1 + z e F; show 

that /'(z) = 1/(1 -b z), and deduce from that result that /(z) = log(l + z) for z real 

and — 1 < z < 1; finally, consider the analytic function efiz) and use (9.9.4).) Conclude 

that log z is analytic in F. 

(c) For any complex number t and any integer n> 0, let 

= — 1) • * * (t - n -b 1 )ln\ = X cknt\ 
nj k=o 

where the ckn are rational numbers ^we put = Show that the power series 

(cknzntk) is absolutely summable in B x C (observe that for any number r > 0, 

(1+f)(1+0(,+;)<“p('(1+5+"+;)) 1^ a * rf 

where a is a constant). Prove that the sum of that series is exp(/ log(l -b z)). (Consider 

first the case in which z and t are real, and apply Taylor’s formula (8.14.2) to the 

function z -*(1 -b z)\ Then use (9.4.4).) The function exp(* log(l + z)) is also written 

(1 -b z)*; show that for real values of t, |(1 -b z)x\ — |1 + z\\ 
(d) If t > 0, show that z (1 + z)1 can be extended by continuity to the closed disk 

|z| < 1. (Use a majoration of similar to the one obtained in (c), observing that 

for 5 > 0, 1 - s<e~\) 
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9. (a) Let fJk (1 ^ m, 1 ^ k ^ n) be scalar analytic functions defined in an open 

connected subset A of Cp; let aJk be real numbers $?0. Show that the continuous 

function u{z) = £ |/ikWrik|/2k(^)r2fc|/mkWrmfc cannot reach a relative maximum at a 
*=i 

point of A, unless each of the products \fik(z)\*lk • • • \fmk(z)\amk(l ^ k < n) is constant in 

A. (Observe that if /(z) is analytic in A and /(z0) # 0, then, for every real number A, 

there is a function gx(z) which is analytic in a neighborhood of z0 and such that 

\gx(z)\ = |/(z)|A in that neighborhood; use Problem 8(c) to that effect.) Extend the 

result to the case in which the <xJk are arbitrary real numbers, provided none of the 

fJk vanishes in A. 
(b) Generalize to u(z) the result of Problem 3(a). 

10. Let /(z) be a complex function of one complex variable, analytic in the open set A 

defined by Ri < \z\ < R2 (where Ri < R2). For any r such that Ri < r < R2, let 

M(r) = sup|/(z)j. Show that if Ri < rx < r2 < r3 < R2, then 
\z\=r 

log M(r2) ^ 
log r2 — log rx 

log r3 — log ri 
log M(r3) + 

log r3 — log r2 

log r3 — log ri 
log M(r0 

(“Hadamard’s three circles theorem”.) (Apply Problem 9 to \z\a • |/(z)|, where the 
real number a is conveniently chosen, and the function \z\a • f(z) is considered in the 
set ri < \z\ < r3.) When can equality occur? 

11. We put on Cp and Cq the hermitian norms (Problem 7). Let /be an analytic mapping 
of the ball B: ||z|| < 1 in Cp, into C9; we have/= (/i,...,/,), where the/fc are complex 
valued analytic functions in B. Suppose that /(0) = 0; show that if \\f(z)\\ ^ M for 
z e B, then ||/(z)|| ^ M • ||z|| for z e B (for each zeB, consider the functions t -> fk(tz)lt 

and apply Problems 9 and 3). When is there equality? 
12. We put on Cp the hermitian norm (Problem 7). Let F, G be two analytic mappings 

of B: ||z|| < 1 into Cp, which are homeomorphisms of B onto open sets U = F(B) and 
V = G(B), respectively, and such that the inverse mappings are analytic in F(B) and 
G(B), respectively (this last condition actually follows from the others; see Section 10.3, 
Problem 2). For any r such that 0 < r < 1, let B be the ball |]z || < r, and let Ur = F(Br), 
Vr = G(Br), which are open subsets of U and Y respectively. Show that if an analytic 
mapping u of U into V is such that w(F(0)) = G(0), then u(Ur) <= Vr, for every r such 
that 0 < r < 1 (use Problem 11). 

13. Let / be a complex valued analytic function of one complex variable in the ball B: 
|z| < R; for any r such that 0 ^ r < R, let A(r) = sup ^(/(z)). 

|zKr 

(a) Show that r->A(r) is strictly increasing unless /is constant (consider exp(/(z))). 
(b) Show that, when A(R—) < +°o, 

A(r)^ 
R-r 

R + r 
A(0) + 

2 r 

R + r 
A(R—) 

(Apply Problem 12, with F(z) = Rz, and G(z) of the type (az + b)/(cz + d)t where 
the constants a, b9 c, d are chosen such that G(B) is the half-plane defined by 
M(z) < A(R—).) 

14. (a) Let A be a relatively compact open subset of Cp, E a closed subset of the frontier 
of A. Suppose there exists a complex valued function gt which is analytic in a neighbor¬ 
hood of A, equal to 0 in E and is not identically 0 in any connected component of A. 
Let/be a complex valued analytic function in A, bounded in A, and suppose there is 
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a number M such that, for every frontier point x $ E of A, and every e > 0, there is 

a neighborhood V of x in Cp such that |/(z)| ^ M -f e for z e A n V. Show that 

|/(z)| M for every ze A. (One can suppose that \g(z)\ ^ 1 for z e A. Consider the 

function \f(z)\ • \g(z)\a, where a > 0 is arbitrary, and apply the result of Problem 9(b) 
to that function.) 

(b) Show that the result of (a) does not hold if the assumption that/is bounded in A 

is deleted (consider the function exp(exp((l — z)/z)) and use Problem 3(b)). 
15. Let o>(x) be a real function defined in [0, + oo [, such that 

co(x) > 0 and lim co(x) = + oo. 
x-* + 00 

Show that if a complex-valued function / is analytic in a neighborhood of the 

closed half-plane A: 0t(z) ^ 0, then there is at least one point £eA such that 

|/(0| < exp(co(|£|)|£|). (Use contradiction: if the conclusion was not true, prove 
that the function \ez\ • |/(z)|-8 would be =^1 in A, for every value of e>0, by 
applying Problem 9(a).) 

16. Let A be an open relatively compact subset of Cp, / a complex-valued function, 

analytic in A. Suppose there exists a number M > 0 and a complex-valued function g, 

analytic in A, such that g(z) ^ 0 for any z e A, and having the following property: 

for every point x of the frontier of A, and every e > 0, there is a neighborhood V of x 

such that |/(z)| ^ M|^(z)|8 for ze A n V. Show that |/(z)| ^ M in A (“Phragmen- 
Lindelof’s principle”; use Problem 9(b)). 

17. Let U be the open set defined in Problem 3(b), and suppose / is a complex valued 

analytic function in a neighborhood A of U, having the following properties: 

(1) |/(z)| ^ 1 on the frontier of U; (2) there exists a constant a such that 0 < a < 1 

and |/(z)| < exp(exp(a^(z))) for z e U. Prove that |/(z)| ^ 1 in U. (Remark that 

1 

transforms U into a relatively compact set, and use Phragmen-Lindelof’s principle 

(Problem 16) with g(z) of the form exp(exp(bz)).) 

6. INTEGRATION ALONG A ROAD 

A path in C is a continuous mapping y of a compact interval I = [a, b] ^ R, 
not reduced to a point, into C; if *y(I) cAcC,we say that y is a path in A; 
y{d) (resp. y(b)) is called the origin (resp. the extremity) of the path, both 
points are also called the extremities of *y; if y{a) = y(b), y is called a loop; 
if y is constant in I, we also say that the path y is reduced to a point. The 
mapping y° of I into C such that y(t) = y(a +b —t) is a path which is 
said to be opposite to y. Let Ix = [,b, c] be a compact interval in R whose 
origin is the extremity of I, and let I2 = I u It — [a, c]; if yi is a path defined 
in lx, and such that yt(b) = y(b), and if we define y2 to be equal to y in I, 
to yx in I/, y2 is a path which we denote y v yu and which we call the juxta¬ 
position of y and yx. 
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We will say that a path y, defined in I = [a, b] c= R, is a road, if y is a 
primitive of a regulated function (8.7.2); if in addition y(a) = y(b) we will 
say that y is a circuit. It is clear that the opposite of a road is a road, and 
so is the juxtaposition of two roads. Let y, yx be two roads, defined in the 
intervals I, lx respectively. We say that y and yx are equivalent if there is 
a bijection q> of I onto I1? such that <p and (p~x are primitives of regulated 
functions, and that y = yx ° q> (hence yx = y 0 (p"1); it is immediate (by 
(8.4.1)) that this is indeed an equivalence relation between roads. 

If the road y is defined in I = [a, i], there is a road yx equivalent to y 
and defined in any other interval J = [c, d], for there is a linear bijection 
t -► <p(t) = oct + jS of J onto I, and yx = y o (p has the required properties. 

Let y be a road, defined in I = [<a, b]9 and let / be a continuous mapping 

of the compact set y(I) into a complex Banach space E; the function 
t-+f(y(.0) is then continuous in I, hence t -+f(y(t))y'(t) is a regulated func¬ 

tion; the integral Jb/(y(0)y,(0 dt is called the integral of f along the road y 

and written J f(z)dz; from (8.7.4) it follows at once that if yx is a road 

equivalent to y9 then J /(z) dz = J /(z) rfz. Moreover, from the definition, it 

follows immediately that 

(9.6.1) 

(9.6.2) 

/(z) dz = - J /(z) rfz 
Jy° Jy 

f(z)dz=[ f(z) dz + f f(z)dz 
yi v?2 J yi Jyi 

when the juxtaposition ^ v y2 is defined. 
Let y be a circuit, defined in I = [a, b]; for any cel, consider the 

mapping yt of J = [c,c + b — a] defined as follows: yx(t) = y(t) if 
c < t < ^(0 = y(t — b + a) if b ^ t < c -f b — a. It is immediately verified 

that yx is a circuit such that yxQ) = y(I), and that f f(z)dz= | /(z) dz for 
Jy i Jy 

any continuous mapping of y(T) into E. In other words, the integral of / 
along a circuit does not depend on the origin of the circuit. 

Let y0, yt be two paths defined in the same interval I, and let A be an 
open set in C such that y0(I) c: A and yx(I) cz A. A homotopy of y0 into yx 
in A is a continuous mapping <p of I x [a, /?] (a < jS in R) into A such that 
<p(t9 a) = y0(r) and cp(t, /J) = y^t) in I; yx is said to be homotopic to y0 in A 
if there is a homotopy of y0 into yx in A. It is clear that for any £ e [a, J?], 

t -► <p(t9 £) is a path in A. When both y0 and yx are loops, we say that cp 
is a loop homotopy of y0 into yx in A if tcp(t, £) is a /cpp for any ^ e [a, /J]; 
when we say that two loops y0, yi are homotopic in A, we mean that there 
is a loop homotopy (and not merely a homotopy) of y0 into yx in A. 
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If (p is a homotopy of y0 into in A, defined in I x [a, /?], then the 
mapping (t, £) -»• <p(t, a + 0 - £) is a homotopy of yx into y0 in A; on the 
other hand, if is a homotopy of yt into y2 in A, defined in I x [a', /?'], 
then we can define a homotopy 6 of y0 into y2 in A in the following 
way; we take 9 = <p in I x [a, 0]; putting 0" = 0' + 0 — a', we take 
8(t, £) = if/(t, £ + a' — 0) in I x [0, /3']; this is meaningful, for both 
definitions give 8{t, 0) = y2(t) by assumption, and it is immediate to verify 
that 9 is continuous in I x [a, /?"], takes its values in A, and is such that 
6(t, a) = y0(t), P") = Yii*)- This shows that the relation “ is homotopic 
to y0 in A” between paths in A, is an equivalence relation; it is also an equiva¬ 
lence relation between loops in A, for the preceding definitions yield loop 
homotopies when <p and ij/ are loop homotopies. 

(9.6.3) (Cauchy’s theorem) Let A cz C be an open set, f an analytic 
mapping of A into a complex Banach space E. IfTu T2 are two circuits in A 

which are homotopic in A, then f(z) dz ■■ Lf{z) dz- 
Suppose rl5 T2 are defined in I = [a, b\ and let cp be a homotopy of Tt 

into r2 in A, defined in I x [a, p] (N.B. It is not supposed that for £ ^ a, /?, 
the loop t -> cp(t, £) is a circuit). As cp is continuous, L = cp(I x [a, ft]) is 
a compact set contained in A; by definition and the Borel-Lebesgue axiom, 
there exist a finite number of points ak (1 < k < m) in L and for each k 
an open ball Pfc cz A of center ak such that: (1) the P* form a covering of 
L; (2) in each Pk,f(z) is equal to the sum of a power series in z — ak, con¬ 
vergent in Pfc. There exists a number p > 0 such that for every xeL, the open 
ball of center x and radius p is contained in at least one of the Fk (3.16.6). 
It follows from (9.3.1) that for every xe L, f(z) is equal in the ball B(x; p) 
to a convergent power series in z — x. 

As cp is uniformly continuous in I x [a, p] (3.16.5), there is e > 0 such 
that 11 - t'\ < £, If - <£'| < « imply \cp(t, <£) - cp(t'9 <f)| < p/4. Let 
be an increasing sequence in I such that t0 = a, tr = b, ti+1 — t( < a, for 
0 < i < r — 1, (^j)o<;<s an increasing sequence in [a, /?] such that £0 = a, 
£ = p, %j+1 — £j < e for 0 < s — 1. Define yj as follows 

y/t) = (p(U> Zj) + ~—“7 (<p(h+i> Sj) - <p(U9 £/)) 

for ti^t^ti+l, 0<i<r-l, in addition, let y0=ri, 
ys = r2. Then ys is a circuit in A for 0 < s; all we have to do is to prove 

that f f(z)dz = f f(z) dz for 0 < 5 — 1. Note now that from the choice 

of the tt and £j9 all the points y/t) and yJ+x(t), where tt < t < ti+l9 belong 
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to the open ball Qy of center (p(tt, Q and radius p. By (9.3.7) and (9.3.1) 
there is a function py analytic in Qy and such that py(z) = f(z) in Qy. 
As Qi-u n Qy is not empty and is connected by (9.1.1), the difference 
fl’i-i, j ~ 9ij is constant in Q;_UJ n Qy by (8.6.1). Now, by definition 

i+1 

g'ij(yj(t))7j(t) dt 

= Z (sfi/vJ(h+1)) - tfi/y/h)))- 
i' = 0 

Therefore we are reduced to proving the relation 

Z (sMu* i)> - a Mb))) = Z (ffi/yj+i(ti+i)) - ei/yj+iOd)) 
i—0 i — 0 

which can also be written 

Z (9tA y/h+O) - 9ij(yj+x(h+i)) - dijiyM)) + 9ij(yJ+i(h))) = o. 
i = 0 

But y/t,-) and yJ+!(/,•) both belong to Q;-i,j-nQy for l<i<r, hence, 
by what we have seen above 

ffijiyjiti)) - 9ij(yj+i(ti)) = 9i-u j(yj(td) - 9t-i, M+iiU)) 

hence the left-hand side of (9.6.3.1) is reduced to 

9r-l,j(yj(tr)) - 9r-l,j(yj+l(tr)) ~ 9oj(lj(h)) + S'o/Vj + l(*o))- 

But as Jj and y,+1 are circuits, we have yft0) = yj(tr) and yj+1 (t0) = yj+1(tr); 
moreover, these two points belong to Q0j n Qr-1 tj9 which is connected; the 
difference gr-x,j — ffoj is thus constant in that set by (8.6.1), and this ends 
the proof. 

/(z)dz= Z 
i=0 

Kyj(t))yj(t)dt 

r-l rt 

= z 
i — 0 Jti 

(9.6.4) Le/ yx, y2 be two roads in an open set AcC, having same origin u 
and same extremity v, and such that there is a homotopy cp of yx into y2 in A 
which leaves u and v fixed (i.e., cp(a, £) = u and <p(b, £) = v for every ^ e [a, /?] 
if cp is defined in [a, b] x [a, ft]). Then, for every analytic function f in A, 

f fix) dz = f /(z)dz. 
JVl J 72 

Let yj be the road opposite to yu and let y3(r) = yx(t — b + a) for 
b^t<,2b — a; y3 is a road equivalent to yj. By definition, yx v y3 
and y2 v y3 are circuits. Moreover these circuits are homotopic in A, for 
if we define ij/(t, £) as equal to <p(t9 Cjfora^t^ b, to y3(/) for b < t < 2b — a, 

^ is a loop homotopy in A. Applying (9.6.3), we get | f(z) dz + \ f(z) dz = 
Jy i Jy 3 

f /(z) dz + f /(z) dz. Q.E.D. 
Jyz Jyz 
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7. PRIMITIVE OF AN ANALYTIC FUNCTION IN A SIMPLY CONNECTED 
DOMAIN 

A simply connected domain A cz C is an open connected set such that 
any loop in A is homotopic in A to a loop reduced to a point; it is clear 
that any open subset of C homeomorphic to A is a simply connected domain. 

Example 

(9.7.1) A star-shaped domain A cz C with respect to a point ae A is an 
open set such that for any z e A, the segment joining a and z is contained 
in A. Such a set is clearly connected ((3.19.1) and (3.19.3)); if y is any loop 
in A, write q>(t, £) — a -f (1 — £)(y{t) — a) for 0 ^ ^ 1; cp is a loop homotopy 
of y into the loop reduced to a. An open ball is a star-shaped domain with 
respect to any of its points. 

(9.7.2) If A cz C is an open connected set, for any two points u, v of A there 
is a road of origin u and extremity v. 

We need only prove that the subset B cz A of all extremities of roads 
in A having origin u is both closed and open in A (Section 3.19). IfxeAnB, 
there is a ball S of center x contained in A, and by assumption S contains 
the extremity v of a road y of origin u; the segment of extremities v, x is 
contained in S, and if y is defined in [a, b\, the road yt equal to y in [a, b], 
to yx(t) = v + (t — b)(x — v) in [b, b + 1] is in A and has origin u, extremity x; 
hence x e B. On the other hand, if y e B, there is a ball S of center y contained 
in A; for any v e S, the segment of extremities y, v is contained in S and we 
define in the same manner a road of origin u, extremity y, which is in A, hence 
S cz B. Q.E.D. 

(9.7.3) If A cz C is a simply connected domain, any function f analytic in A 

has a primitive which is analytic in A. 

Let a, z be two points of A, yx, y2 two roads in A of origin a and extremity 

z; then f f(x)dx= f f(x) dx. Indeed, we may suppose, by replacing y2 
Jyi Jyi # # 

by an equivalent road, that yx is defined in \b, c] and y2 in [c, d]; then 
y = v y2 is a circuit in A, which is therefore homotopic to a point in A, 
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hence J f(x) dx — 0 by Cauchy’s theorem, and this proves our assertion. 

We can therefore define g(z) as the value of JV(*) dx for any road y in A 

of origin a and extremity z, and by (9.7.2), g is defined in A. Now for any 
z0 e A, there is an open ball BcAof center z0 in which /(z) is equal to a 
convergent power series in z — z0; by (9.3.7) there is therefore a primitive h 
of / in B which is analytic, and such that h(z0) = g{zQ); hence we have for 
Z G B 

h(z) - h(z0) = J /(z0 + t(z - z0))(z - z0) dt. 

But the right-hand side is by definition j^f(x)dx, where a is the road 

z0 + t(z — z0) defined in [0,1]; as that road is in BcA, we have 

g(z) — g(z0) = J f(x) dx by definition of g, and therefore g(z) = h(z) in B. 

Q.E.D. 

8. INDEX OF A POINT WITH RESPECT TO A CIRCUIT 

(9.8.1) Any path y defined in an interval l = [a,b\ and such that y(I) is 
contained in the unit circle U = {z e C | |z| = 1}, has the form 
where ip is a continuous mapping of I into R; if y is a road, \f/ is a primitive 
of a regulated function. 

As y is uniformly continuous in I, there is an increasing sequence of 
points 4 (0 < k < p) in I such that t0 = a, tp = b, and that the oscillation 
(Section 3.14) of y in each of the intervals I* = [4, tk+i] (0 ^ k ^p - 1) 
be < 1. This implies that y(I*) ^ U; if 9k e R is such that eidk $ y(lk) (9.5.7), 
then x el(x+6k) is a homeomorphism of the interval ]0,2n[ on the complement 
of eldk in U (9.5.7). If cpk is the inverse homeomorphism, we can therefore 
write, for t e I*, y(t) = e'M\ where \l/k(t) = cpk(y{t)) + 8k is continuous in 
I*. By (9.5.5), we have ^+i(4+i) = W4+i) + 2«^ with nk an integer 
(0 < k <p — 2). Define now \j/ in 1 in the following way: ij/(t) = ij/0(t) for 
* e Io; by induction on k, we put \l/(t) = tyk(i) + ^(4) - 1/4(4) for 4 < t < 4+v 
By induction on k, it is immediately seen that \j/(tk) - 1/4(4) is an integral 
multiple of 2% for 0 < k ^p — 1; therefore y(t) = for tel, and \j/ 
is obviously continuous in I. Moreover, if y(t) = oc(t) + //?(/), we have 
oc(t) = cos P(t) = sin \j/(t), and one of the numbers cos i/^(t), sin 1j/(t) 
is not 0; from (9.5.4), and (8.2.3) applied to one of the functions cos x, 
sin x at a point where it has a derivative ^ 0, we deduce that if y has a 
derivative at a point t, so has 1/r, and if{t) = yf(t)/y(t), which ends our proof. 
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(9.8.2) For any point ae C, and any circuit y contained in C — {<a}, 

J dzj(z — a) has the form 2nni, where n is a positive or negative integer. 

By a translation, we can suppose a = 0. Suppose y is defined in I = [b, c]; 
y(f) 

the function cp(t, £) = £ 7-7-7; + (1 — 0y(0 is continuous in I x [0, 1] and 
|y(0l 

is a loop homotopy (in C* = C — {0}) of the circuit y into the circuit 
yft) = y(t)/\y(t)\, which is such that y^I) c U. As 1 /z is analytic in C*, 

Cauchy’s theorem (9.6.3) shows that (dz/z={ dzjz. But by (9.8.1), 

yft) = where ^ is a primitive of a regulated function, hence f dzjz = 
Jy 1 

i j*\l/'(t) dt = i(\j/(c) — \l/(b)) by definition; as yx(b) = yx(c) by assumption, 

the conclusion results from (9.5.5). 

Remark. A simpler proof of (9.8.2), which does not use (9.8.1), can be 

r y'CO ds 
given as follows (Ahlfors): let h(t) = —-; it has a derivative 

Jb y(s) - a 

equal to h'(t) = -- except at the points of an at most denumerable 
y(t) -a 

subset of I; hence, if g{t) = e m(y(t) - a), we see that g'(t) = 0 except 
in an at most denumerable subset of I. We conclude (8.6.1) that g is con- 

'y(t) — a 
stant, hence = --. But we have y(c) = y(b), and therefore eHc) = 1, 

y(b) - a 
which implies h(c) = 2nni for an integer n by (9.5.5). 

We say that the number n is the index of a with respect to y (or the 
index of y with respect to a) and we write n = j(a\ y). From Cauchy’s theorem 
it follows that if yu y2 are circuits in C — {a} which are homotopic in that 
set, they have the same index with respect to a. 

(9.8.3) The index j(x;y) is constant in each connected component of the 
complement A of the compact set y(I). 

Indeed, we remark that x -»j(x; y) is continuous in the open set A, for 
by definition, the index of x + h with respect to y (if x + h $ y(I)) is equal 
to that of x with respect to the circuit y1: t -> y(t) — h. But if B is a ball 
of center x and radius r, contained in A, <p(t, £) = y(/) — £>h (defined in 
I x [0, 1]) is a loop homotopy, in C — {x}, of y into yx, as long as |A| < r, 
and therefore j(x + h; y) =j(x; y) by Cauchy’s theorem. As the set Z of 
integers is a discrete space, the conclusion follows from (3.19.7). 
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(9.8.4) Let £n be the circuit t -»enlt defined in I = [0, 2n], n being a positive 
or negative integer; we have £„(I) = U; en is called “the unit circle taken 
n times”. We observe that the open set C — U has two connected components, 
namely the ball B: \z\ < 1 and the exterior E of B defined by \z\ > 1. Indeed, 
B is connected as a star-shaped domain (9.7.1); and by Section 4.4 and 
(9.5.7) E is the image of ]l,+oo[ x [0, 2n] by the continuous mapping 
(x,t)^xei\ hence the result by (3.19.1), (3.20.16), and (3.19.7) (a similar 
argument also proves the connectedness of B and of B — {0}); finally in 

C — U, B and E are open and closed since B is open in C and B = (C — U) n B, 
and we have BnE = 0. From the definition and (9.5.3) it follows that 
j(0; sn) = n, hence j(z; sn) = n for any point z of B. Let us show that j(z; en) = 0 
for any point ofE; more generally: 

(9.8.5) If a circuit y is contained in a closed ball D: \z — a\ ^ r, then j(z\ y) = 0 
for any point z exterior to D. 

Indeed, suppose y is defined in an interval I = [b, c], and that |/(0I < M 
in that interval. By definition, 

2nij(z; y) = 
dx __ v y'(t) dt 

x-z }by(t)-z 
for \z — a\ > r. 

But as |y(t) — a\ ^r, we have |y(/) — z\ ^ \z — a\ — r for any tel, and 
therefore, by the mean value theorem, 

\j(z;y)\ < 
M(c - b) 

\z — a\ — r 9 

when |z — a\ is large enough the right-hand side is < 2n, and as j(z; y) is 
an integer, this implies j(z\ y) = 0. But the exterior of D is connected, as 
seen above, hence the conclusion by (9.8.3). 

(9.8.6) For any circuit y in C, defined in I, the set of points x e C — 7(1) 
such that j(x; 7) # 0 is relatively compact in C. 

For by (9.8.5), that set is contained in any closed ball containing 7(1). 

(9.8.7) Let A c C be a simply connected domain, y a circuit in A. For any 
point x of C — A,j(x; 7) = 0. 
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By assumption, there is in A a loop homotopy cp, defined in I x J, of 
y into a circuit reduced to a point. As x £ I x J), Cauchy’s theorem shows 

that J dzj(z — x) = 0. 

9. THE CAUCHY FORMULA 

(9.9.1) Let A c C be a simply connected domain (Section 9.7),/an analytic 
mapping of A into a complex Banach space E. For any circuit y in A, defined in I 
and any x e A — y(I), we have (Cauchy’s formula) 

Kx; y)f(x) = 
1 

2ni 
' /O) dz 
y Z — X ' 

Consider the function g(z) defined in A, equal to (/(z) —f(x))/(z — x) 
for z ^ x, to f'(x) at the point x; g is analytic in A, for it is 
obviously analytic in A—{x} by (9.3.2) and (9.5.1); on the other 
hand, there is a ball B c A of center x such that for ze B, f(z) = 
f(x) + (z — x)f(x) + * * * + (z — x)nfin\x)ln \ + • • • the series being conver¬ 
gent in B; this proves that for any z e B, g(z) is equal to the sum of the 
convergent series 

f(x) 4- i(z - x)f"(x) + • • • + (z - x)"-y <">(*)/«! +..., 

hence analytic at x. From Cauchy’s theorem (9.6.3) we have f g(z) dz = 0, 
J y 

and writing 

9 0) = 
m 
z — x 

-m- 
1 

x 

yields (9.9.1) by definition of the index. 

Conversely: 

(9.9.2) Let y be a road in C, defined in an interval I = [6, c] and let g be a 
continuous mapping of y(I) into a complex Banach space E. Then 

Jy X - Z 

is defined and analytic in the complement of y(I); more precisely, for any 
point aeC — y(I), if we write 

Ck I 
g(x) dx 

\fc+l ’ 
iy(x - af 

the power series (cn(z — a)n) is convergent in any open ball B of center a con¬ 
tained in C — y(I), and its sum is equal to f(z) in B. 
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Indeed, suppose |z — a\ < q • d(a, y(I)) with 0 < q < 1; then, for any 

x e y(I), we have 

with 

1 

x — z 

_ £ (z-fl) 
Z - q\ „4(x-a)"+1’ 

x — a) 

(z-a)n 
(x-a)n+1 

if 6 = d(a, y(I)). If \\g(x)\\ < M in y(I) and |y'(OI < m in I, we have, for any 
re I, 

y'(t)g(y(t))(z - a)n 

(v(o-«r+1 T> 

hence the series of general term 

y'P)g(r(0)0 ~ af 
(y(r)-a)"+1 

is normally convergent in I. It follows from (8.7.9) that the series (c„(z - a)") 
is convergent in the ball |z — a\ < q - <5 and has sum/(z) in that ball. 

(9.9.3) Under the assumptions of (9.9.1), we have, for every xeA — y(I), 
and every integer k > 0, 

j(x;y)f(k\x) = f f 
2mjy 

m dz 

(z — x)k+1 ’ 

This follows at once from Cauchy’s formula, the uniqueness of the coeffi¬ 
cients of a power series with given sum (9.1.6), the relations (9.B.5) between 
these coefficients and derivatives, and finally (9.9.2). 

(9.9.4) Let A a Cp be an open set,fa continuous mapping of A into a complex 
Banach space E, such that for 1 ^p, and an arbitrary point (ak) e Cp, 
the mapping zk ->/(^,..., ak~u zk, ak+u ..., ap) is analytic in the open set 
A(au ..., ak_t, ak+u ...,ap)czC if that set is not empty (notation of 
(3.20.12)). Then f is analytic in A. More precisely, let a = (ak) be a point of 
A, P a closed poly disk of center a and radii rk (1 ^k ^p) contained in A; for 
each k, let yk be the circuit t-+ak + rk eu in C (0 < t ^ In), and let 

Cjtin2 *** tip 

1 

(2ni)\ 
dxt 

yi 
dx2 • •• 

Jy 2 

/(* i, • 

yp (x1-a1r + 1 
, Xp) dxp 

(x„ — «p)"p+1 
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Then the power series (cv(z - a)') is absolutely summable in P and its sum 
is equal to f{z). 

Using Cauchy’s formula, and the fact that j(0; sx) = 1 (see (9.8.4)), we 
have, by induction on p — k and the assumption. 

(9.9.4.1) f(x 1> • • • > xk, zk + l-> • • • > zp) 

1 

(2ni)p~k 
dxk +1 I JyP 

f(xu ...,xp)dx„ 

(xk+l -Zk+1) • • • (Xp - zp) 

for | Xj - aj\ = rj (1 < k) and | Zj - as\ <r} {k + 1 < p). On the 
other hand, for \zk - ak\ < rk (1 < k < p), we can write, for \xk - ak\ = rk 

_1_ y (zi-Qi)”1 •••(Zp-gp)"1’ 
(*i - zt) •'' (xp - zp) L (xt - aj" + 1 • • • (xp - ap)n”+1 

the power series on the right hand side being normally summable in the 
set F defined by \xk — ak\ — rk (1 <£<;?), by (5.5.3). By induction on 
p — k, if we write 

+ 1 **• Wp(^ 1? * * * 9 **) 

yP (^+1 

we have by the mean value theorem 

/(x i,..., Xp) dxp_ 

«*+i)nk+, + 1---(Xp-ap)"'+1 

(9.9.4.2) II 9itk+1 • • > Xk)\\ < 

M 
1 

rk+ 1 r np 

P 

if \\f(xx, ..., xp)\\ < M on F. It follows that the power series 
i9nk^...np{xu ...,xk)(zk+1-ak+1)nk+l---(.zp-ap)n’’) in the zs - a} is ab¬ 

solutely summable in P; using induction on p — k, and applying (5.3.5) and 
(8.7.9), we see that the sum of that series is f(xx,...,xk,zk+1,...,zp). The 
conclusion follows by taking k = 0. Moreover (9.9.4.2), for k = 0, proves 
that, with the same assumptions and notations as in (9.9.4) 

(9.9.5) IIW-JI^M/if1---rj* 

if ||/(*)ll < M on the product of the circles \xk — ak\ = rk (l^k^p) 
(Cauchy's inequalities). 

If in (9.9.4) we take A = Cp, we see that 

(9.9.6) An analytic mapping of Cp into a complex Banach space is an entire 

function. 
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Observe that this last result is not true for analytic functions of real 
variables (1/(1 + x2) is a counterexample). Also, a continuous function 
f{x, y) of two real variables may be analytic in each of the variables without 
being analytic in R2; an example is given by f(x, y) = xy2/(x2 4- y2) for 

y) (0, 0),/(0, 0) = 0. 

Remark. It follows from (9.9.4) that the set F, product of the circles 
I** — ak\ = rk (1 ^ k </?) is a set of uniqueness in A (when A is connected); 
for the power series (cv(z — of) is entirely determined by the values of/ 
on F, hence if two analytic functions in A coincide in F, they coincide in P, 
and the result follows from (9.4.2). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be a relatively compact open connected set in C. Let cp be a continuous mapping 

of [a, b] x [0, 1] into A such that t-^rp(t,^) = yi(t) is a circuit contained in A for 

0<£<1, and t -+y0(t) = <p(t, 0) is a circuit contained in A (which may contain 

frontier points of A). Suppose in addition that for every e > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such 

that the relation |A — /x| < 8 implies \yl(t) — yh(t)\ ^ e for t e [a, b] — D, where D is a 

denumerable subset. 

Let now / be a continuous mapping of A into a complex Banach space E, such 

that its restriction to A is analytic. Show that Cauchy’s theorem f(z)dz=\ f(z) dz 
Jyo hi 

still holds (use (8.7.8)). 

2. Let A be an open subset of C, / a continuous mapping of A into a complex Banach 
space E, such that/is analytic in A n D+. and A n D_, where D+ (resp D_) is defined 
by J{z) > 0 (resp J(z) < 0). Show that /is analytic in A. (Suppose the disk |z| < r is 
contained in A. Let y + (resp. y _) be the circuit defined in [— 1, +1 ] by y+(t) = (21 -f l)r 
for — 1 < * < 0, y+(t) = renit for 0 < /-< 1 (resp. y_(/) = renit for —1 ^ < 0, 
y~(t) = (1 — 2t)r for 0 ^ t < 1.) Show that if \z\ < r and J(z) > 0, then 

/(z) 1 f fix)dx 0==_L f fix)dx 
27riJy+ x — z9 2m Jy- x — z 

using Problem 1; hence if y is the circuit t-^renlt in [—1, +1], 

/00 = 

1 f f{x) dx 

2m Jy x — z 

Then use (9.9.2).) 

3. Show that the conclusion of (9.9.4) still holds when /is merely assumed to be bounded 

in each bounded polydisk contained in A, but not necessarily continuous. (Use Prob¬ 

lem 6 of Section 8.9; actually, a deep theorem of Hartogs shows that even this weakened 

assumption is not necessary; in other words, a function which is analytic separately 

with respect to each of the p complex variables zt is analytic in A.) 
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00 
4. Let/(z) = ^ anzn be an analytic complex-valued function in the circle |z| < R. Show 

n — O 

that, for 0 ^ r < R 

MS(r;/)-L f2' |/(re<')l2<* = E Kl2r2”. 
2/n Jo n~o 

Deduce from that result another proof of Cauchy’s inequalities. 
00 

5. Let/(z) = 2 anztl be an analytic function in |z| < R, and let 
n~ 0 

Mi(r;/)= X IlflUk". 
n = 0 

Let also M(r;/)= sup ||/(z)||. 
| z 1 — r 

(a) Show that for0^r<r + 8<R 

M(r;/) < M,(r;/) =£ ^ M(r + 8; f) 

(use Cauchy’s inequalities). 

(b) If in addition, / is complex valued, show that (with the notations of Problem 4) 

(8(2 r + W2 XA , , , *.^w/ . * ^ 
--Mi(r; /) < M2(r + 8; /) ^ M(r+S;/). 

r + o 

(Use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (6.2.1).) 

(c) Under the same assumption, show that 

lim (Mi(r; fn))lln = lim (M2(r;/n))1/n = M(r;f) 
n~* oo n-+ oo 

(use the inequalities proved in (a) and (b), the fact that M(r; /") = (M(r; /))", and the 

continuity of r -> M(r; /)). 

6. Suppose the power series in one complex variable (c„ zn), with complex coefficients, is 

convergent for |z| < R, and let f(z)—Y^cnzn- For any r such that 0<r<R, let 
n 

A(r) = sup ^(/(z)). Show that, for every n ^ 0 
|z|=r 

|c„| r" + 2#(/(0)) ^ sup(4A(r), 0). 

(Prove that 

Ic„| #•” = - f 2" («(/(«'•)))«- "' <0 
7T Jo 

for /2 > 0.) 
7. (a) Let A be an open subset of Kp, and / an indefinitely differentiable mapping of A 

into a Banach space E. In order that /be analytic in A, it is necessary and sufficient that 

for every compact subset L of A, there exist an integer r ^ 0 and a number a > 0 such 

that, for any index a = (a*,..., ap), sup ||D*/WII < <*(|a| + >*)!• (To prove that the 
x e L 

condition is necessary when K = C, apply Cauchy’s inequalities to balls of fixed radius 

contained in A and having their centers in L; when K = R, use (9.4.5); to prove that 

the condition is sufficient, use Taylor’s formula (8.14.3) and prove that the last term of 

that formula tends to 0 uniformly in any closed ball contained in A and of center x.) 
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(b) Give an example of an indefinitely differentiable function in R which is not analytic 

(cf. Section 8.12, Problem 2). 

(c) Suppose /is real valued and indefinitely differentiable in an open interval I c R; 

in addition, suppose that there is an integer p ^ 0 such that /(n> does not vanish at 

more than p points of I, for any n > 0. Show that / is analytic in I. (Use (a), and 

Problem 3(b) of Section 8.12). 

10. CHARACTERIZATION OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS OF 

COMPLEX VARIABLES 

(9.10.1) A continuously differentiable mapping f of an open subset A of Cp 
into a complex Banach space is analytic. 

Applying (9.9.4), we are immediately reduced to the case p = 1. 
To prove / is analytic at a point ae A, we may, by translation and 
homothetic mapping, suppose that a = 0 and that A contains the unit 

o 

ball B: |z| < 1. For any ze B, and any A such that 0 < A < 1, note that 
|(1 — A)z + Ae“\ < 1 — A + A = 1, and consider the integral 

(9.10.1.1) ff(Q = 
f 2”/(z + A(e!t — z)) —/(z) g,, dt 
I _ <7 

By (8.11.1) and Leibniz’s rule (8.11.2), g is continuous in [0, 1] and has at 
each point of ]0, 1[ a derivative equal to 

0'(T)=| f\z + l(eu - z))eu dt 

(see Remarks after (8.4.1)). But iff'(z + X{elt — z))elt is the derivative of 
t-*f(z + Keit ~ 2))> hence, for 2^0, gr{X) = 0, and therefore (remark 
following (8.6.1)), g is constant in [0, 1]. But as #(0) = 0, g(X) = 0 for 0 ^ X ^ 1. 
In particular, it follows, for X = 1, that 

/(z) = 
_1_ 

2711* J Cl 

f(x) dx 

X — z 
O 

for any zeB (by (9.8.4)), and the conclusion follows from (9.9.2). 

(9.10.2) Let f be a continuously differentiable mapping of an open set 
A c R2p into a complex Banach space. In order that the function g defined 
in A (considered as a subset of Cp), by f(xl9 x2, ..., xp, yu ..., yp) = 
g Oq + xp + iyp) be analytic in A, necessary and sufficient conditions 
are that 

dxk 8yk 

in A for 1 ^ k ^ p (Cauchy’s conditions). 
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We are again at once reduced to the case p = 1 by (8.9.1). Let (x, y) 
df df 

be a point of A, and put a = ^-(x,y), b = j-(x,y); expressing that the 

limits lim (g(x + iy + h) — g(x + iy))/h and lim (g(x + iy + ih) — g(x + iy))jih 
h^O h^O 

(h real and ^0) are the same, we obtain a + ib = 0. Conversely, if that 
condition is satisfied, for any s > 0, there is r > 0 such that if (h2 + k2)i/2 < r, 
||g(x + iy + h + ik) — g{x + iy) — a(h -1- ik)\\ < &(h2 + k2)112 by (8.9.1.1) and 
this proves that z -> g(z) has a derivative equal to a at the point z = x + iy. 
The result then follows from (9.10.1). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that a differentiable mapping of / an open subset A of Cp into a complex 

Banach space is analytic in A (“Goursat’s theorem”; /' is not supposed to be con¬ 

tinuous). (Given any A in ]0,1 [, prove (with the notations of (9.10.1)) that #'(A) exists and 

is equal to 0. First show that, given e > 0, there are points t0 == 0 < tx < • * • < tm = 2tt, 

a number p > 0, and in each interval [tk,tk+1] a point 0k such that, if ~ z + X(eWk — z), 

U + * = z + (A &)(<?** — z), then \f(£k + x) -/(£*)--/'(£*)*I ^ e\x\ whenever 
\h\ ^p and tk^t^tk+1 (prove this by contradiction, using a compactness argument 

and the existence of f' at each point). Compare then each integral 

P+ xf^z + ^ + h^elt ~~ z))~/(z + ^(eit - z» eit dt 

Jtfc elt — z 

to the expression 

| <J(z + X(e“k + 1 - z))-f(z + Me** - Z») 

for \h\ ^ p.) 

2. Let A be an open simply connected subset of C; if / is a continuous mapping of into 

a complex Banach space E such that f(z)dz — 0 for any circuit y in A, show that /is 
Jy 

analytic in A. (“ Morera’s theorem”; show that /has a primitive in A.) 

3. Let A be an open subset of Cp, y a road defined in I = [a, b],f a continuous mapping 

of y(I) x A into a complex Banach space E. Suppose that for each x e y(I), the 

function (zlf..., zp) ->f(x, zl9..., zp) is analytic in A, and that each of the functions 
df 
— (x, zi,..., zp) is continuous in y(I) x A (1 k ^ p). Show that under these 
CZk * 

conditions, the functions g(zu ..., zp) = fix, zx,..., zp) dx is analytic in A. (Use 

(9.10.2). As y'(t) is merely a regulated function and may fail to be continuous, Leibniz’s 

rule (8.11.2) is not directly applicable, but the proof of (8.11.2) subsists with minor 

modifications.) 
4. Let A be an open connected subset of RP(jp> 2), / an analytic mapping of A into a 

complex Banach space E. Suppose that there is an open polydisk PCA, of center 

b = (6*)i<*o and radii rk (1 ^ k ^ p) such that for every point (ck) of P, there is a 
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number p < inf (r2, r2) such that the function Xi + 1x2 ~^f(x-^2» c3,..., cp) is analytic 

in the open subset |xi + ix2 — (<cx + /c2)| < p of C (identified to R2). Show that the 

same property holds for every point (ck) e A (use (9.10.2) and (9.4.2)). 

5. Let S be the “shell” in Rp (p ^ 3) defined by 

(R-£)2<x5+xl + **- + x2<(R + £)2 (0<£<R). 

Suppose /is an analytic mapping of S into a complex Banach space E, and suppose 

that for any u- (x3,..., xp), the mapping xx + ix2 ->/(*i, x2, u) is analytic in a 

neighborhood (in C) of every point of the cross section S(u) (if S(u) is not empty). 

(a) For any u = (x3,..., xp) such that \\u||2 = xi + ■ • * + x% < R2, let y{u) be the road 

in C defined by t-+(R2 — ||M||2)1/2£ir for —7t ^ t ^ tt. Let 

g(z, u) = 
1 f f(y, u) dy 

2mJyW y — z 

where y = xx + ix2, and f{y, u) = f(x 1, x2, u); g is defined for |z|2 + ||m||2 < R2, and 

z->g(z,u) is analytic for | z\ <(R2— ||«||2)1/2. On the other hand, for any v = (X3,. ..,x'p) 

such thatIMi < let 

hv(z, u) = 
2m 

f(y, u) dy 

y-Z 

Show that hv(z, u) = g(z, u) for ||»||< ||«||< ||v|| + £ and \z\ <(R2— ||u||2)1/2 (apply 
Cauchy’s theorem (9.6.3)). On the other hand, show that g(z, u) — f(z, u) for R — e < 

||u|| < R and |z| <(R2— ||u||2)1/2. Conclude that / can be extended to a function/ 

which is analytic in the whole ball B: x\ + • • * + xp < (R + £)2 (apply (9.4.2) and 

Problem 3). Is the theorem still true for p = 2 ? 
(b) When E = C, show that /(B) c: /(S). (Apply the result of (a) to the function 

1/C/*— c), where c $/(S).) In particular, if/is bounded in S,/is bounded in B. Extend 

that last property to the case in which E is a complex Hilbert space (method of 

Problem 6 of Section 8.5). 

11. LIOUVILLE’S THEOREM 

(9.11.1) (Liouville’s theorem) Let f be an entire function in Cp, with values 
in a complex Banach space E. Suppose there exists two numbers a > 0, N > 0 
such that ||/(2)|| ^ a{\ + (sup |27-|)N) in Cp. Then /(z) is the sum of a finite 
number of “monomials” cnin2„.np2% ... znpp with cni ...np e E and 

ni+n2'h + np ^ N. 

Let/(z)= YjcvzV in Cp, the power series being everywhere absolutely 
V 

convergent. The Cauchy inequalities (9.9.5) applied to the polydisk 
\zj\ R (1 < p) yields, for any v = (n1,np) 

l|Cn1...BJ<a-(l+R)NR'(',‘+- +np). 

Letting R tend to + oo, we see that cBl ...„p = 0, unless + ■ • • + np <N. 
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(9.11.2) (The 66fundamental theorem of algebra”). Any polynomial 
f(z) — a0zn + alzn~l 4- • * * 4- an (a0 ^ 0, n ^ 1) with complex coefficients 
has at least one root in C. 

Otherwise, 1// would be analytic in C (9.3.2), hence an entire function 
(9.9.6). Let r be a real number such that rk ^ (n 4- \)\aklaQ\ for 1 < k ^n; 
then, for \z\ ^ r 

\m\ = \a0A 1+— + 
a0z 

+ • 

> |a0z”|(l -^-j) ^ \a0\r”l(n + 1). 

In other words, lIf is bounded for \z\ ^ r. On the other hand, 1//being 
continuous in the compact set \z\ < r, is also bounded in that set (3.17.10), 
hence l//is bounded in C. Liouville’s theorem then implies l//is a constant, 
hence also f contrary to assumption since \f(z)\ ^ |<z0| * \z\nl(n + 1) for 
\z\ ^ r. 

PROBLEMS 

1. If p ^ 2, show that a function which is analytic in the complement of a compact subset 

of Cp is an entire function; hence if in addition it is bounded in the complement of a 

compact subset of Cp, it is a constant (use (9.11.1) and Problems 4 and 5 of Section 9.10). 

Is the result true for p = 1 ? 

2. Let / be a complex valued entire function in Cp. Show that the conclusion of (9.11.1) 

is still valid if it is supposed that 

j 

for any z in the exterior of a polydisk of Cp (use Problem 6 of Section 9.9). 
00 

3. Let f{z) = X an zn be a nonconstant entire function. For any r > 0, let = sup \\an ||r", 
n = 0 n 

M(r)= sup ||/(z)||, so that /x(r) ^ M(r); by Liouville’s theorem, lim p(r) = + oo. 
\z\—r r~> oo 

Suppose there are two constants a> 0, a>0 such that p(r) ^ a • exp(ra); show 

that there are positive constants 6, c such that M(r) ^ bray(r) 4- c. (Observe that 

Ik. II ^ a(e<x/n)n,ct.) 

12. CONVERGENT SEQUENCES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

(9.12.1) Let (/„) be a sequence of analytic mappings of an open set AcCp 
into a complex Banach space E. Suppose that for each z e A, the sequence 
(fn(z)) tends to a limit g(z), and that the convergence is uniform in every compact 
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subset of A. Then g is analytic in A, and for each v = (nu ..., np) e Np, 
the sequence (Dvfn(z)) converges to Dvg(z) for each z e A, the convergence being 
uniform in every compact subset of A. 

As g is continuous in A (7.2.1), to prove g is analytic in A, we 
need only prove that each mapping zk -► g(au ..., zk, ..., ap) is analytic in 
A(au...9ak-uak+l,...,ap), by (9.9.4); in other words we are reduced 
to the case p = 1. For each a e A c C, let B be a closed ball of center a 
and radius r contained in A, and let y be the circuit t -> a + reu 

O 

(0 < t ^2n); then, for each ze B and each n, we have by Cauchy’s formula 

/„ 0) = i r /„(*) 
2ni Jy x — z 

dx. 

But by assumption the sequence (fn(x)) converges uniformly to g(x) for 
\x — a\ = r, and as \z - x\ ^ r — |z|, the sequence (fn{x)!(x — z)) (z fixed) 
also converges uniformly to g(x)/(x - z) for \x- a\ = r; hence, by (8.7.8) 

g(x) dx 

y X — Z 

which proves g is analytic in B by (9.9.2). Moreover, as 

/:(*) = 2ni 

' fn(x) dx 

y(x~z)2 

by (9.9.3), the same argument (and (9.9.3) applied to g) shows that f’(z) 

tends to g\z) for every zeB; furthermore, we have by the mean-value 
theorem 

(9.12.1.1) \\9'{a)-fn{a)\\ sup \\g(x) - fn(x)\|. 
* \x-a\=r 

Returning to the general case (p arbitrary), let us now show that the se¬ 
quence (DjJn(z)) converges uniformly to Dkg(z) in any compact set M c= A. 
There is a number r > 0 and a compact neighborhood V of M contained in A, 
and containing all points of A having a distance to M (3.18.2). For 
any e>0, let n0 be such that \\g(z) - fn(z)\\ for every n^n0 and 
every zeV. Then, applying (9.12.1.1) to the sequence of functions 

zk ~+fn(au • • •» ak-1> zk 5 ak+i, • • • j «p), we obtain, for every point z e M, 
l|Dfc#(z) Dkfn(z)\\ ^ s[r as soon as n^nQ. This ends the proof of the 
theorem when «!+•••+ np = 1; the general case is then proved by induction 
on «! + •*•+ np. 
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Observe again here that the theorem does not hold for analytic func¬ 
tions of real variables, since a sequence of polynomials can have as a limit 
an arbitrary (e.g. nondifferentiable) continuous function in a compact set, 
by the Weierstrass approximation theorem (7.4.1). 

PROBLEMS 

1. (a) Let be a finite sequence of complex numbers, such that \ak\ = a < 1. 
*:=i 

Show that 

ri(l+ ak) ~ 1 ~ 2 ak 
k=1 fc = l 

(b) The entire functions 

E (z, 0) = 1 - z, E(z, />) = (!- z) exp^z + -h 

are called primary factors', show that, for \z\ ^ 1/2 

\E(z9p) — 1| ^ 4|z|p+1. 

(Observe that for \z\ < J 

log(l — z) -f z + — + • ^ 2\z\p+1/(p H-1) 

and that for \z\ ^ 1, \ez — 1| < 2|z|.) 
(c) Let (<an) be an infinite sequence of complex numbers ^ 0, such that the sequence 

(|fl„|) is increasing and lim \an\ = -foo. Show that for any zeC, the series of general 
n-*- oo 

term (z/an)n is absolutely convergent. 
(d) Deduce from (a), (b), and (c) that the sequence of entire functions 

/>»(z) = flE {-7’ k~ A 
k = 1 \ak J 

is uniformly convergent in every compact subset of C (apply Cauchy’s criterion, and 

evaluate the difference 1 — (pm(z)lpn(z)) for m>n by using (a) and (b); then apply (c)). 
The limit f(z) of the sequence (p„(z)) is thus an entire function, which is written 

tkE (£■’-'): 
show that the only points where/(z) = 0 are the points a„ (use the preceding estimate). 

(e) Suppose that there is an integer p > 0 such that the series of general term \an\~p is 

convergent. Show similarly that the sequence of entire functions 

<?n00 = f[E l) 
k= 1 \an / 
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is uniformly convergent in every compact subset of C; its limit is again written 

g(z)= riE P— 

Prove that there is a constant c > 0 such that 

2. 

\g(z)\ ^exp(cjz|p). 

(For any given z, consider separately the product of the factors for which |fl„| ^ 2 |z|, 
and of the other factors; use (b) to majorize the first product; on the other hand, prove 
that there is a constant b such that |E(z, p — 1)| < exp(b \z\p~*) for any z e C.) 
Show that the sequence of entire functions 

/„(z) = z(z + 1) • • • (z + n)/nz n\ (1) 

(where nz ~ exp(z log n) by definition) is uniformly convergent in every compact subset 
of C to the entire function 

pi 

where y = lim (1 + - + •*• + - — log n\ (“Euler’s constant”). (Use the result of 
n->oo\ 2 n J 

Problem 1(e), writing log n = log(k/(k— 1)) to compare (1) and (2), and using the 
k = 2 

i“logF=7 0 mean value theorem to majorize 

Prove that F(z) satisfies the functional equation 

F(z + 1) = zr(z) 

when z is not an integer —n ^ 0, and that F(«) = (n— 1)! for 77 integer and >0. 
3. An endless road in an open subset A c C is a continuous mapping y of R into A such 

that in every compact interval I <1R, y is the primitive of a regulated function. If / is 
a continuous mapping ofy(R) into a complex Banach space E,/is said to be improperly 

/* 00 

integrable alongy if the improper integral f(y(t))y'(t) dt exists (i.e., if both limits 
J — 00 

lim f f(y(t))y'(t) dt and lim f f(y(t))y'(t) dt exist in E); the value of that 
+ 00 JO a-* — 00 Ja 

integral is then callled the integral of f along y and written /(z) dz. 
Jy 

Let B be an open subset of Cp, g a continuous mapping of y(R) x B into E; suppose 
that for each x 6 y(R), the function (zu..., zp) -*g(x, zlf..., zp) is analytic in B and 

dg 
that each of the functions — (x, zu ..., zp) is continuous iny(R)xB. Finally 

dzk 

suppose that for each (z1}..., zp) e B, x ~*g(x, zi,..., zp) is improperly integrable 

along y, and that J g(y(t), zl9..., zp)y'(t) dt tends uniformly to J g(x, zlt..., zp) dx 

when (z1}..., zp) remains in a compact subset of B and n tends to + 00. Under these 

conditions, show that the function (zu ..., zp) -* g(x, zu...9zp)dx is analytic in B 
Jy 

(compare to (13.8.6)). 
4. Extend the result of Problem 2 of Section 9.9 to functions of p complex variables, 

D+ (resp. D_) being defined by J(z,) > 0 (resp. Jf(z?) < 0). (Observe that, by (9.12.1), 
for each z„ such that J(zp) = 0 and the intersection B of A with the set C"1 x {z„} is 
not empty, the function (zlt..., zp.t) -*f{zu ...,zp.uzp) is analytic in B.) 
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5. In the plane C, let Q be the square of center 0, defined by \&t{z)\ < 1, |«/(z)| < 1. 

Let Q0, Qi, Q2, Q3 be the images of Q by the mappings 

z z 
- 1 + * 

2 

z z 

Let m0 = 0, and for any h ^ 1, let mh = 4 + 42 -f • • • + 4h; if n — mh -f 4k +/, with 

A^1,0<A:<4*— 1,0 ^ 3, define inductively Q„ as follows: let = /«*_! + 

and let zni be the center of Qni; let 9onl(z) = zni + z)2h and take Q„ = (pnj(Q)* 

(a) Let B be the unit disk \z\ ^ 1, U the unit circle \z\ = 1. Show by induction on n 

the existence of three sequence of numbers (a„), (cn), (tn) defined for n ^ 4, having the 

following properties: 

(1) 0< a»< 1, k«| = 1, cne C; 

(2) if gn(z) = c„^l — j (definition in Section 9.5, Problem 8) for z e B, 

and fn(z) = z + £ gq(z\ then /„(B) <= Q and e Q* for k^n; 

(3) the series 5] |c„| is convergent. 
n 

(Observe that g„(tn) — cn, but that, given any neighborhood V„ of tn in B, it is possible 

to take a„ small enough so that gn(z) will be arbitrarily small in B — V„. Choose tn close 

to tnl (with the notations introduced above), the tn being all distinct, and take V„ so 

that it contains no tk with k < n.) 

(b) Under the preceding conditions, the limit /(z) of (f„{z)) exists for any zeB,/is 

continuous in B, and analytic in B, and /(U) = Q (“ Peano curve,” cf. Section 4.2, 

Problem 5). 

13. EQUICONTINUOUS SETS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 

(9.13.1) Let A be an open set in Cp, <J> a set of analytic mappings of A into a 

complex Banach space E. Suppose for each compact subset L of A, there is a 

constant mL> 0 such that \\f(z)\\ ^ mL for all/e<X> and every ze L. Then 

<3> is equicontinuous in A (Section 7.5); if in addition E is finite dimensional, then 

for every compact subset L of A, the set <£L of restrictions to L of the functions 

/eO, is relatively compact in the space ^E(L) (Section 7.2). 

Let a e A; there is a closed ball PcA of center a, radius r, and as P 
is compact, ||/(z)|| <mP for all z e P and all/e <t>. Let Q be the closed ball 
of center a and radius r/2; for any z e Q and/eO we can write 

m -m 
p 

= ^ (/(z 1,..., Zfc, ajc +1, ..., af) f(zu ..., zk-. a^, #& +1>..., ap)). 
k=l 
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Now 

jf(z^, . . . } Zfc— Zk, 3 &k+ 1> * * * 3 dp) • J Zfc — 1 3 » ^fc+ 1» • • * 3 ^p) 

— fi.%i, • • • ? Zfc— i, #£ “F f(Z/c ^Jfc + Is • • • 5 ^p)(Zfc ^fe) dt. 

Write #*(w) = /(zi3 • • *3 zk_l9 w, tffc+1,..., tfp); is analytic in an open set 
of C containing the ball \u — ak\ ^ r, and \\gk(u)\\ ^ m? in that ball. Applying 
(9.9.3) to gk and to the circuit t -> ak + relt defined in [0, 27c], we obtain 

Il0*(«)ll <4mP/r 

for \u — ak\ ^ r/2. Therefore, for any 2 e Q, and /e <l> we have 

||/(z) ~/(a)|| < |z - a\ 

which shows <D is equicontinuous at the point a. The last statement of 
(9.13.1) follows from the fact that any bounded set in a finite dimensional 
space is relatively compact ((3.17.6) and (3.20.17)), and from Ascoli’s 
theorem (7.5.7). 

(9.13.2) Let A be an open connected set in Cp, <D a set of analytic mappings 

of A into a complex Banach space E. Suppose for each compact subset L of A, 
the set <I>L of restrictions to L of the functions f e <E> is relatively compact in 

^e(L). If M is a set of uniqueness (Section 9.4) in A, and if a sequence (/,) of 

functions of <J> converges simply in M, then (fn) converges uniformly (to an 

analytic function) in any compact subset of A. 

From (3.16.4) it follows that we need only prove that, for every compact 
set L cz A, the sequence of the restrictions of the fn to L has only one cluster 

value in ^E(L). Suppose the contrary, and let (#„), (hn) be two subsequences 
of (fn)9 each of which converges uniformly in L, the limits being distinct. 
As A is locally compact (3.18.4) and separable, there exists an increasing 

sequence (U,,) of open subsets of A, such that U„ (closure in Cp) be compact 
and contained in Un+1, and A = (J U„ (3.18.3). Define by induction on k 

n 

a sequence (#*„)„=3 such that (gkn) is a subsequence of with 

gon — g,13 and that (gkn) converges uniformly in Ufc, which is possible by the 
assumption on <D. Then the “diagonal” subsequence (gnn) converges 
uniformly in every Un, hence, by (9.12.1) its limit g is analytic in A. In a 
similar way it is possible to extract from (hn) a subsequence (hnn) which 
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converges in A to an analytic function h. Now by assumption g(z) = h(z) 

for ze M, and by definition, we must have g = h. But this contradicts the 
definition of the subsequences (#„), (hn). Q.E.D. 

PROBLEM 

Let A be an open set in C, and let E be the set of all complex functions / analytic in A 

and such that the integral JJ \f(z)\2 dxdy is finite. 

(a) Show that E is a complex vector space, that for any pair /, g of functions in E, the 

integral jjj'(z)g(z) dx dy is finite and that the mapping (/, g) -> jj f{z)g{z)dxdy 

defines on E a structure of prehilbert space, whose norm is written j|/I|. 

(b) Show that for any compact subset L <= A, there exists a number aL such that 

1/(01 < Cl 11/II for every function /eE and every te L (use Section 9.3, Problem 
6). Conclude that E is a Hilbert space. 

(c) Deduce from (b) and from Section 6.3, Problem 5, that there exists in E a reproducing 

kernel, which is called the Bergman kernel of A. Prove that if A is the unit disk |z| < 1, 

the Bergman kernel of A is 

Kb (s, 0 = 
1 

7l(l — St)2 

(use Section 9.3, Problem 6). Compute similarly the Bergman kernel of a ring r < \z\ < 1. 

(d) Generalize to an open subset A of C". 

14. THE LAURENT SERIES 

(9.14.1) Let A be an open subset ofC, r0, two numbers such that 0 <r0<ru 
and suppose the “ open ring” S defined by r0<\r\< r1 is such that its closure 
5 in C (i.e. the “ closed ring ” r0 < |z| < rt) is contained in A. For any analytic 
mapping f of A into a complex Banach space E, we have, for any x e S 

f(x) = _L f — f ^ dz 
2ni J z x 2,tzi ^ y0 z x 

vhere y0 (resp. yj) is the circuit t -► r0e“ (resp. t -* r^') with 0 < t 2n. 

As in the proof of (9.9.1), we first see that the function g(z) equal to 
r'(x) at the point x and to (/(z) - /(x))/(z - x) for z ¥= x, z e A, is analytic 
n A. Now, (pit, 0 = £r0e +'■'( 1 - CM" (0 < t < 2n, 0 < £ < 1) is a loop 

lomotopy in A of y0 into y\; hence jyo9(z) ~ J, t diz) dz by Cauchy’s theorem 

9.6.3). But for r0 < \x\ < ru we have j{x; y0) = 0 and j(x\ yx) = 1 ((9.8.4) 

ind (9.8.5)), hence the result. 
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(9.14.2) Under the same assumptions as in (9.14.1), there exists a power 
CO 

series gfz) = Y cnzn, convergent for \z\ < r1? and a power series in \jz and 
n — 0 

without constant term, g2(z) = Y^nz ", convergent for \z\ > r0, such that 
n= 1 

f(z) = gfz) + g2(z) in S (“Laurent series” of /). Moreover the power series 

gu g2 having these properties are unique, and, for every circuit y in S, we have 

1 [f{x)dx 
j(0; y)d„ = 

_1_ 

2711 
x" ‘/(x) dx. 

By (9.9.4) we have 

_1_ 

2k i 

f{x) dx 
Y cnzn for \z\ < rx with cn 

2ni 

f(x) dx 
1 

the series being convergent for |z| < rt. On the other hand, for \z\ > r0, 
|x| = r0, we have 

1 _ ^ xn_1 

X „=! Z“ 

where the right-hand side is normally convergent for |x| = r0 (z fixed); by 
(8.7.9), we get 

J_ f z« 
2niJyo x- 

dx “ , , 1 
— = with dn = — 
z n= j 2m 

xn 7 (x) dx, 

the series being convergent for \z\ > r0. This proves the first part of (9.14.2). 
Suppose next we have in S 

(9.14.2.1) /(z)= X anzn + £ b„z " 
Jt = 0 M=1 

both series being convergent in S; let first y be a circuit in S, defined in I; 
there are points t, t' in I such that y(t) = inf y(s) = r and y(t') = sup y(s) = r' 

sel $ €I 

(3.17.10), hence r0 < r < y(s) ^ r' < rx for any se I. But, for r ^ \z\ ^ r\ 
both series in (9.14.2.1) are normally convergent (9.1.2), hence by (8.7.9), 
for any positive or negative integer m 

zm~f(z) dz = £ f zn+m~l dz + Ybn f z"--1 dz. 
h n=0 Jy n~1 Jv 

As zk+1l(k + 1) is a primitive of zk for k -1, we have J zk dz = 0 for 

any circuit a; (9.14.2) then follows from the definition of the index. 

If now y is in S, we remark that there is an open ring Sj: 
(1 — e)r0 < \z\ < (1 + e)rx contained in A (3.17.11), and we are back to 
the preceding case. 
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15. ISOLATED SINGULAR POINTS; POLES; ZEROS; RESIDUES 

(9.15.1) Let A be an open subset of C, a an isolated point of C — A (3.10.10), 
r a number >0 such that all points of the ball \z — a\ ^ r except a belong to A. 
If f is an analytic mapping of A into a complex Banach space E, then for 
0 < \z — a\ < r, we have 

/0) = X Cn(Z - UT + X dn(Z ~ a) " 

where both series are convergent for 0 < \z — a\ < r, and 

2ni 

f(x) dx 

fx-a)n+l’ ) y Jy 

where y is the circuit t a + relt (0 ^ f < 2n). 

d„ = L | (x - a)n Y(x) dx. 

This follows at once from (9.14.2) applied to the ring p ^ \z — a\ ^ r, 
where p is arbitrarily small. 

00 

Observe that the series u(x) = ^ is an entire function such that 
n — 1 

u( 0) = 0; we say that the function «(l/(z - a)) is the singular part of /in 
the neighborhood of a (or at a). When u — 0,f coincides in the open 

00 

set U: 0 < |z — a\ < r with the function g(z) = X c„(z - a)n, which is 
n - 0 

analytic for |z — a\ <r\ conversely, if /is the restriction to U of an analytic 
function fx defined for \z — a\ < r, then f—g by (9.9.4) and (9.15.1), 
hence u = 0. When u ¥= 0, we say that a is an isolated singular point of / 
If u is a polynomial of degree n^ 1, we say a is a pole of order n of/; if 
not (i.e. if dm / 0 for an infinite number of values of m) we say a is an essential 
singular point (or essential singularity) of / In general, we define the order 
co(a; /) or co(a) of / at the point a as follows: o(a) = — oo if a is an essential 
singularity; co(a) = — n if a is a pole of order n > 1; co(a) = m if/# 0, u — 0 

and in the power series £ cn(z — a)n equal to f(z) for 0 < \z — a\ < r, 

m is the smallest integer for which # 0; finally o(a; 0) = +oo. When 
oo(a;f) = m > 0, we also say a is a zero of order m off Observe that if both 
f g are analytic in the open set U : 0 < \z — a\ < r, and take their values in 
the same space, then (£>{a\f + g) ^ min(co(a;/), (o(g;g)); if one of the 
functions /g is complex valued, then a)(a;fg) = (o(a;f) + a)(a;g) when 
one of the numbers co(a;f)9 co(a;g) is finite. Any function / analytic m 
U and of finite order n (positive or negative) can be written in a unique 
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way (z — a)nfu where fx is analytic in U and of order 0 at the point a. Finally, 
if/is analytic in U and complex valued, and of finite order m, then it follows 
from the principle of isolated zeros and from (9.3.2) that there exists a 
number r' such that 0 < r' < r and that 1// is analytic in the open set 
0 < \z - a\ < rf ; we have then a>(a; 1//) = - co(a;f). 

(9.15.2) Let f be analytic in the open set U: 0 < \z — a\ < r. In order that 
u>(a;f) ^ n where n is a positive or negative integer, it is necessary and 
sufficient that there exist a neighborhood V of a in C such that (z — a)~nf(z) 

be bounded in YnU. 

The condition is obviously necessary, since a function having order >0 
at a is the restriction of a function analytic in a ball \z — a\ < r. Conversely, 
by considering the function (z - a)~nf(z), we can suppose n = 0. Then it 
follows from (9.15.1) and the mean value theorem that if ||/(z)|| ^ M in U, 
we have, for any p such that 0 < p < r, \\dm\\ ^ Mpw for any m^l; as 
p is arbitrary, this implies dm = 0 for each m ^ 1. Q.E.D. 

The coefficient dx in (9.15.1) is called the residue of/at the point a. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Show that there are no isolated singular points for analytic functions of p > 2 complex 

variables (in other words, if A is an open subset of Cp, a e A and a mapping/of A — {a} 

into a complex Banach space E is analytic, it is the restriction of an analytic mapping 

of A into E; use Problem 5 in Section 9.10). 
2. Let /be a complex valued analytic function of one complex variable having an essential 

singularity at a point ae C; show that for any complex number A, it is impossible that 

the function l/(/— A) should be defined and bounded in an open set of the form 

V — {a}, where V is an open neighborhood (use (9.15.2)). Conclude that for any neigh¬ 

borhood V of a such that /is analytic in V— {a}, /(V — {«}) is dense in C (“Weier- 

strass’ theorem”; see Section 10.3, Problem 8). 
3. An entire function which is not a polynomial is called a transcendental entire function. 

Let /be a complex valued entire transcendental function of one complex variable. 

(a) Show that for any integer n > 0, the open subset D(«) of C consisting of the points 

z e C such that |/(z)| > n is not empty and cannot contain the exterior of any ball 

(apply Problem 2 to the function 
(b) Let K(n) be a connected component (3.19.5) of D(rc). Show that K(n) is not 

bounded and that |/(z)| is not bounded in K(n) (if a $ K(ri), consider the function 

/(l/(z — a)) and use Problem 14 of Section 9.5). 
(c) Show that there is a continuous mapping y of [0, + oo [ into C, such that in every 

interval [0, a], y is the primitive of a regulated function, and that lim |y(/)| = +°o 
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and lim |/(y(/))| = + co. (Consider a sequence of open subsets L,cC such that L„ is 
t~* + oo 

a connected component of D(/z), and L„+i ^ L„ for every n; the existence of such a 
sequence follows from (b). Use then (9.7.2).) 

(d) Extend the preceding results to complex valued entire transcendental functions 

of an arbitrary number of complex variables. (If /(zx,..., zp) = £ a„ ... „pzf1... zpp, 

there exists at least an index k such that there are infinitely many monomials with 

non zero coefficient ani... np and arbitrarily large nk. On the other hand, prove that 

if (#m) is a denumerable family of entire complex valued functions of p complex 
variables, none of which is identically 0, then there exist points (cx,..., cp) for which 

pm(ci,..., cp) # 0 for every m; to do this, use induction on p, and the fact that for 

a function h(z) of one complex variable, analytic in A c c and not identically 0, the 
set of solutions z of h(z) ~ 0 is at most denumerable (see (9.1.5)).) 

4. Let <p(x) be an arbitrary increasing and positive real function defined in [0, + oo [. Let (kn) 

be a strictly increasing sequence of integers such that kx = 1, and (n(ri — 1))*" > <p(n + 1) 
for n > 1. Show that the power series 

is convergent for all z e C, and that for every real x ^ 2, f(x) > <p(x) (in other words, 

there are entire functions which tend to infinity “faster” than any given real function). 

5. For any real numbers a, j8 such that f3 > 0, let La,/» be the endless road (Section 9.12, 

Problem 3) defined as follows: for t < — 1, La,/j(/) = a — zj8 — / — 1; for —1 < l, 

L«.^(0 = a + fit; for 1, L«*,/,(/) = a + ?j8 +1 - 1. Let GaJ = La,^(R). 

(a) Show that if tt/2 < f3 < 37r/2, and if x £ GXt0 the function z -* (exp(exp z))/(z — x) 

is improperly integrable along Lat0. Furthermore, isjSx,/?2 are such that \S(x)\ < pi < @2 

of \S(x)\ > p2> fii, or #(x) < a, the integrals along LXt0l and La,02 are the same; 

similarly, if ^(x) < ax < a2, or ax < a2 < 02(x), or |./(x)| > 0 the integrals along 

L« p and L« ^ are the same (use Cauchy’s theorem). 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if L= L0,„, 

E(x) = 
1 f exp(expz) 

2777 JL z—x 
dz 

can be extended to an entire function. 

(c) Show that 

— exp(exp z) dz = 1 
Htt Jl 

(prove that the integral along L„,„ of exp(exp z) is independent of a and fi (provided 

7r/2 < j3 < 37T-/2)). 

(d) Show that if x belongs to the open set A defined by ^(x) < 0 or \S(x)\ > tt. 

E(x) = — 
1 

x 

F(x) 

x2 

where F(x) is bounded in A (express F(x) by an integral along Lo,0 with fl<ir, using 

(a) and (c)). 
(e) Show that if x belongs to the open set B defined by !%(x) > 0 and |«/(x)| < 7r, then 

1 G(x) 
E(x) = exp(exp x) - - + 
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where GW is bounded in B (prove first, using Cauchy’s formula, that if -1 < mW < o 

and \S(x)\ < 7r, then 

1 r exp(exp z) , 
E(x) = exp(exp x) + — ——— dz 

ItTIJl' z — x 

where L' = L_i,,t. Show next that that formula is still valid for xeB using (9.4.2) 

and express G(x) by an integral along L_it/J with ft > tt). 

(f) Let H(x) = E(jc)rEW; show that H is an entire transcendental function such that 

lim H(reie) = 0 for every real 6 (use (d) and (e); compare with the result of 
r-* + oo 

Problem 3). 
6. Let / be a complex valued entire function of p ^ 2 complex variables. Show that if 

f(au...,ap) = b, then for every r > 0, there exists z = (zlf.zp) such that 

£ \zk “ a*|2 = r2 and /(zi, ...,zp) = b (use Problem 5(b) of Section 9.10). 
k 

7. Let/be an analytic mapping of an open subset A c Cp into a complex Banach space E. 

A frontier point z0 of A is called a regular point for/if there is an open neighborhood V 

of z0 and an analytic mapping of A u V into E which coincides with/in A. A frontier 

point of A is said to be singular for /if it is not regular. 
(a) Let R < + co be the radius of convergence (Section 9.1, Problem 1) of a power 

series /(z) =]T a^ of one complex variable. There is at least one point z0 such that 
R 

\zq\ = R which is a singular point for /. (Otherwise one could cover the circle |z| = R 

with a finite number of open balls B* whose centers bk are on that circle, and such that 

in each open set B(0; R) u Bk there is an analytic function fk coinciding with / in 

B(0; R). Show that for any two indices h, k for which Bh n B* t6 0,/, and fk coincide 
in BhnBk, using (9.4.2), and conclude from (9.9.1) and (9.9.2) that the radius of 

convergence of £ anzn would be >R.) 
n 

(b) With the notations of (a), suppose an ^ 0 for every n. Show that the point z = R 

is singular for/. (One may suppose R = 1. Let eia be a singular point for/; then for 

0<r< 1, the radius of convergence of the power series £ f(n)(reia)zn/nl is exactly 

1 - r (9.9.1). Observe that \ fin\reia)\ ^/Cn)(r), and use (9.1.2).) 

(c) With the notations of (a), suppose R = 1. Let b, c be two real numbers such that 

0<6<l,c=l — 6, and let p be an integer 1. In order that the point z — 1 be a 

singular point for/, it is necessary and sufficient that the Taylor series yZgin)(0)un/n\ 
n 

for the function #(«) —f(bup + cwp+1) have a radius of convergence equal to 1. (Observe 

that if |«|^ 1, |bup + cup+l\ < 1, and that the two sides of the last inequality can only 

be equal for u — 1. The proof for the necessity of the condition has to use (10.2.5), in 

order to show that there is in the neighborhood of z = 1 an analytic function h(z) such 
that z = g(h(z)) in that neighborhood.) 

(d) Suppose (with the notations of (a)) that an = 0 except for a subsequence (nk) 
of integers such that nk+1 > (1 + 6)nk for every Ar, where 6 > 0 is a fixed number. 

Show that every point z0 on the circle |z| = R is a singular point for / (“ Hadamard’s 

gap theorem”; the circle |z| = R is called a natural boundary for /). (One may suppose 

R- 1. Use criterion of (c), taking p> 1 /0, and let g(u)= f^d„un be the Taylor 

development of g at u = 0. By assumption, for given e > 0 there is a subsequence (mj) 
of integers such that \\amj\\ ^ (1 — e)mj (Section 9.1, Problem 1). On the other hand 

the function F(u) =]£ (bup + cup+i)mj =]£ enun has u — 1 as a singular point, by (b), 

hence there is a subsequence (qt) of integers such that \ea,\ ^ (1 — eYl. Prove that 

K.II&U-e)2’'). 
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16. THE THEOREM OF RESIDUES 

We first recall that any subset ScC the points of which are all isolated 
is at most denumerable, for the subspace S of C is then discrete and separable 
(by (3.9.2), (3.20.16), and (3.10.9)), hence S is the only dense subset of S 
(3.10.10). 

(9.16.1) Let A cz C be a simply connected domain, (an) a (finite or infinite) 
sequence of distinct isolated points of A, S the set of points of that sequence. 
Let f be an analytic mapping of A — S into a complex Banach space E, and 
let y be a circuit in A — S. Then we have 

f(z) dz = 2.7ti YJj{a„; y)R(a„) 
J y n 

where R(tf„) is the residue, of f at the point an, and there are only a finite number 
of terms ^0 on the right-hand side (“ theorem of residues ”). 

We can obviously suppose each an is a singular point for f for we can 
extend / by continuity to all nonsingular points an, which does not change 
both sides of the formula (since R(an) = 0 if an is not singular). Under 
that assumption, for any compact set L <= A, L n S is finite, for L n S is 
closed in L, as A — S is open in C by definition; hence LnS, being compact 
and discrete, is finite (3.16.3). Let I be the interval in which y is defined, 
and let P be the set of points x e A such that j(x; y) ¥= 0. We know (9.8.6) 
that the closure P of P in C is compact, and P does not contain any frontier 
point of A, for such a point cannot be in y(r), nor have index #0 with 
respect to y, by (9.8.7); as the set of points x in C y(I) where the index 
j(x;y) takes a given value is^open (9.8.3), any point in P which does not 
belong to y(I) is in P, hence P c= A. On the other hand, let cp(t, £) be a loop 
homotopy in A of y into a one-point circuit (t e I, £ £ J, where J is a compact 
interval). Then M =: (p(I x J) is a compact subset of A. Let H c N be the 
finite set of the integers n such that fl„eMuP; for each ne H, let 
w„(l/(z - an)) be the singular part of/at the point an. Let B be the comple¬ 
ment in A of the set of points an such that n$ H; then B is open, for a compact 
neighborhood of a point of B, contained in A, has a finite intersection with S. 
By definition of the singular parts, there is a function g, analytic in B, and 

which is equal to f(z) - £ «„(/—) at every Point z * a" (w e H)' 
w eH — an) 
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As M cz B by definition, y is homotopic in B to a one-point circuit; hence, 

by Cauchy’s theorem, J g(z) dz = 0, in other words 

f /(z) dz = £ uj——) dz; 
Jy n e H J y \z ~ aJ 

the result then follows from (9.14.2), applied to each of the functions un 

in an open “ring” of center an, containing y(I). 

17. MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 

Let A be an open subset of C, S a subset of A, all points of which are 
isolated. A mapping / of A - S into a complex Banach space E is said 
(by abuse of language) to be meromorphic in A if it is analytic in A — S 
and has order > — oo at each point of S. By abuse of language, we will 
always identify / to its extension by continuity to all points of S which are 
not poles of/; the argument used in (9.16.1) then shows that we can always 
suppose that for any compact subset L of A, L n S is finite. If fi g are two 
meromorphic functions in A, taking their values in the same space, and 
>whose sets of poles in A are respectively S, S', then S u S' has all its points 
isolated, due to the preceding remark; f+g is defined and analytic in 
A-(Su S'), and has order > — oo at each point of S u S', hence is mero¬ 
morphic in A (note that some points of S u S' may fail to be singular for 
/ + g). Similarly if / and g are meromorphic in A, and g is complex 
valued, fg is meromorphic in A. If / is meromorphic in A, S is the set of 
its poles, T the set of its zeros, then all the points ofSuT are isolated; for 
if a e A and co(a) = h, then /(z) = (z — afif^z) in a set 0 < |z — a\ < r, 
where ft is analytic in \z — a\ <r and fi(g)^0; the principle of isolated 
zeros (9.1.5) shows that there is a number r' such that 0 < r' < r, and 

/(z) # 0 for 0 < |z — a\ < /*'. This proves our assertion, and shows moreo¬ 
ver that L n (S u T) is finite for any compact subset L of A (same argument 
as in (9.16.1)). In particular, if/is complex valued, l//is meromorphic in A, 
S is the set of its zeros and T the set of its poles. Moreover, with the same 
notation as above, we have /'(z) = h(z — a)h~xf{z) + (z — a)hf[(z) for 
0 < |z — a\ < r, hence /'// which is analytic for 0 < | z— a\ <r\ has order 
0 at the point a if h = 0, order — 1 and residue h at the point a if h ^ 0. 

(9.17.1) Let A be a simply connected domain in C,/ a complex valued mero¬ 
morphic function in A, S (resp. T) the set of its poles (resp. zeros), g an analytic 
function in A. Then, for any circuit y in A — (S u T), we have 
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f f'(z) 
dz = 2ni X 

Jy J\Z) aeSuT 

a finite number of terms only being ^0 on the right-hand side. 

This follows at once from the theorem of residues, for the residue of 
gf'jf at a point a e S u T is the product of g{a) by the residue of fff at the 
point a. 

(9.17.2) With the assumptions of (9.17.1) let t-*y(t) (t el) be a circuit in 
A — (S u T). IfT is the circuit t f(y(t)), then 

K0; H = £ j(a;y)(o(a;f). 
aeSuT 

For it follows at once from (8.7.4) that 

hence the result is a particular case of (9.17.1) for g — 1. 

(9.17.3) (Rouche’s theorem) Let A cz C be a simply connected domain, 
f g two analytic complex valued functions in A. Let T be the {at most de¬ 
numerable) set of zeros of f T' the set of zeros of f + g in A, y a circuit in 
A — T, defined in an interval I. Then, if \g(z)\ < \f{z)\ in y(I), the function 
f + g has no zeros on y(I), and 

£ j(a; y)(o(a; /) = £ j(b; y)co(b;f + g). 
oeT fc eT' 

The first point is obvious, since f(z) + g{z) = 0 implies \f{z)\ = \g{z)\. The 
function h - (/ + g)/f is defined in A — T and meromorphic in A; we have 

(f+gy r , h' 
f+9 f h 

in A-(TuT'). 

Using (9.17.2), all we have to prove is that the index of 0 with respect to 
the circuit T : / -> h(y(t)) is 0. As gjf is continuous and finite in the 
compact set y(T), it follows from (3.17.10) and the assumption that 
r = sup \g{z)!f{z)\ < 1. In other words, T is in the ball \z — 11 < r, and as 

zey(I) 

0 is exterior to the ball, the result follows from (9.8.5). 
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(9.17.4) (Continuity of the roots of an equation as a function of para¬ 
meters) Let A be an open set in C, F a metric space, / a continuous complex 
valued function in AxF, such that for each a e F, z ->/(z, a) is analytic in A. 
Let B be an open subset of A, whose closure B in C is compact and contained 
in A, and let a0 e F be such that no zero of f(z, a0) is on the frontier of B. Then 
there exists a neighborhood W of a0 z/i F such that: (1) /or 0/7/ a e W, /(z, a) 
few no zeros on the frontier of B; (2) for any aeW, the sum of the orders 
of the zeros of f(z, a) belonging to B is independent of a. 

The number of distinct zeros of /(z, a0) in B is finite; let ..., an be 
these points. For each frontier point x of B, there is a compact neighborhood 
Ux of x, contained in A, such that /(z, a0) has no zero in Ux (9.1.5); if we 
cover the (compact) frontier of B by a finite number of sets U^, the union 
U of B and the UXJ is a compact neighborhood of B, contained in A and such 
that/(z, a0) has no zero in U n (A - B). Let r be the minimum of the numbers 
\at - aj\ (z ¥= j), and for each i (1 ^ i ^ n), let D, be an open ball |z - at\ < rt 
of radius rf < r/2, contained in B; then DinDi = 0 if i / j. Let 

H = U — Dfj; this is a compact set; let m be the minimum value of 

|/(z, a0)| in H; we have m > 0 by (3.17.10). Now, for each x e B, there is 
a neighborhood V* of x contained in A and a neighborhood Wx of a0 in F, 
such that | f(y9 a)—/(x, a0)| < mj2 for y e Vx and ot e Wx. As B is compact 
it can be covered by a finite number of sets VXk (1 ^k^p); let 
W = 0 WXk; this is a neighborhood of a0 in F, and by definition, for any 

a e W and any y e B, we have |/(y, a) — f(y, a0)| < m. As a first consequence, 
it follows that f(y, a) # 0 for ye H and aeW; on the other hand, as 
|/(z, a) -/(z, a0)| < |/(z, a0)| in H, Rouche’s theorem, applied to each 
circuit t-*aiJrrielt (0O<27t) shows that the sum of the orders of the 
zeros of/(z, a) in is independent of a e W, hence the theorem. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A c c be an open simply connected set, /a meromorphic complex valued function 

in A, such that each pole of / is simple and the residue of / at each of these poles is a 

positive or negative integer. Show that there is in A a meromorphic function g such 
that /= g'/g. (If zq is not a pole of/, show that for any point zx e A which is not a pole 

of/, and any road y in A, defined in I c of origin zQ and extremity zu and such that 

y(I) does not contain any pole of/, the number exp ^ J /(x) dx j only depends on z0 and zx, 

and not on the roady satisfying the preceding conditions (use the theorem of residues).) 

2. Let / be an entire function of one complex variable, such that for real x, y, 

!l/(x+ zy)II ^ eM. Show that, for any z distinct from integral multiples mr of nt, 
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d lf(z)\ y(-iy/Q»r) 
dz\smZj -oo (z — mr)2 

where the series on the right-hand side is normally convergent in any compact subset 

of C which does not contain any of the points mr (n integer). (Consider the integral 

JL f /(*> dx 
2rri J sin x (x — z)2 

where yn is the circuit /->(« + i)7relt for ~tt ^ t ^ tt. Observe that for every e > 0, 

there is a number c(e) > 0 such that the relations |z — mr\ ^ e for every integer ne Z 
imply |sin z\ c(e)eiJf(z)i; and use the theorem of residues.) 

3. (a) Show that for z ^ mr (n integer) 

1 
cot z = - + 

Z n 
1 
-i= 1 

2z 

where the right-hand side is normally convergent in any compact subset of 

C which does not contain any of the points mr. (Use Problem 2 and the relation 
lim (cot z — 1 /z) = 0.) 
z—+o 

(b) Deduce from (a) that 

1 -- 
) 

where the product is defined as the limit of TT (1 — I» 
k=i \ k 'rr j 

uniform in every compact subset of C. (Consider 

/(z)=n I*——)e~z/nn (Section 9.12, Problem 1), and use 
-oo \ mr J 

function (sin z)/z/(z) is a constant.) 

(c) Deduce from (b) the identity 

the convergence being 

the entire function 

(a) to prove that the 

r(z)ro-z) 7rsm 7TZ 

(see Section 9.12, Problem 2). 

4. Let / be a complex valued function analytic in an open neighborhood A of 0 in Cp; 

for convenience we write w instead of zp and z instead of (zt,..., zp_i). Suppose that 

/(0,0) = 0 and that the function /(0, w), which is analytic in a neighborhood of w = 0 

in C, is not identically 0. Then there exist an integer r > 0, r functions hs{z) analytic in 

a neighborhood of 0 in Cp_1, and a function g(zy w) analytic in a neighborhood B <=■ A 

of 0 in Cp and # 0 in that neighborhood, such that 

fiz, w) = (v/ + /z1(z)wr“1 +-b hr(z))g(z, w) 

in a neighborhood of 0 in Cp (the “Weierstrass preparation theorem”). (If /(0, w) 
has a zero of order r at w = 0, use (9.17.4) to prove that there is a number e > 0 and 

a neighborhood V of 0 in Cp_1 such that for any zeV, the function w-*-f(z,w) 

has exactly r zeros in the disc \w\ < e and no zero on the circle \w\ = e. Let y be the 

circuit t-*eeiT for —rr ^ t ^ it; using the theorem of residues, show that there are 
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functions hj(z) (1 <y^r) analytic in V and such that the polynomial F(z, w) = 

h1(z)wr~1 H-b hr(z) satisfies the identity 

Fw(z, >v) _ 1 f /J(z, u) l du 

F(z, w) 27ri Jy /(z, u) w — u 

for z e V and |w>| > s). 
5. Let (/,) be a sequence of complex valued analytic functions in a connected open subset 

A of C. Suppose that for each z 6 A, the sequence (/„(z)) tends to a limit g(z), and the 

convergence is uniform in every compact subset of A. Suppose in addition that each 

mapping z of A into C is injective. Show that either g is constant in A or g is 

injective (for any z0 e A, consider the sequence (/„(z) —/„(z0)) and apply (9.17.4) and 

the principle of isolated zeros). 
6. Let 9 be a real valued twice differentiable function in the interval [0,1]. Suppose 

|<p(0)| < |9(1)|, and let x0 be one of the zeros of 9(0) —9(l)cos x = 0 in ]—7r, 7r[. 

Show that the entire function 

F(z) = 9(0 sin zt dt 

has a denumerable set of zeros; furthermore it is possible to define a surjective 

mapping n->zn of Z onto the set of zeros of zF(z), such that each zero corresponds 

to a number of indices equal to its order, and that lim (z2„ — x0 — Inn) = 

n-+ ± 00 

lim (z2„+i +x0- 2mr) = 0. (Integrating twice by parts, show that one can 
n-+ ± 00 

write zF(z) = 9(0) — 9(1) cos z + G(z), where |G(z)| ae |jr<z)l/|z|; minorize 

|9(0) — 9(1) cosz| outside of circles having centers at the zeros of that function, in 

the same was as [sin z| was minorized in Problem 2; and use Rouch6’s theorem in 

a suitable way.) Treat similarly the cases in which |9(0)| > [9(1)) or |9(0)| —19(1)|. 
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Application of Analytic Functions to Plane Topology 

(jEilenberg's Method) 

1. INDEX OF A POINT WITH RESPECT TO A LOOP 

(Ap.1.1) If t-* y(t) (a^ t < ft) is a path in an open subset A of C, there is 

in A a homotopy <p of y into a road yu such that tp is defined in [a, b] x [0, 1] 
and <p{a, £) = y(a) and <p{b, f) = y(b) for every £ e [0, 1], 

Let I = [a, b]; as y(I) is compact, cf(y(I), C — A) = p is > 0 (3.17.11). Asy 
is uniformly continuous in I (3.16.5), there is a strictly increasing sequence 
(4)of points of I such that t0 = a,tm = b, and the oscillation (Section 
3.14)" of y in each of the intervals [tk, 4+J (0 < k < m - 1) is < p. Define 

yt in I as follows: for tk < t < 4+1, yj.00 = y(4) + --V Mk+i) — 7(f*)) 

(0 < k < m - 1); it is clear that yx is a road, with yx(a) = y(a), yfb) = y(b), 
and yt(I) is contained in A, since yx([4, 4+il) is contained in the open ball 
of center y(tk) and radius p. Define then cp(t, 0 = £yft) + (1 — it 
is readily verified that <p(t, £) is in the open ball of center y(4) an<i radius p 
for 4 « t < 4+1 and 0 < 1 (0 < k < m - 1); hence <p verifies the required 

conditions. 

In particular, if y is a loop, we see that cp is a loop homotopy in A of y 

into a circuit yv 

Consider now any loop y in C, defined in I, and any point a 4 y(I). As 
there are, by (Ap.1 -1), circuits yk which are homotopic to y in C - {a}, 

we can define the index j(a; y) as equal to j(a; yt) for any circuit homotopic 
to y in C- {a}; by Cauchy’s theorem (9.6.3), this is independent of the 

particular circuit yt homotopic to y in C — {a}. 

251 
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Using (Ap.1.1) it is readily verified that the index of a point with respect 
to a loop does not depend on the origin of the loop (Section 9.6), and that 
properties (9.8.3), (9.8.5), (9.8.6), and (9.8.7) still hold when “circuit” is 

replaced by “loop” in their formulation. 

2. ESSENTIAL MAPPINGS IN THE UNIT CIRCLE 

Let E be a metric space. We say that a continuous mapping / of E into 
the unit circle U: |z| = 1 is inessential if there is a continuous mapping g 
of E into R such that f(x) = ei9(x) for every x e E. A continuous mapping/ 
of E into U is called essential if it is not inessential. 

(Ap.2.1) Iffuf2 are inessential mappings of E into U,/i f2 and l//i =/x are 
inessential; iffx is essential andf2 inessential, then flf2 and fff2 are essential. 

(Ap.2.2) If f is an inessential mapping of E into U, and g a continuous mapping 
of a metric space F into E, then f ° g is inessential. 

These properties are obvious consequences of the definition. 

(Ap.2.3) Any continuous mapping f of a metric space E into U such that 
f (E) # U is inessential. 

Let £0eU-/(E). There is a eR such that £0 = eia, and the restriction 
of t elt to the open interval ]a, a + 2n[ is a homeomorphism of that inter¬ 
val onto U — {Co} (9.5.7); if \j/ is the inverse homeomorphism, we have 
f(x) = for every xeE. Q.E.D. 

(Ap.2.4) If fx> f2 are Wo continuous mappings of a metric space E into U, 
such that ffx) ^ —f2{x) for any xeE, and iff{ is essential (resp. inessential), 
so is f2. 

For/=/1//2 is a continuous mapping of E into U which does not take 
the value — 1, hence is inessential by (Ap.2.3). 
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(Ap.2.5) Let E be a compact metric space, I = [0, 1 ],f a continuous mapping 
of E x I into U. Jf the mapping x —► f(x, 0) is essential (resp. inessential), 
so is the mapping x -►/(x, 1). 

As/is uniformly continuous in E x I (3.16.5), there is an integer n ^ 1 
such that the relation \s — 11 < \]n implies \f(x, s) —/(x, *)| < 1 for any x e E. 
Let fk(x) = f(x, kjn) for 0 < k ^ n; we therefore have \fk(x) ~fk+1(x)\ < 1 
for any x e E and 0 < k < n — 1, and as \fk(x)\ = IA+i(x)| = 1 for x e E, 
we have fk(x) ^ —fk + i(x) for x e E. Hence the result by (Ap.2.4). 

(Ap.2.6) Any continuous mapping f of a closed ball (in R”) into U is 
inessential. 

Let E be the ball d(x, a) < r, and define g(x, t) = f(a + t(x — a)); then 
g is continuous in E x [0, 1], g(x, 1) = f(x) and g(x, 0) = f(a)\ asx->>g(x, 0) 
is inessential (Ap.2.3), so is /by (Ap.2.5). 

(Ap.2.7) Let A, B be two closed subsets of a metric space E, such that 
E = A u B, and that A n B be connected. Let f be a continuous mapping of 
E into U; if the restrictions of f to A and B are inessential, f is inessential. 

There are, by assumption, continuous mappings g, h of A and B into R 
such that f(x) = eig(x) in A, /(x) = eih(x) in B. For x e A n B, we have 
therefore el9{x) = eih(x), hence (9.5.5) (g(x) — h(x))/2n is an integer; but 
as g — h is continuous in the connected set A n B, this implies g — h is a 
constant 2nn in A n B by (3.19.7). Let then u(x) = g(x) in A, u(x) = h(x) 4- 2n% 
in B; it is clear that f(x) = eluix) in E, and as g and h + 2mi coincide in 
A n B, u is continuous in E. Q.E.D. 

(Ap.2.8) In order that a continuous mapping f of U into itself be essential, 
a necessary and sufficient condition is that j(0; y) ^ 0 for the loop y: t -+f(elt) 
(0 < t < 2n). 

By (9.8.1) we can write f(eu) = e1*^, where \j/ is continuous in [0, 2tc], 
and \l/(2n) — \j/(0) = 2nn by (9.5.5), n being the index j(0;y). Let 
co(t, f) = \j/(t) + i(nt + \j/(0) — iKO); for C = ei( (0<t<2n) and for 
0 < < 1, we write g(C, £>) = el0>^^\ g is continuous in (U — {1}) x [0, 1] 
by (9.5.7), and as eiiai2n,^) = ei(a{0,^) =f( 1) for any g is extended by 
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continuity to U x [0, 1], By (Ap.2.5), we are thus reduced to proving the 
theorem for the mapping /: C -► It is clear that for n = 0, / is inessen¬ 
tial. Suppose n ^ 0, and let us prove by contradiction that / cannot be 
inessential. Otherwise, there would exist a nonconstant continuous mapping 
h of U into R such that Cn = olHO in U. As /*(U) is a compact (3.17.9) and 
connected ((9.5.8) and (3.19.7)) subset of R, /z(U) is a compact interval 
[a, b] with a<b (3.19.1). Let (0eU such that h(C0) = a. We therefore 
have £o = eia; there is a neighborhood Y of Co in U such that the oscillation 
(Section 3.14) of h in V be < tc; on the other hand, (9.5.7) applied to the 
interval ]a - 7i/«, a + n/n[, proves that there exists a point f e V such that 

= ei(a~E\ where e > 0 is sufficiently small. By (9.5.5), h(C) — (a — e) is a 
multiple of 2n, and the choice of V implies that this multiple can only be 0 
as soon as s < n; but this contradicts the definition of a. 

(Ap.2.9) The identity mapping C~^C of U onto itself is essential. 

3. CUTS OF THE PLANE 

In a metric space E, we say a subset A of E separates two points x, y 
of E — A if the connected components (Section 3.19) of x and y in E — A are 
distinct. We say that A cuts E (or is a cut of E) if E — A is not connected. 

For any two points a, b of C such that a^ b, let s0t b(z) be the function 
z -> {z — a)/(z — b\ defined in C — {b}; it is readily verified that s0t b is a 
homeomorphism of C — {b} onto C — {1}. 

(Ap.3.1) (Eilenberg’s criterion) Let H be a compact subset of C; in 
order that H separate two distinct points a, b of C — H, a necessary and suf¬ 
ficient condition is that the mapping z -* sttj b(z)/\saf b(z)\ of H into U be essential. 

(a) Sufficiency. Suppose a and b are in the same connected component 
A of C — H. As C — H is open in C and C is locally connected ((3.19.1) and 
(3.20.16)), A is open in C (3.19.5). By (9.7.2) there is a path t-+y(t) in A, 
defined in I = [0, 1], such that y(0) = a, 7(1) = b. As y(t) $ H for any value 
of t, the mapping (z, t) -+f(z91) = saty(t)(z)/\sat y(f)(z)| is continuous in 
H x I, and f(z, 0) = 1, /(z, 1 ) = sa b(z)/\sa b(z)\; the result follows from 
(Ap.2.5). 

(b) Necessity. Let A be the connected component of C — H which 
contains a; A is open in C and all its frontier points are in H (they cannot 
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be in another connected component of C — H, otherwise A would have 
common points with that open component (Section 3.8)); therefore AuHis 
closed in C, and as b $ A u H, we have d(b, A u H) > 0. Let A', H' be the 
images of A, H under the homeomorphism z-*sab(z) of C — {b} onto 
C — {1}; H' is compact and A' is a connected open subset of C — H', which is 
bounded and contains 0. Moreover, the frontier points of A' in C are points 
of H' and (possibly) 1; hence A' is compact and so is A' u H'. In addition, 
if 1 belongs to the boundary of A', this means that A is unbounded, hence 
has points in common with the exterior of a ball containing H; but as that 
exterior is connected (9.8.4), it is contained in A by definition of a connected 
component (Section 3.19). This shows that there is a ball V of center 1, such 
that V — {1} cz A', hence 1 is not a frontier point of C — A', which proves 
that the frontier of C — A' is always contained in H'. We have to show that the 
mapping u-+u/\u\ of H' into U is essential (Ap.2.2). Suppose the contrary; 
then there would exist a continuous mapping / of H' into R such that 
u/\u\ = eif(u) for u e H'. By the Tietze-Urysohn theorem (4.5.1), / can be 
extended to a continuous mapping g of A' u H' into R. Define a mapping 
h of C into U by taking h(u) = u/\u\ for u e € — A', h(u) = el9(-u) for u e A'; 
it follows at once from the definition of g that h is continuous in €. Let 
r > 0 be such that A' is contained in the ball B: \z\ < r; the restriction of h to 
B is inessential (Ap.2.6), and so is therefore the restriction of h to S: \z\ = r. 
But the identity mapping ( -> £ of U onto itself can be written hx° gx> where 
hx is the mapping z -* z\\z\ of S onto U, and gx the mapping £ -► r£ of U onto 
S. However, hx is the restriction of h to S, hence inessential, and therefore 
hx ° gx would be inessential (Ap.2.2), contradicting (Ap.2.9). 

(Ap.3.2) (Janiszewski’s theorem) Let A, B be two compact subsets of C, 
a, b two distinct points of C-(Au B). If neither A nor B separates a and 6, 
and if A n B is connected, then AuB does not separate a and b. 

From the assumption and (Ap.3.1) it follows that the restrictions of 
z sa,b(z)l\sa,b(z)I t0 A and B are inessential; by (Ap.2.7) the restriction of 
that mapping to A u B is also inessential, hence the conclusion by (Ap.3.1). 

4. SIMPLE ARCS AND SIMPLE CLOSED CURVES 

An injective path t -> y(£) in C, defined in I = [a, /?], is also called a 
simple path; a subset of C is called a simple arc if it is the set of points y(I) 
of a simple path. A loop y defined in I is called a simple loop if y(.s) ^ y(0 
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for any pair of distinct points (s, t) of I, one of which is not an extremity 
of I. A subset of C is called a simple closed curve if it is the set of points 
of a simple loop. Equivalent definitions are that a simple arc is a subset 
homeomorphic to [0, 1], and a simple closed curve a subset homeomorphic 

to the unit circle U (9.5.7). 

(Ap.4.1) The complement in C of a simple arc is connected {in other words, 
a simple arc does not cut the plane). 

Let y be a simple path defined in I, and let/ be the continuous mapping 
of y(I) onto I, inverse to y. Let a, b be two distinct points of C - y(I). By 
(Ap.3.1), we have to prove that the restriction of z -> sat b(z)/\sttt b(z)\ to y(I) 

is inessential. But we can write cp = {cp ° y) °/; the continuous mapping cp ° y 
of I into U is inessential (Ap.2.6), and so is therefore cp by (Ap.2.2). 

(Ap.4.2) (The Jordan curve theorem) Let Hbe a simple closed curve in C. 
Then: 

(a) C — H has exactly two connected components, one of which is bounded 
and the other unbounded. 

(b) The frontier of every connected component of C — H is H. 
(c) If y is a simple loop defined in I and such that y(I) = H, then j(x; y) = 0 

if x is in the unbounded connected component of C — H, and j(x; y) = ± 1 if x 
is in the bounded connected component of C — H. 

The proof is done in several steps. 

(Ap.4.2.1) We first prove (b) without any assumption on the number of 
components of C — H. Let A be a connected component of C —H; as 
C — H is open, we see as in (Ap.3.1) that the frontier of A is contained in H. 
Let ze H, and let / be a homeomorphism of U onto H; let ( = ew e\J 
be such that /(Q = z. Let W be an arbitrary open neighborhood of z in C, 
V cz W a closed ball of center z; then there is a number co such that 
0 < co < n and that f{eu) eV for 9 — co < t < 9 + co; let J be the image 
of that interval by t-+f(elt); then the complement L of J in H is the 
image by t~+f{elt) of the compact interval [9 + oo — 2n9 9 — a>] (9.5.7), 
and is a simple arc by (9.5.7). It follows from (Ap.4.1) that the open set 
C-LdC-H is connected. Therefore (9.7.2) for any xeAcC-L, 
there is a path y in C — L, defined in I = [a, b], such that y(tf) = x, y(b) = z. 
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The set y(l) n J is compact and contained in V; let M be its inverse image 
by y, which is a compact subset of I, such that a $ M; let c = inf M > a. 
Then the image by 7 of the interval [a, c[ is a connected set P ((3.19.7) and 
(3.19.1)), which does not meet J nor L, hence is contained in C ~ (J u L) = 
C - H; as P contains x, it is contained in A by definition. But when t < c 
tends to c, y(t) e A tends to 7(c) e Y, hence 7(t) e W as soon as c — t is small 
enough; this shows that z e A. Q.E.D. 

(Ap.4.2.2) We next prove the theorem under the additional assumption 
that H contains a segment S with distinct extremities. Applying to C a 
homeomorphism z-^lz + p, we can suppose S in an interval [-a, a] 
of the real line R. Let p = d{0, H — S) < a, and consider an open ball 
D: |z| < r, with r < p; then Dn(C-H) = Dn(C-S), and it is clear 
that D n (C — S) is the union of the two sets Dx: \z\ <r,Jz>0 and 
D2: \z\ < r, Jz < 0, which have no common points. It is immediately verified 
that the segment joining two points of Dx (resp. D2) is contained in Dt 
(resp. D2), hence (3.19.3) that Dl5 D2 are connected. On the other hand, 
we have seen in (Ap.4.2.1) that every connected component of C — H 
meets D, hence meets or D.2; but if two connected components of 
C - H meet Dx (resp. D2), they are necessarily identical, since Dx (resp. D2) 
is connected and contained in C - H (3.19.4). This proves that C —H 
has at most two connected components. We prove next that C — H is not 
connected, hence has exactly two components. Suppose the contrary, and 
let x e Dl9 y e D2; as D is connected, C — D does not separate * and y; 
on the other hand, if C — H is connected, H does not separate x and y. 
But Hn(C-D) is the complement in H of the open interval ]-r, r[; 
by (9.5.7), this complement is therefore a simple arc, hence connected. 
By Janiszewski’s theorem (Ap.3.2), the union Hu(C-D) does not separate 
x and y; but this is absurd, since the complement of H u (C — D) in C is 
Dx u D2, and Dl9 D2 are open sets without common points, hence Dx u D2 

is not connected. 
As H is compact, it is contained in a ball of center 0, whose complement 

in € is connected, hence contained in a connected component of C - H; 
this shows one of these components A is unbounded, and the other B is 
bounded. Moreover, it is clear that j(x; 7) = 0 when x e A (9.8.5). On the 
other hand, Dt is contained in one of the components of C — H, D2 in the 
other; all we need to prove therefore is that j{xx\ 7) - j{x2\ 7) = ±1 for 
one point xx e Dt and one point x2 6 D2 (9.8.3). Supposing the origin of 7 
to be the point a e S, let J c I be the inverse image by 7 of H - S, which 
is a compact interval [a, /?] and let yx be the path t-+y(t) defined in J, of 
extremities —a and a. By (Ap.1.1) there is a homotopy <px in C — D of 
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yx into a road y2, such that <px is defined in J x [0, 1] and cp^cc, f) = y(a), 
(pyQ3, f) = y(p) for any f. Define (p in I x [0, 1] as equal to cpt in J x [0, 1] 
and to y(t) for any (r, f)e(I-J)x [0,1]; then for any x1eDl (resp. 
x2 e D2), <p is a loop homotopy in C — {xx} (resp. C — {x2}) of y into a circuit 
y3. We can therefore limit ourselves to proving that j(*i; y) — yfe y) = ±1 
when y is a circuit defined in I, having the following properties: (1) S c y(I) 
and if T is the inverse image y_1(S), then T is a subinterval of I and the 
restriction of y to T is a homeomorphism of T onto S; (2) y(I — T) is contained 
in C — D (note that perhaps this new y is not a simple loop). Then the inverse 
image by y of the interval [—r, r] is a subinterval [2, g] of T; suppose for 
instance that y(2) = -r, y(/i) = r. We can suppose (replacing y by an equiva¬ 
lent circuit) that X = — 7z, g — 0, and moreover that -r is the origin of y, 
so that I = [—71, co] with co > 0. Take xx = /f, x2 = — /f with 0 < f < r; let 
a be the road t -► y(t), —tz ^ t < 0, S2 the road t -► rel\ —n < t ^ 0, 5X the 
road t-^re~u, —Tc^t^O. Then, Cauchy’s theorem applied in the half¬ 
plane J(z) < f (resp. </(z) > — f) which is a star-shaped domain (9.7.1) 
yields 

r dz 

rz-i£ dz 

dz 

z - if 
and 

1 

dz 

z + if 

Hence 

2ni(j(xl; y)-j(x2; y)) 
j* dz 

LiZ-iZ . 
dz 

Si z + it, 
+ 

j 
Jdt 

r 

dz 

z + if * 

2 ify'(t) dt 

(y(0)2 + £2’ 

Now the left-hand side is independent of f, and when f tends to 0, the right- 
hand side tends to 2izi9 using the fact that |y(f)| ^ r for 0 < co, the mean 
value theorem (to majorize the last integral), and (8.11.1). 

(Ap.4.2.3) We now turn to the case in which H contains no segment with 
distinct extremities. Let a, b be two distinct points of H, S the segment 
of extremities a, b; we may again suppose that S is a closed interval in R. 
By assumption, there is at least one point xeSn(C--H); let J be the 
connected component of x in S n (C — H), which is an open interval ]y, z[ 
since S n (C — H) is open in R ((3.19.1) and (3.19.5)); moreover its extremities 
y, z are in H. Let g be a homeomorphism of H onto the unit circle U, and 
let g(y) = eic, g(z) = eid, where we may suppose that c < d < c + 2n (9.5.7). 
Let U1? U2 be the simple arcs, images of t-+elt, c^t^d, and t-+elt, 
d < t < c + 27e, and let H1? H2 be their images by the homeomorphism / 
of U onto H, inverse to g. Using (9.5.7), we see immediately that there is a 
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homeomorphism/i(resp./2) of U1(resp.U2) onto the closed interval J = |>,z], 
such thatfi{elc) = f2(elc) = y,fi(eid) =f2(eid) = z. Let hx (resp. h2) be the map¬ 
ping of U into C, equal to / in (resp. in U2), to f2 in U2 (resp. to fx in Uj); 
the definition of J implies that hL, h2 are homeomorphisms of U onto two 
simple closed curves Gx = Hx u J, G2 = H2 u J, each of which contains the 
segment J. Let >v e Hl5 distinct of y and 2; there is an open ball D of center w, 
which does not meet the compact set G2. From (Ap.4.2.1), each connected 
component of C — Gx has points in D; moreover, if w', w" are two points of 
D in a same connected component of C — G1? w' and w" are not separated 
by Gx; they are not separated either by G2 , since they belong to D c C - G2 
which is connected. But Gx n G2 = J is connected, hence, by Janiszewski’s 
theorem (Ap.3.2), w' and w" are not separated by Gx u G2, nor of course 
by H c Gx u G2. In other words, w' and w" belong to the same connected 
component of C — H. But as C — Gx has exactly two connected components, 
and each connected component of C — H has points in D by (Ap.4.2.1), it 
follows that C — H has at most two connected components. On the other 
hand, it follows from (Ap.4.2.2) that there are two points w'9 w" in D which 
are separated by Gx. We show they are separated by H. Otherwise, as they 
are not separated by G2, and G2 n H = H2 is connected, they would not be 
separated by G2 u H => Gx (Ap.3.2), contrary to assumption. We have thus 
shown that C — H has exactly two connected components; the same argument 
as in (Ap.4.2.2) proves that one of them, A, is unbounded and the other, B, is 
bounded. 

Finally, we can suppose y is the origin of the loop y, and, if I = [a, /?], 
that ¥LX = y([oe, 2]), H2 = y([2, /?]). Define the loops yx and y2 as follows: 
7i(0 = (t — oc + l)(y — 2) 4- 2 for a — 1 < t < a, yx(?) = y(t) for a < t < A; 

y2(0 = y(0 for ^ < P, yi(0 = y + (t - p)(z -y) for < jff + l. 
Using (Ap.1.1) it is immediately verified that for any point u G2, 
j(x\ y) = j(x; yx) 4- j(x; y2). With the same meaning as above for D, let again 
w\ w" be two points of D separated by Gx; then we have j(wf; y2) = j(w"; y2) 
since w' and w" are not separated by G2 (9.8.3), and j(w'; yx) — j(w"; yx) = ± 1 
by (Ap.4.2.2). From this it follows that j(w'; y) — j(w”; y) = ±1, which ends 
the proof. 

(Ap.4.3) Let H be a simple closed curve in C, D the bounded connected 
component of C — H. Then, for any loop y in D, j(x; y) = 0 for any xgH. 

Let U be an open ball of center x, having no common points with the set 
y(I) of points of y. There exists in U a point 2 e C — (D u H) = C - D 
(Ap.4.2), and as U is connected, j(x\ y) = j(z; y) (9.8.3). But j(z\ y) = j(y\y) 
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for all points y of the unbounded connected component C — D of H (9.83), 
and there are pointsyeC — D which are exterior to a closed ball containing 
y(I); for such points, j(y; y) = 0 (9.8.5), hence the result. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be a connected open subset of C; show that for any two points a, b of A, 

there is a simple path y contained in A, having a and b as extremities, and whose set 

of points is a broken line (Section 5.1, Problem 4; this amounts to saying that y is 

piecewise linear). (Use a similar argument as that in (9.7.2). If a “ square ”Q = IxIca 

(I closed interval with nonempty interior in R) is such that a Q, and there is a simple 

path r-^yi(r) in A, defined in J c R, with origin a and extremity ceQ, consider the 

smallest value t0 e J such thatyx(r0) e Q, and observe that the segment of extremities 

yi(to) and any point of Q is contained in Q.) 

2. Is Janiszewski’s theorem still true when A and B are only supposed to be closed subsets 

of C, even if A n B is compact (and connected) ? Show that the statement of the 

theorem remains true in the two following cases: (1) A, B are two closed sets, one of 

which is compact; (2) A and B are two closed sets without a common point. (If c is a 

point sufficiently close to a, consider the mapping z-+\/(z — c), and the images of 

a, b, A and B under that mapping.) 

3. For any simple closed curve H in C, denote by /3(H) the bounded component of C — H. 

(a) Let A be a connected open subset of C, H a simple closed curve contained in A. 

Show that A — H has exactly two connected components, which are the intersections 

of A and of the connected components of C - H (use Problem 2). 

(b) More generally, if Ht- (1 ^ i < r) are r simple closed curves contained in A, and 

such that no two of them have common points, the complement of (J Hf in A has 
i 

exactly r + 1 components (use induction on r). 

(c) If H, H' are two simple closed curves without a common point in C, show that 

either /3(H) n /5(H') = 0, or the closure of one of the sets /3(H), jS(H') is contained in 

the other. (Observe that if H c: /3(H'), the unbounded component of C — W has no 
common point with /3(H), using (3.19.9).) 

(d) Suppose a connected open subset T of C has a frontier which is the union of r 

simple closed curves H* (1 ^ ^ r), no two of which have common points. Show 

that there are only two possibilities: (1) T is unbounded and no two of the sets /3(H{) 

have common points, their union being the complement of T; (2) there is one of the H,, 

say Hr, such that the /?(H,) are contained in /?(Hr) for 1 ^ r — 1, no two of the 

/3(H£) (1 ^ r — 1) have common points, and T is the complement of the union 

of the /3(H/) (for l)in /S(Hr). (If y, is a simple loop whose set of points 

is Hf (1 ^ i ^ r), observe that the indices j(x;yt) are constant for x e T, and that at 

most one of them may be ^ 0; otherwise, using (c), show that one at least of the H* 

would not be contained in the frontier of T.) 

4. Let A be a bounded open connected subset of C, such that for any loop y in A and 

any zgC-A, j(z;y) = 0. 

(a) Show that for any simple closed curve HcA, the bounded component /3(H) 

is contained in A. (Observe that otherwise it would contain points of C — A, using 

(3.19.9) and part (b) of the Jordan curve theorem.) 
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(b) Let (z | z') be the euclidean scalar product xx' + yy' in the plane C = R2 (with 

z — x + iy, z' — x' + iy'). Let P0 be the open hexagon defined by the relations 

\(z\l)\<h me^)\<h \(z\e~i«l3)\<h 

For any number a > 0, the set of all hexagons aPm„ deduced from aP0 by all trans¬ 

lations of the form ot(mei1zl3 + «), where m and n are arbitrary integers in Z, is called 

an hexagonal net of width a; the sets aP„,„ (resp. aPmn) are called the open (resp. closed) 

meshes of the net; the boundary of aPmn is the union of 6 segments (the sides of aPran), 

whose extremities are called the vertices of aPwm; the nodes of the hexagonal mesh are 

all the vertices of the meshes. Every node is a vertex of three meshes, and the other 

extremities of the three sides issuing from that node are called its neighboring nodes. 

Let B be the union of a finite number of closed meshes of an hexagonal net. Show that 

if a node belongs to fr(B), there are exactly two neighboring nodes which also belong 

to fr(B); conclude that fr(B) is the union of a finite number of disjoint simple closed 

curves, each of which is a union of sides of meshes of the net. (Start with two neighboring 

nodes aly a2 in fr(B), and show that one may define by induction a finite sequence (an) 

of nodes belonging to fr(B), such that an and an+1 are neighboring nodes for every n.) 

(c) Let B be the union of a finite number of closed meshes of an hexagonal net of 

width a, such that fr(B) is a simple closed curve (union of sides of meshes of the net). 

Let a, b be two neighboring nodes on fr(B); prove that there exists a continuous map¬ 

ping (z, t)-+<p(z9 0 of B x [0, 1] into B such that: (1) <p(z, 0) = z in B; (2) 9?(z, t) = z 

for every t e [0, 1] and every z on the segment S of extremities a and b; (3) <p(z, 1) c S 

for any z e B. (Use induction on the number N of meshes contained in B; consider one 

side of extremities c, d, contained in fr(B), such that c and d have the same first co¬ 

ordinate, equal to the supremum of pr^B), and that d has the largest second coordinate 

among all the nodes in fr(B) having that supremum as first coordinate; show that if 

N> l,B = Bi u P, where P is the unique mesh contained in B and having c and d as 

vertices, Bx is the union of N — 1 meshes, and has in common with P one, two or three 

sides; examine the various possibilities.) Prove that the interior of B is simply connected. 

(d) Let B be the union of all closed meshes of an hexagonal net of width a, which are 

contained in A; a is taken small enough for B to be nonempty. Let D be one of the 

(open) connected components of 6; show that fr(D) is a simple closed curve. (Use (a) 

and Problem 3(d), to prove that if fr(D) was the union of more than one simple closed 

curve, there would be simple loops y in A and points z e fr(A) such that j(z; y) = 1.) 

(e) Conclude that A is simply connected, and is the union of an increasing sequence 

(D„) of open simply connected subsets, each of which is the bounded component of 

the complement of a simple closed curve (use (c) and (d)). Conversely, such a union is 

always simply connected. 
(f) Extend the result of (e) to arbitrary simply connected open subsets of C (for each 

«, consider the closed hexagons of the hexagonal net of width \/n which are contained 

in the intersection of A and of the ball B(0; «)). 
(g) Let A be an open connected subset of C such that the complement C — A has no 

bounded component; show that A is simply connected (use (9.8.5)). 

(h) Prove that any connected component of the intersection of a finite number of 

open simply connected sets in C is simply connected. 
5. Show that the following open subsets of C are simply connected but that their frontier 

is not a simple closed curve: 
(1) The set Ai of points x+iy such that 0 < x < 1, — 2 < y < sin(l/x). 

(2) The set A^ of points x + iy such that — 1 < x < 0 and — 1 < y < 1, or 

0 < x < 1 and 0 < \y\ < 1. 
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(In both cases, define an increasing sequence of bounded components /3(H„), 

where Hn is a simple closed curve, such that the union of the /3(H„) is the given open 

set. To prove that fr(Ai) is not homeomorphic to U, show that it is not locally connected, 

using (3.19.1); to prove the similar property for fr(A2) consider the complement of the 

point z = 1 in that set.) Are fr(Ai) and fr(A2) homeomorphic? 
6. Let A be a simply connected open subset of C, distinct from C. Show that the frontier 

of A contains at least two distinct points. (Show that otherwise, one would have 

A = C - {a}, using (3.19.9) and the fact that C —{a} is connected to prove that there 

can be no exterior point of A; conclude by using (9.8.4) and (9.8.7).) 

7. Let y be a simple loop defined in I = [0, 2], and let H = y(I) be the corresponding simple 

closed curve. Let a be a simple path defined in I2 — [1, 2] and such that: (1) a(l) = y(l), 

a(2) = y(2) =y(0); (2) a(t) e /3(H) for every t e ]1, 2[; let L = a(I2). Define the simple 

loops yi,y2 in I by the conditions: 

y^t) =y(t) for 0< f < 1, yi(t) ~ oc(t) for 1 ^ ^ 2; 

y2(t) = a(2 - t) for 0 ^ t < 1, y2(t) = y(t) for 1 ^ ^ 2. 

LetH1=y1(I),H2=y2(I). 
(a) Show that for any z e C which does not belong to Hi u H2, j{z\ y) = 

7&;yi) +;‘0;y2) (use (Ap.i.i)). 
(b) Prove that there are points Zi e /8(H) such that j(zt ;yi) = 0, and points z2 e /3(H) 

such that j(z2; y2) = 0 (use (b) of the Jordan curve theorem (Ap.4.2)). 

(c) Deduce from (a) and (b) that /3(H) is the union of /8(Hi), fi(H2) and L n /3(H), 

no two of these sets having common points. 

8. (a)v Let H be a simple closed curve, Lk (1 ^ k ^ n) n simple arcs, having their ex¬ 

tremities in H, and whose points distinct from the extremities are in /8(H). Suppose in 

addition that no two of the Lk have common points belonging to /8(H). Then the 

interior of the complement of (J Lk in /8(H) has n + 1 connected components, each 
k - 1 

of which is the bounded component of the complement of a simple closed curve in C. 
(Use induction on «, and Problem 7.) 

(b) Let Hi, H2 be two simple closed curves in C, such that Hx n H2 is finite. Show 

that each connected component of /8(Hi) n /3(H2) is the bounded component of the 

complement in C of a simple closed curve (use (a)). 

9. Let y be a simple loop in C, defined in I = [—1, 1], let H =y(I), and suppose (for 

simplicity’s sake) that y(0) =0 and the diameter of H is >2. Define inductively two 

decreasing sequences of numbers, (a„) and (pn), tending to 0, such that px = 1, is 

the largest number >0 such that |y(/)| < pn for |f| < a„, and p„+1 — inf|—— 
\n H~ 1 

where S„ is the distance of 0 to the set of points y(t) such that |/| ^ an. 

(a) Prove that if ztzf are two points of /8(H) such that \z\ < pn+1 and \z'\ <pn+u 

then there is a path of extremities z, z', contained in the intersection of /8(H) and of 

the closed disk of center 0 and radius pn. (Let L be a simple broken line of extremities 

z, z', contained in /3(H) (Problem 1). Suppose first that the segment S of extremities 

z, z' has no point in common with L, distinct from z, z'; then R = L u S is a simple 

closed curve. Prove that if tel is such that y(t) e R), then \t\< a,: observe that 

the intersection Rn H is contained in S, and show that if there was a t e I such that 

y(t) e £(R) and |/| ^ a„, there would be another t' e I such that y(t') e S and |f'| ^ a„, 

contradicting the definition of p„+i. Conclude in that case by taking the connected 

component of the intersection of /8(R) and the open disk of center 0 and radius p„, 
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which contains points arbitrarily close to S, and applying Problem 8(b) to the frontier 

of that component. In the general case in which L and S have more than two common 

points, use induction on the number of these points.) 

(b) Prove that for any point x e /?(H), there is a simple arc of extremities 0 and x, 

whose points # 0 are in j8(H). (“ Schoenflies’s theorem.” Consider a sequence (z„) of 

points of j8(H) such that \zn\ < pn+1, and apply (a) to two consecutive points of that 

sequence.) 



CHAPTER X 

EXISTENCE THEOREMS 

There are of course many kinds of existence theorems in analysis 
and this chapter only deals with one kind, namely, those which are linked 
to the notion of completeness; roughly speaking, the most intuitive result 
(10.1.3) says that when in a Banach space the identity mapping is 44 slightly” 
perturbed by an additional term in the neighborhood of a point, it still 
remains a homeomorphism around that point. The word “slightly” has 
to be understood in a precise way, which means more than mere “ smallness” 
of the perturbing function (see Section 10.2, Problem 2), and has to do with 
a limitation on the rate of variation of that function, generally referred to as 
a condition of “lipschitzian” type. As a consequence, the natural field of 
application of theorems of that type consists of equations in which some 
limitation is known on the derivatives of the given functions; furthermore, the 
existence theorems obtained in that way are of a local nature. In the next 
chapter, we will meet different kinds of existence theorems, which can be 
applied to global problems. 

The main applications of the general existence theorems of Section 10.1 
are: (1) the implicit function theorem (10.2.1) together with its consequence, 
the rank theorem (10.3.1) which (locally) reduces to a canonical form the 
continuously differentiable mappings of constant rank in finite dimensional 
spaces; (2) the Cauchy existence theorem for ordinary differential equations 
(10.4.5) with its various improvements and consequences; both theorems are 
among the most useful tools of both classical and modern analysis. Of course, 
what is said of differential equations in this and the next chapter is only a tiny 
fraction of that vast theory; other parts of it will be examined in Chapters 
XXIII and XXY; the reader who wants to go farther in that direction is 
referred to the books of Coddington-Levinson [9], Ince [12] and Kamke [14]. 

As a last application, we have given a proof of the theorem of Frobenius 
(10.9.4) , which, as we state it, appears as a natural extension of the Cauchy 

264 
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existence theorem to functions of several variables; it is usually formulated 
in a more geometric way, as an existence theorem of manifolds having at each 
point a given “tangent space.” We will deal with that formulation in 
Chapter XVIII. 

It goes without saying that as usual we have expressed all results for vector 
valued functions, so that, for instance, we practically never speak of “ systems ” 
of equations; it is one of the virtues of the “vector space methods ” that one 
never need consider more than one equation, at least for the proofs of the 
general theorems. 

1. THE METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 

As in Chapter IX, K will denote either the real or the complex field, and 
whenever a statement is made about Banach spaces without specifying K, it 
is understood that all the Banach spaces concerned are over the same field. 

(10.1.1) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, U (resp. V) an open ball in E (resp.F) 
of center 0 and radius cl (resp. /?). Let v be a continuous mapping of U x V 
into F, such that ||r(x, yt) - v(x, y2)|| ^ k * - y21| for x e U, yx e V, y2 e V, 
where k is a constant such that 0 < k < 1. Then, if ||u(x, 0)|| < /?(1 — k) for 
any x e U, there exists a unique mapping f of U into V such that 

(10.1.1.1) f(x) = v(xj(x)) 

for any x e U; and f is continuous in U. 

For any xeU, we will show there exists a sequence (y„) of points of V 
such that y6 = °> = u(x, i) for any n^l. We have to show that 
if yp is defined and in V for 1 < p < n, then v(x, yn) e V. But we 
have then for l^p^n, yp —yp-x = v(x, yp„- v(x, yp~2)> hence 

\\yp-yp-i\\ < k • \\yP-i — yP-ih and by induction on p we conclude that 

\\yp-yp-i\\ < Hence 

(10.1.1.2) lljpll ^ (1 + fc + A:2 + • • • + &p-1)||j>1|| < ll^j ||/(1 -k)<fl 

which proves our contention. Moreover, by induction on n, we can write 
yn = f„(x), where /„ is a continuous mapping of U into V (3.11.5). We have 
furthermore ||/„(x) -/„-x(x)|| &',-1/?(l - k) for reU, hence the series 
(/„ —/„_!) is normally convergent (Section 7.1) in ^F(U); as F is complete, the 
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series (fn(x) t(x)) is convergent for any xeXJ, and if f(x) is its sum 
is continuous in U (7.2.1); moreover, by the principle of extension of ] 
equalities applied to (10.1.1.2), ||/(x)|| ^ \\v(x, 0)||/(1 — k) < J3 for any x e 
hence /is a mapping of U into V. From the relation fn(x) = v(x,fn-x(x)) 1 
deduce (10.1.1.1) by passage to the limit, for every xeU. Finally, suppose 
is another mapping of U into V such that g(x) = v(x, g(x)) for any x e 
Then, from that relation and (10.1.1.1) we deduce 

IIg(x) -f(pc)II = IIv(x,g(x)) - r(x,/(x))|| ^ k • ||g(x) ~/(x)|| 

and this implies g(x) = /(x) since k < 1. 

(10.1.2) (Fixed point theorem) Let F be a Banach space, V an open be 
in F of center y0 and radius /?. Let v be a mapping of V into F such th 
II ^Oi) - v(y2) || < k • || yx - y2|| for any pair of points yu y2 ofV, where k is 
constant such thatO*^ k< 1. Then, if\\v(y0) — y0\\ < /?(1 — k), there is one at 
only one point z e V such that z = v{z). 

Observe that v is continuous in V and apply (10.1.1) to the mappir. 
(x, y) -► v(y + y0) — y0, which is independent of x. 

(10.1.3) Let F be a Banach space, V an open ball in F of center 0 and radius I 
Let w be a mapping of V into F such that || w(yx) — w(y2)\\ < k * Hj^ — y2 
for any pair of points of V, with k constant and 0 ^ k < 1. Then, 
|| w(0) || < i/?(l —k), there is an open neighborhood WcY of 0, such the 
the restriction to W of the mapping y -* g(y) — y + w(y) is a homeomorphis) 
of W onto an open neighborhood of 0 in F. 

We apply (10.1.1) to E = F, U being the open ball of center 0 and radin 
a = /?(1 — k) - || w(0) ||, and to the mapping (x, y) -+ v(x, y) == x — w(y) 
the conditions of (10.1.1) are then verified, hence there is a continuou 
mapping / of U into V such that f(x) = x — w(f(x)), in other word 
9(f(x)) = x for xeU. To prove/ is a homeomorphism of U onto /(IT 
we need merely to show that g is an injective mapping of V into g(S 
(since / is clearly injective in U); but the relation g(yf) = g(y2) implie 

Ibi — JVa II = l|w(yi) "" ^2) II < ^ll^i — IU hence yx = y2 since k < 1 
Therefore g is the homeomorphism of W = /(U) onto U, inverse to j 
moreover W = ^“1(U) is open in F (3.11.4). Finally we have OeW 
for that condition is equivalent to ||w(0)|| < (1 - k). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let A be a compact metric space, d the distance on A, v a mapping of A into itself 

such that for every pair (x, y) of distinct points of A, d(v(x)y v(y)) < d(x, y). Show that 

there exists a point z 6 A such that v(z) = z. (Use contradiction, by considering the 

number c = inf d(x9 v(x)) and proving that there exists a point ye A such that 
xeA 

d(y, v(y)) = c.) 

2. Let B be the ball ||x|| ^ 1 in the space (c0) of Banach (Section 5.3, Problem 5). Let 

u be the continuous linear mapping of (c0) into itself such that 

u{en) = (*>0), 

and let v(x) = £(1 + IMD^o 4- u(x). Show that v is a continuous mapping of B into 

itself such that for any pair (*, y) of distinct points of B, ||y(x) — v(y)\\ < \\x — y II, but 

that there is no point z e B such that v(z) = z (use the inequality 

(1 — OC/) ^ 1 — x 0Ci for 0 <xt ^ 1). 
i= 1 i= 1 

3. Let E, F, be two normed vector spaces, u a linear homeomorphism of E, onto a sub¬ 

space u(E) of F; let v : w(E) -* E be the inverse mapping of u, and let m = |M|. 

(a) Let A be an open subset of E, w a mapping of A into F such that 

||h;(x1) —h;(x2)|| ^ k\\xi — 1| for jci, x2 in A. Show that if the constant k is such 

that km< 1, then x~>/(x) — u(x) -f- h>(x) is a homeomorphism of A onto /(A). If 

in addition, E and F are Banach spaces, and u{E) = F, show that /(A) is an open 

subset of F (use (10.1.3).) 

(b) Suppose w is a continuous linear mapping of E into F such that IMI < 1 /m. 

Show that / is then a linear homeomorphism of E onto /(E). Furthermore, 

for any y0eu(E) such that ||yoll = l, show that there exists ye/(E) such that 

lly-yoll <™IMI; conversely, for any yef(E) such that ||y||= 1, show that there 

exists y0 e u(E) such that ||y — y0|| ^11^11/0 — w|M|). 
4. Let E, F be normed spaces, u a continuous linear mapping of E into F, such that 

N = u~l(0) is a finite dimensional subspace, then there exists a closed topological 

supplement M of N (Section 5.4) such that the restriction of u to M is a homeomor¬ 

phism onto «(M) = «(E) (see [6]). Let w be a continuous linear mapping of E into F; 

show that if ||m>|| is small enough, and /== u + w9 then /~1(0) has finite dimension at 

most equal to the dimension of u~l{0), and there is a closed topological supplement P 

of /"HO), such that the restriction of / to P is a homeomorphism onto/(P) =/(E) 

(use Problem 3(b)). 
5. Let E be a Banach space, F a normed space, u a linear homeomorphism of E onto w(E) 

such that there is a topological supplement Q of u(E) in F. Show that if w is a conti¬ 

nuous linear mapping of E into F with sufficiently small norm IMI, and f— u + w, 

then Q is still a topological supplement of /(E) in F. (Show that the projection of F 

onto w(E), restricted to /(E), is a linear homeomorphism onto w(E) when IMI is small 

enough, using Problem 3.) 
6. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, u a continuous linear mapping of E into F such that 

N = w_1(0) has finite dimension p; then N has a topological supplement M such that 

the restriction of u to M is a homeomorphism into w(M) = u{E). Suppose in addition 

w(E) has finite codimension q in F. Let w a continuous linear mapping of E into F; 
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show that if ||w|| is small enough, /= u -f w is such that the dimension r of /_1(0) 

satisfies the inequalities p — q ^ r ^p, and that the codimension of /(E) in F is equal 

to q — p + r. (Use Problems 4 and 5, as well as (5.9.3).) 

7. Let I = [0,1], and let P be the subspace of the Banach space ^R(I) (Section 7.2) 

consisting of the restriction to I of the polynomials x(t) with real coefficients. In the 

normed space P, let u be the identity mapping * -> x, and let w be the linear mapping 

which to each polynomial x(t) (restricted to I) associates the polynomial x(t2\ 

restricted to I. For any £ such that 0 < e < 1, the linear mapping /= u + ew is a 

linear homeomorphism of P onto the subspace/(P), but the codimension of /(P) in P 

is infinite (compare to Problem 6). 
8. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, u a continuous linear mapping of E into F such that 

w(E) = F; then there exists a number m> 0 such that for any ye F there is an 

x e E for which u(x) = y and ||x|| ^ m||y|| (12.16.10). Let w be a continuous mapping 

of an open ball U = B(a; r) <= E into F, such that ||h>(xi) — w(x2)|| ^ k\\xi — x2\\ for 

xlyx2 in U. Prove that if k and ||w(a)|| are small enough, the continuous mapping 

x-+f(x) = u(x) + w(x) is such that /(U) contains an open ball of center u{a). (Use the 

same method as in the proof of (10.1.1).) 

9. Suppose E, F, U, V, and v satisfy the assumptions of (10.1.1). In addition, let <p be a 

continuous mapping of U into itself such that \\cp(x)\\ ^ \\x\\ for any x e U. Show that 

(under the condition IK*, 0) || < f${ 1 — k) for reU) there exists a unique mapping/ 

of U into V such that f(x) — v(x,f(<p(x))) and that/is continuous in U. 
Generalize to equations of the form f(x) = v{x,f{cp1(x)),.. .,f(<pP(x))). 

10. Let E, F, U, V have the same meaning as in (10.1.1). Suppose the continuous mapping 

DofU x V into F satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) IW^,yi)“Kx,y2)||<c(|ix||2#t + llyill2M+ \\y2\\2,l)\\yi -y2\\; 

(2) |M*,0)K c\\x\\1+2\ 

where c and fx are constants >0. Let A be an element of K such that |A| > 1. Finally, 

let x~>L(x) be a continuous linear mapping of E into F, and let x ~xp(x) be a con¬ 

tinuous mapping of U into itself such that Il9?(x)|| ^ ||xj|. Show that there exists a 

mapping / of a neighborhood W U of 0 into V, having the following properties: 

(1) / satisfies in W the equation 

fix) = v(x, f(<p(x))); 

(2) lim (/(*) — L(x))/\\x\\ = 0. Furthermore, any two mappings having these prop- 

erties coincide in a neighborhood of 0. (Reduce the problem to the case in which 

L(x) = 0. Observe that if / satisfies the preceding conditions, then one must have 

in a neighborhood of 0 

w /(x)=#oA"i;(p/Wr»))) 

where the series is normally convergent in a neighborhood of 0. Then use the method 

of (10.1.1) to prove the existence of a solution of (*) in a sufficiently small neighbor¬ 

hood of 0; show, by induction on n, that there exists an r > 0 such that, for ||x|| ^ r, 

!!/.(*)II ^ and \\fn(x)< ||*||1+n 
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11. (a) Let F(xi,xp,y) be an entire function in Kp+1, such that in the power 

series equal to F(xi,..., xp, y), all monomials have a total degree >2. Let <p be a 

linear mapping of Kp into itself such that ||<p(x) || ^ ||x|| for any x = (xi,..., xp) e Kp; 

finally, let L(x) be an arbitrary linear form on Kp. Show that there is a unique solution 

/ of the equation 

fix) - Xf(x/X) = FOt./OpC*))) (\X\ > l) 

which is defined in a neighborhood of 0 and such that lim (/(*)— L(x))/\\x\\ = 0. 
x —*■ 0 

Furthermore, that solution is an entire function in Kp. (Apply Problem 10 in a neigh¬ 

borhood of 0; reduce the problem to the case K = C, and apply (9.4.2) and (9.12.1) 

to prove that / is an entire function.) 

(b) Show that there is no solution of the equation /(x) — A/(x/A) = x (A > 1) defined 

in a neighborhood of 0 in R and such that /(x)/x is bounded in a neighborhood of 0. 

12. Let I = [0, a], H = [—6,6], and let /be a real valued continuous function in I x H; 

put M = sup | fix, y)|, and let J = [0, inf(<2, 6/M)]. 
(x,y)e I x H 

(a) For any x e J, let E(x) be the set of values of y e H such that y = x/(x, y). 

Show that E(x) is a nonempty closed set; if #i(x) = inf(E(x)), g2(x) == sup(E(x)), 

show that #i(0) = #2(0) = 0, and that lim giix)/x = lim g2ix)/x = /(0,0). 
x-»0,x>0 x~»0,x>0 

If gi — gi — g in J, g is continuous (cf. Section 3.20, Problem 5). 

(b) Suppose a — b — 1; let E be the union of the family of the segments S„ : x — 1 /2", 

l/4"+1 ^ y ^ 1/4" (n ^ 0), of the segments S^,: y = 1/4,1/2" ^ x ^ 1/2"-1 in ^ 1) and 

of the point (0,0). Define/(x,y) as follows: /(0, y) = 0; for l/2"<x< 1/2"-1 and 

y 1/4", takefix, y) = ((y/x) + d((x, y), E))+; for 1/2" < x < 1/2”"1 and 1/4" ^ y ^ x2, 

take /(x, y) = (y/x) - rf((x, y), E) and finally, for 1/2" < x < 1/2"-1 and y^x2, 

take f{x, y) = x — diix, x2), E) in ^ 1). Show that/is continuous, but that there is no 

function g, continuous in a neighborhood of 0 in I and such that gix) = xf (x, gix)) in 

that neighborhood. 
(c) Let uQ be a continuous mapping of J into H, and define by induction w„(x) = 

x/(x, w„-i(x)) for 1; the functions un are continuous mappings of J into H. 

With the notations of (a), suppose that in an interval [0, c] <=■ J, lim (wn+i(x) — w„(x)) = 
IX-* 00 

0 for every x, and giix)=g2ix); show that lim w„(x) = #i(x) for 0<x<c. 
«-*• 00 

Apply that criterion to the two following cases: (1) there exists k>0 such that 

|/(x, zi)— fix, z2)\ ^ k\h — z2\ forxe I,zu z2 in H (compare to (10.1.1)); (2) for 

0 < x ^ y ^ a and zt, z2 in H, | fix, zx) —fix, z2)\ < \zt — z2|/x. 

(d) When / is defined as in (b), the sequence (w„(x)) is convergent for every x e I, to a 

limit which is not continuous. 
(e) Take a = b = 1, fix, y) = y/x for 0 < x ^ 1, |y| ^ x2, /(x, y) = x for 

0 ^ x ^ l,y ^ x2,/(x,y) = — x for 0 ^ x ^ 1, y ^ — x2. Any continuous 

function g in I such that \g(x)\ ^ x2 is a solution of gix) = xfix,gix)) although 

|fix, Zi) — f(x, z2)| < |zi — z2|/x for 0 < x ^ \ ,zuz2 in H; for any choice of u0, the 

sequence (w„) converges uniformly to such a solution. 
(f) Define/as in (e), and let /t(x, y) = -fix, y). The function 0 is the only solution 

of gix) = xfiix, gix)), but there are continuous functions u0 for which the sequence 

(w„(x)) is not convergent for any x # 0, although |/i(x, zt) —/i(x, z2)| < |zx — z2|/x for 

0 < x ^ 1, Zi, z2 in H. 
13. Generalize the results of Problems 12(a) and 12(c) when H is replaced by a disk 

of center (0, 0) in R2 (use the result of Problem 3 of Section 10.2). 
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2. IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS 

(10.2.1) (The implicit function theorem) Let E, F, G be three Banach 
spaces, f a continuously differentiable mapping (Section 8.9) of an open subset 
A ofE x F into G. Let (x0, y0) be a point of A such that f (x0, Jo) = 0 and that 
the partial derivative D2/(x0, j0) be a linear homeomorphism of F onto G. 
Then, there is an open neighborhood U0 of x0 in E such that, for every open 
connected neighborhood U of x0, contained in U0, there is a unique continuous 
mapping u of U into F such that u(x0) = y0, (x, u(x)) e A and f(x, u(x)) = 0 
for any x eU. Furthermore, u is continuously differentiable in U, and its 
derivative is given by 

(10.2.1.1) u'(x) = -(D2/(x, m(x)))"1°(D1/(x, u(x))). 

Let T0 be the linear homeomorphism D2/(x0, j0) of F onto G, Tq1 the 
inverse linear homeomorphism; write the relation /(x, j) = 0 under the 
equivalent form 

(10.2.1.2) y = y-TZ1-f{x.y) 

and write g(x, y) the right-hand side of (10.2.1.2). We are going to prove that 
it is possible to apply (10.1.1) to the mapping 

(/) g(xo + x', y0 + j') - j0 

of E x F into F, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of (0, 0). As Tq10 T0 = 1 
by definition, we can write, for (x, yt) and (x, y2) in A, 

g(x9 Ji) - g(x, y2) = To 1 * (D2/(x0, y0) ' (ji - y2) - (f(x9 yt) -/(x, y2))). 

Let e' > 0 be such that £||Tq 1II < i; as/is continuously differentiable in A, it 
follows from (8.6.2) and (8.9.1) that there is a ball U0 (resp. V0) of center 
x0 (resp. jo) and radius a (resp. /?) in E (resp. F) such that, for x e U0, yx e 
V0 9 j2 e V0, we have 

II f(x9 Ji) -f(x, j2) - D2/(x0, Jo) * (Ji - J2)ll < fill Ji — J2II; 

whence ||^(x,yx)-g{x9 j2)|| < £\\Tq1|| • \\y1-y2\\ < illJi — J2II for any 
x e U0, Ji g V0, J2eV0 • On the other hand, g(x, j0) - j0 = -T0"1 */(x, j0); 
as fixo > Jo) = 0 and / is continuous, we can suppose s has been taken small 
enough to have ||^(x, j0) — Jo II ^ J®/2 for x e U0. We can then apply (10.1.1), 
which yields the existence and uniqueness of a mapping u of U0 into V0, such 
that/(x, w(x)) = 0 for every x e U0; as/(x0, j0) = 0, this gives in particular 
uixo) = Jo? finally u is continuous in U0. 

Next we prove that if U cz U0 is a connected open neighborhood of x0, 
u is the unique continuous mapping of U into F such that u(x0) = j0, 
(x, u(x)) e A and /(x, u(x)) = 0. Let v be a second mapping verifying these 
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conditions, and consider the subset McU of the points x such that 
u(x) = v(x). This set contains x0 by definition and is closed (3.15.1); we need 
therefore only prove M is open (Section 3.19). But by assumption, 
x-+D2f(x, u(x)) is continuous in U0, hence (replacing if necessary U0 by a 
smaller neighborhood), we can suppose that D2f(x, u(x)) is a linear homeo- 
morphism of F onto G for x e U0, by (8.3.2). Let oeM; the first part of the 
proof shows that there exists an open neighborhood XJa cz U of a and an open 
neighborhood Ya cz V of b = u(a) such that, for any xe\Ja, u(x) is the only 
solution y of the equation /(x, y) = 0 such that yeVa. However, as v is 
continuous at the point a, and v(a) = u(a), there is a neighborhood W of a, 
contained in Ua and such that v(x) e Va for x e W; the preceding remark 
then shows that v(x) = u(x) for x e W, and this proves M is open, hence 
u — v in U. 

Finally we show that u is continuously differentiable in U0, pro¬ 
vided e has been taken small enough. For x and x + s in U0, let 
us write t = u(x + s) — u(x); by assumption f(x + s, u(x) + t) = 0, and t 
tends to 0 when s tends to 0. Hence, for a given xeU0, and for 
any 8 > 0, there is r > 0 such that the relation \\s\\ sg r implies 
||/(x + s, u(x) + t) -fix, u(x)) - S(x) • ^ - T(x) • f|| < 5(\\s\\ + ||*||) where 
S(x) = Di/(x, u(x)) and T(x) = D2/(x, u(x)) (8.9.1). This is equivalent by 
definition to 

\\S(x) • s + T(x) • t|| < S(\\s\\ + ||/||) 

and as T{x) is a linear homeomorphism of F onto G, we deduce from the 
preceding relation 

(10.2.1.3) MT-'ix) o Six)) -s + t\| < <5||r"1(x)||(||is|| + ||/||). 

Suppose <5 has been taken such that <5||7""1(x)|| ^then, if we put 
a = 2\\T'~l{x) ° S(x)\\ + 1, we deduce from (10.2.1.3) that 

M-^l|s||<l(M + NI) 

i.e., |U|| < <sr|U||, and therefore 

I\t + (T-\x) o Six)) ■ j|| < 5(a + OUT-Hx)!! • |U|| 

as soon as IU|| < r. By definition of t, this proves u is differentiable at the 
point jc and has a derivative given by (10.2.1.1). Using (8.3.2) and (8.3.1), 
formula (10.2.1.1) then proves u is continuously differentiable in U0. 

We formulate explicitly the most important case of (10.2.1), i.e. the one in 
which E = Km, F = G = K" art finite dimensional spaces: 
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(10.2.2) Letfi be n scalar functions defined and continuously dijferentiable in 
a neighborhood U x V of a point (au ..., am, bu ..., bn) of E x F, such that 

ft (au ..., am, bx,..., b„) = 0 for 1 < / < and that the jacobicm 
v\yi9 • • • j Jw 

is not 0 at (au ..., am, bu ..., bn). Then there is an open neighborhood W0 <= U 
of {ai,..., #m) swc/z t/zatf, /or connected open neighborhood W cW0 0/ 
(tfj,..., am), there is a unique system of n scalar functions gt (1 ^ < n), defined 
and continuous in W and such that gi(au ..., am) = bt for 1 < i ^ n, and 

fi(?C 1> • • • 9 Xm , ^1(^1 ? • * • > * * • > 9n(?Ci> • • • 5 -Tm)) ^ ^ 

/or 1 < / < n and any (xt,..., xm) e W. Moreover, the functions gt are con¬ 
tinuously differentiable in W, and the Jacobian matrix (Djgfx)) is equal to 
— B~xAy where A (resp. B) is obtained by replacing yt by gt(xu ..., xm) 
(1 ^ i < n) in the Jacobian matrix (df/dxjJ (resp. (dfjdyj)). 

(10.2.3) If the assumptions of (10.2.1) are verified, and if in addition f is p 
times continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of (x0, _y0), then u is p 
times continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x0. 

We prove by induction on k that u is k times continuously differentiable 
for 1 < k <p; for k = 1, this follows from (10.2.1), and moreover u'(x) = 
F(x, u(x)), where F(x, y) = ~ (D2f(x, y))”10 (Dj/fo y)) is p — 1 times 
continuously differentiable by (8.12.9), (8.12.11), and (8.12.10). By (8.12.10), 
u' is therefore k — 1 times continuously differentiable (for k ^ p) and that 
means that u is k times continuously differentiable by (8.12.5). 

(10.2.4) Suppose E, F, G are finite dimensional, and f is analytic in A; then 
u is analytic in a neighborhood of x0. 

If the field of scalars K is C, the result follows from (10.2.1) and the 
characterization of analytic functions as continuously differentiable functions 
(9.10.1). Suppose now K = R, E = Rm, F = G = R*; then there is an open set 
B c CM+W such that BnRm+" = A and an analytic mapping g of B into 
Cn which extends/ (9.4.5). Identifying D2f and D2g with jacobian matrices 
shows that D2 g(xQ, y0) transforms a basis of R" over R into a basis of R”, and 
these bases are also bases of Cn over C, hence T>2g(x0, y0) is a linear homeo- 
morphism of C" onto itself. We therefore can apply (10.2.1) to g, which shows 
the existence of an analytic mapping v of a neighborhood W of x0 in Cm such 
that#(z, v(z)) = Oand v(x0) = y0. Moreover, it follows from formula (10.2.1.1) 
by induction on |v| that all the derivatives Dvi; at the point x0 map Rm into 
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Rn (since all derivatives of g at (x0, y0) are equal to the corresponding deriva¬ 
tives of/); hence, by (9.3.5.1), v maps a neighborhood of x0 in Rm into the 
space R", and the uniqueness part of (10.2.1) therefore proves that the 
restriction of v to W n Rm is identical to u. Q.E.D. 

One of the most important applications of (10.2.1) is the following: 

(10.2.5) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, f a continuously differentiable 
mapping of a neighborhood V of x0 e E into F. If f'(x0) is a linear homeo- 
morphism of E onto F, there exists an open neighborhood U c: V of x0 such that 
the restriction of f to U is a homeomorphism of U onto an open neighborhood 
of yQ = f(xQ) in F. Furthermore, if f is p times continuously differentiable in 
U (resp. analytic in U, E and F being finite dimensional), the inverse mapping 
g of /(U) onto U is p times continuously differentiable (resp. analytic) inf(U). 

Apply (10.2.1) to the function h(x, y) =f(x) — y, exchanging the roles of 
x and y; as Dxh(x0, y0) = f'(x0), we conclude that there is an open ball W 
of center y0 in F and a continuous mapping g of W into E such that #(W) c U, 
f(g(y)) = y in W and g(y0) = x0; furthermore, by (10.2.3) (resp. (10.2.4)), if 
fisp times continuously differentiable (resp. analytic), gisp times continuously 
differentiable (resp. analytic). From the identity f(g(y)) =y it follows that g 
is injective in W, hence is a bijective continuous mapping of W onto 
V = g(W) a U; moreover, g(W) =/“1(W) is open in E, and / is a homeo¬ 
morphism of V = #(W) onto W, which ends the proof. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A an open neighborhood of a point x0 e E,/a con¬ 

tinuous mapping of A into F, which is differentiable at x0 (but not necessarily at other 

points of A). Suppose f'(x0) is a linear homeomorphism of E onto its image in F; 

show that there is a neighborhood U <= A of x0 such that fix) ^ f(x0) for every 

x e U such that x # x0. (Observe that the assumption implies the existence of a 

constant c > 0 such that ||/'(x0) • s\\> c||j|| for all s e E (5.5.1).) 

2. Let/ = (f ,f2) be the mapping of R2 into itself defined by/i(xi, x2) = ; f2i*i, x2) = 

x2 — x\ for x\ ^ x2, fiixi, x2) = (xi — x\x2)jxl for 0 ^ x2 x\, and finally 

f2(xt, — x2) = —/2(xi,x2) for x2 ^ 0. Show that / is differentiable at every point of 

R2; at the point (0, 0), D/ is the identity mapping of R2 onto itself, but D/ is not 

continuous. Show that in every neighborhood of (0,0), there are pairs of distinct points 

x', x" such that /(x') = fix") (compare to (10.2.5)). 
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3. Let B be the unit disc \z\ ^ 1 in R2 and let z ->f(z) = z 4- g(z) be a continuous mapping 

of B into R2 such that \g(z)\ < \z\ for every z such that \z\ = 1. Show that /(B) is a 

neighborhood of 0 in R2 (“ Brouwer’s theorem ” for the plane, cf. Chapter XXIV). 

(Let y be the loop t -> f(eu) defined in [0, 2tt]; show that y(x; y) = 1 for all points x in 

a neighborhood V of 0 (see proof of (9.8.3)); using the fact that, in B, y is homotopic 

to 0, deduce that there is no point of V belonging to the complement of /(B).) 

4. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, B the unit open ball \\x|| < 1 in E; let u0 be a con¬ 

tinuously differentiable homeomorphism of B onto a neighborhood of 0 in F, such 

that uo(0) = 0; suppose Uq1 is continuously differentiable in a ball V0 : \\y II < r con¬ 

tained in u0(B), and Dw0 is bounded in B and Duq1 is bounded in V0. Let V be a 

ball ilyli < j8, with < r. 

(a) Show that for any a < 1, there is a neighborhood H of u0 in the space ^(FX)(B) 

(Section 8.12, Problem 8) such that for any «gH, the restriction of u to U: ||x|| < a 

is a homeomorphism of U onto an open set of F containing V, such that the restriction 

of «-1 to V is a continuously differentiable mapping <D(u) of V into E. (Use (10.1.1).) 

(b) Show that the mapping u<E>(«) of H into )(V) is differentiable at the point 

u0, and that its derivative at u0 is the linear mapping s-> —(u'0 ° ^(wo))"1 * (s o <D(w0)). 

5. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, / a continuously differentiable mapping of a neigh¬ 

borhood V of jc0 e E into F. Suppose there are two numbers fi > 0, A > 0 such that: (1) 

||/(x0) [| < yS/2A; (2) in the ball U: \\x — x01| < /?, the oscillation of /' is ^ 1/2A; (3) for 

every x e JJ,f'(x) is a linear homeomorphism of E onto F such that 11 (/'(*))-1II ^ A. 

Let (zn) be an arbitrary sequence of points of U; show that there exists a sequence 

(*«Wo of points of U such that xn+1 = xn — (/'fc))-1 */(x„) for n^0. Prove that 

the sequence (x„) converges to a point ye U, such that y is the only solution of the 

equation fix) = 0 in U. (“ Newton’s method of approximation.” Use (8.6.2) to prove 

by induction on n that ||jc„ — x„_i || < 2_n/? and \\f(xn)\\ < /?/2n+1A). 

6. Let E, F be two finite dimensional vector spaces over K, A a connected open subset of 

E, / a continuously differentiable mapping of A x F into F. Suppose that the set T 

of pairs (x, y) e A x F such fix, y) = 0 is not empty, and that for any (x, y) e V, 

D2fix, y) is an invertible linear mapping of F onto itself. 

(a) Show that for every point (x0, y0) e P there is an open neighborhood V of that 

point in P such that the restriction of the projection pri to Vis a homeomorphism of V 

onto an open ball of center x0 contained in A. (Use the fact that there is an open 

ball U of center x0 in A and an open ball W of center^ in F such that for each x e U, 

the equation /(x, y) = 0 has a unique solution ye W, and apply (10.2.1).) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that every connected component G of T (Section 3.19) is open 

in F and that prr(G) is open in A. It is not necessarily true that pri(r) = A (as the 

example A ~ E = F = R, /(x,y) = xy2 — 1 shows), nor that if pri(T) — A, pri(G) = A 

for every connected component G of T (as the example A = E = F = R, /(x, y) = 
Xy2 _ y shows). Prove that if pr2(F) is bounded in F, then pri(G) = A for every con¬ 

nected component G of T. (If x0 is a cluster point of pri(G) in A, show that there is a 

sequence (x„, yn) of points of G such that lim x„ = x0 and that lim y„ exists in F; 

apply then (a).) 

(c) The notations of path, loop, homotopy, and loop homotopy in A are defined as in 

Section 9.6, replacing C by E. Suppose there is a connected component G of P such 

that pr/G) = A; if y is a path in A, defined in I = [a, b] <= R, show that there exists 

a continuous mapping u of I into G such that pri(«(0) == yiO for each /el (consider 
the l.u.b. c in I of the points £ such that there exists a continuous mapping of 

[a, f| into G such that pri(w^(/)) = yit) for a ^ ^ f and use (a)). Is that mapping 
always unique? (Consider the case E = F=C,A = C— {0},fix,y) = y2 — x.) 
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Show that if two continuous mappings u, v of I into G are such that pri(«(r)) = 

priMO) = y(0 for each t e I, and if they are equal for one value of tel, then u = v 
(use a similar method). 

(d) Under the same assumptions as in (c), let 9 be a continuous mapping of I x J 

into A, where J = [c, d] c: R. Let v be a continuous mapping of J into G such that 

priM£)) = <p(a, £) for £ g J; and for each f e J, let u4 be the unique continuous 

mapping of I into G such that pri(w,»(/)) = <p(t,& for / e I and u&a) = »(£). Show that 

the mapping (t, 0 -> u4(t) is continuous in I x J. (Given £ e J, there is a number r > 0 

such that for any tel, the intersection Vr of T and of the closed ball in E x F, of 

center uz(t) and radius r, is contained in G and such that pr2 is a homeomorphism of 

V* onto the closed ball in E of center y(t) and radius r. If L = w?(I), let M be the 

supremum of ||(D2/(*,.y))~1 o (Di/(x, y))|| for all points (x, y) g G at a distance 

of L. Let s > 0 be such that € < r/4 and eM < r/4. Show that if 6 is such that 

the relation |£ — £| ^ S implies || (pit, £) — <p(t, £)|| < e for tel, then the relation 

If — £| < S implies ||iq.(f) — u;(t) || < r/4 for / e I; prove this by considering the l.u.b. of 
the t e I for which the inequality holds, and using (10.2.1).) 

(e) Conclude from (d) that if the loop y defined in I = [a, b] is loop homotopic to a 

point in A, then any continuous mapping u of I into G such that pri («(/)) = y{t) 

for r e I is such that u(b) — u(a). In particular, if A is simply connected (i.e., if any 

loop in A is homotopic to a point in A), then prx is a homeomorphism of G onto A, 

i.e. there exists a unique continuously differentiable mapping g of A into F such that 
f{x, g{xj) = 0 in A and that (x, g(x)) belongs to G for at least one x e A (cf. (16.28.7).) 

7. With the notations of Problem 6, show that the condition pr^G) = A is satisfied 

for every connected component G of T in each of the following cases: 

0) f{x, y) = fi{y) —fjix, y), and there exist numbers R>0, k>0, h>0 and a 

positive continuous function x: -► H(x) in A such that for ||y|| ^ R, ||/i(y)|| ||y||* 

and Wfiix, j0|| ^ H(x)||y||*“A. 
(2) F == C, E is a vector space over C,f(x, y) = ey — g(x), where g is analytic in A 

and#(x) 0 in A (this last condition already ensures that pri(T) = A; observe that 

f(x, y) = f(x, y') implies that y' — y is a multiple of 2m, hence for any x e A there is 

an open ball U of center x contained in A such that for any connected component 

V of prf !(U) n T, pri is a homeomorphism of V onto U; if x is a cluster point of 

pri(G), G must have a common point with one of these components V, hence 

contains V). 
8. (a) If/is a complex valued entire function in Cp, such that fix) ^ 0 for every x e Cp, 

show that there exists a complex valued entire function g in Cp such that fix) = e9(x) 

(use Problem 7). 
(b) Let / be an arbitrary complex valued entire function in C, which is not identically 

0; there is a finite or infinite sequence ia„) (with n ^ 1) of complex numbers (which may 

be empty) such that \an\ ^ \an+1\,fian) = 0 and for every ceC such that/(c) = 0, the 

number of indices n for which an = c is equal to the order a>(c;/); when the sequence 

(a„) is infinite, lim |^„| = +00 (9.1.5). Show (with the notations of Section 9.12, 
«-*■ 00 

Problem 1) that there exists an entire function g such that 

/(z) = e«wf[E 
n = 1 \an 

9. Let A and B be two open neighborhoods of 0 in E = Cp, A being connected; let ix, y) -> 

Uix,y) be an analytic mapping of A x B into ^(E; E) (identified to the space of 

p x p matrices with complex elements). 

■ 
(“Weierstrass decomposition”)- 
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(a) Suppose there exists a sequence (un) of analytic mappings of A into B such that 

w0(x) = 0 in A and un{x) — U(x, u„^i(x)) * x in A for n ^ 1. Suppose in addition 

that for every compact subset L of A, the restrictions of the un to L form a relatively 

compact subset of ^(L). Prove that the sequence (un) converges uniformly in any 

compact subset of A to an analytic mapping v of A into B such that v(x) = U (x, d(x)) • x 

in A; furthermore, v is the unique mapping satisfying that equation (use (10.2.1) and 
(9.13.2)). 
(b) Suppose that in E, A and B are the open balls of center 0 and radii a and b. 

Let cp be a continuous mapping of [0, a[ x [0, b[ into R such that 77) is 

increasing in [0, b[ for every £ e [0, a] and suppose that ||£/(x, y)|| ^ <p(||x||, ||y[|) in 

A x B. Suppose in addition that there exists a continuous mapping 6 of [0, a[ into 

[0, b[ such that 6(f) = <p(£9 #(£))£ m [0, a]. Prove that under these conditions there 
is a unique analytic mapping v of A into B such that y(x) = U(x, i>(x)) • x in A, and 

that ||w(x)||^ 0(||x||) in A (use (a); prove the existence of the mappings un by induction 

on /?). 

(c) Suppose A and B are defined as in (b): let ifj(77) be the l.u.b. of ||t/(x, y)|| for 

||x|| < ay ||y|| < 77, when 77 > 0, and take i/j(0) = i/<0+). Suppose that ljs{0) > 0 

and that the function 77-*• 77/1^(77) is increasing in some interval [0, y[, where y ^ 6, 

and ^ a. Then there is a unique analytic mapping v of the open ball P of 

center 0 and radius y/^r(y—) into B, such that v(x) = U(x, v(x)) • x in P. 

10. Let /, g be two complex valued analytic functions defined in a neighborhood of the 

closed polydisk P <=• C2 of center (0,0) and radii a, b. Let M (resp. N) be the l.u.b. of 

|/(x,y)| (resp. |g(x, y)|) for |x| = a and |y| < b (resp. for |x| ^ a and \y\ = b). Then, 

there exist two uniquely determined functions u(s, /), v(s, /), analytic for \s\ < a/M 

and \t\ < b/N, such that (u(s, /), v(s, /)) e P for (5, /) in the polydisk Q defined by the 

previous inequalities and that 

u(s,t) —sf(u(s,/),v(s,t)) = 0 and v(s, t) — tg(u(s, t), v(s, t)) = 0 

in Q. Furthermore, let 

81 -s8l 
8x 8y 

£
 1 cq' 

! 

dx 

and let h(x, y, s, t) be an arbitrary analytic function in P x Q; show that 

h(u(s, t), v(s, /), s, t) 
, - ■■  - . — 7 C p/” 

A(u(s, t), v{s, t), S, t) 0 

for (s, t) e Q, where cmn is the value for x = y = 0 of the function 

1 dm+n 
~TT y>s5 O(/(*.J'))M(0(*, y))rt] m \n! oxm dyn 

and the series on the right-hand side is convergent in Q; note that cmrl depends on s 

and t if h does. (“Lagrange’s inversion formula.” First apply Rouche’s theorem 

(9.17.3) to x — s/(x, y), considered as a function of x; this defines an analytic function 

w(s, y) such that w(s, y) — ^/(w(5,y), y) = 0,by (10.2.4); next apply similarly Rouche’s 

theorem to y — tg(w(s,y),y) considered as a function of y. Finally, let y, 8 be the 

circuits 6 aeie, 6-» bei0 in C (0 ^ 6 ^ 27t). Consider the repeated integral 
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[ d [ /*(*, y, s, t) dx 

•L y h (x- sf(x, y))(y — tg(x, y))' 

On one hand, find the value of that integral by repeated application of the theorem of 

residues (9.16.1); and on the other hand, consider the power series development of 

(1 — ~ ri)~l in which £ is replaced by sf(x,y)/x and 77 by tg{x,y)jy.) 

Generalize to any number of complex variables. From the inversion formula for one 
variable, deduce the formula 

h(u(s)) = h(0) + £ ^ D- l(h'(0)(fmn) 

where u(s) — sf(u(s)) = 0 and |.v| < a/M, with M = sup |/(*)|, h being analytic for 

|*| <0. 

3. THE RANK THEOREM 

Let E, F be two finite dimensional vector spaces of dimensions n and m, 

A an open subset of E,/a continuously differentiable mapping of A into F, 
The rank of the linear mapping/'(x) at a point xe Ais the largest number p 

such that there is at least a minor of order p in the matrix off'(x) with respect 
to two bases of E and F, which is not 0 (A.7.3). As these minors are 
continuous functions of x, it follows that if the rank of f'(x0) is p, there is a 
neighborhood of x0 in which the rank off'(x) is at least p\ but it can be >p 

at every point x x0 of that neighborhood, as the example of the 
mapping {x, >>) -> (x2 - y2, xy) shows at the point (0, 0). 

(10.3.1) (Rank theorem) Let E be an n-dimensionalspace, F an m-dimen- 
sional space, A an open neighborhood of a point aeE,f a continuously differ¬ 
entiable mapping (resp. q times continuously differentiable mapping, resp. 
indefinitely differentiable mapping, resp. analytic mapping) of A into F, such 
that in A the rank of f{x) is a constant number p. Then there exists: 

(1) an open neighborhood Uc A of a, and a homeomorphism u ofXJ onto 
the unit ball 1" : \xt\ < 1 (1 < / ^ n) in K”, which is continuously differentiable 
(resp. q times continuously differentiable, resp. indefinitely differentiable, resp. 
analytic) as well as its inverse; 

(2) an open neighborhood V =) f(U) of b = f(a) and a homeomorphism v 
of the unit ball Im : \yt\ <1 (1 ^ < m) of Km onto V, which is continuously 
differentiable (resp. q times continuously differentiable, resp. indefinitely differen¬ 
tiable, resp. analytic) as well as its inverse; 

—such that f= v 0 f0 0 u, where f0 is the mapping 

(xu ...,xn)-* (xl5..., xp, 0,..., 0) 

ofr into r. 
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We write the proof for continuously differentiable mappings, the modifica¬ 
tions in the other cases being obvious. 

We may suppose a = 0 ,b = 0, replacing/by the mapping jc -*f(a H~ x) — b. 
Let M be the kernel of the linear mapping /'(0), which is an (n - /^-dimen¬ 
sional subspace of E, and let N be a (/-dimensional) supplement of K in E ; we 
take as a basis of E a system of n vectors such that ci9. .forma 

n 

basis of N, cp+1,..., c„ a basis of M, and we write x = <Pi(x)cs for any 
i = 1 

xeE, the <pt being linear forms. If eu ..., en is the canonical basis of Kw» we 
n 

denote by x -+ G(x) the linear mapping x-> (pi(x)e, of E onto the 
i = p+l 

subspace Kn~p of Krt generated by the et of index i > p. 
Let P be the image of E (and of N) by the linear mapping/'(0); it is a 

/^-dimensional subspace of F, having the elements dt = /'(0) • c£ (1 ^ ^ p) 
as a basis; we take a basis of F, of which the preceding basis 

m 

of P form the first p elements, and we write y = ]T for any y e F, the 
7=1 

ij/j being linear forms. We denote by y-*H(y) the linear mapping 
p 

£ ipj(y)ej of F onto the subspace Kp of K" generated by the e, of index 
j = i 

i < P- 
We now consider the mapping x -> g(x) = H(f(x)) + G(x) of A into K" 

which is continuously differentiable. Moreover, by (8.1.3) and (0.1), -we 
have g'(x) • ,s = H{f\x) ■ s) + G(s) for any xeE, hence g\0) - c, = e£ for 
1 < / < n (i.e. g'(0) is represented by the unit matrix with respect to tlie bases 
(c.) and (e;)). Using (10.2.5), we conclude that there is an open neighborhood 
U0 c A of 0 such that the restriction of g to U0 is a homeomorphisrn of TJ0 
onto an open neighborhood of 0 in K", and that the inverse homeomorphisrn 
g~l is continuously differentiable in #(U0). Let r > 0 be such that the ball 
|x(| < r (1 < i < ri) is contained in #(U0), and let U be the inverse image of 
that ball by g, which is an open neighborhood of 0; our mapping te will be 

the restriction to U of the mapping x -*■ - g(x). 
r 

Up to now we have not used the assumption that the rank of f'(x) is 
constant in A; this implies that the image Px of E by f(x) has dimension p 
for any xe A. Mow we may suppose U0 has been taken small enough so 
that g'(x) is a linear bijection of E onto K” for xeU0 (8.3.2); as we have 
g'(x) ■ s = H(f'(x) • s) for s e N, the restriction of f(x) to N must be a 
bijection of that p-dimensional space onto Px, and the restriction of H to 
Px a bijection of Px onto Kp Denote by Lx the bijection of Kp onto P„ inverse 
of the preceding mapping; we can thus write f'(x) = Lx° H °/'(x). 
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Now consider K" as the product Ei x E2 with Ex = Kp, E2 = K" p; we 
are going to prove that the mapping (zu z2) ->fi(zu z2) =f(u~1(z1, z2)) of 
I" into F does not depend on z2, i.e. that D 2/i(zx,z2) = OinF (8.6.1). By defini¬ 

tion, we can write/(x) #(/(*))» j G(x)j, hence by (8.9.2) 

r/'(x) • t = DJ, (i H(/(x)), i G(x)j • H(f'(x) ■ t) 

+ D2/10H(/(x)),ic(x))-G(t) 

for any i e E. This yields 

(10.3.11) D2 /, H(f(x)), I G(x)j • G(0 = S* • H(/'(x) • t) 

where S* = rL* - Dj/i ^ ^ G(x)j is a linear mapping of Kp = Ex 

into F. We prove that Sx = 0 for any x e U0. Indeed, if t e N, we have 
G(t) = 0 by definition, hence Sx ■ H(f'(x) • t) = 0 by (10.3.1.1). But 
t _► H(f(x) ■ t) = g'(x) ■ t is a bijection of N onto Ej for x e U0, and this 
proves Sx = 0. From (10.3.1.1) we then deduce 

D2 /x ^ //(/(x)), i G(x)j • G(t) = 0 

for tf/ry t e E; but G maps E onto E2, hence by definition, 

D2/x ^ H(f(x)), ^ G(x)j, 

which is a linear mapping of E2 into F, is 0 for any x e U0. The relation 
D2/x(zx, z2) = 0 in I" then follows from the fact that 

x-> ^ H(f(x)), l- G(x)j 

is a homeomorphism of U0 onto an open set containing I". 
We can now write ffzf) instead of f(zu z2) and. consider f as a con¬ 

tinuously differentiable mapping of Et = Kp into F; we then have /(x) = 

/x H(f(x))j for x e U; in other words, y =/x ^ H(y)j for y e/(U). This 

proves that y H(y) is a homeomorphism of /(U) onto Ip <= Ex, and 

Zi -►/,(z1) the inverse homeomorphism. 
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Consider now Km as the product Ex x E3 with E3 = Km"p. Let T be the 
linear bijection of E3 onto the supplement Q of P in F generated by 
dp+l9..., dm, which maps the canonical basis of Km~p onto dp+u ...,dm. We 
define v(zl9 z3) = fx(zx) + T(zs) for zt e V, z3 e lm~p; it is obviously (8.9.1) a 
continuously differentiable mapping. By definition, we have H(v(zl9z3)) = 

hence the relation v(zl9z3) = v(z'uz3) implies z[ = zl9and then 
boils down to T(z3) = F(z3), which yields z3 = z3; therefore v is injective. The 
relation Sx = 0 proved above shows that for any zx e lp,f[{zfj = trLx where x 

is any point in U such that f(x) = fi{zx)\ the derivative of v at (zu z3) is 
therefore the linear mapping (tl9 t3)-+rLx • tx 4- T(t3) ((8.9.1) and (8.1.3)). 
But as the restriction of //to P* is injective, Px is a supplement of Q in F, hence 
v'(zl9 z3) is a linear homeomorphism of Km onto F. For any point (zl9 z3) e I”, 
there is therefore an open neighborhood W of that point in lm such that the 
restriction of v to W is a homeomorphism of W onto an open subset y(W) 
of F, by (10.2.5). As in addition v is injective, it is a homeomorphism of 
lm onto the open subset V = y(Im), whose inverse is continuously differentiable 
in V. The relation/=d°/0°i/ then follows from the definitions. 

(10.3.2) If the rank of f'(a) is equal to n (resp. to ni), then the conclusion of 

(10.3.1) holds with p = n (resp. p = m). 

Indeed, at the beginning of this section we have seen that there exists then 
a neighborhood of a in which the rank of f'(x) is ^n (resp. ^ m)f hence equal 
to n (resp. to m) since it is always at most equal to inf(/u, n) (A.4.18). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, A an open neighborhood of a point x0 e E, fa. con¬ 

tinuously differentiable mapping of A into F. 

(a) Suppose f'(x0) is a linear homeomorphism of E onto its image in F; show that 

there exists a neighborhood U <= A of xQ such that / is a homeomorphism of U onto 

/(U) (use Problem 3 of Section 10.1). 
(b) Suppose f'(x0) is surjective; then there exists a number a > 0 having the following 

property: if N is the kernel of /'(x0),for every s e E,one has||/'(^o) * -si! > a • inf||f-f sll 
te N 

(12.16.12). Show that there exists a neighborhood V c A of x0 such that/(V) is a neigh¬ 

borhood of f{x0) in F (use Problem 8 of Section 10.1). 

2. Let A be an open subset of Cp, and / an analytic mapping of A into Cp. Show that if 

/is injective, then the rank of D/(x) is equal top for every xe A. (Use contradiction, and 

induction on p\ for p— 1, apply Rouche’s theorem (9.17.3). Assume Df(a) has a 

rank <p for some a e A; show first that after performing a linear transformation in F, 

one may assume that, if f(z) = (/(z),... ,/p(z)), then Di/i(tf) = 0, and if g(z)~ 

(/2(z),...,/p(z)), the rank of D#(tf) is exactly p~ 1; then there is a neighborhood 
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UcAoffl such that D#Cx) has rank p — 1 for * e U. Using the rank theorem (10.3.1), 

reduce the proof to the case in which a = 0, fk(z) = zk for 2 ^ k ^ p.) Is the result still 
true when C is replaced by R ? 

3. (a) Let A be a simply connected open subset of C, distinct from C, and let a, b be 

two distinct points of fr(A). (Appendix to Chapter IX, Problem 6.) There exists a 

complex-valued analytic function h in A such that (h(z))2 = (z — a)/(z — b) (Section 

10.2, Problem 7); h is an analytic homeomorphism of A onto a simply connected 

open subset B of C (Problem 2 and (10.3.1)); furthermore, Bn(-B) = 0, hence 
there are points of C exterior to B. 

(b) Deduce from (a) that there exists an analytic homeomorphism of A onto a simply 

connected open subset of C contained in the disc U: |z| < 1, and containing 0. 

4. (a) Let A be a simply connected open subset of C contained in the unit disk U: |z| < 1, 

containing 0, and let H be the set of all complex valued analytic functions g in A, 

such that g is an injective mapping of A into C, \g(z)\ < 1, #(0) = 0 and g'(0) is a real 

number >0. For each compact subset L of A, the set HL of the restrictions to L of 

the functions of H is relatively compact in ^C(L) (9.13.2). Show that the set of real 

numbers g'(0) (for# e H) is bounded (cf. proof of (9.13.1)); let A be the l.u.b. of that set. 

Show that there is a function g0 e H such that g0(0) = A (use the result of Section 
9.17, Problem 5). 

(b) Suppose g e H is such that #(A) ^ U, and let c e U — #(A). Replacing g by g1 

defined by gi(z) = e~ i0g(zew), one can assume, for a suitable choice of 6, that c is 

real and >0. There exists a function h which is analytic in A and such that 

K(z))2 = (c -#(z))/(l - cg{zj) 

and h(0) = \/c > 0 (same argument as in Problem 3(a)); show that the function g2 

defined by 

h(z) = (Vc- g2(z))K 1 — V cg2(z)) 

belongs to H, and that g2(0) > g'(0). 

(c) Conclude from (a) and (b) that the function g0 defined in (a) is an analytic homeo¬ 

morphism of A onto U; using Problem 3(b), this implies that for any simply connected 

open subset D of C, distinct from C, there is an analytic homeomorphism of D onto U 

(“Riemann’s conformal mapping theorem”). 
5. (a) Let / be a complex valued analytic function in the unit disk U:|z|<l 

such that /(0) = 1 and |/(z)| < M in U; show that for |z| < 1/M, | f{z) — 1| < M|z| 

(apply Schwarz’s lemma (Section 9.5, Problem 7) to the function g{z) — 

M(/(z)-l)/(M2~/(z))). 

(b) Let /be a complex valued analytic function in U such that /(0) = 0,/'(0) = 1, 

|f'(z)\ ^ M in U; show that for |z| ^ 1/M, |/(z) — z| ^ M|z|2/2 (apply (a) to/0. 

(c) Show that under the assumptions of (b), the restriction of/to the disk B(0; 1/M) 

is an analytic homeomorphism of that disk onto an open subset containing the disk 

B(0; 1/2M) (apply Rouche’s theorem ((9.17.3), using the result of (b)). 

(d) For any complex number ae U, let u(z)—(z — a)l(az — 1); for any complex 

valued function / analytic in U, show that, if g{z)—f(u(z)), then |#,(z)|(l — |z|2) = 

\f'{u(z))\{\ — |«(z)|2) for any z e U. 

(e) Show that there is a real number (“Bloch’s constant”) b> 1/3V3 having the 

following property: for any complex valued function / analytic in U and such that 

/"(0)= 1, there exists z0 e U such that, if x0 =/(z0), the open disk B of center x0 

and radius b is contained in /(U) and there is a function g, analytic in B and such 
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that g(B) <= U and f(g(z)) = z for z e B. (Consider first the case in which / is analytic 

in a neighborhood of 0, and take for z0 a point where |/'(z)|(l — \z\2) reaches its 

maximum; use then (d) to reduce the problem to the case in which z0 = 0, and apply 

in that case the result of (c) to a function of the form a -}-/(Rz), where a and R are 

suitable complex numbers. In the general case consider the function/((l — s)z)/(l - e\ 

where € > 0 is arbitrarily small.) 
6. (a) Let 9)1 be the set of all complex valued functions / analytic in the unit disk U: 

|z| < 1, such that /(U) does not contain the points 0 and 1. For any function fe % 

there is a unique analytic function g in U such that exp(2777#(z)) = /(z) in U and 

\J{9m\ < v (Section 10.2, Problem 7);#(U) does not contain any positive or negative 
integer. Furthermore (same reference) there is an analytic function h in U such that 

g(z)/(g(z) - 1) = ((1 + h(z))/( 1 — /*(z)))2; /z(U) does not contain any of the points 0,1, 

c' = (Vn+Vn-l)2 and c" = (Vn-Vn- l)2 (n integer ^1). Finally, there is an 
analytic function cp in U such that exp(<p(z)) = /z(z); cp(U) does not contain any of the 

points log c'„ + 2kmt log cn -f 2km (k positive or negative integer, n ^ 1). Show that 

no disk of radius >4 can be contained in <p(U); using Problem 5(e), deduce from that 

result that 

l9»'(*)l ^ 4/6(1 - W) 

for \x\ < 1 (consider the function /-»c<p(^ + (l - WW, for a suitably chosen 
constant c). Conclude that there is a function F(u,v), finite and continuous in 

(C— {0,1}) x [0, 1[, such that for every function fe 9)1, Iog|/(z)| < F(/(0), r) for 

any |z| ^ r < 1. 
(b) Let fe 9ft be such that either |/(0)| < 1/2 or |/(0) — 1| < 1/2. Given r such that 

0 ^ r < 1, show that either |/(z)| < 5/2 for |z| ^ r, or there exists a point x such that 

\x\ < r and |/(*)| ^ 1/2, \f{x)— 11 ^ 1/2 and \\jf(x)\ ^ 1/2. Applying the result of (a) 

to the function /((z — x)j(xz — 1)), conclude that there is a function Fi(«, u), con¬ 

tinuous and finite in [0, +oo[ x [0,1[, such that for any function /e the relations 

|/(0)| ^ s and |z| < r imply \f(z)\ ^ Fi(s, r) (“Schottky’s theorem”)- 

7. Let A be an open connected subset of C, and (/„) a sequence of functions of the set W 

(Problem 6). Show that for any compact subset L of A, there exists a subsequence 

(f„k) such that either that subsequence is uniformly convergent in L, or the sequence 

(!//»*) converges uniformly to 0 in L. (Using Schottky’s theorem, prove that the points 

x e A such that lim (!//„(*)) = 0 form an open and closed subset of A, hence equal to 
n-+ oo 

A or empty; in the second case, show, using the compactness of L, that there is a sub¬ 

sequence of (fn) which is bounded in a compact neighborhood of L, and apply (9.13.1); 

in the first case, use similarly (9.13.1) applied to the sequence (l//«).) 

8. (a) Let / be a complex valued function, analytic in the open set V : 0 < |z— a\ < r, 

and suppose a is an essential singularity of/(Section 9.15). Show that C — /(V) is empty 

or reduced to a single point (“Picard’s theorem”. Let W be the open subset of 

V defined by r/2 < |z — a\ < r and consider in W the family of analytic functions 

fn(z) = f(z/2n); if there are at least two distinct points in C— /(V), apply Problem 

7 to the sequence (/„), and derive a contradiction with Problem 2 of Section 9.15, using 
(9.15.2).) 

(b) Deduce from (a) that if g is an entire function in C, which is not a constant, 

then C — #(C) is empty or reduced to a single point (consider ^(1/z) in C — {0}). 

9. (a) Show that there is an entire function f(x, y) in C2 satisfying the identity 

/(4x, Ay) - 4f(x, y) - -5(/(2jc, -2y))2 + 2(/(2x, -2y))5 

and such that the term of degree < 1 in the Taylor development of / at the point (0,0) 
are x + y (Section 10.1, Problem 11). 
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(b) Let g(x, y) = /(2x, —2y), and let J(*, y) = S(/, g)/d(x, y); show that J(2x, -2y) = 

J(x, y), and conclude that J(x, y) = —4 in C2 (express /(*, y) and g(x,y) 

in terms of /(2*, —2y) and g(2x, — 2y)). Prove that the analytic mapping 

u : (x, y) (/(*, y), g(x, y)) of C2 into itself is injective (if it was not, it would not be 

injective in a neighborhood of (0,0), owing to the preceding expressions). 

(c) Show that there is a neighborhood of (1,1) which is not contained 

in w(C2). (Observe that there exists a such that 0 < e < 1 and that the relations 

|/(2*, — 2y) — 11 ^ €)\g(2x) —2y) ~ 1| ^ a imply |/(*,y) — 1[ ^ eand |g(x,y) — 1| ^ e; 

conclude that the relations |/(*,y) — and \g(x,y)— l|^e would imply 

|/(0,0) — 11 ^ e and |#(0,0) — 11 ^ £, a contradiction) (compare to Problem 8(b).) 

4. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Let E be a Banach space, I an open set in the field K; H an open subset 
of E,/a continuously differentiable mapping of 1 x H into E. A differentiable 
mapping u of an open ball J c I into H is called a solution of the differential 
equation 

(10.4.1) *'=/(/,*) 

if, for any t e J, we have 

(10.4.2) u'(t)=f(t,u(t)). 

It follows at once from (10.4.2) that u is then continuously differentiable in J 
(hence analytic if K = C, by (9.10.1)). 

(10.4.3) In order that, in the ball J c= I of center /0, the mapping u of J into 
H be a solution of (10.4.1) such that u(t0) = x0 e H, it is necessary and sufficient 
that u be continuous (resp. analytic) in J ifK = R(resp. K = C), and such that 

(10.4.4) u(t) = x0 + f(s, u(s)) ds 

(where, if K = C, the integral is taken along the linear path £ -► t0 + Z(t — t0), 

0<£< 1). 
This follows from the definition of a primitive, for (when K = C) if / is 

continuously differentiable and u is analytic, then s->f(s, u(s)) is analytic 
(9.10.1). 

(10.4.5) (Cauchy’s existence theorem) If f is continuously differentiable 
in I x H ,for any t0 € I and any x0 e H there exists an open ball J cz I of center 
t0 such that there is in J a solution u of (10.4.1) such that u(t0) = x0. 

We first prove a lemma: 
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(10.4.5.1) Let A be a compact metric space, F a metric space, B a compact 
subset ofF,ga continuous mapping of A x F into a metric space E. Then there 
is a neighborhood W of B in F such that g{A x V) is bounded in E. 

For any t e A and any z e B, there is a ball S,tZ of center t in A and a ball 
U*f3 of center z in F such that#(SfjZ x U/>2) is bounded, since# is continuous. 
For any z e B, cover A by a finite number of balls SUtZ and let Vz be the ball 
UtiiZ of smallest radius. Then g(A x Vz) is bounded (3.4.4). Cover now B by 
finitely many balls Vz.; the union V of the Vz. satisfies the requirements 
(3.4.4.). 

(a) Suppose first K = R. Let Ja be a compact ball of center t0 and radius a, 
contained in I. By (10.4.5.1) there is an open ball B of center x0 and 
radius b, contained in H, and such that M= sup ||/(/, x)\\ and 

(f,,x)eJa x B 

k = sup || D2f(ty x)|| are finite. Let Jr for r < a be the closed ball of 
(r,x)eJa x B 

center t0 and radius r, and let Fr be the space of continuous mappings y of 
Jr into E, which is a Banach space for the norm ||^|| = sup \\y(t)\\ 

teJr 

(7.2.1) Let Vr be the open ball in Fr, having center x0 (identified to the 
constant mapping t-+x0) and radius b. For any ye\r, the mapping 

t —> Xq + f(s,y(s))ds is defined and continuous in J,., since >>(s)eB by 
•ho 

definition, for y e Yr; let g(y) be that mapping; g is thus a mapping of Vr into 
Fr. We will prove that for r small enough, g verifies the conditions of (10.1.2) ; 
applying that theorem and (10.4.3) will then end the proof, with J = jr. 

Now, for any two points yL, y2 in Vr, we have, by (8.5.4) 

II/(^JiW)-/('S'»72^))II ||y1(j)--J>2('S)ll ||j, -y2\\ 

for any s e Jr; therefore, by (8.7.7), for any te Jr, 

| £(/(•*’ J'iC5)) - f(s»J'aC*))) *| < Myi ~ J2II 

hence \\g(yx) - g(yf)\\ ^fc/ilj;! — ^ll- On the other hand, for any yeVrt 

II f(s9 j(s))|| ^ M for any s e Jr, hence J f(s, y(s)) rfs|| < Mr by (8.7.7) and 

therefore ||#(x0) — x0\\ < Mr. We thus see that in order to be able to apply 
(10.1.2), we should have kr < 1 and Mr < 6(1 — kr), and both inequalities 
will be satisfied as soon as r < b/(M + kb). 

(b) Suppose now K = C; define Ja, Jr, B, M, and k as above, and let Fr be 
the space of mappings y of Jr into E which are continuous in Jr and analytic 
in jr. This is again a Banach space for the norm \\y\\ = sup||jv(/)||, by (7.2.1) 

t e Jr 

and (9.12.1). For y e Vr, the mapping t -» x0 + f f(s, y(s)) ds again belongs 
Jto 
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to Fr, for it is analytic in Jr since s -> f(s, 7(5)) is (9.7.3); and its continuity in 
Jr at once follows from (8.11.1). We therefore have defined a mapping g of 
Vr into Fr, and the end of the proof is then unchanged. 

(10.4.6) Remark. The proof of (10.4.5) shows that the result is still valid 
when K = R and when / satisfies the following weaker hypotheses: (a) for 
every continuous mapping / -► w{t) of I into H, t->f(t, w(t)) is a regulated 

function in 1 (Section 7.6); (b) for any point (t, x) e l x H, there is a ball J of 
center tin I and a ball B of center * in H such that /is bounded in J x B, and 
there exists a constant k ^ 0 (depending on J and B) such that 

ll/Uj'i) -f(s,y2)\\ ^ILVi “T2II for seS, yuy2 in B. Such a function/ 
is said to be locally lipschitzian in I x H; equation (10.4.2) is then to be 
understood as holding only in the complement of an at most denumerable 

subset of J. This last remark also enables one to replace the open intervals 
I and J by any kind of interval in R. 

5. COMPARISON OF SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

We say that a differentiable mapping u of an open ball J c: I into H is an 
approximate solution of (10.4.1) with approximation 6 if we have 

IIu'(t) -f(t, t/(f))|| < 6 

for any t e J. 

(10.5.1) Suppose ||D2/(t, x)\\ ^ k in I x H. If u, v are two approximate 

solutions of (10.4.1) in an open ball J of center t0, with approximations sl9 s2, 
then, for any t e J, we have 

ek\t-t0\ _ l 

(10.5.1.1) ||u(0 - 0(011 < ||h(*o) - »Oo)ll + (s. + e2)-£-- 

(For k — 0, (efch_fo1 — 1 )/k is to be replaced by \t - t0|). We immediately are 
reduced to the case K = R, t0 = 0 and t ^ 0 by putting t = t0 + at;, \a\ = 1, 
^0; then if ux(0 = u(tQ + a£), vx(£) = v(tQ + aS)9 ut and vt are approximate 
solutions of x' — af(t0 + a£, a~lx), whence our assertion. From the relation 
\\u'(s) — f(s, M(5))|| ^ £1 in the interval 0 < s < t, we deduce by (8.7.7) 

u(t) — w(0) — f f(s, u(s)) ds 
Jo 

^ £11 
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and similarly 

«<0 - oCO) - /(s, c(s)) ds e71 

whence 

NO-KOKIWO)-K0)ll + (/0, w(0) “/fe o(0)) ds + (£i + ez)t- 

From the assumption on D2/and from (8.5.4) and (8.7.7) this yields 

(10.5.1.2.) w(t) ^ w(0) + (£x + e2)t + k f w(s) ds 
Jo 

where w(t) = ||w(0 - i?(f)||. Theorem (10.5.1) is then a consequence of the 
following lemma: 

(10.5.1.3) (Gronwall’s lemma) If in an interval [0, c], cp and \// are two 

regulated functions ^0, then for any regulatedfunction w^0 in [0, c] satisfying 

the inequality 

(10.5.1.4) 

we have in [0, c] 
/•* 

(10.5.1.5) w(*)<<p(t) + 

f m 
Jo 

w(t) < (pit) + \j/(s)w(s) ds 

ds. <p(s)\l/(s) exp^j 

Write y(t)) = f \j/(s)w(s) ds; y is continuous, and from (10.5.1.4) it follows 
J o 

that, in the complement of a denumerable subset of [0, c]9 we have 

(10.5.1.6) y\t) - }jf(t)y(t) < (p(t)\j/(t) 

by Section 8.7. Write z(t) = y(t) exp(— f il/(s)ds); relation (10.5.1.6) is 
Jo 

equivalent to 

z'(t) < (p{t)\jj(t) exp^- J \j/(s) dsj. 

By (8.5.3) and using the fact that z(0) = 0, we get, for t e [0, c] 

whence by definition 

z(0 < f <P(s)\l/(s) expf - *KO d%\ ds 
Jo ''Jo ' 

y(t) < f <p(s)ip(s) exp( iK£) d£\ ds 
Jo 'Js ' 

and (10.5.1.5) now follows from the relation w{t) =s$ q>(t) + y(t). 
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(10.5.2) Suppose f is continuously differentiable in I x H. If u,v are two 

solutions of (10.4.1), defined in an open ball J of center t0 and such that 

u(t0) = v(t0), then u = v in J. 

It is enough to prove that u and v coincide in every compact ball L of 
center t0 contained in J. This follows from (10.5.1) applied to u and v, 
provided we know that D2 / is bounded in some set L x H', where H' is an 
open subset of H containing both u{L) and v(L). But the existence of such a 
set follows at once from (10.4.5.1). 

(10.5.3) Suppose E is finite dimensional and f is analytic in I x H. Then any 

solution of (10.4.1) in an open ball J c l is analytic. 

This is immediate by definition if K = C. Suppose K = R, and let E = Rm; 
then for any point (tQ, x0) e I x H there is a ball L0 c C of center t0 and a 
ball PcCm of center x0 such that L0nRcI and PnRmcH, and an 
analytic mapping g of L0 x P into Cw whose restriction to (L0 nR)x(Pn Rw) 
coincides with f (9.4.5). There is by (10.4.5) an open ball L c L0 of center 
t0 in C such that there exists a solution v of the differential equation z' = g(t, z), 
taking the value x0 at the point t0, and v is analytic in L. Using the relation 
v'(t) = g(t, v(t))9 and the definition of g and v, it is immediately verified by 
induction on n that all derivatives vin)(t0) belong to Rm; hence (9.3.5.1) v(t) 

belongs to Rm for t e L n R. This proves that the restriction u of v to L n R is 
a solution of (10.4.1) (see Section 8.4, Remarks), such that u(t0) = xQ . But by 
(10.5.2), any solution w of (10.4.1) in a ball M of center t0 such that w(t0) = x0 

coincides with u in L n M, hence is analytic at the point t0. Q.E.D. 

(10.5.4) Remark. When K = R, the proof of (10.5.1) shows that the 
inequality (10.5.1.1) is still valid when/is lipschitzian in I x H for a constant 
k^ 0, i.e. such that condition (a) of (10.4.6) is satisfied and that 
|| f(t, xx) - f{t, x2)|| < k • ||jq - x2|| for any t e I, xu x2 in H; J can then be 
taken as an interval of origin (or extremity) /0, containing /0, u and v are 
primitivesof regulated functions in J, and the relations \\u\t) —f(t,u(t)) || ^ el9 

|| v\t) —f(t, i?(/))|| < e2 are °nly supposed to hold in the complement of an at 

most denumerable subset of J. The uniqueness result (10.5.2) holds likewise 
(when K = R) under the only assumption that/is locally lipschitzian (10.4.6) 
in I x H, when one takes for J an interval having t0 as origin or extremity, and 
one only requires that the relations u'(t) = f(t, u(t)), v'(t) = g(t, v(t)) hold in 
the complement of an at most denumerable subset of J. 
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(10.5.5) Let f be continuously differentiable mIxH//K = C, locally lip- 
schitzian ;«IxH//K = R. Suppose v is a solution of (10.4.1) defined in an 

open ball J: \t — r0l < r, such that Jcl, that v(J) a H, and that t-+f(t, v(t)) is 
bounded in J. Then there exists a ball J' : \t — /0| < r' contained in I, with rf > r, 
and a solution of (10.4.1) defined in Y and coinciding with v in J. 

(a) K = R. By assumption, we have || f(t9 i?(r))|| ^ M for te J, hence 
||z/(OII < M in the complement of an at most denumerable subset of J. This 
implies ||v(s) — v(t)|| <M|j —/| for s, t in J by the mean value theorem 
(8.5.2). From the Cauchy convergence criterion (3.14.6) we conclude that 
the limits v((t0 — r)+) and v((tQ + r)—) exist and belong to r(J) c H. By 
(10.4.6) , there exists a solution wt (resp. w2) of x' = /(/, x) defined in an open 
ball U1 (resp. U2) of center t0 4- r(resp. tQ - r), contained in I, and taking the 
value v((tQ + r) —) (resp. v((t0 — r)+)) at this point; from (10.5.4)it follows 
in addition that wx (resp. w2) coincides with v in JJl n J (resp. U2 n J), and the 
proof is therefore concluded in that case. (One may observe that it has not 
been necessary to check the existence of derivatives on the left or on the 
right for v (extended by continuity) nor for and w2, at the points t0 — r 
and t0 + r.) 

(b) K = C. For any complex number £ such that |£| = 1, put 
t — t0 + (s, with s^0, and vc(s) = v(t0 + £». Then the same argument as in 
(a) proves that vfr —) exists and is in H; hence there exists a solution of 
x' = /(/, x) defined in an open ball Vc of center t0 + £r, contained in J, such 
that wft0 + Cr) = vfr — ). From (10.5.4) it follows that vt’c and v coincide in 
the intersection of J n V? with the segment of extremities t0 and t0 + £r; as 
these functions are analytic in JnY?, they coincide in J n by (9.4.4). 
Now cover the compact set |/ — r0| = r with finitely many balls VCi (1 < / < m); 
if V^. n V^. # 0, the functions R’c. and \vCj coincide in VCi n , for both 
coincide with v in the nonempty open set J n V?i n V^, and we have only to 
apply (9.4.2) (to show that the preceding intersection is not empty, remark that 
the assumption implies r\Ci — CjI < Pi 4- Py, where pi9 pj are the radii of 
V?f and V^; hence there is 2e]0, 1[ such that rl\(i-Cj\<pi and 
and r( 1 - A)|C,- - Cj\ < Pfi it follows that the point tQ + r((l — 2)(i + AQ 
belongs to J n n V^). There is therefore a solution of x' = /(/, x) equal to 
v in J, to Wfr in each of the Vc., and there is an open ball of center t0 and radius 
r' > r contained in the union of these sets (3.17.11), which ends the proof. 

(10.5.5.1) It follows from (10.5.5) that if r0 is the l.u.b. of all numbers r such 

that J cz I and i?(J) c: H, either r0 = H- oo, or, if J0 is the open ball \t — t0 \ < r0, 

one of the two relations J0 gt I, r(J0) <£ H holds. 
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(10.5.6) Let f, g be two continuously differentiable mappings of I x H into 

E, and suppose that, in I x H, ||f(t9 x) — g(t, x)|| ^ a and ||D2^(f, x)|| < k. 

Let (t0, x0) be a point of IxH, p, p two numbers > 0, and <p(£) = 
e— 1 

per* + (a + p) —-— for £ ^ 0. Let u be an approximate solution of x' = g(t, x), 

with approximation P, defined in an open ball J : \t — t0\ < 6 contained in I, and 

such that u(t0) = x0 and for any t e J, the closed ball of center u(t) and radius 

cp(\t — t0\) is contained in H. Then, for any ye H such that ||j> — x0|| < p there, 

exists a unique solution v of x' = fit, x), defined in J, taking its values in H 
and such that v(t0) = y; furthermore \\u(t) — u(f)|| ^ <p(\t — /0|) for te J. 

Let A be the set of numbers r such that 0 < r ^ b and that there exists a 
solution vr of x' = f(t, x) with values in H, defined in the ball Jr: \t — t0\ <r 

and such that vr{t0) = y. By Cauchy’s existence theorem (10.4.5), A is not 
empty. Moreover, we have, in J,., \\v'r(t) — g(t,vr(t))\\ <a; in other words 
vr is an approximate solution of x' = g(t, x) with approximation a, and by 
(10.5.1.1) we conclude that \\u(t) — 0,(011 ^ cp(\t — /0|) in Jr. If r, r' are in A 
and such that r < r', then vr and vr> coincide in J,., by (10.5.2) and (10.5.4). 

Let c be the l.u.b. of A; we have to prove c = b. Suppose the 
contrary; there is then a unique solution v of x’ = fit, x) in Jc, equal to 
vr in each of the balls Jr with r < c, taking its values in H and 

such that ||w(/) — u(/)|| < <p(|f — f0l) in Jc. We therefore have 
IIg{t, u(0))|| < \\g(t9 «(0)ll +k<p(\t- /0|) in Jc, and as t-*g(t9 u(t)) is continu¬ 
ous in jc, it is bounded in that compact ball; from which it follows that 
t -> g(t, v{t)) is bounded in Jc. On the other hand, any cluster point z of z;(Jc) 
is the limit of a sequence (v(t„)) where tn e Jc and tn tends to t0 + cC 

with |C| < 1; by continuity, we have ||z —u(t0 + cQII < (p(c\C\), hence 
zeH by assumption. We thus can apply (10.5.5) and obtain a solution of 
x' = j\t, x) defined in a ball with r' > c and taking the value y at t0, 

which contradicts the definition of c. 

When K = R, one may, in the statement of (10.5.6), replace J by an open 
interval ]c, d[ containing the point t0. 

(10.5.6.1) We again remark that if K = R, we can relax in (10.5.6) the 
hypotheses on/and g, supposing merely that g is lipschitzian for the constant 
k, and / locally lipschitzian in I x H. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let /(/, x) be a real valued continuous function defined in the set |f| ^ a, |x| ^ b 

in R2, such that /(/, x) < 0 for tx > 0, and fit, x)>0 for tx < 0. Show that x = 0 

is the unique solution of the differential equation x' =/(r, *) defined in a neighborhood 
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2. 

3. 

of 0 and such that x(0) = 0 (use contradiction, and consider, in a compact interval 

containing 0, the points where a solution reaches its maximum or minimum). 

Let /(/, x) be the real valued continuous function defined in R2 by the following con¬ 

ditions: /(/, x) = -It for * ^ /2, f(t, x) = -2x11 for \x\ < t2,f{t, x) = It for * ^ -12. 
rt 

Let (y„) be the sequence of functions defined by y0(t) = t2, yn(t) = f{u,yn_l(u))du 

foxn^l. Show that the sequence (yn(t)) is not convergent for any / # 0, although the 

differential equation x' = /(/, x) has a unique solution such that x(0) = 0 (Problem 1). 

For any pair of real numbers a > 0, jS > 0, the function equal to - (/ - a)2 for t < a, 

to 0 for a ^ t < fi, to (/ — /?)2 for t> is a solution of the differential equation x' = 

2|x|1/2 such that x(0) = 0. 
Let w0 be an arbitrary continuous function defined in a compact interval [a, b], and 

define by induction !/„(/) = 2 J |i/,-i(j)|,/2 ds for te [a, b). Show that if y is the 

largest number in [a, b] such that u0(t) = 0 in [a, y], the sequence (w„) converges uni¬ 

formly in [a, b] to the solution of x' = 2|x|l/2 which is equal to 0 for a ^ ^ y, to 

(t — y)2 for y^t^b. (Consider first the case in which w0(/) = 0 for / y, u0(t) = 
k(t__y)2 for y^t^b. Next remark that, replacing if necessary w0 by ux, one may 

suppose that w0 is increasing in [a, b]; observe that for any number e > 0, there are 

two numbers kx>0,k2>0 such that in [a, b] 

kiVolt - y - e) ^ u0(t) ^ k2 v0(t — y + e) 

where v0(t) = 0 if / ^ 0, v0(t) — t2 if t^ 0.) 

4. The notations being those of Section 10.4, suppose K = R, /is continuous and bounded 

in I x H, and let M = sup ||/(/, x)||. Let x0 be a point of H, S an open ball of 
<r,jc)eIxH 

center x0 and radius r, contained in H. 
(a) Suppose in addition/is uniformly continuous in I x S (a condition which is auto¬ 

matically satisfied if E is finite dimensional and I is contained in a compact interval 

I0 such that / is continuous in I0 x H). Prove that for any e > 0, and any compact 

interval [/o,*o4/f] (resp.[/0 — h, /0]) contained in I and such that h<r/(M + e), 
there exists in that interval an approximate solution of x' — f(t, x) with approximation 

e, taking the value x0 for / = t0. (Suppose 8 > 0 is such that the relations \tx — t2\ ^ 8, 

||*i — *2II < 8 imply ||/(/i,*i) — f(t2, *2)11 ^ s; consider a subdivision of the interval 
[to, t0 4- h] in intervals of length at most equal to inf(8,8/M), and define the approxi¬ 

mate solution on each successive subinterval, starting from t0.) 

(b) Suppose E is finite dimensional and I = ]r0 — a, t0 -f a[. Prove that there exists a 

solution of x' = /(/, x), defined in the interval [r0, t0 4- c] (resp.[r0 — c, /0]) with c = 

inf(w, r/M), taking its values in S, and equal to x0 for t — t0. (“ Peano’s theorem”: for 

each n, let w„ be an approximate solution with approximation 1 In, defined in J„ = 

[to, t0 -f c — (1 /«)], whose existence is given by (a). Observe that for each m, the restric¬ 

tions of the functions w„ (for n > m) to Jm form a relatively compact subset of the normed 

normed space (7.5.7), and use the “diagonal process ” as in the proof of (9.13.2); 
finally apply (10.4.3) and (8.7.8).) 

5. Let/be the mapping of the space (c0) of Banach (Section 5.3, Problem 5) into itself, such 

that, for x= (x„),/(x) = (yn), with yn — |x„|1/2 H-. Show that / is continuous in 
n + 1 

(c0), but that there is no solution of the differential equation x' = /(x), defined in a 

neighborhood of 0 in R, taking its values in (c0), and equal to 0 for t = 0. (If there was 
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such a solution u(t) — («„(/)), compute the value of each ufj) by straightforward 

integration, and show that the sequence (un(t))n does not tend to 0 for t =£ 0.) 

6. (a) The notations being those of Section 10.4, let /be analytic in I x H if K = C, 

locally lipschitzian in I x H if K = R. Let I0 be an open ball of center t0 and radius a, 

contained in I, and S an open ball of center x0 and radius r, contained in H. Let his, z) 

be a continuous function defined in [0, <z[ x [0, r[ <= R2, such that h(s, z) ^ 0 and that, 

for every se [0, a[, the function z-^h(s,z) is increasing in [0, r[. Suppose that: (1) 

Wfit, x)|| ^ h(\t — /qU II* “ *^o II) in I0 x S; (2) there exists an interval [0, a] with 
a <a, and a function <p, which is a primitive of a regulated function cpf in [0, a], and 

is such that <p(0) = 0, cp(s) e [0, r[ and <p'(s) > Hs, (pis)) in the interval [0, a], with 
the exception of an at most denumerable set of values of s. Show that there is a solution 

u of x' = fit, x), defined in the open ball J of center t0 and radius a, taking its values in 

S and such that u(t0) = x0 ; furthermore, in J, ||//(f) — xQ\\ ^ cp{\t— /0|). (Use (10.5.5) 

to prove that there is a largest open ball J0 of center t0, contained in I0, and in 

which there is a solution v of x' = /(/, x), taking its values in S and such that 

||i>(/) — x0|| ^ <p(\t — /0|) in J0, and furthermore that solution is unique; use then the 

mean value theorem to prove by contradiction that J <= J0.) 

(b) Suppose that H = E, and that there is a function h(z) > 0 defined, continuous and 
r+co dz 

increasing in [0, + oo[, and such that —- = + oo, and that \\f{t, x)|| ^ h(\\x\\) in 
Jo h(z) 

I0 x E. Show that every solution of x'—f(t,x) defined in a neighborhood of t0, is 

defined in I0 (use (a)). 
(c) If 11/(r, x)|| < M in I0 x S, then there exists a solution u of x' = f(t, x) in the 

ball J of center t0 and radius inf(fl, r/M), taking its values in S and such that u t0) = x0 

(take h(s, z) = M). Suppose K = E = C, and a ^ rjM; show that, unless/is a constant, 

there is an open ball J in which u can be extended to a solution of x' = fit, x) 

taking its values in S. (Observe that, due to the maximum principle (9.5.9), |w'(r)| < M 

for t e J; for any £ such that |£| = 1, consider the function «c(s) = u(t0 + £$); arguing 

as in (10.5.5), prove that the assumptions of (10.5.5) are satisfied.) It is not possible to 

take for the radius of J' a number depending only on a, r and M, and not on/itself, as 

the example fit, x) = ((1 + x)/2)1/n (Section 9.5, Problem 8), with t = x0 = 0, a = r = 

M = 1, shows in arbitrary integer > 1). 

7. Let/be a real valued bounded continuous function in the open polydisk P: \t — /0| < a, 
|x — x0| < b in R2, and let M= sup |/(f, x)|; let r — inf(tf, b/M), and let 1 = 

(r.JC) 6P 

]t0 — r,t0 + r[. Let <D be the set of all solutions u of x'=/(/, x), defined in I, 

taking their values in the open interval ]x0 — b, x0 H~ b[ and equal to x0 for t= t0\ the 

set <D is not empty (Problem 4(b)). For each / e I, let vit, tQ, x0) = inf uit), wit, t0, x0) = 
U6<D 

sup uit); show that v and w belong to <D (Section 7.5, Problem 11); v (resp. w) is called the 
u e <D 

minimal (resp. maximal) solution of x' == fit, x) in I, corresponding to the point (/0, x0). 

For each re I, let f = u(r, t0, x0). Show that v(t, r, ^) = vit, t0, x0) in an interval 

of the form [r, r + h[, if r > /0, of the form ]r — h, r] if r < t0 (with h > 0). Conclude 

that there is a largest open interval ]/i, t2[ contained in ]t0 — a, r0 + a[ and containing 

t0, such that vit, t0,x0) can be extended to a continuous function g defined in J/h, t2[, 

taking its values in ]x0- b,x0 + b[, and such that, for every t e]ti9t2[9g{s) = 

vis, t, git)) in an interval of the form [t, t + h[ if / > t0, of the form ]t — h,t)\i t< t0 

with h > 0). (If gx is another such extension of vit, t0, x0) in an interval ]t[, ti[, show that 

g and gi coincide in the intersection of ]/i, t2[ and ]t{, t2[ by considering the l.u.b. (resp. 

g.l.b.) of the points s in that intersection such that g and gi coincide in [t0, s[ (resp. in 

]s, /0]). Furthermore, either tx = t0 — a (resp. t2 = t0 + <z), or giti +) = x0 ± b (resp. 

git2-) =^o ± b). 
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8. (a) Generalize GronwalFs lemma (10.5.1.3) to the inequalities 

w(/) ^ <p(t) -f 0(0 f ip(s)w(s) ds 
Jo 

w(t) < <p(t) + #i(0 f ^i(s)w(s) ds 4- 02(O f i/j2(s)w(s)ds, etc., 
Jo Jo 

where <p, */r2, 0i, 02 are regulated functions ^0. (Use induction on the number of 

integrals on the right-hand side.) 

(b) Let K(r, s) be a continuously differentiable function ^0 defined in [0, c] x [0, c]. 

Suppose there are two regulated functions g,h, defined and ^0 in [0, c], such that 

dK.(t, s)/dt ^ g(t)h(s). Show that the inequality 

w(/) ^ <p(r) + f K(r, s)w(s) ds 
Jo 

for a regulated function w ^ 0 implies 

w(t) ^ 9?i(/) -f- Oi(t) f h(s)w(s) ds 
Jo 

where cp± and dL are functions which one can explicitly compute when the functions 

<p, g and r(t) = K(f, t) are known (consider the function y{t) = K(t, s)w(s) ds and 
Jo 

majorize its derivative). 

(c) Apply (a) or (b) to the inequality 

w(0 t + A2/ f e~Mw(s) ds H- f w(s) ds, 
Jo Jo 

where A > 0. 
9. Let w be a real function defined in an open interval IcR, and suppose w is the primitive 

of a regulated function w' whose points of discontinuity are isolated in I, and such that 

in each of these points w'(t+) > w'(r-); suppose in addition that if E is the set of 

points of discontinuity of w', the second derivative W' exists in I — E and w"(x) ^ w(x) 

in i — e. 

(a) Show that if a, b are two points of I such that w(a) = w(b) = 0, then w(jc) ^ 0 

for a < x < b (use contradiction). Conclude that for any three points xx < x < x2 in I 

one has 

, x w(xi) sinhfe — x) + w(x2) sinh(x — xx) 
w(x) ^-—--- 

sinh(x2 — <^i) 

(consider the difference w(x) — u(x), where u is a solution of the equation 

u"(x) — u(x) = 0 taking the same values as w at the points Jti and x2). 

6. LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

The existence theorem (10.4.5) can be improved in special cases: 

(10.6.1) Let I czK. be an open ball of center t0 and radius r. Let fbe continuous 

in I x E ifK = R, continuously differentiable mIxEi/K=C, and such that 
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WKU *1) -f(t, X2)\\ < k(\t - *01)11*1 “ *2II f°r t g I, xu x2 in E, where 
f Jc(S) is a regulated function in [0, r[. Then for every x0 e E, there exists a 

unique solution u of (10.4.1), defined in I, and such that u(t0) = x0. 

We only have to prove that, if c is the l.u.b. of the numbers p such that 
0 < p < r and that there exists a solution of (10.4.1) defined in \t — t0\ < p 

and taking the value x0 at t0, then c = r (by (10.5.4)). Suppose the contrary; 
then, by (10.5.4), there is a solution v of (10.4.1) defined in J : \t —10\ < c 

and such that v(t0) = x0. We are going to show that the conditions of (10.5.5) 
are satisfied; applying (10.5.5) then yields a contradiction and ends the proof. 

As here H = E, the condition t>(J) c: H is trivially verified, so we have only 
to check that /->/(/, v(t)) is bounded in J. Now, in the compact interval [0, c]9 k 

is bounded and so is the continuous function /—► ||f(t9 x0)|| in the compact 

set J; hence there exist two numbers m > 0, h > 0 such that || f(t, x)|| < 
m||x|| + h for t e J and x e E. This implies ||i/(/)|| < m\\v(t)\ + h for t e J; if 
we write w(f) = \\v(t0 + A£)\\ with \X\ = 1, the mean value theorem shows that 

w(£) ^ ||x0|| + he + m^w(C) d£. We therefore can apply Gronwall’s lemma 

(10.5.1.3), which shows that ||i<f)ll < aem[t~to[ + b in J (a and b constants), 
hence v is bounded in J, and so is \\f(t, u(t))|| ^ m||i;(t)|| -f h. 

(10.6.1.1) Here again, when K = R, the condition of continuity on/can be 
relaxed to condition (a) of Remark (10.4.6). 

A linear differential equation is an equation (10.4.1) of the special form 

(10.6.2) x' = A{t) • x + b(t) (=f(t, x)) 

where A is a mapping of I into the Banach space J£?(E; E) of continuous 
linear mappings of E into itself (Section 5.7), and b a mapping of I into E. We 
have here H = E, and by (5.7.4) 

II fit, X,)-/(/, X2)|| ^ M(0ll * 11*1 - *2 II 

for all te I, xu x2 in E. Applying (10.6.1) and (10.6.1.1) we therefore get: 

(10.6.3) Let I c= K be an open ball of center t0. Suppose A and b are regulated 

in I if K = R, analytic in I if K = C. Then, for every x0 e E, there exists a 

unique solution u of (10.6.2), defined in I and such that u(t0) = x0. 

Observe that if b = 0, and x0 = 0, the solution u of (10.6.2) is equal to 0. 

From (10.6.3) we easily deduce the apparently more general result: 
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(10.6.4) The assumptions being the same as in (10.6.3), for every s e1 and 
every x0 e E, there is a unique solution u of (10.6.2) defined in I and such that 

u(s) = *o • 

Replacing t by t - t0, we may assume that t0 = 0. Suppose I is a ball 

of radius r; the mapping 

t-*r* 
t — s 

st - r2 

is an analytic homeomorphism of I onto itself, mapping 5 on 0: indeed, one 

has 
. _ „ „2 / |„|2\ 

t' = r2 
t - s _ r2 / r2 - |s|2\ 

it - 1 s \ r2 -st j 

hence, if |f| < r, we have 

whence 

I t'K 

St 

|r2 - s/| < r(r + |j|) 

2 -|s|2x U _ ’izm = r- 
\ Hr + |s|)/ ’ \s\ \ Hr + |s|V 

our assertion follows from the fact that, conversely. 

t = r‘ IT 
t' -s 

st' — 1 

Now, if 

and 

bft) = 

r2(\s\2 — r2) st-r21 

(st — r2)2 

r2(|s|2 - r2) 

one sees at once that if v is the unique solution of the differential equation 

x' = Afit) • x + bft) 

defined in I and such that v(0) = x0, then 

is the unique solution of (10.6.2), defined in I and such that u(s) = x0. 
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When E = K", A(t) = (<%(/)) is an n x n matrix, b(t) = (bft)) a vector, the 
aij(t) and bt(t) being regulated in I if K = R, analytic if K = C; if 
x = equation (10.6.2) is equivalent to the system of scalar linear 
differential equations 

(10.6.5) x[ = X atj(t)xj + b,(t) (1 « i < n). 
j= i 

The (scalar) linear differential equations of order n > 1 

(10.6.6) D"x — a1(t)Dn~1x —-an_x{t)Dx — an{t)x = b(t) 

are equivalent to special systems of type (10.6.5); one has only to write 
xx = x, xp = Dp_1x for 2 < p < n, and (10.6.6) is equivalent to 

(x'k = xk+l for 1 ^ /c ^ n — 1 
(10.6.7) 

X = ai(0x„ + + • • • + an(t)x! + 6(0. 

7. DEPENDENCE OF THE SOLUTION ON PARAMETERS 

(10.7.1) Let IB, be a Banach space over K, I an open subset of K, H an open 
subset o/E,Pfl metric space, f a mapping of I x H x P into E. Suppose that: 
(1) for any ze P, (/, x) ->•/(/, x, z) is a continuously differentiable mapping 
of I x H into E; (2) / and D2f are continuous in I x H x P. Then, for any 
point (/0,x0,z0)eIxHx P, there exists an open ball Jcl of center t0 and 
an open ball TcPo/ center z0 such that, for each zeT, there exists in J one 
and only one solution t-+u{t,z) of the equation x' =/(/, x, z) such that 
u(tQ, z) = x0. Moreover the mapping (t, z) u(t, z) zs bounded and continuous 

in J x T. 

The proof is very similar to that of (10.4.5). Let Ja be a compact ball 
of center t0 and radius a contained in I. By (10.4.5.1), there is an open ball 
B of center x0 and radius b contained in H, and an open ball T of center 
z0 in P, such that ||/(f, x, z)|| < M and ||D 2/(f, x,z)\\^kinJaxBx T. For 
r < a, let Jr be the closed ball of center t0 and radius r. If K = R, we define 
Fr to be the space of bounded continuous mappings y of Jr x T into E, which 
is a Banach space. If K = C, we define Fr as the space of mappings y of Jr x T 
into E which are bounded and continuous in Jr and such that, for any ze T, 
t-*y(t,z) is analytic in jr; this is again a Banach space by (9.12.1). The 
remainder of the proof of (10.4.5) is then unchanged. 

For linear differential equations, there is a better result: 
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(10.7.2) Let I c K be an open ball of center t0; suppose A and b continuous 
in IxP, and, ifK = C, such that for each zgP,/-> A(t, z) and t 6(f, z) are 
analytic in I. For any xeEJett-* u(t, z) the solution ofx' = z) • x + Z>(f, z) 
defined in I and such that u(t0 , z) = x0; then u is continuous in IxP. 

Let z0 e P, and consider an arbitrary compact ball Jcl of center t0 
and radius r; it will be enough to prove that u is continuous at each point 
(/, z0) where te J. As t-* u(t, z0) is continuous in J, it is bounded in that compact 
set, let ||u(t9 z0) || < M in J. By (10.4.5.1), there is a neighborhood U of z0 in 
P such that ||^4(/, z)|| ^ k for z e U and te J. Given arbitrarily an e > 0, let 
us show next that there exists a neighborhood V c U of z0 in P such that 
\\A(t, z) - A(t, z0)|| < e and || b(t, z) - b(t, z0)|| < e for t e J and z e V. We 
only have to remark that for any s e J there is a neighborhood Ws of s in J 
and a neighborhood VscU of z0 in P such that the preceding inequalities 
hold in Ws x Vs; then we cover J by a finite number of neighborhoods WSf, and 
take for V the intersection of the VSt. We can now write 

u'(t, z) - u\t9 z0) 

= 4(f, z) • (tt(f, z) - u(t, z0)) + (i4(f, z) - A(t, z0)) * w(/, z0) + 6(/, z) - b(t9 z0) 

hence, for t e J and zeV 

II z) - w'(r, *0)|| < k • ||w(f, z) - u(t, z0) || + e(M + 1). 

Put f = t0 + with |A| = 1, 0 < £ < r, and 

w(f) = M*o + z) “ h(*o + *o)ll; 

then by the mean value theorem, we have w(tf) ^ e(M + l)r + lc J* w(£) 

for 0 and using (10.5.1.3), we obtain w(tf) < e(M + l)rekr for 
0 ^ ^ r, in other words, we have ||i*(f, z) — u(t, z0)|| < e(M + l)r/r for 
/ e J and z e V; as s is arbitrary, this ends the proof (since t -» u(t, z0) is 
continuous in J). 

(10.7.3) In addition to the assumptions of (10.7.1), suppose that P is an open 
subset of a Banach space G, and that (1) ifK. = R,/is continuously differentiable 
in I x H x P;(2)i/K = C,f is twice continuously differentiable in I x H x P 
(when E and G are finite dimensional, this is equivalent to saying that f is 
analytic in I x H x P (9.10)). Let Jj c= I be an open ball of center t0 and c= P 
an open ball of center z0 such that, for every zeTb there is a solution t -* u(t, z) 
of xr = /(/, x, z) (-necessarily unique by (10.5.2)) defined in Jx and such that 
u(t0, z) = x0. Then, for any open ball J of center tQ, such that JcJl5 there 
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exists an open ball T cr Tx of cen ter z0 such that (/, z) -> u(t, z) is continuously 
differentiable in J x T. Furthermore, for any z e T, t D2 w(t, z) w equal in J 
to the solution U(t, z) 0/ the linear differential equation 

(10.7.3.1) IT = ^((/, z) o U + £(/, z) 

such that U(t0, z) = 0, w/icre ,4(/, z) = D2f(t, u(t, z), z) anaf 2?(f, z) = 
D3/(f, */(/, z), z). 

Let J be an open ball of center t0 and radius r, such that Jcjj. By 
(10.4.5.1) , there is an open ball ScH of center x0 and an open ball T cz Tt 
of center z0 such that D2/ and D3/ are bounded in J x S x T, let 
||D2/(f, •*, 2)|| < a and ||D3/(f, x9 z)|| < b. Then, by (8.5.2) and (8.9.1), we 
have, 

(10.7.3.2) ||/(2, xu zx) -/(*, x2, z2)|| < ^llxx - x2\\ +b\\z1 - z2|| 

for t g J, x2 in S, zl9 z2 in T. Taking (10.7.3.2) into account, we see that, 
by (10.5.1), we have, for t e J and zu z2 in T 

(10.7.3.3) ||u(t9 zx) - u(t, z2)|| < c\\zt - z2|| 

with c = Z>(eflr — 1 )/a. We next prove that, given a point z e T and e > 0, 
there exists p > 0 such that, for any w e P such that z -f w e T and || w|| ^ p, 
and any t e J, we have 

||/(f, w(t, Z + w), z + w) -f(t, u(t, z), z) 

(10.7.3.4) — A(t,z) * (u(t, z + w) — w(/, z)) — 2?(f,z) • w|| 

<e||w||. 

Indeed, using (8.6.2), (8.9.1), the continuity of D2f and D3/in I x H x P, 
and relation (10.7.3.3), for any ie J, there is a neighborhood W, of s in 
and a number p(s) >0 such that relation (10.7.3.4) holds for (eWs and 
Ml < p(s); covering J by finitely many W4|, we need only take for p the 
smallest of the p(s£) to have (10.7.3.4). Due to the definition of u(t,z), 
(10.7.3.4) can also be written 

(10.7.3.5) 

||D1m(/, z + w) - T>iu(t, z) - A(t, z) ■ (u(t, z + w) - u(t, z)) - B(t, z) • w|| 

<e||w||. 
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Now the existence of U(tyz) in J x T is guaranteed by (10.6.3), since 
D2/ and D3/ are continuously differentiable when K = C. Put u(/, z, w) = 
u(t, z + w) — u(t, z) — U(t, z) * w; this function has a derivative with respect to 
t equal to 

Dtv(t9 z, w) = z + w) — D!«(/, z) — ^4(/, z) • (£/(/, z) ■ w) — R(/, z) • w, 

by (10.7.3.1). Relation (10.7.3.5) therefore can be written 

IIDtv(t9 z, w) - A(t, z) • v(t, z, w)|| ^ s ||w||, 

for any tel and any w such that z -f iv e T and || w|| < p. In other words, 
v(t, z, w) is an approximate solution, with approximation e || w||, of the linear 
differential equation 

(10.7.3.6) y' = A(t,z)-y. 

Furthermore, we have u(/0, z, w) = 0 by definition; as || A(t, z)|| ^ a in J x T, 
we conclude from (10.5.1) (since 0 is a solution of (10.7.3.6)) that 

IIv(tyZ9 w)|| ^ c0elkII 

where c0 = (ear — 1 )/a, this inequality being valid for any te J and any w 
such that z+ weT and ||w|| ^ p. As £ is arbitrary, the definition of the 
derivative of a function shows that u is differentiable with respect to z at any 
point (/, z) e J x T and that D2 u{t, z) = U(t, z). 

Finally, from the assumptions and (10.7.2), it follows that U is continuous 
in J x T; on the other hand, D1w(/, z) =/(f, u{t, z), z) is continuous in 
J x T by (10.7.1). Therefore, by (8.9.1), u is continuously differentiable in 
J x T, and this ends the proof of (10.7.3). 

(10.7.4) Suppose K = R, and f is p times continuously differentiable (resp. E 
and G are finite dimensional and f is indefinitely differentiable) in I x H x P. 
Then y for each open interval J of center t0 such that Jcjl5 it is possible to take 
T such that u is p times continuously differentiable (resp. indefinitely differ¬ 
entiable) in J x T. 

If p = 1, this is (10.7.3). Using induction on p, suppose we have proved 
the result for (p — 1) times continuously differentiable mappings. Then, in 
the right-hand side of (10.7.3.1), A and B are p — 1 times continuously 
differentiable mappings in JxT (by (8.12.10)); therefore, by (10.7.3) 
(applied to U(t,z))y D2w(/, z) is p — 1 times continuously differentiable in 
JxT (when T has been conveniently chosen). On the other hand Dxu(t, z) == 
f(t, u(ty z), z) is also p — 1 times continuously differentiable in J x T by the 
induction hypothesis and (8.12.10); therefore Du(/, z) is p — 1 times con¬ 
tinuously differentiable in J x T by (8.9.1), (8.12.9), and (8.12.10); but this 
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implies that u is p times continuously differentiable in J x T, by (8.12.5). When 
E and G are finite dimensional and / is indefinitely differentiable, it follows 
from (3.17.10) that in the preceding argument one may choose T independently 
of p, since all derivatives of / are continuous; therefore u is indefinitely 
differentiable in J x T. 

Observe that in (10.7.4), one may replace Jx by any open interval contain¬ 
ing the point t0i and J by any open interval containing t0 and such that 
J c: 

(10.7.5) Suppose that the Banach spaces E and G are finite dimensional and 
that f is analytic in I x H x P. Then, for any open ball J of center t0, such that 
J c: J1; it is possible to take T such that u is analytic in J x T. 

If K = C, this follows immediately from (10.7.1), (10.7.3), (9.10.1), and 
(9.9.4). If K = R, we apply an argument exactly similar to that of (10.5.3), 
which we accordingly suppress. 

(10.7.6) Remarks. There are several improvements and variants of the 
preceding theorems. For instance, in (10.7.3), when K = R, the existence of 
Di/is not required to insure that D2 u(t, z) exists: we need only the continuity 
of D2/ and D3/ as functions of (x, z), and their boundedness in J x S x T, 
as well as the fact that t-+f(t, hit), z) is regulated in I for any function h 
continuous in I and similarly for D2f and D3/ 

PROBLEMS 

1. The notations being those of Section 10.4, let I be an open ball in K of center t0 and 

radius a, S an open ball in E of center x0 and radius r, G the normed space #j?(I x S) 

(Section 7.2). For each M > 0, let GM be the ball ||/|| ^ M in G. Let L be the subset of 

G consisting of all continuous lipschitzian mappings of I x S into E (10.5.4); for each 

M > 0, let be the open ball of center t0 and radius inf(a, r/M); for each function 

fe L n Gm , there is a unique solution u — U(/) of — fit, x) taking its values in S, 

defined in JM and such that u(t0) = x0 (Section 10.5, Problem 6(c)). 
(a) Let (/„) be a sequence of functions belonging to L n Gm , and suppose/, converges 

uniformly in I x S to a function /; show that in the space (JM), every cluster value of 

the sequence of functions u„ — U(/„) is a solution of —fit, x), taking its values in S, 

and equal to jc0 for t = tQ (use (10.4.3) and (8.7.8)). Give an example in which the 

sequence (un) has no cluster value in (Jm) (see Section 10.5, Problem 5). 
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(b) Suppose in addition that E is finite dimensional; using the result of (a), give a new 

proof of Peano’s theorem (Section 10.5, Problem 4(b); use Ascoli’s theorem (7.5.7) and 

the Weierstrass approximation theorem (7.4.1)). 

2. (a) In the polydisk P: \t— /0| < 0, |* —*o| < b in R2, let g,h be two real valued 
continuous functions such that g(t, x) < h(t9 x) in P. Let u (resp. v) be a solution of 

*' = 9(t, x) (resp. = h(t, x)) defined in an interval [/0, to 4- c[, taking its values in 

]x0 — b9x0-hb[ and such that «(/<>) = *o (resp. u(r0) = *o); show that u(t)<v(t) 
for t0 < t < t0 4- c (consider the l.u.b. of the points s in [t0, t0 4- c[ such that u(t) < v(t) 

for t0<t<s). 
(b) Let g be continuous and real valued in P, and let u be the maximal solution of 

x' = g(t x) corresponding to (t0,x0) (Section 10.5, Problem 7); suppose u is defined 

(at least,) in an interval [/0, /o 4- c[ and takes its values in ]x0 — b9 x0 4- b[. Show 

that in every compact interval [t0 + contained in [/0, t0 4- c[9 the maximal and 

minimal solutions of x' = git, x) -he are defined and take their values in ]x0 — b, x0 + b[ 

as soon as e > 0 is small enough, and converge uniformly to u when e tends to 0. 

(Given e0 > 0, there exists an s > t0 such that the maximal and minimal solutions of all 

the equations x' ~g(t9 x) 4- e for 0 ^ £ < e0, corresponding to (/0, x0), are defined and 

take their values in ]x0 — b9 x0 + b[ for / in [/0, s]; observe that all these functions form 

an equicontinuous set in [/0, s], and prove the uniform convergence to u in [/0,5] by 
applying the result of (a), Ascoli’s theorem (7.5.7), (10.4.3), and (8.7.8). Finally, show 

that the l.u.b. of the numbers d having the stated property is necessarily equal to c, 

using in particular the last statement of Section 10.5, Problem 7.) 

(c) In the polydisk P, let g and h be two continuous real valued functions such that 

g(t9 x) ^ h(t9 x) in P. Let [/0, t0 4- c] be an interval in which a solution u of x' — g(t9 x) 

such that u(t0) = x0, and the maximal solution v of x' — h(t9 x) corresponding to 

(to»*o) are defined and take their values in ]x0 — b9x0 4- b[. Show that u(t) ^ v(t) 

for t0 ^ ^ t0 4- c (apply (a) and (b)). 

3. (a) Show that the conclusions of Problem 6(a) of Section 10.5 are still valid when E is 

finite dimensional, and the assumptions are modified as follows: (1)/is supposed to be 

continuous in I x H (when K = R), but not necessarily locally lipschitzian; (2) <p is the 

maximal solution (Section 10.5, Problem 7) of the equation z' = h(s9z) in [0, a], 

corresponding to the point (0,0). (Use the results of Problems 1(a) and 2(b), and apply 

the diagonal process as in Problem 4(b) of Section 10.5.) 

(b) Suppose in addition that there exists a sequence (Y„)„ ^ 0 of real valued functions, 

continuous in [0, a], taking their values in [0, r], such that for n ^ 1, Y„(^) = 

| /i(f, Yn_i(f)) d£ for 0 < s < a. Let y0 be continuous in J if K — R, analytic in J 
Jo 
if K = C, with values in S, and such that ||y0W~“ *oll < Y0(|/ — /0|) in J. Show 

that there exists a sequence (yn)n^i of mappings of J into S, which are continuous if 

K = R, analytic if K = C, and such that yn(t) = x0 +J f{69 yn~i(0)) d09 and that 

IW/) — *oll ^ Y„(|/ — /0|) in J for eveiy n ^ 1. When K = C, conclude that the se¬ 

quence (yn) converges in J (uniformly in every compact subset of J) to the unique 

solution u of x' =/(/, x). (Use (9.13.2) and the proof of (10.4.5).) Is this last statement 

still true when K = R and / is not supposed to be locally lipschitzian (cf. Section 10.5, 
Problem 2) ? 

4. (a) Let I = [/0, /0 4- c[c R, and let to be a real valued continuous 

function ^ 0, defined in I x R. Let S be an open ball of center x0 in E, and let 

/ be a continuous mapping of I x S into E such that for /el, ^eS and x2 e S, 

|[/(/,xi) — fit, x2) || < <o(/, ||*i — x21|). Let u9v be two solutions of x' = /(/,*), defined in 
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I, taking their values in S, and such that u(t0) = xx, v(t, x0) = x2; let w be the maximal 

solution (Section 10.5, Problem 7) of z' = aj(f, z) corresponding to (r0, ||jci — jc2II), 
and suppose w is defined in I; show that in I, ||w(/) — u(/)|| ^ w(/). (For small e > 0, 

consider the maximal solution w(t, e) of z' = a>it, z) + e corresponding to 

(/0, ll*i — *2II), which is defined in [f0, t0 + d\ if d < c, as soon as e is small enough 
(Problem 2); show that for t0 ^ t ^ t0 + d, ||«(r) — r(OII ^ wit, e), using contradiction: 

consider the g.l.b. txof the points t such that l|y(/)|| > wit, f), where y(t) = u(t) — v(t)9 
and observe that for t> tx 

ILKOII < I WO ■ ■WOII ^ sup ||/(5)|| • (t-h).) 
tX<5<t 

(b) Let I' = ]r0 ~ c, t0], and suppose that the assumptions of (a) are verified when 
I is replaced throughout by I'. Let now w be the minimal solution of z' — wit, z) cor¬ 

responding to (to,ll*i — *2II), and suppose it is defined in F; show that in I', 
||h(0 — i?(/) || ^ w(t) (same method). 

(a) Let I be the open interval ]0, a[ in R, and let w be a continuous function in 

[0, + oo [, such that aj(t, z) ^ 0, and a>(t, 0) = 0 for / e I; o> can be extended to I x R by 

the condition a>(/, — z) = co(t, z) for z < 0. We suppose that if w is a solution of 

z' — aj(t, z) defined in an open interval ]0, oc[ <= I, such that w can be extended by continu¬ 

ity to the half-open interval [0, a[ by taking w(0) = 0, and that in addition ^'(0) is then 

defined and equal to 0, then necessarily wit) — 0 identically in ]0, a[. Let now S be an 

open ball of center x0 in a real Banach space E,/a continuous mapping of [0, a[xS 

into E, such that, for 0 < t < a and xx, x2 in S, ||fit, xx) —f(t, x2)\\ ^ a)(t, \\xx — ;t2||). 

Show that in an interval [0, a] with a < a, there is at most one solution u of x' — fit, x) 

such that «(0) == x0. (Use contradiction: if v is a second solution such that t?(0) — x0, 

minorize \\u(t) — r(/)|| in ]0, a], using Problem 4(b).) 

(b) Let 0(t) be a continuous function defined in ]0, a[ and such that 9(t) ^ 0. Show 

Ca9(t) l+6(t) 
that if the integral -dt is convergent, the result of (a) applies to a>(/,z) =-z; 

Jot t 

if, on the contrary, f dt= + oo, give an example of a continuous real valued 
j o t 

function / in [0, a[ x R, such that 

1 4- 6(t) 
I fit, Xi) -f{t, x2)\ <--— \xx —x2\. 

and that the equation x' = fit, x) has an infinity of solutions in [0, a{9 equal to 0 for 

t = 0. (Let 

<p(t) = exp(— J*^ 

define fit, x) as equal to (1 -f Oit))x/t for \x\ < (pit), and independent of * for |x| 2* (pit).) 

6. Let I be an open interval in R, H an open subset of a Banach space E over R. Let t0 

be a point of I. 
(a) Suppose/is continuous in I x H, and that there is a number k such that 0 < k < 1 

and that, for any r # t0, and xx,x2 arbitrary in H, 

||/(/, XX)~ fit, X2)|| ^ H*1 ~ *2 H- 
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There is then at most one solution of x' —fit, x) taking a given value x0 e H for t = tQ 

and defined in a neighborhood of t0 (Problem 5(a)). But in addition, if u, v are two 

approximate solutions of x' =/(/, x) in an open ball J of center t0, contained in I, with 

approximations Si, e2, and such that u{t0) — v{t0) = x0, then, for any / e J 

IMO - »WII *= k - 'o|. 

(Use the same method as in (10.5.1).) 

(b) Let I = ]— 1,1[, H = E = R, and let <D be the set of all real valued functions f 

continuous in I x H, and such that, for t ^ 0 in I, \f{t, xx)—/(/, x2)\ ^ |jcx — x2\l\t\. 

There is then at most one solution of x' = fit, x) taking a given value for t = tQ and 

defined in a neighborhood of t0 (Problem 5(a)). But prove that there is no function 

<p(r, e) ^ 0 such that, for any pair iu, v) of approximate solutions, with approxima¬ 

tion e, of any equation x' = /(/, x) with / e O, such that u and v are defined in I and 

Kto) = v0oX the relation JJ u(t) — v it) II ^ yilt\, e) would hold for every tel. (For any 
a e ]0,1[, let/be the continuous function equal to x/t for \x\ ^ t2/ioc — t), 0 ^ t < a, 

and for t> a, and independent of x for the other values of (/, x) such that t> 0; define 

fit, x) = /(—/, x) for / < 0. Take u = 0; let v(t) = et for \t\ ^ cc, and take for v a 

solution of x' = fit, x) -F £ for the other values of t.) 

7. The notations being those of Section 10.4, suppose E is finite dimensional and / is 

continuous in I x H; let (/0, x0) be a point of I x H, J an open ball of center t0 

contained in I, S an open ball of center x0 such that ScH. Suppose / is bounded in 

J x S, and the following conditions are verified: 

(1) There is at most one solution of x' = fit, x) defined in an open interval con¬ 

tained in J and containing t0, and taking the value x0 for t — t0. 

(2) There exists a sequence iu„)n^0 of continuous mappings of J into S such that 

unit) = x o+ fi$, tfn-iW) ds for n^l and te J. 
Jto 

(3) For every t e J, u„+iit) — ujj) converges to 0 when n tends to + oo. 

Show that in every compact interval J' <=■ J containing t0 the sequence (w„) converges 

uniformly to a solution of x' — fit, x) equal to x0 for t — t0. (Observe that the sequence 

iun) is equicontinuous; use Ascoli’s theorem (7.5.7), as well as (3.16.4) and (8.7.8).) 

8. Suppose E is finite dimensional, cv and / verify the conditions of Problem 5(a), and in 

addition, for every t e ]0, a[, the function z -> co(/, z) is increasing in [0, -f oo [. There 

is then at most one solution of x' = fit, x) defined in an interval [0, a[ <= [0, a[ and taking 

the value x0 for t = 0 (Problem 5(a)). Suppose in addition that there exists, in an 

interval J = [0, a] c: [0, a[, a sequence («„)„> 0 of continuous mappings of J into S such 
that 

h„(0 = Xo~H fis> un-iis)) ds for n^l and te J. 
Jo 

(a) For every te J, let yn(t) = ||«n+i(f) - w„(0ll, *„(/) = sup^+^f), and w(/) = 
fc^O 

inf znit). Show that the functions zn and w are continuous in J (use Problem 11 of 
o 

Section 7.5). 

(b) Let t,t — h be two points of J ih > 0); show that, for every 8 > 0, there is an N 

such that, for n 5* N, 
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(Use the mean value theorem (8.5.1),, as well as (7.5.5).) 

(c) Deduce from (b) that, for n ^ N 

|z„0) - z„(/ -h)\ s; f <o(>, w(.f) + 8) ds 
Jt-h 

(consider in succession the cases zn(t) < zn{t — h) and zn(t) ^ zn(t — h)). Hence 

\w(t) — w>(f — h)| ^ f oo(s, w(5-)) ds (by (8.7.8)). 
Jt-h 

(d) Conclude that w(0 = 0 in J (same argument as in Problems 4(b) and 5(a)), and 

using Problem 7, prove that the sequence (a„) converges uniformly in J to a solution of 
jc =/(/, x) taking the value x0 for t — 0. 

9. The notations being those of Section 10.4, suppose E is finite dimensional, and /is 

continuous and bounded in I x H. Suppose in addition there is at most one solution 

of x' = /(/, x) defined in any open interval J c I containing t0, and equal to x0eH 

for t = t0. Suppose that, for any integer n > 0, there exists an approximate solution 

u„ of x' = f(t,x), with approximation 1 /«, defined in I and taking its values in H, 

and such that un(t0) — x0 . Show that in any compact interval contained in I, the sequence 

(u„) is uniformly convergent to a solution u of x' = f(t, x), taking its values in H and 

such that u(t0) = x0. (Use the same argument as in Problem 7.) 

8. DEPENDENCE OF THE SOLUTION ON INITIAL CONDITIONS 

(10.8.1) Let f be locally lipschitzian (10.5.4) in I x H z/K =R, analytic in 
IxH//K = C. Then, for any point (a,i)el x H : 

(a) There is an open ball J cl of center a and an open ball V <= H of 
center b such that, for every point (tQ, x0) e J x V, there exists a unique solution 
t->u(t, t0, x0) of (10.4.1) defined in J, taking its values in H and such that 
u(t0, t0, x0) = x0 . 

(b) The mapping (t, t0, x0) —► u(t, t0, x0) is uniformly continuous in 
J x J x V. 

(c) There is an open ball W c V of center b such that, for any point 
(t, t0, x0) e J x J x W, the equation x0 = u(t0, t, x) has a unique solution 
x = u(t, t0, x0) in V. 

(a) By assumption, there is a ball J0 cl of center a and a ball B0cH 
of center b and radius r such that in J0 x B0, \\f(t, x)|| ^ M, and || f(t, xx) — 
f(t, x2)|| < k • || — x2\\ for teJ0,xux2 in B0. By (10.4.5) and (10.5.2) 
there is an open ball Jx c= J0 of center t0 and a unique solution v of (10.4.1) 
defined in Jl5 taking its values in H and such that v(a) = b. We are going to 
see that the open ball V of center b and radius r/2, and the open ball J of center 
a and radius p, answer our specifications as soon as p is small enough. Apply 
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(10.5.6) to the case a = /? = 0; this shows that there exists a solution of 
(10.4.1) defined in J, with values in B0, taking the value xQ e V at the point 
t0 e J, provided we have 

(10.8.1.1) IMO - 6II + IW'o) - Xolk*1'-'01 < r 

for every te J. But by the mean value theorem, we have 
IKO — b\\ < M\t — a\ ^ Mp for every t e J; as by assumption ||x0 — b|| ^ r/2, 
the inequality (10.8.1.1) will be satisfied if p is such that 

(10.8.1.12) Mp + (Mp + ^e2kp < r 

which certainly will be satisfied for small values of p > 0, since the left-hand 
side of (10.8.1.2) tends to r/2 when p tends to 0. 

(b) From the mean value theorem, we have 

(10.8.1.3) ||u(tx, t0, x0) - u(t2, t0, x0)|| < M |f2 — *il 

for /0, t2 in J, *0 in V. By (10.5.1), we have 

(10.8.1.4) || u(t, t0, xx) - u(t, t0, x2)|| ^ e2kp \x2 - xx | 

for t, t0 in J, x1?x2 in V. Finally, (10.8.1.3) for t0 = t2 yields by definition 

Mh, t2, x0) - x0|| < M 112 - tx | 

and as * u(t, t2, x0) is the unique solution of (10.4.1) in J which is equal to 
u(tu t2, x0) at the point tu we have, by (10.5.1) 

(10.8.1.5) || w(*, tu *o) - u(t> *2, *o)ll < Me2fcp |r2 - tt | 

for t, t1}t2 in J, x0eV. The three inequalities (10.8.1.3), (10.8.1.4), and 
(10.8.1.5) prove that u is uniformly continuous in J x J x V. 

(c) By (10.8.1.3), we have ||«(*, t0, x0) — x0\\ ^ M|/ — t0\ < 2Mp in 
J x J x V. Suppose p satisfies (10.8.1.2) and in addition the inequality 
2Mp < r/4; then, if W is the open ball of center b and radius rj4, we have 
w(t, /0, x0) e V for /, t0 in J and x0 e W. Let x = u(t, t0, x0) for such values of 
t, to, *o j then s u(s, t, x) is defined in J and is the unique solution of (10.4.1) 
with values in H which takes the value x at the point t; but as s -► u(s, t0, x0) 
has these properties, we have u(s, t, x) = u(s, t0, x0) for s e J; in particular 
x0 = u(t0, t0, x0) = u(t0, t, x). Suppose nowjy 6 V is such that u(t0 ,t,y) = x0; 
then s u(s, t, y) is a solution of (10.4.1) defined in J and taking the value x0 
for s~ t0; therefore u(s, t, y) = u(s, t0, x0) for any s e J, and in particular, 
for s = *, y = u(t, t0, x0) = x, which ends the proof. 
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(10.8.2) With the notations of (10.8.1), suppose f is p times continuously 
differentiable (resp. E is finite dimensional and f is indefinitely differentiable, 
resp. E is finite dimensional and f is analytic) in I x H. Then it is possible to 
choose J and V such that the function (t, t0, x0) -> u(t, t0, x0) is p times con¬ 
tinuously differentiable (resp. indefinitely differentiable, resp. analytic) in 
J x J x V. 

Indeed, if we write v(s, t0, x0) = u(t0 + s,t0, x0) — x0, we see that 
s -> v(s910, x0) is a solution of the equation 

=/(*o + 5, x0 + z) 

which takes the value 0 at the point 5 = 0; the result then follows from 
(10.7.4) and (10.7.5). 

For linear differential equations, there are much more precise results. The 
equation 

(10.8.3) x' = A(t)-x 

is called the homogeneous linear differential equation associated to (10.6.2); 
the difference of any two solutions of (10.6.2) in I is a solution of (10.8.3) 
in I, and the solutions of (10.8.3) in I constitute a vector subspace JUT of 
the space ^E(I) of all continuous mappings of I into E. 

(10.8.4) For each (s, x0), let t -* u(t, s, x0) be the unique solution of (10.8.3) 
defined in I and such that u(s, s, x0) = x0. 

(1) For each tel, the mapping x0 u(t, s, x0) is a linear homeomorphism 
C(t, s) e if(E) of E onto itself 

(2) The mapping t -* C(t, s) of I into the Banach space ££(E) is equal to 
the solution of the linear homogeneous differential equation 

(10.8.4.1) U' = A(t) ° U 

which is equal to /E (identity mapping of E) for t = s. 
(3) For any three points r, s, t in I 

(10.8.4.2) C(r, t) = C(r, 5) ° C(5, /) and C(s, 0 = (C(/, j))’1. 

It is clear that u(t, s, xx) + u(t, s, x2) (resp. 2w(f, 5, x0)) is a solution of 
(10.8.3) which is equal to xt + x2 (resp. 2x0) for t = s; hence (10.6.4) it is 
equal to u(t, s, xx + x2) (resp. u{t, 5, >for0)) in I, which proves that the 
mapping x0-+u(t, s, x0) is linear; let us write it C(t, s) (we have not yet 
proved that this mapping is continuous in E). 
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Now the bilinear mapping (X, Y)-+ X° Y of j£?(E) x^f(E) into J$?(E) 
is continuously differentiable (8.1.4); denote by R(t) the continuous linear 
mapping U -> A(t) ° U of if (E) into itself. From (5.7.5) it follows at once that 

l|jj(0-/i(OII<M(0->4(011 

hence, if K = R, t-+R(t) is regulated if t-+A(t) is regulated. On the other 
hand, if t A(t) is differentiable, so is t R(t), and its derivative at the point 
/ (identified (Section 8.4) to an element of JSP(E)) is the mapping U -> yl'(0 0 U 
((8.1.3) and (8.2.1)); hence if t->A'(t) is continuous, so is t-* R'(t). We can 
therefore conclude that if K = C and if t A(t) is analytic in I, so is t R(t) 
(9.10.1). In any case, we may apply (10.6.4) to the equation (10.8.4.1); let 
V(t) be the solution of that equation equal to IE for t = s. We have, for any 
te I ((8.1.3) and (8.2.1)) 

D(K(0 * *o) = VXt) * *0 = A(t) • (K(0 * x0) 

and furthermore, for t = s9 V(s) • x0 = IE • x0 = x0; it therefore follows from 
(10.6.4) applied to (10.8.3) that C(/, ^) • x0 = V(t) • x0 for any x0 e E, hence 
C(t, s) = F(/) for tel. This proves that C(t, 5-) e ^f(E) and that t -> C(/, ^) is 
the solution of (10.8.4.1) which is equal to IE for t = s. 

Finally, the function t —>• C(t9 r) • x0 is the solution of (10.8.3) equal to 
C(s, r) • x0 for t = s; hence, by definition 

C(t9 r)-x0 = C(t, s) • (C(s9 r) • x0) = (C(t9 s) ° C(j, r)) * x0 

for any x0 e E, which proves the first relation (10.8.4.2); as C(t91) = /E, that 
relation yields C(£, ^)0 C(5, t) = IE. This shows that C(s91) is a bijective linear 
mapping of E, whose inverse mapping is C(t, s) (hence also belongs to i?(E)). 
With this we reach the end of the proof of (10.8.4). 

The operator C(t9 s) is called the resolvent of (10.8.3) (or of (10.6.2)) in I. 

(10.8.5) The mapping (s, t) -> C(s, t) of I x I into Jzf(E) is continuous. 

We may indeed write C(s, f) = Cfc, /0) ° (C(/, t0))~\ and the result then 
follows from (10.8.4), (5.7.5), and (8.3.2). 

The knowledge of C(s, t) enables one to give the explicit solution of 
(10.6.2) taking the value x0 for t = t0: 

(10.8.6) The function 
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is the solution of (10.6.2) in I which is equal to x0 for t = t0 (if K = C, the 
integral is to be taken along the segment of origin t0 and extremity t). 

Indeed, one may write, by (10.8.4.2) 

(C(t, s) • b(s)) ds = C(t, t0) • (| (C(tQ, s) • b(s)) dsj 

using (8.7.6); therefore, we have u(t) = C(t, t0) ■ z(t), where 

z(0 = *o + | (C(t0, s) • b(s)) ds. 
J <0 

Hence ((8.1.4) and (8.2.1)) 

u'(t) = C’(t, t0) ■ z(t) + C{t, t0) • z’(t). 

But by (10.8.4.1), C'(t, t0) = A(t) ° C(t, t0), and on the other hand, 
z'(t) = C(t0, t) • b(t) by definition; hence 

u'(t) = A(t) • u(t) + b(t) 

and as u(t0) = x0, this ends our proof. 

When E = K\ and the equation (10.6.2) is then written as a system of 
scalar linear differential equations (10.6.5), the resolvent C(s, t) is an invertible 
n x n matrix (c^is, t)) whose elements are continuous in I x I, and t -> s) 
is a primitive of a regulated function in I if K = R, an analytic function in I 
if K = C. 

PROBLEM 

(a) Suppose, in the linear differential equation (10.6.2), that A and b are analytic 

functions in the simply connected open subset H c C. Show that, for any tQ e H and 

any x0 e E, there is a unique solution u of (10.6.2), defined in H and such that u{tQ) — ^0- 

(Use the same kind of argument as in (9.6.3): (10.6.3) allows one to define a solution of 

(10.6.2) along a broken line (Section 5.1, Problem 4) in H, and the argument of (9.6.3), 

along with local uniqueness, yields the result.) 

(b) Show that the result of (a) is not valid for the scalar differential equation x' = t/x: 

given any simply connected open subset H c C, and any t0 e H, there exists an x0 e E, 

such that jc0 ^ 0 and that there is no solution of the equation defined in H and equal to x0 

for / = /0. 

9. THE THEOREM OF FROBENIUS 

Let E, F be two Banach spaces over K, A (resp. B) an open subset of E 
(resp. F), U a mapping of A x B into the Banach space Jz?(E; F) (Section 5.7). 
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A differentiable mapping u of A into B is a solution of the total differential 

equation 

(10.9.1) / = U(x,y) 

if, for any x e A, we have 

(10.9.2) u'(x) = U(x9 u(x)). 

When E = K, JS?(E; F) is identified to F (5.7.6), and a total differential 
equation is thus an ordinary differential equation (10.4.1). When E = Kn 
is finite dimensional, a linear mapping U of E into F is defined by its value 
at each of the n basis vectors of E, and, by definition, (10.9.2) is thus equivalent 
to the system of n “ partial differential equations ” 

(10.9.3) I>iy=fi(xl9...9xn9y) (1 </</*). 

In general, such a system will have no solution when n> 1, even if the 
right-hand sides f are continuously differentiable functions. We say that an 
equation (10.9.1) is completely integrable in A x B if, for every point 
(x0, jo) g A x B, there is an open neighborhood S of x0 in A such that there is a 
unique solution u of (10.9.1), defined in S, with values in B, and such that 

u(x0) = Jo • 

We will suppose in what follows that U is continuously differentiable in 
A x B; for each (x, j) e A x B, D^x, j) (resp. D2 U(x9 j)) is an element of 
i?(E; i?(E; F)) (resp. $£{F; if(E; F))), which can be identified to the con¬ 
tinuous bilinear mapping (sx, s2) (D^x, j) • • s2 of E x E into F, 
written (si9s2)-+ D1U(x,y) • ($1, s2) (resp. the continuous bilinear mapping 
(t, s) -> (D2£/(x, j) • t) * 5 of F x E into F, written (t, s) -> D2 U(x, j) • (/, j)) 
(5.7.8); furthermore, the linear mapping sx (D^x, j) * sx) * s2 of E 
into F, for each ^2 e E, is the derivative at the point (x, j) of the mapping 
x -> U(x9 y) * s2 of E into F, by (8.2.1) and (8.1.3); similarly, the linear 
mapping t -> (D2 t/(x, j) • /) • s of F into F, for each s e E, is the derivative 
at the point (x, j) of the mapping j -> U(x, y) • s of F into F. 

(10.9.4) (Frobenius’s theorem) Suppose U is continuously differentiable 
in A x B if K = R, twice continuously differentiable if K = C. In order that 
(10.9.1) be completely integrable in A x B, it is necessary and sufficient that, 
for each (x, j) e A x B, the relation 

(10.9.4.1) Dx U[x9 y) • (su s2) + D2 U(x9 y) • (U(x, j) • sl9 s2) 

= Dj U(x, y) • (s2, sx) + D2 U(x9 y) • (U(x9 j) • s2, $,) 

holds for any pair (si9 s2) in E x E. 
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(a) Necessity. Suppose u is a solution of (10.9.1) in an open ball S <= A 
of center x0 such that u(x0) = yQ; then, from (10.9.2) and the assumption it 
follows that u'(x) is differentiable in S; moreover, for anys2eE, the derivative 
at the point x0 of the mapping x -* u(x) • s2 is jj -> u"(x0) • (s1; s2) by (8.12.1). 
But by (10.9.2), that derivative is also (using (8.2.1), (8.1.3), and (8.9.1)) 

-»■ (Djt/fxo, y0) ■ s^ ■ s2 + (D2 U(x0 , >-„) • (u'(x0) • sj) ■ s2 . 

Using the relation (10.9.2) again, and expressing that the second derivative 
of u at the point x0 is a symmetric bilinear mapping (8.12.2), we obtain 
(10.9.4.1) at the point (x0, y0). But by assumption that point may be taken 
arbitrarily in A x B, hence the result. 

(b) Sufficiency. Let S0 c A be an open ball of center x0 and radius a 
T0 c B an open ball of center y0 and radius /?, such that U is bounded in 
S0 x T0, let \\U(x, j/)ll ^ M. We consider for a vector zeE the (ordinary) 
differential equation (where ^ e K) 

(10.9.4.2) w' = U(xo + {z, w) • z =/({, w, z) 

and observe that if u satisfies (10.9.2) in a neighborhood \\x — x0|| < p of 
x09 i -> u(x0 + £z) for ||z|| < p is a solution of (10.9.4.2) in the ball |£| < 1, 
in K, taking the value y0 for £, = 0 (which already proves uniqueness of u by 
(10.5.2) ). Now the right-hand side of (10.9.4.2) is continuously differentiable 
for |{| < 2, || w - y01| < p and ||z|| < a/2, and we have ||/(£, w,z)|| sg M||z|| for 
such values. Applying (10.5.6) to / and to g = 0, we conclude that for any 
zeE such that ||z|| < /?/2M, there is a unique solution f -► v(£, z) of (10.9.4.2) 
defined for |£| <2, taking its values in H and such that r(0, z) = y0. We are 
going to prove that the function u{x) = v(\, x ~ x0) is a solution of (10.9.1) in 
the ball ||x — xQ\\ < /?/2M. 

Now, for ||z|| < p/2M and |f| <2, we know from (10.7.3) that v is 
continuously differentiable, and that f -► D2 i>(£, z) is, for |£| < 2, the solution 
of the linear differential equation 

V =D2/(& i>(f, z), z) o V+ D3f(t, v(S, z), z) 

taking the value 0 for { = 0. For any st e E, write g(£) = D2 v(£, z) • sx; we 
have g'(£) = D2/(£, v({9 z), z) * g(f) + D3/(£, v(£, z), z) • sx and from the 
definition of/, this can be written 

g'tf) = A(0 • (g(0, z) + B(0 • * + fCtf) • (su z) 

with A(f) = D2 17(x0 + fz, r(£, z)), B(0 = U(x0 + £z, i<£, z)), C(£) = 
Dr J7(x0 + fz, i;(f, z)). We want to prove that #(£) = £U(x0 + fz, i?(£, z)) * ^ 
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and we therefore consider the difference h(0 = g(0 -%U(x0 + v(£, z)) ■ sy = 

g{£) - We have 

A’(0 = AO ■ (9(0,0 + AO ' + £C(0 • (su z) 

- B(0 ■ Sj, - £C(0 ' (z> si) ~ %A(0 ' (B(0 ‘ si) 

using the relation Dtv(Z, 0 = U(x0 + £,z, v(0 z)) ■ z = B(£) ■ z. But relation 
(10.9.4.1) yields in particular 

C(0 ■ (z. Si) + A(0 • (B(0 ■ Z, Si) = c(0 ■ (Si, z) + A(0 ■ (B(Q • sx, z) 

hence 

h'(0 = A(0 • (g(0 - •*,*) = Atf) • m\ z). 

Furthermore, h(0) = 0; but the only solution of the linear differential equa¬ 
tion r* = A(£) * (r, z) which vanishes for £ = 0 is r(^) = 0 (10.6.3), hence 
hiff) = 0 for |£| < 2, which proves the relation 

D2v(£, z)-sx = £U(x0 + C*z9 r(£, z)) • sx 

for any st e E, i.e. D2 v(£, z) = £U(x0 -F fz, v(£, z)). This holds for |£| < 2 
and ||z|| < PI2M; in particular, for = 1, and putting x = x0 + z, we obtain 
u’(x) = t/(x, w(x)) for ||x — jc0|| < /?/2M, which ends the proof. 

(10.9.5) Suppose U is continuously differentiable in A x B if K = R, twice 

continuously differentiable if K = C, and verifies the Frobenius condition 

(10.9.4.1) . Then, for each point (a, b) e A x B, there is an open ball Sc A of 

center a and an open ball T <= B of center b, having the following properties: 

(1 )f°r any point (x0, y0) e S x T, there is a unique solution x -► u(x, x0, y0) of 

(10.9.1) , defined in S and such that u(x0, x0, y0) = y0; (2) u is continuously 

differentiable in S x S x T. If in addition E and F are finite dimensional and 

U is p times continuously differentiable (resp. indefinitely differentiable, resp. 
analytic) in A x B, then u is p times continuously differentiable (resp. in¬ 

definitely differentiable, resp. analytic) in S x S x T. 
Finally, there is an open ball W c T of center b such that, for every point 

^o) e S x S x W, the equation y0 = u(x0 , x, y) has a unique solution 
y = u{x9x09y0)inT. 

Let S0 c A be an open ball of center a and radius a, T0 <= B an open 
ball of center b and radius & such that || U(x9 y)\\ < M in S0 x T0 . Consider 
the ordinary differential equation 

(10.9.5.1) v/ = U(x0 + & T0 + w) • z =/(£, z, x0, y0). 
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As in the proof of (10.9.4) we see that there is a unique solution £-*v(€, z, x0, y0) 
of that equation, defined for |£| < 2 and such that v(0, z, x0, y0) = 0, pro¬ 
vided ||x0 — a|| < a/8, ||z|| < inf (a/4, j8/2M), ||y0 — 6|| </l. Furthermore, 
(10.7.3) shows that v is continuously differentiable for these values of 
k, z, x0, y0 provided a and /J have been taken such that the derivative of 
U is bounded in S0xT0. Then (10.9.4) shows that u{x, x0,y0) = 

y0 4- p(1, x - x0, x0, y0) is the unique solution of (10.9.1), defined 

in S: ||x — a|| < a/8, taking the value y0 for x = x0, hence 
(x, Xq , y0) -* u(x, x0, y0) is continuously differentiable in S x S x T0. If E 
and F are finite dimensional, the proof that u is p times continuously 
differentiable (resp. indefinitely differentiable, resp. analytic) when U has 
the corresponding property, is done in the same way, using (10.7.4) (resp. 
(10.7.5)) instead of (10.7.3). Finally, the last statement of the theorem is 
proved by the same argument as part (c) of (10.8.1). 

When E = K", the Frobenius condition (10.9.4.1) of complete integrability 
is equivalent, for the system (10.9.3), to the relations 

(10-9-6) • • •» xn, y) + ^/;(*i, •••.*„, k) -fj(xi, ..., xn, y) 

8 8 
= 8x ^Xu + ■■■’xn>y)'fi(xu 

8 
(where it must be remembered that — ft(xu ..., xn, y) is an element of 

dy 

$£ (F; F) (a matrix if F is finite dimensional), and fj{xu ...9xn,y) an element 
of F). 



CHAPTER XI 

ELEMENTARY SPECTRAL THEORY 

The choice of the subject matter of this chapter has been dictated by two 
considerations: (1) it is the first step in one of the main branches of modern 
functional analysis, the so-called “ spectral theory ”; (2) it draws practically on 
every preceding chapter for the formulation of its concepts and the proof of 
its theorems, and thus may convince the student that the “ abstract ” develop¬ 
ments of these chapters were not purposeless generalizations. 

General spectral theory, being closely linked to the general theory of 
integration, falls outside the scope of this first volume, and the reader will 
not find any results of that theory in this chapter, with the exception of the 
proof of the existence of the spectrum (11.1.3) and a few elementary proper¬ 
ties of the adjoint of an operator (Section 11.5). We have concentrated on the 
theory of compact linear operators, which can again be considered as “ slight” 
perturbations of general operators, although in a sense quite different from 
the one which was prevalent in Chapter X; here what is considered as 
“ negligible ” is what happens in finite dimensional subspaces, and the sub¬ 
stance of the main theorem (11.3.3) on compact operators is that when we 
add such an operator to the identity, what we get is again a linear homeo- 
morphism, provided it is restricted to a suitable subspace offinite codimension. 

Compact self-adjoint operators in Hilbert space have a special interest, not 
only because it is possible to have much more precise information on their 
spectrum than for general compact operators (11.5.7), but also because their 
general theory immediately applies to Fredholm integral equations with 
hermitian kernel (Section 11.6), and in particular to the classical Sturm- 
Liouville problem, which we have chosen as a particularly beautiful illustra¬ 
tion of the power of the methods of functional analysis (Section 11.7). 

For more information on spectral theory, and on its powerful applica¬ 
tions, we strongly recommend Courant-Hilbert’s classic [10] for its delightful 
style and its wealth of information. General spectral theory will be developed 
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in Chapter XV, and its most important applications in Chapters XXI (repre¬ 
sentations of compact groups), XXII (harmonic analysis), and XXIII (linear 
functional equations). 

1. SPECTRUM OF A CONTINUOUS OPERATOR 

Let E be a complex normed space; a linear mapping u of E into itself is 
often called an operator in E. The set j£?(E; E) of continuous operators (which 
we will write simply J£(E)) is a complex normed space (Section 5.7); it is also 
a noncommutative algebra over C, the “product” being the mapping 
(u, v) -+u o v, also written (w, v) -► uv. The identity mapping of E is the unit 
element of Jzf(E), written 1E. The mappings (w, v)^m + v and (w, v) -► u o v 

are continuous in J£?(E) x J^(E) (5.7.5). 
We say that a complex number £ is a regular value for a continuous 

operator u if u — £ • 1E has an inverse v% in SE(E) (i.e. is a linear homeomorphism 

of E onto itself). The complex numbers £ which are not regular for u are called 
spectral values of u and the set of spectral values of u is called the spectrum 

sp(w) of u. 

If £ e C is such that the kernel of u — £ • 1E is not reduced to 0, then £ 
is a spectral value of u\ such spectral values are called eigenvalues of u; any 
vector x 0 in the kernel of u — £ • 1E, i.e. such that u(x) = £x, is called an 
eigenvector of u corresponding to the eigenvalue £; these eigenvectors and 0 
form a closed vector subspace of E, the kernel of u — £ • 1E, also called the 
eigenspace of u corresponding to the eigenvalue £, and written E(£) or 

E(£;i/). 
When E has finite dimension n, elementary linear algebra shows that 

any spectral value of an operator u is an eigenvalue of u (A.4.19); the 
spectrum of u is a finite set of at most n elements, which are the roots of the 
characteristic polynomial det(w — £ * 1E) of w, of degree n (A.6.9). But if E 
is infinite dimensional, there may exist spectral values which are not 

eigenvalues. 

Example 

(11.1.1) Let E be a complex Hilbert space, (<3n)rt>1 a total orthonormal 

system in E (6.6.1). To each vector x = m E (with Nl2 = ZlCJ2) we 
n n 

associate the vector u(x) = £ („ <?„+,; it is readily verified that u is linear and 
n 

||w(x)|| = (|x||, hence (5.5.1) u is continuous. Moreover, u(E) is the subspace of 
E orthogonal to au hence u is not surjective, and this shows that £ = 0 is a 
spectral value of u; but u(x) = 0 implies x = 0, hence 0 is not an eigenvalue 

of u. 

L111MT l IQD AHV 
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(11.1.2) Suppose E is a complex Banach space, u a continuous operator in 

E. The set R„ of regular elements £ e C for u is open in C and the mapping 

f -> (u - c • 1 E)_ 1 of R« int0 ^(E) is analytic. 

Suppose C0eR«> and let vo = («-Co ' 1E)-1- For any C e C, we may 

write, in J?(E), 

U - C - 1E = u - Co • 1E - (C - Co) • 1E = (M - Co • 1E)(1 - (C - C0K)- 

But, by (8.3.2.1), for |£ - Col < W1, h ~ (C ~ C0>o has an inverse in JS?(E), 
oo 

equal to the sum of the absolute convergent series £ (C - CoT^ol hence, for 
n = Q 

these values of (, u — C • 1E is invertible in ^f(E), and its inverse, equal to 
oo 

(1E - (C - Co>o)_Iyo > can be written (u - C • 1E)-1 = £ (C - Co)X+1, the 
n= 0 

series being absolutely convergent for |C — Col < IU>0II_1; which ends the 

proof. 

(11.1.3) If E is a complex Banach space, the spectrum of any continuous 

operator u in E is a nonempty compact subset of C contained in the ball 

ICI < Mi- 
First observe that for £ ¥= 0, u - £ • 1E = — C(1E — C ’«), and therefore 

u - £ • 1E is invertible in Jz?(E) for |£| > ||w||, by (8.3.2.1). Furthermore, for 

ICI > Ml, 

(«-c-iEr1 = -ir"-v, 
M = 0 

where the series is absolutely convergent, and 

ii(u - c • iEr mi < L icr ~ > r = (ici HMir1; 
n = 0 

as soon as |(| ^ 2||m||, we have therefore ||(w — C ■ 1E)_1 II ^ II w|| “1. Now, if we 
had Rm = C, (u — C * 1E)_1 would be an entire function (9.9.6), bounded in C 
since it is bounded in the compact set |CI ^ 2||w|| and bounded in its comple¬ 
ment; by Li ouville’s theorem (9.11.1)(w — ( • 1E)-1 would be a constant, hence 
also its inverse u — C * 1E, which is absurd. The first part of the proof shows 
in addition that (u — ( • lg)”1 exists and is analytic for |(| > ||w||, therefore 
the spectrum of w, which is closed in C, is compact and contained in the ball 

ICI < wi. 
It is possible to give examples of operators for which the spectrum is an 

arbitrary compact subset of C (see Problem 3). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a complex Banach space, u an element of &(£), sp(«) its spectrum. 

(a) Show that if a complex number £ is such that, for an integer p > 1, |£|p> \\up\\, 

then £ is regular for u. (Use (11.1.3), and from the convergence of the series 
00 00 

£"WVP, conclude that the series^ £~"w" is also convergent.) 
n = 0 n = 0 

(b) Show that the number p(«) = inf \\un\\1/n is equal to the radius of the smallest 
n 

disk of center 0 containing sp(«), and furthermore that the sequence (H«”l!17”) has a 
limit equal to p(u). (Use (a), Problem 1 of Section 9.1, and (9.9.4).) (For an example 
in which p(u) ^ ||«||, see Section 11.4, Problem 4.) 

2. Let w, v be two elements of ^Sf(E), where E is a complex Banach space. Show that, with 

the notations of Problem 1, the intersections of sp(uv) and sp(vu) with C — {0} are the 

same. (Observe that if /, g are two elements of «£?(E) such that 1E— fg is invertible, 

and h = (1E — fg)~ \ then 1E -f ghf is the inverse of 1E — gf.) 

3. Let E be a separable complex Hilbert space, (en)»^i a Hilbert basis of E. Let S be an 

arbitrary infinite compact subset of C, and let (p„) be a denumerable set of points of S, 

which is dense in S (3.10.9). Show that there is a unique element u e <&(£) such that 

u(e„) = pn en for every n ^ 1; prove that the spectrum of u is equal to S, whereas the 

eigenvalues of u are the pn. If £ e S, £ is not equal to any of the pn, and = u — £ • 1E, 

show that i??(E) is dense in E but not equal to E(use (6.5.3) to prove the first statement). 

4. Show that the spectrum of the operator u defined in (11.1.1) is the disk |£| 1 in C; 

u has no eigenvalue. If = u — £ • 1E, show that for |£| < 1, t>?(E) is not dense in E, 

but for |£| = 1, u;(E) is dense in E and distinct from E (cf. (6.5.3)). 

5. Let E be a complex Banach space, E0 a dense subspace of E. Show that for any element 

u e .y'(Eo), the spectrum of u contains the spectrum of its unique continuous extension 

ii to E (5.5.4). Give an example in which these spectra are distinct and an example of an 

operator u e ^(E0) and of a spectral value £ of u such that, if vc ~ u — £ • 1E, is a 

bijective mapping of E0 onto itself (in Problem 3, consider the subspace E0 of E 

consisting of the (finite) linear combinations of the vectors e„). Note that this is 

impossible if E0 is a Banach space, for every continuous bijective linear mapping of 

E0 onto itself is then a homeomorphism (12.16.8). 

6. Let E be a complex separable Hilbert space, (en)n^x a Hilbert basis of E; let u be a 

continuous operator in E such that, for every pair of indices h, k, one has (u(eh) | ek) 0. 

(a) Show that the number p(u) (Problem 1(b)) belongs to sp(«). (Note that for 

|£| > p{u), if v; = (u — £ • 1E)""\ one has 

(«{(^) k*) = - 2 («"(**) I 
n = 0 

and use Problem 7(b) of Section 9.15.) 
(b) Suppose in addition that for some integer n ^ 1, there exist an integer k^l such 

that (un(ck) | ek) ^ d > 0. Prove then that p(u) ^ dl/n (observe that for every integer 

U (unm(ek) | ek) 2* dm). 
(c) Suppose p(u) > 0 and that the point p(u) is a pole of the function £ -> vz. Prove 

oo 

that there exists then an eigenvector x — £n en of u corresponding to p{u), such that 

in ^ 0 for every n. (Let N be the order of the pole p(u) of and let 

wN= lim (£ — p(«))Nu;. 
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Show that (wnO?*) | ek) ^ 0 for every pair /z, k, and wN ^ 0 by assumption, and use the 

fact that iwN == p(u)wN.) 

(d) Suppose that (u(ek) | ek) > 0 for every pair of indices h, k (this, by (b), implies 

p{u) > 0), and in addition suppose that p{u) is a pole of vc. Show that p(u) is then a 

simple pole of . (Observe that (djdl) — Vr = vf and prove that, if one had N > 1, then 

one would have = 0; this would imply (wN(<?k) | ek) = 0 for every k \ using the relation 

uwN = p(u)wN, observe that if (wN(e*) | eh) — 0 for one index h, then wN(ek) = 0.) Prove 

that there exists an eigenvector z = ^i,nen of u corresponding to p(u) and such that 
71 

> 0 for every n. Next show that if y = £ v\nen is an eigenvector of the adj.oint w* 
n 

corresponding to p(u) (cf. Section 11.5), one has y]„^0 for every n, or rjn ^ 0 for every n 

(otherwise, one would get the contradictory inequality £ £„ | rjn | <]£] | rjn\, using a 
n u 

majoration of each rjn derived from p(u)rjn rjk(u(ek) \ en)). Conclude finally that all 
k 

eigenvectors of u corresponding to p(u) are scalar multiples of z (exchange u and «*). 

(“Theorem of Frobenius-Perron.”) 

2* COMPACT OPERATORS 

Let E, F be two normed (real or complex) spaces; we say that a linear 
mapping u of E into F is compact if, for any bounded subset B of E, w(B) 
is relatively compact in F. An equivalent condition is that for any bounded 
sequence (x„) in E, there is a subsequence (x„k) such that the sequence (u(xnJ) 
converges in F. As a relatively compact set is bounded in F (3.17.1), it follows 
from (5.5.1) that a compact mapping is continuous. 

Examples 

(11.2.1) If E {0 F is finite dimensional, every continuous linear mapping 
of E into F is compact (by (5.5.1), (3.17.6), (3.20.16), and (3.17.9)). 

(11.2.2) If E is an infinite dimensional normed space, the identity operator 
in E is not compact, by F. Riesz’s theorem (5.9.4). 

(11.2.3) Let I = [a, b] be a compact interval in R, E = ^C(I) the Banach 
space of continuous complex-valued functions in I (Section 7.2), (s, t) -> K(s, t) 

a continuous complex-Valued function in I x I. For any function /e E, the 

mapping t->j*K(s,t)f(s)ds is continuous in I by (8.11.1); denote this 
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function by Uf Then the mapping/-* Uf of E into itself is linear; we prove 
that it is compact. Indeed, if g = Uf we can write, for t0 e I, t e I, 

(11.2.3.1) 3(t) - 3(r0) = J‘(K(s, 0 - K(s, t0))/(s) rfs. 

As K is uniformly continuous in I x I (3.16.5), for any s> 0 there is a 
5 > 0 such that the relation \t — t0\ ^ <5 implies |K(s, t) — K(^, f0)| < £ for 
any‘s e I; hence, for any /in E 

(11.2.3.2) I<7(0 t(b-a)\\f\\ 

by the mean-value theorem. This shows that the image £/(B) of any bounded 
set B in E is equicontinuous at every point t0 of I (Section 7.5); on the other 
hand, for any t e I, we have similarly \g(t)\ ^ fc||/|| if |K(j, 01 < k/(b — a) 

in I x I. By Ascoli’s theorem (7.5.7), £/(B) is relatively compact in E. 

(11.2.4) With the same notations and assumptions on K as in (11.2.3), let 
now F be the space of complex-valued regulated functions in I (Section 7.6), 
which is again a Banach space, when considered as a subspace of the space 
#C(I); Uf is then defined as in (11.2.3) for any fe F, and the inequality 
(11.2.3.2) still holds. The argument in (11.2.3) then proves that Uis a compact 

mapping of F into E. 

(11.2.5) Ifu, v are two compact mappings ofE into F, u -h v is compact. 

Let (x„) be a bounded sequence in E; by assumption, there is a subse¬ 
quence (x'n) of (xn) such that (u(x'n)) converges in F. As the sequence (x') is 
bounded in E, there is a subsequence (xj[) of (x'n) such that (v(x")) converges 
in F. Then by (3.13.10) and (5.1.5), the sequence (m(xJJ) -h v{x’fj) converges 
in F. Q.E.D. 

(11.2.6) Let E, F, Ex, Fx be normed spaces, / a continuous linear mapping 

of Et into E,g a continuous linear mapping of F into Fx. Then, for any compact 

mapping u of E into F, ux = g o u of is a compact mapping of E* into Ft. 

For if Bj is bounded in E^/(Bj) is bounded in E by (5.5.1), w(/(Bi)) is 
relatively compact in F by assumption, and g(u(f(Bt))) is relatively compact 
in Fx by (3.17.9). 
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(11.2.7) Ifu is a compact mapping ofE into F, the restriction of u to any vector 

subspace E* of E is a compact mapping of Ex into w(Et). 

For by (11.2.6), that restriction is a compact mapping of Ej into F. 

If B is a bounded subset of E1? «(B) is then a compact subset of F, and as 

m(B) c= w(Ej), w(B) is relatively compact in w^). 

Example 

(11.2.8) With the same notations and assumptions on the function K as in 
(11.2.3), let now G be the prehilbert space defined by the scalar product 

(f\g) — f(t)g(t) dt on the set #C(I) (6.5.1); we write the norm 

(f\f)1/2 = II/II2 to distinguish it from the norm ||/|| = sup|/(/)|, and we still 
t 6 I 

denote by E the space ^C(I) with the norm ||/||; the identity mapping/->/of 
E into G is continuous, since ||/||2 <(b - a)1/2 • ||/|| by the mean value 
theorem; but it is not bicontinuous, nor is G a Banach space. The Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality (6.2.1) is written here 

(11.2.8.1) f(t)g(t) dt (J6|/(0l2 dtj (j\(OI2 dtj. 

With the same notations as in (11.2.3), we therefore deduce from (11.2.3.1) 
and (11.2.8.1) that |/ - t2\ ^ S implies 

(11.2.8.2) \9{h)~g(h)\ < e(b - a)"2 • ||/||2, 

and similarly \g{t) | ^ k(b - a)1'2 • ||/||2 for any / el. Hence, by the same 
argument as in (11.2.3), /-» Uf is a compact mapping of G into E; and as 
the identity mapping of E into G is continuous, /-> Uf is also a compact 
mapping of G into G by (11.2.6). 

(11.2.9.) Let E, F be two Banach spaces, E0 (resp. F0) a dense subspace of E 
(resp. F), u a compact mapping of E0 into F0, u its unique continuous extension 

as a mapping of E into F (5.5.4). Then u(E) c F0, and u is a compact mapping 

of E into F0. 

It is immediate that any ball \\x\\ ^ r in E is contained in the closure 
of any ball of center 0 and radius >r in E0 (3.13.13) hence any bounded 
set in E is contained in the closure of a bounded set B in E0. But u(B) is 
contained in the closure in F of the set u(B) = u(B) by (3.11.4); now, w(B) 
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is relatively compact in F0, i.e. its closure in F0 is compact, hence closed 
in F, and therefore equal to its closure in F. This shows that «(B) is contained 
in F0 and relatively compact in that space. Q.E.D. 

(11.2.10) Let E be a normed space, F a Banach space, (un) a sequence of 

mappings in if(E; F) (Section 5.7) which converges to u in ££{E; F). Then, if 

every un is compact, u is compact. 

Let B be any bounded set in E; as F is complete, all we have to do is to 
prove that w(B) is precompact (3.17.5). Now B is contained in a ball ||x|| < a; 

for any e > 0, there is n0 such that n ^ n0 implies \\u — un\\ < ejla, and there¬ 
fore (by (5.7.4)) ||u(x) — un(x)\\ < e/2 for any xeB. But as w„0(B) is precom¬ 
pact, it can be covered by finitely many balls of centers yd (1 ^ j ^ m) and 
radius e/2. For any xeB, there is therefore a j such that \\uno(x) — yj\\ < e/2, 
hence ||w(.x) — yf \ < e, and the balls of centers yj and radius e cover u(B). 
Q.E.D. 

In particular, any limit in «S?(E; F) of a sequence of mappings of finite 

rank is compact by (11.2.1) and (11.2.10). Whether conversely any compact 
mapping is equal to such a limit is still an open problem (see Problem 4). 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a Banach space, A a bounded open subset of E, F a finite dimensional vector 

space. Show that for any p ^ 1, the identity mapping /->/ of the Banach space 

^fp)(A) (Section 8.12, Problem 8) into ^p’“1)(A) (the latter being replaced by ^f(A) 

for p - 1) is a compact operator. (Use the mean value theorem and Ascoli’s theorem.) 

2. Let u be a compact mapping of an infinite dimensional Banach space E into a normed 

space F. Show that there is in E a sequence (x„) such that ||jc„ || = 1 for every n, and 

lim u(xn) = 0. (Observe that there is a number a > 0 and a sequence (yn) in E such that 
w —► oo 

||>>„ II = 1 for every n, and |iy,„ — y„ || ^ a for m^n (Section 5.9, Problem 3, and (3.16.1)), 

and consider the sequence (u(yn)).) 
Conclude that if the image by u of the sphere S: ||x|| == 1 is closed in F, it contains 0. 

3. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, (en) a Hilbert basis of E. If u is a compact 

mapping of E into a normed space F, show that the sequence (u(e„)) tends to 0. (Use 

contradiction, and show that it is impossible that the sequence (u(en)) should have a 

limit b ^ 0 in F.) If, conversely, F is a Banach space and the series of general term 

||«(<?n)ll2 is convergent, show that u is compact (use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to 

prove that the image of the ball \\x\\ < 1 by u is precompact). 

4. Let F be a normed space having the following property: there exists a constant c > 0 

such that, for any finite subset i$n of F, and any £ > 0, there exists a decomposi¬ 

tion E = M + N of E into a direct sum of two closed subspaces, such that M is finite 

dimensional, d(at, M) ^ e for 1 ^ ^ n, and if for any x e F, x = p(x) + q(x), where 
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p(x) e M and q(x) e N, then Hg(x)|| < c • d{x, M). Show that, under that assumption, 

any compact linear mapping of a normed space E into F is a limit in ^(E; F) of a 

sequence of linear mappings of finite rank (use the definition of precompact spaces). 

Show that any Hilbert space satisfies the preceding condition, as well as the spaces (c0) 
(Section 5.3, Problem 5) and /1 (Section 5.7, Problem 1). 

5. Let I = [ia, b] be a compact interval in R, K(s, t) a complex valued function defined in 

I x I, and satisfying the assumptions of Section 8.11, Problem 4. Show that if U is 
defined as in (11.2.3), U is still a compact mapping of E = #C(I) into itself. 

3. THE THEORY OF F. RIESZ 

We will need repeatedly the following lemma: 

(11.3.1) Let u be a continuous operator in a normed space E, v = 1E — u9 

L, M two closed vector subspaces of E such that M c L, M ^ L, and z;(L) c M. 
Then there is a point a e L n (JM such that ||a|| ^ 1 and that, for any x e M, 
\\u(d) - u(pc)|| ^ i. 

By assumption, there is b e L such that b $ M, hence d(b, M) = a > 0. Let 
yeM be such that ||6—y|| ^ 2a, and take a = (b — y)/\\b — y\\; we have 
Ml = 1, and, for any zeM, a-z = (b-y - || b - y\\z)/\\b - j;||; but as 
y+\\b — y\\z e M, we have \\b - y - \\b - y\\z\\ ^ a, hence ||a — z\\ > \ for 
any ze M. But, for x e M, we have u(a) — u(x) = a — (x -f- v(a) — t>(x)), and 
by assumption, x + v(a) — v(x) e M; hence our conclusion. 

(11.3.2) Let u be a compact operator in a normed space E, and let v = 1E — u. 

Then: 

(a) the kernel v~1(0) is finite dimensional; 

(b) the image t>(E) is closed in E; 
(c) v(E) has finite codimension in E; 
(d) if = {0}, then v is a linear homeomorphism of E onto z;(E) 

(cf. (11.3.4)). 

(a) For any xeN = y_1(0), we have u{x) = x, hence the image of the 
ball B: ||x|| < 1 in N by u is B itself; by assumption w(B) is relatively compact 
in E, hence in N since N is closed in E. But this implies that N is finite dimen¬ 
sional by Riesz’s theorem (5.9.4). 

(b) Suppose yev(E); there is then a sequence (x„) in E, such that 
y = lim v(xn) (3.13.13). Suppose first that the sequence (d(xn, N)) is 

n-+ oo 

unbounded; then, by extracting a subsequence, we may suppose that 
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lim d(xn, N) = +oo. Let zn = xn/d(xn, N); it is immediate that d(zn, N) = 1, 
n~* oo 

and therefore there is (,eN such that ||z„ - t„|| < 2. Let sn = z„ — tn, and 
observe that by definition we have v(s„) = v(zn) = v(x„)/d(x„, N), and 
d(s„, N) = 1. From the assumptions we deduce at once that lim v(s„) = 0. 

n~~*' oo 

But the sequence (sn) is bounded in E; as u is compact, there is a subsequence 
(s„f) such that (u(snk)) converges to a point ae E. As lim (^n — u(sn)) = 0, we 

«-»■ oo 

also have lim s„k = a, hence, as x -► d(x, N) is continuous, d(a, N) = 1. But 
n-+ oo 

v(a) = lim v(s„k) = 0, and this contradicts the definition of N. 
k—* oo 

We therefore can suppose that the sequence (d(xn, N)) is bounded by a 
number M — 1; there is then a sequence x' such that xn — x' e N and 
||x'|| <M; as u(x') = v(xn), we may suppose that ||xj| < M. Then as u 

is compact there is a subsequence (x„k) such that (w(xWfc)) converges to a 
point be E; as xnk — u(x„k) = n(x„k) tends to y9 (x„k) tends to b + y and by 
continuity we have v(b + y) = y, which proves that y e t>(E), hence ^(E) is 
closed. 

(c) To say that i?(E) has an infinite codimension in E means that there 
exists an infinite sequence (an) of points of E such that an does not belong to 
the subspace yn-i generated by t>(E) and by au...,an-l for every n. 

Now each Vn is closed since z;(E) is closed (using (5.9.2)). By (11.3.1) we 
can define by induction a sequence (bn) such that bneYn,bn$ ||6J ^ 1, 
and || u(bn) — w(^)|| ^ \ for any j < n — 1. This implies that the sequence 
(u(bn)) has no cluster point, contradicting the assumption that u is compact. 

(d) In order to prove that v is a homeomorphism of E onto v(E) when 
^■^(O) = {0}, it is only necessary to show that for any closed set AcE, 
t>(A) is closed in E (hence in u(E)) (3.11.4). But this is proved by exactly 
the same argument as in (b), replacing throughout E by A (and N by {0}). 

(11.3.3) Under the same assumptions as in (11.3.2), define inductively 

Nj = y_:l(0), Nk = u_1(Nk_i) for k> 1, Ft = p(E), Ffc = KF^) for k>\. 

Then : 

(a) The N* form an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces, 
the Ffc a decreasing sequence of finite codimensional closed subspaces. 

(b) There is a smallest integer n such that Nk+1 = Nfc for k ^ n; then 

Ffc+1 = Ffc for n,E is the topological direct sum (Section 5.4) of¥nand Nn, 
and the restriction of v to F„ is a linear homeomorphism of F„ onto itself 

(a) Define by induction i\ = v, vk = vk^x 0 v; I claim that vk= 1E — uk, 
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where uk is compact: this is shown by induction on k, for 

vk ~ Oe " uk-1) ° Oe — w) = 1e — uk-1 — u -f uk_x o u, and the result follows 
at once from the inductive hypothesis and from (11.2.6) and (11.2.5). Then 
by definition N^ = i’Jfc"1(0) and Fk = vk(E), and our assertion follows from 
(11.3.2). 

(b) Suppose N* 7^ Nfc+1 for every k. We have v(Nk+1) c= N* for k ^ 1; 
by (11.3.1), there would exist an infinite sequence (xk) of points of E such 
that xkeNk, xk£Nk_u ||xfc|| < 1 for k > 1 and \\u(xk) — u(xj)\\ ^ 4 for 
any y < k. This implies that the sequence (u(xk)) has no cluster point, con¬ 
tradicting the assumption that u is compact. 

Similarly, suppose Fk+1 ^Fk for every k. We have i?(Ffc) c= F*+1 for 
k^ 1; by (11.3.1), there would exist an infinite sequence (xk) of points of E 
such that xkeFk, xk$ Fft+1, ||xfe|| <1 for k ^ 1, and \\u(xk) — w(Xy)|| ^ \ 

for any j > k. This again implies contradiction, hence there exists a smallest 
integer m such that F/e + l — Ffc for k ^ m. 

Next we prove that Nn n Fn = {0}: if y e Fn n N„, then there is x e E 
such that y = y„(x), and on the other hand vn(y) = 0; but this implies that 
r2n(x) = 0, hence x e N2n = Nn, and y = vn(x) — 0. 

By definition, we have Fm c Fn and t>(Fm) = Fm; let us prove that Fn = Fm. 
Otherwise, we would have m>n\ let z be such that zeFm_1 cF„s and 
z$ Fm; as v(z) e Fm = v(Fm), there is a teFm such that v(z) = v(t), i.e. 
z-ZeNjcN^; but as z-/eF„, we conclude that z = t, and our initial 
assumption has led to a contradiction. 

For each x e E we have vn(x) eF„ = FmJ and as v„(F„) = F„ by definition 
of m, there is y e Fn such that z;„(x) = vn(y), hence x — y e Nn, and therefore 
E = Fn + Nw. This last sum is direct since F„ n N„ = {0}; F„ is closed and 
N„ is finite dimensional, therefore (5.9.3) E is the topological direct sum of 
Fn and N„. Finally, the restriction of v to F„ is surjective and its kernel is 
F„ n Nj c= Fw n N„ = {0}, hence it is also injective. By (11.3.2(d)) that 
restriction is a linear homeomorphism of F„ onto itself, and this ends the 
proof. 

(11.3.4) Under the same assumptions as in (11.3.2), if v is injective 

(i.e. r”1 (0) = {0}), then v is surjective, hence a linear homeomorphism of E 
onto itself 

For the assumptions imply that N* = {0} for every k, hence n = 1 and Nx 
is reduced to 0, therefore F2 = E by (11.3.3) and the result follows from 
(11.3.3). 
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PROBLEMS 

1. Let E, F be two Banach spaces, / a continuous linear mapping of E into F such that 

/(E) = F; then, there exists a number m > 0 such that for any ye F, there is an * e E 

for which f{x) = y and ||jc|| =s$ /w||y|| (12.16.12). 

(a) If (j>„) is a sequence of points of F which converges to a point b, show that there 

exists a subsequence (ynk), and a sequence (xfc) of points of E, which converges to a 

point a and is such that f(xk) = ynk for every k. (Take (y„k) such that the series of 

general term ||yn*+1 “To*II is convergent.) 
(b) Let u. be a compact mapping of E into F, and let v = /— u. Show that u(E) is 

closed in F and has finite codimension in F. (Follow the same pattern as in the proof 

of (11.3.2), using (a).) 

(c) Define inductively Fi = u(E), F*+1 = v(f~1(Fk)) for k ^ 1; show that there is an 

integer n such that F*+i — F* for k ^ n (same method). 

(d) Take E—F to be a separable Hilbert space, and let (en)n^i be a Hilbert 

basis of E. Define/and u such that f(en) = en-3 for n ^ 4,f(e„) = 0 for n ^ 3, u(en) = 

en-1jn for n ^ 6, u(ei) = u(e3) = 0, u(e2) = — e2, u(eA) — eu u(es) — e2 + (e3/5). Define 

inductively Ni = tr VO), = v~1(f(Nk)) fork'll; show that the N* are all distinct 

and finite dimensional. 
2. Let E, F be two normed spaces, /a linear homeomorphism of E onto a closed subspace 

/(E) of F, u a compact mapping of E into F, and let v—f—u. 
(a) Show that i>-1(0) is finite dimensional and t?(E) is closed in F; furthermore, if 

u-1(0) = {0}, v is a linear homeomorphism of E onto u(E). (Follow the same method 

as in (11.3.2).) 
(b) Define inductively Ni = r-l(0), N*+1 = i>-1(/(Nfc)) for k ^ 1; show that there is 

an integer n such that Nk + 1 = N* for k ^ n. 

(c) Give an example in which, when Fi = t?(E), and Ffc + i = Fk)) for k ^ 1, 

the F* are all distinct (take for E = F a separable Hilbert space, and for / and u the 

adjoints (Section 11.5) of the mappings noted /and u in Problem 1(d)). 

3. Let E be a Banach space, g a continuous linear mapping of E onto itself such that 

ll^ll < J; then /=1E — g is a linear homeomorphism of E onto itself (8.3.2.1). 

Let u be a compact operator in E, and let v = /— u\ then the statements in (11.3.2) 

and (11.3.3) are all valid. (First prove the following result, corresponding to (11.3.1): 

if M <= L, M # L and t?(L) ci M, there is an a e L n C M such that \\a\\^ 1 and for any 

xeM such that ||*|| ^ 1, ||w(a) — u(x)\\ > (l — 2||#H)/2.) 
4. In the space E== l1 (Section 5.7, Problem 1; we keep the notations of that problem), 

let / be the automorphism of E such that/(<?2k) = e2k+2 (k ^ 0),/(ex) = e0, f(e2k+1) — 

e2k 1 for k ^ 1, and let u be the compact mapping such that u(en) — 0 for n =£ 1, and 

u(ex) = eQ. If v — f— w, and the Ffc and Nfcare defined as in (11.3.3), show that N* + i ^ 

and Fk+i ^ Ffc for every k. 

4. SPECTRUM OF A COMPACT OPERATOR 

(11.4.1) Let u be a compact operator in a complex normed space E. Then: 

(a) The spectrum S of u is an at most denumerable compact subset of C, 
each point of which, with the possible exception of 0, is isolated; 0 belongs to S 
if E is infinite dimensional. 
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(b) Each number X ^ 0 in the spectrum is an eigenvalue of u. 
(c) For each X^O in S, there is a unique decomposition of E into a 

topological direct sum of two subspaces F(A), N(A) (also written F(X; u), 

N(A; u)) such that: 
(i) F(A) is closed, N(A) is finite dimensional; 

(ii) u(F(X)) a F(A), and the restriction of u — X • 1E to F(A) is a linear 
homeomorphism of that space onto itself; 

(iii) u(N(A)) c= N(A) and there is a smallest integer k = k(X), called the 
order ofX (also written k(X; u)), such that the restriction to N(A) of(u — X* lE)fc 

is 0. 
(d) The eigenspace E(A) of u corresponding to the eigenvalue X^O is 

contained in N(A) (hence finite dimensional). 
(e) If X, p are two different points of S, distinct from 0, then N(^) c= F(A). 
(f) If E is a Banach space, the function £ (w — £ • lg)-1, which is defined 

and analytic in C - S, has a pole of order k(X) at each point X ^ 0 of S. 

Let X ^ 0 be any complex number; as X~xu is compact, we can apply the 
Riesz theory (Section 11.3). By (11.3.4), if A is not an eigenvalue ofw, 1E - X~lu 
is a linear homeomorphism of E onto itself, and the same is true of course 
of u — X' 1E= — A(1E — X~xu), i.e. X is regular for u, which proves b). 
Suppose on the contrary X is an eigenvalue of u; then the existence of the 
decomposition F(A) -f N(A) of E with properties (i), (ii), (iii), follows from 
(11.3.3), as well as (d) (E(A) is the kernel noted in (11.3.3)). To end the 
proof of (c), we need only show the uniqueness of F(A) and N(A). Suppose 
there is a second decomposition E = F' + N' having the same properties, and 
write v = u — X' 1E. Then, any xeN' can be written x — y-Fz where 
y e F(A), z e N(A); by assumption there is h > 0 such that vh(x) = 0, hence 
vh(y) = 0; as the restriction to F(X) of vh is a homeomorphism by assumption, 
y = 0 and x e N(A). This proves that N' c: N(A), and a similar argument 
proves N(A) c N'. Next, if x = y + z e F' with y e F(A), z e N(A), we have 
vk(x) = tF(y), hence vk(Ff) c= F(A); but as y(F') = F', this implies F' c F(A), 

Denote by tq, u2 the restrictions of u to F(A) and N(A), respectively. From 
the relation (u2 — X- 1N(a))/c = 0> it follows by linear algebra (A.6.10 and 
A.6.12) that there is a basis of N(A) such that the matrix of u2 — X • 1N(A) 
with respect to that basis is triangular with diagonal 0; if d ~ dim (N(A)), 
the determinant of u2 — £ * 1n(a) is therefore equal to (X — £)d and this proves 
that u2 — £ * 1n(a> is invertible if £ ^ X. Let us prove on the other hand that 
iq — £• 1F(A) is invertible for £ — X small enough: we can write tq — £ • 1F(A) = 
tq + (X — £) • 1F(A) with tq = tq — X • 1F(A). We know by (c) that iq is inver¬ 
tible; by (5.7.4), we therefore have H^WII ^ ll^r1!! * M in F(X), which can 
also be written ||tq(x)|| ^ c • ||x|| with c = ||uj'1|| “L Now if £ # 0 and 
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ux — f • 1F(A) is not invertible, this implies, by (b) (applied to F(2) and ul9 

using (11.2.7)) that there would exist an x ^ 0 in F(2) such that ux(x) = fx, 
hence |f - 2| * INI = ||t?1(x:)|| ^ c • ||x||, which is impossible if |f - 2| < c. This 
shows that for f ^ 0, f # 2, and |f — 2| < c, w — f • 1e is invertible (since 
its restrictions to F(2) and N(2) are), i.e. f is not in S; therefore all points 2 # 0 
in S are isolated, and S is at most denumerable. By (b), for each X ^ 0 in S, 
there is x ^ 0 in E such that w(x) = 2x, hence \X\ • ||x|| < ||u\\ • ||x|| by (5.7.4), 
and \X\ < \\u\\, which proves S is compact To end the proof of (a), suppose 
E is infinite dimensional; if u were a homeomorphism of E onto itself, the 
image w(B) of the ball B: ||x|| < 1 would be a neighborhood of 0 in E, and 
as it is relatively compact in E, this violates Riesz’s theorem (5.9.4). 

If p is a point of S distinct from 0 and X, and x e N(p), we can write 
x = y + z with y e F(2), z e N(2). We have seen above that the restriction of 
w = u — f-i - 1E to N(2) is a homeomorphism; as v/(x) = 0 for h large enough, 
and v^iy) e F(2), wh(z) e N(2), we must have wh(y) = wh(z) = 0, which proves 
statement (e). 

If E is a Banach space, the analyticity of (u — f * Ie)”1 in C — S follows 
from (11.1.2). With the same notations as above, X is not in the spectrum of 
ux, hence (by (11.2.7)) (ux — f • If(a))”1 is analytic in a neighborhood of X; in 
particular, there are numbers p > 0 and M > 0 such that 

ll(«i-C-W))"1(x)||<M-||x|| 

for x e F(2) and |f — X\ ^ p. On the other hand, we can write u2 — f • 1N(A) = 
(X — C) * 1n(a)+ v2 with v2 = u2 — X • 1N(A), and we know that for £ # X, 

u2 — £ • 1N(A) is invertible; moreover, we can write 

(11.4.1.1) (u2 - f • 1NWr1 = — £ (c - Arvr1 
/i = l 

since = 0- From this it follows that there is a number M' > 0 such that 

|£ - 2|* • II(«2 - £ • Inc;.))”1 toll < M'||x|| for |£ - X\ < p, £ * 2 and for any 
x e N(2). Now any x e E can be written x = y ~h z with y e F(2), z e N(2), and 
there is a constant a > 0 such that ||.y|| < <z||x|| and ||z|| < <z||x|| (5.9.3); there¬ 
fore we see that, for |£ — X\ ^ p, £ # 2, and any xeE, we have 

if - *i* ■ ii(«- c • 1e)_1wii ^ mpk + m')hx||. 
In other words, |£ — X\k • ||(w — £ • lg)”11| ^ a(Mpk + M') for £ ^ X and 
If — 2| < p; by (9.1.5.2), this implies that X is a pole of order for 
(w — f • Ie)”1. But by definition there is an xe N(2) such that v2~x(x) # 0, 
hence (£ — X)k~i((u — £ • Ie)”1^)) is not bounded when f ^ 2 tends to X, and 
this proves that 2 is a pole of order k, and ends the proof of (11.4.1). 
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We say that the dimension of N(A) is the algebraic multiplicity of the 
eigenvalue A of w, the dimension of the eigenspace E(A) its geometric mul¬ 

tiplicity; they are equal if and only if k(X) = 1; when E is a Banach space, this 
is equivalent to saying that A is a simple pole of (u - £ • 1E)-1. 

(11.4.2) Let E be a Banach space, E0 a dense subspace of E, u a compact 

operator in E0, u its unique continuous extension to E. Then the spectra of 

u and u are the same, and for each eigenvalue A =£ 0 of u, N(A, u) = N(A, «), 
E(A, u) — E(A, u) and k(X, u) = k(l, w). 

We know that u is compact and maps E into E0, by (11.2.9); if A # 0 
is an eigenvalue of u, any eigenvector * corresponding to A is such that 
x = A_1w(x) e E0, hence A is an eigenvalue of u, and E(A, it) c= E(A, u); the 
converse being obvious, we have sp(w) =sp(w) and E(A, u) — E(A, u) a E0 for 
each eigenvalue A i=- 0. Considering similarly the kernels of (u - A • lEo)fc and 
of its extension (u - A • lE)k we see that they are equal, hence k(X, u) = fc(A, n) 
and N(A, w) = N(A, u) c E0. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be a complex Banach space, u a compact operator in E; we keep the notations of 

(11.4.1), and in addition, we write px (or pktU) and (j% — 1 e~~ Px the projections of E 

onto N(A) and F(A) in the decomposition of E as direct sum F(A) + N(A). 
(a) Show that —px is the residue of the meromorphic function (w — £ • 1E)_1 at 

the pole A, for every A e sp(w) such that A # 0. 

(b) If Ax,..., Ar are distinct points of the spectrum sp(w), show that the projec¬ 

tions pxj (1 ^ y ^ r) commute, and that pk -1-h pkr is the projection of E onto 
N(Ai) +-h N(Ar) in the decomposition of E as direct sum of that subspace and 

of F(Ai) n F(A2) n • • ■ n F(Ar). 
2. Let E be an infinite dimensional complex Banach space, u a compact operator in E, 

(u„)„2i a sequence of compact operators in E, which converges to u in the Banach 

space ^(E). 

(a) Prove that for any bounded subset B of E, the union (J <w„(B) is relatively compact 
n 

in E. (Show that it is precompact.) 

(b) If A e C does not belong to sp(w), show that there is an open disk D of center A 
and an integer n0 such that, for n0, the intersection sp (un) nD = 0 (use (8.3.2.1)) 

and (un — £ • Ie)"1 2 converges uniformly to (u — £ • Ie)"1 for £ e D. 

(c) Let ip,,) be a sequence of complex numbers such that (xnesp(un) for every n\ 

such a sequence is always bounded. If A is a cluster point of {pn), show that A e sp(u). 

(One can assume that A = lim there is then jc„eE such that ||x„|| = 1 and 
W —* 00 

un(xn) — \nxn; use then (a).) 
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(d) Conversely, let A # 0 be in sp(w). Show that for each n there is (at least) a number 

l^n e sp(un) such that A = lim pn. (Otherwise, one can assume that there is an open 
n~* co 

disk D of center A and radius r, such that D c\ sp(w) = {A} and D n sp(w„) = 0 

(extract from (un) a suitable subsequence). Let then y be the road A + reix defined 
in [0, 2rr]; consider the integral 

j(un - £ • 1E)'‘(£ - A)‘ = 0 for k> 0 

and use (b) to obtain a contradiction.) 

(e) Let A =£ 0 be in sp(w), and let D be an open disk of center A and radius r such that 

D n sp(w) — {A}; there exists n0 such that, for n> n0 the intersection of sp(z/„) and 

of the circle |£ - A| = r is empty (use (c)). Let pu ..., pr be the points of D n sp(un), 
r 

and write k„ = £ A(|u,; u„). Show that there exists nl such that, for nuk„> k(X; u). 

(Use the same method as in (d), multiplying («„ - £ • 1E)_1 by a suitable polynomial in 
£ of degree k„.) Give an example in which k„ > k(A; «) for every n. 

(f) With the notations of (e), let p =/>;.„,/>„ = show that limpa=p 
oo 

in the Banach space «S?(E) (use (b), and Problem 1). Deduce from that result that there 

exists n2 such that, for n ^ n2, N„ = N(/Xi; un) +-b N(jvur; u„) is a supplement to 
F(A; u) in E. (Suppose n is such that \\p - pn || ^ 1/2; if there was a point e F(A) n N„ 

such that ||x„|| == 1, then the relations p(x„) = 0, pn(xn) = xn would contradict the 

preceding inequality. Prove similarly that the intersection of N(A; u) and of the sub¬ 
space F(pu un) n • • • n F(fjur; un) is reduced to 0.) 

3. Let u be a compact operator in an infinite dimensional complex Banach space E, 

and let P(£) be a polynomial without constant term; put v == P(w). Show that the 

spectrum sp(u) is identical to the set of numbers P(A), where A esp(w); furthermore, 

for every jjl e sp(u), N(ju; v) is the (direct) sum of the subspaces N(A*; u) such that 

P(A/t) = p, and F(p; v) the intersection of the corresponding subspaces F(A*; u). (Let 
V be any closed subspace of E, such that w(V) c V, and let uv be the restriction of 

u to V. Show that there is a constant M independent of V and n, such that ||(P(wv))" || ^ 

M"||ttvl|. Apply that remark and Problem 1 of Section 11.1, taking for V a suitable 
intersection of a finite number of subspaces of the form F(A; u).) 

4. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, (en)n^0 a Hilbert basis of E. Show that the operator 

u defined by «(*?„) = en + l/(n 4-1) for n ^ 0 is compact and that sp(u) is reduced to 0 
(more precisely, u has no eigenvalue). 

5. Let u be a continuous operator in a complex Banach space E. A Riesz point for u is 

a point A in the spectrum sp(«) such that: (1) A is isolated in sp(u); (2) E is the direct 

sum of a closed subspace F(A) and of a finite dimensional subspace N(A) such that 

u(F(A)) <= F(A), «(N(A)) <= N(A), the restriction of u — A • 1E to F(A) is a linear homeo- 

morphism and the restriction of u — A • lE to N(A) is nilpotent. 

(a) If A and p, are two distinct Riesz points in sp(«), show that N(ju) <= F(A), and 

F(A) is the direct sum of N(/x) and F(A) n F(p). 

(b) A Riesz operator u is defined as a continuous operator such that all points # 0 

in the spectrum sp(«) are Riesz points. For any e > 0, the set of points A e sp(w) such 

that |A| e is then a finite set {pu ..., pr}; let pt be the projection of E onto N(ju,() 

in the decomposition of E into the direct sum N(pi) + F(pi) (1 i ^ r), and let 
r 

v^u-Yuopi. Show that sp(u) is contained in the disk |£| < e, hence (Section 11.1, 
i=i 

Problem 1) that lim ||u"||1/w < e. 
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(c) In the Banach space &(E), let be the closed (11.2.10) subspace of all compact 

operators. Show that, in order that u e JSf(E) be a Riesz operator, it is necessary and 

sufficient that lim (d(un, X))1/n = 0. (To prove that the condition is necessary, use 
n-* ao 

(b), observing that un = vn + wn, where wn is an operator of finite rank, hence compact. 

To prove that the condition is sufficient, use the result of Problem 3 of Section 11.3, 

which can be interpreted in the following way: if \\g\\ < J, then either A = 1 does not 

belong to sp(# + u) or is a Riesz point for g + u.) 

5. COMPACT OPERATORS IN HILBERT SPACES 

Let E be a prehilbert space, u an operator in E. We say u has an adjoint if 
there exists an operator u* in E such that 

(11.5.1) 0Kx)\y) = (x\u*(y)) 

for any pair of points x, y in E. It is immediate that the adjoint u* is unique 
(when it exists), and (by Section 6.1 (V)) that then (u*)* exists and is equal 
to u. It is similarly verified that when the operators u and v have adjoints, then 
u+ v, Xu, and uv have adjoints respectively equal to u* -f v*, Xu*, and v*u*. 

(11.5.2) If u is continuous and has an adjoint, then u* is continuous and 

||w*|| = ||//|! in i?(E). If E is a Hilbert space, every continuous operator in E 
has an adjoint. 

From (11.5.1) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (6.2.4) we deduce 

|(x|w*(y))| < Mx)ll • ||y|| ^ IM| * ||*|| * \\y\\ 

for any pair x, y; taking x = u*(y), we get ||w*(y)|| ^ \\u\\ • ||y|| for any ye E, 
which proves the continuity of u* and the inequality ||w*|| < \\u\\; the converse 
inequality is proved by interchanging u and u* in the argument. If E is a 
Hilbert space and u is continuous, then, for any ye E, the linear form 
x->(w(x)|y) is continuous, and by (6.3.2) there exists a unique vector 
u*(y) such that (11.5.1) holds. From the uniqueness of u*(y), we conclude that 
u* is linear, hence the adjoint of u. The second statemento f (11.5.2) does not 
extend to prehilbert spaces. 

An operator u in a prehilbert space E is called self-adjoint (or hermitian) 

if it has an adjoint and if u* = u; the mapping (x, y) -> (u(x) |;/) = (u(y) \ x) is 
then a hermitian form on E; the self-adjoint operator u is called positive 

(resp. nondegenerate) if the corresponding hermitian form is positive (resp. 
nondegenerate); one writes then u > 0. For any operator u having an adjoint, 
u + u* and i(u — u*) are self-adjoint operators. 
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(11.5.3) (i) If a continuous operator u in a prehilbert space E has an adjoint, 
then u*u and uu* are self-adjoint positive operators, and \\u*u\\ = \\uu*\\ = 
||«||2 = ||«*||2. In particular, //u is self-adjoint, \\u2\\ = ||w||2. 

(ii) If P is the orthogonal projection of E on a complete vector subspace 

F (Section 6.3), P is a positive hermitian operator. Conversely, if E is a Hilbert 

space, every continuous operator P in E which is hermitian and idempotent 

(i.e. P2 = P) is the orthogonal projection of E on the closed subspace P(E) (these 
operators are called the orthogonal projectors in «£?(E)). 

(i) The fact that and uu* are self-adjoint follows from the relations 
(w*)* = u and 0uv)* = v*u*; moreover (u*u(x) | x) ~ (u(x) | «(x)) ^ 0 for 
any x e E, and it is proved similarly that uu* is positive. Further this last 
relation shows that \\u(x)\\2 ^ ||t/*w(x)|| • ||x|| by Cauchy-Schwarz, hence (by 
(5.7.4) ) ||w||2 < ||w*w||. On the other hand, ||w*«|| ^ ||«*|| • ||w|| = ||«||2 by 
(5.7.5) and (11.5.2), and this concludes the proof of (i). 

(ii) If P is the orthogonal projection of E on a complete subspace F, then 
(P • x | y — P • y) = 0 for x e E, ye E, hence (P • x | y) == (P • x | P * y) = 
(x | P • y), which proves that P is hermitian, and it is positive since (P • x | x) = 
(P • x | P • x) ^ 0. Conversely, suppose E is a Hilbert space, and P2 = P = P* ; 

then, for all x, y in E, (P • x | y — P • y) = (x |P • y — P2 • y) = 0; as the 
relation y = P • x implies Py=P2x = Px = y, P( E) is the kernel of 
1E —P, hence is a closed vector subspace; furthermore, for any j/eE, 
y — P • y is orthogonal to every P • x, in other words to P(E), which proves (ii). 

(11.5.4) If E is a Hilbert space, the adjoint of any compact operator u in E 
is a compact operator. 

As E is complete, it will be enough to prove that the image «*(B) of the 

ball B: \\y || < 1 is precompact. Let F = u{B), which is a compact subspace of E, 
and consider, in the space ^C(F) (Section 7.2) the set H of the restrictions to F 
of the linear continuous mappings x-» (x \y) of E into C, where y e B; we 
prove that H is relatively compact in ^C(F)- Indeed, we have |(x — x' \y)\ < 
\\x — x'|| by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, since ||y|| ^ 1, which shows that 
H is equicontinuous; on the other hand F is contained in the ball ||x|| < ||w||, 
hence |(x \y)\ < ||w|| for any y e Band any x e F; Ascoli’s theorem (7.5.7) then 
proves our contention. Therefore, for any e > 0, there exist a finite number of 
points yj (1 ^ j ^ m) in B such that for any ye B, there is an index j such that 
|(u(x) | y - yj) | < e for any x e B. But by (11.5.1) this last inequality is written 
|(x | w*(y) - u*(yj))\ ^ £, and either u*(y) = u*(yj) or we can take x = z/||z||, 
where z = w*(y) — u*(yj); we therefore conclude that || w*(y) — u*(yj) || ^ e, and 

this ends the proof. 
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Note that the proof that «*(B) is precompact still holds when E is not 
complete; but it can happen that in a prehilbert space E, a compact operator 
has an adjoint which is not compact. 

(11.5.5) Let ube a compact operator in a complex prehilbert space E, having 

an adjoint u* which is compact. Then: 

(a) The spectrum sp(«*) is the image of sp(«) by the mapping £ 

(b) For each 1^0 in sp(w), k(l; u) = k(l; w*). 
(c) Ifv = « — A * 1E, then u*(E) is the orthogonal supplement (Section 6.3) 

of ^_1(0) = E(A; u), and the dimensions of the eigenspaces E(A; u) and E(A; u*) 

are equal. 

(d) The subspace F(A; u*) is the orthogonal supplement of N(A; w), and the 

dimensions of N(A; u) and N(A; w*) are equal. 

We have v* = u* - 1 • 1E, hence {v(x) | y) = (x | v*(y)) from (11.5.1), and 
therefore the relation v(x) = 0 implies that x is orthogonal to the subspace 
u*(E). Now by (11.4.1) applied to u*, v*(E) is the topological direct sum 
of F(A; u*) and of the subspace v*(N(l; u*)) of N(I; «*), and from linear 
algebra (A.4.17) it follows that the codimension of y*(E) is equal to the di¬ 
mension of u*-1(0) = E(I; w*); hence we have dim E(A; u) ^ dim E(I; w*). 
But u = (w*)*, hence we have dim E(A; u) = dim E(I; w*); furthermore, the 
orthogonal supplement of E(A;w) contains u*(E) and has the same co¬ 
dimension as u*(E), hence both are equal, which proves (c). This also shows 
that for any eigenvalue A ^ 0 of u, 1 is an eigenvalue of w*, and as the con¬ 
verse follows from the relation u = (w*)*, we have also proved (a). 

The same argument may be applied to the successive iterates vh of v9 and 
shows that the image of E by v*h — (vh)* is the orthogonal supplement of the 
kernel of vh. Using (11.3.2), (11.4.1), and the relation u = («*)*, this im¬ 
mediately proves (b) and (d). 

Theorems (11.4.1) and (11.5.5) can be translated into a criterion for the 
solutions of the equation u(x) — Xx = y: 

(11.5.6) Under the assumptions of (11.5.5) ; 

(a) If A is not in the spectrum of u, the equation u{x) — lx — y has a unique 

solution in E for every ye E. 
(b) Ifl 7^ 0 is in the spectrum of u, a necessary and sufficient condition for 

y e E to be such that the equation u(x) — Ax = y have a solution in E is that y 

be orthogonal to the solutions of the equation w*(x) — Ax = 0. 
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For a finite dimensional space, this reduces to the classical criterion for 
existence of a solution of a system of scalar linear equations. 

(11.5.7) Let u be a compact self-adjoint operator in a complex Hilbert 
space E. Then: 

(a) Every element of the spectrum sp(w) is real and k(X) = 1 for every 

eigenvalue A ^ 0 of u. 

(b) If A, p are two distinct eigenvalues ofu, the eigenspaces E(A) and E(p) 

are orthogonal. 

(c) Let (pn) be the strictly decreasing (finite or infinite) sequence of eigen¬ 

values >0, (v„) the strictly increasing (finite or infinite) sequence of eigenvalues 

< 0. For each k such that pk (resp. vk) is defined, let F£ (resp. Fk) be the orthogonal 

supplement of E(pt) + * ■ * + E(pk-1) (resp. E(v1) + * • ■ + E(vjfc_1)); then pk 

(resp. vk) is the largest (resp. smallest) value of the function x —► (u(x) | x) on the 

sphere ||x|| = 1 in F'k (resp. F l),and the points of that sphere where (u(x) | x) = pk 

(resp. (u(x) | x) = vk) are the points which belong to E(pk) (resp. E(v)k). Further¬ 

more, \\u\\ = sup(/q, vx). 
(d) The space E is the Hilbert sum (Section 6.4) of the subspaces E(pn), 

E(v„), and E(0) = w_1(0). 

(It may happen that either the pn or the v„ are absent, but from (c) it 
follows that the only case in which there are no eigenvalues ^ 0 is the case 
u = 0.) 

For any eigenvalue A ^ 0 of u, we have, for an eigenvector x corresponding 

to A, (u(x) | x) = X(x | x), but (u(x) | x) = (x | u(x)) = (u(x) | x) is real for any 
xeE, hence, as (x | x) is real and ^ 0, A is real. If v = u — X • 1E, we therefore 
have v* = v, hence v(E) is the orthogonal supplement of E(A) = v~1(0) by 
(11.5.5); this implies that the restriction of v to u(E) is injective, hence, by 
definition (see (11.3.3)) N(A) = E(A), F(A) = y(E) and therefore k(X) = 1. This 
proves statement (a), and as E(p) = N(^) c F(A) for any eigenvalue p ^ A by 
(11.4.1) , we also have proved (b). 

We first prove the last part of statement (c). Let p = sup(p1? — vx). Then by 
(11.1.2) the mapping £-*(m — £ • 1E)_1 is analytic for |£| > p, whence it 
follows at once that the mapping (1E — £u)~l is analytic for |£| < 1/p. 
Now, for £ in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0, the power series 

£ £V converges to (1E- in £F(E) (8.3.2.1); by (9.9.4) that power 
n — 0 

series converges for every £, such that |f| < 1/p. Furthermore, for each r such 
thatO <r< l/p,ifM is the maximum of ||(1E — £m) ~11| for |f| = r, the Cauchy 
inequalities (9.9.5) yield ||«"|| < M/r" < Mp". In particular, if we use (11.5.3), 
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we get here ||u\\2n < Mp2" for every n ^ 1; taking 2"th roots and letting n tend 
to + oo, we get, by Section 4.3, ||«|| < p. On the other hand we have p ^ ||w|| 
by (11.1.3), hence ||w|| = p. 

Let us now write (p„) for the strictly decreasing sequence of the absolute 
values of the eigenvalues of u9 so that px = p = sup(pl9 — vj; and let G„ be 
equal to the sum of the E(2) such that |A| = pn (there are of course either 
only one or two such eigenvalues 2). Next let F„ be the orthogonal supplement 
of Gx + * + Gn-X; we have w(Fn) c F„ by (a), and we prove that the 
restriction un of u to F„ is such that ||wj| < pn-x- Otherwise, by what has just 
been seen above (and by (11.2.7)) there would be in F„ an eigenvector x 
such that u(x) = lx with |2| ^ pn_x, which contradicts the definition of F„. 
Write now x-y + z for every ieF„, with j;eFn+1 and zeG„;we have, by 
Cauchy-Schwarz, 

- Ik+ill • \\y\\2 + (w(*) I z) < («(*) Ix) < Ik+ill * Ibll2 + (u(z) | z). 

Suppose pn = fih = —vfc, and write therefore z = zx+ z2 with zx e E(ph) 

and z2 e E(v*); this yields (u(z) \z) = pn(||zx||2 - ||z2||2). As ||x||2 = 

\\y\\2+ ||zj2 + 11^2II2’ we see at once> using the preceding inequality and 
the inequality ||wrt+11| < pn, that on the sphere ||x|| = 1 in F„, the largest value 
of (u(x) | x) is pn and is reached at the points of E(ph) only, and the smallest 
value is — pn, and is reached at the points of E(v*) only. The results are similar 
and simpler if either there is no k such that pn = — vk, or no h such that 
pn = ph. Finally, if we remark that F* = F„ + E(vx) + • • • + E(vs) if ph = pn 

and i1 is the largest value of k such that pn< —vk, and similarly 

Ffc = Fn + E(/q) + • • • + E(pr) 

if vfc = ~ pn and r is the largest value of h such that pn < ph, an almost identical 
argument ends the proof of (c). 

Let now F^ be the closed subspace, intersection of all the F„; by definition, 
u(c F(x> j an(i there can be no eigenvalue ^ 0 of the restriction of u to 
Fqq ; by (c) this implies that u(x) = 0 in F^ . Furthermore, if a vector x e E is 
orthogonal to F*, and to all the E(pfc) and E(vfc), by definition it is orthogonal 
to all the G„, hence belongs to F^, and being orthogonal to F^ , it is 0. This 
proves (by (6.3.1)) that the algebraic sum of the subspaces E(pJ, E(vk), and 
Fqq is dense in E; hence, by (6.4.2), E is the Hilbert sum of those spaces.Any 
x e E can therefore be written uniquely * = £ x'k + £ x£ + x0, where xk, x£, 

k k 

and Xq are the orthogonal projections of x on E(pk), E(vt), and , respec¬ 
tively, the sums being convergent series in E when the sets of indices are 
infinite (canonical decomposition of x); we conclude that 

«(*) = !>* ** + !>***, 
k k 
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and by the uniqueness of that expression, we see that u{x) — 0 implies 
x e ; in other words, = u~ *(0), which ends the proof of (11.5.7). 

Remarks 

(11.5.8) Let E0 be a prehilbert space which is a dense subspace of a Hilbert 
space E (it can be proved that for any prehilbert space E0 there is a Hilbert 
space E having that property; we have proved in (6.6.2) the special case of 
that theorem in which E0 is separable). Let u be a compact self-adjoint 
operator in E0; then the results (a), (b), and (c) of theorem (11.5.7) hold 

without change for u. For it follows from the principle of extension of iden¬ 
tities that the unique continuous extension u of u to E is self-adjoint, and it 
is readily verified that ||u|| = ||w||; our assertion then follows from (11.4.2) and 
from the following remark: if F0 is a finite dimensional subspace of E0, G0 its 
orthogonal supplement in E0, G its orthogonal supplement in E, then G0 is 
dense in G; this is a consequence of the fact that if v = 1E ~PFo in JS?(E) 
(notations of Section 6.3), v is continuous and u(E) = G, v(E0) = G0 (see 
(3.11.3)). With respect to the part (d) of (11.5.7), it is clear that the kernel of 
u is the intersection of E0 with the kernel of u, hence is the subspace of vectors 
of E0 orthogonal to all eigenspaces E(A) with A # 0. But if we consider the 
canonical decomposition * = £ xk + £ xk + x0 of an element x e E0, the 

k k 

sums on the right-hand side and the element x0 do not necessarily belong to E0. 

(11.5.9) If X = X X'k + £ x'i + x0, y = Y, y'k + E y'k + yo are the canonical 
k k k k 

decompositions 'of two vectors x, y of E, then 

M*) I y) = E Mk(41 yD + Z vk(x'k I y'l) 
k k 

the series on the right-hand side being absolutely convergent (Section 6.4). 
This formula at once shows that the self-adjoint operator u is positive if and 
only if there are no negative eigenvalues v*, and that it is nondegenerate if 
and only if iT^O) = {0}. If u is nondegenerate, and if in each eigenspace 
E(A) (A 7^ 0), we take a Hilbert basis BA (consisting of a finite number of 
vectors), then the union of the Bx is a denumerable set which constitutes a 
Hilbert basis in E (Section 6.5). 

(11.5.10) Under the assumptions of (11.5.8), it should be observed that 
it is quite possible that the self-adjoint compact operator u in E0 is non¬ 

degenerate,, whereas its continuous extension u to E is degenerate (in other 
words, the kernel of u is not necessarily dense in the kernel of u); this may 
happen even if u is a positive self-adjoint operator. 
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For compact self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space E, (11.5.7) yields 

a formula for the solutions of the equation u(x) — Xx = y in E: 

(11.5.11) Let y = 4- £ y* 4- Jo be the canonical decomposition of y in E. 
k k 

Then: 

(a) If X is not in sp(w), the unique solution x of the equation u(x) — Xx = y 

is given by its canonical decomposition 

(11.5.11.1) =1 
k Pk 

1 ' ,_V 1 —; yk + L-t 
- X k vk - X 

yk 
xy°- 

(b) If X is one of the eigenvalues pk (resp. v*), then, in order that the 

equation u(x) — Xx — y have a solution, it is necessary and sufficient that 

y'k = 0 (resp. yk = 0). The solutions are then given by formula (11.5.11.1) in 

which the term corresponding to pk (resp. v*) is replaced by an arbitrary 

element of E(pk) (resp. E(vfc)). 

(c) In order that the equation u(x) = y have a solution, it is necessary and 

sufficient that y0 = 0 and that the series and Yj(^lvk)\\y'k\\2 be 
k k 

convergent; the solutions are then given by 

(11.5.11.2) * = I-ri + I-rf + *0 
k Pk k Vk 

with x0 arbitrary in «_1(0). 

Results (a) and (b) at once follow from (11.5.7) and (11.5.6), the formulae 

being obtained by using the uniqueness of the canonical decomposition. The 

same argument proves that if there are solutions to u(x) = y, they are neces¬ 

sarily given by (11.5.11.2), hence the necessity of the conditions; and if these 

conditions are satisfied, then the right-hand side of (11.5.11.2) is an element of 

E (by Section 6.4) which satisfies u(x) = y. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Let E be the vector space of all indefinitely differentiable complex valued functions 

defined in the interval [0,1] of R (Section 8.12); E is made into a prehilbert space by 
the hermitian form 

(*l y)=V x(t)y(t)dt. 
Jo 
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Let u be the linear mapping of E into itself such that u(x) = /*'. Show that u is self- 
adjoint, but is not continuous in E. (Consider the sequence (*„) where xn(t) = (sin nt)/n.) 

2. Let F be a separable Hilbert space, (e„) (n ^ 1) a Hilbert basis of F, v the compact 
operator in F such that v(en) = (ex + en)ln (Section 11.2, Problem 3). Let E = y(F), 
and let u be the restriction of v to E, which is such that u(E) <= E. Show that in the 

prehilbert space E, u is a compact operator which has no adjoint. 
3. (a) Let E be a complex Hilbert space, / a continuous hermitian form on E x E; 

show that there is a constant c such that \f(x, y)\ <c||*|| • \\y\\ (cf. (5.5.1)), and 
show that there exists a unique continuous hermitian operator U in E such that 
fix, y) = {Ux\y). 

(b) Suppose E is separable, and let (ew)w>1 be a Hilbert basis for E; let V be 
00 

the continuous linear operator in E defined by Vex — Y ejn, Vet = 0 for / > 1, 
n= 1 

and let W = VV*. Let E0 be the subspace of E consisting of the (finite) linear combina¬ 
tions of the e„, and let/be the restriction to E0 x E0 of the mapping (x, y)->(fVx | y). 
Show that / is a continuous hermitian form on E0 x E0, but that there is no linear 
operator U in E0 such that f(x, y) = {Ux\y) in E0xE0. 
(c) If u is the operator defined in Problem 1, show that the hermitian form 
(x, y) -> (u(x) | y) is not continuous in E x E. 

4. Let E be a complex Hilbert space, u a hermitian operator in E. Prove that u is neces¬ 
sarily continuous. (Assume the contrary, and show that it is possible to define by induc¬ 
tion a sequence (*„) of points of E such that ||*n || = 1 for every n, and an orthonormal 
sequence (en) such that: (1) xn is orthogonal to u(ex),..., «(*>„_0; (2) if y„ is the 
orthogonal projection of u(x„) on the subspace V„ orthogonal to ex,..., e„-lf then 

\\yn\\>2n3 and ||yj ^ 2n2 |^|; (3) e„ = yJWynW- Then consider the 

00 

point x = Y xjn2 in E and obtain a contradiction by showing that [(u(x)\en) | n 
n— 1 

/ // n — 1 

for every n; to do this, decompose x into x'„ + (xjn2) + x'„, with x'„= Y xklk2 and 
k-1 

00 

xn — Y xk/k2, and use throughout the identity (u(y) \ z) — (y \ u(z)) (“ method of the 
k-n+l 

gliding hump”).) Compare to Problem 3(c) and to (12.16.7). 
5. Let E be a complex prehilbert space; if (J, V are two hermitian operators in E, we 

write V if the hermitian operator U — V is positive, i.e. if {Ux \ x) ^ (Vx\ x) for 
any x e E. 
(a) Suppose E is a Hilbert space, and there is a number m > 0 such that m • 1E. 
Show that U is a linear homeomorphism of E onto itself. (First remark that 
||C/;c|| ||*|| for any * e E, hence (Problem 4) that U is a linear homeomorphism 
of E onto a closed subspace M of E; next observe that if a point * e E is orthogonal 
to M, then * = 0.) 
(b) Let F be the subspace of the prehilbert space E defined in Problem 1, consisting 
of the restrictions to [0, 1] of all polynomials with complex coefficients. Let 17 be the 
operator which associates to any polynomial * e F the polynomial (1 + t)x(t). Show 
that U is a continuous hermitian operator in F such that U> lE, but that U(F) is 
dense in F and distinct from F. 

6. (a) If U is a positive hermitian operator in a complex prehilbert space E, show that, 
for any * e E, 

\\Ux\\+ (Ux\x)(U2x \ Ux) 

(consider the positive hermitian form (*, y)->(t/*|y) and use (6.2.1)). 
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(b) Suppose in addition U is continuous (cf. Problems 3(c) and 4). Deduce from (a) 

that \\U || = sup (Ux | x). 
11*11 

7. Let F, G be two separable complex Hilbert spaces, (an) (resp. (bn)) (n > 1) a Hilbert 

basis of F (resp. G), L the Hilbert sum (Section 6.4) of F and G. Let v be the con¬ 

tinuous operator in L defined by v(an) — 0, v(b„) — ajn, and let E = y(G) + v*(v(G)). 

Let u be the restriction of v to E. Show that u is compact and has an adjoint, but 

that u* is not compact. (Observe that u(G) is dense in F but not closed in F; if (xn) is a 

bounded sequence of points of v(G) converging to a point in F, but not in u(G), show 

that the sequence («*(*„)) converges to a point in L which is not in E, using the fact 

that the restriction of v* to F is injective.) 

8. The notations and assumptions are those of (11.5.7). Let (A„) be the decreasing 

sequence of numbers >0 such that, for each k, the number of indices n such that 

A„ = yik is equal to dim(E(//*)); let (an) be an orthonormal system in E such that, for 

the indices n for which Xn — pk, the an constitute a basis of E(pik). We say that (A„) is the 

full sequence of strictly positive eigenvalues of u. 

(a) Show that A„ is the maximum value of (u(x) | x) when x varies in the subset of E 

defined by the relations M = 1, (x | ak) = 0 for 1 ^ k ^ n — 1; furthermore, that 

maximum value is attained for x = an (use (11.5.7(d))). 

(b) Let zl9..., zn-t be arbitrary vectors in E, and denote by pu(zl9..., z„-i) the 

l.u.b. of (u(x) \x) when x varies in the subset of E defined by the relations ||jc|| = 1, 

(x| zk) = 0 for 1 ^ k n — 1. Show that A„ = pu(ai,..., tf„-i) < pfzi,..., zrt_x) (the 

44 maximinimalprinciple ”; take x in the subspace generated by ay,..., an and verifying 

the relations (x | zk) = 0 for 1 ^ k ^ n — 1). 

(c) Let u\ u" be two compact self-adjoint operators, and suppose u = u,Jru"; 

let (AO, (A„) be the full sequences of strictly positive eigenvalues of u' and u'\ respec¬ 

tively, (a») and (a'n) the corresponding orthonormal systems. Show that if \'p, X"q and 

Ap+q_i are defined, then Ap+q_i < Ap + K (consider pu(aj, ..., np_i, ni,..., 

If the sequence (An) is finite and has N terms, and if Ap and Ap + N are defined, then 

Ap+N ^ A'p (same method, observing that (u'\x)\ x) ^ 0 if (*| a'}) = 0 for 1 =^7 ^ N). 

(d) Under the same assumptions as in (c), show that if X'p and Ap are defined, then 

|AP — Ap \\u"\\ (use the relation Ap = pu(au ..., np_i)). Furthermore, if u" ^0 

(resp. u" < 0), then Ap > A£ (resp. Ap Ap) (same method). 

(e) When E is finite dimensional, transcribe the results of (b), (c), (d) for hermitian 

forms on E x E (see Problem 3). Apply to the following problem: let f (1 ^ ^ n) 

be regulated functions in a compact interval I — [a, b], and let V = [c, d] be an 

interval contained in I; let A = det^J fjjdt^, A' = det^J ffjdtj be the Gram 

determinants corresponding to I and L; show that A' ^ A, by expressing the Gram 

determinants as products of eigenvalues. 

9. (a) Let u be a compact self-adjoint operator in a complex Hilbert space E. Let 

H be a closed subspace of E, and p the orthogonal projection of E onto H (Section 

6.3). Show that the restriction v to H of p ° u (or of p 0 u ° p) is compact and self-adjoint 

and that (v(y) \ y) = (u(y) \ y) for y e H (use the relation p* = p). Let (A„), (/x„) be the full 

sequences of strictly positive eigenvalues of u and v respectively. Show that if A„ 
and pi„ are defined, then pn < A„ (use Problem 8(b)). 

(b) Suppose in addition u is positive. Show that for any finite sequence (xfc)1<fc<n 

of points of E, det((r/(^i) | Xj)) ^ AiA2 • • • A„ det((xf | Xj)) (apply (a) to the subspace H 
generated by *1,..., xn). 

10. (a) Let u be a hermitian operator in a complex prehilbert space E. Show that 

for any integer n> 0, and any xeE, ||w"(*)||2 < ll«n-1WII * ll«w+1WII (use Cauchy- 
Schwarz). 
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(b) Suppose E is a Hilbert space, and u is a compact self-adjoint operator. If u(x) =4 0, 

show that un(x) ^ 0 for any integer n > 0, and that the sequence of positive numbers 

a„ = ||w"+1(x) !|/1|un(x) || is increasing and tends to a limit, which is equal to the absolute 

value of an eigenvalue of u. Characterize that eigenvalue in terms of the canonical 

decomposition of x; when does the sequence of vectors un(x)J \\un(x)\\ have a limit in E? 
(Use (11.5.7).) 

11. Let u be a compact self-adjoint operator in a complex Hilbert space E, and let/be a 

complex valued function defined and continuous in the spectrum sp(u). Show that 

there is a unique continuous operator v such that (with the notations of (11.5.7)), the 

restriction of v to E^) (resp. E(v*), E(0)) is the homothetic mapping y->/(jUfc)y 

(resp. f(yk)y,y-+ 0). This operator is written /(«); one has (/(«))* =/(«). If g is 

a second function continuous in sp(«), and h=f+g (resp. h = fg), then h(u) = 

/(«) 4- g(u) (resp. h(u) — f(u)g(u)). In order that f(u) be self-adjoint (resp. positive and 

self-adjoint), it is necessary and sufficient that /(£) be real in $p(w) (resp. /(£) ^ 0 in 

sp(«)); in order that f(u) be compact, it is necessary and sufficient that /(0) — 0. 

12. Let u be a compact positive hermitian operator in a complex Hilbert space E. Show 

that there exists a unique compact positive hermitian operator v in E such that v2 = u\ 

v is called the square root of u. 

13. Let E be a separable complex Hilbert space, (£„)„>i a Hilbert basis of E. Let 

u be the compact operator in E defined by w(ex) = 0, u(en) — e„_x jn for n > 1. Show 

that there exists no continuous operator v in E such that v2 = u. (Observe first that 

H = m*(E) is a closed hyperplane orthogonal to <?x, and that it is contained in 

H' = y*(E); as H' is orthogonal to xx — v(ei), conclude that necessarily jcx=0; 

next consider x2 = v(e2), and observe that u(v(e2)) ~ 0, hence necessarily x2 = Aex, 

where A is a scalar; but this implies x2 = 0, hence u(e2) = 0, a contradiction.) 

14. Let E be a separable complex Hilbert space, (en)n^0 a Hilbert basis, u the com¬ 

pact positive hermitian operator in E defined by u(e0) = 0, u(e„) = ejn for n ^ 1. 
00 

The point a — (ejn) does not belong to u{E). Let E0 be the dense subspace of E 
H = 1 

which is the direct sum of «(E) and of the one-dimensional subspace C(c0 + a). 

Show that the restriction v of u to E0 is a compact positive hermitian operator which is 

nondegenerate, although its continuous extension v == u to E is degenerate; further¬ 

more, in the canonical decomposition (11.5.8) of the vector e0 4- a e E0, the summands 

do not all belong to E0. 

15. (a) Let U be a compact operator in a complex Hilbert space E, and denote by R and 

L the respective square roots (Problem 12) of the compact positive hermitian operators 

U*U and UU*, respectively. Show that there exists a unique continuous operator V 

in E, whose restriction to F = R(E) is an isometry onto U(E), whose restriction to the 

orthogonal supplement F' to F is 0, and which is such that U = VR (observe that 

||to||= ||jRx|| for each x e E). Prove that R - V*U=>RV*V, and L= VRV*. 

(b) Let (a„) the full sequence of strictly positive eigenvalues of R, and (an) a corre¬ 

sponding orthonormal system (Problem 8). If bn — Va„, show that (bn) is an ortho¬ 

normal system, and that, for any jceE, Ux -~^oc„(x \ a„)b„, where the series on the 
n n 

right-hand side is convergent (if Rnx = ^ak(x|ak)flfc, show, using the proof of 
k= 1 

(11.5.7), that lim \\R — = 0, and apply (a)). Deduce from that result that (a„) 
n-+ oo 

is also the full sequence of strictly positive eigenvalues of L, and that (bn) is a cor¬ 

responding orthonormal system. The sequence (a„) is also called the full sequence of 
singular values of U. 
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(c) Let (fin) be the sequence of distinct eigenvalues ^ 0 of d, arranged in such an 
order that |/x„| > \fin+1\ for every n for which + 1 is defined; let dn be the dimension 
of NQjLn), and let (An) be a sequence such that = //-i, |A„| ^ |An+1| for every n for 
which An+1 is defined, and for each k for which ybk is defined, the indices n for which 
A„ = fjik form an interval of N having dk elements. Show that, for each index n such 

n n 

that A„ and a„ are defined, H |A,| ^ jfj ctt. (Let V be the (direct) sum of the subspaces 

N(/x*) for 1 ^ k ^ r, and let dv be the restriction of U to V; show that there is in 
V a Hilbert basis fo)i*us=m such that (U(ej)\ek) = 0 for k>j\ for n ^ m, 

if W„ is the subspace of V having eu . • •, en as a basis, let (Jn be the restriction of U 

to Wand let Pn be the orthogonal projection of E on W„. Show that fj |Aj|2 is 
j=i 

equal to the determinant of UfUn = Pn U*UPn, and apply Problem 9(a).) 
(d) Let T be an arbitrary continuous operator in E, and let (yn) (resp. (Sn)) be 
the full sequence of singular values of UT (resp. TU). Show that yn ^ <x„ \\T\\ (resp. 
8»<*n\\T\\) for all values of n for which a„,yn and S„ are defined (if S—TU, 
observe that S*S ^ \\T\\2U*U and use Problem 8(d)). 
(e) Suppose T is also a compact operator, and let (ft„) be the full sequence of its 

singular values. Show that JJ/Yj < (jTI a^)(n Pjj f°r values of n for which 

aand y„ are defined (apply Problem 9(b)). 
16. Let E be a complex Hilbert space, (a„) a sequence of points of E, (A„) a sequence of 

real numbers. Show that if the series u(x) = £ X„(x \ an)an is convergent in E for 
n 

every x 6 E, u is a hermitian operator in E. The convergence condition is always 
satisfied if the series of general term A„||a„||2 is absolutely convergent. If in addition 
(an) is an orthonormal system, the convergence condition is satisfied if the sequence 
(A„) is bounded. When the A„ are ^ 0 and the convergence condition is satisfied, u is a 
positive hermitian operator. 

17. Let E be a complex Hilbert space, E0 a dense vector subspace of E; (x|y) and ||xr|| 
denote the scalar product and the norm in E. Suppose a second norm \\x\\0 is given 
on E0, for which E0 is a Banach space, and is such that, for x e E0, one has 
\\x\\^a *||x||0, where a is a constant (in other words, the identity mapping iEo of E0 
with the norm ||x||0, into E0 with the norm ||x||, is continuous). ° 
(a) Let U be a hermitian operator in E0 (which a priori is not assumed to be con¬ 
tinuous); show that if U is continuous for the norm ||x||0, it is also continuous for the 
norm ||x||. (If ||C/||0 is the norm in ^(E0) when E0 is given the norm ||x||0, show that 
for every integer /?, one has, for x 6 E0, 

Use the inequality \\Ukx\\2 ^ ||x|| • \\U2kx\\ (Problem 10(a)).) 
(b) Let 0 be the continuous extension of U to E, which is a hermitian operator in E. 
Show that the spectrum of 0 is contained in the spectrum of U(when disconsidered as 
an endomorphism of the Banach space E0 for the norm ||x||0). (If £ is a regular value 
for d, observe that (d— £ • Ieq)-1 can be extended by continuity to E, using (a) ) 
(c) Every eigenvalue A of d is real; if V= d- A • lEo, and if E(A)= K“x(0) is 
finite dimensional in E0, ^(E0) is supplementary and orthogonal to E(A) in the 
prehilbert space E0, and in addition it is closed for the norm ||x||0; it follows from 
(12.16.8) that the restriction of F to F(E0) = F(A) is a linear homeomorphism of 
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F(A) onto itself for the norm ||jc||0 . Show that if V—0 — A • 1E, then = E(A) 

and K(E) = F(A) in E (apply (a) to the inverse of the restriction of V to F(A)). 

(d) Deduce from (c) that if U (or a power of U) is a compact operator in E0 (for 
the norm ||jcI|0), then U is a compact operator. (If (An) is the sequence of eigenvalues of 
U, deduce from (b) and (c) that the subspace of E orthogonal to all the subspaces 
E(A„) is the kernel of U.) 

18. Let E be an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space. For a positive hermitian 
operator T in E, the following conditions are equivalent: (1) T(E) is dense in E; (2) 
T _1(0)= {0}; (3) (7"jc [ a:) > 0 for any (use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
applied to (Tx | y)); (4) T is nondegenerate. We say that a continuous operator U in E is 
quasi-hermitian if there exists a nondegenerate positive hermitian operator T such that 
TU= U*T. 

(a) Show that every eigenvalue of U is real; if J/== U — A • 1E and if V~l(0) is 
finite dimensional, then E is a direct topological sum of V(E) and V~1(0)i and A is a 
simple pole of (U — £ • Ie)”1. (Consider the Hilbert space obtained by completing E 
for the scalar product (7*1 y), and apply Problem 17.) 
(b) Let (ocn) be an infinite sequence of distinct real numbers such that 22 <*£ = 1. 

Let E be the Hilbert sum of a sequence of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces E„ such 
that dim(E„) — n(n^ 1). In En, let (ein)i^i^n be a Hilbert basis, Un an operator in E„ 
such that Unein = ctiein + ei + lt„ for / < n — 1 and Unenn = ocnenn. Prove that ||Un || < 2, 

but for any complex number £ such that | £| = 1, \\(U„ + £ * Ieh)"1 II > i^n. There is a 
unique continuous operator U on E whose restriction to each E„ is U„; show that U 

is quasi-hermitian and that the ocn are its eigenvalues, but that its spectrum contains the 
circle |£| = 1. 
(c) Let U be a compact quasi-hermitian operator. Prove that if U ^ 0, the spectrum of 
U cannot be reduced to the point 0, the eigenvalues A„ ^ 0 of U are simple polos of 
07- £ • Ie)’1 and N(An; U) = E(A„; U) and T(E(An; U)) = E(An; U*). Furthermore, 
the intersection of the subspaces F(A„; U) is equal to t/-1(0), and the intersection of 
U"'1(0) and U(E) is reduced to 0 (method of (a)). 
(d) Suppose E is separable, and let U be a compact continuous operator in E having 
the following property: there is a sequence (A„) of real eigenvalues of U* such that 
the sum of the E(A„; U*) is dense in E. Prove that U is quasi-hermitian. (Show that 
there is in E a total sequence (bn) such that U*bn = A*(„)£„ (for a suitable k(n)), and 
define T such that Tx =22 <*„(* I bn)b„ with suitable ocn > 0; cf. Problem 16.) 

n 
(e) Suppose E is separable, and let U be a compact operator in E satisfying the fol¬ 
lowing conditions: (1) all the eigenvalues A„ of Uare real and &(An; U) = 1 for every 
n; (2) the intersection of the subspaces F(A„; U) is equal to C/“ J(0); (3) the intersection 
of ^7"‘1(0) and U(E) is {0}. Prove that U is quasi-hermitian (use (11.5.5) and (d)). 
(f) Suppose E is separable, and let (en)„^0 be a Hilbert basis for E. Prove that the 
operator U defined by 

Ue2n = 0, Ue2„+i = —?— ( + —\—re2n+i 
n + 1 \ /i + 1 

for all /2 ^ 0, is compact and quasi-hermitian, but the sum U ~ l(0) + U(E) (which is an 
algebraic direct sum) is not a topological direct sum (cf. Section 6.5, Problem 2). 

00 

(g) With the same notations as in (f), let U be the operator defined by UeQ = ejn, 
B«1 

Uen = ejn2 for n ^ 1; using (e), show that U is compact and quasi-hermitian, but the 
sum U“^(O) 4- U(E) is not dense in E; conclude that U* is not quasi-hermitian. 
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19. Let E be a Hilbert space, U a continuous operator in E. Suppose there is an element 
0 in E such that: (1) the elements a„ = Una for n ^ 0 (with U°a = a) form a total 

sequence in E; (2) the image of E by the hermitian operator V = U + U * is the one" 
dimensional subspace D = Ka. 

Let E0 be a closed vector subspace of E not reduced to 0 and such that U (E0) <= Eo; 
let Uq be the restriction of U to E0, and P0 the orthogonal projection of E onto Eo * 
(a) Show that E0 cannot be orthogonal to D. (Observe that for any y orthogonal to 
D, jjy = — u *y, and conclude that if E0 was orthogonal to D, one would have 
jjny = (— 1 )nU*ny for every y e E0; show that this contradicts the assumption that the 
Una form a total sequence in E.) 
(b) Prove that for any x e E0, U*x = P0 U$x — P0U *x. 

(c) Prove that the image of E0 by V0 = U0 + U$ is not reduced to 0, hence is the 
subspace D0 = Po(P) of dimension 1 (use the fact that P0a^ 0 and the result of (b)). 
(d) Prove that the elements Uq(P0 a) constitute a total sequence in E0. (Let F0 be the 
closed vector subspace of E0 generated by that sequence, and Fo the orthogonal supple¬ 
ment of F0 in E0. Prove that Fo is orthogonal to D and that U0{Fo) = U(Fo) <= FJ; 
conclude as in (a).) 

20. Let E be a separable Hilbert space, U a compact operator in E whose spectrum con¬ 
sists of 0 and of an infinite sequence (A„)of distinct eigenvalues =£ 0 such that k(A„) ~ 1 
and that E(A„) is one dimensional for every n. For each n, let an be an eigenvector of V 

corresponding to A„, and b„ an eigenvalue of U* corresponding to A„ (see (11.5.5)); 
a„ and bn are chosen in such a way that (an \ bn) = 1. 
(a) Let A and B be the closed vector subspaces of E respectively generated by the 
an and the b„, B' and A' the orthogonal supplements of B and A, respectively. Show that 
B' is stable for U, contains U~x{§) and that the restriction of U to B' has a spectrum 
reduced to 0. 
(b) Suppose the series of general term |A„| • l|a„H • ||6„|| is convergent. Show then 
that for any xeA, Ux A„(x| b„)aat where the series is convergent in E; t/"!(0) 

n 

then contains AnB'. 
(c) Give an example in which AnB' is infinite dimensional and [/(An B') • 
A n B'. The following method may be used: let E be a Hilbert sum of three Hilbert 
spaces of infinite dimension F,R, S, having respective Hilbert bases (/„), (rn), and (.?„); 
define a sequence (an) in F + R such that /„ is the projection of an in F and the closed 
vector subspace generated by the an is F + R. To do this, observe that in a Hilbert 
space H with a Hilbert basis (en)n^0i the closed vector subspace generated by the 
e0 + en for n 5* 1 is equal to H, and take for F + R the Hilbert sum of a sequence of 
Hilbert spaces all equal to H. Define U such that Uan^\nan, Urn = /x„_x for 

1, Ur! = 0, Usn~[jLnsn+u where the sequences (An) and (ju„) converge rapidly 
enough to 0 (cf. Section 11.2, Problem 3). One thus gets B = F, A = F -|- R, and 
AnB'=R. 

6. THE FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION 

We now apply the preceding theory to the example (11.2.8). We consider 
here the prehilbert space G of continuous complex-valued functions in 

I = [a, 6], with (f\g) =Jfl6/(0#(0 dt, and the operator U such that Uf is the 

function 
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t 
*i> 

K(s, t)f(s) ds. 
a 

We say that the operator U is defined by the kernel function K. 

(11.6.1) The compact operator U in G has a compact adjoint which is defined 

by the kernel function K* such that K*(.s, t) = K (t, s). 

We prove for a ^ x ^b the identity 

(11.6.1.1) j g(t)dt f K(s, t)f(s)ds= f(s)ds f K(s,t)g(t)dt 
Ja Ja Ja Ja 

which, for x = b, will yield the result by definition. Both sides of (11.6.1.1) 
are differentiable functions of x in [a, b], by (8.7.3) and Leibniz’s rule 
(8.11.2); they vanish for x = a, and their derivatives are equal at each 
xe [ia, b] by (8.7.3) and (8.11.2), hence they are equal everywhere in [.a, 6] 
(8.6.1) . 

We leave to the reader the expression of the criterion (11.5.6) for that 
particular case (the “Fredholm alternative”). 

If K(t, s) = KCy, t) (in which case the kernel K is called hermitian), the 
compact operator U is self adjoint. As the prehilbert space G is separable 
((7.4.3)^ or (7.4.4)), it can be considered as a dense subspace of a Hilbert 

space G (6.6.2), and therefore we can apply to the operator U the results 
of (11.5.8). We shall denote by (2„) the sequence of the (positive or negative) 
eigenvalues of U, each being repeated a number of times equal to its mul¬ 

tiplicity, and ordered in such a way that |AJ ^ |AW + 1|; and we will denote 
by (cpn) an orthonormal system in G such that, if the values of n for which 
K = kk (resP- K = v*) are m, m 4- 1, ..., m + r, then q>m, cpm + u ..., <pm+r 

constitute a basis for the eigenspace E(pk) (resp. E(v*)); we therefore have 
Uitpn) = <pn for each n. The cpn are called eigenfunctions of the kernel K. 

(11.6.2) If K is a hermitian kernel, the series £ is convergent and 
n 

r* 
Ja 

%b 

|K(s, t)\2 ds. 
a 

Indeed, if we apply the Bessel inequality (6.5.2) to the function 
and to the orthonormal system (r/>„), we obtain, for any N 

K(s, t)cpn(s) ds 
rb 

< 

a 

K(s, /) 

IK(5, /)|2* 
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i.e. 

(11.6.2.1) lA„2|<p„(OI2< f6|K(s, t)\2 ds 
»= 1 J a 

for every t e I. Integrating both sides in I and using the relations (q>„ | <pn) = 1 
and (11.6.1.1) yields the result. 

The canonical decomposition in G of any function fe G (11.5.7) can here 

be written f e„(p„+fo, where c„ = (f\ <p„) = f f(t)cpn(t) dt; but, a; 
n J 

already observed, f0 may fail to be in G; on the other hand, the series £ cn q> 
—. n 

converges in the Hilbert space G, but not in general in the Banach spaci 
E = (the series Z cn q>„{t) will not necessarily converge for every t e I) 

n 

However: 

(11.6.3) If K is a hermitian kernel, and f = Ug for a function geG (i.< 

/(r) = I K(s, t)g(s) ds), then the series Ycn(pn(t) converges absolutely an 
Ja n 

uniformly to f(t) in I. 

We have in G the canonical decomposition g = £ dn<pn + g0\ as U is 
n 

continuous linear mapping of G into E = ^C(I) (11.2.8), U can be extends 
to a continuous linear mapping of G into E, and Ug0 = 0, hence we ha^ 
f = Ug where now the convergence is in E; i.e. the seri< 

n 

Z Kd„ (Pit) converges uniformly to f(t) in E; as c„ = (/1 cpn) = (Ug \ <pn) 
n 

(91 U<pl = Xn(g I q>„) = lndn, we have proved (11.6.3) except for the stateme 
on absolute convergence. But for any integer N, we have, by Cauchy-Schwa 
(for finite dimensional spaces) 

( l\Cn %(0lj < (JZKI2) ( l^(0|2j 

and the right-hand side is bounded by a number independent of N, by Besse 
inequality (6.5.2) and (11.6.2.1). 

(11.6.4) If K is hermitian, and 2^0 is not in the spectrum of U, the unit 

solution f of the equation Uf- ff=g, for any geG, is such that 

where the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent in I, and dn = (g | < 
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We know that the unique solution of Uf — Xf= g in G belongs to G since 
geG (11.5.6), and by (11.5.11) we have cn = (/| (pn) = l/(Art — X). As 
g + Xf = Uf we can apply (11.6.3), and this proves the result. 

(11.6.5) Under the same assumptions as in (11.6.4), the unique solution of 
Uf — Xf= g can be written 

/(*) = - \ g{ 0 + 

r» 
R(s, t; X)g(s) ds, 

with 

R(s, f; A) = - -L K(s, 0 + X q <P«(s)9»(0. 

where the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent for (j, t) e I x I. 

By the proof of (11.6.3), we have £ Xn d„ <pn(t) = Ug(t), the series converg- 
n 

ing absolutely and uniformly in I. As 

X(Xn — X) X2 X(X2 - X) 

the formula in (11.6.4) gives 

i r 
f) a 

K(s, t)g(s) ds + Yj 9n(t) 9(s)(pn(s) ds. 

The theorem will follow when we have proved the uniform convergence of 
the series £ X2 \(pn(s)\2: for there is a <5 > 0 such that \Xn — X\ ^ S for each n, 

n 

hence 

131 Tf-r. \<Pn(s)(Pn(t)\^ JTJT £ ^ I^OMCOI 
„=p \X\ ■ \Xn — 2| o\X\„=p z 

1/2 

by Cauchy-Schwarz, and this will prove that the series 

; <P»(s)<p£t) 
ft X(Xn-X) 

is absolutely and uniformly convergent in I x I; the conclusion then results 
from (8.7.8). 
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Now consider the function H(s, t) =Ja K(u, s)K(t, u) du; for each fixed 

tel, we can apply to it (11.6.3), and we see that H^, t) = £ 
n 

where the series is convergent for any pair (s, t) el x I. In particular 
H(s, s) = X^nl<P»Cy)l2 for all sel, and H(>, i-) is continuous; by Dini’s 

n 

theorem (7.2.2), the convergence is uniform in I. Q.E.D. 

(11.6.6) If K is hermitian, then 

lim 
n-+ oo a 

K(s, 0-E k(p*(s)(Pk(t) 
k=l 

dt = 0 

uniformly for s e I. 

With the notations of the proof of (11.6.5), we have 

(11.6.6.1) lim(H(s, s)-t k^7)<pk(s)\ = 0 

uniformly for sel; if we evaluate the integral in the statement of (11.6.6), 
using the fact that the (pk are eigenvectors of U, and that they are orthogonal, 
we obtain the expression in the left-hand side of (11.6.6.1), whence the result. 

In general, the series w/// not be convergent for all 
n 

feOelxI; but we have the special result: 

(11.6.7) (Mercer’s theorem) Suppose the compact operator U defined by 

the hermitian kernel K(s, t) is positive. Then we have K(s, t) = £ h<Pn(s)<pn(t), 
n 

where the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent in I x 1. 

We recall that we have here Xn > 0 for every n (11.5.9). We first prove 
that for each sel, the series Ek l<PnCOI2 is convergent. For any je I, we 

n 

have K(s, s) > 0. Otherwise, there would exist a neighborhood V of 5 in F 
such that @(K (s', t))^-5<0 for (st) e V x V. Let cp be a continuous 
mapping of I into [0, 1], equal to 1 at the point to 0 in I — V (4.5.2). Then 
we have 

f <P(0 dt 
%b 

K(s, t)cp(s) ds < 
a 
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by (8.5.3). But the left-hand side is (Ucp | (p), and this violates the assumption 
that U is a positive operator. 

Remark now that for any finite number of eigenvalues Xk (1 < k < n) 
n _ 

Krt(.s, t) = K(s, t) — Y 4 <P/cC0<P*(0 is the kernel function of a positive oper- 
k= 1 

ator Un, for we have 

(Unf\f)~(Uf\f)~ilk\(f\cpk)\2; 
k= 1 

but the right-hand side of that equation can be written (Ug\g) with 
n 

g = /— Y (/I as is readily verified, hence is positive by assumption. 
k= i 

Therefore, by (5.3.1) it follows from Kn0?, s) > 0 that the series Y Xn |<p„(‘S)l2 
n 

is convergent, and we have Y K 1<p„C?)|2 < Kfo s) for all s e I. By Cauchy- 
n 

Schwarz, we conclude that 

(11.6.7.1) iAn\<pn(s)<P„(t)\ <((iK\<Pn(s)\2)(i Aj<pn(0|2))1/2 
n = p \\n = p /\n = p J J 

for all (s, t) el x I. Hence, as K (r, t) is bounded in I, for fixed s e I, the series 

Y^nVnWVrfJ) is uniformly convergent for tel. By (11.6.6), (8.7.8), and 
n _ 
(8.5.3), we conclude that Y KtyntytyJS) = K(j, t) for all (s, t) e I x I since 

n 

- 2 

t -► KC?, 0 — Y K Vni^VniO is continuous in I and its integral in I is 0. In 
n 

particular, we have K^, s) = Y K \<Pn(s)\2l by Dini’s theorem (7.2.2) the 
n 

series Y^nWnWl2 is therefore uniformly convergent in I, and (11.6.7.1) 
n _ 

proves that the series Y ^ <Pn(.s)<Pn(0 is absolutely and uniformly convergent 
n 

in I x I, which ends the proof. 

Remarks 

(11.6.8) The result (11.6.7) is still true when we only suppose that C/has a 
finite number of eigenvalues vk < 0 (1 < k ^ m). For (11.5.7(c)) shows then 
that in the space F^+1, orthogonal supplement of E(vt) + * • * + E(vm) in G, 
the restriction of the operator U is positive, and we apply (11.6.7) to that 
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operator, which, as is readily verified, corresponds to the kernel function 

K(s, t) — Y^K VhWVhiO* where h runs through all the indices (in finite num- 
h 

ber) such that Xh < 0. The conclusion is then immediate. 

(11.6.9) We can consider the operator U in a larger prehilbert space, 
namely the space F+ of regulated functions (Section 7.6) which are continuous 
on the right (i.e. such that/(*+)= /(0 for a < t < b) and such that f(b) = 0; 

for such a function the relation |/(/)|2 dt = 0 implies f(t) = 0 everywhere 

in I = [a, b], for it implies /(/) = 0 except at the points of a denumerable 
subset D (by (8.5.3)), and every t such that a ^ t < b is limit of a decreasing 
sequence of points of I — D. The space G may be identified to a subspace 
of F+, by changing eventually the value of a continuous function f e G 
at the point b; it is easily proved (using (7.6.1)) that G is dense in F+ . The 
argument of (11.2.8) then shows that U is a compact mapping of F+ into the 
Banach space E = #C(I) (and cl fortiori a compact mapping of the prehilbert 
space F+ into itself). All the results proved for the operator U in G are still 
valid (with their proofs) when G is replaced by F+ . 

PROBLEMS 

1. Extend the results of Section 11.6 (with the exception of (11.6.7)) to the case in which 
K(s, t) satisfies the assumptions of Section 8.11, Problem 4 (use that problem, as well 
as Section 11.2, Problem 5). 

2. In the prehilbert space G of Section 11.6, let (/„) be a total orthonormal system 
(Section 6.5); let 

Kn(s, t) = tmm and H„Cs) - f \Kn(s, t)\ dt 
k = 1 J a 

(the “«th Lebesgue function” of the orthonormal system (/„)). For any function 

9 e G, let sn(g) = £ (g \fk)fk, so that sn(g)(x) = | Kn(x, t)g(t) dt for any x e I. 
k=l Ja 

(a) Prove that if, for an x0 e I, the sequence (H„(x0)) is unbounded, then there exists 
a function g e G such that the sequence (sn(g)(x0)) is unbounded. (Use contradiction, 
and show that under the contrary assumption it is possible to define a strictly increasing 
sequence of integers (nk), and a sequence (gk) of functions of G, with the follow¬ 

ing properties: (1) let ch = sup J K„(x0, t)gh{t) dt (a number which is finite by 

assumption), let dk = Ci + c2 H--b c*_1} let mk = |Knjt(x0, t) dt, and let qk = 

sup(/Wi, 1); then mk > 2k+i(qk -f l)(dk + k); (2) let (pk be a continuous func¬ 

tion such that <pk(a) = <pk(b) = 0, 1^(01 < 1 in I and | J&Knjt(x0, t)<pk(t) dt | > mk(2 

(see Section 8.7, Problem 8); then gk = cpkj(2k(qk 4-1)). Then show that the function 
00 

g ~ X gk is continuous in I and contradicts the assumption: to evaluate the integral 
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f* Knfc(x0, t)g{t) dt, split g into 9i + 9u + £ » minorize the second integral and 
Ja /<fc *>* 
majorize the two other ones (“ method of the gliding hump ”).) 

(b) Show that for the trigonometric system (Section 6.5) in 1= [—1, 1], the wth 

Lebesgue function is a constant hn, and that lim /?„==+ oo (observe that 
n-> oo 

r*/n 

J(*-l)/n 

sin wrf , 2 
—-7 dt> — 
sin Trt krr 

for 2 ^ k ^ n). Conclude that, for any x0 e I, there exists a continuous function g in I, 

such that g(—\) — #(1) — 0, for which the partial sums £ ^ g(t)e~iknt dtjeiknx/2 

of the “ Fourier series ” of g are unbounded for x — x0. (Cf. Section 13.17, Problem 2.) 
3. Let g be a continuous complex valued function defined in I = [—1, 1] and such that 

g(— i) = ^(l) = 0; g is extended to a continuous function of period 2 in R. Let K(s, t) 

be the restriction of g(s — t) to I x I; if g(—t) = g(t), the compact operator U defined 

by the kernel function K(s, t) is self-adjoint. Show that the functions <pn(t) = enitit/V2 

are eigenvectors of U, the corresponding eigenvalue being the “Fourier coefficient” 

a„ s=j_l g(J)e~nnit dt of g. 

Using that result and Problem 2, give examples of a hermitian kernel function K 

for which the series of general term A„ <p„(s)<p„(t) has unbounded partial sums for 
certain values of s and /, and of a positive hermitian kernel function K for which there 

00 

is a function fe G such that the series ]T (/1 <pn)cpn(t) has unbounded partial sums for 
n = 1 

certain values of t. 
4. Let I = [—277,27r], and define K(s, t) in I x I to be equal to the absolutely convergent 

50 1 
series T\ — sin ns • sin nt for 0 ^ s ^ 277, 0 < t ^ 277, and to 0 for other values of (s, t) 

n=in2 

in I x I. Give an example of a function fe G such that in the canonical decomposition 
of/, /0 does not belong to G. (The eigenfunctions of K are the functions cpn such that 
cpn(t) = 0 for — 277 ^ t ^ 0,<pn(t) = 77“1 n sin nt for 0 ^ t ^ 2tt. Take for/a continuous 

00 

function in I equal to 277 — t in [0, 277], and show that the series £ (/1 <p^)cpn(t) con- 
n = 1 

verges everywhere in 1, but has a discontinuous sum.) 
5. With the general notations of Section 11.6, let K be a hermitian kernel defined in 

I x I, and let U be the corresponding self-adjoint compact operator in G. Show that 
for every h>0,Uh corresponds to the hermitian kernel K*, which is defined inductively 
by Ki ~ K, and 

K„0, t) =j* u)K(u, t) du. 

Prove that for h 2, K^,0= the series being absolutely and 
n = 1 

uniformly convergent in I x I. Show in addition that 

Ah — [bds P IKfcCs, t)\2 dt = £\Xn\2\ 
Ja Ja no 1 

and that the sequence (Ah+1/Ah) is increasing, and has a limit equal to \Xt\29 where Ax 

is an eigenvalue of K of maximum absolute value (use Cauchy-Schwarz). 
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6. With the notations of Section 11.6, let K be an arbitrary continuous kernel function 
in I x I, and let U be the corresponding compact operator in G. Let M be a finite 
dimensional subspace of G such that t/(M) <= M; let be an orthonormal 

n 

basis of the space M, and write lhph — ^ ahk i/jk. Show that 
*=i 

dt TlKO, t)\2ds. 
h, k Ja 

(For each / el, apply Bessel’s inequality (6.5.2) to the function .s-»K(.s, /) and the 
orthonormal system (ijsh) in G.) 

Let (An) be the sequence defined (for the operator U) in Section 11.5, Problem 15(c). 
00 

Prove that the series £ W2 ls convergent, and 
n= 1 

00 rb rb 
dt |K(i, t)\2ds. 

n=l Ja Ja 

(Apply the preceding result to any sum of subspaces N(/xk), with the notations of 
Section 11.5, Problem 15(c).) 

7. Give an example of an hermitian kernel K(s, /), such that, if U is the corresponding 
compact operator in G, and V the square root of U2 (Section 11.5, Problem 12), there 
is no hermitian kernel to which corresponds the compact operator V. (If there existed 
such a kernel, Mercer’s theorem (11.6.7) could be applied to it; take then for K the 
first example in Problem 3.) 

8. In order that the compact operator U defined by an hermitian kernel Kfo t) be 
positive, show that a necessary and sufficient condition is that K be (in I x I) a 
function of positive type (Section 6.3, Problem 4; to prove that the condition is 
necessary, write the inequality 

JTw dt £ KO, t)f(s) ds> 0 

for a function / which is 0 outside arbitrary small neighborhoods of a finite number of 
points Xi of I (1 ^ < n). To prove that the condition is sufficient, use the same 
method as in Section 8.7, Problem 1). Conclude from that property and from Section 
6.3, Problem 8 and Section 6.6, Problem 5, a new proof of Mercer’s theorem. 

9. (a) A kernel function K(s, t) defined in I x I (with I = [a, 6]) and satisfying the 
assumptions of Section 8.11, Problem 4, is called a Volterra kernel if K($, /) = 0 for 
s>t. Let M= sup |K(j, 01- If U is the compact operator in G corresponding 

(s, t) el x I 

to K (Problem 1), show that Un corresponds to a Volterra kernel K„ such that 
|Kn(y, 01 < Mn(t — s)n~l/(n — 1)! for n> 1 and s < t (use induction on n). Deduce 
from that result that the spectrum of U is reduced to 0, and that for any £ e C, 
IKiE-StO-'-iEll^MlJl^-^. 
(b) Take a = 0, b = 1, Kfa, /) = 1 for s < t, K(,s, /) = 0 for s > t. Show that for that 
kernel, the function R(s, t; A) in (11.6.5) is equal to A"2 exp((/ — s)lA) for 5 ^ and 
to 0 for s > t. (Use (8.14.2) to compute Un.) 

10. Let F+ be the prehilbert space defined in (11.6.9) for the interval I = [0,1], and let (J 

be the operator defined in Problem 9(b), so that for every function x e F+, y = XJx is 

the function t -> J xCs) ds. The space F + is a dense subspace in a Hilbert space E 

(6.6.2); U is extended by continuity to a compact operator in E, again written U 

(11.2.9). The closed subspaces E0 of E, distinct from 0 and E, and such that U(E0) c E0 
will be determined in this problem. 
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(a) Show (using (7.4.1)) that the operator V satisfies the condition of Section 11.5, 
Problem 19, with a equal to the constant function of value 1 in I; let a0 e E0 be such 
that P0a = s0ao with s0 > 0 and ||a01! — 1, so that 0 < 50 < 1 • For every x e E0, 
V0x = s$(x | a0)a0 (notations of Section 11.5, Problem 19). 
(b) For every £ e C not 0, let /(£) = 1 - si((U0 ~ t>I)~laQ | a0). Prove that for 0, 

/(“~£)/(0 — 1. (To compute that product, use the relation 

Vo(U0 + £irla0 = si&Uo + C/)-^01 a0)a0 

deduced from fa), and transform the expression 

(US ~ U)~l(Uo + USXUo -F J/)"1.) 

Deduce from that relation and from Problem 9(a) that/(^_1) is an entire function 

with no zeros in C. Using the majoration of Problem 9(a), and Section (10.2), 
Problem 8(c), conclude that /(£) = exp(.sg£). 
(c) Conclude from (b) and from Problem 9(b) that a0 is the function equal to 0 
for 0 < t < 1 — So, to 1 for 1 — so ^ ^ 1, and that E0 is the closure in E of the 
subspace generated by the functions of F+ which are 0 in the interval 0 ^ / < 1 — So. 

11. For any two real continuous functions /, g defined in [0, 1], note f * g the function h 

defined in [0, 1] by h{x) = f f(x — y)g(y) dy. Prove that /* g is continuous and equal 
Jo 

to g */; if /i, /2, /3 are three continuous functions defined in [0, 1], prove that 
(/i * ff) *fi =/i * if2 */3), which is written /i *f2 * /3. For every integer n> 0, one 
defines by induction /*" by f*n = /* (f*(n~l)); then/*"1 */*" ~f*(m+n\ 

Suppose / is continuous in [0, 1] and /(0) ^0. Prove that if, for a continuous 
function g defined in [0, 1], /* g = 0, then g = Q (“Titchmarsh’s theorem ”). Observe 
that, with the notations of Problem 10, (//==«*/, and conclude from Problem 10 
that there exists s such that 0 ^ s < 1 and that the closure in E of the subspace gen¬ 
erated by/and the U”/for n ^ 1 is also the closure of the set of continuous functions 
which are 0 in [0, s]; the assumption /(0)^0 implies s —0. Observe finally that 
t ->g( 1 — t) belongs to E and is orthogonal to every Unf for n ^ 0. 

7. THE STURM-LIOUVILLE PROBLEM 

We consider, in a compact interval I = [a, b] of R, a linear differential 
equation of the second order 

(11.7.1) y" - q{x)y + Ay =f(x) 

where q(x) is a real-valued continuous function in I, f(x) a complex-valued 
regulated function in I, which is continuous except at a finite number of 
interior points, and X a complex number. By a solution of (11.7.1) is meant 
a continuously differentiable complex-valued function y(x), such that y'(x) 
is the primitive of a regulated function with only finitely many discontinuities, 
and that the relation 

y"(x) - q(x)y(x) + Ay(x) =/(*) 
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holds in the complement in I of a finite subset of i. The Sturm-Liouville 
problem consists in finding solutions which also satisfy the two boundary 
conditions 

(11.7.2) hxy(a) + kxy\a) = 0, h2 y(b) + k2 y\b) = 0 

where hu ku h2 9 k2 are real numbers, and ht, kt are not both 0 (/ = 1, 2). 
We assume in the following the elementary theory of linear differential 

equations (see Section 10.8). We first consider the homogeneous equation 

(11.7.3) /-q(x)y + Xy = 0. 

Note thaty" is continuous in I for any solution of (11.7.3). 

(11.7.4) There exists a number r > 0 such that, for X real and < — r, the only 
solution of (11.7.3) satisfying the boundary conditions (11.7.2) is 0. 

As q, X, the hi9 kt are real, it is clear that if a solution of (11.7.3) verifies 
(11.7.2), its real and imaginary parts are also solutions verifying the same 
boundary conditions; we therefore can restrict ourselves to real solutions. 
Suppose first that kxk2 ^ 0, so that we can suppose kx — k2 — — 1. Then we 
can also suppose y(a) ^ 0, otherwise we would have y'(a) = 0, and by the 
existence theorem, our theorem would be proved. Multiplying y by a suitable 
constant, we may therefore assume that y(a) = 1, y'(a) = hx. Note that if we 
put z = y'/y for y(x) ^ 0, we have 

(11.7.4.1) z'=?(x)-A-z2. 

Let M = sup[#(x)|, and suppose — M — hj—l; then we have 
xel 

z'(a) = q(a) — X — hj ^ 1, and therefore z is strictly increasing in a neighbor¬ 
hood of a in I. I claim that y(x) ^ 0 in I and that z(x) > hx for all x> a. 
Suppose first that y(x) vanishes in I, and let xx be the smallest solution 
>a of y(x) = 0. Then y(x) > 0 for a < x < xx, hence y'(xx) < 0 (it cannot be 
0, or else y would be identically 0 in I) and as q(x) — X > 0 for all xel, 
y\x) > 0 for a < x < xx by (11.7.3), hence y' is increasing for a < x < xl9 and 
therefore is <0 in that interval; it follows that when x < xx tends to xx, z(x) 
would tend to — oo. As z is continuous for a < x < xx, there would be in that 
interval a smallest x2> a such that z(x2) = hx and hx < z(x) for a < x < x2. 
This implies that z'(x2) < 0; but we have z'(x2) — ^(x2) — X — h2 ^ 1 and we 
obtain a contradiction, which proves both our assertions. In a similar way, we 
see that if we have X < ~M - h\ - 1, then z(x) ^ h2 in I. The function z 
would thus be such that |z(x)| ^c = sup([ hx |, \h2\) in I, where c is independent 
of X. Now from (11.7.4.1) we deduce z\x) ^ —M — X — c2 = ju, hence, by the 
mean value theorem, h2 — hx = z(b) — z{a) ^ p(b — a). If we take X such that 
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-M-c2-!^—*li — l 
b — a 

we obtain a contradiction, and this ends the proof of (11.7.4), when kxk2 0. 

Suppose next kx = 0, k2 # 0 (hence we can suppose k2 = — 1). We can 
now, by multiplying y with a suitable constant, suppose y(a) = 0, y'(a) = 1; 
then z tends to +oo when x> a tends to a. Suppose X < — M - 2; then 
I claim first that y'(x) > 1 in I. As y"(x) > 0 by (11.7.3) for x > a in a neigh¬ 
borhood of a, we have y'(x) > 1 for x > a in that neighborhood. Suppose that 
y'(x) = 1 for some x > a, and let xx be the smallest solution of that equation. 
Then y'(x) > 1 for a < x ^ xu hence y(x) > 0 in that interval, and y\x) > 0 
by (11.7.3); but we should have y"(xx) < 0, which is a contradiction. We thus 
see that y is strictly increasing in I, hence z is finite for a < x < b. I claim that 
z(x) > ( — M — X — 1)1/2; otherwise, there would be a smallest x2 such that 
z(x2) = ( —M — X — 1)1/2, and at that point we would have z'(x2) < 0. 
But from (11.7.4.1) we deduce z\x2) ^ — M - X - z\x2) ^ 1, and we have 
again reached a contradiction. If now we suppose X taken such that 
h\< — M — X — 1, we find that the relation z{b) = h2 is impossible, hence 
the theorem is proved in that case. The case k2 = 0, kx ^ 0 is treated simi¬ 
larly. Finally, if kx=k2 = 0, we may again suppose y{a) = 0, y'(a) = 1, and 
the preceding argument shows that y is strictly increasing in I as soon as 
X < — M — 2; this of course is in contradiction with the condition y(b) = 0, 
and the proof is complete. 

Replacing if necessary q(x) by q(x) + r, and X by X + r9 we can from now 
on suppose that there is no nontrivial solution of (11.7.3) satisfying both 

boundary conditions (11.7.2), for X < 0. 

We will use the following identity 

(11.7.5) J (u"v — v"u) dt = (u'(b)v(b) — u(b)v'(b)) — (u'(a)v(a) — u(a)v'(a)) 

which is an immediate consequence of the particular case p — 2 of (8.14.1) 
(w" and v" are supposed to be regulated functions in I). 

(11.7.6) For any t such that a < t < b, there exists a real-valued continuous 

function x Kf(-v) defined in I and having the following properties: 

(a) In each of the intervals a ^ x < t, t < x ^ b, Kt is twice continuously 

differentiable and is a solution of y" — q(x)y = 0. 
(b) Kf satisfies the boundary conditions (11.7.2). 
(c) At the point x = t, KJ(x) has a limit on the right and a limit on the 

left, andKl(t+) - K;(*-) = -1. 
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By the elementary theory of linear differential equations, there exists a 
solution ux ^ 0 (resp u2 # 0) of y” — q{x)y = 0 satisfying the condition 
hxux(a) + kxu[(a) = 0 (resp h2u2{b) 4- k2u2(b) = 0), and ux and u2 are not 
proportional (otherwise there would be a nontrivial solution of (11.7.3) with 
X = 0 satisfying both boundary conditions (11.7.2)); hence any solution of 
y” — q(x)y = 0 can be written in a unique way y = cxux + c2 u2 with constant 
coefficients cx,c2, and the function ux{x)u2{x) — u2(x)u'x(x) is a constant 
d ^ 0 (by (8.14.1)). We now have only to choose the constants cx, c2 such that 
the function Kt equal to cxiix for a^x ^t, to c2 u2 for t < x < b, should be 
defined and continuous at the point t, and satisfy condition (c), which yields 
the relations 

cxux(t)-c2 u2(t) = 0 

cxu[(t)-c2u'2{t)= 1 

and therefore gives cx= —u2(t)/d, c2= —ux(t)/d as the solution of our 
problem. 

We say (by abuse of language) that Kf is the elementary solution of 
y" — q(x)y = 0 corresponding to the singularity t (cf. Chap. XXIII); the 
function (f, x)->Kr(.v) is also written K(/, x) and called the Green function 
corresponding to the Sturm-Liouville problem under consideration. It is 
only defined for a<t<b}a^x^b, equal to —u2(t)ux(x)/d for x ^ t, to 
— ux(t)u2(x)/d for x^ t, hence is continuous, and moreover can be extended by 
continuity for t == a and t = b by taking K(a, x) — —ux(a)u2{x)jd and 
K(6, x) = —u2(b)ux(x)/d; in addition it has the symmetry property 

(11.7.7) K(/,x) = K(jc,0 

as follows at once from its expression. 

(11.7.8) In order that a function jy(.x) be a solution of the equation 
y" — q(x)y = f(x) and verify the boundary conditions (11.7.2), it is necessary 

and sufficient that y{x) = —^K(t, x)f(t) dt (/ being a complex-valued 

regulated function in I, which is continuous except at a finite number of 
points of 1). 

(a) Sufficiency. As 

y(x) = —r~ u2(t)f(t) dt + 
X 

u2(x) 

d 

*x 

Mi(0/(0 dt 
a 

the verification of the differential equation (at the points where / is contin¬ 
uous) and of the boundary conditions, reduces to routine computations of 
derivatives (and use of (8.7.3)). 
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(b) Necessity. Apply the identity (11.7.5) in both intervals a^t 

and x ^ t ^b, with u{t) = y(t) and v{t) = Kx(/); the relation y[x) = 

— J K(t, x)f{t) dt follows at once from the properties (11.7.6) of the Green 

function. 

From (11.7.8) it follows that any solution of the Sturm-Liouville problem 
is a solution of the Fredholm integral equation with hermitian kernel: 

(11.7.9) 

where 

y(x) 
*b 

-A 
Ja 

g(*) 

K(t, x)y(t) dt = g(x). 

K(t, x)f(t) dt. 

and conversely. The inverses An of the eigenvalues ^0 of the operator U 

in the prehilbert space G defined in (11.2.8), corresponding to the kernel 
function K, are called the eigenvalues of the Sturm-Liouville problem. We 
can now state the following theorem which solves the Sturm-Liouville prob¬ 
lem in every case: 

(11.7.10) For any real-valued continuous function q(x) in the compact interval 

I = [a, b): 
(a) The Sturm-Liouville problem has an infinite strictly increasing sequence 

of eigenvalues (An) which are real numbers such that lim An = 4- oo and that the 
n-* co 

series ]T l/A* is convergent. 
n 

(b) For each eigenvalue An, the homogeneous Sturm-Liouville problem has 

a real valued solution cpn(x) such that J (p»(x) dx = 1, and every other solution 

is a constant multiple of <pn. 
(c) The sequence (<pn) is a total orthonormal system in the prehilbert space 

G (notation of Section 11.6). 

(d) Let w be a complex-valued continuous function in I, which is the 
primitive of a regulated function w\ such that: (i) w' is continuous in I except at 
a finite number of interior points; (ii) w' has a continuous derivative w" in each 
interval in which it is continuous; (iii) w satisfies the boundary conditions 

(11.7.2). Then, if c„ = (w \ (ptt) = w(t)<p„(t) dt, we have w(x) = ^ c„cpn(x) 

where the series is absolutely and uniformly convergent in I. 

(e) If A is not one of the eigenvalues An ,for each regulated function f con¬ 
tinuous in I except at a finite number of points, the Sturm-Liouville problem 
has a unique solution w which is such that cn = (w | q>n) is given by the formula 

Cn = d„l(X - Xn), where dn = dt. 
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(f) For X = Xn, a necessary and sufficient condition for the Sturm-Liouville 

problem to have a solution is that f(t)cpn(t) dt — 0. Then, for any solution w, 

cn — (w | (pn) is arbitrary, and for m ^ n, cm is given by the same formula as 

in (e). 

The homogeneous Sturm-Liouville problem cannot have two linearly 
independent solutions, otherwise it would have solutions y for which y(a) 

and y'(a) are arbitrary, which is absurd; this proves (b). The fact that all 
eigenvalues Xn are real follows from (11.7.7) and (11.5.7); moreover it follows 
from (11.7.4) that at most finitely many Xn are negative. By Mercer’s theorem 
((11.6.7) and (11.6.8)), we have for the Green function 

(11.7.10.1) K(t,x) = YT<Pn(t)cpn(x) 

the series being absolutely and uniformly convergent in I x I (it is supposed, 
as we may, that 0 is not one of the An). We observe that (d) follows from 
(11.6.3) and (11.7.8) when the additional assumption is made on w that w' 

is continuous in I. To prove (d) in general, let tt (1 < / < m) be the points of 
1 where w' has a discontinuity, and let oq = w'(L+) — vv'(L-“)- Then the 

m 

function v = w + £ atKf. satisfies all the conditions of (d) and in addition 
i= 1 

has a continuous derivative, by (11.7.6). Using (11.7.10.1) we conclude the 
proof of (d). From the fact that the identity mapping of E = ^C(I) into G is 
continuous, it follows that for the functions w satisfying the conditions of 
(d), we can also write w = Yjcn(Pn> the sequence being convergent in the 

n 
prehilbert space G. To prove (c) it will then be enough to show that the set P 
of these functions w is dense in G. Now, for any function weG, consider the 
continuous function wm equal to u in 

to a linear function xsatisfying the first (resp. second) boundary 
condition (11.7.2) in 

°’°+U (reSP' [b-2^’6])- 
and to a linear function in each of the intervals 

r 1 ii rti, n a+—,a+— , b-,b-—\. 
L 2m mj L m 2m] 
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in in addition suppose that at the points a, b, the value of wm is 0 or 1; it 

a clear that \u(x) — wm(x)| < \\u\\ 4- 1 in each of the intervals 

\a, a 4 ■ 
m 

and b--, b 
_ in 

fierefore ||u— w>m||2 is arbitrarily small by the mean value theorem; as 
tisfies all conditions in (d), this proves our assertion. Once (c) is thus 
d, it is clear that the total sequence (<pM) must be infinite, and (applying 
2)), (a) is also completely proved. Finally, (e) and (f) follow at once from 
11). 

rk. It is possible to obtain much more precise information on the (pn and 
id to prove in particular that XJn2 tends to a finite limit (see Problems 
4). 

.EMS 

t I = [a, b] be a compact interval in R, and let H0 be the real vector space of all 
al-valued continuously differentiable functions in I; H0 is made into a real pre- 
lbert space by the scalar product 

(x\y)= J* (x'y' + xy) dt. 

i Show that H0 is separable (approximate the derivative of a function x e H0 by 
>lynomials (7.4.1)); H0 is therefore a dense subspace of a separable Hilbert space H 
.6.2). 

I If (xn) is a Cauchy sequence in the prehilbert space H0, show that the sequence 
,) is uniformly convergent to a continuous function v in I, and that if (yn) is a second 
Luchy sequence in H0 having the same limit in H, then (yn) converges uniformly in I 
the same function v; the elements of H can thus be identified to some continuous 
ictions in I, which however need not be differentiable at every point of I. (Observe 

it for every function x e H0, |*(/) — *(tf)| < (t — a)i/2^j x'2 dt^ in I.) Show that, 

r any function z e H0 which is twice continuously differentiable in I and such that 

a) — z\b) = 0, (v\z)= — J vz" dt + J vz dt. 

i Let a, p be two real numbers, q a continuous function in I. Show that in H0, the 

fiction x -»■ <D(x) — j* (x'2 + qx2) dt — oc(x(a))2 — ft(x(b))2 is continuous. Let A be the 

bset of H consisting of the functions x such that J x2 dt — 1 (observe that this is not 

mounded set in the Hilbert space H). Show that in A n H0, the g.l.b. of €>(x) is finite. 

ne need only consider the case a > 0, ft > 0. Assume there is a sequence (x„) in 
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A n H0 such that lim = — co, and, if y„ = (Y x'„2 dt\ , Iim y„ = + oo; consider 

the sequence of the functions yn — xjyn, and derive a contradiction from the fact that, 

on one hand lim f y2ndt = 0, and on the other hand, there is an interval [a, c] <= I and 
«-*• oo Ja 

a number p > 0 such that |yB(f)| ^ p for every n and every point t e [a, c].) 
(d) Let pi! be the g.l.b. of €>(x) in A n H0. Show that if (>„) is a sequence in A n H0 
such that lim <DOO = (.xn) is bounded in H (same method as in (c)). Deduce from 

n->oo 

that result that, by extracting a convenient subsequence, one may assume that the 
sequence (xn) is uniformly convergent in I to a function u (which, however, need not 
a priori belong to H) (use Ascoli’s theorem (7.5.7)). 
(e) <D(*) is a quadratic form in H0, i.e. one has 0(x -f y) — 0(x) + <D(y) -f 2 T(x, y), 
where T is bilinear; for any function z which is twice continuously differentiable in I 

and such that z'(a) = z'(b) = z(a) = z(b) = 0, one has z) = — j xz" dt -f J qxz dt; 

'Ffo z) can be defined by the same formula for any function v continuous in I. Show 
that for any such function z and any real number one has 

lim (0(x„ + fz) / f (xn + £z)2 dt) ^ 
n-+cc \ / J a J 

and deduce from that result that one must have 

J (uz" — quz 4- p>iuz) dt = 0. 

Hence, if w is a twice continuously differentiable function such that w" = qu — pLtu, 

one has J (u — w)z" dt = 0 by integration by parts; conclude that u — w is a polynomial 

of degree ^ 1 (observe that by substracting from u — w a suitable polynomial p of degree 
1, there exists a function z such that z" = u — w ~ p, z(a) = z(b) = zf{a) = z'(b) = 0). 
Hence u is twice continuously differentiable, satisfies the differential equation 

u" — qu-f- pLtu — 0, 

and is such that J u2 dt= 1; furthermore, u\a) = — au(a), u'{b) — fiu(b). (To prove the 

last statement, express that for any z e H0, <!>(« -f ^z) J (u-f ^z)2 dt, for any real 

number £.) 
2. (a) With the notations of (11.7.10), suppose first that klk2 =4 0, and let a = hx!ku 

ft = -~h2lk2. Show that the <pn can be defined (up to sign) by the following conditions: 
(1) 9>! is such that, on the sphere A: (y | y) = 1 in G, the function $ (defined in Problem 
1(c)) reaches its minimum for y = <pl9 and that minimum is equal to Ax; (2) for n > 1, 
let A„ be the intersection of A and of the hyperplanes (y | cpk) = 0 for 1 ^ k ^ n — 1; 
then 9on is such that on A„, O reaches its minimum for y = cpn, and that minimum is 
equal to A„. (The characterization of <px follows at once from the results of Problem 1; 
use the same kind of argument to characterize <pn.) 
(b) If kx = 0, k2 t* 0, prove similar results, replacing a by 0 in O, but replacing the 
sphere A by its intersection with the hyperplane in G defined by y(a) = 0. Proceed 
similarly when kx=£0 and k2 = 0, or when k1=k2 = 0. 
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(c) Under the assumptions of (a), let zx,..., zn-x be n — 1 arbitrary twice continuously 
differentiable functions in I, and let B(zx,..., zn^x) be the intersection of A and of 
the n— 1 hyperplanes O | zk) = 0 (1 ^ k ^ n — 1). Show that in B(zl5..., zn„x), the 
function <D reaches a minimum p(zu ..., zn-x) at a point of B(zx,..., z„_!>, and that 
A„ is the l.u.b. of p(zls..., zn~x) when the zt- vary over the set of twice continuously 
differentiable functions in I (the “maximinimal” principle; same method as in (a) to 
prove the existence of the minimum; the inequality is proved by the same method as 
in Section 11.5, Problem 8). Extend the result to the cases kxk2 = 0. 

3. (a) One considers in the same interval I two linear differential equations of the 
second order y" — qxy + Ay = 0, y" — q2y + Ay — 0, with the same boundary con¬ 
ditions (11.7.2); let (AJ,1)), (A£2)) be the two strictly increasing sequences of eigenvalues 
of these two Sturm-Liouville problems. Show that if ql ^ q2, then A<,n ^ A(„2) for every 
«,and if \qx(t) — q2(t)\ < M in I, then \X(n1) — A^2)| ^ M for every n (use the maximinimal 
principle). 
(b) Conclude from (a) that there is a constant c such that 

for every n, with 1= b — a. (Study the Sturm-Liouville problem for the particular case 
in which q is a constant.) 

4. (a) Let y be any solution of (11.7.3) in I = [<?, b] for A > 0. Show that there are two 
constants A, to such that y is a solution of the integral equation 

(*) y(t) = A sin ^JX (t + to) 4- f q(s)y(s) sin y/X (i 
VAJa 

t — 5) ds. 

Show that there exists a constant B independent of A, such that A2 < B(y | y) (use 
Cauchy-Schwarz in order to majorize the integral on the right-hand side of (*)). 
(b) Deduce from (a) that if, in the Sturm-Liouville problem, kik2 # 0 or kx — k2 = 0, 
then there are two constants C0, Ci, such that, for every n, and every t e I 

l9«(0 — yjlfl sin y/~Xnt\ < Co In 

and 

| - \Jlfl V K COS \]xnt\ < Cx with l—b — a 

(use (a), and the result of Problem 3(b)). What is the corresponding result when only 
one of the constants ku k2 is 0? 



APPENDIX 

ELEMENTS OF LINEAR ALGEBRA 

Except for boolean algebra (Section 1.2) there is no theory more universally 
employed in mathematics than linear algebra; and there is hardly any theory 
which is more elementary, in spite of the fact that generations of professors 
and textbook writers have obscured its simplicity by preposterous calculations 
with matrices. We shall give a brief survey of the concepts and results of 
linear algebra which are used in this book. For a more complete account we 
refer the reader to the works of Halmos [11], Jacobson [13], or Bourbaki [4]. 

1. VECTOR SPACES 

(A.1.1) Throughout this appendix, K is a fixed (commutative) field, whose 
elements are called scalars. A vector space over K (or simply a vector space, 
if there is no ambiguity about K) is a set E endowed with the structure defined 
by two mappings: 

(x, y) x + y of E x E into E (called addition) 

(2, x)-+be of K x E into E (called scalar multiplication) 

having the following properties: 

(1.1) x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z (written x + y + z) 

(1.2) x + y = y + x 

(1.3) there exists an element 0 e E such that x = 0 + x for all x e Ef 

t Experience shows that, contrary to the opinion of some authors, there is no risk of 
confusion in using the same symbol 0 to denote the zero elements of all vector spaces 
(and of K in particular). 

358 
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(1.4) for each x e E there exists an element — x e E such that x 4- (—x) = 0 

(II. 1) (X -f p)x = Xx + fix 

(II.2) X(x -f- y) = Xx + Xy 

(II. 3) X(px) = (Xp)x 

(11.4) 1 • x = x 

(in these conditions, x, y9 z are arbitrary elements of E and X, p are arbitrary 
elements of K). 

Conditions (1.1) to (1.4) express that E is a commutative group with respect 
to addition. It follows that, if (Xi)£eH is any finite family of elements of E, 
the sum £xf "unambiguously defined. (We recall the convention that 

ie H 

Z xi = °0 
i e 0 

From (1.3) and (11.2) we deduce that Xx = X(x + 0) = Xx 4- XO, and there¬ 
fore X0 = 0 for all X e K. From (II. 1) it follows that Xx = (X 4- 0)x = Xx + Ox, 
so that Ox = 0 for all x e E. Finally, from these two relations and (1.4), (II. 1), 
and (II.2) we deduce that Xx + 2( —x) = AO = 0, and Xx + (—X)x = Ox = 0, 
so that ( — X)x = X(—x) — —(Xx). 

The elements of E are often called vectors. 

(A.1.2) An additive group consisting of the element 0 alone is a vector 
space: the scalar multiplication is the unique mapping of K x {0} into {0}. 
The field K is a vector space over itself, the scalar multiplication being 
multiplication in K. If K' is a subfield of K and if E is a vector space over K, 
then E is also a vector space over K' if we define the scalar multiplication 
to be the restriction to K' x E of the mapping (X, x) -» Xx. 

(A.1.3) If E is a vector space, a vector subspace (or simply subspace) of E 
is defined to be any subset F of E such that the relations x e F, y e F imply 
Xx + py e F, for all scalars X, p. 

The restriction to F x F (resp. K x F) of the addition (resp. scalar multi¬ 
plication) in E is a mapping into F, and therefore F is a vector space with 
respect to these mappings. This justifies the terminology. 

If (x.Oi^f^,, is any finite family of vectors in F, and if (A;)!^,, is a family 
n 

of scalars, then by induction on n we see that 2fxt- e F. A vector of the 
£—1 

n 

form Z ^ixi (where x; e E and A, e K) is called a linear combination of the 
£=1 

xt. (A linear combination is always a finite sum, even if E is, for example, a 
normed space (Section 5.1) in which certain infinite sums are defined (Section 

5.3).) 
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In any vector space E the subsets {0} and E are vector subspaces (calle 
the trivial subspaces). If (Ma)aeI is any family of vector subspaces of E, tl 
intersection (°) Ma is again a vector subspace. If A is any subset of E, tY 

a e I 

intersection M of the subspaces which contain A (such subspaces exist, fc 
example E itself) is therefore the smallest subspace containing A. We sa 
that M is generated by A, or that A is a system of generators of M. 

(A.1.4) The vector subspace M generated by A is the set of all linear combine 

tions of finite families of elements of A. 

It follows from above that such linear combinations belong to ever 
vector subspace containing A, and therefore belong to M. Conversely, j 

x = Y,yixi anc* >’ = Z^/T/ are two linear combinations of elements of A 
i j 

then so is Xx + py = £ (Ay,-)*/ -f £ {gbfiyj. Hence the set of all such linea 
i J 

combinations is a vector subspace of E, which contains A (by (11.4)) an< 
therefore coincides with M. 

In particular, take A to be the union of a family (N^ e} of vector sub 
spaces of E. Every linear combination of elements of A is then of the forn 

xPi + xth + '' ‘ + Xfim* where is any finite family of elements of J 
and xfij e for each j. The set of all these sums is therefore the smalles 
vector subspace containing all the . It is called the sum of the (not t< 
be confused with their union!) and is denoted by £ . When J = {1, 2} 

pei 

the notation Nx + N2 is also used, and similarly for any finite set of indices 
It is clear that M + N = N 4- M and M + (N + P) = (M + N) + P for an' 
three subspaces M, N, P in E. The relation McNis equivalent to M + N = N 

For every xeE, the subspace of E generated by x is written Kx (and i 
sometimes called a “raywhen x # 0). If (xa)aeA is any family of vectors ii 
E, the subspace generated by the family is therefore £ Kxa. 

a 6 A 

(A.1.5) Let (EJas, be any family of vector spaces. We shall construct ; 
new vector space E, called the direct sum (or external direct sum) of th< 
family (E.) and denoted by © E„. The elements of E are the familie 

a e I 

= j where xa e Ea for all a and xx = 0 for all except a finite numbe 

of indices. The vector xa is called the component of index a in x. Addition ant 
scalar multiplication in E are defined by the formulas 

CO + (O = (O + O 
;-(0 = oo 
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((Axa) belongs to E because 20 = 0). The conditions of (A.1.1) are immediately 
verified (the element 0 of E is the family (xa) for which xa = 0 for all a). 
When J = {1, 2}, the notation Ex © E2 is used, and similarly for any finite 
set of indices. When J is finite, the set E is equal to the product set Ea. 

a e J 

If J is arbitrary and H is a subset of J (other than 0 or J), the vector space 

© Ea can be identified in an obvious way with ( © EJ ® ( ® EaV 
a e J WH ' \xeJ-H ' 

When all the Ea are equal to K, their direct sum is denoted by K(I). It is 
the set of all mappings a 2(a) of I into K such that A(oc) = 0 for all but a 
finite number of indices a e I. 

2. LINEAR MAPPINGS 

(A.2.1) Let E, F be two vector spaces over the same field K. A mapping 
u : E -> F is said to be linear if it satisfies the condition 

(A.2.1.1) u(Ax -f juy) = Au(x) + gu(y) 

for all scalars A, g and all vectors x, y in E. In particular, we have w(0) = 0. 
By induction on n it follows from (A.2.1.1) that 

(A.2.1.2) *(£ AiX.-j = £ A^Cxf), 

where (xis any finite family of vectors in E, and (2/)^^,, is a family 
of scalars. 

A linear mapping of E into E is called an endomorphism of E. A linear 
mapping of E into K is called a linear form on E. 

(A.2.2) Let u : E -> F be a linear mapping. If M is any subspace of E, it is 
immediately verified that its image u{M) is a subspace of F. If N is any sub¬ 
space of F, then its inverse image w“J(N) is a subspace of E. If (Ma) is any 

family of subspaces of E, then wQ] MJ = £ «(Ma). 
' a J a 

In particular, u(E) (which is called the image of u and is written im(w)) 
is a subspace of F, and w“J(0) (which is called the kernel of u and written 
ker(w)) is a subspace of E. The mapping u is injective if and only if w” ^0) = {0}, 
because the relation u{x) — u(x') is equivalent to u(x — x') = 0. 

If u is bijective, it is called an isomorphism of E onto F. (If also F = E, 
then u is an automorphism of E). If u is bijective, it is clear that the inverse 
mapping u~l : F -»E is linear, and therefore an isomorphism of F onto E. 
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Two vector spaces E, F are said to be isomorphic if there exists an isomor¬ 
phism of E onto F. In that case, any theorem proved for E, involving vectors 
and subspaces of E, immediately gives a corresponding theorem for F, 
involving the images of the vectors and subspaces in question. 

If u : E -> F is an injective linear mapping, then u can be considered as an 
isomorphism of E onto its image u(E). 

Examples of linear mappings 

(A.2.3) The identity mapping of a vector space E onto itself (often denoted 
by 1E or /E, or simply 1 or 1) is linear. So is the unique mapping of E into a 
vector space consisting of 0 alone. For every X e K, the mapping hx\x-+ Xx 

is an endomorphism of E, called the homothetic mapping with ratio X, If X = 0, 
its image is the zero subspace {0} of E. If X ^ 0, then hx is bijective and its 
inverse automorphism is the homothetic mapping with ratio X~l, because we 
have x = A""1 (2x) by (II.3). For each x0 e E, the mapping £ -* £x0 of K into 
E is linear. Its image is {0} if x0 = 0; otherwise, the mapping is injective, for 
if {^0 we have ^~1(^x0) = x0 ^0 (by II.3 and II.4) and it follows that 
£x0 # 0. Every “ray” Kx0 in E (where x0 0) is therefore isomorphic to K, 
and is equal to K(Ax0) for any nonzero scalar X. 

If F is any vector subspace of E, the canonical injection j: F -► E (1.6.1) 
is a linear mapping. 

Let (Ea)aeI be a family of vector spaces and E = © Ea their direct 
a el 

sum. For each a e I we define a linear mapping ya : Ea -► E by the rule 
Ja(xa) = (yfihe i, where yfi = 0 if p # a, and ya = xa. It is clear that jx is 
injective, and hence its image jf Ea) is a subspace of E, isomorphic to Ea. 
This subspace is called the component subspace of index a in E, and is often 
identified with Ea. We also define linear mappings pa: E -► Ea (for each 
a e I) as follows: if x = (xp)p e r is an element of E, then pa(x) = xa. It is 
clear that pa is surjective. If I is finite, pa is the projection with index a (Section 
1.3). For each x e E, the set H of indices ae I such that /?a(x) ^ 0 is finite, and 
we have x= £ jJbJix)). 

a e H 

(A.2.4) If u: E F and u': E -> F are linear mappings, and if X is a scalar, 
it is immediately verified that the mappings 

and 

x -> u(x) + u'(x) 

V _k. lilt 
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are linear mappings of E into F. They are denoted by u + u' and Xu, respec¬ 
tively. It is then routine to check that the set of linear mappings of E into F 
(which is denoted by HomK(E, F), or simply by Hom(E, F)) is a vector space 

with respect to the addition (w, u') u + w' and the scalar multiplication 
(X, u) -► Xu. In other words, the eight conditions of (A.1.1) are satisfied. 

Let u : E -> F and v : F G be linear mappings. Then their composition 

v o u : E -► G is linear. Furthermore, if u': E F and v': F G are linear 
mappings and X is a scalar, then we have 

(A.2.4.1) v ° (u + u') = v 0 u -F v ° u\ 

(A.2.4.2) {v + v') ° u = v 0 u 4- v' ° u, 

(A.2.4.3) v ° {Xu) = {Xv) °u = X(v° u). 

(The verifications involved are trivial if one bears in mind the definition of 
equality of two mappings (Section 1.4).) 

The set Hom(E, E) of endomorphisms of E is also denoted by End(E) or 
EndK(E). This set, endowed with the addition (u, v) -► u 4- v and the “multi¬ 
plication” (w, v) —* u ° v, is a ring (in general not commutative) whose identity 

element is 1E. This follows from the formulas above and from Section 
1.7. The property (A.2.4.3), which relates the ring structure of End(E) to its 
vector space structure, may be expressed by saying that End(E) is an algebra 

over K. 

3. DIRECT SUMS OF SUBSPACES 

(A.3.1) Let (Ea)aeI be a family of vector spaces, let ¥ be a vector space, and 

for each a e I let ua: Ea F be a linear mapping. Then there exists a unique 

linear mapping u of the direct sum E = © Ea into F such that u° ya = ux 
ae I 

for all a e I {where ja : Ea -> E is the canonical injection defined in (A.2.3)). 

For each xeEwe have x = £ ya(i?aW)? where H is any finite subset of 
a e H 

I containing all ael such that pfx) ^ 0. Hence we must have u(x) = 

X u(]JToLx))) — X ua(Pa(x)\ fr°m which the uniqueness of u follows. 
«7h a e H 

Conversely, if we define u by this formula, it is immediately verified that u is 
linear (by using the fact that, given x and y in E, we may take H to be a finite 
set containing all the indices a e I for which either pfx) / 0 or pfy) # 0). 
This completes the proof. 
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(A.3.2) Now let E be a vector space, let (Ma)a s i be a family of subspaces of 
E, and for each ael let fx : Ma -+ E be the canonical injection. By (A.3.1) 
there exists a linear mapping / of M = © Ma into E such that 

a el 

f o ja= /a for all ael. The image of / is the subspace M' = Y Ma of E. 
a e I 

If / is injective, the sum £ Ma of subspaces of E is said to be direct. This 
ael 

therefore means that every vector x belonging to Y Ma can be expressed 
ael 

uniquely in the form £ xa, where H is a finite subset of I, and xx e Ea and 
as H 

xx # 0 for all a € H. (If x = 0 we have to take H = 0.) 

We shall usually identify £ Ma and © Ma by means of /. 
ael ael 

(A.3.3) The sum of a family (Ma)a61 of subspaces of a vector space is direct 

if and only ifMx n £ M, - {0} for all ael. 
P*oc 

For to say that the mapping / defined in (A.3.2) is not injective means 
that there exists a finite number of nonzero elements xXi e Mai (1 ^ i < n) 

such that ^ x«i = 0 (A.2.2). This equation can be written in the form 
i 

x*i = Z (“*«/)> and expresses that xai belongs to Mai n Y . Hence the 
J>1 3 

result. 

(A.3.4) If E is equal to the direct sum of two subspaces M and N, we say 
that M and N are supplementary subspaces of E (or that M (resp. N) is a sup¬ 

plement to N (resp. M)). This signifies that M + N = E and M n N = {0}. 
Hence we have linear mappingsp : E -► M and q : E -► N, the “ projections” 
of E onto M and N, such that x — p{x) + q(x) for all x e E. The kernel of p 

(resp. q) is N (resp. M), and p(p(x)) = p(x), q(q(x)) = q(x). 

We cannot speak of “the” supplementary subspace of a subspace M, 
because in general there is more than one. However, there is the following 
result: 

(A.3.5) Let M, N, N' be subspaces of E, such that M and N are supplementary, 
and M and N' are supplementary. Let q : E N be the projection of E onto 

N corresponding to the direct sum decomposition E = M ® N. Then the 

restriction q': x q{x) of q to N' is an isomorphism of N' onto N. 
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For since the kernel of q is M, the kernel of q' is M n N' = {0} and 
therefore q' is injective. On the other hand, if x is any element of N, there 
exist y e M and ze N' such that x = y + z, so that q(z) = q(x) = x9 because 
q(y) = 0. Hence q' is surjective. 

4. BASES. DIMENSION AND CODIMENSION 

(A.4.1) A family (xa)aeI of vectors in a vector space E is said to bo free, 

and the xa are said to be linearly independent, if for each finite subset H of 
I the relation Xaxa — 0 implies that Aa = 0 for all a e H. It follows that 

a e H 

xa # 0 for all a e I, and xfi ^ xa if /? # a (otherwise we should have 
1 • xa -f (— l)x^ = 0). The subspaces Kxa are therefore “rays” isomorphic 
to K, and the linear independence of the xa may be expressed by saying 
that the xa are all nonzero and the sum of the rays Kxa is direct. 

(A.4.2) The family (xa)ae r is free if and only if for each a 6 I, the vector xa 
does not belong to the subspace generated by the xp with /? ^ a. 

This follows from the remark above and (A.3.3). 

(A.4.3) Let w : E -► F be a linear mapping, and let (ya)ae i be a free family of 

elements of w(E). For each a e I, let xa e E be such that u(xa) = ya. Then the 

family (xa)aeI is free, and the sum o/ker(w) and £ Kxa is direct. 
a el 

Suppose that, for some finite subset H of I, we have a relation of the form 
Yj Aaxa 4- y — 0, where y e ker(w). It follows that £ Aa«(xa) = 0, because 

« e H a 6 H 

u(y) = 0. Since the family (w(xa))agH is free, we deduce that Aa = 0 for all a, 

and hence that y = 0. Q.E.D. 

(A.4.4) A family (6a)a 6 x of vectors in E is said to be a basis of E if it is free 
and generates E; or, equivalently, if the sum £ Kbx is direct and equal to E; 

a e I 

or, equivalently again, if for each xeE there exists a unique finite family of 

scalars (Aa)aeH such that H <= I and # 0 for all a e H, and x = £ lxba. 
a g H 

Every free family (X)ae, is therefore a basis of the vector subspace 
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In the vector space K(I), we denote by ea the vector (SPa)Pel such that 
dP(X = 0 if fi ^ a, and <5aa = 1. Clearly the family (ea)a 61 is a basis of K(I). This 
basis is called the canonical basis of K(I). If a vector space E has a basis 
(i»Jaei, then there exists a unique isomorphism of K(I) onto E which maps 
ea to ba for each a e I (A.3.1). 

(A.4.5) Let V be a vector subspace of a vector space E, and suppose that E 
is generated by the union ofY and the set of vectors of a finite family (x^ ^ . 
Then there exists a subfamily which is a basis of a sub space sup¬ 

plementary to V in E. 

The integer r is defined to be the largest for which there exists a subfamily 
(xi])i^k^r °f such that the sum E' of Y and the Kxik is direct. It is 
enough to show that E' = E. 

Suppose that E' ^ E. Then there is an index j such that 1 < j < n and 
Xj $ E' (otherwise E' would contain V and all the x{, and therefore by hypoth¬ 
esis would be equal to E). Hence we shall arrive at a contradiction if we 
can show that the sum of V, the Kxlk and Kxy is direct. So consider a relation 
of the form Axy 4* Y lLkxik + y = 0, with y e V. First of all, this implies that 

k 

A = 0 (otherwise Xj = — Y which belongs to E'). Then the 
k 

definition of (xik)l<k^r shows that fik = 0 for all k, and y = 0. Q.E.D. 

(A.4.6) Every vector space generated by a finite set of vectors has a basis 

consisting of vectors belonging to this set. 

Take V = {0} in A.4.5. 

These last two results remain valid without the finiteness conditions (see 
[4]), but we shall not need to use this generalization in this book. 

(A.4.7) Let E be a vector space with a finite basis (b^x Then every basis 

of E has exactly n elements. 

It is enough to show that every other basis of E has at most n elements, 
because we can then interchange the roles of the two bases. We proceed by 
induction on n, the result being trivial when n = 0. Let (£^)a6l bea basis of 
E, and consider an element b'y of this basis and the ray V = K6' of E. The 
subspace V' = Y supplementary to V in E. On the other hand, 
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E is generated by V and the bi9 hence there is a subfamily (bik)i^k^r of 
(^i)i such that the 4 are all distinct and such that V* = £ Kbik is supple- 

k 
mentary to V in E (A.4.5). We cannot have r = n, otherwise we should have 
Y" = E, which is absurd. Hence V" has a basis of r < n — 1 elements, and 
since V' is isomorphic to V" (A.3.5), it follows that V' has a basis of r < n — 1 
elements. Hence the inductive hypothesis shows that I - {y} has at most n — 1 
elements, and so I has at most n elements. Q.E.D. 

A vector space E which has a finite basis is said to be finite dimensional. 

The integer n in (A.4.7), that is to say the number of elements in any basis of 
E, is called the dimension of E (over K) and is denoted by dim E or dimKE. 
If dim E = n, then E is isomorphic to K". A vector space which is not of finite 
dimension is said to be infinite dimensional. The relation dim E = 0 is equiva¬ 
lent to E = {0}. 

(A.4.8) (i) In a vector space E of finite dimension n, every system of genera¬ 

tors contains a basis of E and has at least n elements. Any system of generators 

consisting of n elements is a basis. 

(ii) In a vector space E of finite dimension n, every free system of vectors 

is contained in a basis ofE and has at most n elements. Any free system con¬ 

sisting of n elements is a basis. 

m 

If (xt-)1<f<ln is a free system, it follows from (A.4.5) applied to V = Kx£ 
i — 1 

and a basis (£/)i^j^» of E that there exists a subfamily (bjh) such that 
the xt and the bjh form a basis of E. This proves (ii). The assertion (i) follows 
from (A.4.7) and (A.4.6) in the case of a finite system of generators. In the 
general case, it is enough to show that a system S of generators contains a 
free system of n elements. Suppose this is not the case, and that the greatest 
number of elements in a free system extracted from S is men. If ;<cm 

m 

is such a free system, then V = £ Kyt- cannot be equal to E, by (A.4.7), and 
i = 1 

hence there exists zeS not contained in V. Then the yt and z form a basis 
of V + Kz by virtue of (A.4.5), and hence form a free family of m + 1 ele¬ 
ments. This contradiction completes the proof. 

(A.4.9) A subspace Y of a vector space E is said to be of finite codimension 

if V has a supplementary subspace in E which is finite dimensional. The 
dimension in question does not depend on the choice of the supplementary 
subspace (A.3.5), and is called the codimension of Y in E. It is denoted by 
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codim. V or codimE V. If V has no supplementary subspace of finite dimen¬ 
sion, then V is said to be of infinite codimension in E. By (A.4.5), V is of finite 
codimension in E if and only if E is generated by the union of V and a finite 
set of vectors. 

(A.4.10) If E is a finite-dimensional vector space, every subspace F ofE is 

finite dimensional and of finite codimension in E, and 

(A.4.10.1) dim F + codim F = dim E. 

For by applying (A.4.5) to F and a basis of E, it follows that there exists a 
supplementary subspace F' of F in E, with dim F' < dim E. Interchanging 
the roles of F and F', and using (A.3.5), it follows that F is also finite 
dimensional. If is a basis of F and if (x')i is a basis of F', it is 
clear that the xt and the x'j together form a basis of E. 

(A.4.11) Let E be a finite-dimensional vector space and let ¥ be a subspace of 

E. If dim F = dim E, then F = E. 

This follows immediately from (A.4.10.1). 

(A.4.12) Let M and N be two finite-dimensional subspaces of a vector space E. 
Then M + N is finite dimensional, and we have 

(A.4.12.1) dim(M + N) + dim(M n N) = dim M + dim N. 

The set consisting of the elements of a basis of M and a basis of N will 
generate M + N, which is therefore of finite dimension (A.4.6). Let P (resp. Q) 
be a supplementary subspace of M n N in M (resp. N). It is clear that 
M 4- N is the direct sum of M n N, P, and Q (A.3.3), and therefore 
dim(M + N) = dim(M n N) + dim P -f dim Q. But also (A.4.10) we have 
dim P = dim M — dim(M n N), and dim Q = dim N — dim(M n N). Hence 
the result. 

(A.4.13) Let M and N be two vector sub spaces offinite codimension in a vector 

space E. Then M n N is of finite codimension in E, and we have 

(A.4.13.1) codim(M + N) + codim(M n N) = codim M + codim N. 
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Let V be a supplementary subspace of M in E. Then V is finite dimensional. 
Let p : E-> V be the projection of E onto V with kernel M (A.3.4). The 
subspace p(N) is finite dimensional (A.4.10). Let be a basis of 
p(N), and for each i let c£ e N be such that p(ct) = b£. Then N is gener¬ 
ated by M n N and the c£ (A.4.3), hence M n N is of finite codimension 
in N and therefore of finite codimension in E. Let P (resp. Q) be a supple¬ 
mentary subspace of M n N in M (resp. N), and let R be a supplementary 
subspace of M + N in E. Then E is the direct sum of M n N, P, Q, and 
R, so that we have codim(M n N) = dim P + dim Q + dim R, codim M = 
dim Q + dim R, codim N = dim P + dim R, and codim(M + N) = dim R. 
The result (A.4.13.1) follows immediately from these formulas. 

(A.4.14) A subspace of codimension 1 in a vector space E is called a hyper- * 
plane in E. If E is of finite dimension n, every hyperplane in E is of dimension 
n — 1 (A.4.10.1). 

(A.4.15) If H is a hyperplane in E, there exists a linear form f ^ 0 on E such 

that f~1(0) = H. Iff' is another linear form on E such that/,-1( 0) = H, then 

there exists a scalar y ^ 0 such that /' = yf Conversely, if g is any nonzero 

linear form on E, then g~1( 0) is a hyperplane in E. 

If H is a hyperplane, there exists a vector a$ H such that E is the direct 
sum of H and Ka, and every xeE can therefore be expressed uniquely in 
the form x = y + f(x)a, where f(x) e K. Since x->f{x)a is linear (A.3.4), so 
is x-+f(x) (A.2.3); hence / is a linear form, and H is its kernel (A.3.4). If 
/' is any linear form such that /,-1(0) = H, and if we put f(a) = a and 
f'(a) = /?, then we have a ^ 0 and /? # 0, and af — Pf is a linear form on 
E which vanishes on H and at a, and therefore vanishes identically on 
E = H 4- Ka. This shows that /' = a”1/?/. Finally, if then 
there exists a vector b $ H', because g ^ 0. Let y = g{b) # 0. Then for every 
x e E we have g{x — y~ lg(x)b) = 0, so that x = y + y"lg(x)b for some 
y e H'. This shows that E = Kb + H', and the sum is direct because b $ H'. 
Hence H' is a hyperplane. 

(A.4.16) Let u : E F be a linear mapping. We say that u is of finite rank 

if w(E) is of finite dimension. The dimension of w(E) is then called the rank 

of u, and is written rank(w). If u{E) is infinite dimensional, then u is said to 

be of infinite rank. 
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(A.4.17) The mapping u is of finite rank if and only if ker(w) is of finite 

codimension, and then 

(A.4.17.1) rank(w) = codimE(ker(w)). 

If ker(w) has a supplementary subspace V of finite dimension, then the 
restriction of u to V is an isomorphism of V onto u(E), so that u(E) has finite 
dimension equal to dim V. Conversely, if is a finite basis of w(E), 
let at be a vector in E such that u(at) = ht (1 < / ^ n). Then E is the direct 
sum of ker(w) and the Kax (A.4.3). 

(A.4.18) Let E, F be vector spaces and let w : E -> F be a linear mapping. 

(i) If F is finite dimensional, then rank(w) < dim F, and rank(w) = dim F 
if and only if u is surjective. 

(ii) TjfE is finite dimensional, then rank(w) < dim E, and rank(w) = dim E 
if and only if u is injective. 

The first assertion is an immediate consequence of the definition of rank(w) 
and (A.4.11). To prove (ii) it is enough to observe that if dim E = «, then 
w-1(0) is of dimension n — rank(w), by (A.4.17) and (A.4.10). 

(A.4.19) Let E be a finite-dimensional vector space and let u be an endo¬ 

morphism of E. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) u is bijective; 

(ii) u is injective; 

(iii) u is surjective; 

(iv) rank(w) = dim E. 

This follows immediately from (A.4.18). 

(A.4.20) Let E be a vector space over a field K, and let K' be a subfield of 
K. Let (ba)a e! be a basis of E over K, and let (pA)A 6 j be a basis of K considered 
as a vector space over K'. Then the family (pxba), where (1, a) runs through 
J x I, is a basis of E over K'. For it is clear that E is generated (over K') by the 
elements of this family. On the other hand, suppose we have £ <JAapA^a = 0 

A, a 

with scalars e K'. This relation may be writtenintheform = 

0. Since the bx are linearly independent over K, it follows that £ £XaPk = 0 
x 

for each index a e I, and then that f = 0 for each (A, a) e J x I because the 
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Px are linearly independent over K'. Hence the pxba are linearly independent 
over K', and our assertion is proved. In particular: 

(A.4.21) If E is finite dimensional over K, and K is finite dimensional over K', 
then E is finite dimensional over K' and we have 

(A.4.21.1) dimK, E = dimK E • dimK, K. 

5. MATRICES 

(A.5.1) Let E, F be vector spaces over a field K, and suppose that E is of 
finite dimension n. Let a b&sis °f E, so that E is the direct sum 
of the Ka{. By (A.3.1) there is a one-one correspondence between the linear 
mappings u of E into F and the families (bt)of n vectors of F; this 
correspondence is defined by hx = u(at) (1 < / < n). Thus the vector space 
Hom(E, F) is isomorphic to Fn. 

(A.5.2) Suppose furthermore that F is of finite dimension m, and let 
(bj)x^j^m be a basis of F. Then there is a one-one correspondence between 
the vectors y e F and the families of m elements of K, defined by 

m 

y = YsVjbj- Hence there is a one-one correspondence between the linear 
j = i 

mappings u: E F and the “ double ” families (aj f) (with 1 < y ^ m, 1 < i < n) 

of elements of K, defined by the relations 

m 

(A.5.2.1) uifli) = £ otji bj (1 < i < «)• 
j= i 

Such families are called matrices with m rows and n columns (or m x n 

matrices) over K. They form a vector space over K, isomorphic to Km". The 
subfamily (aJt)1<£<„ is the yth row, and the subfamily (0^)1 is the zth 
column, of the matrix The matrix M{u) = (ayi) defined by 
(A.5.2.1) is called the matrix of u with respect to the bases (<2f) and {bfi. If u, u' 

are two linear mappings of E into F, and if X is any scalar, then 

M(u + u) = M(u) 4- M(uf), 

M(Xu) = XM(u), 

the matrices being taken in each case with respect to the same bases (at) of E 

and (bj) of F. 
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(A.5.3) Now let G be another finite-dimensional vector space over K, and 
let be a basis of G. Let u: E -*• F and c:F-+G be two linear 
mappings and let w = v ° u: E —► G. Suppose that the matrix M{u) of u 
with respect to (at) and (bj), and the matrix M(v) of v with respect to (bj) 

and (ck) are known, and let us calculate the matrix M(w) of w with respect 
to (a,-) and (ck). If M(u) = (a,-,), M(v) = (J3kj), M(w) = (yk!), then by definition 

we have 

p / m \ m m ip 

w(ad = £ ykick = tN bj = £ ocjMbj) = X aji I PkjCk 
k= 1 \j=l 1 j=1 j=1 \fc=l 

from which it follows that 

m 

(A.5.3.1) ykt=lPkj«jf 
j = i 

The p x n matrix M(w) is said to be the product of the p x m matrix M(v) and 
the m x n matrix M(u), and we write 

M{v ° u) = M(v)M(u). 

Thus the product of two matrices is calculated by “ multiplying the rows of the 
first by the columns of the second.” 

Having given these definitions, it is of course possible to translate into 
matrix language most of the results we have established for linear mappings. 
We shall not stop to do this: indeed, in practice it is almost always advanta¬ 
geous, when presented with a problem of matrix algebra, to reformulate it 
in the language, so much more flexible and appropriate, of linear mappings. 
For example, there is no simple interpretation, in terms of matrices, of the 
essential concepts of the kernel and the image of a linear mapping. 

6. MULTILINEAR MAPPINGS. DETERMINANTS 

(A.6.1) Let El5...,Er and F be r + 1 vector spaces over a field K. A 
mapping u: Ex x E2 x • • • x Er -► F is said to be r-linear if it is “ linear in 
each of its arguments ”: that is to say, for each / = 1, 2, ..., r and each choice 
of elements a} e Ej (j ^ /), the partial mapping 

xi-*u(a1,...,ai-uxi,ai+1,...,ar) 

of E; into F is linear. This implies in particular that 

u{au 0, ai+1,..., ar) = 0 
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for all choices of the dj. By induction on n, it follows from the definition that 

(A.6.1.1) X %2jX2j> * • X 
u=l J= 1 J = 1 / 

X ?2j2 > * * • 9 %rjrU(.Xlji> X2j-> ’ * * * 3 Xrj^)i 
(A) 

where the sum on the right-hand side is over all systems 0*!,... ,jr) such that 
1 < ji <n, ..., 1 < jr < w; the Zij are scalars and the xl7 are elements of Ef 
(1 < /</*, 1 ^j^n). 

An /--linear mapping ofEj x ••• x Er into K is called an r-linear form. 

(A.6.2) Suppose that each of the vector spaces Et. (1 ^ i ^ r) has & finite 

basis (biJ)l^j^ni. Then it follows from the formula (A.6.1.1) that an /--linear 
mapping u of Et x E2 x • • • x Er into F is uniquely determined by the vectors 
u(b1 yI? b2Jl, .. •, brJr) g F (1 ^ < nt for each / = 1, 2, ..., r). Conversely, if 
we are given any system (cjlj2_jr) of nxn2 ••• nr vectors in F, then there exists 
a unique r-linear mapping u of x E2 x • • • x Er into F such that 

^bUx, b2h> • • • > brjr) = cjj2'.jrfor each system of indices (Juh» • • *, jr)- To 
see this it is enough to define u by the formula (A.6.1.1) (taking n there to be 
greater than all the nt, with xl7 = bd for j ^ nt and x7 = 0 for j > nj. It is 
immediately verified that the mapping u so defined is indeed r-linear. 

(A.6.3) Consider the case where all the Efareequalto the same vector space E. 
An r-linear mapping w : Er -> F is said to be alternating if u{xx, x2, ..., xr) = 0 
whenever there are two distinct indices i < j such that xt = Xj. It follows 
from this definition that 

0 = u{xu . . ., Xt + Xj, Xi+U..., Xj-U X i + Xj, xJ+u ..., Xr) 

= u(xx, . . ., Xt, . . . , Xj, ..., xr) + u(xx, . . . , Xj, Xi, , xr) 

for all xt e E. In other words, if we interchange two of the arguments xt, Xj 

in u, the value of u changes sign. Since every permutation cr of the set 
{1,2, ..., r} may be expressed as a product of transpositions, the following 
formula is an easy consequence: 

(A.6.3.1) u(xad}, Xa(2) 3 • • *3 Xcr(r)) = X2 9 • • • » -Os 

where is the signature of the permutation a. 

If E is finite dimensional and (bj)i^j^n is a basis of E, then the 
u(bh, bh,..., bjr) are zero by definition whenever two of the indices ju ...,jr 

are equal. By virtue of (A.6.3.1), the values of u(bjt, ..., bjr) for sequences of 
distinct indices (/,) are determined by those which correspond to increasing 
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sequences j\ < j < * • * < jr. Conversely, if we assign an arbitrary elemeni 
cjljz...jr of F to each increasing sequence, then there exists a uniqin 
alternating /--linear mapping u: Er F such that u(bjt, bj2,..., bfr) = 
cjxj2... jr whenever j\ < j2 < “ * < jr * The verification of this statement is lef 
to the reader. 

(A.6.4) Consider the particular case of alternating n-linear forms on EM 
where n is the dimension of E. The remarks above show that such a form^ 
is completely determined by its value f(bu b2, ..., bn), where (6£) is an] 
basis of E; and/is identically zero if and only iff(bu ...,&„) = 0. It follow; 
that, if/0 is one of these nonzero forms, then every other alternating n-linea 

forms on E” can be written as XfQ, where X is a scalar. These hypotheses anc 
notations will remain in force for the rest of this section. 

(A.6.5) Let u be an endomorphism of E. Then there exists a unique scalch 

det(w) such that, if f is any alternating n-linear form on E”, we have: 

(A.6.5.1) /(ufo), u(x2),u(x„)) = det(w) -f(xu x2, ...,xn) 

for all choices of xt e E (1 < f < n). 

It is enough to prove this for /0, in which case the result follows froir 
(A.6.4) and the fact that (xx,..., x„) fo(u(xx),..., u(xn)) is an alternating 
//-linear form on En. 

The scalar det(w) is called the determinant of u. Clearly we have 

(A.6.5.2) det(lE) = 1. 

(A.6.6) If u, v are two endomorphisms ofTL, then 

(A.6.6.1) det(u 0v) = det(w) det(y). 

By applying (A.6.5) to the alternating //-linear form 

(xu ..., x„) , u(xn)) 

and the endomorphism v, we obtain 

/oM^i)), • • •, u(v(xn))) = det^/oK^i), ..., u(xn)) 

= det(y) det(w)/0(x1?..., x„). 

Since/0 is not zero, the formula (A.6.6.1) now follows from the definition oi 
det(w ° v). 
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(A.6.7) det(w) ^ 0 if and only if u is bijective. 

If u is bijective, it has an inverse u~l such that u 0 u”1 = 1E. Hence, by 
(A.6.6) and (A.6.5.2), we have det(w) det^/"1) = 1, so that certainly det(w) # 0. 
If u is not bijective, then it is not injective (A.4.19), hence there exists bx^0 

such that u(bx) = 0. There exists a basis (A)1<£<n of E containing bt (A.4.5), 
and we have f0(bu ..., bn) ^ 0, whereas f0(u(bi), ..., u(bn)) = 0. Hence 
det(w) = 0. 

(A.6.8) Let (bi)1 ^ be a basis of E, and let M(u) = (a^) be the matrix of u 

with respect to the two bases (bt) and (bt) of E (or, as is usually said, the matrix 

of u with respect to the basis (&,)). Since f0(bXi ..., bn) =£ 0, the formulas 
(A.6.1.1) and (A.6.5.1) give 

(A.6.8.1) det(u) = ^ ' ‘' 
a 

where a runs through the symmetric group Sn of all permutations of 
{1, 2, ri). 

The determinant of the matrix M(u) is by definition the determinant of u. 
This provides the link between our theory and the classical theory of deter¬ 
minants in its original form. We shall not need to use this latter theory, and 
we leave the task of transcribing our results into the old-fashioned notation 
to those readers who are interested in this type of calculation. In applications 
it is always much simpler to go back to the definition (A.6.5), as we shall 
illustrate by considering the eigenvalues of an endomorphism. 

(A.6.9) The definition of the eigenvalues of an endomorphism u is that given 
in (11.1.1), except that the field C is now replaced by an arbitrary field K. 
It follows immediately from (A.6.7) that these eigenvalues are the roots of the 
equation (called the characteristic equation of u) 

(A.6.9.1) det(w — X • 1E) = 0. 

The formula (A.6.8.1) shows immediately that the left-hand side of this 
equation is a polynomial of degree n in 2, with leading coefficient (—1)". 
In what follows we shall assume that the field K is algebraically closed, so 
that det(u — X * 1E) factorizes into linear factors (Ax — 2)(22 — A) • - • (An — X). 

(A.6.10)* There exists a basis (bu ..., bn) of E such that 

(A.6.10.1) u(bi) = Xibi + oci i+ibi+1 + • • • + ccinbn (1 ^ i ^ n). 
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Conversely, if (bi) 1^i<n is a basis with this property, then 

det(w - 1 * 1E) = (X, - X)(X2 - -l) ■ • • (A, - X). 

The proof is by induction on n. By hypothesis, there exists a vector 
bn t^O in E which is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue Xn; in other words, 
u{bf) — Xnbn. Let us split E into a direct sum Kbn 4- V, and let p : E V be 
the corresponding projection (A.3.4). The mapping x p(u(x)) is an endo¬ 
morphism of V, and hence there exists a basis (bu ..., £w_i) of V such that 

p{u{b$ = Htbi + at' i+1bi+l + ■■■ + (!</<«-!) 

and consequently 

u(bd = fabi + i+i^i+i + ••• + a.-.n-A-i +a;,A (1 i n - 1) 

for suitable scalars ocin. We now have 

/o(w(*l) - ^1, • • •, «(&„) - ^„) 

= /o((^l — ^1 + ' ' ' + aln ^/I> (^2 — ^)^2 + ‘ " + a2n b„, ■ ■ ■ , 

• • • , (Hn-i - X)h-l + (K ~ •%)• 

If we expand the right-hand side by means of (A.6.1.1) and use the definition 
of an alternating multilinear form, we see easily that the only term which does 
not vanish is 

Ol - X)(H2 - X) • • • (ju»-1 - W-n ~ X)Mbltbn), 

and therefore det(« - A • 1E) = - A)(ja2 - A) • • • (jxn_t - A)(An - A). This 
proves that the pt are (except possibly for their order) the scalars Xu ..., Xn_1, 
and the calculation above also establishes the second assertion of (A.6.10). 

The matrix of u with respect to a basis satisfying the conditions of (A.6.10) 
is said to be lower triangular. 

(A.6.11) For each integer k> 0, we have 

(A.6.11.1) det(wfc - A • 1E) = {X\ - X){X\ - X) • • • (Xkn - X). 

For it follows from the formulas (A.6.10.1) that 

uk(bi) = Aktbi + a$+1 bi+1 + • • • + ajk)bn (1 < / < n) 

and the result therefore follows from (A.6.10). 
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[A.6.12) The endomorphism u is a nilpotent element of the ring End(E) if 
ind only if all its eigenvalues are zero. 

If u is nilpotent, it follows from (A.6.11) that all the eigenvalues of u are 
zero. Conversely, if all the Xt are zero, the formula (A.6.10.1) shows, by 
induction on k, that wfc(E) <= Kbk+1 + K bk+2 + • * • + K bn if ken, and finally 
that un(E) = {0}, that is to say, un = 0. 

7. MINORS OF A DETERMINANT 

(A.7.1) Let E be a vector space of dimension n over K, and let 
be a basis of E. For each subset I of the index set A = {1, 2, ..., «}, let E(I) 
be the subspace of E generated by the bt with i e I. Then E is the direct sum 
of E(I) and E(A - I). If I = {/1} i2,..., zr}, where it < i2 < ■ • * < ir, let j{ 

e the bijection of Kr onto E(I) such that j\(ek) = bik (1 < k < r), where 
(ek)x is the canonical basis of Kr (A.4.4). Also letp{ be the linear mapping 
of E onto Kr such that Pi(bik) = ek for 1 < k < r, and pfbj) — 0 if j $ I. The 
kernel of p{ is therefore E(A - I), and the restriction of pt to E(I) is a bijection 

of E(I) onto Kr. 

(A.7.2) Let u be an endomorphism of E and let M(u) = (a^) be its matrix 
with respect to the basis (bt) (A.6.8). If I, J are two subsets of the index set A, 
having the same number of elements r, consider the endomorphism 
un = pj0 u o j{ of Kr. rts matrix with respect to the canonical basis (ej) of 
Kr consists of those aJt for which ie I and je J. The determinant of this 
matrix (that is to say, det(w j()) is called the r x r minor of det(w), corresponding 
to the basis (b^ ^ of E and the subsets I, J of the index set A. 

(A.7.3) An endomorphism u of E is of rank r if and only if all the s x s 
minors (where s> r) in det(w) relative to (bt) are zero and at least one of the 
r x r minors is nonzero. 

Let p be the rank of u. With the notation of (A.7.2), we have 
Wji(Kr) =pJ(i/(E(I))),hence(A.4.18)rank(wjI) = dim(wJI(Kr)) ^ dim(w(E(I))) < 
dim u{E) = rank(w) = p. if r > p, we therefore have det(wJL) = 0, by (A.4.19) 
and (A.6.7). On the other hand, there exists a subset I0 of A, containing p 
elements, such that E(I0) is supplementary to ker(u), and a subset J0 of A 
containing p elements, such that E(A — J0) is supplementary to w(E) (A.4.5). 
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It follows that u, restricted to E(I0), is a bijection of E(I0) onto u(E) (A.4.19), 
and that pJo restricted to w(E) is a bijection of w(E) onto Kp (A.3.5). Hence 
uJolo is bijective and therefore det(i/JoIo) ^ 0 (A.6.7). The proposition follows 
immediately from these remarks. 

(A.7.4) With the preceding notations let us now take I = J = {1,2,..., m}, 
hence A — I = A — J = {m+1,and let us suppose in addition that 

wa~i, i = 0, in other words the matrix M(u) has the form 

where X = M(uu) is an m x m matrix, Y — M(ult A_!) an m x (n — m) matrix 
and Z = M(uA.lf A_ j) an (n — m) x (« - m) matrix (0 standing for the zero 
(n — m) x m matrix). Then we have 

(A.7.4.1) det(M(w)) = det(Z) det(Z). 

For if v is the endomorphism of E(I) having X as matrix with respect to 
we have, with the notations of (A.6.10), 

f(u(by),u(bm), u(bm+1),u(b„)) =f(v(bl),v(bm), u(bm+1),u(b„)). 

But the mapping 

(xi,..., xm) ->/(xl3..., xw, u(bm+t), ..., u(bn)) 

is an alternating m-linear form on (E(I))W, hence, by (A.6.5), 

f(v(bx),..., v(bm), u(bm+1),..., u(bn)) 

= (det X)f(bx, ...,bm, u(bm+l), ..., u(bn)). 

For each m + 1, let us write u(bj) = cfj 4- c'j, with cj e E(I), c'j e E(A—I). 
By definition of an alternating multilinear form, we have 

f(bu ...,bm, u(bm+1),..., u(bn)) =f(bu ..., bm, c" + 1,..., c'j). 

Let w then be the endomorphism of E(A — I) having Z as matrix with respect 
to (bj)m+x^j^n; by definition w(bj) = cf for je A — I. The mapping 

C^ih + Ij • • • j •. *, bm, xm+x,..., xw) 

is an alternating (n — m)-linear form on (E(A — hence we get similarly 

f(bu ...,bm9 w(bm+ O,..., h<6„)) = (detZ)f(bx,..., bn) = detZ 

which proves (A.7.4.1). By induction on r, we conclude that for any “ triangular 
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matrix of matrices ” 

*12 *1, 

0 X22 * * * x2r 

0 0 xrr 
where X{J is an miy.mi matrix, we have 

(A.7.4.2) det U = (det Xn)(det X22) • • • (det Xrr) 

(“ Computation of a determinant by blocks ”). 
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In the following index the first reference number refers to the number of the chapter in 
which the subject may be found and the second to the section within the chapter. 

A 

Abel’s lemma: 9.1 

Abel’s theorem: 9.3, prob. 1 

Absolute value of a real number: 2.2 

Absolute value of a complex number: 4.4 

Absolutely convergent series: 5.3 

Absolutely summable family, absolutely 

summable subset: 5.3 

Adjoint of an operator: 11.5 

Algebraic multiplicity of an eigenvalue: 11.4 

Amplitude of a complex number: 9.5, 

prob. 8 

Analytic mapping: 9.3 

Approximate solution of a differential 

equation: 10.5 

Ascoli’s theorem: 7.5 

At most denumerable set, at most denumer¬ 

able family: 1.9 

Axiom of Archimedes: 2.1 

Axiom of choice: 1.4 

Axiom of nested intervals: 2.1 

B 

Banach space: 5.1 

Basis for the open sets of a metric space: 3.9 

Belonging to a set: 1.1 

Bergman’s kernel: 9.13, prob. 

Bessel’s inequality: 6.5 
Bicontinuous mapping: 3.12 

Bijective mapping, bijection: 1.6 

Bloch’s constant: 10.3, prob. 5 

Bolzano’s theorem: 3.19 

Borel’s theorem: 8.14, prob. 4 

Borel-Lebesgue axiom: 3.16 

Borel-Lebesgue theorem: 3.17 

Boundary conditions for a differential 
equation: 11.7 

Bounded from above, from below (subset 

of R): 2.3 

Bounded subset of R: 2.3 

Bounded real function: 2.3 

Bounded set in a metric space: 3.4 

Broken line: 5.1, prob. 4 

Brouwer’s theorem for the plane: 10.2, 

prob. 3 

C 

Canonical decomposition of a vector 

relatively to a hermitian compact 

operator: 11.5 

Cantor’s triadic set: 4.2, prob. 2 

e-Capacity of a set: 3.16, prob. 4 

Cartesian product of sets: 1.3 

Cauchy’s conditions for analytic functions: 

9.10 

Cauchy criterion for sequences: 3.14 

Cauchy criterion for series: 5.2 

Cauchy’s existence theorem for differential 

equations: 10.4 

3$1 
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Cauchy’s formula: 9.9 

Cauchy’s inequalities: 9.9 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: 6.2 

Cauchy sequence: 3.14 
Cauchy’s theorem on analytic functions: 9.6 

Center of a ball: 3.4 
Center of a polydisk: 9.1 

Change of variables in an integral: 8.7 

Circuit: 9.6 
Closed ball: 3.4 

Closed interval: 2.1 
Closed polydisk: 9.1 

Closed set: 3.8 

Closure of a set: 3.8 

Cluster point of a set: 3.8 

Cluster value of a sequence: 3.13 

Codimension of a linear variety: 5.1, 

prob. 5 
Coefficient («th) with respect to an ortho¬ 

normal system: 6.5 

Commutatively convergent series: 5.3, 

prob. 4 
Compact operator: 11.2 

Compact set: 3.17 

Compact space: 3.16 

Complement of a set: 1.2 

Complete space: 3.14 

Complex number: 4.4 

Complex vector space: 5.1 

Composed mapping: 1.7 

Condensation point: 3.9, prob. 4 

Conformal mapping theorem: 10.3, prob. 4 

Conjugate of a complex number: 4.4 

Connected component of a set, of a point 

in a space: 3.19 

Connected set, connected space: 3.19 

Constant mapping: 1.4 
Contained in a set, containing a set: 1.1 

Continuity of the roots as function of 

parameters: 9.17 

Continuous, continuous at a point: 3.11 

Continuously differentiable mapping: 8.9 

Convergence radius of a power series: 9.1, 

prob. 1 

Convergent sequence: 3.13 

Convergent series: 5.2 

Convex set, convex function: 8.5, prob. 8 

Coordinate (nth) with respect to an ortho¬ 

normal system: 6.5 

Covering of a set: 1.8 

Cross section of a set: 1.3 

Cut of the plane: 9.Ap.3 

D 

Decreasing function: 4.2 

Degenerate hermitian form: 6.1 

Dense set in a space, dense set with respeci 

to another set: 3.9 

Denumerable set, denumerable family: 1.9 

Derivative of a mapping at a point: 8.1 

Derivative in an open set: 8.1 

Derivative of a function of one variable: 8.4 

Derivative with respect to a subset of R: 8.4 

Derivative on the left, on the right: 8.4 

Derivative (second, pth): 8.12 

Derivative (pth) with respect to an interval: 

8.12 
Diagonal: 1.4 

Diagonal process: 9.13 

Diameter of a set: 3.4 

Difference of two sets: 1.2 

Differentiable mapping at a point, in a set: 

8.1 
Differentiable with respect to the first, 

second,..., variable: 8.9 

Differentiable (twice,/? times): 8.12 

Differential equation: 10.4 

Dimension of a linear variety: 5.1, prob. 5 

Dini’s theorem: 7.2 

Direct image: 1.5 

Dirichlet’s function: 3.11 

Disk: 4.4 

Discrete metric space: 3.2 and 3.12 

Distance of two points: 3.1 

Distance of two sets: 3.4 

E 

Eigenfunction of a kernel function: 11.6 

Eigenspace corresponding to an eigenvalue: 

11.1 
Eigenvalue of an operator: 11.1 

Eigenvalue of a Sturm-Liouville problem: 

11.7 

Eigenvector of an operator: 11.1 

Eilenberg’s criterion: 9.Ap.3 

Element: 1.1 

Elementary solution for a Sturm-Liouville 

problem: 11.7 
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Empty set: 1.1 

Endless road: 9.12, prob. 3 

Entire function: 9.3 

£-Entropy of a set: 3.16, prob. 4 

Equation of a hyperplane: 5.8 

Equicontinuous at a point, equicontinuous: 
7.5 

Equipotent sets: 1.9 

Equivalence class, equivalence relation: 1.8 
Equivalent norms: 5.6 

Equivalent roads: 9.6 

Essential mapping: 9.Ap.2 

Essential singular point, essential singu¬ 
larity: 9.15 

Euclidean distance: 3.2 

Everywhere dense set: 3.9 

Exponential function: 4.3 and 9.5 

Extended real line: 3.3 

Extension of a mapping: 1.4 

Exterior point of a set, exterior of a set: 3.7 
Extremity of an interval: 2.1 

Extremity of a path: 9.6 

F 

Family of elements: 1.8 

Finer distance, finer topology: 3.12 

Finite number: 3.3 

Fixed point theorem: 10.1 

Fourier coefficient (nth): 6.5 

Fredholm equation, Fredholm alternative: 
11.6 

Frobenius’s theorem: 10.9 

Frobenius-Perron’s theorem: 11.1, prob. 6 

Frontier point of a set, frontier of a set: 3.8 

Full sequence of positive eigenvalues: 11.5, 

prob. 8 

Function: 1.4 

Function of bounded variation: 7.6, prob. 3 

Function of positive type: 6.3, prob. 4 

Functional graph, functional relation: 1.4 

Functions coinciding in a subset: 1.4 

Fundamental system of neighborhoods: 
3.6 

Fundamental theorem of algebra: 9.11 

G 

Geometric multiplicity of an eigenvalue: 

11.4 
Goursat’s theorem: 9.10, prob. 1 

Gram determinant: 6.6, prob. 3 

Graph of a relation: 1.3 

Graph of a mapping: 1.4 

Greatest lower bound: 2.3 

Green function of a Sturm-Liouville prob¬ 
lem: 11.7 

Gronwall’s lemma: 10.5 

H 

Haar orthonormal system: 8.7, prob. 7 

Hadamard’s three circles theorem: 9.5, 
prob. 10 

Hadamard’s gap theorem: 9.15, prob. 7 

HausdorfF distance of two sets: 3.16, prob. 3 
Hermitian form: 6.1 

Hermitian kernel: 11.6 

Hermitian norm: 9.5, prob. 7 

Hermitian operator: 11.5 

Hilbert basis: 6.5 

Hilbert space: 6.2 

Hilbert sum of Hilbert spaces: 6.4 

Homeomorphic metric spaces, homeomor- 
phism: 3.12 

Homogeneous linear differential equation: 
10.8 

Homogeneous hyperplane: 5.8, prob. 3 

Homo topic paths, homotopic loops, homo- 

topy of a path into a path: 9.6 and 

10.2, prob. 6 

Hyperplane: 5.8 and 5.8, prob. 3 

Hyperplane of support: 5.8, prob. 3 

I 

Identity mapping: 1.4 

Image of a set by a mapping: 1.5 

Imaginary part of a complex number: 4.4 

Implicit function theorem: 10.2 

Improperly integrable function along an 

endless road, improper integral: 9.12, 
prob. 3 

Increasing function: 4.2 

Increasing on the right: 8.5, prob. 1 

Indefinitely differentiable mapping: 8.12 

Index of a point with respect to a circuit, 

of a circuit with respect to a point: 9.8 

Index of a point with respect to a loop: 

9.Ap.l 

Induced distance: 3.10 

Inessential mapping: 9.Ap.2 
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Infimum of a set, of a function: 2.3 
Infinite product of metric spaces: 3.20, 

prob. 7 
Injection, injective mapping: 1.6 
Integer (positive or negative): 2.2 
Integral: 8.7 
Integral along a road: 9.6 
Integration by parts: 8.7 
Interior point of a set, interior of a set: 3.7 
Intersection of two sets: 1.2 
Intersection of a family of sets: 1.8 
Inverse image: 1.5 
Inverse mapping: 1.6 
Isolated point of a set: 3.10 
Isolated singular point: 9.15 
Isometric spaces, isometry: 3.3 
Isomorphism of prehilbert spaces: 6.2 
Isotropic vector: 6.1 

J 

Jacobian matrix, jacobian: 8.10 
Janiszewski’s theorem: 9.Ap.3 
Jordan curve theorem: 9.Ap.4 
Juxtaposition of two paths: 9.6 

K 

Kernel function: 11.6 

L 

Lagrange’s inversion formula: 10.2, prob. 
10 

Laurent series: 9.14 
Least upper bound: 2.3 
Lebesgue function (nth): 11.6, prob. 2 
Lebesgue’s property: 3.16 
Legendre polynomials: 6.6 and 8.14, prob. 

1 
Leibniz’s formula: 8.13 
Leibniz’s rule: 8.11 
Length of an interval: 2.2 
Limit of a function, limit of a sequence: 3.13 
Limit on the left, limit on the right: 7.6 
Linear differential equation: 10.6 
Linear differential equation of order n: 10.6 
Linear differential operator: 8.13 
Linear form: 5.8 
Linear variety: 5.1, prob. 5 

Linked by a broken line (points): 5.1, prob. 4 
Liouville’s theorem: 9.11 
Lipschitzian function: 7.5, prob. 12, and 

10.5 
Locally closed set: 3.10, prob. 3 
Locally compact space: 3.18 
Locally connected space: 3.19 
Locally lipschitzian function: 10.4 
Logarithm: 4.3 and 9.5, prob. 8 
Loop: 9.6 and 10.2, prob. 6 
Loop homotopy: 9.6 and 10.2, prob. 6 

M 

Majorant: 2.3 
Majorized set, majorized function: 2.3 
Mapping: 1.4 
Maximal solution of a differential equation: 

10.7, prob. 4 
Maximinimal principle: 11.5, prob. 8, and 

11.7, prob. 2 
Mean value theorem: 8.5 
Mercer’s theorem: 11.6 
Meromorphic function: 9.17 
Method of the gliding hump: 11.5, prob. 4, 

and 11.6, prob. 2 
Metric space: 3.1 
Minimal solution of a differential equation: 

10.7, prob. 4 
Minorant: 2.3 
Minorized set, minorized function: 2.3 
Minkowski’s inequality: 6.2 
Monotone function: 4.2 
Morera’s theorem: 9.10, prob. 2 

N 

Natural boundary: 9.15, prob. 7 
Natural injection: 1.6 
Natural mapping of X into X/R: 1.8 
Natural ordering: 2.2 
Negative number: 2.2 
Negative real half-line: 9.5, prob. 8 
Neighborhood: 3.6 
Newton’s approximation method: 10.2, 

prob. 5 
Nondegenerate hermitian operator: 11.5 
Norm: 5.1 
Normally convergent series, normally sum- 

mable family: 7.1 
Normed space: 5.1 
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O 

One-to-one mapping: 1.6 

Onto mapping: 1.6 

Open ball: 3.4 

Open covering: 3.16 

Open interval: 2.1 

Open neighborhood: 3.6 

Open polydisk: 9.1 

Open set: 3.5 

Operator: 11. 

Opposite path: 9.6 

Order of an analytic function at a point: 

9.15 

Order of a linear differential operator: 8.13 

Ordered pair: 1.3 

Origin of an interval: 2.1 

Origin of a path: 9.6 

Orthogonal projection: 6.3 

Orthogonal supplement: 6.3 

Orthogonal system: 6.5 

Orthogonal to a set (vector): 6.1 

Orthogonal vectors: 6.1 

Orthonormal system: 6.5 

Orthonormalization: 6.6 

Oscillation of a function: 3.14 

P 

^p-adic distance: 3.2 

Parallel hyperplane: 5.8, prob. 3 

Parseval’s identities: 6.5 

Partial derivative: 8.9 

Partial mapping: 1.5 

Partial sum («th) of a series: 5.2 

Partition of a set: 1.8 

Path: 9.6 and 10.2, prob. 6 

Path reduced to a point: 9.6 

Peano curve: 4.2, prob. 5, and 9.12, prob. 5 

Peano’s existence theorem: 10.5, prob. 4 

Phragmen-Lindelof’s principle: 9.5, prob. 

16 

Picard’s theorem: 10.3, prob. 8 

Piecewise linear function: 8.7 

Point: 3.4 

Pole of an analytic function: 9.15 

Positive definite hermitian form: 6.2 

Positive hermitian form: 6.2 

Positive hermitian operator: 11.5 

Positive number: 2.2 

Power series: 9.1 

Precompact set: 3.17 

Precompact space: 3.16 

Prehilbert space: 6.2 

Primary factor: 9.12, prob. 1 
Primitive: 8.7 

Principle of analytic continuation: 9.4 

Principle of extension of identities: 3.15 

Principle of extension of inequalities: 3.15 
Principle of isolated zeros: 9.1 

Principle of maximum: 9.5 

Product of a family of sets: 1.8 

Product of metric spaces: 3.20 

Product of normed spaces: 5.4 

Projection (first, second, ith): 1.3 

Projections in a direct sum: 5.4 

Purely imaginary number: 4.4 

Pythagoras’s theorem: 6.2 

Q 

Quasi-derivative, quasi-differentiable func¬ 
tion: 8.4, prob. 4 

Quasi-hermitian operator: 11.5, prob. 18 
Quotient set: 1.8 

R 

Radii of a polydisk: 9.1 

Radius of a ball: 3.4 

Rational number: 2.2 

Rank theorem: 10.3 

Real line: 3.2 

Real number: 2.1 

Real part of a complex number: 4.4 

Real vector space: 5.1 

Reflexivity of a relation: 1.8 

Regular frontier point for an analytic func¬ 

tion: 9.15, prob. 7 

Regular value for an operator: 11.1 

Regularization: 8.12, prob. 2 

Regulated function: 7.6 

Relative maximum: 3.9, prob. 6 

Relatively, cpmjSact set: 3.17"^ 

Remainder (nth) of a series: 5.2 

Reproducing kernel: 6.3, prob. 4 

Residue: 9.15 

Resolvent of a linear differential equation: 

10.8 
Restriction of a mapping: 1.4 

Riemann sums: 8.7, prob. 1 
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Riesz (F.)’s theorem: 5.9 

Road: 9.6 

Rolle’s theorem: 8.2, prob. 4 

Rouche’s theorem: 9.17 

S 

Scalar: 9.1 

Scalar product: 6.2 

Schoenflies’s theorem: 9.Ap., prob. 9 

Schottky’s theorem: 10.3, prob. 6 

Schwarz’s lemma: 9.5, prob. 6 

Second mean value theorem: 8.7, prob. 2 

Segment: 5.1, prob. 4, and 8.5 

Self-adjoint operator: 11.5 

Semi-open interval: 2.1 

Separable metric space: 3.10 

Separating points (set of functions): 7.3 

Separating two points (subset of the plane) : 

9.Ap.3 

Sequence: 1.8 

Series: 5.2 
Set: 1.1 

Set of mappings: 1.4 

Set of uniqueness for analytic functions: 9.4 

Simple arc, simple closed curve, simple 

loop, simple path: 9.Ap.4 

Simply connected domain: 9.7 and 10.2, 

prob.6 

Simply convergent sequence, simply con¬ 

vergent series: 7.1 

Simpson’s formula: 8.14, prob. 10 

Singular frontier point for an analytic 

function: 9.15, prob. 7 

Singular part of an analytic function at a 

point: 9.15 

Singular values of a compact operator: 11.5, 

prob.15 

Solution of a differential equation: 10.4 and 
11.7 

Spectral value, spectrum of an operator: 

11.1 
Sphere: 3.4 

Square root of a positive hermitian compact 

operator: 11.5, prob. 12 

Star-shaped domain: 9.7 

Step function: 7.6 

Stone-Weierstrass theorem: 7.3 

Strict relative maximum: 3.9, prob. 6 

Strictly convex function: 8.5, prob. 8 

Strictly decreasing, strictly increasing, 

strictly monotone: 4.2 

Strictly negative, strictly positive number: 

2.2 

Sturm-Liouville problem: 11.7 

Subfamily: 1.8 

Subsequence: 3.13 

Subset: 1.4 

Subspace: 3.10 

Subspace of a normed space: 5.4 

Substitution of power series in power series: 

9.2 

Sum of a family of sets: 1.8 

Sum of a series: 5.2 

Sum of an absolutely summable family: 5.3 

Supremum of a set, of a function: 2.3 

Surjection, surjective mapping: 1.6 

Symmetric bilinear form: 6.1 

Symmetry of a relation: 1.8 

System of scalar linear differential equa¬ 

tions: 10.6 

T 

Tangent mappings at a point: 8.1 

Tauber’s theorem: 9.3, prob. 2 

Taylor’s formula: 8.14 

Term (wth) of a series: 5.2 

Theorem of residues: 9.16 

Tietze-Urysohn extension theorem: 4.5 

Titchmarsh’s theorem: 11.6, prob. 11 

Topological direct sum, topological direct 

summand, topological supplement: 5.4 

Topological notion: 3.12 

Topologically equivalent distances: 3.12 

Topology: 3.12 

Total derivative: 8.1 

Total subset: 5.4 

Totally disconnected set: 3.19 

Transcendental entire function: 9.15, prob. 3 

Transitivity of a relation: 1.8 
Transported distance: 3.3 

Triangle inequality: 3.1 and 5.1 

Trigonometric polynomials: 7.4 

Trigonometric system: 6.5 

U 

Ultrametric inequality: 3.8, prob. 4 

Underlying real vector space: 5.1 
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Uniformly continuous function: 3.11 

Uniformly convergent sequence, uniformly 

convergent series: 7.1 

Uniformly equicontinuous set: 7.5, prob. 5 

Uniformly equivalent distances: 3.14 

Union of two sets: 1.2 

Union of a family of sets: 1.8 
Unit circle: 9.5 

Unit circle taken n times: 9.8 

V 

Value of a mapping: 1.4 

Vector basis: 5.9, prob. 2 

Vector space: 5.1 

Volterra kernel: 11.6, prob. 8 

W 

Weierstrass’s approximation theorem: 7.4 

Weierstrass’s decomposition: 10.2, prob. 8 

Weierstrass’s preparation theorem: 9.17, 
prob. 4 

Weierstrass’s theorem on essential singu¬ 
larities: 9.15, prob. 2 

Z 

Zero of an analytic function: 9.15 
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